"Just For a Song"

The Price a Woman Paid for the Illusion of Success.

POIGNANT!
MEMORABLE!
INTIMATE!

The Kind of Picture That Will Satisfy Your Audience to the Full.

"Just For a Song"

with Constance Carpenter and an All Star Stage Cast.
TIFFANY'S LOVE-SMASH
1st TALKER TO PLAY L.A.'s
NEW ACE HOUSE!

ALOHA

And see how
THE SINGLE SIN
is grabbing
the first runs!

NEW YORK · the WARNER
CHICAGO · the WOODS
L. A. · the LOS ANGELES

TIFFANY
THE KEY TO
FAR BIGGER BUSINESS!
EAST TEXAS BUYS PALACE, MARSHALL

After about one month’s operation of the competitive house, East Texas Theatres have purchased the Palace in Marshall from Gene Hendon and Gus A. Doering.

Henderson, former Warner salesman, got backing from Doering, of the Select at Mineola and started bucking East Texas in Marshall, figuring that one theatre was not enough in a town of 20,000. The reports were that he got by with his plans nicely and that his theatre paid good profits.

Doering was supposed to be a silent partner, but the news leaked out through some crack and East Texas made plans to open a house in Mineola in retaliation.

The fact that a sole of the Marshall house has been made is considered as evidence that a compromise agreement was reached in this case.

Theatres Invading Kilgore Boom Town

The oil city of Kilgore, heart of the east Texas oil fields, which sprang overnight from about 800 to a present estimate of 20,000 and which reminds one of the days portrayed in “Cimarron,” is increasing in its attractiveness to theatre operators.

C. O. Murphy got in on the ground floor and is operating the Palace, formerly run by L. M. Crim who is a reputed millionaire from the black gold. A sign is up on one lot reading that O. K. Theatres, Oscar Korn, will build the Granada Theatre on that site. At another place the Texas Theatre is going up, possibly by East Texas Theatres, who are reported as launching into the town. A tent show is going at full blast on one of the very few vacant lots.

Overton Coming

Further down on the oil highway the little town of Overton is in the midst quite as a boom. New stores are going in, a derrick graces the townsite, traffic is heavy. Railroading is in a bustling heat. This town, they say, is going to be the hub of all east Texas operations. Theatre operators might well keep an eye on this spot.

Arkansas Exhibitor Decrees Copyright Bureau Action

BUSINESS NOT HURT ACCOUNT OF LENT, SAYS LEROY BICKEL

Exhibitors have got to take in the money to pay film rental and overheads on percentage contracts, Leroy Bickel said Saturday when asked whether or not the season of Lent had hurt business seriously in this region.

The last three weeks M-G-M has shown a fine increase in business over the same period in 1930. This should put to a man pessimism in the shade, Bickel believes.

The major portion of the M-G-M accounts are playing pictures on percentage and they must be taking in the money to show this increase in the M-G-M office.

Kids in Panic

Fifty children were believed hurt when a panic occurred in a Dallas theatre Saturday after a fuse had blown out and an excited woman shouted “fire.” Ten kids were carried to hospitals. Three were injured badly.

The theatre was admitting kids for two eggs each to be used in a city-wide Easter egg hunt. Most of the injured were on a stairway leading to the balcony. The main body of spectators knew nothing about the panic. A number waiting on the mezzanine floor clashed with a group coming up from downstairs. They were piled up four and five deep when extricated by theatre attendants and assured that there was no danger.

QUEEN, HOUSTON, SPRING CLEANING

The Queen at Houston, once the de luxe house of the Bayou City, will soon undergo spring rejuvenation, according to W. W. Jackson, manager. Special attention will be paid to the smoking balcony where stenographers during their lunch hour, tired business men, young and old boys go to while away an hour or so. The Queen is still playing first runs.

“Buck” in Dallas

H. K. Buchanan, manager of the Allied Film Exchange in Oklahoma City, was in Dallas last week in a visit with Jack K. Adams and other members of the Dallas office. “Buck” sat in on the screening of “Ten Nights in a Barroom” and the deal followed whereby Allied will distribute the famous play in all talking form throughout the Southwest.

Harley Here

George Harley, of the Cincinnati and Detroit markets, has been assigned to the Dallas territory for special work with M-G-M.

To Reopen

C. J. McKenzie is making plans to reopen the Idle Hour at Henderson, Texas, it is reported.

Several months ago MOTION PICTURE TIMES warned the exhibitors that the Copyright Bureau would soon be operating in the Southwest, checking the theatres on percentage runs and other stipulations in contracts. The story brought inquiries from the east interested parties and also of great interest to all exhibitors of this region.

In spite of this warning showmen are caught in the drag-net unprepared for the visit of bureau representatives.

Mr. W. L. Sneed, operating the Pioneer Theatre and also the Sneed Service Station at Beebe, Arkansas, writes MOTION PICTURE TIMES a strong letter in protest at the bureau operations, as follows:

“I want to call your attention to the activities of the Copyright Bureau and I think exhibitors should be warned.

“The Copyright Bureau has been checking every theatre in this part of the country for the last six months and have about seventy-five Arkansas exhibitors which they are sticking from $500 and up.

“Now it has been a practice from the different exchanges to let an exhibitor use a picture an extra day in order for him to get film rental and now they claim he have nothing to do with the Copyright Bureau and they are clearing themselves with the exhibitors in this way.

“Now if the little exhibitor ever did in this world need something done now is the time. This thing has caused me to close my house and I have not made film rental for five months and this bunch have come along to take money that I have earned elsewhere.

“This sure looks like it will be a good year for the independent producers if they stay away from this bunch of Copyright —-

“Now, if your paper is going to benefit the exhibitor, give them the low-down on this stuff before they get hung. Your truly,

“Pioneer Theatre

“W. L. Sneed.”
Distributors’ Stand on Tie-in of Shorts Aimed at Brookhart

Sales Heads Declare They Are Opposed to Alleged Practice; Give Written Statements to M. P. T. O. A.

New York—A strong factor in the fight against the Brookhart bill, according to M. P. T. O. A. officials is the declaration of distributors against the tying in of features and short subjects. Sales heads of major distributors have given the exhibitors’ association written statements of policy opposing the alleged practice, it is reported.

M. A. Lightman, president of M. P. T. O. A., declares that the alleged practice of tying in features with shorts would be used as a strong argument in favor of the Brookhart measure by those who are supporting the bill, which will come before Congress in December.

M. P. T. O. A. has taken a stand against the bill, while Allied has expressed itself in favor of it.

ANIMAL SHORTS FROM COLUMBIA

New York—To add diversity to its coming season’s lineup of shorts, Clumbia Pictures will augment its program with a series of thirteen single reel animal comedies, which will be directed and supervised by Bryan Foy, well-known screen actor-producer. The films will consist of hilarious stories, with trained animals taking the place of human actors. In place of animal sounds, human voices will be synchronized to fit the action. An entire menagerie containing an assortment of animals including: lions, tigers, giraffes, dogs and cats will be used.

HUGHES TO MAKE AVIATION COMEDY

Hollywood—Howard Hughes’ next picture, following his sensational newspaper film, “The Front Page,” will be an original aviation comedy, as yet untitled. The air film will go into production on April 6, under direction of Edward Sedgwick, M-G-M’s ace comedy director, who has been borrowed for the occasion.

Robert Benchley, famous magazine and screen writer, is polishing off the script of an extremely humorous and original story, which has been months in preparation, and casting will get under way shortly.

HOFFMAN AND BACHMAN FORM PRODUCING FIRM

New York—M. H. Hoffman and J. G. Bachman are organizing a new production and distribution company which will have 18 features for the 1931-32 season. Distribution will be handled by independent exchanges under an arrangement by which Bachman and Hoffman will be interested. The company will begin active operation in about five weeks, the men announced last week.

PARAMOUNT TO START ON SHORTS

New York—Production of one- and two-reel subjects for the 1931-1932 season will get under way at Paramount’s New York studio on March 30, Larry Kent, head of the short subject department, announced last week.

The initial production will be a one-reel comedy, “One Hundred Percent Service,” starring Burns and Allen, vaudeville headliners and veterans of several previous Paramount comedies.

Among the other players who are scheduled to appear before the cameras during the first six weeks of production are Ethel Merman, Mitchell and Durant, The Hagar Trio, Tom Howard, Billy House, Smith and Dale, George Dewey Washington, Ben Blue and Charlie Ruggles. The latter will continue his feature roles simultaneously with his two-reel stellar appearances.

According to the production schedule mapped out by Kent, three reels per week will be filmed during the coming season. In practice this may mean either three one-reel productions or a two-reeler and a single-reel picture. Ray Cozine and Aubrey Scott will alternate on directorial assignments and Max Hayes will supervise and stage all dialogue.

82 TIFFANY SHORTS

New York—Tiffany will have 82 short subjects for the new season, Grant Cook said last week. Sixty of these will be single-reeler, Chimp comedies, Voice of Hollywood and the Howard Jones football series will comprise the program.

AUTOMATICS GET MONEY AT OPENER

New York—The Translux Theatre, automatic pictures, opened last week and according to reports the idea is working out successfully. Business is strong, building each day and with an admission of 25 cents, which is put into a slot, film men believe the experiment may be more than just a novelty. The theatre opened just opus for Radio Pictures, “Cock-eyed Youth,” and original story written by him.

RKO-PATHE SALES CONVENTION SET

New York—Lee Marcus announced that the first sales convention of RKO-Pathe will be the first general sales meeting of the season in the industry has more than the average significance, for at these sessions to be held in Chicago on April 20, 21 and 22 will be revealed the policy, sales and production plans of the youngest film and theatre organization, which has been erected upon the foundation of the industry’s oldest company and inherits all its valued traditions. It is also significant in that the occasion will serve to introduce to the entire sales organization Ned Depinet, the recently appointed sales chief, President Marcus, Charles R. Rogers, production head, and other executives of the company.

Marcus reiterated his recently announced plans for twenty-one specials offering Constance Bennett, Ann Harding, Helen Twelve), Bill Boyd and Eddie Quillen in four vehicles each and Ina Claire in one.

Discussing the short product, Marcus stated that the company had several stimulating surprises in the new product way which will be announced for the first time at the Chicago convention. In all 256 short subjects will be revealed and there will be 208 single reels, including Pathe News and the successful Van Beuren-produced group, Aesop’s Fables, Vagabond Adventures and Grantland Rice Sportlight. Forty-eight two-reel comedies will be produced with box-office comedies featured.

Monogram Completes New Organization

New York—The complete organization of Monogram Pictures Corporation, with several new and distinct organization features which make this one of the most interesting of the season’s independent developments, was completed and announced last week by W. Ray Johnston, president and general manager of the company.

The new plan calls for the issuance of seventy-five hundred shares of par value stock, available to a closely limited number of stockholders. Each of these stockholders will be independent distributing agencies, operating under a perpetual franchise, to distribute all Monogram-produced product, with a plan whereby each franchise holder must be a stockholder and, with the provision that his stock cannot be sold or transferred except to the corporation for other existing stockholders, the plan creates out of Monogram’s distribution forces virtually a national organization closely knit under one banner.

Offices in twenty separate territories and coast-to-coast coverage. An office in Canada and one for foreign distribution provides for extra American commerce.

The officers of the new completely organized company are as follows: W. Ray Johnston, president and general manager; Trenn Carr, vice-president for production; Harry H. Thomas, vice-president for exchanges; James V. Ritchey, vice-president for foreign; Albert Fiedler, treasurer; J. P. Friedhoff, assistant treasurer, and M. S. White, secretary.

Monogram’s home office will be on the tenth floor of 723 Seventh avenue, New York City.
WITH the congress adjourned until next December the industry has nothing to worry about in the way of national legislation until then. But all is not so quiet on the legislative fronts in many state capitals. While a great many pernicious bills have been defeated by aggressive exhibitor defensives, there are still a large number pending in various state legislatures that will not be abandoned until their sessions end, in some cases as late as June.

Those exhibitor leaders who have camped "down among 'em" in the halls where the attacks were waged deserve the highest commendation. Where adverse legislation has been defeated they have saved their fellow exhibitors many thousands of dollars—taxation which would have put the industry into a chaotic condition, perhaps beyond recovery. And those exhibitors who worked with their leaders either at home or right on the battle ground also deserve congratulations. On those fronts where the battles are still waging the efforts to defeat anti-legislation should go on as strong as ever. There must be no let down now, even if some victories have been scored. Legislation against the motion picture industry, in the states or at Washington, is as perennial as flowers in spring. The defense must maintain its strength until the very last minute of any session. It's a big job and a tough one, but it's one that cannot be shirked without untold damage resulting. And, as we have before stated, it's one task where exhibitor, producer and distributor must join hands and work as one.

THE announcement by Radio Pictures that it will maintain its own staff of checkers and that it will be composed of men who have been trained to help exploit the checked picture should be a welcome bit of news to all exhibitors. RKO is just a youngster in the producing and distributing end of the picture industry, but it has from the start demonstrated to its older fellow producers and distributors that it understands the value of merchandising as it applies to selling picture entertainment to the public.

Some years ago practically every large company maintained an extensive field force of exploitation men who were constantly servicing exhibitors in their efforts to build larger box office receipts. In this day when percentage booking is in such general use it would seem that a re-instatement of such a service would be most appropriate. It would be a mutual service that would add to the profits of both distributors and exhibitors. We congratulate RKO for having come forward with this progressive step.

* * *

THE new selling season gets an earlier start this year. All sales guns are primed for a heavy assault on Mr. Film Buyer. From indications so far it looks like they're loaded with good ammunition. Anyhow, exhibitors are all anxious to see what the new season will bring and they hope for more consistent picture quality than the current season gave them.

BEN SHLYEN, Editor-in-chief

ALFRED F. STEEN, Managing Editor
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The 2,000 mark in German wired houses has been reached. Tobis-Klangfilm made the largest number of installations, with a total of about 760, followed by Kinoton with about 315.

* * *

A series of six one-reel Charlie Chaplin comedies, with music and sound effects synchronized by RCA Photophone, is being released on the independent market by Keystone Film Distributing Corp. George S. Jeffrey is sales manager of the company.

* * *

American stars are the overwhelming popular favorites in France and if properly presented in American films for foreign countries will solve the box-office question, was the statement made to Film Daily by Allan Byre, M-G-M managing director for the French territory and Latin Europe.

* * *

A series of 12 single reels entitled "See America First," dealing with interesting phases of various localities throughout the country, is being made by Screen Classics Productions. Three subjects, New York, Washington and Boston, are already completed. Others to come are: Miami, Chicago, St. Louis, Denver, West Coast, Yellowstone National Park, Salt Lake City and Philadelphia.

* * *

Answering the demand for serials and series type pictures, Talking Picture Epics will cut all present and future feature productions into five and six separate reels and re-edit them so that all productions will be offered in both feature length and series form.

JOSEPH PLUNKETT

RKO Theatres Chief

"Gangster stories are popular with the public because of so much newspaper space being devoted to racketeering. The next cycle probably will be detective mystery stories. Sex yarns are passe. There will be a return to musicals, but they will have a dramatic story as a reason for their existence!"
A blind man in this business, if he stops to think a minute, will see that a local trade paper coming to him each week, is one of the most valuable assets he has in the conduct of his theatre, or of his exchange, or of his supply house. Sometimes readers of MOTION PICTURE TIMES get valuable information and service issue after issue and are unconscious of that fact. They might think that they are entitled to the service this paper renders—that it goes along as "palon" because of the very nature of the business we are all in.

After about ten years of service on the Dallas market in trade paper work, making an honest effort to disseminate news and passing along information of value, I am going to ask here again a new deal in referring to MOTION PICTURE TIMES serving the trade in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas. All I want is co-operation—not to help me—but to help you.

**A NEW JACKET**

First of all the TIMES is going to make the first move. Our issue of April 7 will be out in a snappy new dress of two-colored design and printed on expensive enamel paper. I pledge that it will be full to the brim with live, LOCAL trade news and practical ideas that the showman who can spend $5 to $10 on a picture can well afford to use. This paper is now in the process of creating new departments that no other medium is equipped to conduct. For instance, we are going to have box-office reports, written by the exhibitor who has actually played the pictures and not written by an exchange or trade paper reporter. True, the exhibitor may have already bought the pictures reported on, but the value comes in that he will know better when to play them or whether or not to leave them on the shelf and save money by doing it.

**We Want Action**

Any exhibitor who works out an economical stunt successful in the exploitation of a picture, who makes economical changes in the appearance of his theatre or anywhere in his routine operations, owes it to himself and to all the other exhibitors to pass that knowledge along, and there is but one way to do it—write a brief account of the instance to MOTION PICTURE TIMES.

This goes for projectionists, exploitation men, exchange managers, post clerks or anyone who makes his bread and butter out of motion pictures in the three southwestern states.

When you are successful with a certain picture tell the others how you did it and we will print that. When you get a bad break on a picture or get stung on any sort of a deal, let us know and we will print that also.

Because it is my business to know, I can assure the trade that MOTION PICTURE TIMES has the largest paid circulation in its field than any national medium which attempts to serve the same region. I further assure you that this paper is so organized to give a localized service which no national paper can attempt. The TIMES will never be crowed page after page with information aimed at a class in this trade. There will be no overloading with lie—practical ideas and endless promotional schemes and copy, in order to mislead the exhibitor. But there will be facts, plenty of them, developed in a style which the theatre owner in the average situation can use to advantage.

Let's work together for a bigger and better MOTION PICTURE TIMES. Exhibitors, write me along the lines mentioned above, and exchange managers, be ready for me when I call for facts and news.

**Appeal Must Be Localized**

It is getting to be almost an old film custom how the distributors in this business are learning that the only effective way to operate with the exhibitors of the Southwest is through localized copy in MOTION PICTURE TIMES. Selling talk based upon segregated hokus in and around Gotham or other foreign lands does not and never has had any weight with the Southwestern exhibitor, who wants and has always wanted localized facts, refusing to accept anything else but that.

Because a certain product is sold to a dozen circuits up east, or because a picture on Broadway at $2 top brings out the police, means no more to the Southwestern exhibitor than the sands of Sahara mean to a White Rock perch.

The exhibitors of Texas have to be sold on the merits of first-run product on Elm Street in Dallas; Main Street in Houston, etc. They will listen when you can substantiate your claims (and you can do that only in trade paper print) that Robb & Rowley have bought it, or that Hall Industries, Oskar Korn, Rubin Frals, Publix, RKO, Jefferson Amusement Co., H. T. Hodge, Cluck & Englebrecht and others have bought a certain product for their theatres.

In Oklahoma and Arkansas the same condition prevail in that selling must be done in a localized manner based on localized copy that truthfully expounds whatever merit the product to be sold may possess.

**Oklahoma City Notes**

"City Lights" played to pleased capacity business at the Midwest Theatre, and held over for another week.

Theatres doing well, considering lent.

Warner (RKO) packing 'em with four acts and pictures.

Bonus payments helped business all over town—Lots of spenders.

E. B. Coleman is in Dallas in the interest of "Trader Horn."

Publix Theatre changes in Oklahoma City as follows: E. B. Coleman resigned as publicity director and succeeded by Bert Stern.

**HELP WANTED**

Perfection Sound Systems, Chicago, are interested in getting sales representatives in this territory on their sound-on-film equipment. They offer a guaranteed equipment complete and also sound heads to be used with present amplification on disc systems now installed. The equipment is reasonably priced and has a record for excellent performance wherever sold. For further information communicate with Perfection Sound Systems 1737 N. Campbell, Chicago, Ill.

**EXPERT PROJECTION SERVICE**

On the Dallas Market Many Years

Distributor of Kaplan Projectors—Strong Lamps
Brenkert Lamps—Roth Generators
and other standard equipment. Used Projectors and Lamps;
Complete Repair Department operating at fair prices.

You'll Like Our Service and Courtesy

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

JOHN HARDIN, Prop.

714 Hampton Rd. Tel. 6-2235 Dallas Texas

**X-CELLS**

Chosen Again and Again
In Preference To High Priced Equipments.

---

SULLIVAN & MOORE, BEN GOLDING,
RITA THEATRE, REX THEATRE,
Greenville, Tex. Amarillo, Tex.

These theatre owners chose X-Cells because of excellent sound—low price—elimination of head amplifiers, batteries—all A. C. operated—low operating cost.

---

CALL OR WRITE

PUBLIC ADDRESS SERVICE CO.

DALLAS, TEXAS

Distributor for Texas, La., Ark.
Contract Awarded
For Uvalde Theatre

Construction on a new $35,000 theatre building in Uvalde, Texas, for Howard K. Allen and C. H. Weaver, was started last week, according to the Uvalde Leader-News. The house is being erected by Congressman John N. Garner. The size will be 25 by 80 feet and seating capacity about 500.

Howard Allen, who will be active in operating the house, advises MOTION PICTURE TIMES that they will have a beautiful little place with a 100 per cent location and that the opening date will be between May 15 and June 1, his letter announces.

Allen left the service of Hall Industries several months ago and came to Dallas where he promoted a deal with an associate to open one of the closed theatres in Alexandria, La., in opposition to Publix. He was just about to re-model the house when he got information that his film contracts did not go through.

"Warners blew me up on my deal in Alexandria. After advising me their product was open, Depinet wired that they were serving Publix," the letter continued.

Allen's attempt to get into the show business on his own hook came at a very opportune time, consequently he didn't get the breaks. He started work on the Alexandria proposition about the time Warners and Publix were not speaking to each other and before he could get open they had kissed and made up, with Publix signing a big new booking deal with Warner Bros., all of which nipped in the bud several plans that independents had of going back into the show business.

But before his first deal was cold, we find Allen, in association with Weaver, in another town on a proposition that is going through. Contracts for product have already been signed, it is reported.

Allen orders a year's subscription to MOTION PICTURE TIMES, to start right away. "I will need it in my business," he concluded.

Joe Silverman Attends Convention

Convention of independent exchangers at Atlantic City recently held to form a national exchange system known as Monogram Pictures Corporation. W. Ray Johnston was elected president of the new organization.

Top Row (left to right): C. A. Schultz, Kansas City; J. V. Ritchey, New York; Nat Steinberg, St. Louis; Joe Silverman, Dallas; Albert Fiedler, New York; Irving Mandel, Chicago; W. Ray Johnston, New York.

Bottom Row (left to right): Trem Carr, Hollywood; James Alexander, Pittsburgh; Herman Rifkin, Boston; Oscar Neufeld, Philadelphia; Otto Lederer, New York; Sam Flax, Washington, D. C.; Barney Rosenthal, St. Louis; Jay Berkowitz, Buffalo.

RKO-PATHE SIGNS
HAROLD SHUMATE

Hollywood — Harold Shumate has been added to the constantly growing staff of writers at RKO-Pathe studios by Charles R. Rogers, vice-president in charge of production. Shumate has been associated with every important studio in Hollywood in a writing capacity during the last eight years and is one of the most thoroughly trained screen authors in the industry. He is also a contributor to the Saturday Evening Post and has just completed a novel which is to be published this spring.

A Recommendation From A Source Where Sound
MUST Be The BEST.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
ACCOUNTS AND FINANCE
WASHINGTON SQUARE EAST, NEW YORK
Telephone: Spring 9300

March 11th, 1931

General Course Group

Mr. Rudolph Miehling
Technical Director, Thomaston Laboratories
135 Liberty Street, New York, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Miehling:

It may be of interest to you to know that the tests on the sound-on-film head designed by you and built by the Universal Sound Systems, Inc., of Philadelphia, Pa., have been completed. These tests show quite conclusively that this unit is all that you claimed for it. The frequency response is flat within one decibel from 60 cycles to 8000 cycles, and the unit is free from any mechanical or electric flutter. This gives a fidelity of response for both speech and music which is as good as any I have heard anywhere.

WE ARE USING AN AMERTRAN TYPE 25A MAIN AMPLIFIER. The frequency response characteristic of this unit is flat over the range from 60 to 10,000 cycles so it enables us to faithfully reproduce everything that is on any film.

The entire outfit is now permanently installed at the New York University School of Commerce Accounts and Finance at Washington Square. Anytime you are in the neighborhood I should be very pleased to have you drop in and see how well your equipment is performing.

Sincerely yours,

C. A. JOHNSON.


**Wins Kids on Sight!**

### Full Description of $3 Retail Value

3-Wheel Safety Scooter

Of very newest speed design, built of first quality steel to hold any weight up to 200 lbs. Beautifully finished in red and green enamels. Has large reinforced natural wood handle-bar, balanced hinge for easy turning; 5-inch double disc steel wheels. Platform of one-piece heavy-pressed steel.

---

**turn those Dull IMMEDIATELY WITH**

Building adult patronage through the is an unfailing plan that

(If you have no dull nights—congratulations!)

Each boy and girl in your drawing radius will bring you 24 paid adult admissions in exchange for one of these 3-Wheel Safety Scooters. The Scooters are regular $3.00 retail values—the kind kids are bothering their parents for money to buy. And sometimes that money comes out of the family “talkie” budget, too, and parents miss shows they ought to see.

In the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN you get these identical scooters to offer every kid in your drawing radius—and you get them at factory price of $1.12 each. This offer is open to all chain and independent theatres in the U. S. We do not sell these Scooters to retail trade, but only through our premium plans. The SCOOTER-NITE PLAN will only cost you a fraction of what you can and often do spend on exploitation stunts that have nothing like the possibilities of permanently built up business, which the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN provides. You make friends with SCOOTER-NITE.

Most exhibitors work “SCOOTER-NITE” two or more days a week. For example, if the exhibitor finds Mondays and Thursdays are his dull nights, he works SCOOTER-NITE for those days; or if he should run the same picture two days in succession, he makes Mondays and Tuesdays, or Thursdays and Fridays, his SCOOTER-NITES. The quicker he gives away these Free Scooters the more advertising he gets.

---

**IT WILL BECOME A REGULAR PART OF YOUR ANNUAL EXPLOITATION PLANS**

**ANY THEATRE CAN INCREASE ITS ATTENDANCE and PROFITS with the**

**SCOOTER-NITE PLAN**

CAN BE USED TO SELL SCRIPT, OR SPECIAL SINGLE TICKETS, TOO
children is an accredited showmanship plan. Here every kid in the U. S. will go for!

through the children using them and showing them to their friends, relatives and neighbors. As long as the Scooters last—and they are of steel construction so will last indefinitely—you will be getting advertising value from them; children are proud to mention that they EARNED the Scooter at your theatre.

Children won't let their parents, relatives or friends alone until they have helped fill the Record Card. The Record Card is a card bearing the name of your theatre and with twenty-four printed squares on one side, in which your cashier or doorman stamps—with rubber stamp which we furnish—a square for each adult admission brought by the child. For example, if the child brought in four adults, the child would get four of the squares stamped.

When all twenty-four of the squares are filled the child turns in his Record Card and receives one of the 3-Wheel Safety Scooters. No strings—no contest. Every child has equal opportunity. You run no risk of disappointing anyone. You issue Scooters only for completely filled cards.

How to Order for Scooter-Nite Plan

Required starting order is 24 Scooters. You can best estimate the number you may require, but your first order must be at least for 24. Four Record Cards are furnished free, imprinted with your theatre name, for each Scooter ordered; thus on minimum order you would receive free 96 Record Cards. Heralds imprinted with theatre name, are furnished for $3.00 per thousand. A 120 -ft. Trailer is loaned for two weeks only, and a deposit of $3.60 is required if Trailer is desired. This deposit is returned to theatre on return of Trailer.

CLIP OUT THIS ORDER-FORM AND MAIL TODAY

MINIMUM ORDER ACCEPTED TWENTY-FOUR SCOOTERS

The Steel Stamping Co.,
Scooter-Nite Sales Dept.,
3553 Broadway, Lorain, Ohio.

Gentlemen: Enter my order for ______________3-Wheel Safety Scooters, at $1.12 each, F. O. B. Lorain, Ohio. I enclose my check (or money-order) for (one-half of total cost of scooters ordered) ______________, balance, plus shipping charges from Lorain, O., to be C. O. D. Undersigned to receive free with this original order 4 Record Cards for each Scooter ordered, free rubber stamp, and free sample herald.

Theatre ________________________ by ________________________ Mgr.

Town __________________________ State ________________________

If member of chain of theatres give name and address of main office below:

Attention, Mr. __________________________

Check here, if trailer is desired and send $3.60 deposit which will be refunded on return of trailer.
“TRADER HORN” GETS $10,000 AT MELBA ONE WEEK

Some few pictures have been reported to show an increase in receipts each night of their run but with “Trader Horn” at the Melba it was not merely a report, but an actual fact.

Last Wednesday night the production took in more money than the opening Saturday or Sunday. Thursday night was expected to be off on account of weather, but it topped Wednesday, and Friday, the last day, got the most shekel of any single day.

The idea of reserved seats seemed to take for this picture. It compensated, in a way, for the admissions of half a buck in the balcony, $1.00 and $1.50 on the main floor.

Gross for the week was tabulated around $16,000, considered mighty good for a week in the Melba, especially at the $1.50 top prices, also on account of the fact that there were only two shows a day—2:30 in the afternoon and 8:30 at night. The Melba will put the picture back soon at an early date and as a regular run at established admissions scale. Dates have already been set in for Ft. Worth, Austin, Waco, San Antonio, Houston, and other big towns.

May Not Road Show

Leroy Bickel, branch manager of M-G-M, who was responsible for the Dallas road show run, and who is said to have had a tussle with New York in putting over the idea, said Saturday that the plan of road showing in the smaller towns may be abandoned and that the release might be done outright for a guarantee and a split over a certain figure.

Sales Managers Here

Thos. J. Connors, general sales manager, and Col. C. E. Keenrich, spent the last few days in Dallas going over these plans with Bickel and setting a definite policy to release “Trader Horn” in this region.

NEW RKO PRODUCT IN PREPARATION

Hollywood—The box office is being snuggly welded to the arts at the Radio Pictures studios here, where Charles Rosenzweig, vice president in charge of distribution, is now in conference with Joseph I. Schnitzer, president, and William LeBaron, vice-president in charge of production, on the thirty-six productions to be made by RKO-Radio for the season 1931-32. The executives have decided that the thirty-six productions are all to be of Titan stature. In addition, Radio Pictures will make thirty-two reel and twenty-six one-reel novelty subjects for the season.

$200 REWARD FOR STENCH BOMBERS

Paul Scott, the man who built the Varsity Theatre out on the prairie north of S. M. U. in Dallas and put it over in a big way with personality, showmanship and plenty of parking space, and also the man who threw considerable cold water on the practice of theatre hi-jacking when he slew a robber with his own gun in front of the Varsity, now has his hooks out for the parties who assailed the house recently with stench bombs. If they are caught it might be just too bad.

Showing how he takes the public into confidence—through the psychology route—Scott is running a National screen trailer on his screen offering a reward, all of which is good cash, for other theatre owners who have occasion to fight such attacks.

Here’s the Trailer: $200.00 Reward offered for each arrest and conviction of the THEATRE RACKETEERS

Who have attempted and again may try to injure the Patronage of this Theatre, by placing stench bombs, or spilling foul smelling chemicals in or about this Theatre. This is a vicious form of racketeering, which has no place in this community. Will you, our friends, help us to stamp out this evil at once, by acting as detectives for us when in attendance at our shows? Thank you. The Management.

ELM ST. TURNS TO BALLYHOOING

For some weeks now ushers at the Melba on Elm street have been taking turns about doing a little subdued ballyhooing out on the sidewalk. In addition to the card work out front, these ushers are kind enough to tell passers-by, or those standing around the box office, the title of the picture, the cast, and some flashy catch line which the usher has memorized to perfection.

The revived idea grew until the Palace started the racket. It did not with the Palace or Public either.

When “Trader Horn” was being shown at the Melba and the cows lined up in front waiting until show time until you would think that the house inside was packed, an usher in front of the RKO Majestic was quietly admonishing the parade going by that he had the best show in town and that if they came to his show they couldn’t have to wait for a seat, but could get action right away.

And further east on Elm street the old boys in the subsequent run houses are out on the sidewalk bargaining with everybody that comes along.

WANT TO SELL YOUR THEATRE? THE CLEARING HOUSE WILL PUT YOUR PROPOSITION BEFORE 20,000 PROSPECTS.

X-CELL UNITS IN 2 MORE THEATRES

Two more theatre operators have switched over to the all A. C. operated sound-on-film equipment, according to R. Z. Glass of the Public Address Service Company at Dallas.

Silverman and Moore who are operating the Rita Theatre in Greenville, Texas, have ordered the X-Cell equipment for early installation.

Ben Golding of the Rex at Amarillo, Texas, has also purchased the X-Cell units for his house. The equipment eliminates the use of head amplifiers and batteries.

DEPINET MAKES SALES CHANGES

New York—The expansion of the sales force of RKO-Pathé under the jurisdiction of General Manager Ned Depinet has brought changes in the executive posts of E. J. (Ted) O’Leary and J. F. McAloon. Under the realignment, O’Leary becomes eastern sales manager, a territory that embraces the eastern district, under Ed McEvoy, and the southern district, under Bill Callaway. The latter two have held the respective positions for several years. J. F. McAloon is now western sales manager. Included in this territory is the Midwesten District, of which Cresson Smith will take charge, and western district, where Herb MacIntyre has been manager for some time.

EQUIPMENT FURNISHED

MODEL 26

2 Sound Heads fully equipped with 4 emitter lamps, lens and photo cells.
2 “B” Batteries.
1 Special Fader Wall Cabinet with Pre-Amplifier.
1 Main Amplifier.
All speakers, motor drives, all tubes, a battery charger and all connections.

MODEL 36

Same as model 26 with the following improvements or additions:
GM Photo Cells—6 months’ guarantee.
Special Control Cabinet wired for all booth equipment.
1 9’ Air Column Horn.
1 3-stage main amplifier.

MODEL 46

Same as model 26 with the following improvements or additions:
GM Photo Cells—6 months’ guarantee.
Special Control Cabinet wired for all booth equipment.
Giant Raccoon Air Column Horn with Giant Unit and Exciter.
A 7 Tube main amplifier.

GOOD-ALL SOUND FILM

GOOD-ALL ELECTRIC MFG. CO. - OGALLALA, NEBR.

IN OKLAHOMA
SOL J. DAVIDSON
704 W. Grand
Oklahoma City

IN TEXAS
GEO. W. SUMNER
Weatherford
Doctor's Wives
Fifty-Five Minutes
Directed by Frank Borzage.

An unusual film with Warner Baxter as a young surgeon whose wife (Joan Bennett) gets to believe that "the patient is the common enemy of every doctor's wife." She falsely accuses her husband of infidelity and, because she believes it true, accepts the love of another man (Victor Varconi). She becomes disgusted with her actions and becomes a nurse to try and win back her self-respect. When her husband is called in to perform a delicate operation on her lover she realizes his greatness and gets a new understanding as to why a doctor's time is not always at his wife's disposal.

Delicate situations are well handled and although not advised for the younger generation it has many good qualities in entertainment value. Miss Bennett's wardrobe is especially superb to the feminine trade which is sure to be drawn in by the title. Settings are elaborate and no detail in modern medical equipment has been omitted. Cecelia Loftus as the cigar smoking aunt furnishes the only comedy relief.—Southwell.

Fifty Million Frenchmen
Warner Bros.—71 Minutes

This all-Technicolor screen adaptation of the stage play gives the vaudeville comedy team of Olsen and Johnson in the character of two fake detectives a fine chance to display themselves in a laughable manner. The plot is laid in Paris and concerns a wager made by an American tourist that another cannot get himself engaged at the American bar which is also in Paris.

The song and dance numbers in the stage show are missing but not missed. It retains all the spice and eye-popping tricks of the stage in a way that the audience is sure to enjoy棍as long as it keeps within the line of the comedy team. She is from the original stage cast as are also William Gaxton and Lester Crawford. There is a very well-chosen sequence that has never before been done in all the years of pictures. Olsen and Johnson are after their "men" and the whole police force of Paris is after the two detectives. They rush madly through the streets and literally slide their way for several blocks, push through fresh asphalt and when the traffic gets away from them push on from taxi-top to taxi-top.

A bit sophisticated in dialogue but highly entertaining from a comedy angle.—Southwell.

The Tailor Made Man
M-G-M—70 Minutes

William Haines is here seen in another wisecracking role—not so good as some and better than others of his predecessors.

This is a family type picture. No one can take offense at a single word or a single situation in it. Neither can anyone get hilariously enthusiastic over the wisecracking pants preserver of William Haines whose philosophy of life is that clothes make the man.

To prove it he borrows a dress suit from one of the customers, crashes a swell party and makes such an impression on the financial wizard who is the lion of the party he draws a bit job from him. His initial success in the world of big money is shattered when a jealous suitor exposes him as an imposter.

A plan to save the wizard from the proverbial crash works just in time to save Haines' job and to win the tailor's daughter from the jealous suitor.

Haines smiles through the role which is pleasuring and fairly entertaining but is one which will not add greatly either to his reputation as an actor or to his popularity as a film star.

Joseph Cawthorn supplies the comedy as the owner of the tailor shop in which Haines presses pants, and as father of the girl whom Haines loves.

Dorothy Jordan is satisfactory as Tanya, the tailor's daughter, and Ian Keith, as the unsuccessful rival for her hand, plays the only heavy character in a story full of laughs. Sam Woods directed.—Elise Leeb.

One Day to Live
Universal—20 Minutes
This is a fairly good short subject. In it are Emerson Tracey, Margaret Adams, Jack Duffy, Eddie Foyder and Nena Quarton. Jack Duffy as the doctor who diagnoses Tracey furnishes most of the comedy. The story is about a young man, believing he has only one day to live, tries to make the most of it by having a good time with a bunch of chorus girls at a night club. He is so busy enjoying himself that he forgets that he has asked his obedient servant to shoot him when the clock strikes 12. Here is where most of the comedy comes in. Most audiences should like this two-reeler.—J. S.
The Merchandiser Says

It has been said many times that regardless of how good a picture is, it has to be exploited to get the business it deserves. Exploitation is essential but in many cases it is costly. The average independent exhibitor cannot afford to spend a great deal of money to exploit and advertise, despite the fact that publicity is such an important factor of this business.

Therefore, when an exhibitor puts over an extensive, profitable and clever campaign at a minimum cost, he has accomplished something. But why keep it a secret? There are thousands of other exhibitors who have booked the same picture which he has exploited so successfully and economically. These exhibitors would like to know how he did it.

We recently received a letter from a successful small town exhibitor in the south who said: "I notice now that another trade magazine has a 'manager's club.' This is O.K. but what does it amount to for the small exhibitor who possibly cannot afford to spend more than $5 or $10 for advertising and exploitation?"

And that's just what we're driving at. Circuits can afford to spend young fortunes for exploitation, but the smaller independents know only too well just how much they can spend in order to come out on the right side of the books.

Have you ever put over a wow of a campaign for as little as $5? It takes smart showmanship and careful planning but it can be done—and it is being done. If you have worked a stunt, or a series of stunts, on a single picture which brought in big business at an advertising cost of $5 or less, we want to print the story. In a few weeks the merchandising page of this publication will be devoted entirely to "$5 stunts." We want your campaign to be included. Shoot us the story of how you did it. Others will profit by it and you will profit by the campaigns of others.

Don't delay—send us that story today.

—The Merchandiser.

APPAREL TIE-UP FARRELL SERIES

Theatres booking the RKO-Pathe's Johnny Farrell golf series will have the merchandising co-operation of some 5,000 department stores, sports and other links apparel dealers carrying the McGregor line of sportswear through a national tie-up with the D.D. Doniger Company.

Farrell is being featured in a deluxe window card in action poses from his film subjects and a space is allowed for local snipping of playdates and theatre names. These cards will be the focal point around which special window displays will be centered. The stock poster issued by RKO-Pathe on the series is also suitable for display in these special windows. Special mats of Farrell making a perfect swing are being issued to each McGregor dealer for use in his newspaper advertisements in connection with the local window displays, both timed with the playdates. In addition, the Doniger Company is featuring Farrell and the picture tie-up on the front cover of 60,000 special booklets to be broadcast to all sports wear dealers. A publicity campaign in behalf of the co-operative tie-up will be featured by Doniger in sporting goods publications to promote dealers to team with theatre exploiters.
THE PROJECTIONIST'S RESPONSIBILITIES

From the manufacture of raw film the process leading up to the production of the finished print are of purely academic interest to the projectionist, but from the moment he receives the reels of film from the exchange he is responsible for the rest of its journey, from the celluloid to his audience.

In his projection room is apparatus no less delicate than that used in the various processes of production, and equally capable of ruining reproduction if any one of the numerous components should fall short of perfection.

It is regarded without question that today more than ever the projectionist runs the show. But at the same time it is a fact insufficiently realized by the operators themselves, and if the operator does not realize it, it is up to his manager to see that he does so.

In saying that the projectionist runs the show, it should perhaps be said that his apparatus does so. But since the talkie set capable of running with unskilled attention has not yet been evolved, it is vitally necessary that the operator should know and understand every portion of his equipment, and moreover take a proper share in the portion of it in perfect working order.

No two makes of sound equipment are identical in the attention they will require. Furthermore, different manufacturers vary in the thoroughness of their service.

Irrespective of these facts, however, it is the projectionist's duty to know all there is to know about his particular installation, not with the idea of supplanting the service man, but of giving the set the continual skilled attention which prevents breakdowns. Yet he must refrain that very human tendency to meddle and interfere unnecessarily with the working of the set.

In the case of an emergency, it is imperative that the projectionist should be in a position to carry on until the service man can arrive. This naturally means that he must be able to locate the fault, and, if not cure it, at least repair it temporarily, and so enable the show to proceed. Great responsibility is therefore placed on the projectionist, and it is up to every one who knows about his equipment the better results will be obtained.

Reprinted from The Film Daily.

BIG DEMAND FOR PHOTOPHONE AC

New York — Between Feb. 24, when the first contract was signed and March 14, when the last report was transmitted to Sydney E. Abel, general sales manager, 104 complete units of the new RCA Photophone all AC operated sound reproducing equipment were contracted for by exhibitors in the United States and authorized distributors in foreign countries, according to G. K. Rudolph, director of publicity. Sixty-one units were for domestic installation and 43 were for orders. Twenty-six of the latter were for theatres in England, with the remaining 17 distributed among theatres in India, Venezuela and South Africa.

The following contracts for theatrical and non-theatrical installations were taken in the United States:

Nassau, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Strand, Wadsorth, Ohio; Eltinge, New York, N. Y.; Roxy, Buffalo, N. Y.; Strand, Canton, N. C.; Wallace, Wooster, Ohio; Rit, Newcomerstown, Ohio; Orpheum, Haskell, Okla.; Bobby, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Strand, Leon, Iowa; Sunset, Los Angeles, Calif.; L'Arcade, Yorktown, Texas; Goliad, Goliad, Tex.; Strand, Norwich, Conn.; Astor, Annville, Pa.; Riversside, Bridgeport, Conn.; Chief, Steamboat Springs, Colo.; Empire, Chillicoate, Mo.; Wigwam, Basin, Wyoming; Benton, Kansas City, Mo.; American, Bridgeport, Conn.; Peerless 5th Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Grand, Circleville, Ohio; Oasis, Wilson, N. C.; Mines, Idaho Springs, Colo.; Plaza, San Marcos, Tex.; Checotah, Checotah, Okla.; American, St. Louis, Ill.; Bello, Belle Verno,

Pa.; Indiana, Kansas City, Mo.; Lake City, Utah; Shaw, Quincy, Florida; Kozy, Monroe, Utah; Grand, Salem, Ohio; Hebrew National Orphans Home, Yonkers, N. Y.; Franklin, Springfield, Mass.; Theatreum, Lykens, Pa.; Broadway Mews, Los Angeles, Calif.; Royal, Watertown, Conn.; Warburton, Yonkers, N. Y.; Gem, Winthrop, Maine; Strand, Farmington, N. Y.; Winthrop, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Colonial, Amherst, Ohio; Pine Hills, Albany, N. Y.; Hayes, San Francisco, Cal.; Elwha, Port Angeles, Wash.; Grant Lee, Halisades, N. J.; Garden, Princeton, N. J.; Dayton State Hospital, Dayton, Ohio; Iowa, Lake City, Iowa; Temple, Greenville, S. C.; Ware Sholes Mfg. Co., Ware Sholes, S. C.; Bridge St., St. Louis, Mo.; Iris, Belmont, N. C.; Mozart, Canton, O.; McFarland, McFarland, Cal.; Baltis, Kansas City, Mo.

51 NOISELESS RECORDING UNITS

New York—Noiseless recording is being used by practically every Western Electric producer-licenser. How thoroughly Electric Research Products engineers have gone about meeting the demand for this improved recording is shown by the fact that to date 51 Noiseless Recording units have been installed in West and East Coast studios. There are 41 units in the West and 10 in the East, located as follows:

West Coast: Warner-First National, 16; Metropolitan Sound Studios, 2; Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 2; Paramount, 13; United Artists, 6; Universal, 1, and Columbia, 1.

East Coast: Audio-Cinema, 1; Eastman Kodak, 1; Jam Handy, 1; Paramount, 5; Paramount News, 1; and Warner, 1.

COOLING TO-DAY'S MODERN THEATRES

THE COMMANDER THE SUPREME

NATURAL REFRIGERATION AND AIR COOLING SYSTEMS

WRITE FOR CATALOGS-PRICES-TERMS

SUPREME HEATER-VENTILATING CORP.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Atlantic—Columbia (86). Produced by British International Pictures; has an authorial appearance viewed from the American technique; cannot be classed as good entertainment. (Mar. 24)

*Bachelor Father—M-G-M (76). A wow of a comedy in which Marion Davies injects her hits of phisticated humor; first class entertainment despite the title. (Dec. 30)

Birth of a Nation—Triangle (80). Reissue of Griffith’s immortal epic with much emotional and sound effects. (Jan. 6)

*Blue Angel—Paramount (100). Excellent performances are put over by Emil Jannings and Marlene Dietrich in an interesting manner. (Jan. 13)

*Body and Soul—Fox (81). A powerful story ably directed and acted starring Charles Farrell and a new name—Elissa Landi. (Mar. 17)

Boudoir Diplomat—Universal (72). Sophisticated comedy of diplomacy and love; gorgeous costumes and gowns; Ian Keith and Betty Compson gives excellent portrayals. (Dec. 23)

*Cimarron—RKO (124). Absorbing from start to finish and one which should be classed as one of the most outstanding of the season. (Jan. 13)

*City Lights—U. A. (86). A silent comedy but it’s a wow—has everything except dialogue and should make money because of Charlie Chaplin. (Mar. 3)

Cohen’s and Kelly’s in Africa—Universal (68). George Sidney and Charles Murray together again doing their usual tactics to produce the laughs. (Jan. 6)

Command Performance—Tiffany (80). Sophisticated comedy-drama with a strong appeal; Neil Hamilton is excellent. (Jan. 20)


Dance, Fools, Dance—M-G-M (81). Popular appeal and first class entertainment starring Joan Crawford. (Feb. 24)

Dawn Trail—Columbia (61). Lots of action, romance, hard riding, gun play and all the ingredients of a first rate western; Buck Jones is right there. (Jan. 13)

*Devil to Pay—United Artists (78). Subtle comedy-drama which gives Colman his best role; can be classed as one of the finer pictures of the current season. (Mar. 24)

Don’t Bet On Women—Fox (70). Very amusing comedy based on a man’s assumption that his wife is not susceptible to temptation with another man. (Mar. 24)

*Dracula—Universal (78). Mystery thrill or about handsome Londoner and natural, morbid occurrences; even more hair-raising than the story or popular stage version. (Mar. 24)

Drums of Jeopardy—Tiffany (75). Adapted from Harold McGrath’s sensational shocker; has all the necessary elements that go into the old 10-20-30 melodrama. (Mar. 24)

*Easiest Way—M-G-M (75). Strong drama and another top notch performance for Constance Bennett. (Feb. 24)

East Lynne—Fox (83). High class drama of life several generations ago and as it is today; by performances by Ann Harding, Clive Brook, Conrad Nagel and Beryl Mercer. (Mar. 17)

Ex-Flame—Liberty (72). Modernized version of the old East Lynne; production, the performances and the story show marked ability in the leading role. (Dec. 30)

Fighting Through—Tiffany (60). Ken Maynard and his horse, Tarzan, should be liked in this fast moving western thriller. (Dec. 30)

Finn and Hattie—Paramount (82). Good comedy with a big cast of favorites headed by Leon Errol. (Feb. 17)

Follow the Leader—Paramount (70). Most audiences will like this film version of the stage success; Ed Wynn is practically the whole show. (Feb. 10)

Going Wild—First National (70). Joe E. Brown in another real laugh comedy production. (Feb. 10)

Hell Bound—Tiffany (80). Gangster picture which should register with most audiences because of good direction and fine acting; Lloyd Hughes, Leo Carrillo and Lola Lane are convincing. (Mar. 24)

Honor Among Lovers—Paramount (75). An entertaining feature for sophisticated audiences, interesting throughout and expertly directed with convincing performances by Claudette Colbert, Frederic March and a fine cast. (Mar. 17)

Hitch-Wrapper—Universal. A story which presents the problems encountered in companionate marriage; Barbara Stanwyck is superb. (Jan. 20)

Inspiration—M-G-M (75). Mainly for adult patronage; good entertainment but cannot compare with Greta Garbo’s previous talking efforts. (Feb. 3)

“It’s a Wise Child—M-G-M (75). The talker version of the well known stage hit starring Marion Davies; should generally please at the box office. (Mar. 24)

Jone Moon—Paramount (70). Good entertainment for most of the Oakie fans. Lively and amusing story about an aspiring song writer. (Mar. 10)

Kept Husbands—RKO (75). Dorothy Mackaill and Joel McCrea make an excellent pair in this entertaining picture. (Feb. 17)

Kiki—United Artists (87). Good story but not one for Mary Pickford; should draw if Pickford still means anything at the box office. (Mar. 24)

Lash, The—First National (795). Highly colorful action drama of old California with good performance by Richard Barthes and Marian Nixon. (Feb. 10)

Last Parade—Columbia (84). Racketeer story that ranks high with Jack Holt giving a top notch performance; packed with action and thrills. (Oct. 80).

Little Caesar—First National (75). Expertly produced gangster story with Edward G. Robinson and Douglas Fairbanks Jr. giving able performances. (Jan. 27)

Lonely Wives—Pathe (92). Subtitled, once-produced comedy which has aged gracefully; Evelyn Decarle Horton and a splendid cast who do all their parts well in making this picture highly amusing. (Feb. 24)

Man of the Streets—Columbia (75). Better than average program material with satisfactory performances played by Robert Ames and Evelyn Brent. (Dec. 23)

Man to Man—Warner (70). Should please the majority of picture fans; Philip Hale and Cecilia Parker delivering the goods convincingly throughout. (Jan. 27)

Man Who Came Back—Fox (80). The popular pair, Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor, give a melodrama, which should make money. (Jan. 13)

Many a Slip—Universal (74). Fair program offering of youth and modern marauders, offering an amusing Bennett and Lew Ayres. (Mar. 10)

Millie—RKO (85). From Donald Henderson Clarke’s sensational novel and excelled by popular June Haver, a witch and a splendid cast. (Feb. 24)

Once a Sinner—Fox (70). Dorothy Mackaill in a pleasing feature with some remarkable settings and good acting. (Jan. 27)

One Heavenly Night—United Artists (81). Comedy with music which makes satisfactory entertainment and should win many admirers for Evelyn Laye, British favorite. (Jan. 20)

Paid—M-G-M (85). Joan Crawford puts over a highly commendable performance in this new version of the celebrated stage play, “Within the Law.” (Jan. 13)

Painted Desert—Pathe (77). Western picture which should please the majority; Bill Hall, and a cast of favorites refresh the romantic interest. (Jan. 20)

*Parlor, Bedroom and Bath—M-G-M (70). Plenty of laughs from start to finish, featuring Jean Harlow, Walter Huston and Adolphe Menjou. (Feb. 17)

Rango—Paramount (75). Absorbing and unusually interesting nature production in Sumatra showing the wild beauty and beauty of the jungle. (Feb. 10)

Red Fork Range—Big 4 (61). Okay for action fans and pleasing to others; typical western thriller starring Wally Wales and Ruth Miller. (Mar. 17)

Remote Control—M-G-M (66). Will please even those patrons who are tired of Bill Hart and his trap: re-instates the comedian as a favorite. (Nov. 25)

Right to Love—Paramount (80). An outstanding production expertly directed and delivered by William Walton; its appeal is mainly for adults. (Dec. 23)

Royal Bed—RKO (72). An entertaining picture with luxurious settings and splendid direction and portrayal of the king by Lowell Sherman. (Feb. 3)

Seas Beneath—Fox (97). Naval narrative dealing with the war concerning spies and submarines with George O’Brien as the star. (Feb. 17)

Second Honey Moon—Continental (60). A pleasing light comedy which has been handled and directed nicely. (Jan. 20)

*Southerner—M-G-M (76). Besides Tibbetts a fine cast of supporting players has been named. (Dec. 17) The story is a good one, well acted and directed and makes real entertainment. (Jan. 27)

*The Judge—Warner (80). A good dramatic offering which should generally please; Barbara Stanwyck is given capable support by Ricardo Cortez and Leatrice Joy. (Feb. 17)

*Trader Horn—M-G-M (119). Based on the best seller of a few years ago; story unfolded very intelligently by a good cast. (Feb. 5)

Unfaithful—Paramount (85). Highly sophisticated opus in which Ruth Chatterton is displayed to the hilt in an emotional role. (Mar. 10)

Wild West Whoopee—Cosmo (66). Good western story featuring Jack Perrin who should please the action fans. (Mar. 17)
LITTLE MESSAGES FOR BIG RESULTS!

Your advertisement on this page, appearing in all ten Associated Publications, is your guarantee of reaching 20,000 prospects every week.

Little ads with a big punch often lead to big orders.

— AND AT ONLY A SMALL INVESTMENT.
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ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
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FORD RETURNS

Veteran Salesman With Blizzard Cooling

J. O. Ford, well known in the trade throughout the Southwest, has opened an office in Dallas, returning to the theatre cooling business in which he was engaged several seasons ago.

Ford has sold moving pictures successfully for a good many seasons during past years, after which he switched over into the cooling business, selling the Blizzard equipment with which he is again associated, this time selling a complete cooling equipment, including the latest type air washer, all manufactured for the sound theatre.

Ford is the factory representative of the Blizzard Sales Co. of Omaha and is now bidding for theatre cooling jobs throughout the Southwest.

SENNETT WORKING

Comedy Producer Will Finish Schedule

Hollywood—Jack Sennett, who has been making Educational's largest series of two-reel comedies, with twenty-six on his schedule, of which eighteen have already been completed, announces that his production department will work on through the summer on the wind-up of this season's product, while his writing staff will work on ideas for next summer's product.

As announced some weeks ago when the comedy producer's contract with Educational was renewed, Mr. Sennett will continue to release his entire output of short subjects through Educational.

Final Papers Signed in L. A. Last Week; Robb and Rowley Remain as Division Managers.

Signing of final papers and the transfer of a sizeable sum of money took place in Los Angeles last week when Hughes-Franklin & Rowley circuit in one of the biggest outright sales of theatre stepped into ownership of the Robb property ever recorded in the South.

The deal included all R & R theatre operations except Little Rock, Ark., owned jointly by R. E. Publix, et al., and operated as an R. & R. situation; and the smaller towns of Cisco, Hillsboro and McKinney. These operations will remain under the personal supervision of Robb & Rowley.

W. G. Underwood, former states rights exchange owner and an R. & R. official and partner for the past few years, has retired altogether from the company. He plans an early vacation trip with Mrs. Underwood through California, Alaska, Canada, New York and other sections on a sort of see America first tour. Friends believe he will re-enter the show business in some phase later on.

D. Bernbaum, R. & R. treasurer, who has also retired from the company at the final closing of the deal, has made no indication concerning future efforts, but it is expected that he will return in some connection close to the industry—or it may be that he will quit altogether; he can if he wants to.

Robb & Rowley Remain

H. B. Robb and E. H. Rowley
(Continued on page 12)

In Dallas; Dates to be Announced Within a Few Days, Says Irving Melcher, Secretary.

Close on the heels of adjournment of the Texas legislature the first general convention of the Theatre Owners Protective Association will be staged in Dallas, according to Irving S. Melcher, secretary-treasurer of the organization. A meeting of the board of directors will be held at the same time, he said.

Convention talk has been heard for the past several weeks, but did not materialize as the entire machinery of the organization was brought into play at Austin to defeat several attacks directed against the industry in Texas.

With the Sunday law practically assured, the signature of the governor now expected momentarily, with censorship soundly defeated, and with two tax bills killed, for all of which the T. O. P. A. claims full credit, the organization is now turning its attention to internal affairs in this business.

A definite policy for the coming year will be adopted at the first annual convention which will be called within the next few days, it is believed.

MANAGER BEATEN

Boughmon is Victim of Lone Bandit

Oklahoma City—Dale C. Boughmon, manager for Warner Bros.' Liberty Theatre, was beaten and robbed of about $600 by a bandit Tuesday night.

Boughmon had brought the evening's receipts to his office on the second floor of the theatre, where he was met by the bandit, who struck him with a pistol several times, tied him up and made his escape with the currency.
Allied and Home State to Have Four Serials

Four all-talking serials at one wallop is one of the wedges for business this season of the Allied Film Exchanges of Dallas and Oklahoma City and the Home State Film Company of Little Rock.

Supplementing the three all-talking serials of last year which supplied a big gap in the exhibitors’ booking problems, Allied and Home State this year repeat with a bigger dose of box office wealth in their offerings of four all-talking serials which are listed as:

“The Vanishing Legion,” with Harry Carey, Frankie Darro and Rex, King of Wild Horses.

“The Galloping Ghost” with the national favorite, Red Grange, which embodies not only all the football an audience wants to see, but all kinds of stunts and action along other lines of appeal.

“The Lightning Warrior,” with Rin-Tin-Tin is declared to be a superior successor to “The Lone Defender” of last year, in which the famous dog took its place as an outstanding box office star in his own right. Almost everybody made money with “The Lone Defender,” it is said.

“The Eagle’s Shadow,” a detective serial, adds balance to the material in the four chapter plays.

Proud of Record

Needless to say that Jack K. Adams, president of Allied in Dallas; H. K. Buchanan, president of Allied in Oklahoma City; and B. F. Busby, president of Home State in Little Rock, are very proud of their serial records in the Southwest, in being able to bring these four Nat Levine, all-talking, twelve-episode action serials to exhibitors.

“Exhibitors of Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas are now offered their greatest opportunity in our collection of serials,” Jack Adams said Tuesday as he compiled plans to issue his important announcement on this product.

Other Product Ready

Allied and Home State will also have 28 outstanding 6-reel noiseless recorded westerns; 16 six-reel or more action melodramas; 12 Craig Hutchison two-reel comedies and other shorts and features, according to Mr. Adams’ statement.

Stays on Screen

Hollywood — Jetta Goudal will continue her screen career, she announced here. Miss Goudal came out on the winning end of a $31,000 breach of contract damage suit against Pathé Studios, Inc., formerly the Cecil B. DeMille Corporation.

BUFFALO SALES TO 3 MORE HOMES

Cooling business in the southwest is going to surpass record of previous years, according to present indications. Three houses contracted last week to install Buffalo Air Washer and Distributing Units equipment immediately. These theatres were the Opera House at Jacksonville, Texas, operated by C. A. Worthington; the Beltonian Theatre at Belton, Tex., operated by H. H. Cluck and Roy L. Walker; and the Cozy at Tulsa, Okla., operated by Mrs. Helen Myers. Judge Walker also has complete Buffalo equipment installed in his Leroy Theatre at Lampasas.

15% OFF on Parts for All Projectors

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
JOHN HARDIN, Prop.
714 Hampton Rd.
Tel. 6-2235
Dallas Texas

YOU CAN’T GET SOMETHING FOR NOTHING!

Exhibitors who buy the CHEAPEST SOUND-ON-FILM with practically no down payment, are surely in a nine-hole on spontaneous blow-ups when they try to get their “guaranteed service” from some point a thousand miles away. So —

The Photo-Talker Co. took care of this Theatre promptly!

UNIVERSAL SOUND ON FILM

Low Price for Quality

UNIVERSAL IS THE BEST FOR ANY EXHIBITOR!

It works just the other way round with the high-priced sound equipment. You get service all right but at a high price week after week — year in and year out. Exhibitors have learned their lesson on their high-priced lease contracts for sound.

UNIVERSAL SOUND ON FILM is standard equipment throughout. Not the cheapest — but best at lowest cost. Manufactured by large dependable concern insures continuous sales and service.

“Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always”

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.
313 S. Harwood St.
B. G. HERBER, Mgr.
DALLAS, TEXAS
DIVIDENDS in actual dollars are rewarding the users of Kooler-Aire. From far and near folks come to enjoy it. Regardless of the outside heat, Kooler-Aire keeps your audience refreshed and contented.

With this system you get Nature’s Healthful Coolness—avoiding both the drafty discomforts of over-cooling and the meager results from insufficient cooling. It matches the daily ups and downs of temperature. This system automatically reduces the temperature 6 to 19 degrees in proportion to the outside weather. The hotter it gets—the more Kooler-Aire cools. In addition its hydraulic remote control gives you an ample number of speeds for regulating the air volume exactly to meet varying conditions. Kooler-Aire uses 100% fresh air—no recirculation of stale, muggy, used air.

Every installation is a custom-built job, specially planned for your theatre and supervised by our engineers.

No engineer or extra help required. Your low cost for current is practically your own operating expense. If you want guaranteed results, if you want low-cost cooling for PROFIT, then you want a Kooler-Aire. Write today for full information and terms. Send in the coupon!

KOOOLER-AIRE ENGINEERING CORP.
2122 Kennedy St., N. E.  Minneapolis, Minn.

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corporation,
2122 Kennedy St., N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.

Please send me full information about Kooler-Aire, the complete cooling and air conditioning system.

Name ...........................................................................

Address .................................................................

City .............................................................. State  

MANUFACTURERS OF

Arctic Nu-Air
Cooling and Ventilating Systems for Theatres, Stores, etc.

Weather-Master
For Offices, Stores and Restaurants.

Kooler-Aire, Jr.,
Cooling and Air Conditioning for Homes.

District Representatives:

ROGERS ASBESTOS CO., INC.,
Houston, Texas
C. H. RAWSON,
3319 E. 8th St., Tulsa, Okla.

AIR CONDITIONING CO. OF TEXAS,
2004 Commerce St., Dallas
H. H. DAVIS,
326 N. W. 21st St., Okla. City.
COMING - RADIO'S

Radio Pictures
The Titan Hurls His Challenge Across the Sky... Radio's Victory Year Begins!
The Golden Tornado Thunders Down the Corridors of the Show World... Heading Lickety-Split for Leadership!
Thirty-six Titan Attractions for 1931-32... With Modern Showmanship Keyed to A Fabulous Scale!
The New Season Begins Officially When Radio's Announcement Comes Out...
Watch for the Golden Tornado of the Titans... Most Dramatic Production Story of the Year!
ALONG FILM ROW

Mr. and Mrs. John Fuller, of Leonard, made a quick trip to Dallas last week, bringing their baby son for treatment of a specialist.

Vodek & Son of Houston are reported as having purchased the Idle Hour at Hempstead from C. J. McKenzie.

Young and Baumgarten are building a handsome theatre structure in Refugio, Texas. Hall Industries will do the buying, it is said.

Jesse Oakes, who will open the Lyric Theatre in Waco, about May 17, has purchased X-Cell sound equipment, Bacon speaker, Voca-lite screen, etc., from Public Address Service Company at Dallas. The Lyric was formerly operated by J. A. Lemke.

J. L. McKinney, former branch manager of Tiffany in Memphis, is back in Dallas on the occasion of Tiffany closing down that branch. He expects to make an announcement of a new connection in the next few days. Tiffany offices were recently combined with Educational branches. There was no Educational branch in Memphis and consequently Tiffany accounts formerly handled out of the Memphis office will be divided between the Dallas and Oklahoma City offices.

W. A. Aeschmann, special representative of the Big 4 Film Corporation, with Pathe many years previously, was in Dallas Monday closing a deal with Jack K. Adams of Allied for distribution of the new Big 4 product in the Southwest.

Uncle C. R. McHenry of the new Texas in Dallas is boosting his matinee business by admitting free all adults over 60 years of age. Kids and their parents usually accompany aged persons to the theatre and that's the way it works.

Court Favors Disney

Los Angeles—The Federal District of Southern California last week granted Walt Disney Productions, Ltd., an injunction restraining Pathe Exchanges, Inc., and the Van Buren Corp. from distributing any cartoons imitating Mickey and Minnie Mouse, the characters in the popular short reel distributed by Columbia Pictures. The injunction further stated that any animated drawings imitating the two characters, such as those used by Van Buren in the “Aesop’s Fables” series were a direct infringement of the copyright held by Disney.

To Spend Millions

For those who are skeptical or pessimistic about future business conditions in the Southwest, authoritative information has leaked out that the Texas Power & Light Company is working on plans to spend millions in developing its properties in Texas during the next few years. New ventures will be the goal of this syndicate and present properties will be enlarged and improved.

Men who would forge ahead in the show business and who would prosper in that calling are obliged to follow suit on some proportionate plan. Theatres must be continually improved to meet the public taste. New equipment must be bought where it is needed. Theatre operation has evolved into a high class business and must be conducted as such. Capital is a vital factor and must be available and put into use if theatres would continue to prosper and win the public's favor.

W. E. Simpson, operating the Crescent in Austin, has taken over the Ples-Tex at Pleasanton. He has made a nice little house of the new acquisition which he will open this month.

BLIZZARD

Cooling and Ventilating System Combined With Latest Improved Type

Air Washers
SILENT EQUIPMENT!

One Low Factory Price To All!
POSITIVE IRON-BOUND GUARANTEE!

J. O. FORD
Factory Representative

BLIZZARD SALES CO.
Box 594 — Dallas, Texas

WAY PAVED SUNDAY SHOWS

By TEXAS SENATE

INSTALL GOOD-ALL SOUND FILM
And Travel Toward Bigger Profits
“SOUND THAT SATISFIES”

GOOD-ALL ELECTRIC MFG. CO. - OGALLALA, NEBR.

IN OKLAHOMA
SOL J. DAVIDSON
704 W. Grand
Oklahoma City

IN TEXAS
GEO. W. SUMNER
Weatherford
Independents in Comeback
TURN TO WIDE FILM AGAIN
Two Trust Charges

CUE SHEETS OUT
Distribution Discontinued Effective at Once

Hollywood—The establishment of the standard release print has made possible the abandonment of cue sheets for the projection of sound pictures, according to announcement of the technical bureau of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

Studios and exchanges have been notified by Lester Cowan, manager of the bureau, that the distribution of cue sheets with prints may, however, be discontinued. Spaces left for the purpose in the standard release print will be used by the studios for any special information or statement of fade settings which the projectionist should have to run the show. Approval of this change in practice has been given by the producers-technicians committee of the academy.

DECIDE ON TITLE
"Woman of Experience" for Twelvetrees

Hollywood—"A Woman of Experience" will be the release title of the new Helen Twelvetrees picture, temporarily called "The Registered Woman" according to Charles R. Rogers, production head of RKO-Pathé.


Contract Illegal Says Philadelphia Court

Philadelphia—Another court declared the old standard exhibition contract illegal last week when Judge Dickinson in the Federal court, eastern district, handed down a decision in favor of Clayton Buss, an exhibitor of Easton, Pa. Action was brought against Buss by Vitagraph, which sought to compel the showman to play out pictures bought on his 1929-30 contract.

According to the Philadelphia court, the Thacher decision outlawed the former standard contract.

All Fox Theatres to be Equipped for Standard Wide Film; Production Is Included.

New York—Despite the fact that wide film has been pushed into the background in recent months, Fox theatres throughout the country will be equipped with dual projectors, adaptable to standard and wide film, according to The Film Daily. Plans are said to be under way for the production of wide film versions of all Fox pictures.

Fox houses will be equipped by General Theatres Equipment, the report says. The studios are ready for production of wide film pictures.

This step by Fox may be a forerunner of another revolution in motion picture presentation if the public accepts it as readily as it did to sound pictures.

NOW VICE-PRES.
Laemmle, Jr., Honored on 23rd Birthday

New York—At a special meeting of the board of directors of the Universal Pictures Corporation, held last week, Carl Laemmle, Jr., general manager of Universal City, was elected second vice president of the corporation.

CRIME FILMS OUT
LeBaron Sees Need for Healthier Stories

Hollywood—William LeBaron, vice-president in charge of production for Radio Pictures, made the announcement at Radio Pictures sales convention in Hollywood that sex and gangster pictures have run their course and are to be replaced by productions depicting healthier and more virile phases of life.

Virile melodrama and comedies stressing the normal, human side of life are to be produced by Radio Pictures, according to this policy. Colorful adventure and interesting metropolitan backgrounds, with glamour, romance and the spell of illusion are once more to be dominant in motion picture production, according to the executive.

"Doubles" Out
New York—A clause forbidding the sale of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture for a double-feature program will be added to the present M-G-M contract, it became known here, following the recent Chicago convention.
Frank Fay will be featured in "Mr. Hercules," from the novel by Gwen Williams.

In "Faded to Dance," by Arthur Caesar, will be produced as a true-life comedy-drama of the adventures of a Parisian gigolo. This will also probably be a Frank Fay vehicle.

The First National program follows:

Richard Barthelmess is scheduled to appear in two pictures for release during the coming season. The first will be "Spent Bullets," based on John Monk Saunders' Liberty Magazine serial novel, "Nikki and Her War Birds," which has recently been published in book form under the title "Single Lady." Dorothy Mackaill will be starred in four productions. First on the list is "Rival Wives," from the popular novel by Ann Austin. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is also to have four vehicles, the first being "I Like Your Nerve," an original written for Fairbanks by Roland Pertwee. Bebe Daniels will have three pictures. "The Honor of the Family," a modernized version of Balzac's famous novel, will be the first. Her second will be "Bed and Board." Her third will be a mystery thriller, "The Name on the Register." There are to be three Edward G. Robinson starring vehicles, of which the first, "Five Star Final," is ready to start production. His next picture will be "The Inside Man." Marilyn Miller is to be the star of three pictures. All are being written especially for her.

One of the outstanding features of the season for First National will be the introduction to the American public of Lil Dagover, who will star in "I Spy," by Barones Carla von Jensen, a romance of international espionage and intrigue. Lil Dagover is a celebrated and popular modern German actress. For Joe E. Brown three pictures are planned. "Local Boy Makes Good," with Walter De Leon, gives him a role in the real Joe E. Brown vein. The "Tenderfoot" will be a screen revival of the famous musical comedy in which Richard Carle once teamed. Leon Janney, the thirteen-year-old actor who scored so notably in "Coward" and "Father's Son," will play Penrod in "Penrod and Sam," from Booth Tarkington's series of stories. Walter Huston will be the star of "Upper Worldland," a realistic drama of racketeers and racketeers. Nine other pictures conclude the lineup.

Hollywood—Stars are to play an important part in the new productions to come from Radio Pictures, according to the announcement by Joseph I. Schnitzer, president, before the convention of RKO-Radio Pictures in Hollywood.

Richard Dix, Irene Dunne, Dolores Del Rio, Ina Claire, Hope Williams, Lowell Sherman, Lily Damita, Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey, Dorothy Lee, Edna May Oliver, and Hugh Herbert will be featured in one or more major productions.

In addition to the four million-dollar productions which he announced, and which include "Marchets" and "Frontier" with Richard Dix and Irene Dunne, "Bird of Paradise" with Dolores Del Rio, and a Howard Estabrook story of Hollywood, "Miracle City," Mr. Schnitzer announced the thirty-two additional productions of the Radio Pictures production schedule.


No hotel in the world offers such varied attractions as the AMBASSADOR, "The Great Hotel that Seems Like Home"—the center of Los Angeles and Hollywood social life.

Continuous program of outdoor and indoor diversion. 22-acre park, playgrounds, open air plunjes, tennis courts, 18-hole miniature golf course, archery, flowered pergola walks, cactus gardens. An all-talking picture theatre, world-famous Coconut grove for dancing parties. Riding and all sports. 35 smart shops. Ambassador convention auditorium seats 7,000. Guests have privilege of champion 18-hole Rancho Golf Club. OUTSIDE ROOMS WITH BATH as low as $5 per day.

Write for Chef's Booklet of California Receipts and Information
WAIT FOR ALLIED’S

4 MASCOT SERIALS

All-Talking Produced by Nat Levine (Serial Specialist)

Last year we gave you “The Lone Defender,” Phantom of the West” and “King of the Wild.” We were the first company to meet the exhibitors’ needs for several all-talking serials.

NOW! Get Ready for 4 of the BIGGEST and BEST Chapter-Plays in History:

1. HARRY CAREY (of Trader Horn fame) with REX, King of Wild Horses
   “THE VANISHING LEGION”

2. RED GRANGE In “THE GALLOPING GHOST”

   This serial is not all football. It takes in much more than that. It is positively one mad whirl of dizzy, breathtaking action and hair-raising stunts.

3. RIN-TIN-TIN In “THE LIGHTNING WARRIOR”

   Supported by a superlative cast of popular favorites. (Remember “The Lone Defender”).

4. A Sensational Detective Thriller
   “THE EAGLE’S SHADOW”

   A Big-Time Story — Big-Time Cast — A Whale of a Story.

THEY’RE ALL FOUR BOX-OFFICE GOLD!

Write These Exchanges Today!

ALLIED FILM EXCHANGES, INC.

308 Film Exchange Bldg.
DALLAS, TEXAS.
Telephone 7-5906

HOME STATE FILM CO., INC.
108-110 S. Cross Street
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
Telephone 4-2431

704 West Grand Ave.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
Telephone 3-5546
Arbitration, Goal of TOPA

Judge Walker Lauds Times Editorial and Decries Court Action; Meeting Called.

Believing that the industry should not re-unite in resorting to arbitration, or some suitable and similar means for settling disputes between distributor and exhibitor, Judge Roy L. Walker, of Lampasas, president of the Theatre Owners Protective Association, has made the statement that court action is an unsatisfactory means to an end.

Directors to Meet

In a letter to MOTION PICTURE TIMES in which he cites a recent editorial and in which he announces a meeting of the directors of his organization in Dallas for May 11, Judge Walker wrote as follows:

Mr. V. W. Crisp, 
Motion Picture Times, 
Dallas, Texas.

Dear Sir:

I note what you had to say in the last issue of the Times in regard to arbitration of differences between exhibitor and distributor, and I heartily endorse any mood that tends to establish a definite form of arbitration wherein these differences may be settled without a resort to court.

It will be remembered that my first difference with Allied (M. P. T. O. at that time) was over a law suit filed to do away with arbitration, and in my opinion a great deal of the trouble that we have had in the past eighteen months is due to the unsettled state of that suit and the situation that has been caused directly on account of no definite method of settling our disputes and each party realizing that the courtroom was the worst place to try them out.

One of my hopes for our new organization has been, and still is, that when we are through with our work in the legislature we might be able to formulate a plan whereby a confidence can be established between distributor and exhibitor and an equitable way arranged for the settling of the claims for and against each without continual threat of court procedure, because any man realizes that no industry can prosper without the confidence and cooperation of all parts of it, and I do not believe that this can ever be accomplished by law suits or threats of legislative action.

I am calling a meeting of the directors of our association for Monday the 11th, and hope to see you in Dallas at that time.

R. & R. Deal Signed

(Continued from page 3) have agreed to remain as division managers of Hughes-Franklin operation in the Southwest, the business to be conducted along the same lines as heretofore with no changes in the organization except that a Mr. Blatchford will arrive from Los Angeles to take up duties of assistant treasurer in the Dallas office.

All further expansion of the H-F circuit will come through the division managers, it is said.

Real Estate Retained

Real estate connected with R. & R. theatres has been retained by R. & R. Theatres, Inc., which now becomes merely a holding company, it was said. The real estate has been leased to Hughes-Franklin for 15 years. The theatre operations, however, went to H-F in an outright sale in which no figures were made public, but rumors had it all the way from two to three millions, more or less.

Hughes & Rau will soon open a new theatre in Rusk, Texas, in opposition to H. C. Houston of the Astor. East Texas Theatres of Beaumont will hereafter do the buying for the Astor, it is reported.

COOL!

—that's the answer to the summer box office problem! Arctic Nu-Air brings ocean-breeze cooling—brisk, refreshing current—heat relief that draws the crowds! Low Cost—greater profits. Write for facts and terms.

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORP. 2111 Kennedy St., N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.

MORE THEATRES SET TO BOOST SUMMER GROSSES!

THESE PROGRESSIVE EXHIBITORS HAVE CONTRACTED FOR IMMEDIATE INSTALLATIONS OF—

BUFFALO AIR WASHERS & DISTRIBUTING UNITS

MR. C. A. WORTHINGTON
Opera House
JACKSBORO, TEXAS.

MRS. HELEN MYERS
Cozy Theatre
TULSA, OKLAHOMA.

MR. H. H. CLUCK
Cluck & Walker's Beltonian Theatre
BELTON, TEXAS.

It Is Your Wisest Move to Install Buffalo Right Now! Let Us Send a Buffalo Sales Engineer to

Survey Your Theatre at Once

Buffalo Engineering Co., Inc.
311 S. Harwood
CEO. W. THORNTON, Gen'l Mgr.
Dallas, Texas
FOX
Big Trail, John Wayne—An excellent production. Pleased audience, registered well at box office.—R. C. Peniston, Majestic, Jetmore, Kas.
Big Trail, John Wayne—Powerful, well produced epic—but failed to click because of unfortunate lack of stars in the cast.—Ike Katz, Tivoli, Montgomery, Ala.

Man Who Came Back, Farrar-Gaynor—Heavy and morbid tale but drew on strength of team—Ike Katz, Tivoli, Montgomery, Ala.

RADIO
Cimarron, Richard Dix — A picture of no regrets. Good photography, sound and story. Pleased our audience 100 per cent.—R. G. Peniston, Majestic, Jetmore, Kas.
Silver Horde, Louis Wolheim and Evelyn Brent — Good program but not the special it was sold for.—R. C. Peniston, Majestic, Jetmore, Kas.

STATE RIGHTS
Ten Nights in a Barroom, William Farnum, Tom Santschi—Story well known as silent picture and stage play. With extra exploitation did big business. About 50 per cent above average.—Thos. J. Finin, Empress, Decatur, Ill.
Ten Nights in a Barroom—Farnum—Good small house or town attraction. Bill as a circus. Strand Theatre, Duluth, Minn.

UNITED ARTISTS
Raffles, Ronald Colman — Another delightful picture for general audience entertainment.—Ike Katz, Tivoli, Montgomery, Ala.
Evangelina, Dolores Del Rio—Although silent and belated showing, this picture drew strong with elderly people and school children.—Ike Katz, Tivoli, Montgomery, Ala.

Whooppee, Eddie Cantor—One of the best musical comedies I have run, if you have appendicitis don't see this one, it's made for laughing.—R. C. Gentry, Lyric Theatre, Baldwin, Miss.

What a Widow, Gloria Swanson—What a flop! Don't waste your money on this excuse for a story.—R. C. Gentry, Lyric Theatre, Baldwin, Miss.

UNIVERSAL
Lady Surrenders, Genevieve Tobin.—Pleased the crowd. Capably handled. Hard to beat.—I. J. McIntyre, Gardens, Laconia, N. H.
Free Love, Genevieve Tobin. This one went over big. A peach of a show. Had poor print and audience knew it.—I. J. McIntyre, Gardens, Laconia, N. H.
Free Love, Genevieve Tobin and Conrad Nagel—It is my opinion that it takes more than a family row to make good entertainment. Not for small towns. Set it out.—R. C. Peniston, Majestic, Jetmore, Kas.

Boudoir Diplomat, Betty Compson—Poor for small towns. Just another one of those sophisticated flops.—R. C. Peniston, Majestic, Jetmore, Kas.

Lady Surrenders, Conrad Nagel.—Universal pictures this year have been uniformly good and this one is no exception. Not a picture for children. Nothing in it to offend, but there is nothing of interest for children, as there is no action. Picture gets over with its dialogue and situations beyond small kid understanding.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro Theatre, Clarendon, Ark.

See America Thirst, Harry Langdon and Slim Summerville—A comedy that makes the shekels rattle in the box office and makes the walls rattle with laughter inside. Pleased them all—kids, grownups, and grandparents. Full of foolishness but that's what gets it over. Good crowd second night. Recording not so good on disc.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro Theatre, Clarendon, Ark.

Discontented Cowboys, Geo. Sidney, Charles Murray. A very good comedy. At least it got a few laughs.—R. C. Peniston, Majestic, Jetmore, Kas.

Night Work, Eddie Quillan — A very good picture; will please the majority of your patrons.—R. C. Gentry, Lyric Theatre, Baldwin, Miss.

WARNER BROS.
Office Wife, Dorothy Mackaill—A well produced, well enacted modern drama, spiced with keen subtle humor. Splendid adult entertainment.—Ike Katz, Montgomery, Ala.

Oh, Sailor Behave, Olsen & Johnson—Very good. At least it seemed to please the majority of patrons. R. C. Peniston, Majestic, Jetmore, Kas.

Doorway to Hell, Lew Ayres—A very clever portrayal of gangster life. May it be a pattern—R. C. Peniston, Majestic, Jetmore, Kas.
Producer Points out Value of Shorts Exploitation

Can a short subject be exploited to good results. "Yes," is the answer given by Larry Darmour, producer of Mickey McGuire and other Radio comedies, "and with a series to results that reach further than the exploitation of a feature.

"The wide difference in exploiting the short as compared to the feature is that in the latter the ballyhoo is for the one time only, whereas with the short of a series you are building your patronage over a long period of time." 

"I have a number of communications from exhibitors who have sold exploitation of our "Mickey McGuire" comedies. The results in each case have been highly satisfactory. Particularly has it helped the exhibitor in building the kid matinee business. Wherever, for instance, a Mickey McGuire Club has been organized, the exhibitor assures us that the attendance of kids has increased each time one of the "Mickey McGuire" series was shown.

"There is such a thing, however, of hopping on at the right time. As in the case of the feature, one short may have better exploitation possibilities than another. Illustrating this point, let me again call your attention to the "Mickey McGuire" series. Our latest release is "Mickey's Crusaders," a comedy of Toonerville dealing with the circus. Here is a form of exploitation that always has brought good results. There is color and lots of it in circus exploitation—parades, stuffed animals in cages, clowns and plenty of noise. We learn that this year there hasn't been a circus picture produced for release during the present circus season. Here then is the opportunity to give full exploitation to a short subject with almost assured success.

Swimming Suit Display

M-G-M has a tie-up with the Catalina Swimming Suit manufacturers, Joan Crawford, Leila Hyams, Anita Page and others appear in full-length pictures in the dealer's book. Look up the Catalina dealer in your town for window displays.

Chickens Sell Short Subjects

L aurel and Hardy's "Chickens Come Home to Roost" was exploited by Russell Brown, McDonald Theatre, Eugene, Ore. Twelve chickens were borrowed and a pair of red pants were made for each one. In each pocket was placed a pass to the theatrical stories told of the idea in advance. The first to catch the chicken took the pass and returned the fowl. Then the one who caught it and returned it to the theatre received a pass also. At high noon, the dozen birds were released. Imagery in the excitement. The birds flew, ran and squawked. Crowds gathered to watch the fun. Multitudes joined in the chase. Nevertheless, after a couple of hours all the chickens were back in their crates unharmed.

Bring Tin Cans For Admittance

In Olathe, Kansas, the Chamber of Commerce put on a spring clean-up campaign. The theatre offered free admittance to every child who brought three cans. The city had trucks backed up in front of the theatre. Kiddies threw cans in them and were then admitted. Every back yard and alley was soon devoid of cans.

Tabloid Newspaper On "Finger Points"

With all the earmarks of genuineness, profusely illustrated, and containing the story of the crime on which "The Finger Points" picture is based, a tabloid newspaper was distributed in Cleveland. This was used in connection with the pictures showing at the Lake, Uptown and Variety Theatres. An army of leather-junged newsboys put them into the hands of two hundred thousand Clevelanders on the eve of the picture's three first-run openings.

AD-IT-ORIAL

By William Jacobs

"HOT Days Are Coming!"

That's the signal for the preparation to overcome another three to four month seat selling obstacle.

The wise and energetic start early to sow selling seeds that grow into "bumper" seat crops.

Resorts don't wait until vacation times comes to sell their appeal. They start early.

Railroads start in the early spring to sell summer tours.

Start now to pound, sell and exploit the idea to the family, "Seek the theatre during the hot days for hours of cool, refreshing and joyous relaxation."

Be the first to make a bid for summer entertainment attendance. Beat the amusement parks to the appeal. Scoop the miniature golf lots. Plant the thought with strong emphasis on the manufactured comfortable temperatures maintained, combined with entertainment of invigorating and refreshing happiness.

"Cool Days Are Coming!" makes an appropriate title for the campaign.

Start now to sell the thought on your screen. Put it before them in the foyers and rest rooms. Build an inside lobby display. Mention it in the newspaper ads.

Build to its peak of importance just before the hot days come on.

Then pull down the scorching red colors from the inside and outside of the theatre. Put up the cooling blues and greens. Make a radical change for the cooler.

Decorate your newspaper ads with a background of ice and snow enhanced with figures of refreshing youth. Use similar ideas on posters. Greet them with exaggerated icicles from the canopy and box office.

Use every device to impress cooling comfort.

Start early to build, "Cool Days Are Coming!"

Prescription and Pill Humor 'Em

To put Springfield, Ohio, seat fillers in good humor during the showing of Winnie Lightner and Joe E. Brown in "Sit Tight," Regent Theatre management distributed a doctor's prescription with a small dried pea accompanying it. It advised to take the pill in a tub of fervent water and then rush madly to the theatre, disregarding traffic signals, and meet Dr. Winnie and Jojo, the tiger. It was signed "Dr. Bunk-em."

Big Co-operation On Fashion Show

The Stanley Theatre, Utica, N. Y., put over a "fashion week" that had the cooperation of the merchants and the daily newspapers. Mannikins wearing the latest fashions were presented. The show was extensively advertised. The Daily Press issued a special Stanley Theatre fashion section of its Sunday edition. The merchants took considerable space, calling attention to the theatre exhibit in all the ads.
FREE!
No Dues — No Membership Fees — No Assessments — Just CO-OPERATION

When you send your used advertising to M. S. White, you not only make a definite saving for yourself, but you make it possible for some brother exhibitor to get his orders filled more complete — let's co-operate.

M. S. White Poster Exchange
1807 1/2 Commerce St.
Tel. 7-1011
Dallas, Texas

To Merchandise
(Continued from page 3)

picture for the reason that all the exhibitor had to work with was a few stills and a cut-and-dried press book.

The exhibitor must be sold on the picture and supplied the material to put it over, as in the case of "Check and Double Check" and "Cimarron," if the distributors expect to get what they believe to be fair film rentals in the future.

Two pictures of enormous value played Dallas last week and made a lot of money. They were specials of the finest quality if the term was ever correctly applied. True enough, the pictures have been sold to the public through various mediums — but not to the exhibitor, and for this reason the exhibitor in most cases will play them as just another movie, all because they do not have the necessary advance information to exploit such releases properly.

Showmen get their information mainly through trade papers in localized copy. That is what they want and that is the only character of copy that will fill the bill.

It is up to the general sales managers and home office advertising managers to see that the exhibitors get just such material. If theatre advertising in the average size town is developed as it should be, there will be little complaint against excessive film rentals. If the exhibitor can take in

L. B. RUST
who has been appointed manager of the Monogram branch in Dallas. Rust has long been associated with the picture business, having started his career in 1915 with the Mutual Film Co. He formerly was district booker for Publix.

Oklahoma City Notes
Pat McGee, general manager for Publix Theatres in Oklahoma City, has returned from a business trip to St. Joseph, Mo.

"Trader Horn," with return date, and at popular prices, has been packing 'em at the Criterion Theatre the past week.

X-CELL EQUIPMENT
The whole industry is talking X-Cells because X-Cells have revolutionized the motion picture industry.

X-Cells are now installed in

The following theatres have purchased X-Cell equipment:
Victory Theatre, Henderson, Tex.; Lyric Theatre, Waco, Tex.; Texas Theatre, Pharr, Tex.

Complete X-Cell equipment is sold under the guaranty of sound reproduction being equal to the most high priced equipment on the market. No service or rental charge. X-Cell equipment is all A. C. operated. There are no head amplifiers and no batteries.

Get the details today. Call or write
PUBLIC ADDRESS SERVICE CO.
DALLAS, TEXAS
NEW COMPANY
Resurfacing of Screens Is Its Purpose

New York—Announcement is made of the formation of a new organization with headquarters in New York, for the purpose of cleaning and resurfacing motion picture screens of all types.

This organization is affiliated with the Beaded Screen Corporation, makers of Vocalite and Superlite screens, and is the outgrowth of over a year’s experiments and developments in cleaning and resurfacing of screens.

Many special surfacing and cleaning processes have been worked out and tested under all conditions met with in service.

It is now possible to create a surface superior to that of the average screen when it was originally installed, the company announces.

One of the surfacing materials is the one used in the manufacture of the new “Chromolite” screen, which has just been announced by the Beaded Screen Corporation, and furnishes to the old screen the advantages of perfect color rendition, a brighter picture, and freedom from harmful ultra-violet rays.

SIGN FETCHIT
Negro Comedian With Allied Pictures

Hollywood—M. H. Hoffman, Jr., of Allied Pictures, has signed Stepin Fetchit for the comedy relief in Hoot Gibson’s next special, “Wild Horse,” by Peter B. Kyne.

Fetchit, who registered sensational in Universal’s “Show Boat,” and M-G-M’s “The Prodigal,” recently concluded a night club engagement of many months in San Francisco. The signing of Stepin Fetchit is in keeping with Allied Pictures’ policy of enlisting recognized talent for the independent field, Hoffman announced.

SUES SHERIFF
Exhibitor Says Money Was Withheld

Stockton, Calif. — A suit for $5,594.50 against Harvel Odell, as sheriff of San Joaquin County, has been filed in the superior court by John Gomez, owner of the Royal Theatre.

Gomez alleges that the sheriff’s office collected and witheld $384.30 in admissions after he had acquired ownership of the house. Gomez also asks $5,000 damages for trespassing, $500 for counsel fees and $50 costs.

LITTLE TIPS
TO BIG THINGS

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

PERFECT FIT SEAT COVERS
made to measure; guaranteed fit and lowest prices. Linenettes 45c (46 lots of 1,000), Belgium linens 65c (60 lots of 1,000). We manufacture all seat covers. Tri-State Theatre Equipment Exchange, 1403 Fifth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 4-58

TWO de luxe Motograph projectors and Motograph high intensity lamps; used 6 weeks. Tex McCullough, Arrarat Shrine Temple, 11th & Central, Kansas City, Mo. 5-5

TWO POWERS 6A machines, two compensators, one screen. In fine shape. Need the cash first; must take all. B-368, Associated Publications. 5-5

THEATRES WANTED

THEATRE OWNERS wanting to sell, get our plan. We have a direct buyer to sell market. Kashiniker, Wichita, Kan. 5-5

THEATRES FOR SALE

ONLY THEATRE in Michigan county; 240 seats; for quick sale or lease. Address B-369, Associated Publications. 5-5

THEATRE in fast-growing wheat belt, small town; sale or trade. What have you? Address B-370, Associated Publications. 5-5

The Want-Ads appearing on this page appear simultaneously in each of the TEN Regional Motion Picture trade papers forming the Associated Group, and reach more than 20,000 readers connected with the motion picture industry in the United States. At our exceptionally low rate of 10 CENTS PER WORD, they constitute the greatest advertising bargain ever offered. If you wish to reach the theatre trade, and those connected with it, use this page.

FOUR insertions for the price of three. Terms, CASH WITH ORDER. Mail your copy with remittance to Associated Publications, Inc., 1209 E. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.

POSITIONS WANTED

MOTION PICTURE OPERATORS available; experienced on Western Electric. Write Associated Projectionists, 103 North Rowan Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. If EXPERIENCED sound projectionist wants position immediately. Paul Hadley, Piggott, Ark. 4-48

THEATRE MANAGER—Have diversified buying experience, excellent knowledge of publicity, sound, acoustics, projection, exploitation, music, house management, financial reports, stagecraft. Command all requirements that go to make up the successful operation of modern theatre; age 37. Write B-361, Associated Publications. 4-48

SOUND PROJECTIONIST, all machines alone. Projectionist, 1819 Humboldt Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 5-12

POSITION WANTED—Theatre manager and exploitation man; own lobby displays, edit any kind theatre exploitation; go anywhere. Harry Reader, 5021 Margarret Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 5-5

OPERATOR—ELECTRICIAN wants position; repairs projectors, and sound equipment; ten years’ experience; married. Walder Inglis, New Hampton, Iowa. 4-48

OPERATOR—ELECTRICIAN. Repairs own projectors; ten years’ experience. Box 282, Mason City, Iowa. 4-48

PROJECTIONIST—Sound wants position in midwest. Roy L. Brewer, Granby, Mo. 4-48

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES

Manufacturer to you; low cost. Gem Frame Co., 235 South Washington, Wichita, Kas. 7-16 (16)

THEATRICAL PRINTING

ADVERTISE your movies with 3x4 dodgers. 50 words allowed. 1,000, $1.00; prepaid. King Shop Press, Warren, Ill. 4-28

FPOSTER EXCHANGES

CASH PRICES PAID for used advertising on current releases. Ship at once parcel post or express collect. B-367, Associated Publications. 4-28

PATRONIZE The Associated Group It Will Bring You Better Results

Dowser Mfg. Co.
157 Rogers Ave <> Brooklyn, New York

Affiliated Theatre Supply Dealers
(36 Stores from coast to coast)

GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100.

For the tried and proved in equipment for the theatre.

GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100. Steader pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes’ easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $50—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance. Write now to

GER-BAR THEATER EQUIPMENT
GUERCIO AND BARTHEL
1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Telephone Webster 2190 or 2002
The Millionaire
Warner Bros.—82 Minutes

"Idle Hands" by Earl Derr Biggers has received excellent treatment in its transposition to the screen. Superb direction of that master dramatic character, George Arliss, and a perfect supporting cast has turned out a smart entertaining film with clever dialogue and rich humor.

Mr. Arliss portrays the successful man who is ordered by his physician to retire if he desires to continue living. Against his wishes he does this and goes to a western health resort with his family, which consists of a wife and daughter. Inactivity and being left to himself are very irksome to him and when he sees an opportunity to buy a half interest in a service station he cannot refuse. The former owner puts over a fast one on him and another young man, who bought the other half interest, as the main highway was changed, making the station valueless. The younger man, whose boat is out of tune, wished to go and fight it out with the former owner but the older man had ideas of his own which was to build on the main highway directly opposite the former owner's new station.

In the meantime the younger man and the daughter have become acquainted through her visit to the station for gas, each unaware of the connection of the other with the older man. After the new station is opened and he sees that he is going to make money enough to finish his course as an architect, he goes to ask the girl's father for a bond. She has already told her father of their love for each other and it meets his approval. His former business associates have had reverses and brings the bond to see if he has recovered sufficiently to return and take charge. He finds him much improved and takes the credit for pulling him through.

If this picture does not rate first among this year's productions it will surely be among the top numbers.—Southwell.

Shipmates
M-G-M—72 Minutes

Montgomery's first stellar role in a story of the navy that, while not plausible, is highly entertaining. As a gob assigned to an oil barge he goes ashore and poses as a big oil man from South America. Runs into a party at which he falls for the girl who afterwards turns out to be the retiring admiral's daughter. Against his wishes he is assigned to the ship and reports for duty on the admiral's barge. The girl discovers his deception but still cares for him, but at her father's request refuses to speak. At gun practice he wins the admiration of his chief with whom he is always at loggerheads. He is recommended for appointment to Annapolis. Passes his examination but gets into a fight with a young lieutenant who has been going around with the girl. Knowing he has violated the code and is subject to arrest, he is planning to desert when he runs into the admiral who is on the wharf for a farewell look at his ships. The admiral demands an explanation but at this time an oil tanker blows up in the harbor in close proximity to the ammunition barge. The burning oil threatens the ammunition which, if blown up, would destroy every ship in the harbor. The gob and the admiral go out in a launch and open the sea cocks and flood the ammunition barge. In the attempt to leave the admiral is lost and the gob badly burned and comes in to the hospital bay where the young lieutenant tells him their fight is a purely personal matter. He goes to Annapolis and the fade out is with the girl who promises to wait the four years for his graduation.

Plenty of action in the shipboard scenes and a convincing portrayal of the operation of the navy and in the harbor fire sequence. Excellent supporting cast and smart, clean comedy should put this over big anywhere. Good exploitation angles will help you sell it.—Southwell.

Dirigible
Columbia—100 Minutes

Columbia comes forward with what looks like a box-office smash, and we say this after witnessing the opus cold in the preview room. Jack Holt and Ralph Graves are together again, this time as two navy airmen making dashes to the South Pole. The story concerns a flight to the pole by Holt whose dirigible is wrecked in a storm before he reach his goal. Graves, who is scheduled to make the flight with Holt, is taken off the crew just before the ship sails, his wife having begged of Holt to leave him behind. With Holt's love for his pal's wife being greater than friendship for his pal he agrees.

While another ship is being built for Holt's trip, Graves goes south-way on a sailing vessel, then pilots a plane in an attempt to reach the pole. In attempting to make a landing he is wrecked and marooned. Holt hears of the disaster via radio and sets sail in the newly finished dirigible to the rescue. Graves' wife is on the verge of divorcing him because of his love for air voyages being the reason for the accident, but with the return of the party the greater love wins, however, with Holt getting the acclaim of the public and Graves the attention of his wife.

The direction is splendid. Some tense and thrilling moments and excellent photography.—Warren Stokes.

3 Girls Lost
FOX—72 Minutes

Here is light film fare that should please most any type audience. Romantic enough to satisfy without being too sophisticated and slopping over. Story concerns the adventures of three girls of distinctly different types who come from their respective homes to make good in Chicago. Loretta Young as Noreen, who is reserved and sincere, acts as a mediator for March (Joan Marsh) of the gold digger type and Edna (Joyce Compton), the romantic one who loves well but not wisely. Marcia becomes acquainted with John Wayne, a young architect, who introduces her to his employee, Lew Cody, a wealthy racketeer. House parties jazz it up a bit and a underworld killing adds a thrill, but the story is mostly romantic. It brings together the young architect and Noreen, the sincere one. A little comedy would have helped this one out but it is, however, good entertainment.—Southwell.

Ladies' Man
Paramount—75 Minutes

Sophisticated film adapted from Rupert Hughes' story of the same name with some changes that appear to be made for the better. Powell as the hero has hard work to make the audience sympathetic but by excellent ways wins you over. It is quite an unusual film and has an exciting and surprising ending. The acting is its strongest point and the entire cast was good, as they all had rather stiff tasks assigned them. Powell who toned down his role of a sort of super gigolo, Olive Tell as the foolish matron infatuated with him, Carole Lombard as the no less foolish daughter who wanted him for himself, and Gilbert Emery as the hapless husband who finally vindicates the family honor, each carrying out his or her part in a convincing manner. Kay Francis as the heroine gives an unusual suave portrayal of the part assigned her.

Fine direction and photography with lavish settings play their part in making this film entertainment of the highest type.—Southwell.

The Big Bluff
Universal—20 Minutes

This could have been a good comedy but its slow motion makes it drag. It seems to have been directed indifferently and Summerville is capable of better stuff. There is one sequence, in which a girl is hidden in the soldiers' quarters, which is risque and American in soldiers in Russia. And that's about all.—A. F. S.
THE LAST WORD

SHOW ESSENTIALS

The business of serving motion picture entertainment to the consuming public seems to entail much more than just projecting a feature and several short subjects on a screen, even though the picture be of the very best quality. There are a number of important considerations, not the least of which is the patron’s comfort, a matter which seems to have been grossly overlooked by many exhibitors. Negligence in the case of projection equipment also has done its share in the lowering of box office receipts for which exhibitors, guilty of such carelessness, have placed the blame elsewhere. We have just completed a 1,500-mile motor trip and were amazed at the lack of progressiveness shown in many theatres in communities that would rally to the support of these theatres, now failing, were they made more inviting.

Perhaps there is an object lesson in the answer to a query on the subject, received from Gordon S. White, director of advertising for Educational Film Exchanges, who cites a specific example that undoubtedly fits many situations. Following is Mr. White’s letter:

“I live in a suburban town which, although decidedly progressive in every way, is unfortunate in having only one picture theatre, and this is one that might have gotten by fifteen years ago but suffers sadly by comparison with the modern up-to-date theatre. The lighting is poor; it is cold and unattractive; even the odors are offensive. The projection is terrible; the sound reproduction is worse—in fact, it is the poorest I have heard in any theatre, and this in a high class suburban community of almost 20,000 people. Is it any wonder that it takes one of the year’s “Ten Greatest Pictures” to bring out a crowd?

“If I were not in the picture business and did not consider it necessary to see certain pictures at this theatre to avoid inconvenience in hunting them up elsewhere, I probably would never attend it. As a matter of fact, recently I have formed the habit of watching the announcements of a subsequent run theatre in a town five miles away and catching the pictures there instead, driving the ten miles gladly in order to find some personal enjoyment in attending the very much better theatre I find in the neaby town. I have recently discovered that a number of other people in my town do the same thing.

“Even with pictures they are very anxious to see they prefer to wait until the picture reaches the subsequent run house in the other community and drive there because at that theatre they find comfort, beauty, decent projection, acceptable sound reproduction and an opportunity to enjoy themselves. The amusing part of this is in the fact that the town I live in is a larger and better town and that the smaller community to which we go to see the movies has nothing else in it to attract us there. It is out of our usual lines of travel and we would almost never go there at all except for this theatre. I really do not know how to draw a more positive picture of the effect of decent surroundings than this one from my own personal experience.”

Ben Shlyen
Increase Attendance

With the Tried and Proven

Scooter-Nite

Each boy and girl in your drawing radius will bring you 24 paid adult admissions in exchange for on of these 3-Wheel Safety Scooters.

In the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN you get these identical scooters to offer every child in your drawing radius—and you get them at factory price of $1.12 each. This offer is open to all chain and independent theatres in the U. S. We do not sell these Scooters to retail trade, but only through our premium plans. The SCOOTER-NITE PLAN will only cost you a fraction of what you can and often do spend on exploitation stunts that have nothing like the possibilities of permanently built up business, which the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN provides. You make friends with SCOOTER-NITE.

Most exhibitors work "SCOOTER-NITE" two or more days a week. For example, if the exhibitor finds Mondays and Thursdays are his dull nights, he works SCOOTER-NITE for those days; or if he should run the same picture two days in succession, he makes Mondays and Tuesdays, or Thursdays and Fridays, his SCOOTER-NITE. The quicker he gives away these Free Scooters the more advertising he gets through the children using them and showing them to their friends, relatives and neighbors. As long as the Scooters last—and they are of steel construction so will last indefinitely—you will be getting advertising value from them; children are proud to mention that they EARNED the Scooter at your theatre.

Children won't let their parents, relatives or friends alone until they have helped fill the Record Card. The Record Card is a card bearing the name of your theatre and with twenty-four printed squares on one side, in which your cashier or doorman stamps—with rubber stamp which we furnish—a square for each adult admission brought by the child. For example, if the child brought in four adults, the child would get four of the squares stamped.

When all twenty-four of the squares are filled the child turns in his Record Card and receives one of the 3-Wheel Safety Scooters. No strings—no contest. Every child has equal opportunity. You run no risk of disappointing anyone. You issue Scooters only for completely filled cards.

Costs You Less Than 4 2-3 Cents Per Admission

To illustrate: The Scooters cost the exhibitor $1.12 each. There are 24 stamps on Record Card. 4 2/3c times 24 equals $1.12. Therefore cost to exhibitor is 4 2/3c per admission.

CLIP OUT THIS ORDER-FORM AND MAIL TODAY

MINIMUM ORDER ACCEPTED TWENTY-FOUR SCOOTERS

The Steel Stamping Co.,
Scooter-Nite Sales Dept.,
3553 Broadway, Lorain, Ohio.

Gentlemen: Enter my order for ________________________3-Wheel Safety Scooters, at $1.12 each, F. O. B. Lorain, Ohio. I enclose my check (or money-order) for (one-half of total cost of scooters ordered)

________________________, balance, plus shipping charges from Lorain, O., to be C. O. D. Undersigned to receive free with this original order 4 Record Cards for each Scooter ordered, free rubber stamp, and free sample herald.

Theatre __________________________ by __________________________ Mgr.

Town __________________________ State __________________________

If member of chain of theatres give name and address of main office below:

________________________________________________________

Attention, Mr. __________________________

How to Order for Scooter-Nite Plan

Required starting order is 24 Scooters. You can best estimate the number you may require, but your first order must be at least for 24. Four Cards are furnished free, imprinted with your theatre name, for each Scooter ordered; thus on minimum order you would receive free 96 Record Cards. Heralds imprinted with theatre name, are furnished for $3.00 per thousand. A 120-ft. Trailer is loaned for two weeks only, and a deposit of $3.60 is required if Trailer is desired. This deposit is returned to theatre on return of Trailer.

The Steel Stamping Company
Factory, Lorain, Ohio
Scan theatre reports on such PARAMOUNT knockouts as "Animal Crackers", "Manslaughter", "Anybody's Woman", "Monte Carlo", "Feet First", "Tom Sawyer", "Morocco", "Dishonored", "Scandal Sheet" and "Skippy"—to pick a few at random—and you've found another of the many reasons exhibitors today have PARAMOUNT foremost in their minds in thinking of product for the present and for the future.

Paramount Pictures
TEXAS THEATRE MAP IS CHANGING DAILY

SACK AMUSEMENT ENTERPRISES TO REORGANIZE

SOUTHWEST KEY TOWNS DROP STAGE SHOWS
YOUR THEATRE

Has A PERSONALITY!

WHAT sort of “personality” has your theatre registered for itself with the public? Personality in a theatre exists and is a box office asset, making people choose to attend your theatre in preference to some other offering similarly good attractions, just in proportion to the quality of your projection, and the appointments of your auditorium making for comfort and enjoyment of your patrons.

Making investments in theatre equipment for the comfort and pleasure of your patrons is the soundest kind of “business insurance.” Little things that might not seem noticeable, such as slightly worn rugs or carpets, an occasional neglect of keeping the lobby spic and span and up-to-the-minute, may make many a patron feel that this theatre cannot possibly be giving the best entertainment value in town.

YOUR nearest Affiliated Theatre Supply Dealer store has in stock every item you need to keep the “personality” of your theatre at its best. When you visit your dealer take time to look around. You’ll find many suggestions for the aid of your box office. Investing in the attractiveness of your theatre will help your screen attractions go over to bigger, steadier business.

The Sign of Service

A Nation Wide Organization of Independently Owned Stores

Birmingham, Ala.: Queen Feature Service, Inc., 1912½ Morris Ave.
Burlington, Vt.: Boardman Theatre Supply House, 189 South Winooski Ave.
Chicago, Ill.: Guercio & Barthel, 1018 S. Wabash Ave.; Movie Supply Co., 844 S. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio: Cincinnati Motion Picture Co., Runey Bldg., Vine at 15th.
Cleveland, Ohio: Oliver Moving Picture Supply Co., 1705 E. 21st St.
Clovis, N. M.: Eastern New Mexico Theatre Supply Co., Box 548.
Denver, Colo.: Graham Bros., 546 Lincoln St.
Des Moines, Iowa: Des Moines Theatre Supply Co., 922 West Grand Ave.
Fargo, N. D.: McCarthy Theatre Supply Co.
Greenville, S. C.: Imperial Film Service, Inc., 10 N. Main St.
Houston, Texas: Southern Film Service, Inc., 1616 Travis St.
Kansas City, Mo.: Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co., 1804 Wyandotte St.
Memphis, Tenn.: Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 154 East Calhoun Ave.
Milwaukee, Wis.: Ray Smith Company, 147 7th St.
New York, N. Y.: Amusement Supply Co., 630 9th Avenue.
Omaha, Nebr.: Quality Theatre Supply Co., 1518 Davenport St.; U. S. Theatre Supply Co., 1504 Davenport St.
Portland, Ore.: B. F. Shearer Company, 148 N. 10th St.
St. Louis, Mo.: Erker Bros., 608 Olive St.
Salt Lake City, Utah: Service Theatre Supply Co., Inc., 133 E. 2nd South St.
Seattle, Wash.: B. F. Shearer Company, 2318 2nd Avenue.
Spokane, Wash.: Spokane Theatre Supply Co., 724 1st Ave.
Tampa, Fla.: Amusement Supply Co., 711 Twiggs St.
Washington, D. C.: Ben Lust Theatre Supplies, 308 2nd St.
Arbitration Substitute

Texas Theatre Map Changing

Sack Reorganize

In San Antonio After Being Dormant Several Years; Selling Spanish Talkies.

San Antonio—Reorganization of the Sack Amusement Enterprises, a film distributing and general theatrical booking agency established in 1926, but dormant for several years, was completed last week when offices were opened at 304 Main avenue, in San Antonio’s film exchange district.

The firm was established by Alfred N. Sack, former theatre owner, who still heads the business as president. Associated with him now is his brother, Lester J. Sack, former newspaperman and theatre press agent, as vice-president, and sales manager.

In addition to his own business activities, Alfred Sack is now heading the local committee to secure 250 guarantors, with a total pledge of $25,000, for the Lyric League, the civic body which brings the Chicago Civic Opera.

(Continued on page 8)

CONVENTION IN AUGUST

First annual convention of the Theatre Owners Protective Association will be held in Dallas about the middle of August, it was decided at a directors’ meeting of the organization Monday at 309 Browder street.

It was first planned to hold this convention soon after adjournment of the Texas legislature, but after discussion the directors decided that August would be a more feasible time.

A skeleton of activities for the coming year was drafted during the directors’ session, but no statements would be made at this time by any of the directors.

Those attending the meeting were Judge Roy L. Walker, president; of Lampasas; O. B. Bridges, Houston; Arthur Keyes, Quannah; W. J. Wooten, Canyon; O. A. Englebrecht, Georgetown; L. C. Tibball, Ft. Worth; Clinton DeWolfe, San Sabra, Henry Reeve, Menard; M. H. Gwynn, Terrell; W. A. Stuckert, Brenham; and I. S. Melcher, secretary-treasurer, Dallas.

Must be Returned to Industry, Says Texas Exhibitor, Who Gives His Reasons.

Uncertainty which threatened court action for fulfillment of contracts is injecting into this industry considerable thought along the lines of arbitration or some method to amicable and equitable settlement of differences that arise daily between distributor and exhibitor.

As an example of some of the feeling that now exists in the trade in favor of arbitration is given below in the words of a responsible exhibitor. This showman is against the use of his name in print, but the opinion below is genuine, and we will supply his name to anyone requesting it.

Here is what he says:

“Any board of arbitration such as we had in Dallas a year or so ago would save me a lot of unpleasantness and ill-feelings and would relieve me of quite a bit of suspicion on the part of the exchanges,” this exhibitor said.

“With an arbitration board I could then take up my claims and present my ideas of the case and leave it with this body for settlement. If I found out I was wrong my mind would be relieved and I wouldn’t go on thinking that I was right.”

“I have an exchange that has finally gotten hold of a box office star and her pictures mean real money everywhere. This exchange pulled out fear of these pictures on a certain contract and then came back and wanted to sell the exhibitor these same pictures at advanced prices. An arbitration board might take care of that to my satisfaction, I am sure.

“There are so many reasons why there should be an arbitration board that we overlook the greater part of them. Matters concerning unplayed and undelivered pictures, and in general the fulfillment of contract by both parties is the real meat of the chief reason.

(Continued on page 8)
Southwest Key Towns Dropping Stage Shows

Simultaneously both Publix and RKO de luxe theatres in the Southwest will throw out stage attractions and offer sound pictures exclusively, it was announced from Dallas offices of the organizations.

The move is in effect with the two organizations on May 21 in Dallas, Ft. Worth, Houston, San Antonio. Admission prices are expected to be reduced, however, from 60 to 50 cents when the change is made.

The stage band of the Palace in Dallas will remain on the job four weeks longer, until June 18, on account of its contract with the musicians calling for six weeks’ notice.

At the Majestic in Dallas the musicians and all but three stage hands will be released on May 20.

In seasons previous the Palace would cast off stage shows without reducing the price while the Majestic plugged its stage attractions with pictures at an equal admission scale, which is believed to have brought the stage back into use at the former theatre.

This time Publix and RKO seem to have gotten together in closing their stage on the same date.

Publix stage shows have been a costly item in the weekly overhead at the Palace, and it is believed that with reducing prices to 50c for pictures only, from 60c for the combination show that this de luxe house will show more net profits; the same belief is held for the competition house, Majestic, provided that both houses stay with their newly announced policy.

Houston Gives Notice

Two weeks’ notice was posted for musicians, stage hands and operators at the RKO Majestic in Houston. This was formerly a Karl Hoblitzelte house and managed by Eddie Bremmer for 25 years. It is reported that the house staff has also been given notice, but this has not been confirmed. The Majestic will go dark for the summer and undergo remodeling, it is said. It is also said the move is an attempt to readjust the musicians scale which has until September, 1932, to go.

**GETTING STARS**

**SYNDICATE ACTIVE**

Tiffany Starts Acquiring New “Names”

J. G. Groves, of Tiffany, was excited Tuesday morning over a message from E. W. Hammons, stating that a new Tiffany star had been signed whose previous pictures have never grossed under $1,000,000. The name of the star was not given, but it later was learned to be Charles Mack of Moran & Mack. This is the first move in a plan to acquire big drawing stars for coming features of Tiffany under the new Educational-Tiffany-Sono Art combination. Groves believes.

Tiffany will release 32 next year, eight of which will be Ken Maynard westerns and eight Bob Steele westerns.

Complete Line STANDARD PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

and Projection Accessories

Efficient Repair Department

Day or Night Service

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

JOHN HARDIN, Prop.

Tel. 6-2235 Dallas Texas

THE HIGHEST PRICED SOUND EQUIPMENT MADE

Can’t Give BETTER Performance or Results than UNIVERSAL SOUND ON-FILM

Universal is manufactured by Universal Sound Systems, Inc., an old established company, strongly financed, located in Philadelphia. Universal volume of sales throughout the world guarantees the full-time manufacture of the Universal equipment.

Universal is patented and has all the patents behind it. DeForest Radio Co. and Jenkins Television Corp. patents are behind Universal’s fine sound equipment.

There is no weekly service charge, yet Universal Service is available day or night, and you pay a nominal charge for just what service you actually get. Universal is not the cheapest but it’s the best at lowest cost.

**UNIVERSAL** Sells Outright for $1,995.00 INSTALLED COMPLETE

There Are No Extra Costs Or Charges

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

**THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.**

313 S. Harwood St.

B.G. HERBER, Mgr.

DALLAS, TEXAS
Ready Now!

the big book

from UNIVERSAL 1931-1932

Your copy is on the way!
HE'S
MAKIN' 'EM
AWFUL BIG

But the Bubble is Bound to Burst

ARE YOU
EASILY
KIDDED?

We contend that the theatre man is a hard headed business man who

doesn't want back-slapping—

but asks only for a fair count and an idea of what's in the bag!

We're for the theatre man who's cagey about buying blue sky!
He's suspicious about bubbles that expand because he's found by past experience that they only have air in them at the end.

THIS IS THE SILLY SEASON when the Announcement Boys are having fun.
It's a great month for printers!
Let's be printers!

"Want to swap?"

DON'T MISUNDERSTAND PLEASE! There's an awful lot of sincerity back of all companies' announcements. We all know that you've got to present a product properly or it's hard to have a talking basis on a list of pictures that mean a great investment! BUT—

BOY, HOW THEY HOKE IT UP!

"Another shot in the arm, please, Doc!"

Not that M-G-M is any SHRINKING VIOLET!
Not that we're holier than thou

But—hell!—we are!

M-G-M IS ONE COMPANY that doesn't have to trot out the gold and silver and all the fancy hand-made paper that makes things look good (even if they're not!)

M-G-M IS THE ONE AND ONLY OUTFIT THAT CAN SAY TO YOU—

AFTER ALL aren't you buying PROVEN PERFORMANCE!

Every year it has been the same—Leo in the Lead—especially this past year with such hits as "Min & Bill", "Reducing", "Paid", "Inspiration", "Dance Fools Dance", "Strangers May Kiss", "Trader Horn", "The Secret Six", "Shipmates", "A Free Soul" and plenty more to come before the end of this season.

THE WEIGHT OF OUR SALESMANSHIP IS CONSISTENT SUCCESS!
LET'S BUST BEAUTIFUL (but empty) BUBBLES and talk facts:

M-G-M STARS — the greatest!
M-G-M STUDIO — A Miracle City!
M-G-M STORY PROPERTIES — Fabulous!
M-G-M PERSONNEL — the same ever-aggressive, ever-young, ever-alert showmen who now present their greatest line-up!

THE CROWNING GLORY of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in 1931-32

48 PRODUCTIONS —

30 Star Productions

MARION DAVIES (2)
Her latest release of the current season, Fanny Hurst’s “Five and Ten,” is typical of many dramatic vehicles for her in the coming year.

NORMA SHEARER (2)
At the top! Her after another “Dishonored,” “Let Us Be Gay,” “Strangers May Kiss” and watch for “A First Inn” another sensation!

GRETA GARBO (2)
The One and Only Garbo! Her magnetic appeal is unique in the industry! “Romance” and “Impression” will be topped next season by wonderful vehicles available!

JOAN CRAWFORD (2)
She’s just signed a long term contract with M-G-M! And she’s got stories even better than “Fools” and “Dance Hunter Dance!” coming in the new season!

JOHN GILBERT (3)
Of which none will be “Cafe-Libre” the powerful story by Gaston Leroux, and “Candlelight” the Broadway stage hit! Gilbert’s steady march back to top ranking is certain with such dramas!

WILLIAM HAINES (3)
You’ll be surprised! We’ve got production plans for Bill Haines that will make this happy American favorite bigger than ever!

BUSTER KEATON (2)
Consistently outstanding comedies “Free and Easy,” “Dumb Bells,” “Parler, Bedroom and Bath” have won him a new and greater-than-ever following.

ROBT. MONTGOMERY (3)
The Sue Mengers of “Shipmate” is cleaning up! Two of Montgomery’s vehicles next season are the stage hit “The Truth Game” and “Hullabaloo” the magazine story.

RAMON NOVARRO (2)
His popularity earns him! His charm and personality keep him an ever loyal public. Novarro’s vehicles for the new year are powerful choices, to be produced on a big scale

WALLACE BEERY (2)
M-G-M presents them. The public makes them stars after hits like “The Big House” and “The Secret Six.” Wallace Beery has shown the industry this year what he’s going to mean in box-office next season.

LAWRENCE TIBBETT (1)
He has brought into thousands of jobs who aren’t ordinarily heard. All they keep coming over ever after. He’s a new, wholesome appeal that America likes!

LUNT-FONTANNE (1)
The greatest acting team in the world! The Theatre Guild team at last agree to appear in talkies and Naturally they pick the leading company to make their debut!

LAUREL-HARDY (1)
By popular demand! Laurel-Hardy in a feature length comedy “Pardon Us.” Audiences asked for it. Hal Roach and M-G-M waited for the right story. And now it’s complete and it’s a hit!

COSMOPOLITAN (4)
Cosmopolitan is a success name! “Big House,” “White Shadows,” “Broadway Melody,” “Secret Six” are just a few. Next season, among others comes “Sky High” the thrill- and sens!

Special Information Forthcoming About MARIE DRESSLER PRODUCTIONS

13 Exceptional Pictures

FLYING HIGH
The sensational stage hit, a year on Broadway, filmed in great star Bert Lahr!

THE CHRISTIAN
Hale Caine’s immortal and novel perfect for talkies!

BOARDING SCHOOL
Ritty young folks learn about life and love! A new book dramatized by M-G-M showmanship!

THE AWAKENING
John Van Druten, writer of stage hits, clocks again!

NIGHT COURT
Human destiny judged while a city sleeps! A gold mine of drama by Mark Hellinger, Charles Beahan.

RED HEADED WOMAN
We bought Katherine Brush’s newest sensation serial manuscript. Now it’s a national sensation!

BRIDGE VS. BRIDGE
Divorce! Never so dramatically told as in this Liberty Magazine story!

AFTER ALL
Van Druten’s big London stage hit. It will soon be presented on Broadway!

ARSENE LUPIN
The master-thief comes to talkies! Ted Browning will direct!

THREE WISE FOOLS
Broadway here is packed a solid year! Perfect for talkies!

GUILTY HANDS
Beyonder Veiller, author of “Poor” scores again with another audience idea!

THE SQUAW MAN
Cecil B. De Mille’s great production! Making a hit! A brilliant cast!

HONOLULU
The lure of tropical Honolulu dramatized in a lavish and thrilling production!

“The Marquee 5”
Five Big Productions attuned to the psychology of the entertainment hour!

The Crowning Glory of M-G-M SHORT SUBJECTS — ’31-’32

FLIP THE FROG (12)

Corman Cansons

M-G-M SPORT CHAMPIONS (12)

FISHERMAN’S PARADISE (6)

SIR HARRY LAUDER (4)

HEARST METRO-TONE NEWS (104)

The super-special of the inexpensive, radio and movie, with which is incorporated THE GLOBE TRAVELER,

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

More Power To You!
Map Changing
(Continued from page 3)
name of the Opera House at Marfa to the Palace.
W. E. Simpson is the new owner of the Ples-Tex Theatre at Pleasanton, Texas. RCA film has re-
placed W. E. film in this situation.
The Crown, Royal and Melba theatres have closed indefinitely in Houston.
H. T. Hodde, head of the H. & H. Theatres, has resumed ownership of the Grand at Midland. One
house is now in operation there, the Ritz, operated by Griffiths with John Bonner as manager.
East Texas Theatres have constructed a new house in Longview.
The Texas will be the name of a new house in Rusk, Texas, put in by Rau & Hughes in opposition to
H. C. Houston, operating the Astor. Rusk has between 3,000 and 4,000 population.
W. H. Hicks will run one silent program a week at the Joyland in Center, Texas.
Griffith Amusement Co. are the new owners of the State Theatre at Pampa, Texas.
A. C. Bray is building new theatre at Gladewater and C. O. Mur-
phree has constructed the new Texas at Kilgore, seating 800 and
W. E. sound installed.
Louis Richter, of the Gayety at Ft. Worth, has acquired and will wire the Orpheum. All Spanish
pictures are now being played.
The Lyric at Terrell, operated for many years by M. H. Gwynn,
is reported closed.
R. N. Dickson is building a new theatre at Kilgore.
M. E. Phillips, of the Independent Theatre Supply Company at
Houston, is building a fine new neighborhood house in the Bayou
City.
J. R. Garza, of the Obreco in San Antonio, is building a new
Mexican house to open July 1.
A. L. Heck, of the Dorothy at Henrietta, reported in Dallas Fri-
day that he and C. P. Washman had purchased the Palace at Post, Tex.,
Washman to be the manager. A letter from Washman Tuesday,
however, advised that Oskar Korn had stepped in and closed a deal
for that town.

Sound Installations
There are 608 sound installations to date in Texas, among
which are 379 first run possibilities, 51 subsequent run possibilities
and 29 suburban run possibilities
—a total of 469.
Disc installations number 217. Film installations number 209. Dual installations number 182.
Sack Reorganized
(Continued from page 3)
Company to San Antonio every year.
As southern states representa-
tives of the United Film Agencies
of Hollywood and other independent
producers, the Sack firm is now
offering exhibitors in this territory a big group of Spanish
talkies—including "Campanas de Capistrano," "Alma de Gaucho," and "Charros, Gauchos y Manol-
itas"—and talkies and silents with all-Negro casts, as well as features
and shorts of general interest.
Walter B. Lovelace, associated with the Sack Brothers for the
past five years, has been named
booker.
"Absent," a six-reel silent with
an all-Negro cast, has been book-
ed by the Sack firm into the Strand
for a midnightshow, with the en-
tire house reserved for colored
patrons.
The Sack Brothers have booked
a series of road shows for San
Antonio for the coming season.
Their last presentation of the cur-
cent season will be the matinee
and evening concerts of the Royal
Russian Chorus in the San Pedro
Playhouse Monday.

Sign Laura La Plante
Hollywood — Laura La Plante,
who recently completed work on
Columbia's "Meet the Wife,"
which is slated for early release,
has been selected by the company
to depict the leading feminine role
in "Arizona."

Can You Estimate Your 1931 Summer Grosses Now?
Is Your Cooling System Ready To Go?
THEATRES EQUIPPED WITH
BUFFALO
AIR WASHERS & DISTRIBUTING UNITS
—are not worrying about the performance of
their COOLING EQUIPMENT, or what their
summer grosses will be either.

CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON NOW!

BUFFALO Engineering Co.,
Dallas, Texas.

Without obligation on my part, please send one of
your sales engineers to survey my theatre for proper
cooling and submit an estimate for the complete job.

Exhibitor's Name

Theatre Name

Town State

It Is Your Wisest Move To Install
BUFFALO RIGHT NOW!

BUFFALO
Engineering Co., Inc.
GEO. W. THORNTON, Gen'l Mgr.
311 S. Harwood
DALLAS, TEXAS
Available NOW in time to cash in on the year's biggest sport event!

PRIMO CARNERA

Man-mountain of the ring! The Big Parade Of Boxing! Strongest drawing card in the fight game. What a box-office wallop he packs with front page headlines selling him to your public!

When Bigger Shorts Are Produced VITAPHONE will make them!
BOOK OF THE YEAR
SHOWS OF THE DECADE

OUT MAY 15!
THE BOOK OF THE YEAR
... RADIO'S GOLDEN
TORNADO CRASHING
THROUGH ITS PAGES!
A FITTING VISUALIZATION
OF THE TITAN
WONDER SHOWS FOR
31-32! RKO-RADIO
HURLS ITS CHALLENGE
IN THE TEETH OF THE
SHOW WORLD... VICTORY YEAR BEGINS...
COLUMBIA ADDS 6 Program to Include 26 Features

New York—Columbia will make 26 features for the 1931-32 season instead of 20 as originally announced. Columbia officials have been preparing the production schedule in New York.

AD MAT CHANGE

United Theatre Advertisers Is New Name

New York—United Theatre Advertisers, Inc., is the new name of Theatre Ad Mat Service which is now headed by Walter J. Stein, formerly of Balaban & Katz. Sidney Davidson, formerly United exploitation director and more recently with Warner Bros. advertising department, is director of advertising. Terry Turner remains as director of exploitation and Irving Frankel continues as director of service and production.

The organization has moved into larger offices at 580 Eighth Ave. Under a change in policy proof sheets of ad mats will be supplemented by the addition of specially written advertising copy and punch lines. Ad mats will be released on all features of the major companies as well as a special monthly service of general seasonal and institutional mats. The concern’s studio personnel has been augmented by a staff of 15 artists and another studio, to concern itself with creation of first run campaigns, it is planned.

Retains Name

Hollywood — Metro-GoldwynMayer’s picturization of Kenyon Nicholson’s play, “Torch Song,” will retain the title of the original drama in its screen transcription, instead of being known as “Complete Surrender.” Harry Beaumont is the director of “Torch Song,” which is a Joan Crawford starring film. The cast includes Neil Hamilton, Marjorie Rambeau, Clark Gable, Roscoe Karns and George Marion.

Screen Ads Still on Trial Declare Agents

Washington, D. C.—With comments pro and con on the subject of screen advertising, the American Association of Advertising Agents in convention here last week took little action on the matter. According to the agents the screen ad situation is still in a stage of experimentation and the discussions of the subject were held in secret. The committee appointed to consider the innovation, made the following report:

“IT is easy to get pictures made, but adequate distribution is neither simple nor certain. Your committee can perhaps be of no greater service to you at this stage than by emphasizing the highly experimental character of the medium in present. There is ground for belief that, properly handled, it can prove a highly profitable medium for advertiser and agent alike.

“There has been some loose talk lately in opposition to screen advertising Scheme. Most of it emanates from competitive interests in the motion picture business, but, curiously enough, few complaints have come from the real judges—the public. Certain of the entertainment films, sponsored by advertisers, have already so established themselves in public favor that the first title of a new subject is applauded when shown.

Films Must Be Interesting

“Sponsored films, designed for showing to the general public, should be sufficiently entertaining to desire a place on the programs of first run theatres.”

The tie-up of Carl Laemmle with Allied States has brought out the following statement on sponsored reels by the Allied organization:

“Carl Laemmle has warned producers and exhibitors alike that overdoing screen advertising will be bad for business. His readiness to enter into an arrangement with Allied States is all the more significant, therefore, since it shows that he considers Allied States on the right track in the present situation, not only in reducing advertising to a minimum but in making it possible for the exhibitor to gain as well as the producer.”

Bizzelle Moves Up

New York—John R. Bizzelle has been appointed general sales manager of Pacent Electric Co. and Pacent Reproducer Corp. Bizzelle formerly was assistant sales manager.

Under the Direction of Sol Lesser, According to Reports; 40 Houses Now in Chain.

New York—Universal is understood to be planning a theatre expansion move under the direction of Sol Lesser, who recently became an executive associate of Carl Laemmle. Under Lesser’s guidance all Universal’s theatre interests will be consolidated and uniform operation established. Closer cooperation between the theatre department and the distribution branches of Universal will be inaugurated.

There are approximately 40 theatres in the Universal group at present. The eighteen theatres comprising the Principal Theatres Corp., on the West Coast, of which Sol Lesser is president, do not figure in the deal.

Sought by Allied States Assn. Through State Units; Lining Up Petitions for Adoption.

New York—According to current reports, Allied States Association is preparing a new campaign designed for the purpose of bringing about the passage of the Brookhart bill. This bill is scheduled to be introduced again when Congress reconvenes in December. It is understood that Allied officials are getting in contact with state units throughout the country, asking them to line up petitions calling for adoption of the measure, which, among other things, would outlaw block booking.

NEW PORTABLE

RCA Recording Device Weighs 400 Pounds

New York — RCA Photophone engineers, in collaboration with the engineers of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company and the General Electric Company, have produced a new portable sound recording equipment for use in connection with the Mitchell camera that is claimed to be the most efficient apparatus of its kind that has been introduced in the field of outdoor recording activities.

For newsreel and “location” work, it is said to meet demands that have heretofore been impossible and in connection with the recording of industrial and commercial pictures and the chronicles of expeditions upon land and sea and in the air, the apparatus appears to fill a long-felt want.

Including cables, cases and all accessories, the entire equipment weighs less than 400 pounds and can be easily transported in the rear compartment of a small automobile. The operating equipment necessary for “location” work weighs about 245 pounds.

WITH COLUMBIA

Barbara Stanwyck Still Under Contract

Hollywood — Because of wide publicity given to the report that Barbara Stanwyck had signed a contract with Warner Bros., Columbia Pictures issues a statement that the company indemnified Stanwyck to them, and will appear in several of the company’s productions next season.
You Can Get 'Em Only from ALLIED and HOME STATE
A Brand New Box-Office Buy!

100% NATURAL COLOR
PIONEER
WESTERNS
WESTERN ELECTRIC RECORDING

These all natural color westerns will clean up in any man's theatre

1. "YESTERDAY IN SANTA FE"
   Noah Beery, with Carmelita Geraghty, Frank Mayo, Nena Quartaro, Bruce Covington, Tom O'Brien and Jack Mower. Directed by Jacques Jaccard.
2. "NEVADA NIGHTS"
3. "HELL'S HALF ACRE"

We stepped in and bought the cream of the independent westerns and serials this year.

4. "YELLOW LEGS"
5. "GUNS OF GOTHAM"
6. "SATAN IN THE SADDLE"
7. "SON OF A GUN FROM SONORA"
8. "TEX TAKES A HOLIDAY"

PIioneer Westerns

NORMAN KERRY, DOROTHY BURGESS, NOAH BEERY, KENNETH HARLAN, THELMA TODD, GLEN TRYON, LOIS WILSON, FRED KOHLER, ALICE WHITE, TOM O'BRIEN, MYRNA LOY, JUNE COLLYER, GUINN WILLIAMS, CARmELITA GERAGHTY, GEORGE FAWCETT, ELINOR FAIRE, PAULINE STARKE, SAM HARDY, RUTH ROLAND, BARBARA BEDFORD, BARBARA LEONARD, NENA QUARTERO.

"THE VANISHING LEGION"

First of our four all-talking Mascot serials, with HARRY CAREY and REX, King of Horses, will be the outstanding serial of the year. "Trader Horn" has put Carey's name in the lights in a big way. Nat Levine, serial special-

ist, writes that he is signing a female star for Carey's leading woman, who will rock the serial world. We'll tell you soon!

Write These Exchanges Today!

Allied Film Exchanges, Inc.

308 Film Exchange Bldg.
DALLAS, TEXAS.
Telephone 7-5906

Home State Film Co., Inc.

108-110 S. Cross Street
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
Telephone 4-2431

704 West Grand Ave.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
Telephone 3-5546
EXHIBITORS SAVE $$$$$$ Electricity bill alone is $15 to $20 per month less with X-Cell all A. C. operated sound-on-film equipment.

Saves expense and trouble in many other ways. Save your money and yet get better reproduction.

X-Cell A. C. equipment is adapted to any make sound-on-film equipment.

Full Particulars on Request.

Distributed in Texas, Louisiana and Arkansas by
PUBLIC ADDRESS SERVICE CO.
DALLAS, TEXAS

COLOR WESTERNS
Allied to Distribute Multi-color Product

In assembling independent product for the new year, and following close on the announcement of four all-talking Nat Levine serials, Jack K. Adams has announced the purchase of eight Pioneer all-talking, all multi, or natural color westerns, the first release to be ready at an early date.

Allied Exchanges in Dallas and Oklahoma City and Home State Film Co. in Little Rock will handle these releases for the Southwest.

"Yesterday in Santa Fe" is the title of the first, described as a hot tamale of action and thrills. It is an authentic historical talking pictorial with a splendid big time cast, including Noah Beery, Carmelita Geraghty, Nena Quarters, Frank Mayo, Bruce Covington, Tom O'Brien, Jack Mower, all supported with all-star horsemen. Directed by Jacques Jaccard, who was associated with Tom Mix, Harry Carey, Buck Jones, Ken Maynard, Hoot Gibson and others. Other Pioneer productions will be:


Arbitration Substitute
(Continued from page 3)

son why there should be such a board.

"If we could get together as a good a board as we had before — that is the best plan, because I can't conceive of a better set-up than the one we had. It puts trade controversies in the hands of those most familiar with the business. On the other hand, when cases are taken into court no one knows what they are talking about. "The film business in its peculiarities, is foreign to lawyers, judges and most witnesses."

"When you can get an exchange manager fighting for you, that is the best plan, and more times than one I have seen exchange managers fighting cases for an exhibi- tor before the arbitration board."

"If and when a new arbitration board is set up, there ought to be some way of keeping those off and out of it who made efforts to take arbitration away from the industry. And let's keep attorneys out of it, too. I have seen exhibitors bring attorneys before the former board to plead their cases and always this procedure results in entanglements and misunderstanding. Let exhibitor and distributor arbiters decide all questions."

"I had rather submit to arbitration than to settle my disputes direct with the exchanges."

Road Show Ready

J. B. Underwood, Dallas branch manager of Columbia, advises that "Dirigible," Columbia's roadshow attraction, is now playing numerous situations over the Southwest. A special road show company has been organized to handle the film. Negotiations are now under way for a theatre to put on the Dallas run.

PHONES FOR DEAF

National Demonstrates a New Device

A new departure in devices for the deaf in the sound theatre has been announced by National Theatre Supply Company in the Theatrephone. This simple instrument was demonstrated thoroughly by C. W. A. MacCormack, National salesman, last week. The system, complete with twelve earphones, is installed for about $300.

A small socket is attached to the arm of the seat. When a deaf person enters the theatre he is given an ear phone which he plugs into the socket under the chair arm. From then on he hears the picture distinctly if he is not totally deaf.

There is no connection between the theatrephone and the sound equipment. No wires come in contact with the sound channel whatever. A sort of microphone is placed anywhere in the theatre or preferably close to the horns. This picks up the sound and relays it to the earphones. A finger adjustment is on the ear phone so that the deaf person can get the required volume.

Buys Buffalo

Buffalo Engineering Co. has signed a contract with the Regal Theatres, Inc., of Oklahoma City, for the immediate installation of Buffalo Air Washer equipment to go in the Capitol there. Pat McGee is general manager of the Regal Theatres, of which the Capitol is a unit.

Opinions from other exhibitors over the Southwest are invited for publication in these columns. Your views whether pro or con will be printed gladly.

"EIN MADEL Von Der REEPERBAHN"

(The Girl From the Reeperbahn)

An All Talking German Masterpiece
With Germany's Greatest Artists.

SOUND ON FILM ONLY :: 10 REELS

Here's a real clean-up for German speaking communities. It's a picture that will start them coming to your theatre.
It's also a good and novel attraction for those who can't speak German. German music is a universal attraction. German acting is different.

Played to 2,500 Admissions at Opera House, New Braunfels, Texas.

Now Booking

TALKING PICTURE EPICS, INC.
308 S. HARWOOD
DALLAS, TEXAS Phone: 7-5906
COLUMBIA


Barnyard Concert, Mickey Mouse This dirty, filthy reel should not be allowed in the mails, let alone shown to women and kids. Pulled after first showing. No more Mouse reels in this theatre—Carl Veseth, Palace, Malta, Montana.

FOX


Once a Sinner, Dorothy Mackaill—Fair picture. — H. R. Cromwell, Bedford, Bedford, Pa.

M-G-M


Trader Horn, Harry Carey—Very good but not for small towns.—A. J. Molstad, Regent, Eveleth, Minn.

Min and Bill, Marie Dressler, Wallace Beery—If you have been married over ten years you should see this picture. It shows you the best way to settle an argument.—Holland & Venable, Liberty, Lone Wolf, Okla.

TIFFANY

Drums of Jeopardy, Warner Oland—Very thrilling. Sound-on-film is wonderful. Tiffany can make some good ones when they try. Come on Tiffany, give us more with meat in them—Carl Veseth, Palace, Malta, Mont.

Third Alarm—Expected a better picture after reading the press sheet—Ritz, Cordell, Okla.

Universal

Little Accident, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—This picture went over better than it deserved. Situations are funny but the acting was below par for Universal. However, it got by nicely in spite of being a little boresome in spots.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro Theatre, Clarendon, Ark.

STATE RIGHTS

Ten Nights in a Bar Room—Wm. Farnum—Very good, it doubled my business. I recommend it to all houses.—A. J. Molstad, Regent, Eveleth, Minn.


Ten Nights in a Bar Room—Wm. Farnum—This picture went over well, playing to big crowds. Pleased audience immensely. This is just the kind of a picture that our audience thoroughly enjoys from start to finish.—Palace, Danville, Ill.

WARNER BROS.

Illicit, Barbara Stanwyck—For some reason this failed to click. But it's very good of its kind.—Ritz, Cordell, Okla.

UNIVERSAL

Little Accident, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.—This picture went over better than it deserved. Situations are funny but the acting was below par for Universal. However, it got by nicely in spite of being a little boresome in spots.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro Theatre, Clarendon, Ark.

Indians Are Coming, serial—Started out rather draggish but gets into good swing on third episode and is exceptionally good by the fifth episode, the last one I have played. However, do not consider it as good as "Spell of the Circus."—J. W. Crabtree, Metro Theatre, Clarendon, Ark.

East is West, Lupe Velez—A dandy production that pleased them all. Good story, good acting, good recording and it ended well. An American boy rescues a Chinese girl from slavery and they fall in love regardless of racial differences. When it ends that the girl is white and she tells him, "Now, our children won't be born with pigtails" they all go out laughing.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro Theatre, Clarendon, Ark.

Young Desire, Mary Nolan—A production that I played pretty old. A good picture with a punk ending, though ending is logical. The crowd will like the circus setting, and comedy is worked in nicely. Recording good on disc.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro Theatre, Clarendon, Ark.

See America Thrift, Summerville-Langdon—This is fair entertainment for small town patronage, but too silly to be called good comedy.—R. C. Peniston, Majestic, Jetmore, Kas.

Fill Out This Blank and Mail to

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, INC., 4704 East 9th Street, Kansas City, Mo.

My opinion on pictures recently played here is as follows:

Title

Star

Producer

Business and Comment:

Weather:

Title

Star

Producer

Business and Comment:

Weather:

City

Theatre

State

Exhibitor
**LITTLE TIPS TO BIG THINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Star</th>
<th>Producer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EQUIPMENT FOR SALE**

- **TWO GUARANTEED rebuilt Simplex machines complete with new Brenkert reflector arc lamps.**
  - Real bargain. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 154 East Coliseum, Memphis, Tenn. tf

- **TWO SIMPLEX machines first class condition, $750; one Gulf Breeze cooling system with 8-horse motor; all in good condition for $150; 86 venereen chandeliers, $100 each.**
  - Want pair reflector arc lamps and motor generator set. Will trade. A. V. Wade, Gainesville, Texas. 5-12

**SACRIFICING DOWN PAYMENT** — Two brand new Strong Junior reflector arc lamps and two 30-ampere Garver rectifiers never taken from cases. List price $750.00. Due to lease trouble, sacrificing down payment. First $405.00 takes outfit. Send draft to Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co., 1804 Wyandotte St., Kansas City, Mo.; they will make shipment. D. G. Shade, Empire Theatre, Kansas City, Mo. 5-12

- **TWO low intensity Peerless lamps $300; sound screen, $50; Arctic blower, $250; six-letter horizontal electric sign, $250; one dollar each.**
  - Want pair reflector arc lamps and motor generator set. Will trade. A. V. Wade, Gainesville, Texas. 5-12

**POSITIONS WANTED**

- **THEATRICAL sign artists open for position.** Ed Winter, Savannah, Ga. 5-19

- **MOTION PICTURE OPERATORS available; experienced on Western Electric.** Write Associated Projectionists, 163 North Rowan Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. tf

- **SOUND PROJECTIONIST, all machines alone.** Projectionist, 1819 Humboldt Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 5-12

**THEATRES FOR SALE**

- **TWO THEATRES—Good western Kansas county seat town; also Oklahoma Panhandle county seat town; Sunday shows; both RCA film; good business; cash or terms.** Write 372, Associated Publications. 5-12

- **PICTURE SHOW—Sound; have other business; reasonable rent.** W. Patterson, Lynchburg, Ohio. 5-12

- **BARGAIN FOR CASH—Town of 1,000; talking picture equipped; rent reasonable.** Star Theatre, Meridan, Idaho. 5-12

- **THEATRE in fast-growing wheat belt, small town; sale or trade.** What have you? Address B-370, Associated Publications. 5-5

**THEATRICAL PRINTING**

- **1,000 3x8 dodgers, $1.00; 50 11x14 window cards, $1.85; prepaid.** King Shopress, Warren, Ill. 5-12

**THEATRES WANTED**

- **THEATRE OWNERS wanting to sell, get our plan.** We have a direct buyer to seller method. Kashfinder, Wichita, Kas. tf

**THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES**

- **Manufacturer to you; low cost.** Gem Frame Co., 255 South Washington, Wichita, Kas. 7-7 (16)

**POSTER EXCHANGES**

- **HIGHEST CASH PRICES paid for used advertising on current releases.** Ship at once parcel post or express collect. B-387, Associated Publications.
Young Sinners

Fox—78 Minutes


Fox has made an excellent pick- turization of the popular stage play from the pen of Elmer Harris. It is a story teeming with blazing youth and their wild an- tics. Should click with any audience. Until the time Thomas Meighan comes into the picture there is a lack of human interest.

Meighan as a rough Irishman is placed in charge of a millionaire’s son and takes him up into the mountains to try to make a man of him in a year’s time which the father failed to do in 20 years. The way he goes about it, finally bringing the boy to his senses, makes this picture really belong to Meighan.

Hardie Albright plays his part well as the dispirited youth. He graduates from Meighan’s school with honors and gets his diploma when he knocks out his instructor. Dorothy Jordan makes a convincing heroine. Edmund Breese shares top honors as the boy’s father.—Jesse.

SELLING SEATS: Play up Thomas Meighan. He should mean something to old-time fans at the box-office. The story having been a successful stage play should not be overlooked. Tie-up with the parent-teacher societies as the picture has a good moral for fathers as well as for children.

Born to Love

RKO-Pathe—84 Min.

Cast: Constance Bennett, Joel McCrea, Paul Cavanagh, Frederick Kerr, Anthony Bushell, Louise Closer, Hale, Claude King, Mary Forbes, Elizabeth Forrester, Edmond Breon, Reginald Sharland, Daisy Belmore, Fred Emelton, Martha Mattox. Directed by Paul L. Stein.

Here is a great woman’s picture with the star suffering from start to finish. Has an “East Lynne” theme with the World War as a background.

There is hardly a light moment in this film story of misunder- standings between two young lovers. Miss Bennett endures all sorts of anguish, looking beautiful, if a bit worried, through it all. Emotional drama does not become her as well as the light situations. The ladies will like Joel McCrea and Paul Cavanagh in the leading male roles which they handle with exceptiona brilliancy. Director Paul Stein has shown some sharp flashes of genius. His Armistice Day scenes in London are exception- ally well done. All in all a rather seriod picture that starts off well but slows up midway with a fairly good finish.—Southwell.

SELLING SEATS: Play up the love interest and star as they are the best selling points. Lends itself for good tie-up with local Red Cross for benefit. Get furniture stores to display baby outfits.

Seed

Universal—97 Minutes


The producer, director and principal actors climb to new heights in “Seed.” Surely John Boles and Lois Wilson never gave more convincing performances. Stahl never gave a picture a more appealing touch and Universal hasn’t pro- duced such a magnetic story. It is an adult entertainment mainly, and not too sophisticated to please only the so-called intellectuals.

The book is more daring than the picture insofar as the advocating of birth control is concerned, but the picture implies what the book tells and there is nothing of- fensive in any part. It is a human story humanly depicted and should be a money maker. Its absorbing theme makes up for any lack of action.

The story tells of an ambitious writer who hasn’t time to write because of the attention he must give to his home, wife and children. But along comes an old sweetheart, manager of the Paris office of the publishing house for which the hero works, who assigns him to the task of finishing a novel which he had started several years before. She let him use her apart- ment for writing and in time he forgets home ties for the other woman. There is the separation, his marriage to the other girl and the passage of ten years. He re-

turns from Europe a great writer. His children have grown up and he sends each to school, leaving their mother alone. The return awakens the love of the hero for his children and the other woman ad- mits her defeat.

Genevieve Tobin, as Mildred, the other woman, gives a finished por- trayal, while Lois Wilson has made a triumphant return to popular- ity. The children are excellent types. There are tears and laugh- ter in “Seed.” It’s a real picture.

—South.

SELLING SEATS: Play up the popularity of the book. Universal has an elab- orate herald which should be used Joe Weil, exploitation director for Universal, has issued a comprehensive exploitation bulletin on the picture which covers every angle. It is suggested that exhibitors use it in the adver- tising. The bulletin may be obtained at the exchanges or from the home office.

—South.

Father’s Son

First National—75 Min.

Cast: Lewis Stone, Irene Rich, Leon Janney, John Halliday, Mickey Bennett, Gertrude Howard and others.

A marvelous and decidedly hu- man picture, with excellent cast and direction. Highly entertain- ing. Very good for Sunday night show; on the family schedule. Suitable for both parents and children.

The story concerns a strict father (Lewis Stone), who through lack of understanding of children and lack of companionship with his son (Leon Janney), unknov- ingly makes his home an unwel- come place for his son. He is so wrapped up in his business and has such set opinions concerning the obedience of children, that he expects his child, who is only ten, to act like a grownup man. His mother (Irene Rich), however, understands him perfectly and although she loves her hus- band, she loves her son, too, and consequently leaves Stone and lives in a modest bungalow with her son. The family doctor is a constant companion of Leon’s. Stone soon realizes how neglect- ful he has been to his son and begs his wife and son to come back. They return and the picture ends with Stone a changed man—an understand- ing father and a loving companion to his son.

The picture is based on the novel, “Old Fathers and Young Sons,” by Booth Tarkington. The story is so vivid and realistic in its portrayal of youth that it will bring the adults back to their own childhood days, and will make each boy see in himself the per- son of young Leon. There are several emotional scenes that will bring tears to the eyes, but they will immediately be turned into tears of laughter.—E. S.

SELLING SEATS: Being a family picture this should be advertised as such to in- duce family patronage. Start a Leon Janney club. The kiddies should go for it as Leon is the typical American boy. Juvenile magazines and stores catering to children should lend their coopera- tion.

—South.

—South.

Chasing Trouble

Pathé—20 Minutes

Franklin Pangborn, Dot Farley and Junior Coghlan work pretty hard to make this funny but it misses fire somewhere. The wom- en will get a kick out of watching Pangborn make sandwiches for a bridge party and a few other at- tempts at kitchen science as only a man can do it, but as a whole this is just an ordinary short sub- ject. Pangborn comes home after a business trip which has taken him away for a year. Wife greets him by making him serve at a bridge party. And he just about ruins the affair.

—South.

The Check-Up

Vitaphone—10 Min.

This Vitaphone subject is a clev- er little skit featuring Jack Haz- ard and Ruth Donnelly. Compilations arise when Jack gives checks for ten dollars to his wife and another woman in love with him unaware that he is married. The plot is really nothing new—just another triangle. However, the manner in which it is handled makes this short subject really interesting.—J. S.

Pip From Pittsburgh

M-G-M—20 Minutes

Charley Chase in a comedy which seems to measure up to previous efforts. As the man who is forced into a “blind date” with a girl from Pittsburgh, Charley gets into all sorts of novel comedy antics. Thelma Todd again is the leading lady. There are many good laughs and the entire short should fit in on almost any type program.
THE LAST WORD

THE LAST STEP

MANY exhibitors, whose business has not been thriving and who have gone the wrong route to build it up through double featuring, are now pondering over the question of reducing admission prices. That's usually the next step after the quantity program loses its first magnetic touch and it's a mighty dangerous step to take without most careful study and consideration beforehand.

Price cutting will boost gross receipts for a while as will any other innovation. But, as we have said before, a bargain ceases to be a bargain when it becomes the regular thing.

There are situations, of course, where the admission price was boosted too high when sound first warranted an increase. Reduction in these instances may prove good business. The location of a theatre, its class of patronage, its drawing radius and its drawing possibilities must enter into the consideration where an admission price reduction is contemplated. Selling more tickets is one thing but increasing the gross is another. We know of several instances where the price cut was carried too far. Attendance increased but box office intake was less than before the cut. Those exhibitors are now facing a bigger problem than before, for a price hike is not so easy to put over as is a price reduction.

At best an admission price cut should be the final step of an exhibitor who is attempting to build up his gross. There are many other things that should be tried first. Among them is bolstering up your programs with name attractions that will draw; better short subjects to give the proper balance to every program; new methods of advertising; greater cooperation with local merchants, civic clubs, etc.; and a little fresh paint in the lobby, on the front and in the interior, if it needs it; brighter lights over and under the marquee. Yes, these things cost money but they represent a more or less permanent investment that is bound to return.

Keeping up price and quality and improving that quality (but let your public know about it when you do) is often a better policy than reducing price and giving it lowered quality, which is usually its companion.

"FOR THE KIDS AND THE GROWN-UPS"

THAT line is used throughout RKO-Pathe's attractive new season announcement. It has a lot of significance at this time when sexy plots seem to have run their limit—and they have!—and when bringing back not alone, juvenile patronage, but family patronage as well, is a most important consideration for the entire industry. It's a good line for exhibitors to incorporate in their advertising of every feature that has family appeal.

There is no gainsaying that current announcements of the forthcoming product output of all producers have the semblance of containing more wholesome entertainment than has been the case in the past two seasons. That's a good box office sign, particularly for the small town and neighborhood theatres who depend on family patronage for their livelihood.
WELDED WIRE
SOUND REELS
A Reel For Every Purpose
THREE TYPES

TYPE 'A' - ONE PIECE - ALL WELDED
10 in. with 2 in. Drum — 11 in. with 5 in. Drum
14 in. with 4 in. Drum — 15 in. with 5 in. Drum

TYPE 'B' - THREE PIECE - BAKELITE DRUM
11 in., 14 in., and 15 in. with 5 in. Drum
All Parts Replaceable

TYPE 'C' - THREE PIECE - METAL DRUM
11 in., 14 in., and 15 in. with 5 in. Drum
All Parts Replaceable

All Reels — Bright Cadmium Plated
Special Reels For Wide Film
WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS ON OUR PRODUCTS
Universal Electric Welding Co.
90 Webster Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

“Penn Acoustical Felt” — AND —
“Penn Felt Carpet Linings”

100% ALL HAIR PRODUCT
Odorless, Moth and Vermin-proof and
FIRE RESISTANT

Manufactured in any width up to 9 ft. by 60 ft. — Seamless.
Samples and prices on request.

Manufactured by:
WM. SCHOLES & SONS, INC.

NEW MODEL “U” SUPERIOR Projector

Universally Adapted to all types of SOUND REPRODUCER EQUIPMENT for either Film or Disc Recording.

Outstanding Improvements Include:
New Head Mechanism especially adapted to sound without requiring special adapters. Double bearing movement with special features. Rear Shutter that is practical. Improved framing device that is superior to any other. Quick changeover Mask that is simple and efficient. New Mounting especially adapted to sound attachments. Lower magazine with take-up bracket and pulley. Other refinements.

MOST PRACTICAL AND EFFICIENT PROJECTOR FOR RENDERING QUALITY SOUND PROJECTION.
Send for descriptive circular. Ask our dealers for a demonstration.
Manufactured by
Coxsackie Holding Corporation
COXSACKIE, N. Y., U. S. A.

Patronize the INDEPENDENT DEALERS

Mr. Exhibitor:
Now is the time to show your interest in your community.

It will be appreciated and win friendships for you — this is the way.

For Sale by All Leading Dealers.

Radio-Mat Slide Co., Inc., Manufactured
New York City
MORE LIGHT at LOWER COST

HUNDREDS of installations by progressive showmen throughout the United States and Canada prove the superiority of Brenkert Low Intensity Reflector Lamps.

Ask Any User
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND NAME OF NEAREST DEALER.
THE MELROSE, PALATIAL NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE, ADDS 1,200 SEATS TO DALLAS SITUATION

MANY TEXAS THEATRES PLAN IMMEDIATE SUNDAY OPERATION. BILL GOES THRU AGAINST HEAVY OPPOSITION

EXCHANGES ARE JUNKING SURPLUS RECORD SUPPLY. DISC MAY BE DROPPED ALTOGETHER.
MASCOT PICTURES CORPORATION
The Only Serial Specialists in the Film Industry
NAT LEVINE, President

ANNOUNCES

HARRY CAREY
STAR OF "TRADER HORN"
with
EDWINA BOOTH
FEATURED LEAD OF "TRADER HORN"
in
"The Vanishing Legion"
A TWELVE-PART, ALL-TALKING SERIAL
with
REX, the King of Wild Horses
Frankie Darrow
Joe Bonomo
William Desmond
Yakima Canutt
Phil McCullough
Tom Dugan

DIRECTED BY B. REEVES EASON
And Three Other Twelve-part Serials

HAROLD E. (RED) GRANGE
the greatest football player of all time
in
"The Galloping Ghost"
One mad whirl of dizzy, breath-taking action
and hair-raising stunts.

RIN-TIN-TIN
and a cast of favorites
in
"The Lightning Warrior"
Eerie mystery, stark drama, and wholesome humor, with Rinty in a startling new type of story.

"THE EAGLE'S SHADOW"

DISTRIBUTED BY:
ALLIED FILM EXCHANGES,
Film Exchange Bldg., Dallas, Tex.
ALLIED FILM EXCHANGES,
704 West Grand Ave., Oklahoma City, Okla.
HOME STATE FILM CO., 108 So. Cross St., Little Rock, Ark.
Plan Sunday Operation

Exchanges are Junking

Melrose

NOW IN RADIO

Will Horwitz Reported in New Venture

Will Horwitz, famous Houston exhibitor, has gone into the radio broadcasting business and associated lines, it has been reported by friends who have visited the Bayou City empresario recently. Horwitz has made several trips to Mexico recently in the interest of a radio and lottery proposition at Reynosa in which he is reported to have become involved.

Under a charter from the Mexican government, the Houston exhibitor and his associates are privileged to conduct the lotteries, selling a book of ten tickets for $10, the government to get a healthy split, so much going for the cash prizes, with the operators taking in the balance. The radio will be used to merchandise the proposition, it is said.

ENGAGES KING

To Make Screening Room O. K. Acoustically

Realizing that sound must be good in order to sell screen advertising to its clients, the James P. Simpson Company, screen advertising agency, operating throughout the south, engaged W. B. King of King Studios, to decorate and to make acoustically perfect the company's projection room at its laboratories on Marsellas avenue.

The Simpson company operates a complete sound equipment and now is prepared to sell quality sound advertising to space buyers.

Disc Supply

As Trend Goes Over to Sound - on - Film; May Drop Disc Accounts by Next Year.

Over in the score department of Warner Bros.-First National in Dallas employees have been working night and day junking and salvaging a huge supply of old and surplus record stock, which from the present trend of show business is fast becoming obsolete.

While this year most of the exchanges are keeping two disc prints in use, it is doubtful whether or not such prints and records will be in use at all when the selling season starts in 1932.

This, of course, it is believed, (Continued on page 12)

Franklin to Conduct H-F Convention Here

Immediately as Texas Exhibitors Prepare for Blue Law Relief; Governor Signs Bill.

Plans for the opening of the major part of Texas theatres now closed on Sunday are under way following Governor Sterling's signature to the Sunday bill which was affixed last week after many days' delay that injected suspense beyond measure among those showmen who had long counted on a little extra money for the first day of the week.

George Chatmas, of the Queen at Hearbe, in Dallas Monday, said that he has his city councilmen lined up in his favor and when the bill becomes law in August he will let them have it on Sunday. Calvert, a nearby town operated by Carl Allady, is also completing plans to open.

They tell a good one on Morris Schulman, of Bryan, who has had a tough fight of it trying to supply Sunday entertainment to the boys of College Station, and who blames Will Horwitz for the court's closing of the Bryan theatres in their last strenuous attempt to open. Schulman, they say, after the bill had passed both house and senate, and hearing that the governor was ready to sign, made a quick trip to Austin and camped on the capitol steps to be first to get the news. It is thought Schulman will open on Sunday immediately.

John Fuller, of the Palace at Leonard, is another showman who has been anxious about the bill. He is making final arrangements to open.

Several Publix and R. & R. theatres which have been closed after previous attempts to open, will likely hang out the Sunday sign before long, but in Abilene, where local sentiment is bitterest, it is feared that Sunday shows will never be realized on account of the bill's local option clause.

It is now legal, as far as the state law goes, for any theatre man to operate on Sunday. City (Continued on page 5)
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Belcher of the Connellee at Eastland motored into the market Monday for a booking trip and both looked prosperous.

R. L. McLlhernan, Dallas; R. I. Payne, Oklahoma City, and L. C. Baxley, San Antonio, Universal branch managers, and Lou Bray, district booker, returned first of the week from Chicago from the U. national sales convention, bringing first hand information about facts contained in “The Big Book,” announcing U’s product for the new year.

Bill Taylor, exploiteer extra-ordinary, who has been working on some of the big ones for several companies, mostly with United Artists, put “The Front Page” all over the initial sheet of the Dallas Journal last week announcing the showing at the Melba. It was a big piece of work and Taylor himself admitted it was pretty fair in view of the fact that the theatres are using limited newspaper space.

D. Bernbaum is now head man over at the new R. & R. office which has been opened at 2009½ Jackson street. He will be joined soon by W. G. Underwood, who has been on a motor trip south. The new office has for its purpose the administration of the R. & R. Theatres, Inc., which is holding company for real estate involved in the Hughes-Franklin chain, and also for the operation of theatres in McKinney, Hillsboro, Cisco and Little Rock, which were held out of the Hughes-Franklin buy.

**Roy Brauer, star salesman for Universal out of Dallas, placed his hand on our weary shoulder Monday and broke the glad news that he was the papa of a seven and one-half pound baby girl born Sunday morning in one of the Dallas hospitals. The entire family is doing fine.**

J. L. McKinney, former Tiffany branch manager at Memphis, and well known Texas film man, has succeeded Willard Young in the Columbia sales organization and will travel the East Texas field in addition to handling the Dallas selling block.

---

**ALONG FILM ROW**

**GO DARK**

Oklahoma Theatres Close Temporarily

O. H. Brown, projectionist at the Lyric in Idabel, Oklahoma City, advises Motion Picture Times by letter of several situations in that state which have closed down. “Just a line to let you know about theatres in this part of the country,” he says.

The Lyric in Idabel, operated by W. F. Slaughter, has closed down to three days each week. The Arrow Theatre at Broken Bow has closed two days each week. The Choctaw at Wright City has gone dark for the time being, Brown said.

All of these theatres have good sound, the writer said. RCA and Universal film are installed in two of the situations and a disc which is exceptionally good is operating in Broken Bow, Brown declared.

T. H. Evans has sold his theatre at Eden, Texas, to Ed Ferguson, and will soon be back in the business with the reopening of the theatre at Miles, it is reported.

---

**MORE COOLING**

Pickrel Again Selects the Buffalo System

Fred Pickrel, exhibitor leader, and manager of the Bogan Theatres in Ponca City, Okla., has purchased from Buffalo Engineering Company the third Buffalo cooling system, complete with air washer and distributing units. This installation will be made at once in the Murray Theatre.

Last year complete Buffalo systems, similar to the latest order, were installed in both the Ritz and the Ponca theatres, the latter being the largest of the three houses. All three of the Bogan theatres under Pickrel’s management are thoroughly equipped theatres.

**TO ATLANTA**

Ben Cammack Manager of Universal Branch

Ben Y. Cammack, former Dallas film man, and lately a sales representative in the Universal home office in New York, has been transferred to the Atlanta branch as manager, it has been announced.

---

**UNIVERSAL SOUND ON-FILM**

**ADVICE THAT RINGS AS TRUE as the Liberty Bell Before it Cracked:**

“Go get you a good UNIVERSAL Sound-on-Film and fight ‘em for all you’re worth,” a certain prominent Texas exhibitor is telling all his theatre friends with whom he comes in contact.

“Don’t break yourself, or lose profits that are rightfully yours, in paying the endless cost of high-priced equipment.”

“Don’t suffer the embarrassment, the mechanical grief and the loss of patronage that always comes with the purchase of the cheapest sound on film.”

Be Smart!—Buy UNIVERSAL—and Sleep Nights.

“Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always”

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.
313 S. Harwood St. B.G. HERBER, Mgr.
DALLAS, TEXAS

---

**UNIVERSAL**

Is Standard Equipment Thruout.
Nothing cheap about it but the price.
$1,995 delivered and installed complete.
Licensed by Jenkins Television Corp. and DeForest Radio Co.
UNIVERSAL Service is always available, day or night, at reasonable cost for only what service is rendered.
“Trader Horn” Getting
Usual Grosses in S.W.

“Trader Horn” is grossing all
the way from four to ten times
the average receipts of theatres
over the state, according to au-
thoritative reports received Tues-
day from A. V. Phiblin, office
manager of the Dallas branch of
M-G-M.

The big drawing card is holding up well in all sections, accord-
ing to this executive, who added
that the attraction is a definite builder of receipts in that the third
day almost always proves to be
greater than the second.

Without precedent "Trader Horn" reopens in Dallas June 3
at the Palace, playing a second run engagement in this de luxe
first-run theatre. The occasion will mark the leaving off of stage
shows by the Publix organization throughout the Southwest.

Prints in 5 Tongues

M-G-M produced its big attraction in five different tongues, most
interesting in this region being the Spanish version, which will also
be enacted by Harry Carey who speaks that lingo fluently. In
this connection, A. Jules Benefic, M-G-M representative, made a spe-
cial trip to confer with Senior
Raphael Calderon in El Paso regard-
ing "Trader Horn" and other
M-G-M Spanish releases.

M-G-M BOYS BACK

Attended Regional Meet
in New Orleans

The M-G-M high powered sales
gang of the Dallas office got back
from New Orleans Monday after
going to school to Messrs. T. J.
Conners, assistant general sales
manager, and C. E. Kessmich,
southern division manager, at a
regional sales convention con-
ed last week.

Leroy Bickel, branch manager,
and Charley Lyne, Clyde Houston,
George Hartley and A. Jules Bene-
fic, salesmen, made the trip. Ben-
edic, former representative of Leo, has rejoined the M-G-M
forces and will soon offer his for-

care to the showmen of Texas re-
newing his acquaintances and of-
tering the new Lion product.

Buy Blizzard

L. Richrter, owner of the Gay-
ety in Ft. Worth has purchased
the new type Blizzard cooling sys-
tem in air washer equipment. Mrs.
Jack, of the Texas Theatre at
Ft. Herr, has purchased the Blizzard
Arstocrat cooling system. These
sales were made by J. O. Ford, of
Dallas, who is factory represen-
tative of the Blizzard Sales Com-
pany of Omaha.

All under the management of
F. A. Tomes, the Educational-Tiff-
nany-Sono Art-World Wide offices
are out after business, using the
direct medium of a sales force of
four good men, namely, J. S
Grove and B. C. Gibson, feature
salesmen, and Jerry Stodgill and
Stein as comedy salesmen.

Plan Sunday Operation

(Continued from page 3)
authorities, however, may prohibit
such showings if they choose, ac-
cording to the local option clause
which the bill contains. It isn't
necessary for an exhibitor to get
permission to open. He can go
ahead, provided that local ordi-
nances do not stop him.

Rev. Forbes Fights

The Rev. B. J. Forbes, who in-
troduced censorship at Austin, was
bitter in his opposition to the Sun-
day bill. He said that Governor
Sterling had disappointed the
Christian people of Texas in sing-
ing it. "Had he paid as little at-
tention to our prayers and plead-
ings last year as this, he would
not be governor. The Fergusons
can beat him any day now."

15% Off
on Parts for
All Projectors

COMPLETE LINE
STANDARD PROJECTION
EQUIPMENT
and Projection Accessories
Efficient Repair Department
Day or Night Service

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
714 Hampton Rd.
JOHN HARDIN, Prop.
Tel 6-2235
Dallas Texas

WARNING!
Patrons Have Started Their Demand for Cool Theatres

BUFFALO
AIR WASHERS
& DISTRIBUTING UNITS

Are Answering This Demand and Supplying the Greatest
Boon to Theatre Business in Amusement History.

Buy Cooling Equipment That Cools Without Apologies

About two more rainy spells in May and it's going to be HOT from then on, so
"Let Your Conscience Be Your Guide"

Call on us now for an estimate on BUFFALO EQUIPMENT to suit your theatre.

Buffalo Engineering Co., Inc.
311 S. Harwood
GEO. W. THORNTON, Gen'l Mgr.
DALLAS, TEXAS
"Lustro-Pearl" New Metal Type Screen

A new type metal mesh projection screen, known as "Lustro-Pearl," has been placed on the market by the Mandalian Manufacturing Co., of North Attleboro, Mass.

The advanced features claimed for this new screen include: A surface treated with the purest of known chemicals, entirely free from gloss, eliminating all distortion common to ordinary types.

Highest reflection factor known to reputable light testing laboratories, effecting a considerable saving of electric current.

Constructed so as to distribute sound very clearly and uniformly throughout the entire theatre.

Can be washed with hot water and soft brush without injury to its surface.

Affords a clear view of any picture from any angle of observation, eliminating eye strain or discomfort to patrons.

Surface may be sprayed periodical for many years, and for this purpose, the company plans to lean for a period of ten years a complete up-to-date spraying outfit with each screen purchased, and furnish chemical solutions from time to time for resurfacing this type screen.

Its high reflective qualities bring out objects in a manner which might be termed the nearest approach to three dimensional pictures, the company claims.

RKO Proctor's 58th Street, New York, is among the first houses to install this new type screen.

FILM TONIC

Yankee Lubric Protects Film Damage

Yankee Lubric Co. of Louisville, Ky., is producing a film tonic known as Yankee Lubric, which is said to prevent damage to films. Films sprayed with this tonic in the exchange and at intervals in the theatre will be kept moist and flexible, preventing buckling and breaking, it is said. It also protects the emulsion and eases the strain on sprocket holes and lessens projector head wear. The company declares that Yankee Lubric is not a grease and will not streak or spot.

CUTOUT DEVICE

Cutawl for Making Lobby Marquee Displays

A device known as the Cutawl, for making various kinds of exploitation cutouts and lobby and marquee displays, is being put out by the International Register Co. of Chicago.

The design for the desired cutout display is traced on whatever material is to be used and with this device the cutout is easily made by guiding the machine over the pattern. The machine is convertible into a saw by substituting a saw blade which can be used for cutting anything from felt to steel, the company claims.

Good Sound Dependent on Care of Exciting Lamp

By R. H. McCULLOUGH
(Reprinted from Fox Theatre House Organ.)

A sharp focused slit on the sound track cannot be obtained if the lamp is dirty. A finger print on the bulb in front of the filament obstructs the image. Dirt of any kind in the filament image path will reduce the volume and besides certain high frequencies will be eliminated. The filament of the exciting lamp must be absolutely horizontally level to produce best results. Discoloration of the bulb will cause loss in volume. Discoloration unusually appears first at the top of the exciting lamp, which does not obstruct the intensity of the filament image. When checking a lamp for discoloration, remove the lamp holder from the exciting lamp housing and look at the lamp against a white background—this will give you positive proof of discoloration at the top and walls of the globe. Make sure that the glass is perfectly clear and clean in front of the exciting lamp filament; otherwise, loss in volume will be the result.

There are many things which will cause flutter in sound reproduction. With the first Western Electric sound installations, trouble was encountered with the takeup assembly. Bent takeup reels would cause an uneven pull on the sound sprocket which has caused considerable flutter. This trouble has been corrected by the Electrical Research Products, Inc., by installing an additional sprocket, called the holdback sprocket, which is installed directly under the sound reproducing mechanism.

This sprocket takes care of any uneven pull, which may be caused by the take-up assembly. Motor and projector couplings should be checked quite frequently—if they work loose, a jerky action will result which will cause flutter. I found, on one occasion, that a small piece of lint, which was caught in the sound aperture, caused a very bad flutter in Movietone reproduction.

EMERGENCY LIGHT

Roth Brothers Markets New System

Roth Brothers & Co. is marketing a new emergency lighting system to protect exhibitors from dark houses in case power is shut off.

In case of power failure, the current supply, which is furnished by batteries, operates from an automatic transfer switch by gravity action and transfers the load to the storage batteries so rapidly that there is only a slight flicker in the changeover, according to a Roth Brothers report.

The load also is transferred automatically back to the power supply on resumption of the normal power service. By means of an electric clock control the batteries are kept fully charged so that they are always in condition to supply the load during emergencies.

COOLING

TODAY'S MODERN THEATRES

THE COMMANDER

THE SUPREME

NATURAL REFRIGERATION AND AIR COOLING SYSTEMS

WRITE FOR CATALOGS—PRICES—TERMS

SUPREME HEATER & VENTILATING CORP.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Refrigeration Unit for Small Theatres

Carrier Engineering Corp. is putting out a refrigeration unit especially designed for theatres with seating capacities from 500 to 900. The unit is said to require no engineer or attendant and the company claims it is economical in operation.

This small unit is similar in operation to the centrifugal refrigeration machine now used in a large number of the de luxe theatres, but it introduces radical features of design, including complete automatic operation. It is fully enclosed, requires no operating engineer to run it, and the economy of maintenance is indicated by the fact that it can be serviced by the company installing it for a flat sum of $200 a year, without any charges whatsoever to be paid for service of a theatre engineer, the company states.

The refrigeration unit is used in conjunction with a complete air conditioning unit, which includes the fan, spray and cooling chamber, automatic dampers, heaters and sound silencers, in a compact machine especially developed for small theatre use.

FOUR FROM MASCOT

Nat Levine Announces Serial Lineup

New York — Nat Levine, president of Mascot Pictures Corporation, announces that he will produce four, twelve-part, all-talking serials for the 1931-32 season. Levine, the only producer in the industry who is specializing in serials, will distribute through independent exchanges.

The first serial, which is scheduled for release on June 10, will star Harry Carey, whose sensational success in M-G-M's "Trader Horn," makes him one of the outstanding stars in the independent field. Carey's vehicle will be "The Vanishing Legion," a mystery melodrama, especially written for him.

Harold E. (Red) Grange will be starred in the second serial, "The Galloping Ghost," a stunt serial, which will give Grange his first opportunity to exhibit his versatility as an athlete. Football, of course, will not be overlooked.

Rin-Tin-Tin, whose first serial, "The Lone Defender," was one of last season's most successful chapter plays, will be starred in "The Lightning Warrior," Mascot's third offering. The fourth will be a detective thriller with a Metropolitan background, "The Eagle's Shadow."

ROACH SAYS NO PAID ADS IN HIS COMEDIES

Culver City—Emphatic denial that paid advertising had appeared in one of his short features was made by Hal Roach, whose Our Gang, Charley Chase, Laurel-Hardy and Boy Friends comedies are released through Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Suggestion had been made that scenes showing the use of a well-known insecticide and a popular soap came under the category of commercial advertising.

"I have never accepted one cent from any advertising company for any advertising that ever appeared in a Hal Roach comedy," said Roach. "I can promise every exhibitor that we will never accept any money for advertising until the theatre has been informed of that fact and is asked to run the picture knowing that it is unpaid advertising."

A Startling Announcement!

A 1931 Achievement ~ New ~ Amazing ~ Sensational Has Arrived!

No unsightly perforations, yet 100% perfect for sound. After a year of intensive laboratory research, we announce the forthcoming production of two new remarkable Sound Screens

CHROMOLITE No Perforations

ENTIRELY new and revolutionary Sound Screen. With quality features not found in any other Screens. Permanent non-yellowing whiteness. High reflection value (94.6%). More light with less amperage. Eliminates ultra-violet rays. No eye fatigue. No fadeaway. Can be resurfaced. Sturdy—strong—durable. The most remarkable Screen development since the advent of Sound.

Produced by the Makers of the famous Vocalite and Superlite Sound Screens.

SILVERLITE No Perforations


Send for Sample and Price

Bebed Screen Corp., Roosevelt, New York

NEW YORK OFFICE: 47 WEST 24TH ST.
HONOR SIMPSON
Paramount Salesman Is Winner of Gold Medal

Paramount men are being in the harness good by going out for new contracts after the annual convention and J. B. Dugger, branch manager, is in high spirits over the new season's possibilities, as well as all his salesmen.

S. R. Simpson, city sales and East Texas representative, won quite a distinction at the convention. He was the only man in the South to receive the gold emblem in recognition of his service to the organization. He stated that the greatest lineup of pictures in the history of Paramount would be offered the public this coming season, in celebration of their 20th anniversary. He further commented on the fact that many new and youthful personalities have been placed under contract by Paramount for immediate and especially did he mention Sylvia Sidney and Carmen Barnes, the 19-year-old writer and actress who is the talk of Hollywood. Robert Coogan, Jackie's little brother, has been placed under a long-term contract, and although his first appearance on the screen in "Skippy" gave a lovely juvenile character to picture fans everywhere, his next picture, "Socko" is expected to please him at the top of kid performers.

He further stated that Ruth Chatterton, George Bancroft and Kay Francis would remain on the Paramount program for the approaching season.

NEW O. C. THEATRE
H. G. Waldron to Build 460-Seat House

Oklahoma City — Contract has been let for a new theatre in Oklahoma City to seat 460. It will be of modern fire-proof construction. This building is being erected on a plot 75 by 140 feet and the theatre building itself will be 75 by 115 feet.

This building has been leased for a period of ten years by H. G. Waldron, of the Film Speaker Company, and Universal sound-on-film equipment will be installed. "This will be our key demonstration for this state and will be of the all-electric type," Waldron says.

Construction is being started immediately, the house to be ready for occupancy August 1. The very latest type of equipment will be used including reflector arcs, Taggart arces, large screens, etc. This will be one of the finest theatres in Oklahoma City, it is said.

PIckett - WOOD
Prominent Couple Wed in New Mexico

A wedding of unusual film interest was performed in Los Cruces, New Mexico, on May 17, when Miss Louise Wood and Norman Pickett signed on the dotted line for life partnership.

Miss Wood has been with the Dallas office of Columbia Pictures Corp. for two years. She was the prettiest blond on Film Row and was noted for her cuteness, and was very popular.

The groom is the stalwart and ultra-handsome son of Mrs. L. M. Pickett, who for many years has been private secretary to Leroy Nickell of the M-G-M office. Norman Pickett is a member of the Happy Southern Entertainers orchestra engaged in one of the leading hotels in Albuquerque. He receives his B. S. degree at Southern Methodist University in June and is a member of Delta Chi fraternity.

The couple will leave for the west coast early in June when the orchestra will fill engagements in leading hotels at Los Angeles and San Francisco. Both are popular in Dallas social circles of the younger set.

EXPLAINS "MOUSE"
Disney Representative Tells Method

"We took the bull by the tail instead of the horns in the production of the Mickey Mouse shorts," said J. W. McFarlane, special representative of the Walt Disney corporation, who was in Dallas for a few days conferring with J. B. Underwood, branch manager of Columbia, distributor of this prize series of shorts. The music is recorded first and then the cartoon is drawn, accordingly for the perfect synchronization and good sound always noticeable in these Mouse reels.

Mr. McFarlane's trip is for the purpose of bringing the Columbia managers in closer touch with the Disney studios and acquainted with exhibitors and circuit heads over the region. It's entirely a good will tour, he said. Mr. McFarlane made several talks before Mickey Mouse Clubs in spots where peculiar interest was shown.

Throughout the coming year, at least, Columbia will continue to distribute the Mickey Mouse comics, Underwood emphatically stated.

Oklahoma Notes

A new policy of four changes weekly has been adopted by Warner Bros. at the Empire, with new first-run bills opening Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Three news bills have been shown previously.

Criterion admitted kids free with parents on opening day of "Skippy" to give film quick publicity.

Warner Brothers Theatre in Oklahoma City gave away a handsome new Ford sedan recently to the lucky holder of a numbered ticket presented on entrance. The drawing was in the form of a lottery and the lucky ticket was drawn from a revolving drum in which all of the tickets received in the Warner theatres the past two weeks had been placed.

Publix's Criterion Theatre will show first run pictures on Friday instead of Saturday as heretofore.

Buy Parkway

W. O. Williamson, First National salesman, and Billy Crowell, manager of the Parkway and Dallas neighborhood theatre, from Sam Hefley. The Parkway was purchased by Hefley about two years ago and Crowell was placed in charge. Within the past year Hefley sold an interest in the Parkway to Ed Morse, of Temple, and Morse succeeded Crowell. Several weeks ago Crowell was again made manager by Hefley. Both Williamson and Crowell had a varied experience in the picture business.

Screen "Interlude"
New York — Confirmation comes from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer of the report that "Strange Interlude" will appear on its production schedule for the coming year. The adaptation of Eugene O'Neill's nine-act play will be prepared in the near future, with cast and director to be announced later.

Good Pictures

(From an editorial in the Dallas Dispatch)

WHEN a theatre presents two such pictures in succession as "Skippy" and "The Millionaire" that part of the public which cries against the exploitation of sex and the picturization of crime on the screen should turn out and fill the theatre for every performance. But does it? Well, "Skippy" played to pretty good houses, thanks to an extra lot of publicity, and as the week progresses the public begins to realize that George Arliss in "The Millionaire" is worth seeing and attendance grows. But neither packs in like Clara Bow or some racketeering film.

The motion picture companies will make pictures just as good as the public will patronize sufficiently to make them profitable. They will make most pictures of the type which is most profitable. The best argument, therefore, for a higher standard in picture making is a higher standard of attendance.

George Arliss is worth seeing any time in anything he will make. "The Millionaire" will not get the rating among the year's productions that his "Disraeli" received—one of the best pictures ever made. But "The Millionaire" is clean, delightful comedy with superb acting. And when his "Alexander Hamilton" is offered to the public if it doesn't draw houses full of intelligent people the first day, then there aren't enough intelligent people to fill the theatres which will present it.

And we don't mind giving this advance advertising here to the greatest actor on the American stage and the picture he is making.

B A R G A I N !

IF TAKEN AT ONCE:
10 Model "A" Blowers at $285.00 Cash.
2 Model "B" Blowers at $235.00 Cash.
1 Lakeside Blower, with 1 h.p. single phase motor, Tex-Rope drive and switch at bargain, complete $315.00. These blowers will deliver from 10,000 to 25,000 cubic feet of air per minute. Blowers all new. Ready to ship at once.

WRITE OR WIRE
Box "A" Motion Picture Times
313 S. Harwood, Dallas, Tex.
Substitutions Permissible

DEFENDS CRIME PICTURES

Greater Protection

To Be Asked by Major Circuits; Cause of Lower Grosses Laid to Too Much Protection.

New York—Greater protection over subsequent run houses by affiliated first run theaters is in prospect for the new season. Decreased grosses in many instances is claimed by major circuits to be due to the fact that subsequent runs get pictures too soon after they play first run. Officials of M. P. T. O. A. declare the situation is serious.

Financial interests last year suggested that protection be curtailed so that a quicker financial turnover could be realized. C. C. Pettijohn attempted to rearrange the zones on a national basis but his plan was never put into effect.

And What Else?

There are great openings in Hollywood still. A recent Hollywood news item said, "The new star is a tall, slender girl, with a fair skin, deep blue eyes, a rather large mouth which when she smiles discloses perfect teeth and dainty feet."—Indianapolis Journal.


New York—Believes that crime pictures have an evil effect on the minds of youths are given a setback in the current issue of "The Police Journal," national official organ of police authorities.

The Journal says, in part: "We believe that no preacher, no court, no police official could deliver a more effective lecture to influence the youth of the nation against a criminal career than the articles told in many of these crime films which strip the gangster of his mock-heroism and show crime in all its sordidness."

The article continued to say that the demand for pictures dealing with crime is, after all, a reflection of the public interest in the problems which crime presents. Sometimes in real life the criminal gets away with his crimes and goes unpunished, but in the fiction treatment of crime reflected from the screen. "Invariably in the movies the law reigns supreme," the article continues. "The motives for the crime are solved in the action of the drama and the criminal pays the just penalties of the law."

According to Present Contracts for Pictures in 1931-32 Production Schedule.

New York—Substitutions will not be grounds for cancellation of pictures under contracts being prepared by the major producer-distributors for the 1931-32 season. The individual company contracts, now in use and in preparation, contain clauses whereby producers may make changes in casts, stories and directors.

The producers take the stand that picture material and talent must be switched to meet changing conditions. Such announcements are made as to elements to go into product are only tentative, the producers say, and are "subject to change without notice." Exceptions to the general rule are in cases where a book or play is designated definitely.

BUY TITLE

However, Name Fits Another Story

Hollywood—"Gangster's Wife" will be the title of Helen Twelvepenny's next starring picture for RKO-Pathé, it is announced by Charles R. Rogers, head of the company's production.

The name is taken from a story by Perrin L. Frazer which was published in Collier's Weekly. RKO-Pathé published the rights to the title and one situation of the story. This situation is being incorporated in the screen play which George Rosener is writing, based primarily upon Jack Lait's novel, "Put On the Spot." Ricardo Cortez will be the leading man in "Gangster's Wife."

Allied-Universal Deal To Liven Competition

New York—The purpose of the Allied-Universal deal was explained last week by Al Steffes, Allied leader. The co-operative agreement between the exhibitor organization and Laemmle is a move to keep competition alive in the industry and to perpetuate the independent company," according to Steffes.

Allied houses agree to play and Universal agrees to supply quality product at "live and let live" prices. Lessening competition within the industry has become more alarming each year and for this reason the mutual co-operation arrangement was made between Universal and Allied, Steffes declared.

COSTLY HOLDOVER

Court Rules Exhibitor Must Pay $1,250

Buffalo, N. Y.—Decreases aggregating $1,250 were signed by Judge Adler of the United States District Court for the Western District of New York against Joseph A. Ruteck for holding over and exhibiting one Fox and four Universal pictures an additional day at his Park Theatre in Buffalo. In addition, the court awarded costs of $37.50 in each action and an attorney's fee of $100 in each action.

Another Title

Hollywood—The Victor McLa- len-Jeannette MacDonald picture adapted from the stage play "Good Gracious, Annabelle" is now titled "The Affairs of Annabelle." It has been known as "She Wears the Pants," "Two Can Play," and "Misbehaving." Harlan Thompson directed the comedy for Fox Films.

Heads Story Dept.

New York—Richard A. Rowland, who became associated with Paramount three months ago, will be in charge of stories and will make his headquarters here.
Many Co-starring Pictures on Fox’s 1931-32 Program

Forty-eight Features are Announced for Season’s Lineup, According to Annual Announcement.

New York—For is concentrating on co-starring teams this season, according to the company’s annual stage play. Forty-eight features comprise the 1931-32 lineup. The productions follow:

“Delicious”—Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell.

“Merely Mary Ann”—Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell.

“Salomy Jane”—Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell.

“Heart Free”—Janet Gaynor special co-directed by George De Sylva and David Butler.

“Surrender”—Charles Farrell heads a cast featuring Joan Bennett.

“Bob Sister”—Charles Farrell in a newspaper story.

“Young as You Feel”—Will Rogers in a Frank Borzage production.


“Ambush Follies”—Will Rogers in a comedy by Guy Bolton.


“Wicked”—Victor McLaglen, Elissa Landi and Spencer Tracy.


“The Heir to the Hoohah”—Victor McLaglen in Paul Armstrong’s stage play.

“Over the Hill”—Mae Marsh will play the role of the mother in this talking picture version of Will Carleton’s poem.

“Bad Girl”—Vina Delmar’s best selling novel and stage play.

“The Yellow Ticket”—Elissa Landi.


“Silver City”—Edmund Lowe and Warner Baxter reunited.


“In Her Arms”—Warner Baxter and Elissa Landi.

“Cheating”—The same trio, Baxter, Landi and Cavanaugh.

“Alimony Queens”—Warner Baxter, Joan Bennett, Paul Cavanagh, Myrna Loy, Una Merkel and Marjorie White.

“A Ticket to Hell”—Warner Baxter, Sally Eilers, Hardie Albright, Cecelia Loftus, George E. Stone are featured.

“The Brat”—The youthful team of Maureen O’Sullivan and Frank Albertson will be featured.

“Swindle”—Spencer Tracy has the lead in a story.

“Devil’s Daughter”—Spencer Tracy will be supported by Myrna Loy and Una Merkel.

“Price No Object”—The team of Spencer Tracy and Warren Hymer of “Up the River” and “Goldie” in a story directed by Allan Dwan.

“Sugar Daddies”—Spencer Tracy, Marguerite Churchill and El Brendel.

“Some Girls Are Dangerous”—Elissa Landi, Donald Dillaway and Rosalie Roy.

“Skyline”—Hardie Albright, Thomas Meighan, Maureen O’Sullivan, and Myrna Loy.

“Shes Wanted a Millionaire”—Virginia Cherrill, Frank Albertson, Humphrey Bogart, Peggy Ross, Cecilia Parker, Rosalie Roy, Yvonne Pelletier, Roxanne Caruss, James Kirkwood, Gaylord Pendleton, and Tereance Ray.

“The Royal Road to Romance”—George O’Brien, Frank Albertson and Maureen O’Sullivan.

“Riders of the Purple Sage”—Zane Grey’s story brought to the screen with George O’Brien.


“Charlie Chan’s Chance”—Warner Oland again plays Charlie Chan.

“Another Charlie Chan Story”—As yet untitled, which Earl Derr Biggers is writing, to be directed by Benjamin Stoloff.

“Young America”—Double Dilaway, Gaylord Pendleton, Peggy Ross, Rosalie Roy, Warren Haver, Roxanne Caruss, Maureen O’Sullivan, William Collier, Sr., and Frank Albertson.

“Son-In-Law”—Lois Moran, William Collier, Sr., and Donald Dillaway.

“Lipstick”—Joan Bennett, Hardie Albright, Sally Eilers, Frank Albertson and James Kirkwood.

“Sink or Swim”—El Brendel, Margaret Whiting, Rosalie Roy, Joyce Compton, Dixie Lee and Peggy Ross. Directed by Henry Lehrmann.


“The Hysterical Age”—El Brendel, Frank Albertson, Joan Castle, Rosalie Roy and Roxanne Curtis in a comedy of youth directed by Sidney Lanfield.

“Champagne”—Fifi Dorsay, Paul Cavanagh, Humphrey Bogart and Joyce Compton. Directed by Kenneth MacKenna.


FINAL OF SERIES

Last of Buck Jones Group Ready for Release

Hollywood—“The Fighting Sheriff,” final production in the present series of eight outdoor specials which Buck Jones, cowboy star made for Columbia Pictures, is the company’s first May release. Jones is starred in the title role, with Loretta Yangers, recent Columbia “find” in the leading feminine part.

“The Fighting Sheriff” is an action drama depicting life and intrigue in the old West, played against the background of the Western plains and mountains.

EDWINA BOOTH, TOO

Another “Horn” Star in Mascot Serial

Hollywood—Nat Levine, president of Mascot Pictures Corporation, has announced that Harry Carey and Edwina Booth will head the cast of “The Vanishing Legion,” his company’s first all-talkingserial of the coming season. Production on this picture has already begun at the Tarzana Studios in Hollywood.

Harry Carey, one of the screen’s outstanding Western actors, the star of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “Trader Horn,” will make his serial debut in “The Vanishing Legion. Edwina Booth, who will play the featured feminine role in this Mascot serial, is featured in support of Carey in “Trader Horn.”

FAVORS PRESS

Radio to Use More Newspaper Advertising

New York—The power of newspaper advertising for the merchandising of motion pictures in the theatre and at the box offices of the United States and Canada was unanimously approved by delegates to the annual sales convention of Radio Pictures, held in Hollywood recently.

Through this approval, Radio Pictures will definitely participate with thousands of theatres in the United States and Canada in the expense of special newspaper advertising campaigns on most of its 36 productions to be released during the 1931-32 season.

This step, decided upon by Radio Pictures officials after a thorough examination of the potential of the power of newspaper advertising, will involve an annual expenditure of hundreds of thousands of dollars by theatres showing Radio Pictures films, and by the company itself, according to Jos. I. Schnitzer, president.

From all sections of the country, sales representatives of Radio Pictures declared that advertising campaigns where the newspapers were used had been found to be the most effective in attracting patronage to the theatres.

Briefly, the advertising campaign for newspapers involves special splash layouts especially prepared for publication prior to the opening of a film production in an individual theatre; and the entire campaign is prepared as an addition to the regular advertising space that the theatre may use during the run of the picture.

Radio Pictures’ share of the extra advertising expense will be borne by the company in direct proportion to its participation in the gross receipts of each attraction in the theatre.

During the season just closing, Radio Pictures participated in the expense of exclusive newspaper campaigns on several big productions, most notable of which was “Cimarron.” Outstanding results were obtained during the past year in every tested locality was responsible for the decision of President Schnitzer to expand the plan.

SIGN KID ACTOR

Hollywood—Paramount has engaged another child actor. Five-year-old Dickie Moore has been signed for a small but vital role in Paramount’s “Confessions of a Co-Ed,” it was announced by the studio last week.

Young Moore will appear in scenes with Philip Holmes, Sylvia Sidney and Myrna Loy, who are featured in the drama of college life from a modern co-ed’s intimate diary.
Carl Laemmle Announces 26 Features for 1931-32

New Season Schedule Includes One More Picture Than Number in Present Sales Season.

New York—Twenty-six feature productions, one more than the number included in the present sales year, will be released by Universal during the 1931-32 season, according to official announcement made by Carl Laemmle last week. All of these twenty-six productions will be made for first-run theatre consumption; direction, stars and production values have all been considered with this one thing in view.


The 26 Specials in Detail

Rose Hobart, who made her debut in "A Lady Surrenders," will star in Fannie Hurst's best seller, "Back Street." Direction will be by John M. Stahl, director of "Seed." With "Dracula" pointing the way to big public demand for horror on the screen, Universal will make "Frankenstein," based upon the famous novel by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, with Bela Lugosi in the title role.

Charles Bickford and Rose Hobart will appear in "East of Borneo," under the direction of George Melford, with Lupita Tovar and Georges Renavent in featured supporting roles. May Robson, the well-loved stage star, makes her talking picture debut in "Mother's Millions," described as the most unusual comedy-drama ever filmed. The featured supporting cast includes James Hall, Lawrence Gray, Frances Dade and Edmund Breese.

For Lew Ayres, Carl Laemmle, jr., has very ambitious plans. The first of his new season productions will see him in uniform again, but not in war. The picture is "Eagles," an original by Jack Moffitt and Ray Shrock, and is a romance of flying machines and the men who made flying possible.

A new starring combination will be brought to the screen when Walter Houston and Genevieve Tobin appear in "Dresden Smoke." Edgar Allan Poe's immortal story, "The Murders in the Rue Morgue," will be the second horror story for the new season, and will be a companion piece of "Frankenstein," and its predecessor, "Dracula."

Rose Hobart will star in Arthur Somers Roche's story of the queen of the bootleggers—"A Lady Surrendered," a successful Collier's serial, soon to appear in book form. Edward Laemmle will direct.

The versatile Lew Ayres will probably star in "The Spirit of Notre Dame," which is being produced with the full co-operation of the authorities at Notre Dame University, and is dedicated to Knute Rockne. It will be a story of college life and of the spirit that won championships. The story is by E. Richard Schayer, story editor of Universal, and Dale Van-Ever.

Donald Henderson Clarke, writer of best sellers, is the author of "Baby Faced Gangster," remarkable story of a youngster of the tenements, who dominates strong men. "Bikini Coast," a romantic and thrilling story of the famous gathering place of the adventurers in San Francisco, is also on the list.

Universal's famed comedy players, Slim Summerville, and Zasu Pitts, will star in "West of Topeka." "Lasca of the Rio Grande" will be a big special Western with an all-star cast to be announced shortly.

There will be a third Lew Ayres starring picture, title of which will be announced later. Sidney Fox, who scored in her screen debut in "Sad Sister," will head an exceptional cast in Donald Henderson Clarke's best seller, "Impatient Maiden."

Robert E. Sherwood's Broadway stage success, "Waterloo Bridge," will be a starring vehicle for Rose Hobart. Starring of the famous "Cohens and Kellys" pictures will bring George Sidney and Charlie Murray together again in their perennially popular screen partnership. This time it will be "Cohens and Kellys in Hollywood."

Wadsworth Camp's thriller, "De-railled," will give Rose Hobart opportunity to display her versatility in a red-blooded melodrama of railroad men.

William Hurlbut's original play, "Lilies of Broadway," will be elaborately produced by John Murray Anderson, whose first achievement was "King of Jazz."

W. R. Burnett, author of "Little Caesar" and "Iron Man," is represented on the schedule by "Bullet Proof," a story of racketeers.

"Heaven on Earth," from Ben Lucien Burman's best seller, "Mississippi," will star Lew Ayres with Sidney Fox, Harry Beresford and Slim Summerville featured.

"The Great Air Robbery," a story of pirates of the air, will be one of the thrill specials on the new season program.

"Marriage Interlude," will have John Boles, Lois Wilson, and Sidney Fox in the featured roles.

Only last week Universal purchased for the schedule William Crew's play, "Nice Women," which ran at the Longacre Theatre. It is a thoroughly appropriate vehicle for Sidney Fox.

Universal's twenty-fifth special for the year. Lew Ayres will have a starring vehicle in Bert Harte's famous story, "Outcasts of Poker Flats," which will come to the screen under the title, "Man Hunt."

A special department is being created to handle the exhibition of Clarence Darrow's presentation of evolution. This is entitled "The Mystery of Life," and depicts in amazingly realistic fashion the story of man's fight for life, as told by the most eminent scientist.

Universal will produce a notable array of short subjects for the new season. These will include fifty-two two-reel comedies, starring Slim Summerville, George Sidney, Charlie Murray, Eddie Gribbon, Daphne Pollard, Lloyd Hamilton, Gene Morgan, Walter Merrill, "Steve" Brodie and others.

ROCKNE PICTURE

To Be Dedicated to the Famous Coach

Universal City—With the full co-operation of the authorities of Notre Dame University, Universal will produce a feature production entitled "The Spirit of Notre Dame," dedicated to the late Knute Rockne. Lew Ayres will be the star. The picture will have an important place on Universal's 1931-32 schedule.

ADDING FOURTEEN

Universal to Include Action Pictures in Lineup

Chicago—Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, announced at the Midwest sales convention of the company last week that in addition to the 26 quality features which Universal will produce for 1931-32, it will release fourteen action features.

Some of the action pictures will be made at Universal City. The others will be obtained from other producing sources. A contract with David J. Mountain is in negotiation, whereby he will supply a certain number for world release by Universal.

In making the announcement, Mr. Laemmle declared that Universal was taking the leadership in a much-needed movement back to the first principles of audience appeal. The fourteen action features will be produced with a minimum of dialogue, and with physical action heavily stressed.

DIETRICH IMPORT

German Film to be Released Here

New York—Associated Cinemas of America, Inc., has acquired the American rights for Marlene Dietrich's German film, "Die Prinzessin nach der man sich sehnt," which will be released here under the American title, "Three Loves." Foremost critics have acclaimed Dietrich's work in this production as the outstanding achievement of her sensational career.

CHATTERTON STARTS

Picture to be "Laurels and the Lady"

Hollywood—Ruth Chatterton's next picture for Paramount entitled "Laurels and the Lady," has gone into production at the Paramount studios in Hollywood under the direction of Berthold Viertel, noted European director. The picture has been adapted by Samson Raphaelson, well-known Broadway playwright, from Leonard Merri-ck's outstanding novel of the same name.

Supporting Miss Chatterton in the new production are Ralph Bel-lamy, Stuart Erwin, Françoise Rosay, Sam Hardy, Tyler Brooke and Charles Boyer.

Incorporates

Trenton, N.J.—American Television and Theatres Corp., of New Jersey, has been incorporated with 100 shares of no par common.
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Junking Disc
(Continued from page 3)
depends altogether on the rate at which the remaining disc equipped theatres switch over to sound. At the present time only approximately there are 200 exclusive disc installations in the state, with film installations totaling 400.

A sizeable saving in express charges on records is one of the contributing reasons for sound heading exclusively to the film. More smoothness and simplicity of operation and the matter of eliminating the hazard of getting out of synchronization were contributing causes.

Two exchange managers approached on the question believe that records will always be in use, while the balance say that records will soon be a thing of the past.

Just as the producers quit delivering silent versions of talking pictures for unwired houses, so will they quit delivering disc prints and records as the disc houses gradually switch over to the film within the coming year.

POSTER SERVICE
Evans Adds Equipment for Show Print
Duke H. and R. O. Evans, who have been in the show print racket in this territory for the past ten years, and operating since March 1, as Evans Printing Co., announce the installation of additional fast and modern poster equipment. Their plant is now giving the Southwest a complete show print service, with posters up to and including twenty-four sheets, wood block engravings, placards, heralds, etc.

SALES MEETING
Columbia Boys Get Dope About "Dirigible"
Humming with pre-selling season activity, the Dallas Columbia exchange was the scene of breezy activity for the week as S. M. Moscow, district manager, of Atlanta, conducted a brisk sales meeting to discuss "Dirigible," Columbia's roadshow attraction, and also the balance of new releases for the year.

Lynn Stocker, branch manager at Oklahoma City, was in Dallas for the week end to meet with Mr. Moscow, making the trip home Tuesday by airplane. J. B. Underwood and his salesmen, Bob Bauer, Walter Penn and Jim McKinney, all of the Dallas office, were parties to this sales event.
The Columbia annual sales convention will be held the first week in June, the place being yet undetermined, it was announced.

Melrose Opening
(Continued from page 3)
The Melrose is a new theatre throughout, seating approximately 1,200, with large balcony, and located on one of the widest and most traveled neighborhood thoroughfares in the city.
The auditorium is of the semi-atmospheric type, includes a stage that will be put to use later, and is well equipped and appointed throughout for the comfort and appeal of patrons.
A big electric sign flashes the Melrose message up and down the avenue for many blocks. The front is high and of attractive design without unnecessary flashiness.
One of the unusual things about the Melrose opening was that it set a precedent in advertising for neighborhood theatres. A campaign as thorough as employed by first runs was used in big newspaper spaces actually selling the picture to potential patrons all with C. P. Washman as partner to buy the Palace at Post, Texas, but this deal later is reported as having fallen through. Mr. Heck is an old army man. His advice to his brother exhibitor is that theatres must be cleaned up and improved before business is going to come in the volume it should.

Good Advice
A. L. Heck, of the Dorothy at Henrietta, was a Film Row visitor, calling at the Times office to renew his subscription for a year. Mr. Heck says business is holding up fairly good and that he had no real kick to make on that score. He reported as being on a deal

P. G. Cameron
over town. "Kiss Me Again" was the opening attraction which probably showed to as many patrons per day at the Melrose as it did on Elm street.
"Business has been better than I expected," was the comment made by Cameron to friends on Film Row several days after his house warming.

TWO "THRILLOS"
Sono-Art Preparing for New Pictures
Hollywood — Continuities for Sono Art-World Wide's next two "Thrill-O-Dramas" are being prepared at the Coast, under the supervision of George W. Weeks. They are "Hell Bent for Frisco" from the story by Arthur Hoerl; and "First Aid," from the magazine story by Michael L. Simmons. These two productions will make the fourth and fifth, respectively, in the "Thrill-O-Drama" series.

Here is a front view of P. G. Cameron's new neighborhood house in Dallas. The theatre seats 1,200.

BLIZZARD

Cooling System
Combined With Latest Improved Type

Air Washers
SILENT EQUIPMENT!

TERMS!
One Low Factory Price To All!

POSITIVE IRON-BOUND GUARANTEE!

J. O. FORD
Factory Representative

BLIZZARD SALES CO.

Box 594 — Dallas, Texas
COLUMBIA

Dawn Trail, Buck Jones—Jones in a typical Saturday night western. No wonder kids don't want to take time Saturday to take a bath when there is a western like this in town. Advertising especially good in representing action and the picture holds up to the advertising.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.

The Last Parade, Jack Holt—Holt in a good gangster picture. Rather inconsistent in story but has enough action and thrills to cause them not to be too critical. Jack Holt as usual comes to a bad ending.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.

The Flood, Eleanor Boardman—First time I have ever played Eleanor Boardman. She is O. K. in this picture which will please. This picture has several spectacular flood scenes. Recording is exceptionally good on disc.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.

Criminal Code, Walter Huston—Really here is a good underworld and prison picture at last. Played it two nights and it went over big. Good recording.—Roy Thomas, Community, Clear, Lake, Wis.

Shadow Ranch, Ken Maynard—These westerns may be all right in some towns but my advice is to lay off.—Roy Thomas, Community, Clear Lake, Wis.

FIRST NATIONAL

College Lovers, Jack Whiting—A football and college picture with a good cast but a poor story. Pictures like this are not made for a town without a football team because they have no interest in them.—Roy Thomas, Community, Clear Lake, Wis.

Scarlet Pages, Elsie Ferguson—A very good picture which drew a good crowd against school play.—Harold Smith, Dreamland, Carson, Iowa.

FOX

Three Girls Lost—Attractive title in that it is unusual and spots attention. Picture is very good throughout, being a story of three small town girls of different natures and dispositions who go to Chicago. Has plenty of heart interest and will please all.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.

M-G-M

Remote Control, Wm. Haines—Some more of Haines’ foolishness but just the same it went over good. A good story and a remarkable cast. Play it—Roy Thomas, Community, Clear Lake, Wis.

PARAMOUNT

No Limit, Clara Bow—Very good picture which played to fair business.—Harold Smith, Dreamland, Carson, Iowa.

Gang Buster, Jack Oakie—Fine. The best yet from Oakie. Wish more pictures of this type were available.—Harold Smith, Dreamland, Carson, Iowa.

Tom Sawyer, Jackie Coogan—Boy, how they did eat this one up. Fine business and a fine picture.—Harold Smith, Dreamland, Carson, Iowa.

TIFFANY

Third Alarm—A fire picture that didn't go over so hot for me. Photography poor. Good story, however, and well portrayed. The little boy representing the son of the fire chief killed in the fire was the knockout of the show and practical—

WARNER BROS.

Three Faces East, Constance Bennett—A story of two spys during the late war. It holds everyone's interest throughout. Play it and you won't be sorry.—Roy Thomas, Community, Clear Lake, Wis.
Find The Best Points and Sell Them

To the men of the Fox Midland division of Kansas City, F. C. Soultar, its advertising director, frankly imparted:

"Get hold on the pictures that you are playing; no matter how bad a picture it may be from the standpoint of plot, cast or production, it has its redeeming features, and it is up to you to take those strong points and sell them.

"If every picture was a 'natural,' few managers would not need managers. Copy for the ads could be sent out of the home office and a 'punk' who could office and a 'punk' kid who could make out a weekly statement could run the theatres. Not all pictures are 'naturals,' so we get the smartest men available and use them to run the theatres.

"How do you open a press sheet? Do you open it with a grim look in your eyes and 'I'll bet this one is a louse' thought in your mind?"

"If you do, you're all wrong from the start. You can't sell pictures you aren't sold on. (Editor's Note: Give every picture its rightful chance. There must be some real good in it or the producer would have shelved it.) This pessimistic feeling is due to creep into your copy, into your lobby and the result is that you aren't at all disappointed when the picture flops.

"Here is an example from our own division. A manager had a picture in his second house that he was 'hot' for. He wrote into the office wanting it changed into the first house. He was positive that it would clean up. But the office experience with the picture had been just the opposite; when played in the A house it wouldn't get beans, and it wasn't doing so good in the second either. But this manager was not satisfied with being turned down once. He wrote again, pleaded and begged and cursed a little, but all of us rested the case on previous experience with the picture.

"The result was that the picture played the second house, knocked them cold with a gross about half again what the A house grossed on the same days with an attraction that had been doing big business. Now, how are you going to account for it? Simply that he was enthused over the picture. He had that feeling in his bones that there was a real money picture. That feeling crept into his newspaper copy, into his lobby, into the employees. It couldn't be kept out and WHAM! - the picture was a cleanup for him.

"Recently, after an evening screening four of us, including a district manager of a film company, discussed picture selling. For this district manager had been the crack salesman of a company whose general run of product wasn't to be compared with the leading companies of the day. Yet, he had gone out and sold the pictures for more money than the leading film companies were getting. Not just once or twice, but time after time. And not only was he able to sell the pictures to the exhibitor once, but he could come back in again and sell the same exhibitor a second time.

"He told a story on himself. Never caring a rap for baseball, he had never attended a baseball game. Once he found that he had a baseball picture on his hands to sell. It was late in the year. The picture had come out just in time to be sold to the exhibitors before the world series opened.

"The first town he went into was a small city boasting one of those kinds of baseball teams. It was a cold, wintry day, one of those dark and gloomy ones that hits up in October every once in a while, and the last day of baseball in the town, with the local team in last place; and playing the team just above them in the percentage figures.

"In the morning the picture was screened for the local exhibitor he was calling on. After the screening all the film salesman could think of, or talk about was baseball. He tried to talk the local exhibitor into going to the ball game with him that afternoon, and when he couldn't he went and saw his first ball game that day.

"To make a long story short, he sold himself and to sell himself he had to sell a game that he didn't give a tinker's care about. The result was that he sold the picture throughout the territory like candy.

"That is an example of exceptional salesmanship. You've got to learn to sell yourself the pictures that you are playing before you can sell the picture to the public.

"There's no use kidding ourselves; there aren't enough big pictures to have one every day.

"However, every picture that we play has its strong points, its possible angles for selling and it is up to us to study that picture and that press book always with that idea in mind, and not to place ourselves in the position of a critic who must be sold the attractions."

(Ad - it - orial)

Cut! Cut! Cut This! Cut That!

By William Jacobs

WOULD you turn off the lights in your canopy to save money during the so-called depression? Ridiculous! Then why even think of cutting your advertising budget at a time when it is necessary to do more energetic and concentrated selling to keep seats filled.

Depression brings home to the reckless and sloven the necessity of judicious spending.

We say, "Cut with consideration everywhere, but not the advertising budget." "Think, scheme and exert every ounce of energy to make the advertising dollar do double, triple and quadruple duty during harder times to fill extra seats."

What good are fine cars, if you can't sell them? What good are great pictures if they don't fill seats?

You're in a fast business.

You have to fill seats quickly. They're salable only a few hours each day, in most cases.

Utilize sagaciously mediums that pull and sell quickly.

You can't depend on natural theatre-going habit to fill seats. You can't wait until it's talked around that you have a good show. You can't sit and hope for ideal theatre weather to pack your house.

You have to sell, exploit and advertise in up and at 'em fashion. And that takes brains, ambition and energy backed up by a prosperous budget.

The wise spending of the last dollar has turned innumerable cases of depressions into prosperity.

As vital as to the body of man, advertising and selling is the heart of the theatre.

When the heart is affected, death moves in to soon take possession.

Cut! And cut! But not the heart!
Battling Summer Slump

The following is reprinted from a bulletin sent out by National Screen Service:

Perhaps you may be interested to know how I made a house pay, that has always lost money during the summer months. I realized I had a battle ahead of me, so I laid out a plan of attack—

Knowing that my opposition houses put on the cheapest pictures they could get and cut their advertising down to the bone during the summer, I made it a point to get at least one good picture a week, and I got behind that picture, doubled my advertising, created a special lobby display and used a special De Luxe type of trailer—

Bought palm beach suits (they cost very little) for each of my employees—had the lobby walls cleaned and the whole front of the house cleaned and touched up—(this really doesn’t cost much and removes the smoke and dirt of the winter months)—filled my lobby with potted plants and flowers—made a deal with florist—gave him a screen credit—put as many green lights as possible through the lobby and house and went through the house to brighten it up in every way possible. On each side of the stage, two of the largest cakes of ice the ice company could make which they replaced every afternoon and gave credit for what was left of the one from the previous day—back of each cake was a green electric light—and a fan mounted to blow the air above each cake of ice towards the audience. Not that it helped to cool the theatre to any great extent, but it created a delightfully cool impression.

Two high school girls with pleasant voices phoned continually from 3 to 5 and from 6 to 8, telling people about the splendid program and how cool and nice it was at the theatre.

While the other theatres were laying down on the job, my efforts and advertising was that much obvious and what would have been a losing summer season turned into a profitable one.

Good Stunt on “Finger Points”

ALBERT P. KAUFMAN, manager of the Capitol Theatre, in Rochester, N. Y., introduced an exploitation stunt in connection with the showing of Richard Barthelmess in “The Finger Points” that smacks of real cleverness. In it he was aided by the Times-Union.

Kaufman had placed on posts in the downtown sections of Rochester cut-outs of a hand with pointed finger. At noon a press photographer took shots of the crowds passing the hand. The person at which the finger pointed when the camera snapped was the winner of a cash prize. Those in the immediate vicinity were eligible for seats at the theatre. The first day the Times-Union reproduced the photographs over four hundred people emphatically claimed the finger pointed at them. It was necessary to enlarge the pictures so as to prove the ones worthy of the prizes.

The stunt was worked for three days and the doubt created as to whom the finger pointed at made it highly successful, the newspaper agreeing it was a circulation builder and the theatre finding it a great aid in calling attention to the picture.

Clever Exploitation Aids “Father’s Son”

A n effective piece of exploitation was worked by the advertising staff at Shea’s Century Theatre, Buffalo, in connection with the recent showing of “Father’s Son.” It consisted in part of the reproduction from the press sheet on the picture of the endorsement given the Tarkington story by James E. West, chief scout executive of the Boy Scouts of America. This was widely distributed among the schools and through the mails. Primarily intended for adults was a neatly gotten-up proclamation entitled, “If I Were Mayor of Buffalo.” It was signed “One Who Has Seen Father’s Son” and in advising everyone to see the picture having Leon Janney, Lewis Stone and Irene Rich in its chief roles give a number of reasons for so doing.

Forty thousand of these found their way into homes and the Century’s staff has every reason for believing they were helpful inasmuch as the picture had a banner week. What makes these stunts so worthy of notice is their simplicity and inexpensiveness. Other exhibitors can follow suit in this to their profit. “Father’s Son” continues to earn the most superlative praise wherever it is shown. Hundreds of letters have been sent by fans to Warner Bros., thanking them for the picture, which every one will admit is the height of commendation.

“U” Signs Carrillo

Universal City — Leo Carrillo was signed last week by Carl Laemmle, Jr., to play the lead in “Lasca of the Rio Grande.” This adaptation of Frank Dupey’s poem will go into production some time in the early part of June. It is also provided in the new contract with Carrillo that he will be featured in at least one other picture on next year’s Universal list.
LITTLE TIPS TO BIG THINGS

CLASSIFIED ADS 10¢ Per Word Payable in Advance. Minimum $1.00. Display Rates on Request.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

TWO GUARANTEED rebuilt Simplex machines complete with new Brenkert reflector arc lamps, 4 radial air tubes. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 154 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn. tf

SOUND EQUIPMENT DIRECT FROM FACTORY—Sound-on-film heads for Simplex, Powers, Kaplan, Superior projectors, complete with 4 amperes exciter lamp, ammeter, rheostat, Graf Optical System, Visitron Photo Cell, drive assembly, price $175. Head amplifiers $25.00. Write for list of theatres that have made their own installation of this equipment. Also photo of sound heads. Address The Royalton Mfg. Co., Wichita, Kas. 5-26

TWO POWERS projectors, Syn- croling talking equipment, nonsynchronous outfit, 200 veneer seats, all good condition. $500 takes all. Princess Theatre, Eaton, Ind. 5-19

700 SEATS—Veneer with cast iron standards; good condition, very low price to move them. Jack O'Connell, Vita-Temple Theatre, Toledo, Ohio. x5-19

IN STORAGE at Davenport, Iowa—One Powers 6-A projector complete, one Wagner converter, one transformer, one rheostat, price $125.00. A. C. Millard, 404 Lovell Ave., Mill Valley, Cal. 5-19

TWO REBUILT SIMPLEX, single bearing projectors, less lamp houses or lenses, both $475.00. Two Strong Junior demonstrators, like new, new lamp guarantee, both for $395.00. American Theatre Supply Co., 310 St. Clair St., Toledo, Ohio. 6-9

THEATRES WANTED

THEATRE OWNERS wanting to sell, get our plan. We have a direct buyer to seller method. Kashfinder, Wichita, Kas. tf

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES

Manufacturer to you; low cost. Gem Frame Co., 235 South Washington, Wichita, Kas. 7-7 (16)

HELP WANTED

SALESMAN—Real go-getting worker; protected territory on seven complete tested lines theatre attendance builders, including China, glass, silver. Something for each theatre all from same firm. Direct factory connection guarantees price, quality and service. Write or wire Colonial China Company, 549 West Randolph St., Chicago, II. 5-19

Invisible Changeover

“Thide” Automatic Shutter Control with 3wire circuit foot Switch

Standard equipment in over 150 theatres. Quick Monograph Model F. Simplex and Super-Simplex and Sure-Fit. W. H. Winter, 2619 Temple St., Los Angeles, Cal.

TALKIE THEATRE—Price reasonable; no competition; ideal location; near Wheeling, W. Va. Campbell, Wagner Realty Co., Wheeling, W. Va. 5-19

POSITIONS WANTED

THEATRICAL sign artist open for position. Ed Winter, Savannah, Ga. 5-19

MOTION PICTURE OPERATORS available; experienced on Western Electric. Write Associated Projectionists, 103 North Rowan Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. tf

EXPERIENCED Western Electric; RCA projectionist, open for position; go anywhere; references. H. B. Pixler, 2619 Temple St., Los Angeles, Cal. 5-26

THEATRES FOR SALE

WE ARE EXPERTS on Theatre Sales and Purchases. Send particulars. Address Albert Goldman, 5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, III. 6-2


Affiliated Theatre Supply Dealers

THE TRIED AND PROVED IN EQUIPMENT FOR THE THEATRE

(36 Stores from coast to coast)

GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100.

Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes' easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $60—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance. Write now to

GEM FRAMES

As featured in "The Talking City" by "Talking City Styles"

"THERE'S AN ENDLESS COLLECTION OF LITTLE TIPS TO BIG THINGS..."
Indiscreet
United Artists—94 Minutes
Cast: Gloria Swanson, Ben Lyon, Arthur Lake, Monroe Owsley, Barbara Kent, Maude Eburne, Henry Kolker, Nella Walker. Directed by Leo McCarey.

The original title of this picture was "Obey That Impulse" and somehow we feel it would have been a better name. However, Gloria Swanson has turned out a snappy little story that registers well and can be clasped as good entertainment. The story is not as serious as it was in "The Trespasser," not as dumb as she was in "What a Widow!" but hits an intermediate vein which suits her personality. De Sylva, Brown and Henderson are responsible for the story, but it is not a musical even though this trio is generally identified with that class of entertainment.

The story is light but interesting and moves along smoothly. Ben Lyon is good, as are Arthur Lake and Monroe Owsley. Barbara Kent is pleasing as Gloria's sister while much of the comedy is contributed by Maude Eburne, who portrays the heroine's aunt. All in all "Indiscreet" is a good picture, but in our opinion the title is too heavy for the story.

Gloria Swanson ends an affair with Monroe Owsley and immediately takes up Ben Lyon, a writer of a book called "Obey That Impulse," who advocates the theory that a person should do what he wants to do while the impulse is still with him. Arthur Lake is the suitor of Gloria's sister, Barbara Kent, who later falls for Owsley against Gloria's wishes. It becomes necessary for Gloria to confess to Ben Lyon of her affair with Owsley and Ben leaves disgusted, but comes back for the happy ending.—Steen.

SELLING SEATS: Play up your billing around "Obey That Impulse," suggesting that everyone should obey his impulse and see the picture. Ben Lyon and Gloria Swanson are good draws in themselves and should be given considerable billing. Give prominence to the supporting players which is good. Play up the comedy. The title suggests a sex picture. Sex is not the predominating factor of the picture so you can safely bill it as a comedy-drama if your fans are fed up on sex stuff.

Dude Ranch
Paramount—69 Minutes
Cast: Jack Oakie, June Collyer, Eugene Pallette, Mitzi Green, Stuart Erwin, Charles Sellon, Cecil Weston, George Webb, Guy Oliver, James Crane. Directed by Frank Tuttle.

This picture is real entertainment from start to finish. There is nothing to be taken seriously and will keep the audience constantly laughing. Stuart Erwin with his usual Will Rogers mannerism is the owner of a dude ranch but the guests are dissatisfied because there is no excitement. Just like an answer to a maiden's prayer, Pallette, Green and Weston appear on the scene and from then on things start happening.

The story of this picture is a fast moving action place with the hero and his friends in a bus after some bank robberies. There is a fight between the hero and the villain in a bus stopped on the railroad tracks while a speeding train is approaching — then comes the crash, but the hero is out of the way in the nick of time. What excitement! The audience will hold its breath.

The picture has a good cast. Mitzi Green as usual is very cute, while Stuart Erwin, Eugene Pallette and Charles Sellon are responsible for many laughs although Oakie's name is featured. The picture is strongly recommended as a Sunday feature and is suitable for children.—Jesse.

SELLING SEATS: The picture has five popular stars. Play them up for all they're worth. Dress your lobby with a western atmosphere. Use cut-outs of Oakie as a cowboy. Advertise him as being different in this picture.

to be taken seriously by the audience. Unlike other gangster pictures, it shows nothing deliberate or smart on the part of the gangsters to provoke the audience to laughter. Neither does it bring politics or brutes into the picture at all. This is not for children for, although it is a good moral picture, they will not understand it. The gangsters are not paraded as fantastic figures, neither do they represent certain persons or characters but show conditions as they actually exist today; and portrays the basis for the life of crime which the gangsters lead.

The story opens with the early childhood of two boys, who through bad associates, are taught the game early in life, starting as petty thieves. After the World War and after the Volstead Act goes into effect, the two men grow, become beer racketeers, and consequently immensely rich. They are powerful figures in the racket business and force speak-easies to buy their beer or take the consequences. Then rival gangs appear and one by one they lose their lives at the hands of their competitive racketeers.

It is not a picture for small towns, but should be successful in large towns and cities. There is a lesson and daring truth in this picture, and we believe it was meant to awaken honest citizens to the gangster tyranny prevalent in large cities today.—E. S.

SELLING SEATS: Tie-up with organizations for the prevention of crime, have tags printed and placed on parked cars reading "You are the Public Enemy if you park here too long. See the 'Public Enemy' at ________ Theatre (date)." Promote an essay contest requiring contestants to write in 100 words or less what they would do to rid the country of today's greatest menace — the gangster. For the best answers award guest tickets to see the picture.
TELEVISION—WHAT OF IT!

A GAIN there is talk of television to add to the worries of this restless industry. A few weeks ago John E. Otterson, president of Electrical Research Products, a subsidiary of Western Electric, made the statement that television, as far as its general commercial use was concerned, is at least five years off. This past week David Sarnoff, president of Radio Corporation of America, an affiliate of General Electric, declared that television would be in widespread use in a year. Two quite opposite views from two men who are in position to know whereof they speak.

There is no denying that television is on the way. Already there are several stations broadcasting television programs and some reports also state that 40,000 television receiving sets are now in home use. Undoubtedly as television broadcasting improves it will add to its followers and in time—no one can really say how soon—it may even boast as many fans as radio. But as far as its making great inroads on theatre attendance is concerned, we fail to see it as a menace to get shaky in the knees about—at least for several years, if ever at all.

Radio was a great bugaboo for showmen a few years ago. Good roads that lead from the small towns to the bigger towns also created a scare. Folks have to stay at home to listen to the radio and the roads that lead to the big cities run both ways. So the tax on theatre attendance by those alleged menaces was only of short duration. Television, too, is something that people have to stay home to get. But the great American public just isn’t the stay-at-home kind; it’s a “let’s go places” people and, no matter how perfect television may become, good attractions away from the home will always have the greatest pull.

Quality productions of the first rank will be the industry’s saviour in the face of any competition. But let that quality diminish to a low level and even tiddle-de-winks can become a menacing competition.

The astute showman knows that he must be prepared at all times for every kind of competition. He fortifies himself with good attractions, both features and shorts, makes his theatre attractive and comfortable, all of which serves as the greatest magnet to reach into the homes and bring the ticket buyers to his box office.
To know what is going on in the industry, locally as well as nationally; to keep thoroughly posted on pictures being released; to learn their success or failure to big theatres and small theatres; in short to be informed about the thing that will help you to get the most out of your business—that is the purpose and function of this trade paper.

You will be repaid many times the subscription price, if you read this magazine regularly... It's your HOME trade paper.
NOW READY FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MR. EXHIBITOR!

Exit—Intermission; Chaser—Trailer
Records—33 1/3 R. P. M.
NO VOCAL

1. Processed by Columbia Phonograph Co.
2. 12-inch—Double-faced
3. Four Musical Selections per Record—2 Selections per side
4. Each side runs about 7 minutes.

Recorded Specially for Theatres by

EARL BURNTNETT and his Biltmore Hotel Orchestra

At an Amazing Low Price of $2.25 Per Record
Or Entire 7 Records at a Special Price of . . . $14.00

PROGRAM NO. 7

WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME
FOOL ME SOME MORE
I GOT RHYTHM
MY IDEAL

PROGRAM NO. 10

YOU'RE DRIVING ME CRAZY
CANADIAN CAPERS
IMAGINE
I FOUND WHAT I WANTED IN YOU

PROGRAM NO. 13

SPECIAL OFFERING
Organ Selection by Wesley Tourtelotte, KNX Organist
In Medley of Popular Tunes
12-inch—Double-Faced—33 1/3 R.P.M.

Order Now—By Program Number

Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co.
1804 WYANDOTTE
KANSAS CITY, MO.
HAROLD B. FRANKLIN IN DALLAS TO SCAN VAST HOLDINGS AND TO STAGE BUSINESS SESSION WITH MANAGERS

THEATRE OWNERS PROTECTIVE ASSN. DECLINES MERGER WITH ALLIED OR NATIONAL AFFILIATION AT THIS TIME

COPYRIGHT PROTECTION BUREAU OPERATING OUT OF DALLAS; DISCREPANCIES ARE FOUND IN RESULTS OF PLAYING ARRANGEMENTS.
TWO COLUMBIAS ON ONE BROADWAY BLOCK!

... and the usual jam that drives traffic cops to desperation ... but gladdens the heart of box-office men.

GET CROWDS IN FRONT OF YOUR THEATRE

“COLUMBIA—of Course!”
Bureau Active In State

Governor Signs Stench Bomb Law

Heavy Penalties to be Imposed on All Those Found Guilty of Setting Off Odor Bombs.

A law imposing heavy penalties on parties found guilty of setting off stench bombs in theatres, introduced at the hands of the Theatre Owners Protective Association, which successfully passed both houses, has been signed by the governor adds another prohibitive measure to the statutes of Texas.

It is believed this law will furnish much relief to theatre men over the state and particularly in Dallas where several neighborhood theatres have been bombarded recently.

The full text of the measure is as follows:

A BILL To Be Entitled
An Act to prohibit the use, manufacture, sale and other disposition of stink bombs and stinking, offensive-smelling or injurious bombs or substances as herein defined for the purpose of injuring, molesting, or coercing another, or for the injuring of property of another as provided herein, providing exceptions; prescribing offenses and penalties; and declaring an emergency.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Texas:

Section 1. It shall be unlawful to break, open, or explode, or to abet in the breaking, opening, or exploding of any stink bomb or any stinking, offensive-smelling, or injurious bomb or substance with a malicious intent wrongfully to injure, molest or coerce another, or to injure the property or business of another, or to molest another in the use, management, conduct or control of his business or property.

(Continued on page 12)

Copyright Group Finds Discrepancies in Playing Arrangements of Texas Exhibitors.

Thoroughly unannounced, two young fellows representing the Copyright Protection Bureau, present sore-spot in film exhibition, dropped into Dallas last week for a check-up of exchange booking charts and for investigating the operation of the Bureau over the state as regards playing time and splits on percentages.

A letter from W. L. Sneed, Pioneer Theatre at Beebe, Ark., recently published in MOTION PICTURE TIMES, strongly rebuked the Bureau for its activities in that state—relating how exhibitors were assessed heavy penalties for holding a film an extra day in order to come out on the run. Mr. Sneed pointed out that it had been a practice of the exchanges to allow an exhibitor to hold a film for another showing. The function of the Copyright Bureau oversteps past policies, he pointed out, with the exchanges claiming they were in harmony with whatever the Bureau's activities.

Discrepancies Found

In checking the records of certain Dallas exchanges, the Copyright Bureau representatives, said to be Burns detectives, discrepancies were found particularly in length of playing time, wherein some exhibitors had been playing pictures three days on contracts that called for two days' showing. In these cases, it is said, the exhibitor had oral or side arrangements with the exchange for the extra day, all of which is not recognized by the Bureau, and the exhibitors in question are liable to heavy fines at the prosecution of the bureau, it is declared.

Exhibitors Denounce Bureau

The operation methods of the Copyright Bureau in the Southwest takes away all the confidence an exhibitor ever had in a film ex-

(Continued on page 8)

(Continued on page 12)
No Merger of Protective Association and Allied

T.O.P.A. Directors Decide Against Consolidation, Either Locally or on National Basis

Although it had been anticipated in some quarters, there will be no merger of the Theatre Owners Protective Association and the Allied Theatres Owners of Texas for at least some time to come, it was decided after a directors' meeting of the Protective Association in Dallas recently. Financial obligations of Allied both locally and nationally was attributed as the chief cause for the failure to get together.

At the time of its organization the Protective Association announced that its main purpose would be the protection of the independent theatres in Texas and that the organization overhead would be limited to that and no plans would be made to affiliate with a national organization.

A statement from Judge Roy L. Walker, of Lampasas, on the merger proposition, is as follows:

“Our recent meeting in Dallas was for the purpose of considering a proposition of a merger with Allied. Some weeks ago I was approached by a director of Allied with a view to bringing the two associations together. The director stated that at a meeting of the Allied board the day before the president had resigned and the resignation of the manager was tendered but not accepted, but would be could a merger be agreed upon. Realizing that it was for the best interest of the industry that we have no division, I was glad to take the matter up with our board and as soon as I could so called the meeting. At our meeting I appointed a committee of three to meet with the Allied directors and go over the situation.”

Knife Slows Up Speed of Leroy Bickel, M-G-M

Even with various minor physical ailments, Leroy Bickel constantly explodes the sales register of M-G-M and at the same time acts as Dallas branch manager. His activity in the field has been super-vigorous. He comes in for a day or half a day to check up affairs of the Dallas office, leaves a flock of instructions, and is gone again to tell the exhibitors the bright spots of the M-G-M line up and stars, and to be sure to get their signs on the dotted line of one of Leo’s contracts.

But the story of the iron horse finally proved to be an exception in Bickel’s case. During the past few months he has made frequent trips to the M. D.’s sales rooms for treatments. He has been seen perched on a floating rubber pillow inflated with air, and he has been complaining of disorders in the abdominal region, yet he has still carried on with intensive selling work, and friends believe he will finally turn up his toes selling somebody something.

But the physical troubles are all over now, and likely there will be even more selling. Bickel walked through the M-G-M poster department Wednesday holding his belly and regaling a stiff kick at what was going on within. He walked up to his office and relaxed to quiet the condition. By night he was in St. Paul’s hospital with a split in his right side, the appendix removed, and his present condition said to be quite fine. Hospital bulletins indicate that he will be about again and out selling by the time this issue is printed.
In M-G-M's "TRADER HORN." They're taking in more money right now than any picture has grossed in years, according to exhibitors' own statements.

Harry Carey and Edwina Booth  
Now Starring in  
"The Vanishing Legion"  
In Production by NAT LEVINE, Serial Specialist.

Cast Includes: "REX," KING OF WILD HORSES, FRANKIE Darrow, WM. DESMOND, PHILO McCULLOUGH, JOE BONOMO, YAKIMA CANUTT and TOM DUGAN.

Directed by B. REAVES EASON, who directed the Chariot Races in "Ben Hur."


EIGHT ALL-COLOR  
Pioneer WESTERNS  
Are also heavy-weights in our line-up this year.

Allied Film Exchanges, Inc.  
308 Film Exchange Bldg.  
DALLAS, TEXAS.  
Telephone 7-5906

Home State Film Co., Inc.  
108-110 S. Cross Street  
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.  
Telephone 4-2431

704 West Grand Ave.  
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.  
Telephone 3-5546
RKO-RADIO STORMS

MOST PRACTICAL SHOW BUY OF THIS
THE MOST STUPENDOUS ADVERTISING
SHOW WORLD IN VICTORY SMASH

THE BOOK OF TWENTIETH CENTURY WONDERS IS OUT

... LINEUP LANDS WITH TERRIFIC EFFECT!

36 TITAN ATTRACTIONS... ALL FRAMED WITH "CIMARRON" STANDARDS OF VALUE... IN DIRECT CONSONANCE WITH THE TEMPO OF THE TIMES... AIMED FLUSH AT THE MASSES OF AMERICANS WHO DEMAND THEIR ENTERTAINMENT WHILE THEY RUN!

VISION OF THE RADIO TITAN BECOMES REALITY IN AN ARRAY OF SHOWS, FABULOUS IN CONCEPTION, DRENCHED IN GLAMOUR, TOWERING TO THE SKY!

OR ANY OTHER SEASON BACKED BY CAMPAIGNS EVER CONCEIVED...
MOTION PICTURE TIMES

May 26, 1931.

Signs Bomb Law
(Continued from page 3)

Sec. 2. It shall be unlawful for any person to have in his possession or to sell or manufacture in this State any stink bomb or any stinking, offensive smelling or injurious substance, which are contained in any bomb or container, and which are so devised as to be designed to be broken or exploded for the purpose of emanating an unpleasant or injurious odor or gas for the purpose of injuring the property of another.

Sec. 3. The provisions hereof shall not apply to any duly constituted police or military authorities or peace officers in the discharge of their duties.

Sec. 4. The provisions of Section 2 hereof shall not apply to licensed physicians, nurses, pharmacists, and other persons licensed under the laws of this State.

Sec. 5. Any person who violates any of the provisions of this Act shall be fined in a sum not less than One Hundred ($100.00) Dollars nor more than One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars, or confined in the county jail not more than twelve months, or by both fine and imprisonment.

Sec. 6. The fact that many malicious persons have exploded stink bombs in churches, theatres and other such places for the purpose of injuring others and destroying the business and property of others, which should be unlawful, creates an emergency and an imperative public necessity that the Constitutional Rule requiring bills to be read on three several days in each House be suspended and said Rule is hereby suspended, and that this Act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage, and it is so enacted.

HARLOW CAST
To Star in “Queer People” Picture

Hollywood—Jean Harlow has left for New York for a three weeks' vacation. On her return to Hollywood, Miss Harlow will play the feminine lead in “Queer People,” the sensational story of Hollywood which Howard Hughes will picture.

TOM BINFORD DIES

Film men paid their last respects Tuesday morning at funeral services for T. A. Binford, who died suddenly Sunday night in a Dallas hospital. Services were conducted in Weilands chapel, with burial following in Restland Memorial Park.

 Pallbearers were W. S. Miller, D. W. Scott, W. W. Rucker, Howard Kinser, C. E. Hilgers of the Fox office, and Jack Gruben of RKO.

 The chapel was crowded with film men and floral offerings from friends in the business were many.

 Tom Binford had been in the selling end of films from the early days. He worked for several of the major companies over a period of years and was highly regarded as that type of steady and earnest film man, going through the field building goodwill and adding friends to his following.

 The trade offers sympathy to the bereaved relatives.

BLIZZARD MEN
Myers and Mims Named Representatives

J. O. Ford, factory representative of the Blizzard Sales Company, announces that Frank Mims has been named south Texas representative for the firm and that Paul Myers will be representative for Oklahoma, establishing headquarters at Oklahoma City. Before leaving for Oklahoma Myers reported that he had sold a Blizzard Air Washer equipment to Charles Hefley, nephew of Dan Hefley, who has just taken over the Bison Theatre in Dallas from J. S. Melcher.

New Chain

J. W. Myers, of New York, who has been in the theatre business 35 years and who said he owned a grind house in Dallas many years ago, is establishing a chain of theatres in Texas and Louisiana, he said Tuesday. He has opened houses in Baton Rouge, Alexandria, and is on a deal for a house in Terrell. He plans to take on about fifteen houses and to tie-up with Loew vaudeville.

UNIVERSAL

Bought After Comparison!

Messrs. SIMPSON & NELSON Have Installed

UNIVERSAL
in the PALACE THEATRE
PADUCAH, TEXAS

and are thoroughly satisfied

SIMPSON & NELSON USED HIGH-PRICED EQUIPMENT in another of their towns. They now know that UNIVERSAL gives the same or better results for a fraction of the cost.

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.
313 S. Harwood St. B. G. HERBER, Mgr. DALLAS, TEXAS

SOUND ON-FILM
Trade Practices are Studied

PLANT DUAL BILL CAMPAIGN

Sponsored

“TORCHY” AGAIN

C. C. Burr to Make New Series

Hollywood—Torchy is coming back to the screen. C. C. Burr, who made the original series of Torchy Comedies, based on the popular Sewell Ford stories, for Educational, is announced as producer of a new Torchy series to be released by Educational as part of its program of fifty-two week-end comedies.

Ray Cooke, juvenile comedian who came to Hollywood some two years ago, and who has scored in a number of features and several short comedies, has been signed for the lead in the new Torchy series, which will consist of six two-reel comedies.

In the early Torchy Comedies, Johnny Hines, and Dorothy Mackall played the leads, each subsequently rising to starring heights in feature pictures.

RENO COMEDY

Wheeler and Woolsey to Star in Feature

Hollywood—Reno, Nevada, city of the world’s most efficient divorce mill, is the basis of the next Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey co-starring picture, William LeBaron, vice-president in charge of Radio Pictures, announced. The story, an original by Timothy Whalen, tentatively called “Six Weeks in Reno,” will be a burlesque of marital freedom seekers and the world-famous matrimonial white spot. No director has been chosen, but Louis Sarecky will supervise. Production will follow “Full of Notions,” current Wheeler-Woolsey opus.

74 Westerns

New York—At least 74 features with western backgrounds will appear on the 1931-32 program, according to a survey by “The Film Daily.” More may be added to current schedules. More than one-half of the westerns will be made by independent producers, the checkup reveals.

Readjustment Needed

Harold Franklin Says

New York—The motion picture industry needs a readjustment in its economic structure. Harold B. Franklin said last week in a newspaper interview, just before leaving for Dallas where he conducted a Hughes-Franklin convention.

Restoring the film business to a sensible basis to meet present conditions must start in production with negative costs coming down, he said. Although price cutting is a bad practice, Franklin pointed out that in some towns it is necessary where wages of the fans have been reduced. The success of motion pictures as mass entertainment has been partly due to the fact that it always has been within the pocketbook means of the average person, he said.

General television broadcasting is at least a year away, Franklin said, and added that it will be several years before it will have any effect on motion pictures. Radio cut into picture grosses when radio was new, and Franklin declared there was a possibility of television doing the same thing, but that the influence on attendance would not be permanent.

Make “Interlude”

New York—Confirmation comes from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer of the report that “Strange Interlude” will appear on its production schedule for the coming year. The adaptation of Eugene O’Neill’s nine-act play will be prepared in the near future.

By Government; To Determine if Agreements Made in 1927 Are Being Kept.

Washington—The Federal Trade Commission’s investigation on film trade practices is being studied here by Federal authorities to determine the body’s procedure in the situation. The investigation which is said to be under way is an effort to find out if the agreements made at the Trade Practice Conference in 1927 were being kept. How far the government has advanced in the investigation of the commission’s report is not known but it is reported generally that an announcement will be made shortly.

The recent study on the part of the commission was concentrated in the New York territory, although the reports from other centers are being studied closely. Block booking and the tying-in of features and shorts were the principal matters for investigation and the commission endeavored to determine if block booking of a restrictive nature was being resorted to.

Exhibitor leaders were asked by the commission if there was evidence “to show that the practice of block booking is indulged in by all the distributing companies as the result of an agreement between them” and “whether the compulsion to block book is the result of the distributors’ take-all or none attitude alone or whether the coercion or compulsion is also due to the use of threats, external pressure or other methods which would be considered unfair.”

Sign Writers

Hollywood—Johnny Grey and Monty Collins, comedy scribes, were signed last week by Louis Brock, producer of short subjects for Radio Pictures, to write the first Clark and McCullough “Headliner” story. The internationally known radio stars are en route to Hollywood to appear in three two-reel comedies for Radio. Mark Sandrich will direct.

U News June 1

New York—The first issue of the new Universal-Chicago Daily News, a talking recorder weekly, will be released June 1. Sam Jacobs will continue as editor-in-chief with Graham Mc Namee doing the talking.
Columbia Plans Three Regional Conventions

New York—Plans for the three regional sales conventions to be held by Columbia Pictures the end of May have been announced. The conventions which will mark the greatest sales gathering in the company's history will consume three days each and consist of six sessions. The first gathering will take place at the Park Central Hotel in New York on May 27, 28 and 29. From there the home office executives will move to the Congress Hotel in Chicago where the Middle Western and Southern representatives will gather for a session on May 31, June 1 and 2. The final convention will take place at the Roosevelt Hotel in Hollywood on June 6, 7 and 8.

One of the important features of the three sessions will be the formal announcement of Columbia's 1931-32 program which is the most pretentious ever to be offered by the company. During the next season Columbia will present an impressive line-up consisting of 26 major productions, 104 shorts and 2 series of westerns, one of which will consist of 8 Buck Jones outdoor dramas.

---

BIG 4 PROGRAM

Exchange Men to Pass on Story Material

New York—Big 4 is hard at work on a carefully planned program for the season 1931-1932. With westerns, melodramas and wholesome action films which meet the requirements of the whole family gaining by leaps and bounds, Big 4 proposes to go ahead with care in selecting pictures of this type exclusively. The decision has been made from a reflection of public taste in picture grosses.

For the series of twelve all-star Westerns the plots will be “alternating.” This will lift from a highly specialized field the danger of too great similarity. An advisory committee composed of affiliated exchanges is being formed to pass upon stories and screen to insure the fulfillment of exhibitor requirements. In this way quality and quantity are successfully combined. Titles and casts will be announced as soon as they are definitely set and information obtained from John R. Freuler, president of the company, assures a speedy selection of material.

---

Twenty-Six 2-Reelers From Mack Sennett

Hollywood — Mack Sennett’s program of twenty-six two-reel comedies for Educational for next season will include a group of eight special Andy Clyde starring comedies, a series of six Mack Sennett Featurettes; and twelve standard Sennett comedies to be released through the brand name of Mack Sennett Comedies.

In his sympathetic character of “Pop Martin,” Clyde achieved wide popularity in the Sennett comedies in which he has been appearing during the past two years.

Mack Sennett Featurettes will consist of six two-reelers, and will emulate in story interest, name, power and production value, such outstanding comedy successes as Sennett’s “Match Play,” “He Trumped Her Ace,” “A Hollywood Theme Song,” etc. In every feature except length, these Featurettes are to be identical with class feature pictures, according to plans.

The series of twelve Mack Sennett Comedies is to be a highly diversified group of laughmakers, in talent and subject matter. In this series the comedy producer will feature such popular players as Harry Gribbon, Patsy O’Leary, etc. Marion Sayers will be found in Sennett “discovered” at Tia Juana, and in whom he sees stellar potentialities, has also been signed for this series. She will be prominently featured.

Mr. Sennett will also continue his policy of signing important comedians for individual pictures, a policy which has proven highly satisfactory in the two years that he has been producing talking comedies for Educational.

---

Columbia Completes Group Fox Finishes All 1931-32 Productions

Hollywood—Fox Film Corporation has completed all the pictures on its 1930-31 schedule which extends into the latter part of July, has finished two on the 1931-1932 program, and now has five productions in work at the Beverly Hills studio.

The productions completed and ready for release during the next two months are “Women of All Nations,” “Daddy Long Legs,” “Goldie,” “Hush Money,” “The Black Camel” and “Always Good-bye.”

Carnera Film

Picture to be Ready at Right Time

New York—The Vitaphone Corporation, which last week completed editing and cutting of ‘The Bigger They Are,’ its two-reel comedy novelty starring Primo Carnera, Italian heavyweight contender for the world championship, is rushing work on that short so that prints will be in all its exchanges in time for exhibitors to take advantage of the present interest in Carnera to show the film before his fight with Jack Sharkey at Ebbett’s Field, Brooklyn, N. Y., on June 10. Prints are being made and will be sent by fast express and air mail to all exchanges.

In addition to the appeal to the curiosity of fight fans and the reading public, Primo’s first talking picture is first rate entertainment. There is good comedy in the story built around the Man Mountain’s gigantic size, and novelty in the manner in which it is presented. The heavyweight contender is introduced as a bum in a flop house with his companion, Little Billy, the midget, and then as a successful prize fighter in demand at social and charity functions. He is seen punching the bag, shadow-boxing, skipping the rope, dancing and in an exhibition of boxing with his sparring partner, Jimmy Darling. “The Bigger They Are” is timely to the minute and is released at the psychological moment for exhibitors to cash in on it.

Title Changes

Hollywood — Two changes of titles are announced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Joan Crawford’s new starring film, formerly called “Girls Together,” will be released as “This Modern Age,” while Ramon Novarro’s new film which had been known as the “Son of the Rajah,” is re-titled “Son of India.”

YOU CANNOT BEAT THIS COMBINATION
SUPERIOR QUALITY AND GREAT SAVING

SUN-ARC Projector Carbons

UNSURPASSED FOR BRILLIANCE — DEPTH — DEFINITION

SOLD BY
SOUTHERN FILM SERVICE
1616 Travis St., Houston, Tex.

CARBON PRODUCTS, INC. — IMPORTERS
8 Beach St. New York, N. Y.
Selling Seats

GEORGE LANCNESS, manager of the Paramount Theatre, St. Cloud, Minn., pulled off one of the niftiest exploitation tie-ups witnessed in the territory for some time when he induced 24 Chevrolet dealers in St. Cloud and vicinity to contribute a new automobile to be given away by his theatre.

Chances on the car were given away with every adult theatre ticket purchased during a four-week period. The 24 dealers distributed plenty of publicity in their stores and garages, advertising the house and its attractions. They also carried banners on their demonstrators, calling attention to the gift. The event was advertised by them in the newspapers as well.

On the day of the drawing, the dealers cooperated in a big Chevrolet parade through St. Cloud and adjoining towns. All cars carried banners announcing the lucky ticket holder would receive a car at the theatre that night. In order to receive the gift the holder had to be present in the theatre, lobby or street outside the showhouse.

The theatre was packed to capacity at 7 p.m. on the eventful night and the huge crowd overflowed the large lobby and into the street. The drawing took place on the stage. One of the town’s ex-mayors acted as master of ceremonies and drew the number.

Langness also promoted a set of four tires and auto trunk as gifts and these were given away during the week preceding the drawing for the car.

This Theatre Has a Hostess

BOB GARY, manager of the Paramount Theatre in Omaha, is successfully working the hostess idea in connection with the theatre. The idea is adaptable to the smaller towns, especially if the hostess employed is well known.

At the Paramount the hostess solicits theatre parties, offering choice reserved seats on the main floor to groups of six persons or more. The girl watches announcements of coming bridge parties and luncheons and contracts the persons giving the parties, suggesting that a theatre party follow the affair.

A year or so ago an exhibitor in a town of 3,000 population informed this publication that he had used the hostess idea with success. The girl solicited patrons from nearby towns as well as in her own town. New fans were obtained in this way and more people got the habit of coming to the theatre.

CLARA’S NEXT

“Manhandled” Script Is Being Prepared

Hollywood—Preparation of the script of “Manhandled,” which will serve as the next vehicle for Clara Bow, has started at the Paramount Hollywood studios, it is announced by B. P. Schulberg, managing director of West Coast production.

AD-It-orial

The Theatre Has To Fight!

By William Jacobs

THE time has come when the theatre has to fight for its share of the depression dollar. Placing the entire responsibility of each theatre in the hands of men with the natural ability of selling is the vital action toward getting profits during the present unprofitable period; men who are really gifted in the knack of rousing, moving and bringing people to the theatre; men who sincerely, enthusiastically and thoughtfully carry forth ideas that register.

Not men who write glowing reports. Not men who play on home office official’s vanity. Not men who talk and don’t act. Not men who use tie-ups with only the thought of giving them an opportunity for flashy photos to send the boss. Not men who put over “fast ones” on merchants or newspapers.

But men, real honest to goodness men who think and plan their campaigns ahead; who use the right idea at the right time; who know the value of an idea or an angle, who realize the importance of selling angles, who consider the possibilities of each picture or program offer in appealing to various types of audiences, who are ever alert to capitalize on events, personalities and holidays. And above all who wisely and shrewdly consider the value of each advertising dollar.

Placing this type of men at the wheel of the theatres journeying blindly through the wilderness of unprofitable receipts will soon bring them back again to the land of profits.

What the theatre needs now is to build thorough, thoughtful and powerful seat-filling organizations.

If the theatre’s biggest problem today is to get its share of the depression dollar, then organized effort with an ample budget behind advertising and selling is the solution; not merely passing it off by saying, “Times are hard, let’s cut it down. We’ll do just as well if we spend less.”

“PENROD” CAST

Players Selected for Tarlington Story

Hollywood—The cast of “Penrod and Sam,” the Booth Tarlington favorite which First National is producing, is headed by Leon Janney, who appeared in “Father’s Son,” and Junior Coghlan, and the rest of the cast is as follows: Georgie, Billy Lord; Rodney, Norton Aber; Mrs. Schofield, Dorothy, Peterson; Mr. Schofield, Matt Moore; Mrs. Bassett, Zasu Pitts; Mr. Bassett, Johnny Arthur; Majorie, Margaret Marquis; Mr. Bitts, Charles Sellon; Mr. Williams, Wade Boteler; Verman, Robert Dandridge; Margaret Schofield, Gladys Ford; Delia, Gertrude Howard. The cast also includes a number of youngsters who have less important parts in the picture. William Beaudine, assisted by Russ Saunders, is directing.
Remaining Theatres of R. & R. Are Sold

The situations of McKinney, Cisco and Hillsboro, which did not go into the Hughes-Franklin deal, were finally disposed of Monday and Tuesday with McKinney going to Roy L. Brokman, manager, and Underwood. C. V. Jones, R. & R. auditor purchased Hillsboro in his own right, and C. W. Taylor remains as manager for Jones.

All three of these towns will be operated as separate corporations, neither to have any connection with the other, it is said.

Other theatre deals for the week disclose that W. G. Underwood has purchased the interest of Ray Stinnett in the Palace at San Antonio, becoming a partner of Eph Charninski who continues as manager.

Buys X-Cell
Ed Ferguson, of the Ferguson Theatre at Eden, and Carl Anderk, of the Cozy at Orange Grove, who is opening a house in Mathis, have purchased X-Cell sound-on-film equipment.

Vacations
Just as soon as the kids are out of school, D. Dernbaum, former treasurer of the R. & R. circuit, will head out from Dallas on a long vacation. He doesn't know where he is going and doesn't want to—neither does he want anybody else to know. The theatre financier is going to close up shop for the rest of 1931, sidetracking business and all "money-making" propositions that might be submitted to him.

W. G. Underwood, former official in R. & R., with Mrs. Underwood are traveling to the West Coast overland and will park the car at San Francisco to take a boat for Alaska vacationing. "See you in the fall," Underwood told friends as he left Harwood street.

Bureau Active
(Continued from page 3)

change or a Dallas branch manager, one prominent exhibitor and a free thinker in this trade told Motion Picture Times Friday. From now on its going to be a cold blooded proposition with the exhibitor using eyes in the back of his head to keep from being "hijacked" by the bureau as penalty for performance of any side agreement with an exchange, exchange manager, or salesman, other than the black and white specifications of the original contract.

Another exhibitor of like standing and equal capabilities in thought pointed out that he recently ran a picture two days and found that it was to his advantage to run it three. He got permission from the exchange to hold it over and believes that he violated no trust or agreement either morally or legally, yet this exhibitor says is liable to prosecution by the bureau. There is no remedy for this condition with contracts that have been signed, the exhibitor said, but all these things will be taken into consideration when new product is bought, he declared.

Contract Only Counts
The Copyright Bureau plan is compared to the music license in that there is no way of getting around it, it is said, and in this connection the exhibitors who gave the above interview advise theatres to play pictures only in strict agreement with their contracts or else they may be confronted by a surprise attack from the bureau wherein no alibis are accepted and from whose penalties there is no escape. Returns on percentages and splits above guarantee will be carefully watched, it is declared.

H-F Meeting
(Continued from page 3)

J. Y. Robb, Big Spring; H. H. Elliott, Corpus Christi; P. J. Poag, Del Rio; Miller Davidge, Durant; J. H. Robb, Laredo; Sam Stokes, McAlester; George Proctor and Hugh Marsh, Muskogee; J. F. Jones, Palestine; John D. Jones, San Angelo; George Spence, Sherman; H. M. Rogers, Sweetwater; H. G. Sandberg, Waxahachie; Ed Brady, San Benito; J. Francioni, Ennis; C. R. MclHenry, general manager of the Oak Cliff theatres, with P. S. Wells, of the Midway, Sid Smith, of the Roseman; F. H. McHenry of the Texas, and F. F. McHenry, of the Ritz, Dallas.

Re-Sign Arliss
New York — Announcement is made by Warner Bros. of the signing of a new contract with George Arliss whereby the actor is to remain under the Warner banner for the next three years.

These OKLAHOMA EXHIBITORS KNOW Their COOLING! 
BUFFALO AIR WASHERS & DISTRIBUTING UNITS

Have Been Sold To—

MR. FRED PICKREL, manager of Bogan Theatres in Ponca City, for installation in the Murray Theatre. Buffalo complete cooling was installed last year in the Ritz and Poncan.

MR. PAT McGEE, general manager of Regal Theatres, Oklahoma City, for installation in the Capitol.

BUY BUFFALO NOW FOR SURE-FIRE COOLING!

Buffalo Engineering Co., Inc.
311 S. Harwood
Geo. W. Thornton, Gen'l Mgr.
Dallas, Texas
COLUMBIA
The Fighting Sheriff, Buck Jones — Jones brings them in. This one is about on a par with his others. — J. R. Ullman, Orpheum, Ada, Minn.
The Last Parade, Jack Holt — My patrons all liked this one as they all like Jack Holt. A good picture. — J. M. Black, New, Cherryville, N. C.
Desert Vengeance, Buck Jones — Play this if your patrons like Buck, for he knows how to put 'em over. — J. M. Black, New, Cherryville, N. C.

FOX
Man Who Came Back, Chas. Farrell, Janet Gaynor — Just fair. A type of picture not suited to these stars. — George G. Baker, Strand, Britton, South Dakota.
Just Imagine, El Brendel — Very good. A little different from average run of pictures. — George G. Baker, Strand, Britton, S. D.

Girls Demand Excitement — A mighty thin plot. Studio boys plot to keep girls out of their college. However, the girls play sex appeal on them in a deciding basketball game and the boys lose. However, believe it or not, it went over in great style and pleased practically 100 per cent. — J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.

Not Exactly Gentlemen — Poor title with worse advertising. The 11 x 14s on this are exceptionally poor. But anyhow I had a good crowd on it and the picture pleased immensely. It has a "laid opening" rush that is certainly impressive. The picture ends up satisfactorily with intense action up to the last. Get 'em somehow on this picture for it will sure please. — J. W. Crabtree, Clarendon, Ark.

M-G-M
Gentlemen's Fate, John Gilbert — Good acting by everyone makes this an interesting picture. — J. R. Ullman, Orpheum, Ada, Minn.
The Prodigal, Lawrence Tibbett — A great show with some good singing. Had many compliments on this one. — J. R. Ullman, Orpheum, Ada, Minn.
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, Buster Keaton — A good comedy except the last reel or two. Too much silly love making. — J. R. Ullman, Orpheum, Ada, Minn.
Men of the North — Played this Saturday night as I thought it would be good Saturday type picture. However, it was a mighty poor production. Had a terrible avalanche in the picture. It would have taken a ton cat about two minutes to have gotten out of it. Pleased about 30 per cent. — J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.

PARAMOUNT
Anybody's War, Moran & Mack — Fair business but not a picture that will repeat second night. — Gatie Black, Liberty, Red Rock, Tex.

Follow Through, Charles Rogers — This picture pleased our customers better than any picture we have run to date. Sound extra good on disc. — Gatie Black, Liberty, Red Rock, Tex.

Fighting Caravans, Gary Cooper — This picture will please any western fan and most of the others. Business was not what it should have been because of the depression. — Gatie Black, Liberty, Red Rock, Tex.

RKO-PATHE

RADIO
Millie, Helen Twelvetrees — Very fine picture that pleased. — George Baker, Britton, S. D.


STATE RIGHTS
The White Renegade — Very good. — S. Hayashino, Lincoln Theatre, Stockton, Calif.

Fill Out This Blank and Mail to ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, INC., 4704 East 9th Street, Kansas City, Mo.

My opinion of pictures recently played here is as follows:
Title _____________________________________________________________
Star _____________________________________________________________
Producer _________________________________________________________
Business and Comment: ___________________________________________
Weather: _________________________________________________________

Title _____________________________________________________________
Star _____________________________________________________________
Producer _________________________________________________________
Business and Comment: ___________________________________________
Weather: _________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________________________________
State ___________________________________________________________
NOTICE
TO THE TRADE!

Exhibitors throughout the United States made money in playing Columbia pictures. There isn’t a showman who can honestly say that he hasn’t done far better with Columbia than any other product. And Mr. Exhibitor we can promise you that the future is as bright for those wise exhibitors who continue to follow the path of prosperity with Columbia. This is ONE company that has never disappointed you with stars, directors or stories.

LET PAST PERFORMANCES GUIDE YOU
**NEW MERCHANDISING METHODS**

Says JOE BRANDT

WITH taking pictures of longer a novelty and competition among the small exhibitors as keen as among the large circuits, new merchandising methods and greater selling effort is needed to bring the public into the theatre today, than ever before. Pictures have become a commodity as well as an entertainment and as such must be handled in the same way as any other merchandise in order to insure adequate returns.

The old ballyhoo has given way to the highly specialized methods of advertising and exploitation of Big Business. Take the department store for an example. A bargain may lie for months on the counter, prominently displayed under the public's eye, but it does not become a bargain to the consumer until it is forcibly brought to his attention by advertising in the newspapers, by circulars or by signs. In a similar manner great theatres may play to empty seats unless the exhibitor brings them forcefully to the attention of his potential audience.

**Eternal Force Needed**

So numerous are the attractions demanding the time of his community, that a showman cannot leave the choice of his particular type of entertainment to chance. He must control the choice by the influence of a positive external force. The radio, lectures, clubs, the stage, miniature athletic developments all tend to draw away his trade. It is true that he now offers better film productions than those that are on the screen the ideal prominent entertainment. But though his success is obviously preordained he must realize that his competition is intense.

The average citizen must be led to his theatre. If left alone the chances are that he will choose some other attraction or stay at home. If he goes to the movies he may not choose your theatre. He must, therefore, be led to your box office by judicious advertising and exploitation.

The smaller exhibitor has never before had as great an opportunity to build up his business as the present day offers. He is on a closer personal footing with the people of his community than he ever was. Unfortunately many a showman fails to realize the importance of advertising and exploitation. He is an unnecessary expense or a necessary evil.

Suppose we look at it this way. Advertising instead of being an expense is an investment. If carefully used, will return many times the initial outlay in box office receipts. Many showmen are wont to consider a picture sufficiently publicized by the marquees, lights and an elaborate lobby display. But exploitation at its best can reach only the people who happen to pass that box office. The theatre community—all potential patrons—are left completely in the dark, whereas for a negligible charge a showman can secure sufficient exploitation material from his distributor to blanket the community. It is a simple matter, with door displays, posted at a distance from the theatre, with tabloids, newspapers and similar advertising matter distributed in the neighborhood houses, and other exploitation methods more fully discussed later in the article, a strong bid can be made for the patronage of every person in the district.

A thought that seldom occurs to the exhibitor is that any of the symptoms of business depression that may exist in the town, good business comes to his theatre when he has good pictures properly merchandised. When a production does not go across, the fault in many instances is not with the feature but with the exhibitor because he failed to sell his attraction to his prospective customers.

Too many exhibitors try to see how little advertising they can get away with. This is just as foolish as coming into a $10,000 home with a $500 fire insurance policy. The only person such a short-sighted individual fools is himself.

The history of this industry contains many examples of pictures that were considered great only by the advertising men who made them great, whereas many potential box office bets "laid eggs" because no advertiser took the trouble to properly expose them. Too many exhibitors get back of a picture only when it has cost them more money and because they want to insure their investment, whereas other product equally good in quality has been allowed to die merely because the exhibitor didn’t have to hock his coat and vest in order to get money enough to pay the prices demanded for it.

Today more than ever Columbia surrounds each one of its productions with every possible sales aid. It has always been the company’s policy to work hand in hand with the exhibitor in helping him put the picture over and in devising new methods of merchandising its product. A permanent staff of exploitation experts is on the way for a ready-made audience. While it is obviously impossible to provide every exploitation job that is done by these men in key centers attracts such great attention that the subsequent run exhibitor throughout the territory obtains direct benefit.

It is no idle boast to tell of Columbia pictures are surrounded by the widest line of novelties in the industry. Although we have had to spend an increase in price for our accessories, it was not passed on to the exhibitor. Our attitude has always been to do everything we could to encourage showmen to use enough advertising on each picture to insure its making money and to keep on buying Columbia product, they will be satisfied users and will keep on buying Columbia product.

In line with this policy Columbia is now developing a highly talented field that it exercised a, reaching almost the entire American audience through its shopping mediums and that is, the tie-up for the exhibitor to the realization that he is no longer sufficient unto himself and that it is the cooperation of every business man in his community. He can get this co-operation by using the exploitation material which Columbia has pioneered in this industry. Grocers, for example, will be glad to play the tie-up contests which mount not only advertise the pictures, stars and theatre, but also advertise the merchant for which they have to sell. The same is true of innumerable lines of business which have tied up with Columbia. In this way both the exhibitor and the merchant benefit.

A Good Example

A forceful illustration of what advertising really can do recently occurred in a certain town in the South, and because one of our pictures was involved, it was of tremendous interest to me when I listened to the story told by the exhibitor in question.

A little over a year ago, a man who had no previous experience in this business, invested his money in an abandoned theatre. He had been a newspaper and advertising man. Perhaps it was this lack of expert customers that caused him to venture in a field others feared to tread, because his opposition was a powerful man who had a beautiful theatre. This circuit, however, worked on the budget system, which left the manager of the house plenty of room to expand his theatre properly. This former newspaper and advertising man expanded his operation in such a way that people for several miles around knew that there was a new theatre there that was going to show a picture. The circuit house had bought all the product it had considered desirable, that there was plenty of product left for the newcomer. As an advertising man he knew the value of exploitation, and he made everyone of his pictures look up as an important production. His advertising outlay frequently represented as much of an outlay as the cost of the picture itself, and because he was such a good advertiser, the people of his community obtained the impression that even though the opposition house was more modern, the smaller theatre showed the better pictures, reacting to the old theory that if you hear a thing often enough you believe it to be true.

Within a month the house showed a profit and continued to show a profit each week. The climax of his success is the fact that he played one of the pictures in Columbia's line-up against a picture which the big circuit theatre was showing. This opposition attraction had been generally acclaimed one of the greatest of box office bets, yet the newcomer outsold his opposition on a three-day engagement. A few days later, as he told me, the president of the department of the big circuit called on him and made him a proposition which he would have been insane to refuse, and so he sold out.

There is a moral back of that incident. It is this: It's not bad business to have a box office, but bad advertising. Make each picture look up sufficiently attractive to the ticket buyer, and even though it may mean that he'll wear that well-worn pair of shoes a little longer, he'll spend that money at your box office.

**GOUDAIS RETURNS**

Former Star to Appear in Rogers’ Film

Hollywood—Jetta Goudal is making a comeback in pictures. She has been signed by the Fox Film Corporation to play a featured part in Will Rogers’ picture, “The Plowboat.” The film will be an adaptation of the Booth Tarkington story, which was also a stage play. Many of the scenes are laid in Egypt.

Several months ago Miss Goudal retired from the screen to become an interior decorator. However, the opportunity to get in a picture sufficiently interesting to lure her back to the movies.

**Ann Harding Starts**

Culver City—Ann Harding, after completing a 4,000-mile air survey for Paramount, has returned to RKO-Pathe studios in Culver City to start work on “Devotion,” which is the tentative title for the film of the same name. The picture will be directed by Robert Milton, according to an announcement by Charles R. Rogers, RKO-Pathe production head.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Star</th>
<th>Producer</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LITTLE TIPS TO BIG THINGS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQUIPMENT FOR SALE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUND EQUIPMENT DIRECT FROM FACTORY—Sound-on-film heads for Simplex, Powers, Kaplan, Superior projectors, complete with 4 ampere exciter lamp, ammeter, rheostat, Graf Optical System, Visitron Photo Cell, drive assembly, price $176.50. Head amplifiers $25.00. Write for list of the heads that have made their own installation of this equipment, also photo of sound heads. Address The Royaltone Mfg. Co., Wichita, Kans.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROJECTORS—Powers, Simplex, Mietograph; lenses, Mazda Reflecter arc lamp; highest quality, lowest prices, Julius Minta, 6 Winchester St., Boston, Mass.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARGAIN EQUIPMENT—Two Mercury arc rectifiers, Simplex and Powers 6-A, ceiling and wall fans, fine piano; all good. Rex Theatre, Beverly, Mo.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWO REBUILT SIMPLEX single bearing projectors, less lamp houses or lenses, both $475.00. Two Strong Junior demonstrators, like new, new lamp guarantee, both for $350.00. American Theatre Supply Co., 310 St. Clair St., Toledo, Ohio.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEATRES WANTED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEATRE OWNERS wanting to sell, get our plan. We have a direct buyer to sell method. Kashinder, Wichita, Kans.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE Want-Ads appearing on this page appear simultaneously in each of the TEN Regional Motion Picture trade papers forming the Associated Group, and reach more than 20,000 readers connected with the motion picture industry in the United States. At our exceptionally low rate of 10 CENTS PER WORD, they constitute the greatest advertising bargain ever offered. If you wish to reach the theatre trade, and those connected with it, use this page.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patronize The Associated Group It Will Bring You Better Results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AS IT LOOKS TO US

Reviews of Current Pictures

Youth Donovan's Kid
RKO—75 Minutes

Based on Rex Beach's novel, "Big Brother," this opus gets away from the ordinary under-world story. Dix as a hard boiled killer discovers he has a soft heart for the wail of his pal left in his care when the father is knocked off. Jackie Cooper as the young man, with hard boiled ideas and a desire to grow up to be like his adopted big brother, is taken to a reform school and promised his release when Dix quits the racket to go straight. Dix finds that it requires more nerve to go straight than otherwise but his devotion to the boy helps him win against long odds. Dix gives a cracking Jack performance and Jackie Cooper wins new laurels in a decidedly different role. The names in themselves spell box office, the picture a famous front-page smash.—Warren Stokes.

SELLING SEATS: Capitalize on Dix as the star of "Cimarron" and Jackie Cooper of "Skippy" fame. Don't overlook its human appeal to every father and mother. Tell the women folks to bring their crying towels.

Svengali
Warner Bros.—76 Minutes
Cast: John Barrymore, Marian Marsh, Brannam Fletcher, Carmel Meyers, Lumsdon Hare, Donald Crisp, Louis Alberini and Paul Porcasi. Directed by Archie Mayo.

Here is another triumph for Barrymore in a flawless performance with a very good supporting cast in a picture that holds interest to the final fadeout. He plays the part of a slyly composser and pianist who has uncanny hypnotic powers over women. With this power he induces Trilby (Marion Marsh) to forsake her English sweetheart and go away with him. Under his influence she becomes his famous prima donna. Her sweetheart learns the truth of the matter and attempts to free her from Svengali's power. The climax comes while Svengali is ready as before to perform in Cairo and while Trilby is singing under his hypnotic influence he suddenly dies and she gives up her life with him. No pains have been spared to make this a masterpiece, and the sets and photography are in excellent keeping with the story. While it may be termed as a class production it contains enough general appeal to get over anywhere. Southwell.

SELLING SEATS: Sell the star above all else. Get tie-ups with music teachers and singing societies. Play up the hypnotic angle in a discreet manner. Local newspapers should willingly co-operate on the question, "Can you be hypnotized?"

Up Pops the Devil
Paramount—70 Minutes
Cast: Norman Foster, Carol Lombard, Skouras, Gallagher, Lilian Thomas, Edwin Eltz, Joyce Compton, Stuart Erwin, Harry Beresford, Eulalie Jensen. Directed by Eddie Sutherland.

Amusing comedy-drama of a young budding writer who is deeply in love with a girl who wants him to succeed. A stipulation in their marriage provides that in case either of them is dissatisfied with married life within a year they should separate. The girl is so anxious for the boy to succeed that she persuades him to give up his regular position and devote his entire time to writing a novel, she to be the breadwinner meanwhile. He becomes dissatisfied with the idea of keeping house and after a quarrel leaves her. In the interim a former admirer of the girl, who is a friend of both of them, persuades her to marry him. However when the moment arrives for the boy and the girl to really part, she discloses her secret, that a child is to be born, and they are reunited. This picture has an intriguing plot, fine direction and is excellently cast. There are some good comedy situations and snappy dialogue. Norman Foster and Carol Lombard in the leading roles give splendid interpretations. Skouras, Gallagher and Lilian Tashman supply much real comedy, as do Stuart Erwin, Harry Beresford and Eulalie Jensen and a colored man who is very much like Stephe Fetchit.—H. F.

SELLING SEATS: Play up the story from the standpoint of entertainment above everything. Feature the well-balanced cast. As an effective advertising stunt distribute balloons with pictures printed on them.

Daddy Long Legs
Fox—73 Minutes

The popular story of the stage, screen and fiction returns as a talkie co-starring Janet Gaynor and Warner Baxter. It is an intensely human tale and one of the most lovely stories ever filmed. The story being well known to many we won't go into much detail. As a talkie it is a delightful love story with a vivid portrayal of life in an orphanage. Janet Gaynor is cast as Judy Abbott, the orphan who was adopted by Jervis Pendleton, the wealthy bachelor (played by Warner Baxter). Baxter does commendable work in a new type of role. Gaynor is delightful in her part and portrays the spirited rebel orphan in a way that wins the hearts of the audience. The remainder of the cast do good work in their respective roles. It is a picture for the entire family.—H. F.

SELLING SEATS: Tie up with schools and libraries as a picture they shouldn't miss after reading the book. Feature two popular stars in one picture. Hire a man to walk the street with a sign advertising "Daddy Long Legs" at your theatre.

FEATURES and SHORTS

Short Subjects

Water Bugs
RKO—10 Minutes
Very interesting reel of the Grantland Rice Sportlight series showing Johnny Weismuller doing some extraordinary swimming and diving stunts. The reel is timely for the season. An underwater boxing match is the main feature. Pretty bathing girls are also in the picture.—G.

Wine, Women, But No Song
Columbia—11 Minutes
Eddie Bursell is practically the whole show in this reel. Some of the gags are pretty clever, others just fairly amusing. Eddie masquerades as a butler in a girl's apartment to help her out when her uncle visits. As usual, all sorts of complications take place. Finally everything is straightened out. The reel is fair entertainment.—B. W.

Ambitious People
M-G-M—17 Minutes
Here's an excellent two-reeler of comedy and music. Herman Timberg, of course, supplies most of the show. Barbara Blair is very good as the chief feminine interest. The vocal finale is done exceptionally well.—G.

He Was Her Man
Paramount—15 Minutes
This is a real entertaining short for the Gilda Gray fans. The reel is a combination of dancing, music and melodrama, all in a manner that ought to please generally. And the Gilda can shimmy. Many people will be attracted by her name. So feature that on your program.—J. S.

Two Title Changes
Hollywood—Two changes of titles are announced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayo. Joan Crawford's new starring film, formerly called "Girls Together," will be released as "This Modern Age," while Ramon Novarro's new picture, which had been known as "The Son of Rajah," is re-titled "Son of India." Nicholas Grinde directed "This Modern Age," while the Novarro starring film was directed by Jacques Feyder, French director now under contract to M-G-M.
EXCESSIVE PROTECTION A WASTE

EXCESSIVE protection demands by first run houses are again looming as a bugaboo to the subsequent run houses. It was thought that this matter was settled last year in most sections of the country by the adoption of the zoning plan sponsored by C. C. Pettijohn of the Film Boards of Trade. Pettijohn is opposed to granting long protection time to circuit houses as are leaders of the exhibitor organizations.

First run houses are blaming the drop in business to short protection time. They claim that they suffer a big loss in patronage when people decide to wait three or four weeks and see the same films for from 40 to 50 per cent less admission. That may affect their attendance some, but we'll wager that it is slight. Those people who make it a habit to go downtown for their motion picture entertainment don't let price figure into the matter. They like to see their films first and usually make it a practice to take in a downtown show once or twice a week. The younger set and transients, of course, figure heavily among first run patronage. And here the attraction and not the protection determines the attendance.

First run houses by virtue of the rentals they pay for the privilege of having the first showings of pictures deserve a fair amount of protection over subsequent runs. First run showings, because of the advertising the large houses generally give them, have a value to the subsequent runs. But that advertising loses its value when the subsequent run houses are forced to wait too long for play dates.

The majority of the circuit houses that seek longer protection are producer-controlled. Granting that too little protection would cut into the receipts of these circuit houses, the admitted shorter life of the talking production as compared to the silent film makes it expedient that all bookings be completed at a faster rate. In other words, it is to the producer's advantage to not permit excessive protection.

Too, it would seem that the percentage booking system would dictate in favor of short protection time. With subsequent run houses gaining from a closer follow up to the first run advertising that is done producers will gain proportionately in their share of the increased grosses.
An

EXHIBITOR

Says:

I could not resist the temptation to hurry this letter to you congratulating you on this fine new edition. From the editorial to the last page it is full of the things that those concerned with the industry, especially this region, want. . . . .

He Is ABSOLUTELY Right!

Can you afford to be without this constructive information every week and operate your theatre profitably?

DON'T DELAY—Subscribe Today for Your HOME Trade Paper.
PARAMOUNT

...The Industry's

1931-2 Buy Word!
FREE TAXI SERVICE THROWN IN AS ADMISSION PRICES DROP FOR DE LUXE RUNS WITHOUT STAGE SHOWS.

WHO GETS CREDIT FOR NEW SUNDAY LAW—ALLIED OR PROTECTIVE ASSN. READ THE ARGUMENTS.

FOX PRODUCTS SPLIT UP FOR SOUTHWEST FIRST RUNS. PUBLIX, RKO AND INDEPENDENTS ALL GET A BREAK
MASCOT PICTURES CORPORATION
The Only Serial Specialists in the Film Industry
NAT LEVINE, President

ANNOUNCES
THE STARS OF "TRADER HORN"

HARRY CAREY
with
EDWINA BOOTH
in
"The Vanishing Legion"
A TWELVE-PART, ALL-TALKING SERIAL

with

REX, the King of Wild Horses
Frankie Darrow
William Desmond
Joe Bonomo
Yakima Canutt
Philo McCullough
Tom Dugan

DIRECTED BY B. REEVES EASON
And Three Other Twelve-part Serials

HAROLD E. (RED) GRANGE
the greatest football player of all time
in
'The Galloping Ghost'
One mad whirl of dizzy, breath-taking action
and hair-raising stunts.

RIN-TIN-TIN
and a cast of favorites
in
'The Lightning Warrior'
Eerie mystery, stark drama, and wholesome
humor, with Rinty in a startling new type of
story.

'THE SHADOW OF THE EAGLE'
A sensational detective thriller. Action and mystery in the lurking
shadows of the side streets off any Gay White Way.

DISTRIBUTED BY:
ALLIED FILM EXCHANGES,
Film Exchange Bldg., Dallas, Tex.

HOME STTE FILM CO., 108 So. Cross St., Little Rock, Ark.

ALLIED FILM EXCHANGES,
704 West Grand Ave., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Fox Product is Split for First Runs

Who Gets Credit?

ON LOCATION

Mascot Shooting “The Vanishing Legion.”

Director Breezy Eason and his Mascot troupe are in Kernville, Calif., making the exteriors for "The Vanishing Legion," Mascot's first all-talking serial of the new season, to be distributed in the Southwest by Allied Film Exchanges of Dallas and Oklahoma City and by Home State Film Co. of Little Rock, Ark. Among those to make the trip are Harry Carey and Edwina Booth, who played together in "Trader Horn," Philo McCullough, William Desmond, Joe Bonomo, Yakima Canutt, and Frankie Darro, the child star. Rex, known as the "King of Wild Horses," is also in the company. Nat Levine, president of Mascot Pictures Corporation, the only serial specialists in the film industry, is personally supervising the production.

A Tough Break

A certain exhibitor was making an attempt to buy the new Chaplin picture, "City Lights" from United Artists. That was all he wanted and that is all he bought, but at a stiff rental for the single picture. It developed that in this town there was a deaf and dumb school. The exhibitor had previously made money with special shows for the school. After buying the picture and the approach of play date, the exhibitor learned that the school authorities refused to turn the inmates loose for the showing. It was really a tough break.

Griffith Faces Ouster Suit

In Oklahoma; Pottawatomie County Attorney Charges Violation of Anti-Trust Laws.

Shawnee, Okla. — Griffith Amusement Co. is threatened with being ousted from the state of Oklahoma as a result of a suit filed in Superior Court by Clarence Tankersley, county attorney of Pottawatomie county, who charges violation of the anti-trust laws. Tankersley asks that the Bison, Criterion and Ritz Theatres in Shawnee be restrained from operating and that a receiver be appointed for all properties.

Tankersley said he would ask the court, in the event it is found the companies were operating in violation of the trust laws that all of their properties be sold and the proceeds turned to the state. He also will ask that the defendants be fined for operating in violation of the state laws.

The suit was filed against L. C. Griffith, R. E. Heffner, John B. Terry, Universal Films exchange, Paramount-Publix Regal Theatre and the Griffith Amusement Co.

Agreement is Charged

In the suit Tankersley charged that the major film producing companies in the United States had entered into an agreement "within the state of Oklahoma to drive out all competition . . . and drive out of business all theatres that attempted to compete with the theatres owned . . . or affiliated with them."

It was charged this agreement, entered into with the Griffith company made it virtually impossible for independent companies to obtain first-class pictures for their theatres. It was also charged that the Griffith company has made arrangements to rent all of the pictures produced by the major film companies and prevent them from being shown in other theatres.

Tankersley said the Griffith company had made efforts to force out of business Momand Theatres.

In Southwest; Publix, RKO and Independents to Use Fox Pictures, a Survey Shows.

After practically five years of exclusive usage of the Fox product first run in Dallas, Houston, Ft. Worth and San Antonio by Interstate Amusement Company, now RKO, this brand of production is now about equally split among Publix, RKO and independent theatres throughout the south west, according to a checkup of the situation Saturday.

"Young Sinners," coming back to film of Thomas Meighan, produced by Fox, was the first film of this brand to reach a Publix house in the Southwest in years. This particular picture did fair business, it was said, and was the talk of the town as being the hottest release in sex theme in some seasons.

The Majestic, under the RKO banner, is said to have had more.

(Continued on page 15)

Warners Abandon Theatre Department

After a special assignment for the last few months to establish a string of theatres for Warner Bros. throughout the Southwest, J. L. Luckett has returned from a visit to New York to do special sales work in Texas on W. B. and P. X. releases, he announced Monday.

Since Publix and Warners have closed their breach over the matter of first runs in Publix houses, the Warner plans to open new theatres in the Southwest has been abandoned.

Moves Equipment

Lester Myer has moved the sound equipment in the Pick-Wick at Iowa Park over to Lake Witches Falls where he will operate an airdome for the summer.

Airdome

J. G. Tomlin, of the Square Deal Film Exchange, will open an airdome on the Jintown road June 1. Benches will be provided for 700 and the fare will be five and ten.

(Continued on page 15)
Free Cab Service

To Theatres Is New Wrinkle in Show Business as Dallas House Starts It.

Between the hours of six until nine o'clock in the evening free transportation is being offered to customers by the Palace Theatre in Dallas and with this offer goes the cut in top prices from 60 to 50 cents for pictures only, the stage shows having been dropped over a week ago.

By special arrangement with a local taxicab company, people at their homes are invited to dial the taxi office, take a free ride to the theatre by charging the bill to the theatre. The bill would run at least fifty cents for the ride, but very likely the cab will haul two or more passengers which works out a little better than a two for one proposition for the theatre, it is said.

Prices at the Palace, Melba and Majestic are now the same with fifty cents being the top, 35 cents as formerly until 6 and with 25 cents until 1 holding as usual, and with admission for kids dropping to a dime.

Week's grosses for the Palace and Majestic, particularly the latter, have been described as particularly lower than the few remaining weeks that carried vaudeville and stage shows.

Overheads in the deluxe houses of Dallas have been materially decreased by cut in both personnel and salary. The advertising budgets have been noticeably slashed, more heavily so by Publix, and some believe that the publicity cut will prove a disastrous stroke unless countermanded. Dallas newspapers have built up pages on the theatres and pictures which, it is believed certain, will not continue under such lean usage of display space by the theatres.

For every cut the big houses take in publicity the box office will suffer a double amount, according to a veteran Dallas showman who was discussing the problem Tuesday. And for every cut the theatres make in personnel efficiency and directing management, the box-office likewise suffers to a greater degree, he added.

C. H. Cox, operating a first-class theatre in Gilmer, was in Dallas Tuesday on business. On activity in his vicinity is taking a slump due to several dry holes lately, he said. Only the northwestern corner of Upshur county seems to be wet, he said.

Having all the ear-marks of a double feature program, the Majestic in Dallas on Wednesday night of each week is showing the next week's picture in addition to the regular feature at no advance.

Don Douglas and H. W. Little will open the new Ritz in Uvalde this week. They have already re-opened the Strand after remodeling.

George Shaw, of Llano, and Mrs. Shaw, arrived in Dallas Tuesday for a short visit.

L. C. Griffith, general manager of Griffith Amusement Company in Oklahoma City, and H. R. Falls, booker, were among the Dallas visitors Tuesday.

Carl Baumbarten opens the Ritz at Refugio, Texas, about July 1. Seats 452. Four programs will be used weekly. Henry Hall of Beeville, is the buyer.

J. B. Underwood, manager: Walter Penn, J. L. McKinney, and Bob Bauer, salesmen, of the Columbia office, were to leave Dallas Friday to attend the Columbia national sales convention in Chicago.

J. D. Williams has purchased the Queen at Celina and the Queen at Prisco from Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Black. Williams is from the north and came to Texas to start a string of small town theatres. The Blacks are talking about opening a pleasure camp at Lake Dallas.

Callahan Sells

The Winter Garden Theatre in Carrizo Springs with its real estate and the Guild theatre in Crysta, City, has been sold by Diz Callahan, he announced in Dallas Tuesday. Callahan left town Tuesday night to sign final papers on the deal. The purchasers are a responsible concern, he said. He would not give their names at this time.

Kessnich Here

Col. Charles E. Kessnich, southern sales manager of M-G-M of Atlanta, has been in Dallas a few days looking after affairs during the absence of Leroy Bickel who is recovering from an appendicitis operation. Bickel left the hospital in good shape and after a few days of rest will again start doing full time at the office and on the road.

TAKES BANKRUPTCY

Hillsboro Exhibitor Quits Business

B. A. Lawrence, a veteran independent exhibitor in Hillsboro, Texas, has resorted to the bankruptcy laws as a means of closing out his Majestic Theatre and retiring from the business in that town.

Mr. Lawrence took bankruptcy, it is said, in order that creditors might be satisfied in equal proportion.

He attributes his closing to his failure to get pictures. Recently one of the major companies made an overture to sell him, taking a contract which was later rejected by New York.

R. & R. Theatres operate in Hillsboro with two houses.

15% Off on Parts for All Projectors

COMPLETE LINE STANDARD PROJECTION EQUIPMENT and Projection Accessories Efficient Repair Department Day or Night Service

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
JOHN HARDIN, Prop.
714 Hampton Rd.
Tel. 6-2235 Dallas Texas

TWO PRINCIPLES OF COOLING

EVAPORATION AND REFRIGERATION

Blizzard Air Washer

With DUAL COOLING SURFACE

Washed Thru Atomized Spray of Water—Drawn Thru Porous Petroleum Coke Which Properly Cools and Dries the Air

A Marvel Improvement in Theatre Cooling

LOW FACTORY PRICE WITH TERMS

PAUL MYERS
FRANK MIMS
J. O. FORD

Factory Representatives

Blizzard Sales Co.
Box 594 — Dallas, Texas
HOT WEATHER is the Real Test of a Cooling System!

WHEN you buy a cooling system, find out what it will do when you need it most! Find out if it will keep your theatre cool and comfortable during the hottest days of summer. That's what Kooler-Aire Systems are doing for their users. Here's one example — read this letter:

CAPITOL THEATRE
CANTON, ILLINOIS

“We thought you might be interested in knowing how Kooler-Aire system functioned during the past year.

“We are more than pleased with the results secured. On the hottest days of the summer we maintained a cool and comfortable atmosphere within; the inside temperature being from 15 to 17 degrees lower than the outside temperature by thermometer reading.

“Our patrons have complimented us on our system. From a business standpoint it has turned out to be a good investment for us. Wishing you success, we are

CAPITOL THEATRE,
By Charles Kuchan.”

Every Installation a Custom-Built Job

Every Kooler-Aire installation includes a preliminary engineering survey of the theatre, detailed plans for the whole project and equipment of adequate capacity and power to fully meet the conditions found. You get a complete, custom-built job.

Lower Cost • Convenient Terms • Small Operating Expense

Kooler-Aire is the lowest cost temperature reducing and complete air conditioning system on the market. No operating engineer is required. Expensive servicing charges are eliminated, due to this system's simple, dependable design. All year round it gives you perfect air conditions. It will PAY you to consult us about cooling and air conditioning. Send in the coupon!
NEW LAFAYETTE THEATRE,
LAFAYETTE SQUARE
BUFFALO, N.Y.

Columbia Pictures Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen:

I want to compliment Columbia Pictures Corporation, its offices, also the local Exchange, for the service we have received during the past season, and the class of pictures made by this company.

Out of the thirteen pictures we have played we gave Columbia Pictures a large average on ten. This speaks quite well for the product released.

Columbia Pictures executives, most of whom I know personally, are capable men. They have proven to the exhibitor that they can make good pictures. Columbia Pictures has the respect and confidence of the leading exhibitors, both large and small, throughout the country. This is a valuable asset and should be treated as such.

I hope for the coming season that Columbia will stand out as it has in the past year, shoulder to shoulder with all the biggest companies in the producing field. Some of your pictures in the past season, from a box office angle, have exceeded some of the leading pictures produced by other companies.

Very truly yours,

NEW LAFAYETTE THEATRE

A. C. Hayman
President
SHOWMAN—
AND OUT THIS YEAR!

Just a
flash
of what
COLUMBIA
give you next season!

AUTHORS and DIRECTORS for 1931-32
THE INDUSTRY!
Every Item of Equipment in the

UNIVERSAL SOUND ON-FILM SYSTEM

is

HIGH-QUALITY STANDARD MERCHANDISE fully guaranteed

Should any part of UNIVERSAL equipment fail to function properly it is immediately replaced without cost to the theatre.

CONSIDER THIS IN YOUR PURCHASE OF SOUND-ON-FILM

“Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always”

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.

313 S. Harwood St.  B.G. HERBER, Mgr.

DALLAS, TEXAS
THE OLD FIGHTIN' COCK WILL NOT LET ANY STUDIO BEG, BORROW OR STEAL HIS STARS!

CONSTANCE BENNETT—(4)—beginning with "Common Law"
ANN HARDING—(4)—beginning with "Devotion" (temporary title)
HELEN TWELVETREES—(4)—beginning with "A Woman of Experience"
INA CLAIRE—in "Rebound"
BILL BOYD—(4)—beginning with "The Iron Chalice"
EDDIE QUILLAN—(4)—beginning with "Sweepstakes"

And the
GREATEST LINE-UP OF SHORT SUBJECT STARS IN THE INDUSTRY!

I repeat what I said in our announcement for '31-'32: RKO Pathe stars stay on the lot—and you can get the lot only from RKO PATHE.

NED E. DEPINET
Vice-President and General Sales Manager
Columbia Announces 26 for Distribution in 1931-32

Program Also Includes

104 Short Subjects and Two Series of Outdoor Action Dramas.

New York — With the name of Columbia firmly entrenched on Broadway and throughout the country and a new era in its history beginning as a result of its greatly enlarged production and distribution activities, the company offers for the coming year an impressive line-up of 26 major productions to be known as “The Showmanship Group,” supplemented by two series of outdoor action dramas, 104 shorts and eight vehicles produced in foreign language in the United States, for foreign distribution. A tremendous sum has been appropriated to bring this pretentious program to the screen.

Because of the great audience and box-office demand for several stars and directors now under the Columbia banner a number of productions built around these personalities will be included in the group of 26 major productions.

Listed among these productions are: Two vehicles starring Barbara Stanwyck, three productions starring Jack Holt alone, one feature co-starring Holt and Ralph Graves, and one super-feature to be offered as a Frank Capra production.

Barbara Stanwyck is to star in four pictures in the new program, the first of these will be “Shop Worn,” which Frank Capra will direct.

Two Edgar Wallace stories are on the new season’s schedule as well as two by Urruela Parrott. The latter two are: “Love Affaire” and “Secrets of Reno.”

Title of Rupert Hughes’ “The Rented Body,” over which there is said to have been considerable discussion between Columbia and the Hays office, is being changed to “The Artist’s Model.” Fannie Hurst will supply “Vanity Street.” Warner Fabian’s “The Men in Her Life” is on the list, although cast and director have not been chosen. Jean Harlow is to star in “The Blonde Baby.”


In the group of westerns, Tim McCoy is to make eight while Buck Jones will supply the remaining eight.

Short subjects on the new schedule are: Thirteen Mickey Mouse and 13 Silly Symphonies cartoons, to be produced by Walt Disney; 13 Scrapy cartoons, to be produced by Moe Muntz; 13 curiosities and 13 Travelogues to be made by Walter Futter, the latter featuring description by John P. Meubur; 13 Bedtime Stories starring Eddie Buzzell.

REVERSE SLOPE

Fans May Look Up At Pictures

Hollywood — Instead of looking down at motion pictures as they do now, an audience might some day be looking up at them if an idea presented to the Society of Motion Picture Engineers by Ben Schlander, New York theatre architect, is adopted.

Schlander’s plan is to reverse the slope of the theatre floor, making it slant upward to the screen instead of down as it now is. The architect says the sight lines as they are fixed in the present type of theatre cause the spectator to sit with much bodily discomfort and frequently with a distorted view of the screen. Schlander said: “Persons sitting on the orchestra floor must tilt their heads backward to see the screen. In the balcony, the seat angle makes it necessary for the patron to pitch his body forward. Study has shown that it is impossible to correct these faults without entirely disregarding the present theatre form and creating a new one.”

60 ONE-REELERS

New Product Announced by Educational

Hollywood — Seventy-six subjects will comprise the Educational 1931-32 one-reel lineup, it is announced by E. W. Hammons.

Twenty-six Terry-Toons are planned, this series having developed into one of the most popular cartoon series on the market. The same trio that started the Terry-Toons, namely, Frank Mose and Paul Terry, as creators, and Phil A. Scheib, as musical director, will continue on the new group.

Thirteen Romantic Journeys will be produced by Brown and Nagel for release by Educational next season. “Honeymoon Land” and “Cross Roads,” the first two in the series, were pre-released during the current season.

There will be twelve Mack Sennett Brevities, photographed via Sennett’s own color process. The series will again combine novelty and beauty in vehicles that will be prepared and produced at the Mack Sennett Studios.

A new series of Lyman H. Howe’s Hodge Podge, edited by Robert E. Gillan, will have six subjects next season. Thirteen Cameo Comedies and the six novel subjects which Mack Sennett will make under the brand name of “Cannibals of the Deep,” complete the program of seventy-six.

REPLACES HOLT

Huston to Play Role in “Star Witness”

Hollywood — Warner Bros. announced that Walter Huston will play the leading role of the district attorney in “The Star Witness,” the story by Lucien Hub bard which is now being prepared for screen production. Mr. Huston’s assignment to the role marks a change of plan, the original idea having been to cast Jack Holt in this part.
Theatres Face Admission Tax

ADJUSTMENT OF INDUSTRY

Franchise To Remain

EDUCATIONAL REPORTS

Effective Censorship on People's Part

New York — Public opinion is the most effective piece of censorship, according to William Green, president of the American Federation of Labor, in a statement in The Motion Picture Monthly, published by the Hays organization.

"No censorship can be so accurate, no censorship can be so effective as the censorship of public opinion," Green declares. He further argues that the screen should be saved from becoming the "medium of class appeal."

"Thoughtless politicians who would impose admission taxes on motion picture theatres should remember two things: First, additional taxes in any form is no way to remedy depression. Second, while it may appear that it is the theatre that is being taxed, all taxes eventually come from the pockets of the people."

"Sky Devils"

Hollywood — Howard Hughes's air comedy, which is being made as a companion picture to "Hell's Angels," will be released under the title of "Sky Devils." It had been in production as "Ground Hogs."

Hits at Congo

Washington — The Federal Trade Commission has filed a complaint against Congo Pictures Ltd., charging "false, fraudulent, deceptive and misleading advertising." Congo is the producer of "Jungle." The complaint alleges misrepresentation of advertising of African scenes and jungle animals. The officers of the company will be given an opportunity to appear before the commission at a public hearing to deny the accusations. If the commission finds the defendants guilty, Congo will be compelled to discontinue its present method of advertising.

Under Way; Bankers Look Upon Retrenchments as a Step Toward Rearrangement

New York — Wall street looks upon Paramount's announcement of salary modifications and other economic changes in the industry as an indication of general rearrangement in the motion picture field to conform with the general depression. In other words, the film industry is adjusting itself to the current economic order.

Bankers feel that retrenchment moves are temporary, according to The Film Daily, which gives as reasons for this belief the noteworthy manner in which the film industry has stood up in the downward cycle of the last 18 months. Bankers also believe that in due course of time there will be another upward cycle that should not only restore the situation to its last peak, but very likely to exceed it.

Paramount's action in curtailment of overhead is being widely discussed in financial circles as a salutary move that will influence other companies which have not already taken similar steps. Instead of being interpreted as an unfavorable factor, however, the majority of Wall Street commentators are of the opinion that it will strengthen the industry's foundation and place it in line for bigger returns in the next bull swing.

Admission Prices Now Average of 30 Cents

New York — The general average of admission prices will, in the near future, be 30 cents against a former average of 35 cents, according to a survey of admission scale trends by the Film Boards of Trade. The new average represents a drop of less than 15 per cent in revenues on the basis of price cuts. Some sections expect to make up part of the difference through increased attendance, but the prevailing opinion is that most of the reduction will mean that much lost, although it is believed that industry economies now being placed in effect will offset the most of the 15 per cent drop.

First-run theatres in the larger cities and representing the highest admission scales are comparatively the least inclined to price-cutting.

Final Title

Hollywood — "Laughing Sinners" will be the final title of M-G-M's newly completed picturization of Kenyon Nicholson's play, "Torch Song," which formerly bore the same title as the stage production. This is a Joan Crawford starring vehicle, directed by Harry Beaumont.

As Rumor Floats in Washington That Government Will Make 10 Per Cent Levy

Washington — A ten per cent tax on theatre admissions throughout the country is said to be part of the government's plan to erase the billion-dollar deficit, according to reports here.

Should the tax be imposed it is estimated that a ten per cent tax would mean the industry and the public would have to carry a burden estimated at $100,000,000 a year. It is even intimated that the government plans to take over the printing of tickets in order to keep a careful check on the receipts.

NEW SALES PLAN

DeForest Equipment on Easier Scale

New York — A new plan for the marketing of General Talking Pictures' sound equipment is announced by M. A. Schlesinger, president. A similar policy is expected by others, Schlesinger believes.

Under the new plan exhibitors will pay $25 a week for the first three years, $10 weekly for the next three years and for the next four years of the ten-year contract there will be no charge. Exhibitors who have paid more than the $25 rate on DeForest equipment will be given a rebate.

New Competition

New York — The elimination of sponsored shorts by Warners and Paramount may relieve the antagonism against them, but a new possibility for competition now looms. It is reported that a move is under way to extend the exhibition of advertising reels in department stores, schools and hotels. This non-theatrical situation is competition in that the reels are of entertainment value and could be a drain on matinee business when women shoppers can get picture amusement in places other than theatres and at no admission prices.
MUSICAL SHORTS

Paramount to Increase Number of Subjects

New York—Important changes in Paramount's 1931-32 program for short pictures has just been announced at the Paramount New York studio, by Larry Kent, head of short subject production.

The number of musicals is to be largely increased and the number of dialogue pictures proportionately decreased in the short subject schedule for the current season.

"This change in the short picture program was made," said Kent, "because of the predominance of dialogue in Paramount's feature productions. Paramount's program as a whole, therefore, becomes perfectly balanced by increasing the percentage of musicals in short subjects."

The change affects one-reel pictures only. Originally, the year's program called for fifty-two one-reel subjects, of which 12 were to be musical and 40 dialogue pictures. The new program divides the 52 one-reelers into 36 musical and 16 dialogue subjects.

"Our original program of 32 two-reel dialogue pictures for the 1931-32 season will be carried into effect without change," said Kent.

RKO-Pathe Completes Three Star Specials

Hollywood—Three of the twenty-one star specials announced by Ned E. Depinet, vice-president and general sales manager, at the RKO-Pathe convention have been completed. Two are now in production.

Eddie Quillan's first vehicle of the season, temporarily titled "The Whoop-Te-Do Kid," is the latest of the personality group to be completed. Ina Claire's screen interpretation of her stage success, "Rebound," was completed last week, and Helen Twelvetrees' initial special for the new season, "A Woman of Experience," has already passed through the editorial room. Constance Bennett is in mid-production on "Common Law" and Bill Boyd has started his first scenes for "Iron Chaldee."

"The Whoop-Te-Do Kid" is an original story by Lew Lipton who made the screen adaptation. Al Rogell directed. James Gleason is Quillan's chief aide-de-fun and Marion Nixon is leading lady. The cast includes Lew Cody, Paul Hurst, Fred Burton, King Baggot, Lillian Leighton, Billy Sullivan and Mike Donlin.

"Rebound," is Horace Jackson's adaptation of Donald Ogden Stewart's play produced on Broadway by Arthur Hopkins. Edward E. Griffith directed. Robert Williams and Walter Walker, two members of the original cast seen with Miss Claire on the Los Angeles stage, appear in the RKO-Pathe version. Prominent in the cast are Robert Ames, Myrna Loy, Hedda Hopper and Hale Hamilton.

"A Woman of Experience" is an original story by John Farrow who also provided the dialogue. Harry Joe Brown, now associate producer, directed. Miss Twelvetrees is supported by William Bakewell, Lew Cody, H. B. Warner, Zasu Pitts, Franklin Pangborn, Nance O'Neil, George Fawcett and Edward Earle.

"Common Law," Robert W. Chamber's famous novel adapted for the screen by John Farrow, is being directed by Paul L. Stein, Joel McCrea appears opposite Constance Bennett, and the cast includes Lew Cody, Robert Williams, Hedda Hopper, Marion Shilling, and Paul Ellis.

"Iron Chaldee," a story by Octave Roy Cohen, is being directed by Fred Niblo. Bill Boyd is being supported by Dorothy Sebastian.

SHORTS MANAGER

Stanley Waite Heads This Dept. for Paramount

New York—Stanley Waite has been appointed sales manager of short features and news for the Paramount Publicity corporation, according to an announcement by S. R. Kent, vice-president in charge of distribution. Mr. Waite was formerly the western divisional sales representative for short features.

STAR RETURNS

Clara Kimball Young in Cruze Picture

Hollywood—Clara Kimball Young, veteran star of the silent screen, will have the leading role in the James Cruze-Tiffany production, "Women Go On Forever," about to go in work under the direction of Walter Lang.

With the exception of a minor role in Radio's "Kept Husbands," this is Miss Young's first part in talking pictures. She is portraying the role of "Daisy Bowman" originated by Mary Roland during the long run of the Daniel N. Rubin play at the Forrest Theatre, New York.

The freshness of the North Woods

to KEEP your PATRONAGE

thru the whole summer!

W I T H cool, invigorating air—as fresh as the breeze from Northern lakes and woods—you can turn your theatre into a summer resort . . . A community refuge from scorching August days and airless nights. A famous Sirocco Blower and a new Sirocco Air Washer are your most dependable means of avoiding decreases in summer patronage . . . And this equipment will remain a permanent, profitable attraction the whole year through . . . The cost of a Sirocco installation is surprisingly reasonable. The coupon, mailed to your National Branch, will bring you complete information.

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

The famous Sirocco Blower and Sirocco Air Washer. Get prices and terms today.

National Theatre Supply Co.

Please supply me with further information regarding Sirocco Blower and Sirocco Air Washer.

Name__________________________

Theatre________________________

Address________________________

THE STAMP OF TRUE ECONOMY

306 S. Harwood St., Dallas, Texas.

516 W. Grand, Oklahoma City, Okla.

400 S. Second Street, Memphis, Tenn.
COLUMBIA
Subway Express, Jack Holt—Holt as a detective chief in this stage thriller. Aileen Pringle is a housewife witness practically steals the picture. Fred Kelsey and an unnamed actress. Entire picture in one setting.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.
Brothers, Bert Lytell—Sure is a good picture. This one will please practically 100 per cent. Had a return engagement on this picture and grossed considerably more than on the first showing in February. Advertising good. Recording on disc wonderfully good in every respect. A clean wholesome picture from every angle.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.
Subway Express, Jack Holt—A fast moving train of laughs and tantalizing mystery. The picture will please all.—William Noble, Liberty, Oklahoma City.

FIRST NATIONAL
Father’s Son—This is one of the most satisfying pictures I have played in many years. This will reach into their hearts and feelings as few productions have the power to do. A perfect production. Continuity good and the story flows smoothly and transfers from comedy to pathos without a break in the action. This picture appeals to them all—from six to sixty. You’ll be proud to play it.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.
Sunny, Marilyn Miller—catchy comedy drama that will sure please in any locality. Plenty of comedy, plenty of dancing and it’s plenty good all the way through.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.

FOX
The Spy, Neil Hamilton—A great spy picture in which is depicted the greatest of love and sacrifice possible. Everybody seeing this picture well pleased.—The Warner, Oklahoma City, Okla.

M-G-M
Inspiration—Greta Garbo in this picture is O. K., but the picture is of a type and has an ending that will dissatisfy, especially in small towns. My crowd the second night on this picture was a frost.—J. W. Crabtree, Clarendon, Ark.

PARAMOUNT
Ladies’ Man, William Powell—Fine direction and photography with lavish settings play their part in making this film entertainment of the higher type.—Criterion, Oklahoma City.

RADIO
Hook, Line and Sinker, Wheeler-Woolsey—The comedians in a fair comedy. Too many of these kind are not good.—Ray Thomas, Community, Clear Lake, Wis.
Kept Husbands, Dorothy Mackaill—Business the best in several weeks. Picture has good title and carries interest well through the picture.—Henry Kimmel, Rialto, Atlanta, Ga.
The W Plan, English cast—Something different in war pictures and worthy of any theatre running it. Had a good tie-up on it with the American Legion. Good business in warm weather.—Henry Kimmel, Rialto, Atlanta, Ga.
Cracked Nuts, Wheeler-Woolsey.—Pleasant everyone. Big business all week.—Criterion, Oklahoma City.

BEHIND OFFICE DOORS
Used regular heralds on this picture. Had printed on them “For Adults Only.” This picture not suitable for children or a grandpa or with high blood pressure. The heralds are pretty hot looking. Picture drew a good crowd second night.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.

RKO-PATHE
Painted Desert, Wm. Boyd.—A high class production that pleased all seeing it. Had plenty of action, scenery, pep and energy. Would bear up well for return date.—Midwest Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

UNIVERSAL
Seed, John Boles—Heart throbbing drama with Genevieve Tobin and Lois Wilson. The picture was big, and also was the crowds. Midwest Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Outside the Law—Edw. G. Robinson is known as “Little Caesar” in this town and his performance in “Little Caesar” helped this picture. Mary Nolan gives a creditable performance. The little boy in the picture is also very good. Recording on disc fair.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.

WARNER BROS.
Doorway to Hell, Lew Ayres—A great picture with a good cast. If they were all like this we couldn’t kick.—Ray Thomas, Community, Clear Lake, Wis.
Sit Tight, Joe E. Brown and Winnie Lightner.—It was twice as funny as the funniest. Everybody seeing the picture will like it. No disappointments guaranteed.—Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, INC.,
4704 East 9th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Candy Kisses Exploit
“Strangers May Kiss”

Free Trips Offered by Railroad

THROUGH a tie-up with the Northern Pacific railroad, the RKO Orpheum Theatre, Minneapolis, is giving away a free vacation trip to Seattle, good for two persons, with all expenses, including meals and a room at the Hotel Seattle for a week, paid. The stunt costs the theatre nothing. All the railroad receives from it is screen and lobby advertising. To exploit the free trip, the theatre has an exceptionally fine lobby display, including a miniature train with sound effects. Posters, trailers, and handbills also are used to tell about the chances given away with Orpheum tickets.

Publix has a similar stunt for its theatre outside the Twin Cities. Their tie-up also is with the Northern Pacific railroad and they are giving away free vacation trips to Yellow Stone Park at no expense to themselves. As in the case of the Seattle trip, the transportation and other items are provided gratis by the railroad in return for screen and lobby advertising.

AD-it-orial

More About the Children
By William Jacobs

MUCH has been said recently in regard to getting the children interested in pictures. Often schools may discourage their pupils from seeing productions which in the minds of school authorities, are not proper for the younger minds. However, there are scores of pictures which are helpful and good for kids and the schools should recommend such pictures as readily as they attack the other kinds.

In the Fox Theatres’ house organ, “The Last Word,” is some timely advice to the Fox managers which should be heeded by all theatre owners. Here it is:

“One of your chief obligations is to keep up good school contacts. Advise principals personally when pictures with wholesome child appeal are coming. You can start such a contact on “Skippy” or “Connecticut Yankee,” and keep on. In many cases it will be wise to invite teachers and principals to previews, with the good will reacting in their encouraging students to see the film.

“Newspaper tie-ups are possible in which the paper offers paid theatre tickets to kids who sell subscriptions. These tickets must not be advertised as free. The paper should buy them, or make an advertising exchange with the theatre.

“When showing pictures with appeal for children from six to twelve years old, be sure to arrange for announcements during local bedtime story hours on the radio. In many cases you can promote such announcements by an exchange of good will. In New York a continuous friendship with Uncle Robert of WHN has resulted in tremendous child circulation.”

“The Last Parade” was put over with the so-called bang when that picture played at the Capitol Theatre in Atlanta recently. In addition to newspaper ads, merchant tie-ups and window displays, the house arranged for an elaborate lobby. At the right is shown a street bally-hoo of four men dressed as prisoners with signs on their backs. Three days before the opening these men paraded the principal streets of Atlanta and aided in arousing interest for the opening.
June 2, 1931.

Who Gets Credit?
(Continued from page 3)
friend of Gov. Sterling, introduced
the measure at the request of the
Protective Association.
Col. Cole has in his possession
a stack of cards on which a num-
ber of Texas exhibitors pledged
to give their first Sunday's re-
cipts to Allied in case the bill
was put through by that organiza-
tion. These pledges were signed
at the last regular Allied conven-
tion in Dallas.

The Allied Claim
"The governor has signed our
bill legalizing opening of picture
shows on Sunday" Col. Cole went
on to say in his bulletin.
"This bill is identical with the
one introduced by our association
two years ago which passed the
legislature at that time but was
vetted by Gov. Moody. It wipe-
out the state prohibition against
the operation of picture shows on
Sunday, but specifies that any city
council or commission can pro-
hibit the running on Sunday if they
so desire.
"There has been some criticism
of this last clause, but we wish to
say that even had it been omitted,
the situation would not be changed;
in other words, we had the
opinion of the attorney general of
the state of Texas that the council
or commission of any incorporat-
ed city under the police powers
granted them in their charter could
pass an ordinance closing you on
Sunday; so the situation is merely
made clear by this provision, and
not changed at all. We think,
however, that there will be very
few towns where this will happen,
especially when all their neighbor-
ring cities and towns are open.
"This ends triumphantly a battle
which has been fought by this
association for a period going back
eight years. It is with great
satisfaction that we are able to
advise our members that the battle
is finally won, and we want to
congratulate and thank every one
of our members, most of whom
have had a part in bringing about
this desired end."

Protective Claim
Judge Roy Walker of Lampasas,
chairman of the Theatre Owners
Protective Association, makes the
following statement in connection
with his organization's activity on
the Sunday bill:
"It seems from a recent bulletin
in spite of the fact that I spent
most of the time for three
months in Austin, the directors
of our association considerable
time, and every member of our associa-
tion doing personal work with
members of the legislature from
their home town, the real credit
for the good work done is being
claimed by an association whose
president and manager did all they
could to ruin our industry. I do
not think any member of our asso-
ciation or friend of the industry
will be blinded by this smoke
screen."

A GOOD-ALL
Makes New Friends—Keeps the Old
Now Ready—
Complete Ac Operated

GOOD-ALL ELECTRIC MFG. CO. - OGALLALA, NEBR.

CASH ON FILM TERMS

IN OKLAHOMA
SOL J. DAVIDSON
704 W. Grand
Oklahoma City

IN TEXAS
GEO. W. SUMNER
Weatherford

Griffith Faces Ouster
(Continued from page 3)
Inc., operating theatres in Shaw-
nese. He said the company had
opened theatres in every city in
the state where a Momand Thea-
tre was operated, and followed the
practice of monopolizing the films
released.

For these reasons, it was charg-
ed the Griffith company had "ac-
quired a monopoly and is engaged
in unfair discrimination in the
production, distribution and ex-
hibition of a necessary and
partial commodity in the state." The
combine will allow only inferior
pictures to be released and dis-
played in independent theatres, the
county attorney alleged.

Receiver Is Asked
Tankersley asked the court to
restrain the defendants from "per-
forming, continuing or carrying
out the unlawful combination and
trust" and be restrained from op-
erating the Bison, Criterion and
Kriz Theatres here.

It was also asked that a re-
ceiver be appointed for the the-
atre to operate them while the law-
suit is pending in court. It was
asked that as soon as a receiver is
appointed the court order him to
bring all records of the company
into court for a thorough exami-
nation to see whether or not Grif-
ffith company is operating in vi-
lation of the state anti-trust laws.

"Upon a final determination," Tankersley asked the court to "en-
ter a decree either ordering said
theatres sold and the proceeds
therefrom be forfeited to the state

In Ft. Worth, the Hollywood, in-
dependent first run, is playing
and will play all the remaining
Fox releases for 1930-31. In San
Antonio, the Empire, also an in-
dependent house, is taking care of
the Fox releases. The Empire,
however, will become a Warner Bros.' theatre in the fall, a con-
tract having been signed to this
effect.

In Houston the Fox product is
evenly divided between Publix and
RKO, it is said. The 1931-32 Fox releases have not yet been sold
to any of the above key city
theatres, although negotiations
have been under way. Consider-
able interest is manifest as to
where these attractions will fin-
ally land for the coming year.

COOL your theatre with the powerful
ARCTIC NU-AIR

It gives your audience the sure, cool com-
fort of brisk, fresh breezes. Costs less to buy
and operate. Write us today.

Arctic Nu-Air Corporation
2111 Kennedy St., N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
### LITTLE TIPS

#### TO BIG THINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EQUIPMENT FOR SALE</th>
<th>EQUIPMENT WANTED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TWO GUARANTEED rebuilt Simplex machines complete with new Brentket reflector are lamps. A real bargain. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 154 East Calhoun Memphis, Tenn.</td>
<td>WANTED—Strong low intensity lamps; also one pair of Simplex. Must be cheap for cash. B-374, Associated Publications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE COMPLETE turntable and Audak pickup; attachments any projector; good equipment. $20.00 gets both. Public Address Service Co., Dallas, Texas. 6-12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWO REBUILT SIMPLEX, single bearing projectors, less lamp houses or lenses, both $475.00. Two Strong Junior demonstrators, like new, lamp guarantee, both for $395.00. American Theatre Supply Co., 310 St. Clair St., Toledo, Ohio. 6-9</td>
<td>WANTED — Portable talking equipment and projectors; Holmes preferred. Ben Brinck, West Point, Iowa. 6-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOD - ALL disc equipment cheap; selling on account of sound-on-film installation. Circle Theatre, 36th and Prospect, Kansas City, Mo. 6-23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR SALE—Simplex No. 14000, $325; three 8 B Powers, $100 each. Doric Theatre, Erie, Kansas. 6-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### THEATRES WANTED

| THEATRE OWNERS wanting to sell, get our plan. We have a direct buyer to seller method. Kashfinder, Wichita, Kas. |
| THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES |

Manufacturer to you; low cost. Gem Frame Co., 235 South Washington, Wichita, Kas. 7-7 (16)

#### POSITIONS WANTED

| PROJECTIONIST — 15 years experience; any sound equipment. Barney Ludeshier, 550 Almond, Dubuque, Iowa. 6-23 |

#### THEATRES FOR SALE

| WE ARE EXPERTS on Theatre Sales and Purchases. Send particulars. Address Albert Goldman, 5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. 6-2 |

#### Want to Sell Your Theatre? The Clearing House Will Put Your Propos | |

Want to sell your theatre? THE CLEARING HOUSE WILL PUT YOUR PROPOSITION BEFORE 20,000 PROSPECTS.

### Here is your Handy "Ad Order" Blank

Associated Publications, Inc.

4704 East Ninth St.

(Send Cash 10¢ a word; With Order) 4 insertions at price of 3

Kindly insert the following want ad times in your “CLEARING HOUSE” Section, running through ALL TEN of the ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS.

(Don’t forget to count words in name and address that is to appear in the ad)

---

**Affiliated Theatre Supply Dealers**

**THE TRIED AND PROVED IN EQUIPMENT FOR THE THEATRE**

(36 Stores from coast to coast)

**GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100**

Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes’ easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $50—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance. Write now to

**GER-BAR**

**THEATER EQUIPMENT**

GUERCIO AND BARTHOL MAN

1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Telephone Webster 2190 or 2022
Gold Dust Gertie
Warner Bros.—66 Minutes

Adapted from the play "The Wife of the Party" this bit of screen hokum just seems to miss fire in most shots. The dialogue is neither witty nor interesting and the only thing that holds the story together is the action.

The popularity of Miss Lightner and Olsen & Johnson are the only factors that may make the picture worth while exploiting. Story concerns a manufacturer of bathing suits who believes in marriage for his employees although remaining single himself. His employer (Olson and Johnson) were previously the husband and Winnie Lightner and to satisfy the boss each again marries. Winnie comes around to collect alimony from threats to expose them. Finding that this would result in their losing their positions she plans to help them. She gets the manufacturer to allow her to exhibit a suit of her own design in the beauty parade and wins the prize as well as winning the boss.

Some good bathing beauty contest scenes do not play up enough and the final chase in speed boats furnishes most of the comedy. —Southwell.

SELLING SEATS: Tie up with bathing suit and speed boat sales agencies. Sell the stars on past performances. Title also offers itself well for exploitation.

The Viking
J. D. Williams—74 Minutes

Here is one of those so-called "different" films that combines realistic adventure with a screen story to supply the romance. This is an authentic record of the Newfoundland sealers in their quest for pelts among the northern ice packs. The story woven in concerns the rivalry of two members of the sealing expedition for the love of a girl. One, a hardened oldtimer decides to do away with the other who is making his first voyage. Just as he is trying to convince his girl that she is the only one. With the excellent cast a better story should have been chosen and the direction was a bit druggy in spots. However, will prove a pleasing film for most any type audience. —Southwell.

The Good Bad Girl
Columbia—70 Minutes

Here is a film story of the feminine side of the gangster life that carries plenty of punch and with some smart comedy injected by Marie Prevost.

Mae Clarke as the gangster's sweetheart, who finds an opportunity to get out of the racket and marry a banker's son, wins your sympathy in her battle to go right. James Hall as the son who shows a human side of life by trying to take his wife's part when the truth comes out about her former life.

His parents convince the girl she is in the wrong environment and she leaves without letting them know she is about to become a mother. Marie Prevost as the mistress of a cafe keeper visits the parents and tells them of the boy's possible future and tries to see the baby and offer financial help. This is refused, but after her former sweetheart is killed in her room after she has made a jail break, she decides that the baby needs its grandparents' protection from whatever gangland may have planned for vengeance. She decides to go away but the timely arrival of the boy from a trip to Paris and learning that he is a father results in the usual happy ending. Will please the average fan and rates fair entertainment value. —Southwell.

SELLING SEATS: Avoid the gangster angle and play up the trials of a girl to go straight. The baby angle has good exploitation possibilities. Ladies' wear shoots might go for tie-up on Marie Prevost's lounging pajamas.

A Free Soul
M-G-M—85 Minutes
Cast: Norma Shearer, Leslie Howard, Lionel Barrymore, Clark Gable, James Gleason, Lucy Beaufont. Directed by Clarence Brown.

For sheer dramatic performance this picture should win high praise with audiences everywhere. There is more to this production than the looks and alluring personality of Norma Shearer. She has historical ability and gives a remarkable performance which tops all her previous successes. There is an excellent cast of which Lionel Barrymore as the girl's father outshines all the others. Here is a real artist.

The picture has a powerful dramatic story with plenty of heart appeal. It is about an ultra-modern girl who lives by her father's theory of life that "we do as we please," until she finally discovers the error of her life and her father's. Then comes one of the most sensational dramatic climaxes of the year wherein the father places his daughter on the witness stand to fight for the freedom of her fiancé for the murder of another lover.

The feature is good entertainment anywhere and is strongly recommended as a Sunday attraction. It has a cast of names which should pull.—Jesse.

SELLING SEATS: Play up Shearer above everything. Mode shops should lend their co-operation in stressing her modish dresses. Advertise the picture as dynamic drama with a superlative cast. Stress the dominant theme of the picture in catchlines, such as "She Dared to Live by Men's Code of Ethics."

Short Subjects
Cab Waiting
Vitaphone—18 Minutes

Here's Jack Benny again in a comedy that gets over very well. At times the laughs are far between but as a whole it makes a good short. The story tells of a taxi driver whose chief hobby is correct grammar and when Benny is needed for a driver corrects all mistakes in English. Even when Jack takes the girl home in the cab the driver contributes the correct grammar to the conversation. —F. H.

Betty Co-Ed
Paramount—8 Minutes

A collegiate short with plenty of spice and ginger. Rudy Vallee and his orchestra are featured and the dancing ball idea is used as Rudy sings a very pretty song. Okay.—F. H.
THE LAST WORD

A PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION

The New York end of this industry is anything but optimistic about business for this summer. One of the trade's daily publications carried the prediction that more than double the usual number of summer closings was in prospect for the coming hot months and that this to-be-looked-forward-to situation has the sales managers worried. We don't know on what this guess is based, but it is a serious situation to contemplate, nevertheless.

Why the number of closings should be greater this year than ever before is puzzling, despite the tendency to blame the country's general depression. The great number of cooling equipment installations made in recent years should have lessened the number of hot weather closings with each succeeding year. So there must be some other reason; some reason for which the industry is itself to blame.

It has been evidenced by other amusement attractions that the public is not broke, as some are prone to think. The fact that double features proved for a time to bring extra admissions to the box offices is one indication that there is still plenty of money in the country and that it can be gotten by motion picture theatres. The fact that wrestling matches, boxing bouts and baseball parks are drawing capacity audiences and that the higher priced seats are the first to be sold out is further proof that the public is willing to spend its money. This is not to say that such amusements draw capacity every day. However, that is the case when the attractions offered are big ones. When the Giants play the Cubs, you can figure on an audience of some 70,000 or more. But when the Giants play Cincinnati, which is a weak team, the fans don't turn out in such great numbers.

In recent weeks box office grosses have been big when the picture has been big. By big we don't mean epic pictures, but good substantial entertainment. Gangster pictures have been drawing heavy patronage, but not alone because they were gangster pictures—they have to be good.

There may be other causes for the contemplation of a greater than usual number of theatre closings but the principal cause is poor pictures. It has been demonstrated time and again that good attractions draw good patronage. Where a good attraction fails to draw, a poor selling campaign is probably back of it. This checks the problem that sales managers are worried about right back to their production departments. Producers can save the situation by making better attractions and by releasing as many of them as possible during the next few weeks, when they will be needed the most. Exhibitors can keep their theatres open by getting back of these attractions and plugging them for all they are worth and by injecting every bit of showmanship brains and energy into the big job that is in their hands.

Ben Shlyen
Increase Attendance
With the Tried and Proven
Scooter-Nite

Each boy and girl in your drawing radius will bring you 24 paid adult admissions in exchange for on of these 3-Wheel Safety Scooters.

In the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN you get these identical scooters to offer every kid in your drawing radius—and you get them at factory price of $1.12 each. This offer is open to all chain and independent theatres in the U. S. We do not sell these scooters to retail trade, but only through our premium plans. The SCOOTER-NITE PLAN will only cost you a fraction of what you can and often do spend on exploitation stunts that have nothing like the possibilities of permanently built up business, which the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN provides. You make friends with SCOOTER-NITE.

Most exhibitors work "SCOOTER-NITE" two or more days a week. For example, if the exhibitor finds Mondays and Thursdays are his dull nights, he works SCOOTER-NITE for those days; or if he should run the same picture two days in succession, he makes Mondays and Tuesdays, or Thursdays and Fridays, his SCOOTER-NITE. The quicker he gives away these Free Scooters the more advertising he gets through the children using them and showing them to their friends, relatives and neighbors. As long as the Scooters last—and they are of steel construction so will last indefinately—you will be getting advertising value from them; children are proud to mention that they EARNED the Scooter at your theatre.

Children won't let their parents, relatives or friends alone until they have helped fill the Record Card. The Record Card is a card bearing the name of your theatre and with twenty-four printed squares on one side, in which your cashier or doorman stamps—with rubber stamp which we furnish—a square for each adult admission brought by the child. For example, if the child brought in four adults, the child would get four of the squares stamped.

When all twenty-four of the squares are filled the child turns in his Record Card and receives one of the 3-Wheel Safety Scooters. No strings—no contest. Every child has equal opportunity. You run no risk of disappointing anyone. You issue Scooters only for completely filled cards.

Costs You Less Than 4 2-3 Cents Per Admission

To illustrate: The Scooters cost the exhibitor $1.12 each. There are 24 stamps on Record Card. 4 2-3c times 24 equals $1.12. Therefore cost to exhibitor is 4 2-3c per admission.

CLIP OUT THIS ORDER-FORM AND MAIL TODAY

MINIMUM ORDER ACCEPTED TWENTY-FOUR SCOOTERS

The Steel Stamping Co.,
Scooter-Nite Sales Dept.,
3553 Broadway, Lorain, Ohio.

Gentlemen: Enter my order for _______________3-Wheel Safety Scooters,
at $1.12 each, F. O. B. Lorain, Ohio. I enclose my check (or money-order) for (one-half of total cost of scooters ordered) _______________, balance, plus shipping charges from Lorain, O., to be C. O. D. Undersigned to receive free with this original order 4 Record Cards for each Scooter ordered, free rubber stamp, and free sample herald.

Theatre __________________________ by __________________________ Mgr.

Town __________________________ State __________________________

If member of chain of theatres give name and address of main office below:

Check here, if trailer is desired and send $3.60 deposit which will be refunded on return of trailer.

Attention, Mr. __________________________

Wins Kids on Sight!

Full Description of $3 Retail Value
3-Wheel Safety Scooter

Of very newest speed design, built of first quality steel to hold any weight up to 200 lbs. Beautifully finished in red and green enamels. Has large reinforced natural wood handle-bar, balanced hinge for easy turning; 5-inch double disc steel wheels. Platform of one-piece heavy-pressed steel.

How to order for Scooter-Nite Plan

Required starting order is 24 Scooters. You can best estimate the number you may require, but your first order must be at least for 24. Four Cards are furnished free, imprinted with your theatre name, for each Scooter ordered; thus on minimum order you would receive free 96 Record Cards. Herald imprinted with theatre name, are furnished for $3.00 per thousand. A 120-ft. Trailer is loaned for two weeks only, and a deposit of $3.60 is required if Trailer is desired. This deposit is returned to theatre on return of Trailer.

The

Steel Stamping
Company

Factory, Lorain, Ohio
NOW READY FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MR. EXHIBITOR!
Exit—Intermission; Chaser—Trailer
Records—33 1/3 R. P. M.
NO VOCAL

1. Processed by Columbia Phonograph Co.
2. 12-inch—Double-faced
3. Four Musical Selections per Record--2 Selections per side
4. Each side runs about 7 minutes.

Recorded Specially for Theatres by

EARL BURTNETT and his Biltmore Hotel Orchestra

At an Amazing Low Price of $2.25 Per Record
Or Entire 7 Records at a Special Price of ... $14.00

PROGRAM NO. 7
WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME
POOL ME SOME MORE
I GOT RHYTHM
MY IDEAL

PROGRAM NO. 8
CHEERFUL LITTLE EARFUL
TEN TEN TENNESSEE
TRULY
I SURRENDER, DEAR

PROGRAM NO. 9
YA GOT LOVE
EMBRACEABLE YOU
CAN THIS BE LOVE
SKIRTS

PROGRAM NO. 10
YOU'RE DRIVING ME CRAZY
CANADIAN CAPERS
IMAGINE
I FOUND WHAT I WANTED
IN YOU

PROGRAM NO. 11
PEANUT VENDER
GIGOLO
HELLO BEAUTIFUL
MY RELIGION IS YOU

PROGRAM NO. 12
ANCHORS AWEIGH
BODY AND SOUL
HE'S NOT WORTH YOUR TEARS
STARDUST

PROGRAM NO. 13

SPECIAL OFFERING
Organ Selection by Wesley Tourtelotte, KNX Organist
In Medley of Popular Tunes
12-inch—Double-Faced—33 1/3 R.P.M.

$2.50

Order Now—By Program Number

Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co.
1804 WYANDOTTE
KANSAS CITY, MO.
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING DEFEATS ITSELF IN DALLAS WITH BILLBOARDS DISPLAYING PICTURES THAT HAVE PLAYED WEEKS AGO.

COLUMBIA WON'T CUT WAGES OR FIRE HIRED HANDS; HAS THE PRODUCT TO BACK IT UP.

TERRELL TO LEAMAN MARSHALL, M. H. GWYNN SELLS THE LYRIC IN
YOUR PROFIT COMES FIRST

NATURALLY your independent theatre supply dealer is in business to make a profit. But your profit comes first. His profit depends upon your success—your profit—as a theatre man. The proper equipment of your theatre enables you to do a better business at the box office. Your investments in theatre equipment are in direct proportion to the ability of your independent theatre supply dealer to supply you with equipment that enables you to do a better, more profitable business, at your box office.

THE symbol of the Affiliated Theatre Supply Dealers stands for practical service, and assured quality in the equipment you buy from your independent theatre supply dealer. Practical service from your independent theatre supply dealer is not simply the ordinary claim, but based on understanding of YOUR particular theatre, personal acquaintance with you, and experience in meeting theatre needs in every item from lobby to screen.

THE Affiliated Theatre Supply Dealer is interested in selling you only equipment upon which you can make a profit; your profit must come first because when you are satisfied year in and year out with your purchases from your independent theatre supply dealer that dealer's business automatically grows. Your interests and the interests of the Affiliated Theatre Supply Dealer are interlocked. You expect him to know the latest and best in theatre equipment. provided aids to better business at the box office. He knows you expect him to offer only the latest and best and he measures up to your demands upon him. The consistent growth of the independent theatre supply dealers making up this affiliation is proof positive of your independent dealer's ability to render practical, skilled service to you and to your box office.

The Sign of Service  The Mark of Value

A Nation Wide Organization of Independently Owned Stores

Birmingham, Ala.: Queen Feature Service, Inc., 1912½ Morris Ave.
Burlington, Vt.: Boardman Theatre Supply House, 189 South Winooski Ave.
Chicago, Ill.: Guerio & Barthel, 1018 S. Wabash Ave.; Movie Supply Co., 844 S. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio: Cincinnati Motion Picture Co., Runey Bldg., Vine at 15th.
Cleveland, Ohio: Oliver Moving Picture Supply Co., 2209 Payne.
Clovis, N. M.: Eastern New Mexico Theatre Supply Co., Box 548.
Denver, Colo.: Graham Bros., 546 Lincoln St.
Des Moines, Iowa: Des Moines Theatre Supply Co., 922 West Grand Ave.
Fargo, N. D.: McCarthy Theatre Supply Co.
Greenville, S. C.: Imperial Film Service, Inc., 10 N. Main St.
Houston, Texas: Southern Film Service, Inc., 1616 Travis St.
Kansas City, Mo.: Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co., 1804 Wyandotte St.
Memphis, Tenn.: Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 154 East Calhoun Ave.
Milwaukee, Wis.: Ray Smith Company, 147 7th St.
New York, N. Y.: Amusement Supply Co., 630 9th Avenue

Omaha, Nebr.: Quality Theatre Supply Co., 1518 Davenport St.; U. S. Theatre Supply Co., 1504 Davenport St.
Portland, Ore.: B. F. Shearer Company, 148 N. 10th St.
St. Louis, Mo.: Erker Bros., 608 Olive St.
Salt Lake City, Utah: Service Theatre Supply Co., Inc., 133 E. 2nd South St.
Seattle, Wash.: B. F. Shearer Company, 2318 2nd Avenue.
Spokane, Wash.: Spokane Theatre Supply Co., 724 1st Ave.
Tampa, Fla.: Amusement Supply Co., 711 Twigg St.
Washington, D. C.: Ben Lust Theatre Supplies, 908 Second St., N. W.
Outdoor Advertising Defeats Itself

**Gwynn Sells Out**

And Retires from the Show Business; Was a Staunch Worker for Organization.

Outdoor amusements are getting into full play in Dallas with the opening of free picture shows over a score of parks, the opening of swimming pools, park story hours for the kids, all of which may soon be topped off with free band concerts.

Three shows a week are given in each park and each showing represents at least a full theatre of people. Films almost as old as the game itself are shown, but they draw a capacity business on account of the absence of admission prices.

Dallas theatres are forced to plug all the harder and to play only the box office releases, if possible, in order to compete in the battle with so much free competition which will be of about three months' duration.

**Outdoor Competition Irks Local Showmen**

When Billboards Show Displays That Are Outdated; Several Examples in State.

On west Jefferson avenue in Dallas within two doors of the Midway-Franklin Theatre, public displays attractions at the Palace, downtown first run, on a neat one-sheet frame with especially constructed iron stand.

The idea is that people in that section of Oak Cliff and certainly those who attend the Midway, might be informed and influenced to attend the Palace. But why pay any attention to the billboard? It was pasted with one sheet and dated on a picture that had played the Palace about three weeks ago.

Thus the whole purpose of outdoor displays (Continued on page 5)

Wages or Discharge its Workers; Has Product to Back It; Pictures in Favor.

By V. W. CRISP

Even before their sales convention in Chicago when Columbia officials decided there would be no cut in personnel or salaries, it was the talk of the industry about the quality and box office value of the whole Columbia product for the past season of 1930-31.

In fact, exhibitors all over the Southwest have written Columbia expressing thanks for his product and the valuable service from employees in Columbia exchanges which facilitated and made more pleasant their dealings with Columbia.

About six months ago a local exhibitor said: "Give Columbia a dollar of production capital and they'll deliver more for that dollar in box office pictures than any company in the business."

Out of 21 pictures released this year by Columbia only two have been classified as weak sisters at the box office, and this general quality in releases has given Columbia a decided boost for the current year, bidding fair to raise this mark considerably the coming year as the line-up looks even better.

When a company like Columbia, known to be smaller in resources than some of the bigger companies, buckles down without falling heir to first run play dates and products, like it has this year, we feel that the trade should offer a word of encouragement. That is what many exhibitors have done. They have written Columbia expressing thanks, and it is generally understood that an exhibitor is not usually so in love with an exchange to ordinarily do such a thing.

Columbia gets first run key town play dates all right, but nobody is setting in Columbia pictures as a favor to Columbia. There is no affiliation that allows (Continued on page 5)
**ALONG FILM ROW**

L. B. Brown of the Regal and Ritz in Gatesville drove into town Monday to sign in date for both houses. He has turned over the Ritz a Friday and Saturday house, to his son Jim Ed and his wife. Brown is on a deal to sell Gatesville as he has a 180 acre truck farm in the Rio Grande Valley which requires his attention. If there's any fishing or hunting in the Valley, that will also require a part of his time.

Speaking of fishing, Brown's expedition was into the wilds of Mexico where he said he could have killed all sorts of wild game with a stick and where bass grew as large as whales in the mountain streams. Being an expert fisherman Brown fished in hip boots but always in water up to his waist or higher.

Uncle Joe Luckett spent the week-end in Galveston on special sales work for Warner Bros.-First National and at the same time enjoyed a few whiffs of Gulf breeze. He did not, however, remain for the bathing beauty revue scheduled for Sunday.

Harry Boynton, Strand at Hamilton, has closed down Monday and Tuesday so he spent that time in Dallas last week. His operator, Frank Holmes, put in his time fishing on the Colorado and landed a 49-pound yellow cat, according to the story as told by Boynton.

Jack Lilly, of Greenville, was able to be around Monday on his weekly market visit after an illness which confined him a couple of weeks. He shrank up considerably about the middle which made him look a little different, but otherwise is his usual self.

Leroy Bickel has put himself back into good shape after his first run engagement at the hospital. He was in Pete's restaurant Tuesday eating heartily and waxing robustly. He will be out in the field with Leo 'ere this is read.

Jesse Oakes will re-open the Lyric in Waco in a few days, he said in Dallas Monday. He opened up a few weeks ago but shut down to make further improvements.

H. H. Clark, Belmont at Belton, and buyer for a string of affiliated houses in which R. L. Walker, O. A. Englebrecht, F. L. Wolf and others are interested, said in Dallas Monday he is figuring on cutting admission prices somewhat from the regular fifty cents he has been getting in Belton.

Corpus Christi is the liveliest show town on the Texas map today, according to a film salesman making that territory. There are as many people on the streets there as are seen in Dallas, he says. All theatres are doing good business and J. W. Harper, operating the Agnes, 850-seater in the neighborhood, is fairly a beautiful cash turnover. Mr. Harper is about 70 years old, has no trouble in getting his pictures and is a pretty smart exhibitor, according to the informative salesman.

Harold Wemer, of Trinity, exhibited a copy of a breezy monthly magazine published in his little town, in which Wemer took down a column of space personally but the Queen monopolizing the back page with current and coming attractions. J. B. Underwood, of Columbus, happened to be in Trinity recently, and also happened to get a pretty neat little story.

A. V. Wade, and his son, Martin Wade, were in Dallas Tuesday from Gainesville, getting straightened out on future bookings. A change is being made in Mr. Wade's theatre holdings which he will make known next week.

It wasn't his birthday, but Tuesday afternoon was a merry spell so Wallace Walthall, manager of National Screen Service, blew himself for a lot of ice cream for all the girls in his office. It cooled 'em all off right for the moment.

W. D. Williams has opened the Peak at Sierra Blanca, highest point in Texas. Scouts 185. Two programs weekly will be used.

Al Wolf, manager of Talking Picture Epics in Dallas, spent two days in the hospital having his tonsils removed. He has fully recovered and is again talking in his husky voice as usual.

F. D. Wilke, of the Boulevard in Houston, was in Dallas Tuesday after an absence of several months. "All's well on the ship channel," he said.

Merris Schulman, of Bryan, was doing a lot of heavy booking for the Palace last week. Schulman says he will wait until the Sunday law goes into effect before making his final attempt to get his house open.

Willard Young, formerly of Columbia, has joined the Fox selling ranks to take the place of Tom Binford, who was called by death last week.

J. H. Hughes, who with Don Baur, will soon open a new theatre in Rusk, Texas, was in Dallas last week with Tom Grammer, operator, looking into equipment purchases. Hughes formerly lived at Sherman.

E. J. Callahan, of Crockett, was a mighty busy exhibitor on Film Row Tuesday.

A. C. Bray, who is building a new theatre in Gladewater, his home town, was closing equipment contracts in Dallas the past few days.

The Film Exchange cafe, under the personal direction of Pete, the Sap, has been given a new coat of paint, along with which goes a noticeable improvement in food fare over which film dealers are congratulating Peter G. Anderson.

**GUINAN SALES MGR.**

Former F. N. Man With Big 4

New York — Tom Guinan, formerly assistant sales manager of Big 4, assumed the post of sales manager at the home office, where he will direct an intensive sales campaign on the company's new line-up of twelve westerns and eight melodramas. Guinan has been connected with Vitagraph, and has held various positions concerned with sales promotion in the major companies, coming to Big 4 from First National.

---

**15% Off! Complete Line Standard Projection Equipment and Projection Accessories Efficient Repair Department Day or Night Service**

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

714 Hampton Rd. Tel. 6-2235

Dallas Texas

---

**BLIZZARD AIR MASTER**

Destined to Revitalize the Cooling Industry.

Two and a half years' work in the laboratory has given theatre owners a cooling system far superior to the present methods of washed air.

With its Dual Cooling Surface it Washes, Dries and Cools the Air to a delightful degree.

Write or Wire for Particulars and Our Low Factory Prices and Terms.

J. O. FORD

Factory Representative

BLIZZARD SALES CO.

Box 594 — Dallas, Texas
Takes a Cut
All employees of Warner Bros.' Theatres in Oklahoma City have voluntarily accepted a cut of 5 per cent of their wages, including musicians and stage hands.

Outdoor Advertising
(Continued from page 3)
Door advertising was defeated in this case. No doubt many people depended on this one location to take a quick look to see what’s playing at the Palace, but not any longer since the information proves to be unreliable.

If a location is worth one sheet at all—if it is close to a competitive theatre—if it is worth a specially constructed frame, it is certainly worth a one-sheet with current dating.

Around the town in general, lots of paper on “Trader Horn”—big stuff, is left up on the boards advertising the film for the road show engagement at the Melba starting March 29, while the picture is playing second run the past week at the Palace.

There are few billboards at this time in and around Dallas but what are weeks out of date and from an advertising angle the publix ad experts are either laboring under a misconception in appealing to the public or else there is no money in the budget for covering up or pasting new paper.

The same situation exists generally over the state. A south Texas film salesman says that out-of-date paper is scattered over Houston and San Antonio, sometimes the paper becoming so old as to flop in shreds in the wind and causing the ire of civic authorities.

Every showman, no matter the size of his town, should certainly remember that there’s a two-fold task in connection with outdoor theatre advertising. The paper must be put up and dated and it must be covered with new paper or scrapped down when the attraction is played. This rule is necessary only for the simple matter of keeping faith with the public and to get full results from the outdoor angle of advertising.

Closes Capitol
Having operated the RKO Capitol but a few months the RKO Southern Corporation has closed down the Capitol, first-run house on Elm street in Dallas. The shutdown is looked upon as only temporary and by fall it may be reopened under a new policy.

Gwynn Sells Out
(Continued from page 3)
organizations. He was an official in the M. P. T. O. of Texas and later of Allied. He broke connections with the latter some time ago and lately assisted in establishing the Theatre Owners Protective Association, of which he is now one of the officials.

Mr. Gwynn was noted for his unselfishness in espousing the cause of the independent exhibitor. He spent much of his time in doing legislative work for the benefit of theatres in general and during the past two months spent a great deal of time at Austin helping to kill censorship, receipts tax measures, and aiding the passage of the new Sunday law.

Whether or not he will re-enter the theatre business is unknown at this time.

Hopeful
Harry Robinson, of Film Trucking Service, is all geared up for his campaign to be elected to the Detroit Common Council. With 100% backing of Detroit exhibitors he feels that he will be elected and have a chance to serve Detroit exhibitors. He has had sound reels made and these will be used in a great many theatres throughout the city.

Columbia Will Not Cut
(Continued from page 3)
them to go in except on box office merit alone.
Columbia’s other example to the trade which may have a more far-reaching effect than we realize is that it will not cut salaries. The public feels that the picture industry is about the only business that is prospering. Twenty and thirty per cent cuts in salaries doesn’t sit very well for that reason.

Columbia will get more publicity and more return in favorable reaction from the public than it will save in a few thousand dollars from salary cuts. Besides the morale of its personnel will be keyed to a high pitch. Everybody working for Columbia feels like working.

WANT TO SELL YOUR THEATRE? THE CLEARING HOUSE WILL PUT YOUR PROPOSITION BEFORE 20,000 PROSPECTS.
Sophistication Ditched! Heart

NEW YORK’S GREATEST CRI

William Boehnel, World-Telegram

"Dix has topped his work in 'Cimarron.' Has all the ingredients a popular film should have—laughter, tears, and thrills. Excellently played and directed. It's worth seeing."

Regina Crewe, N. Y. American

"Richard Dix does it again! ... offers a gripping characterization which equals his best efforts. Ideal combination of thrills, tears and laughter ... about the acme of popular motion picture entertainment. Highly hilarious sequences fill the Mayfair with long, loud laughter ... furtive kerchiefs dab at tears that just won't stop flowing. Our congratulations to Radio Pictures on 'Young Donovan's Kid.' It's a winner."

Irene Thirer, Daily News

"Here's one to make you laugh and cry. It's a tear-jerker ... all of its sentimentality rings true. Loads of action and a big kerchief full of tears, You'll go strong for 'Young Donovan's Kid' if you're human—and who isn't?"

Don Hancock, Film Daily

"Jackie Cooper gives remarkable performance in tear-producing drama. Great audience appeal. Tear-jerker par excellence ... sure-fire audience getter."

Batter Down Depression With This B.O. Dynamite
RICHARD DIX AND JACKIE COOPER BREAK RKO-MAYFAIR RECORDS IN YEAR'S GRANDEST TEAR-JERKER "YOUNG DONOVAN'S KID"

Interest Has Field Day!

TICS WRITE THIS TITAN AD:

Julia Shawell, Evening Graphic

"Gangster vehicle for Richard Dix worthy of 'Cimarron'. Dix and Jackie Cooper give outstanding performances... had every audience sobbing yesterday. Dix is grand. Packs an appeal that should make it a smash hit in the program variety. Best attraction the Mayfair has had in many weeks."

Motion Picture Daily

"Highly dramatic and entertaining talker. Human interest story which packs a wallop throughout."

Pare Lorentz, Evening Journal

"Great performance given by Jackie Cooper... a youngster who will tear your heart out... a child actor with enough appeal to melt the heart of an undertaker's assistant. He's great. That lad could perform 'Macbeth' and I'd like it."

Marguerite Tazelaar, Herald Tribune

"Strong human interest film... directed with admirable speed. Dix a melodramatic performer of the first water... Jackie Cooper a moving and convincing actor."

...Supreme Set-up for Hard Hitting Premieres
Important RKO-Pathe Productions in Work

Culver City — Production continues at high speed at the RKO Pathe studios in Culver City under the supervision of Charles R. Rogers, vice-president in charge of the studio. Three features and four two-reel comedies are in production at the present time, with two additional features and four more shorts scheduled to start within the next week.

“The Mad Marriage” is the latest feature to reach the filming stage. Director Tay Garnett has started camera work on this new Helen Twelvetrees feature and Ricardo Cortez and John Garrick head the supporting cast.

“The Iron Chalice,” which marks the beginning of a stronger and more important type of Bill Boyd feature, is now well under way with Fred Niblo directing. Boyd’s supporting cast is one of the finest yet assembled on the RKO-Pathe lot and includes Dorothy Sebastian, Warner Oland, James Gleason, Zasu Pitts, William Collier, Jr., June MacCloy, Ralph Ince and Geneve Mitchell.

Director Al Rogell has practically completed “Sweepsstakes,” first of the Eddie Quillan features on the new program. Lew Lipton wrote this rack-track story and the cast includes James Gleason, Marion Nixon, Lew Cody and Paul Hurst.

Comedies now being filmed include “I’m Tellin’ Ya,” first of the Arthur “Bugs” Baer Rufftown series starring Jimmie Gleason and directed by George Green; “Oh, Marry Me!” starring Daphne Pollard and directed by William Watson; and “June First,” the initial two-reeler of the Gold Digger series featuring June MacCloy, Marion Shilling and Gertrude Short. Don Gallagher is directing the latter.

Features soon to be started are “Devotion,” starring Ann Harding and directed by Robert Milton, and “The Lady Killer,” in which Eddie Quillan and Robert Armstrong—the duo of the highly successful “Big Money”—will be brought together again.

Sign Muni

Hollywood — Paul Muni has been selected by Howard Hughes for the leading role in “Scarface,” the forthcoming underworld thriller by Armitage Trail.

Dressler Story

Original Play Written for Actress

Hollywood — Marie Dressler will be starred in a story written especially for her by Frances Marion when she starts work in the near future on “Emma.” Miss Marion is the author of “Min and Bill,” in which Miss Dressler was seen with Wallace Beery, and also wrote the scripts of “The Secret Six” and “The Big House.” “Emma” is said to afford more opportunity for unusual characterization than any of Miss Dressler’s earlier roles, and will be directed by Charles F. Riesner, who directed the actress in “Reducing,” “Caught Short” and the newly-completed “Politics.”

To Start Western

Hollywood — Shooting has been completed on Columbia’s Buck Jones big outdoor special, “Branded,” production on “Ex-Ranger,” temporary title of the company’s next vehicle for the rugged westerner, will begin as soon as a suitable supporting cast has been signed. The picture is the second production in the new Buck Jones series under the cowboy star’s recent long term Columbia contract.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLONIAL NO. 1</th>
<th>STAR NO. 1</th>
<th>DIXIE NO. 3</th>
<th>PASTIME NO. 4</th>
<th>CRYSTAL NO. 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JASPER</td>
<td>PARRISH</td>
<td>COLUMBIA</td>
<td>DORA</td>
<td>DORAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consolidated Theatre Company, Inc.

Joe Johnson, Dora
Purchasing Agent

ALL SHIPPIlNG INSTRUCTIONS TO JASPER AND DORA

John M. Johnson, Jasper,
Manager of Shows

Jasper, Alabama. May 19, 1921

Columbia Pictures Corp.,
759 Seventh Avenue
New York City

Gentlemen:

I want to compliment you on the consistent high quality of your product. I have bought every picture you have made. I play Columbia 100%, and only make three changes per week, and every day I play Columbia, I can go fishing, for I know that I am having a good show.

Cordially yours,

[Signature]

Columbia's SURE FIRE HITS MAKE BUSINESS a PLEASURE!
Exclusive Service for RKO-Pathe Stars

**Hollywood** — The RKO-Pathe stars are going to appear exclusively under its banner, according to Ned E. Depinet, vice-president and general sales manager of the company. The six stars composing the Personality Group are Constance Bennett, Ann Harding, Helen Twelvetrees, Ina Claire, Bill Boyd and Eddie Quillan. In addition, six feature Westerns will be produced.

**RKO**-Pathé is making excellent progress on its schedule of 21 star specials in the Personality Group announced for the new season. Already four specials have been completed and two are in production. Chas. R. Rogers, vice-president in charge of production, has his studio functioning at top speed.

Constance Bennett will be starred in four productions, the first of which is "Common Law," by Robert W. Chambers. Paul L. Stein produced and directed the feature of this feature which is said to far surpass Miss Bennett's recent vehicles, "Born to Love" and "Sin Takes a Holiday," which enjoyed box-office success.

Helen Twelvetrees is now making the second of her quartette of vehicles. "A Woman of Experience," the star's first release, is a dramatic story by John Farrow which was directed by Harry Joe Brown, associate producer at the RKO-Pathe studio. William Bakewell plays opposite Miss Twelvetrees in the title role. Includes Lew Cody, H. B. Warner, Zsa Zsa, Franklin Pangborn, Nance O'Neil, George Fawcett and Edward Earle. Helen's second release, which is being made under the title of "The Mad Marriage," is a Jack Latz story.

Ann Harding will start her season's quartette with Paramount's "Devotion." Ina Claire's appearance in the Personality Group is in "Rebound," a talking picture version of the Donald Ogden Stewart play produced by Arthur Hopkins in which she scored on the stage. Edward H. Griffith, director of "Holiday," guided the star in this vehicle.

Eddie Quillan has completed "Sweepstakes," first of his four specials. Marion Nixon plays opposite Eddie and James Gleason is chief aide in fun-making.

Bill Boyd has started his fourth man special with a dramatic story by Octavius Roy Cohen, being made under the tentative title of "The Iron Chalice." Production on the two-reel comedy program is well apace with the feature output. An ambitious part of the company's plans for next year are its short subjects. The high spot of the shorts will be "Floyd Gibbons' Supreme Thrillers," supervised for the Van Beuren Corporation by A. P. Waxman and Michael Mindlin.

**JUNE RELEASES Para. Announces Some New Product**

**New York**—Charlie Ruggles' first starring picture and Charles Rogers' first dramatic characterization will constitute the highlights on Paramount's June release schedule. Ruggles, who has been stealing pictures ever since his appearance as a screen comedian, gets his big chance in "The Girl Habit," in which he is supported by Sue Conroy and Tamara Geva. Rogers' role as the cowardly young spendthrift in "The Lawyer's Secret" is a powerful one which he plays in a manner which will astonish those who have seen him in nice boy parts, according to reports.

The June release schedule is as follows:

June 13: "The Vice Squad," featuring Donald Meek, Kay Johnson and Helen Johnson and directed by John Cromwell.
June 20: "Newly Rich," featuring Mitti Green, Jackie Searl, Edna May Oliver and Louise Fazenda and directed by Norman Taurog.

**Rescue Chimps**

**Hollywood**—After a long lay-off, the star of "The Traps," Eddie Quillan, resumed work again on "Cinnamon," a burlesque on the current western super feature of a similar name. "Africa Squawks" is the most recent chimp talker completed.

**News Briefs**

**Ralph Ince**, producer, director and star in his own right, has been secured by RKO-Pathe to play one of the featured supporting roles in "The Iron Chalice," Bill Boyd's first starring picture on the new program.

John Francis Dillon, director of innumerable recent screen hits, has been signed by Columbia Pictures to direct "Fugan Lady," an adaptation of William Du Bois' sensational stage play of the same title.

Two Universal features were completed last week at Universal City simultaneously. They are "East of Borneo" and "Ex-Bad Boy."

Carman Barnes, school girl author who became a Paramount star one night as a result of a recent screen test, will make her film debut in "The Road to Reno," in which she will be co-featured with Charles Rogers.

Two sisters playing the role of sisters in a motion picture is one of the rare film developments which has just taken place in the forthcoming production of "Personal Maid," work on which has been started in Paramount's New York studio. Nancy Carroll will star in the role of Nora, the personal maid, and announcement is made that the role of Nora's sister, Anna, will be played by Terry Carroll, sister of Nancy.

On the strength of his success with several comedies he directed during the current season, William Goodrich has been assigned the picture directing for the Educational comedies to be made next season at the Educational studios.

Howard Hughes' air comedy, which is being made as a companion picture to "Hell's Angels," will be released under the title of "Sky Devils." It had been in production since Monday as "Ground Hogs."

Trem Carr production this week on another Tiffany action western near the End of the Trail starring Bob Steele. Marion Shockey has been chosen for the leading feminine role. Wally Fox will direct.

"Women of All Nations" and "Daddy Long Legs," two forthcoming Fox productions, are to be released on a day and date basis in 200 cities, the first named starting May 29.

After three weeks of search, Director Frank Borzage has awarded the lead in Vina Delmar's "Bad Girl" to Sally Eilers.

**With Columbia**

**Medbury Remains Under Strict Contract**

New York—Because of rumors current in the press to the effect that John P. Medbury has been signed to do a series of shorts for another company, Columbia Pictures makes the following announcement:

John P. Medbury is under an exclusive film contract to the Walter Futter organization, to make a series of thirteen featurettes to be known as Columbia "Travel-Laughs." Mr. Medbury will write the dialogue and supply the off-stage voice as well. According to the terms of the contract, Medbury is prohibited from writing for any person or corporation with the exception of the King Features Syndicate, which organization has distributed his columns, "Mumble and Mutter" and "Maybe I'm Wrong," for a number of years.

**Extend Contracts**

**Hollywood**—William LeBaron, vice-president in charge of RKO-Pathe Pictures production, has announced the extension of four important contracts. The new long term agreements are with Lowell Sherman, actor-director; Herbert Brenon, director; Hugh Herbert, actor-writer-director; and Ivan Lebedeff, now being featured in his own story, "Strange Women." Lowell's first acting-directing vehicle, under his new contract, will be "Honor Be Damned," an adaptation of Willard Mack's stage play. Brenon's next story has not been selected.
Operators Agree to Rebates

SCREEN ADS TO REMAIN HERE

Pictures Not Blamed

SCREENS TO AFRICA

Circuit Now Has 73 Vocalite Surfaces

Roosevelt, N. Y.—The Beaded Screen Corporation has just shipped nine additional Vocalite beaded sound screens to African Theatres, Ltd., at Johannesburg.

This brings the total installations of Vocalite to 73 screens, or a total of 20,121 square feet, for this circuit of theatres.

Other exhibitors, among the major theatre circuits include the Vocalite beaded screen at the Paramount-Publix Kingston Theatre, Kingston, Pa., and another at the Public Broadview Theatre, Newburgh, N. Y.

The Vocalite beaded screen is fast becoming the industry's recognized projection surface.

URGES "REPEATS"

Paramount Suggests Return of "Skippy"

New York—Due to the tremendous and continuing popularity of "Skippy," Paramount has issued an eight-page broadside calling the attention of exhibitors to the profits possible with repeat bookings of the picture.

The broadside, which is illustrated and of press book size, points out that school is over and that children who missed the first showing of the picture should have another chance to see it. It also contains reports of the business done by "Skippy" and outlines plans for publicizing repeat showings.

This is the second repeat-book broadside ever issued by Paramount. The first was distributed to boost return engagements of "With Byrd at the South Pole."

Tarzan Story

Hollywood—Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of "Haran of the Apes" and its various sequels of African adventure, as well as many other novels bordering on the weird and fantastic, has been commissioned by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to prepare an original screen script written about the character of Tarzan. No title is yet announced for the story.

Innocent Exhibitor Favored by Ruling

New York—A decision on exhibition contracts, which is expected to have universal effect, was made in the supreme court, New York county, last week when Judge Valente ruled that in event of a dispute over the right to a picture, the second exhibitor to buy the product constitutes an innocent party in the situation and as this party must not be injured, he is entitled to the film.

The decision was rendered in a case wherein Coy Operating Co. asked an injunction against Tiffany and RKO and the Long Island Operating Co. to prevent the latter from playing "Hell Bound" ahead of it. Judge Valente denied the petition and dismissed the complaint.

The petitioner claimed that by virtue of contract, it had prior right to play the picture at the Merrick Theatre, Jamaica. The defendant declared that the picture had never been specified as the James Cruze production number 190 and not "Hell Bound."

New Title

Hollywood—"Transgression" is the new title that supersedes "The Next Corner," Herbert Brenon's latest production for Radio Pictures.

Despite Recent Reports to the Contrary; Sponsors Haven't Cancelled Their Appropriations.

New York—Despite the fact that sponsored shorts have been dropped by several producers, advertising appropriations have not been cancelled by national advertisers, it is reported here.

Several of the national advertisers believe that, although some of the major circuits have dropped the idea that the move is a temporary one and that the sponsored short will again gain popularity with the coming of fall and winter.

According to Bernard Lichtenberg, chairman of the Association of National Advertisers and vice-president of the Alexander Hamilton Institute, advertisers will turn to vaudeville acts as a publicity medium. He believes such a movement would reopen thousands of dark vaudeville houses.

It is also reported that Fox Theatres are considering the possibilities of local ad-film tie-ups with merchants.

Starts Thriller

Hollywood—"The Mystery Train," a melodramatic thriller, will be the next story to be produced in the series of feature pictures Larry Darmour is making for the independent market.

During Summer Months; Plan Affects Only Major Circuits; 427 Units Agree to Plan.

New York—Although so far the plan does not affect the independent theatres and small circuits, it is understood that projectionists' unions throughout the country have agreed to a plan by which their members employed by six major circuits throughout the country will rebate part of their summer wages. The plan was proposed by William Canavan, president of the I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. O. E., and wrote on the subject taken by 635 locals indicates that 427 units have agreed to the idea.

The plan, which is said will relieve big exhibition organizations during the hot months, was instituted June 8. Projectionists receiving $60 a week or less will rebate five per cent while those getting $60 will turn back 7 1/2 per cent. Circuits involved are Publix, Loew, Warner Bros., Fox, RKO and Universal.

TO COMPLETE 12

Fox Has Good Start on New Program

Hollywood—Twelve of the 48 pictures on the 1932-33 Fox Film program will be completed before the beginning of the new season on August 9. New improvements at the Fox film studios have enabled work to progress at greater speed than ever before.


Quillan's First

Hollywood—Eddie Quillan's first vehicle on the new season's RKO-Pathe schedule will be "Sweepstakes," a comedy melodrama of the race tracks in which Marlon Nixon and James Gleason are the chief support.
NOW READY FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MR. EXHIBITOR!

Exit—Intermission; Chaser—Trailer
Records—33; R. P. M.
NO VOCAL

1. Processed by Columbia Phonograph Co.
2. 12-inch—Double-faced
3. Four Musical Selections per Record—2 Selections per side
4. Each side runs about 7 minutes.

Recorded Specially for Theatres by

EARL BURTNETT and his Biltmore Hotel Orchestra

At an Amazing Low Price of $2.25 Per Record
Or Entire 7 Records at a Special Price of . . . $14.00

PROGRAM NO. 7
WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME
FOOL ME SOME MORE
I GOT RHYTHM
MY IDEAL

PROGRAM NO. 8
CHEERFUL LITTLE EARFUL
TEN TEN TENNESSEE
TRULY
I SURRENDER, DEAR

PROGRAM NO. 9
YA GOT LOVE
EMBRACEABLE YOU
CAN THIS BE LOVE
SKIRTS

PROGRAM NO. 10
YOU'RE DRIVING ME CRAZY
CANADIAN CAPERS
IMAGINE
I FOUND WHAT I WANTED IN YOU

PROGRAM NO. 11
PEANUT VENDER
GIGOLO
HELLO BEAUTIFUL
MY RELIGION IS YOU

PROGRAM NO. 12
ANCHORS AWEIGH
BODY AND SOUL
HE'S NOT WORTH YOUR TEARS
STARDUST

PROGRAM NO. 13

SPECIAL OFFERING
Organ Selection by Wesley Tourtelotte, KNX Organist
In Medley of Popular Tunes
12-inch—Double-Faced—33 1/3 R.P.M.

$2.50

Order Now—By Program Number

Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co.
1804 WYANDOTTE

KANSAS CITY, MO.
FOX


M-G-M

Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, Buster Keaton—Keaton in a laugh fest that will knock them cold. Good for two nights anywhere. Picture could stand a little censoring in spots. Plenty of funny action. Advertising good. Recording on disc fair but they won't hear half the talk any way on account of the laughter.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.

Billy the Kid, John Mack Brown—A good six reel picture stretched into a poor 11-reel feature. Draggy in many places. Has some spots of good action. Will please about 50 percent. Too long for Saturday Nights. Advertising good and will draw them in.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.

Never the Twain Shall Meet, Leslie Howard—Business was fair. Good photography and good acting. Weather okay.—J. W. Bishop, Ansonia, Wadesboro, N. C.

Gentleman's Fate, John Gilbert, Louis Wolheim. Made the big mistake of playing this on Saturday night. It is 10 reels too long. John Gilbert O. K. as to voice. Just no story to work with and what little there was dropped out about 4 reels too long. Ending by Gilbert getting killed. As one patron said, "Wish they had crooked him in the first." Gilbert pulled off a cry scene when he found his girl had married someone else that made the house laugh heartily. Don't believe this picture will please over 25 per cent in small towns. Recording on disc spotty. Advertising poor, especially the 11 by 14's.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.

Trader Horn—A picture with many thrills and action. Not a good picture for small towns.—Elma Theatre, Elma, Iowa.

PARAMOUNT

City Streets, Gary Cooper—Fast moving, highly entertaining gang- ster picture with a great ending. Good business in fair weather.—J. W. Bishop, Ansonia, Wadesboro, N. C.

RKO


STATE RIGHTS


Clearing the Range, Hoot Gibson—We greatly enjoyed having Hoot Gibson back on the screen again in a good clean comedy and action picture. The star always draws the crowds and pleases everyone.—Broadway, Burlingame, Calif.


Primrose Path, Helen Foster.—Picture good but business bad. We think title was bad for us.—Roxie, Reno, Nev.

TIFFANY

Caught Cheating, Charles Murray and George Sidney—This picture is far below what the critics said for it. They said plenty of laughs. Audience walked out unpleased. Don't do any extra advertising on this one.—C. F. Bonner, Community, Pine Bluff, Ark.

UNIVERSAL

Resurrection, John Boles — Business poor and on a Saturday night, too. Don't waste money on it. Poor for small towns.—L. J. Parent, Gem, Winthrop, Maine.

Fingerprints, serial. Here is a real serial, one that will keep'em guessing and bring them back. Exciting suspense, action, good story. Only kick is that the heroine is as ugly as the proverbial mud fence. Hard to get any enthusiasm up over a sister like that. The girls all feel sorry for the poor hero for falling for a dame like that, and the boys wonder why in the h— he don't let her drown so he could pick a nifty looker. However, the action and story are so good that you can overlook some things. On fifth episode and every one has been more than good. Recording on disc good. It will make money for you.—J. W. Crabtree, Metro, Clarendon, Ark.

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, INC., 4704 East 9th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Shorts Importance Stressed by Roach

Hollywood—Importance of playing up short features in advertising is stressed by Hal Roach in commenting upon the new M-G-M short product line-up. Roach declared exhibitors are finding it profitable to give name comedies "the advertising space they deserve.

"The important thing now," he said, "is for the small exhibitors as well as the men in the big city to increase their profits by proper exploitation of shorts.

"I suppose many exhibitors don't realize the difference between ordinary programs, fillers and comedies which, from every production angle, must be looked at the same as feature productions. For many years our aim has been to make our comedies short features in the exact meaning of that phrase. We are selecting stories and casting for type exactly as we would do for full length pictures. We are leaving no stone untrodden to produce dialogue comedies differing from longer features only in the matter of footage.

"Some theatre managers have said the idea was not that of a turnover though every small feature must be plugged even if it is a bad one, just because it is a feature picture. I can't agree with that. If a grade A comedy is placed on a program with a grade C feature picture, it is fair to disregard the comedy in billing and thus overlook a chance to build up the weaker feature picture?"

Forty comedies are on the 1931-32 production schedule at the Roach studio, now under way. These include eight Laurel-Hardy pictures, eight releases in the new Zazu Pitts-Thelma Todd series, eight Charley Chase comedies, eight "Our Gang" films and eight Boy Friends releases.

Feminine Trade

A "WOMAN'S Page" clip sheet, edited by Eve Bernstein of RKO-Pathe, is being sent to editors as an added accessory in the exploitation of the company's women stories. Sheet carries fashion and entertainment stories, recipes, style descriptions and other items of interest to the feminine public.

Newspaper Extra For "Finger Points"

HARRY MARTIN, manager of the Brown Theatre, in Louisville, Ky., startled people in his city by preceding the showing of Richard Barthelmess in "The Finger Points" by issuing a newspaper "extra" dealing with the "Murder of a Well-known Reporter." The extra was issued late in the evening, loud hinged newsboys carrying it into all sections of the city.

The pink issue had all the earmarks of a genuine newspaper and created a lot of excitement. Martin followed the "extra" with a midnight showing of "The Finger Points," crowding the theatre to the limit and getting the biggest opening gross the Brown Theatre has known.

Here's Inexpensive Exploitation

J. W. CRABTREE, manager of the Metro Theatre, Clarendon, Ark., put over a dandy, inexpensive stunt for "Behind Office Doors," the total cost of the campaign being $4.35 and this was for newspaper space.

Crabtree borrowed an office door and put it between two 3-sheet boards, giving the effect of entrance to an office. Silhouette figures of a man and a woman, embracing were pasted on the glass door. An electric light was put behind the door and the whole thing placed in the lobby.

A sign was placed over the door which read: "For Adults Only. This picture not suitable for children or foxy grandpas with high blood pressure." One sheet boards were placed on each side of the display. The total expense of this display was NOTHING. The office door was secured for two hours.

In addition to this display Crabtree used 500 heralds, three one-sheets, one set of 11x14's, two 3-sheets and one specially made sheet using clippings from press sheet.

According to Crabtree, the lobby display "attracted attention and plenty of it."
**LITTLE TIPS TO BIG THINGS**

### EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

ONE COMPLETE turntable and Avidak pickup; attachments any projector; good equipment. $20.00 gets both. Public Address Service Co., Dallas, Texas. 6-12

TWO REBUILT SIMPLEX, single bearing projectors, less lamp houses or lenses, both $475.00. Two Strong Junior demonstrators like new, new lamp guarantee, both for $350.00. American Theatre Supply Co., 310 St. Clair St. Toledo, Ohio. 6-23

GOOD - ALL disc equipment cheap; selling on account of sound-on-film installation. Circle Theatre, 36th and Prospect, Kansas City, Mo. 6-23

### THEATRES FOR SALE

GOOD PAYING HOUSE in county seat town. J. C. Kennedy, De Smet, S. D. 6-16

500-SEAT THEATRE - DeForest equipment; no competition; confectionery store in connection; both doing good business; wonderful proposition. Murray Brothers, Cambridge Springs, Pa. 6-23

ONLY SHOW in county seat town of 2500; no sound; an opportunity; oil prospects; terms. Investigate! Ideal Theatre, San Diego, Texas. 6-23

### THEATRES WANTED

THEATRE OWNERS wanting to sell, get our plan. We have a direct buyer to seller method. Kashfinder, Wichita, Kas. 6-14

### EQUIPMENT WANTED

LARGE FAN for cooling theatre. Must be reasonable. Box 35, Newburg, Mo. 6-9

WANTED — Sound and silent film cameras, portable and sound-on-film projectors, amplifiers, bulbs. Claude and Caesar, Kirklin, Ind. 6-9

### POSITIONS WANTED

MOTION PICTURE OPERATORS available; experienced on Western Electric. Write Associated Projectionists, 105 North Roscomare Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 6-9

SOUND PROJECTIONIST - Experienced on RCA or Western Electric. Ray Myers, 223 16th St., Cairo, Ill. 6-9

YOUNG MAN desires steady work as projectionist; seven years' experience; two years with sound; non-union but willing to join if necessary. Married, sober, reliable, willing worker; locate anywhere. B-374, Associated Publications. 6-30

PROJECTIONIST - 15 years' experience; any sound equipment. Barney Ludesker, 550 Almond, Dubuque, Iowa. 6-23

### THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES

Manufacturer to you; low cost. Gem Frame Co., 235 South Washington, Wichita, Kas. 7-7

WANT TO BUY A THEATRE? LIST YOUR WANTS IN THE CLEARING HOUSE.

---

**Here is your Handy "Ad Order" Blank**

**Associated Publications, Inc**

4704 East Ninth St.

(Send Cash) 10c a word; (With Order) 4 insertions at price of 3

Kindly insert the following want ad________ times in your "CLEARING HOUSE" Section, running through ALL TEN of the ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS.

**Exhibitor's Name**

**House Name**

**Town**

**State**

(Don't forget to count words in name and address that is to appear in the ad)

---

**GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100.**

Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes' easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $50—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance. Write now to

**GER-BAR THEATER EQUIPMENT**

GUERCIO AND BARTHEL

1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Telephone Webster 2190 or 2032

---

**The Talking Trail and Strange Distinctive Styles**

---

**THE BAROMETER**

~And Send in Your Reports to This New Department.

---

**Affiliated Theatre Supply Dealers**

THE TRIED AND PROVEN IN EQUIPMENT FOR THE THEATRE

(36 Stores from coast to coast)

**WEBSTER THEATER EFFICIENCY SERVICE SUPPLY DEALERS**

---

**June 9, 1931.**

---

**Did it Go Over? Did it Flop? Is it a Good Picture?**

Join the ranks of the Better Pictures Club and send in your box office reports every week. Other exhibitors will want to know what to expect from pictures you have played and what they have yet to play.
WANTED
Territorial Representatives

The biggest premium proposition ever presented to the motion picture industry. No investment on your part if you meet requirements. Straight commission. Exclusive territories. Selling starts now. Deliveries commencing Aug. 15th. Only capable men who have made big money wanted.

POPULAR CLASSICS, INC.
EDWARD GOLDEN
1560 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Room 1314 Tel. ME. 3-4440

Women of All Nations
Fox—72 Minutes

This snappy story of the U. S. Marines might be called a sequel to "The Cockeyed World," but does not pack quite the punch the former story had. Follows the adventures of these two hard-boiled characters who are continually trying to outsmart each other in their affairs with the ladies.

McLaglen as Sergeant Flagg continues in the Marines, while Lowe as Sergeant Quirt takes a fling as a beauty parlor manager. He gets in wrong with the police who raid the beauty shop and Quirt takes refuge in the recruiting office in charge of Flagg. Seeing a chance to get even and win himself an extra week's furlough, Flagg agrees to cover him up provided he signs up for another enlistment with the Marines.

Then follows a good-will cruise with the two sergeants continuing their rivalry for the beauties in the various ports with the wind-up occurring in a Turkish harem with both of them making a play for the favorite wife and the unexpected return of the master.

Some good comedy is injected by El Brendel and his timely sneezes which has the sound of the so-called "raspberry". Plenty of names that mean money at the box-office and good direction and photography put it over well. — Southwell.

The Maltese Falcon
Warner Bros.—80 Minutes

This is a type of picture any audience should enjoy. It is a detective mystery which will hold the audience's interest until the last reel. Many surprising incidents take place and the ending is totally different from other pictures of this type.

About three-fourths of the picture is taken up with the murder of four men and there is so much going on that the audience will be confused trying to keep up with any clues of the murderer. Anyway, it keeps them guessing.

The picture has comedy and burlesque woven in when necessary to relieve the tense melodramatic monotony. Good performances are given by Bebe Daniels and Ricardo Cortez, but the picture is mainly Cortez. Dudley Diggs is excellent in a character portrayal. — Jesse.

Up For Murder
Universal—67 Minutes

A pleasing murder story—not big and not mediocre—but enough suspense and entertainment to satisfy the average fan. Genevieve Tobin is especially good as the society editor of the newspaper and who is the sweetheart of the publisher, Parnell Pratt. Lew Ayres delivers a fairly convincing performance and should get over very well.

Ayres is the young reporter who falls for the society editor. When he learns of the affair between the newspaper owner and Miss Tobin, he gets into a fight with the publisher and the latter is killed from a fall. The boy is put on trial for murder, but the girl comes to his rescue when she tells her story and Ayres is released.

"Up for Murder" has its good points and should please generally. — S. F. D.

The Lawyer's Secret
Paramount—63 Minutes

A murder story well handled which gets over nicely. It has some good names in the cast and several exciting situations. Rogers is seen in a different kind of a role and makes the best of it. Cast are well cast and the direction is convincing.

The story concerns the killing of a gambler and shows how Rogers and Richard Arlen are swept into the case by circumstantial evidence. Clive Brook as the defending lawyer knows that Rogers is the son of a wealthy family and in his defense endeavors to keep his confidence coming into the testimony, because of his love for the boy's sister. There is suspense in the story and it should please the majority. — S. F. D.

The Foolish Forties
Educational—20 Minutes

There are some good laughs in this Gayet comedy in which June MacCloy and Ford Sterling are featured. Sterling, long a favorite in the comedy field, again displays his comic talent and helps to put over a good comedy. June MacCloy is good as the feminine lead.

Fill This Prescription and Cure Your Light Troubles

STRONG
HIGH INTENSITY AUTOMATIC REFLECTOR ARC LAMPS

Provide the extra light necessary to the proper projection of talking pictures and produce no foreign noise because of the CONTINUOUS Arc Feed.

For Sale by Independent Supply Dealers.

The Strong Electric Corporation
2501 LAGRANGE ST., TOLEDO, OHIO
Export Office: 44 Whitehall St., New York City, N. Y.
PLACING THE BLAME WHERE IT BELONGS

URING the past week announcement was made of the closing of the Rialto Theatre, one of Broadway's leading long run stands. The closing, which is for an indefinite period and the first for this house in fifteen years, is attributed to shortage of meritorious product. A shameful situation to be announced publicly and especially for a house owned jointly by Paramount and United Artists. It seems to us an awful slur against the industry's production forces that one theatre, which ordinarily plays but from twelve to fifteen pictures a year, that such a small number of worthwhile attractions should be available. However, there may be another way of looking at the situation.

Broadway in New York is little different from Main street in Kansas City insofar as the first run theatre situation is concerned. A few years ago New York had but five or six first run houses, now there is double that number. In Kansas City the first run situation has also doubled, as it has in Indianapolis, San Francisco or any other key town that you care to name. When the producers first began their invasion of the theatre field, building houses with seating capacities of from 2,500 upward, a warning of overseating was sounded throughout the industry. But no heed was paid to it. The building campaign went merrily on and in the larger cities it even extended itself into the neighborhood districts, where now in most any large city will be found several handsome theatre structures with large seating capacities, which are not only drawing trade away from the downtown first runs, but also increasing the flow of red ink.

"Bigger and better theatres" was for several years the slogan of the producer-exhibitor as well as of some independent theatre operators. But it seems to have been carried too far. While some of these newer theatres have closed two and three smaller opposition houses, the seating capacities have increased to abnormally high proportions. With so many large theatres competing for trade the average good picture does not suffice as a drawing attraction. Super entertainment seems to be required.

Statistics will reveal the fact that there are more people attending motion picture theatres today than in its earlier prosperous days. But the attendance is distributed among so many houses, which, because of their large capacities, are only partially filled, that box offices are suffering. Every now and then a picture comes along that does big business all along the line. But that doesn't happen often enough to keep the bigger houses on the right side of the ledger. Every picture can't be a winner, no matter who is its producer. But, when there is only so much public money that is being spent for entertainment, it seems logical to follow that concentration of that revenue through fewer box office windows, with the attendant elimination of duplicated operating costs, is the solution to the problem.

Quality product is vitally necessary to this business. But, if the super-attraction is the only thing that will make for this industry's continued prosperity, it is, indeed, in a sad plight. A whittling down of over-seated situations to the normal requirements of each and every town will do more to pull the theatre end of this business out of the red ink than will the maximum number of supers it is possible for all the producers to make.
WELDED WIRE
SOUND REELS
A Reel For Every Purpose
THREE TYPES

TYPE 'A' - ONE PIECE - ALL WELDED
10 in. with 2 in. Drum — 11 in. with 5 in. Drum
14 in. with 4 in. Drum — 15 in. with 5 in. Drum

TYPE 'B' - THREE PIECE - BAKELITE DRUM
11 in., 14 in., and 15 in. with 5 in. Drum
All Parts Replaceable

TYPE 'C' - THREE PIECE - METAL DRUM
11 in., 14 in., and 15 in. with 5 in. Drum
All Parts Replaceable

All Reels—Bright Cadmium Plated
Special Reels For Wide Film

WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS ON OUR PRODUCTS

Universal Electric Welding Co.
90 Webster Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

"Penn Acoustical Felt"
— AND —
"Penn Felt Carpet Linings"

100% ALL HAIR PRODUCT
Odorless, Moth and Vermin-proof and
FIRE RESISTANT

Manufactured in any width up to 9 ft. by 60 ft.—Seamless.
Samples and prices on request.

Manufactured by:

WM. SCHOLES & SONS, INC.
2nd & Indiana Ave.

Mail this Order
to Your Nearest
A.T.S.D. Store.

Affiliated Theatre Supply Dealers

Order by Mail
Satisfaction
Guaranteed!

Date ____________________________ 193

Ship to:
Name of Owner ____________________________
Theatre Name ____________________________
Street Address ____________________________
City __________________ County ________ State ______
Shipping Point ____________________________

QUANTITY ITEMS PRICE TOTAL

A. P. 1-6-31

Signed ____________________________
A PLEASING PICTURE means Proper Screen Illumination

Brenkert
LOW CURRENT REFLECTOR LAMPS

Provide the necessary light intensity at extremely low operating and maintenance cost.

Successful showmen are users of these modern lamps, made and guaranteed by one of the oldest and largest manufacturers in the industry.

Distributed by Independent Supply Dealers throughout the U. S. and Canada.

Ask Any User
Write for Literature

Brenkert PRODUCT
CORRECT DESIGN—PRECISION CONSTRUCTION
BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO.
Engineers & Manufacturers
ST. AUBIN AT EAST GRAND BLVD., DETROIT

Mr. Exhibitor:
Inform your local merchants of the advantages of screen advertising.
It reaches as many as the radio and costs far less when done the RADIO-MAT way.
For Sale by All Leading Dealers.

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc., New York City

Patronize the INDEPENDENT DEALERS

NEW MODEL "U" SUPERIOR Projector

Universally Adapted to all types of SOUND REPRODUCER EQUIPMENT for either Film or Disc Recording.

Outstanding Improvements Include:
New Head Mechanism especially adapted to sound without requiring special adapters. Double bearing movement with special features. Rear Shutter that is practical. Improved framing device that is superior to any other. Quick changeover Mask that is simple and efficient. New Mounting especially adapted to sound attachments. Lower magazine with take-up bracket and pulley. Other refinements.

Model "U" Showing Its Application to RCA Photophone

MOST PRACTICAL AND EFFICIENT PROJECTOR FOR RENDERING QUALITY SOUND PROJECTION.
Send for descriptive circular. Ask our dealers for a demonstration.
Manufactured by
Coxsackie Holding Corporation
COXSACKIE, N. Y., U. S. A.
PRODUCED AFFILIATED THEATRES MAY HAVE MEMBERSHIP IN T.O.P.A. BUT CANNOT BE ON THE DIRECTORATE.

W. B. KING ON THE CIRCUIT WITH BEAUTIFUL MINIATURE THEATRE.

COPYRIGHT BUREAU STILL ON JOB IN SOUTHWEST. ROSS CHECKING SERVICE IS BUSY.
CIRCUITS—REVIEWERS—PUBLIC
Welcome and Unanimously Approve

HOOT GIBSON
in "CLEARING THE RANGE"
with SALLY EILERS

Story by
JACK CUNNINGHAM

Directed by
OTTO BROWER

M. P. Herald:
... Crackerjack Western
Highly Entertaining ...
... an Outdoor Thriller.

Hollywood Filmograph:
Hoot Gibson makes a winner
... Gibson leads field as
Western Star ...

Hollywood Reporter:
Entertaining, hard-riding,
died-in-wool Western ...
... Audiences will enjoy it
Gibson fine ...

M. P. Daily:
Surefire Western ... Thrills
galore ... direction and
dialogue good ...

ENTIRE SERIES OF 6
HOOT GIBSONS
Booked by
RKO—PUBLIX—FOX—LOEW—MANHATTAN
PLAYHOUSES and other HIGH CLASS
THEATRES EVERYWHERE.

Second Release Now in Production
"WILD HORSE"
By
PETER B. KYNE
A Cosmopolitan Magazine Story

Supporting Cast Includes
ALBERTA VAUGHN and STEPIN FETCHIT
Directed by
RICHARD THORPE and SID ALGIER

3rd. "THE HARD HOMBRE"
By Jack Natteford
4th. "THE GAY BUCKAROO"
5th. A PETER B. KYNE STORY
Title To Be Announced By Author
6th. TITLE AND AUTHOR TO BE
DECIDED BY EXHIBITORS

Recorded by
R. C. A. PHOTOPHONE

ALLIED PICTURES CORPORATION, LTD.
5960 MELROSE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
Copyright Bureau Still on Job

Tri-State Meet

WERTHEIMER SELLS

Financier Now Holds No Interest in R. & R.

N. Wertheimer, theatre financier, has disposed of his interests in R. & R. Theatres to E. H. Rowl-

ey and H. B. Robb, and now holds no interest whatever in these theatres except in theatre property in

Corpus Christi.

Mr. Wertheimer was interested in the Arkansas Amusement Corp.,

operating the Royal, Capitol and

old Palace in Little Rock. He was originator of the chain of theatres controlled by the R. & R. Develop-

ment Company, working out financing for the construction of new theatres.

In Laredo he closed deals for real estate as well as in Corpus which made him an important fin-

ancial figure in the expansion program of R. & R. which started a few years ago.

It is also reported that W. G. Underwood has disposed of his in-

terests in Little Rock to Robb, Rowley and Publix.

BLIZZARD SALES

J. O. Ford Announces New Deals

J. O. Ford, factory representa-

tive of Blizzard Sales Co., says that deals have been closed with the St. Elmo at Houston; Mart

Cole circuit for two of his towns; H. E. Brunson at Baytown, and with the theatre at Clinton, Okla.,

for Blizzard cooling systems.

WANT TO SELL YOUR THE-

ATRE? THE CLEARING HOUSE WILL PUT YOUR PROPOSI-

TION BEFORE 20,000 PROS.

In Southwest; Gabriel Hess in Letter to Motion Picture Times Discusses Copyright Situation.

Representatives of the Copyright Protection Bureau continue their activities in Dallas and through-

out the Southwest, according to authoritative information. Bookers of some of the exchanges are find-

ing themselves in nines when accounting to the bureau in cases where it is found that theatres have been playing

Copyright (Continued on page 13)

(Continued on page 8)

Now is the Time for Independents--Weaver

Within five weeks, Buck Weaver, former film salesman who built a new house in Uvalde and sold it to Don Douglass and H. W. Little, will open an opposition house to Hughes-Franklin in Del Rio, he announced while on a visit in Dal-

las the past week. Friends along the row are said to have advised Buck that his present move would be business suicide. “And why shouldn’t I go into Del Rio,” Buck answered them.

While in Dallas Weaver wrote the following statement for Motion Picture Times in which he says now is the time for the independent to flock back into the industry:

V. W. Crisp, Motion Picture Times, Dallas, Texas.

Dear Sir:

Now is the time for all exhibitors to come back into the field again. This depression is a Godsend for independent exhibitors. The independent can and will carry on while the big chains are cutting until it hurts them and weakens the stronghold they have occupied for the past few years.

The good old days will return when each town is independent and everyone made money, or at least a good living.

There are empty buildings in almost every town that can be revamped into good, clean talking theatres where it is possible to operate against the chains. This condition was not so a year ago. So now is the time for the boys who are out of work to promote a theatre in the chain situations. The landlords will help you and the film companies want their pictures played instead of just contracted for.

The competitive spirit is still the backbone of good business and the chain town population will support you. Let’s get more theatres in operation and watch the boom return.

Yours truly,

C. H. (Buck) Weaver.

Affiliated Houses Can Have Memberships, But Cannot Belong to Board of Directors.

An announcement which may cause a stir in the opposition camp has been made by Judge Roy L. Walker, president, who states that the Theatre Owners Protective Association accepted into membership, June 1, representatives of producer-affiliated theatres operated by Publix, Loew and RKO.

Fifteen directors of the Protective Association voted 14 to 1 favoring these memberships, which according to the rules, can have no voice in the board of directors’ actions.

At the organization of the Protective Association, producers as well as producers’ theatres contributed funds to the cause in the terrific campaign against censorship, receipts taxes, Sunday laws, etc. Independent chain theatres were at the time admitted, but producer theatres were barred.

Notice has now been given that the producer theatres are members and that they are paying adequate dues toward making possible the functions of the organization as a strictly service body for exhibitors, individually and collectively. Such maintenance insures that the organization will continue as “watch-dog” for the industry in Texas should a special session of the Texas legislature be called, which seems imminent at any early date.

“We feel that our organization has been strengthened,” Judge Walker said. “Our policies will be decided only by our directors, inde-

pendently and unhampred.

Our accomplishments are for the general benefit of the entire industry and where our interests do conflict with producer theatres we are in a better position to arrive at an adequate solution by friendly discussion with our asso-

ciate members than by any coercive or antagonistic methods,” he said.
ALONG FILM ROW

Herschel Stuart, who figured prominently in the affairs of the old Southern Enterprises under the S. A. Lynch regime, was on the Dallas Film Row Tuesday morning, for the first time in ten years. He now is importantly connected with the Fox theatres in New England. Stuart is on seven days' leave to visit with his father and sister in Dallas. Since leaving Dallas he has been with the Publix, Loew and Fox deluxe theatres.

Audrey Cox, of Lamesa, was in Dallas, Monday, to set in summer dates.

George W. Thornton, general manager of Buffalo Engineering Co., made tour of the Rio Grande Valley last week on company business and also to inspect citrus and truck properties which he owns in that area.

H. K. Buchanan, president of the Allied Film Exchange in Oklahoma City, drove down Monday for a few hours' conference with Jack K. Adams, president of the Dallas Allied exchange.

F. E. Stinespring, assistant cashier in the Dallas M-G-M office, has been promoted to cashier of the Memphis branch, and is now on the new job.

Announcements have been received of the marriage, June 1, of Mrs. Ethel Jeanette Scales, of Lubbock, to William Andrew Mauldin. They will be at home, 1620 Avenue X in Lubbock after August 10. Mrs. Mauldin is one of the few women exhibitors in the business and has operated several theatres during the past few years. She has been a frequent trade shopper in Dallas.

For the showing of "Women of All Nations," the Palace in Dallas pulled an all-nations' parade downtown in which women representing all nations took part dressed in various native costumes. The stunt created unusual interest in the film and was executed by Marceline K. Moore, Palace manager.

Max McClure, formerly of Littlefield and Hale Center, is opening the Ritz Theatre in Memphis, Tex.

In Wichita Falls Publix is reported as closing the Strand and opening the State. In El Paso the circuit has opened the American as an air dome. The Queen in Austin, 1,400-reater, which was recently remodeled, has been closed for the remainder of the summer.

Joe Silverman, "ram-rod" for Monogram Pictures in the Southwest, returned to Dallas, Monday, urging that there would be some forthcoming announcements within the next few days.

R. S. (Skinny) Pryor, of Austin, operating the Grand Central, was suited out all in white during his visit to the Row last week. "Skinny" said some of his exhibitor friends have been studying law preparatory to taking the bar examination soon, while he is still able to keep going and make the movement on his sound equipment. "Very fortunate for me, indeed," he said.

BUFFALO SALES

Theatres Installing Cooling Systems

A. C. Bray, of the Gregg Amusement Co., at Glade water, who will open the new Ritz next week, has purchased a complete Buffalo cooling system with air washer for immediate installation. Glade water is now boiling with activity in the east Texas oil boom.

F. E. (Gene) Hendon, former film salesman and former owner of the Palace at Marshall, is now operating the Cedar Grove Theatre in Shreveport, La., for which he has just purchased complete Buffalo cooling equipment and an air washer from Buffalo Engineering Co., at Dallas.

The Buffalo installation for J. A. Lemke in the Rex at Waco, was completed last week.

Boardman With Cooper

Her friend and former Boardman, now making her debut as a Paramount contract player, will appear opposite Gary Cooper in "A Farewell to Arms."

National Supply Notes

G. A. Risken, Arcadia Theatre, Woddsboro, Texas, recently installed a new American Silversheet metallic sound screen, Ross lens, and carpet.

Complete equipment, including chairs, Simplex projectors, Peerless lamps, Silversheet sound screen and Hertner generator has just been delivered to the new Rialto Theatre, Refugio, Texas.

A. V. Wade of Gainesville is improving the theatre which he recently acquired from Mrs. Cassidy by installing Peerless lamps and Hertner generator.

Will Horwitz, of the Horwitz Texan Theatres, Houston, has installed new Super Simplex projectors in his Texan Theatre.

The East Texas Theatres, Inc., has placed an order for a National Sirocco air washer and new Simplex projectors for its new Strand Theatre, Longview.

J. H. Hughes, who is building the new house at Rusk, has placed an order for 500 beautiful upholstered chairs.

Peerless reflector lamps and Hertner Generator have just been installed in J. W. Harper's Agnes Theatre, Corpus Christi.

National reports the following recent sales of National Sirocco cooling systems in this territory: Cornes Theatre, Farmersville, Tex.; Musselman's Lamar Theatre, Paris, Tex., and C. T. Thompson, Aladdin Theatre, Longview, Tex.

15% Off on Parts for All Projectors

COMPLETE LINE STANDARD PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

BLIZZARD AIR MASTER

Destined to Revolutionize the Cooling Industry.

This great cooling equipment is now being manufactured at rapid rate to supply the brisk demand. A brand new idea in cooling is now perfected by the Blizzard people which has brought real economy to the theatre owner in his purchase of a most efficient cooling equipment.

THE DUAL COOLING SURFACE

Is Several Jumps Ahead of the Industry.

J. O. FORD
Factory Representative

BLIZZARD SALES CO.
Box 594 — Dallas, Texas
SYNDICATE
Crashes First-Run Play-Time
in the key cities of Texas with the first of the new series of SIX

HOOT GIBSON
SMASHING WESTERNS

“Clearing the Range”

Played First Run Simultaneously, week of June 7—to capacity business in the—

OLD MILL (Publix) DALLAS
STATE (Publix) SAN ANTONIO
IRIS (Will Horwitz) HOUSTON
GRAND CENTRAL (“Skinny” Pryor) AUSTIN
CRAWFORD THEATRE, EL PASO

DATES ARE SETTING FAST! GIVE YOUR PATRONS A REST FROM SEX PICTURES. PLAY HOOT GIBSON. HE’S CLEAN ALL THE WAY THRU.

He’s an Idol at the Box Office—and He’s Bringing them Back.

Syndicate Pictures Co.
Phone 7-5673
308 S. HARWOOD
FILM BUILDING
DALLAS, TEX.
M. P. T. O. Hits at Allied

INDEPENDENTS’ BEST SEASON

Wants Fairer Zoning

PATHE WINS

Supreme Court Decision on Old Contract Film

Buffalo,—Judge Hinckley in Special Term of the Supreme Court on Friday, June 12, denied an injunction sought by La Hay, Inc., operating the Lafayette Theatre, to prevent RKO-Pathe Distributing Corp. from permitting the showing of the Constance Bennett picture, "Born to Love," in Sheen's Buffalo Theatre. Plaintiff sought to obtain the picture as one of those under the old agreement with the old Pathé company. The court rejected this theory.

FAVORS Mergers

Government Friendly to Consolidations

Washington—The favorable attitude of the government toward the consolidation of Standard Oil Co. of New York and the Vacuum Oil Co. is interpreted to mean that the government is doing its part to aid constructive business enterprises. The step by the government is looked upon as a means of opening up the possibilities for an okay on the Warner-First National case, Fox-Loew situation and lessening of interference being enlisted by the minority opposing the RKO-Pathé merger.

Fox Reorganized; New Directors are Elected

New York—Reorganization of Fox Films was completed last week when eight new directors were elected. The reorganization began a year ago when William Fox relinquished control after financial difficulties had brought about his retirement from active interest in the organization.

In a 15-minute perfunctory session of stockholders held in the theatre atop the company's new headquarters, the change in directors was effected without a dissenting vote.

The new members are Albert H. Wiggins, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Geo. M. Moffett, Frank O. Watts, Philip R. Carke, David K. E. Bruce, Edward Tinker and Samuel W. Forde.

The old directors who were re-elected are Harley Clarke, the president; Matthew C. Brush, Wilder Farnum, Hilliard LeFoy, Lucille Gleeson, Wallace McDonald and Walter Percival.

Bulletin Attacks Allied States for Taking Credit for Service Charge Reduction.

New York—M. P. T. O. A. is pointing its guns at Allied States Association and is accusing the latter organization of taking the credit for bringing about a reduction of service charges.

In the June issue of the M. P. T. O. A. bulletin it is pointed out that a committee discussed the matter with C. W. Bunn of Electrical Research Products several days before a committee of Allied men made a similar visit to Bunn. The initial move for the reduction, according to the bulletin, was made by Jack Miller of Chicago at the M. P. T. O. A. convention four months before the first conference with Erpi.

The bulletin further criticizes Allied for its favorable attitude toward sponsored advertising.

TWO NEW TITLES

Radio Changes Names of Two Pictures


PAPA SILVER

New York — A daughter was born last week to Gertrude and Milton Silver. Mr. Silver is advertising manager of Universal.

Silver, in announcing the event to P. D. Cochrane, sent the following wire:

"Exclusive story immediate release. Gala world premiere Jeanne Ritchie Silver, first appearance anywhere—even thirty p. m. June third—Finest production of kind ever played this house—Booked for indefinite run."

World Confab

London—A World conference of all branches of the motion picture industry is being planned here. Representatives from America and other parts of the world will be invited. The event will take place in London next year if the plans are carried out.
**THRILL-O-DRAMAS**

"AIR POLICE"

With Rex Lease and Dorothy Gulliver. The rugged virile ghost of the rowdy old West makes a hectic entree into the new, and then how the cactus does fly! Hard riding, hard fighting, woven 'round with a golden thread of romance.

"IN OLD CHEYENNE"

With Charles Delaney, Vera Reynolds and Carrol Nye. Rival auto racers, competing for a pretty girl's favors, run the gamut of incredible thrills. A sensational race reaches its climax in a death-rending crash! Action galore!

"HELL BENT for FRISCO"

From a magazine story by Michael L. Simmons. Ready for production. A stirring epic of the daily life and adventures of an ambulance surgeon. The clang of the gong takes this romantic figure thru a maze of heroic action and startling drama! A smashing exploitation special!

"FIRST AID"

With Kenneth Harlan and Josephine Dunn. The first picture of its kind. Action in the sky, revolving around the dramatic story of a new development in police patrol. Climaxed by a magnificent battle in the air!
Copyright Bureau
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pictures three days instead of two, as called for in the contract, and where films have been exhibited in other houses other than those specified in the contract.

Bookers, salesmen and exhibitors in a number of instances have been in a muddle over verbal agreements, etc., all of which is of no interest to the copyright bureau which is pursuing its work and inflicting its penalties in strict accordance with stipulations written in the contract.

The Ross Federal Service, Inc., located in Dallas in the Allen Building, is now doing its work in several sections of the Southwest although its place in the trade has no connection with the copyright bureau. H. F. Neill is manager of that company in its Dallas office, which covers all of Texas and parts of Oklahoma. The Ross service works individually for the exchanges in checking box-office receipts on percentage runs. "Our dealings with the exchanges and the exhibitors have been very satisfactory," Mr. Neill said.

Mr. Gabriel Hess, general attorney for the bureau, has written Motion Picture Times a special letter explaining the functions of the bureau, as follows:

"Dear Sir:

"Your article appearing on the first and twelfth pages of your issue of the Motion Picture Times of May 26, 1931, dealing with the investigation of unauthorized exhibitions of copyrighted motion pictures now being conducted by the Copyright Protection Bureau for distributors of such motion pictures, is evidently based upon information furnished you by one W. L. Sneed of the Pioneer Theatre, Beebe, Arkansas, and other unknown informants.

"An investigation disclosed that Sneed had been exhibiting the pictures of five national distributors in excess of the number of days for which each such picture was licensed, without any authorization whatsoever from the distributors. The rentals of certain of these pictures were upon a percentage basis. You undoubtedly know that all receipts of percentage pictures must be reported to the distributor, Mr. Sneed, although he now claims he had permission to run each of these pictures a third day, did not report his receipts for the additional day. When these facts were disclosed to Mr. Sneed, he admitted them and I accepted his offer to pay the sum of $500 in settlement of the claims against him.

"So much for your informant. In the interest of exhibitors in your territory you should know the serious problem with which the distributors are confronted and the steps they have taken to remedy the evils resulting from the unauthorized use of their pictures. In this connection, you will realize that this is a problem not only of the distributors, but one which equally affects the honest exhibitor.

"In each territory where investigations have been undertaken by the Copyright Protection Bureau, the head of the local exhibitor organization, having the interests of the honest exhibitor in mind, has thoroughly co-operated with the Bureau. Many of the complaints precipitating its investigations come from exhibitors effected adversely by the obviously unfair competitive practices of the offending exhibitor, or whose right to prior exhibition was violated by unlicensed exhibitions by other exhibitors.

"The Copyright Protection Bureau is merely an investigating agency which reports to me, as an attorney for the distributors involved, the evidence disclosed by its investigations. All proceedings are taken by the distributors (and not the Bureau) through me as their attorney for such purpose.

"Let me repeat that when evidence of the wrongful acts of exhibitors has been found, they have been requested and encouraged to consult with their own counsel and the leaders of their own organization, and in many instances have been guided by the advice of their counsel and of the officers of their own organization before making any offer of settlement for their admitted infractions. The leaders of every local exhibitor organization have always been privileged and are welcome to sit in at any conference with an exhibitor concerning disclosed unauthorized exhibitions.

"Disregarding the fact that an alleged oral side agreement supposedly made with the branch representative of the distributor at the time a written contract is made is not legally binding, the exhibitor in every case has been given the benefit of the doubt if it appears that an oral arrangement was made. Only when an alleged oral agreement was vigorously and absolutely denied by the branch representative, claims have been proceeded with.

"Upon consideration of the facts herein disclosed, I trust that you will appreciate the fairness of the operations of the Copyright Protection Bureau and the distributors in these matters.

"I hope you will see your way clear to co-operate in attempting the abuses arising out of unauthorized exhibitions which are so prejudicial both to the distributors and exhibitors in our industry.

Yours very truly,
GABRIEL L. HESS."

Judge Roy L. Walker, president of the Theatre Owners Protective Association, has issued the following caution to exhibitors in reference to the bureau:

"Buy your features and short-
(Continued on page 13)
Here's "Bill & Andy" Monogram's New Western Starring Team!

Bill Cody

AND

Andy Shuford

This Cody-Shuford combination is bound to prove one of the biggest drawing teams ever introduced on the silver screen.

Bill Cody - hard riding, hard hitting ace horseman, co-starring with Little Andy Shuford - clever cowboy juvenile of "The Big Trail", "The Great Meadow", "A Rider Of The Plains" promises to do much to bring the youngsters & those who wish to be young again - back to your theatre. Play "Bill & Andy" for bigger westerns and bigger business! !!!!

Fast Action - smashing-fighting-hard riding Monogram Westerns:

"The Montana Kid", "Dugan of the Bad Lands"
"The Law of the North", "So This Is Texas"
"Oklahoma Jim", "Land of Wanted Men"
"Mason of the Mounted", "The Ghost City"

Monogram Pictures Co.
Dallas, Texas
Oklahoma City, Okla.
THE GOOD JUDGEMENT
Of Those Smart Showmen Who Are Using
UNIVERSAL SOUND ON-FILM
June 16, 1931

Is Common Talk in the Trade Today!

After operating UNIVERSAL steadily for months these exhibitors know their theatres are putting out just as fine quality sound as any high-priced equipment can reproduce.

FURTHERMORE, exhibitors using UNIVERSAL are saving the big difference because UNIVERSAL cost them about one-third of the required investment for only the privilege of leasing high-priced equipment.

UNIVERSAL is the Only Medium-Priced Equipment Covered by the Nationally-Known Patents of DeForest Radio Co. and Jenkins Television Corporation, and is Standard Equipment from Start to Finish.

Trade-In Allowance On Disc Equipments

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.
313 S. Harwood St.     B. G. HERBER, Mgr.  DALLAS, TEXAS

A big saving on a Standard Accessory

YOU can't hold the crowds these days without better sound than you gave them last year or the year before. Projection equipment must be up-to-date. In three important ways your National Branch will help you keep a little ahead of the competition: (1) They always have the latest and best improvements first. (2) They won't approve or sell new items unless they actually are improvements. (3) Their prices—even on standard accessories—are usually lower. The new Simplex Rear Shutter is a good example of National Economy. It originally appeared on the market at $190. Because of the great sales volume it received through the coast-to-coast organization of National Theatre Supply Company, it has been possible to reduce this price to $145. . . . Just another of the many purchasing advantages that are constantly coming to National Customers.

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

THE STAMP OF TRUE ECONOMY
306 S. Harwood St., Dallas, Texas.  516 W. Grand, Oklahoma City, Okla.
400 S. Second Street, Memphis, Tenn.

The new Simplex Rear Shutter provides for a greatly increased screen illumination and reduces heat at the aperture by approximately 75% . . . These advantages will bring your projection up-to-the-minute and add noticeable improvement to Sound-on-Film features. A service man from your National Branch is ready to install your set of Simplex Rear Shutters at any time.
ERPI Service
...not just a word but Insurance against program interruption

ERPI's nation-wide staff of engineers gives a new meaning to that much abused and mis-used word — "service". Ordinarily, it means rectifying trouble after something has gone wrong. ERPI SERVICE, however, means trouble prevention — a service of insurance. ERPI SERVICE actually has proven that it is more than 95% a preventive and less than 5% an emergency organization. ERPI SERVICE, therefore, is an absolute necessity to the theatre owner. Western Electric Sound Systems are designed and made with all the skill and care that goes into Bell System telephone apparatus. But no matter how well designed nor how well made delicate electrical or mechanical equipment may be, constant care is the price of continuously satisfactory performance. ERPI SERVICE is your insurance—a small price for big returns.

Western Electric
SOUND SYSTEM
Northern Electric in Canada
Distributed by
Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street, New York
MINIATURE THEATRE
Proves Value of ATTRACTIVENESS

In order to sell exhibitors on the importance of reworking their theatres into beautiful showhouses, and to stress the tragedy of showing pictures in dingy, unattractive houses, W. B. King, president of King Studios, has constructed a miniature model of a modern theatre which he is now taking about the country with him, demonstrating the vital points to theatre owners.

While King Studios, during the past few years have revamped and acoustitized some three hundred houses, many of which were urgent jobs to immediately handle the sound situation, the studios are now working in finer design and furnishings, accomplishing correction at the same time without noticeable additional cost in the remodeling or redecorating job.

"No matter where you are, the public today accepts nothing short of an attractive theatre in all its phases," Mr. King said. "Nickelodeon days and methods of operation, when the projection machines were turned on in a bare store building with the nauseating strains of an electric piano—when everybody about the theatre, including the operator, could go to sleep while the picture was grinding, have gone forever. Improvements in living conditions of the home, the generous distribution of conveniences in living, new automobiles, electric refrigerators, radios, and all those sorts of things being now customary are the reasons that the theatre man will either operate a first-class theatre plant or that he will go out of business overnight just as he came into it."

The purpose of the miniature theatre, Mr. King explains, is to set the model in any showman’s theatre, and to demonstrate to him the most economical way of remodeling and decoration. The miniature was made in its entirety by the King Studios and Mr. King personally is taking his model into those towns now suffering because of inadequate theatre facilities.

It is also announced by King Studios that the Harwood street offices have been moved into their Elm street facotry building, where special displays have been arranged for the advantage of the theatre owner. The King factory is located at 2545 Elm street.

"Sweepstakes"
To Be First RKO-Pathe 1931-32 Release

New York—Ned E. Depinet, vice-president and general sales manager, states that RKO Pathé will start off the 1931-32 schedule with the release of “Sweepstakes,” a comedy-drama of the race track, on July 10. Eddie Quillan is the star who inaugurates the release of the Personality Group which presents Constance Bennett, Ann Harding, Helen Twelvetrees, Ina Claire, William Boyd and Quillan.

Depinet states that “Sweepstakes” was moved up a month on the schedule because of its timeliness to the racing season which permits exhibitors opportunity to tie-in with the interest in the turf created by the Kentucky Derby, Epsom Downs’ Derby and other classics. He further believes that an outdoor action picture is an excellent anecdote to counteract the competition of open-air attractions now getting under way, particularly since the Quillan vehicle has plenty of exploitation and ballyhoo angles.

Another for Holt
Hollywood—Jack Holt has been signed to portray the big role in Columbia’s forthcoming de luxe “special, ” Fifty Fathoms Deep. The picture, a tense drama of danger and adventure of those who seek treasure at the mysterious sea bottom brings Mr. Holt back to the Columbia lot after a brief vacation at his Las Vegas, Nevada, ranch. Richard Cromwell, who starred in “Trouble David,” his initial screen role, will depict the juvenile lead.
Tri-State Meet
(Continued from page 3)
The convention discussed the “unhappy endings” to recent pictures and pointed out that they had a depressing effect on patrons and was causing a loss in business.
Protests were registered against the action of one of the large producing-distributing companies using copyrighted paper and other exploitation matter. If this is persisted in the Tri-State organization will create its own paper exchange and supply its members at cost with window cards and one sheets.
Other matters considered included the setting of a 90-day minimum protection after release date against theatres charging 10 cents admission day or night. This it is believed will give the previous run of a picture a fair chance.
The matter of securing a reduction in service charges from Electrical Research Products by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, but highly commended kids and the National organization urged to continue this work along all lines. A general discussion found the sentiment in favor of deferring the buying of the new product until later to enable exhibitors to see better how the situations worked out.
M. M. Lightman was the principal speaker.

ENTHUSED
Bickel Says M-G-M Is Going Forward

Leroy Bickel says this is a fast-moving business and that if a company stands still it is going backward. He emphasized the point here that M-G-M is going forward with the finest product in its highest grade. M-G-M has never been forced to cut salaries or lay off help and even now there will be no salary or reduction of personnel, he said. M-G-M, however, is set on the policy this year of getting every dollar its product is worth, regardless of what exhibitors are paying the other exchanges, Bickel declared.

Accept Cuts
Operators’ unions in many places have voluntarily accepted, and in some cases, have asked for a 10 per cent cut in salaries for the remainder of the summer, it is said. In Austin, they took 10 per cent off, as well as in other Publix towns. Independent theatre owners in the larger towns as well as hones operated by unaffiliated circuits are also paying the operators 10 per cent less as a temporary proposition, it is said.

PRAISE GIBSON
Critics Like Western at Old Mill

Critics of the Dallas newspapers were partial in their reviews for last week to “Clearing the Range,” first of the six westerns with Hoot Gibson distributed by Syndicate, which played first run in the Old Mill, operated by Publix.
Stories played up the idea that Gibson’s first was a relief from world sex plays and that it was sure-fire screen material for the kids and their parents. It was no secret that the Old Mill did capacity business on the run.
A film full of hard riding, action and reckless justice of the six gun has never lost its appeal to audiences, the reviews went on to state, and enthusiasm among the kids and men ran high. Gibson started one of his wild rides over a rocky mountain.
Gibson’s great following is built up largely because he plays in an individual type of western theme. He doesn’t shoot to kill and he doesn’t spill blood or exploit the worst side of the old west.
On the other hand he depends on virile action, vital developments at every turn in the plot, and vigorous red-blooded romance as the ingredients which have built his box office power.
“Clearing the Range,” outside of its Dallas run, played simultaneously in the Publix State, San Antonio; Will Horwitz’s Iris in Houston; Grand Central in Austin, operated by “Skinny” Pryor; and the Crawford Theatre in El Paso.
Many of the smaller towns have followed up in setting dates for Gibson’s first, according to Harry Silverman, manager of Monogram.
Title of the second Gibson is “Wild Horse,” by Peter B. Kyne. Fetchit is in the cast. “Hard Hombre” is the third. “A Gay Buckaroo” will be the fourth. Peter B. Kyne will write and title the fifth, while exhibitors from over the country will supply the title for the sixth.
The Dallas office of Syndicate Pictures Company is now in full blast at 308 S. Harwood, Film Exchange Bldg. Harry and Joe Silverman are heads of the exchange.

IN BUSINESS
Bernbaum Joins New Enterprise

D. Bernbaum, former treasurer of R. & R. Theatres, who said a short time ago there would be no more business for him in 1931, but who has just lately admitted that he referred to theatre business, is now president of a Dallas manufacturing company making ladies and kids’ dresses, frocks and what not.
This was only a starter, however. Now with N. Wertheimer, he is buying up a flock of proven royalties in the east Texas area, which he intends to hold until the black gold game hits its stride, which he said won’t be long.

FINISH THRILLO
“Hell Bent for Frisco” is Completed

Hollywood — “Hell Bent for Frisco,” fourth on the Sono Art World wide schedule of Thrill-0-Dramas, has just been completed under the supervision of George W. Weeks. The story, revolving around a motor racing romance, features Charles Delaney, Vera Reynolds and Carroll Nye. Stuart Paton directed. The picture will be released early in July.

Copyright Bureau
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subjects with the thought in mind that you will only be able to play this product in the theatre and town specified on the contract. We suggest that if you are operating two theatres in one town, that you have your contract written so that you can use the picture in either theatre. Buy your service with the thought in mind that you can only play his product for the number of days specified in the contract. If you are running previews on Saturday night, figure that one day. Do not hold over a picture for extra days’ showing without first obtaining that company’s authority IN WRITING. This authority should be from a representative that has the authority, which is the branch manager. Do not sign a contract with a salesman or branch manager who will not write the entire agreement with you, in the contact.”

Sign Miss Rogers
New York — Ginger Rogers, stage and screen star, who recently closed her latest Broadway engagement in “Girl Crazy,” has been signed by RKO-Pathé to play opposite Eddie Quillan in his next vehicle, “Eddie Cuts In.” Production on this George Kibbe Turner vehicle will start immediately upon Miss Rogers’ arrival at Cul-

17 EXHIBITORS
NOW USING
X-CELL
SOUND-ON-FILM EQUIPMENT
BECAUSE
1. Eliminates head amplifiers.
2. All A. C. operated—no batteries.
3. Reproduction equal to high priced leased equipment.
4. $15 to $20 reduction in light bill.
5. Costs less to own than for privilege of leasing other equipment.
6. No weekly service or rental charges.

WHY NOT BUY NOW — CALL OR WRITE
Public Address Service Co.
Dallas, Texas.
WESTERN AND ACTION FEATURES

MEET FAMILY NEEDS

With Virile Productions

RKO-Pathe Plan

"Youth passes, but romance lives," says Ned E. Depinet, vice-president and general sales manager of RKO-Pathe. And he continues:

The old fashioned western pictures entertained youngsters from eight to 80 and we believe their charm has not decreased. Their disappearance from the screen may be attributed to a passing change in public taste, but the public still wants the thrill that only西部片 can offer.

"More than that, with sound and the modern perfection of photography, there will be more beautiful scenic effects, naturally, with more realism from every standpoint.

"To help bring back the family trade and thus aid exhibitors in one of their box-office problems, RKO-Pathe is producing for the new season six feature length westerns in addition to two series of four action pictures starring Bill Boyd and Eddie Quillen.

"This series will be designed to appeal to the entire family and regain for exhibitors the patronage of the younger generation. They will appeal to all classes. They will be western action pictures with plenty of romance and adventure staged in the atmosphere of the West of the wild and woolly days of the picturesque past.

"Charles R. Rogers, who guided the destinies of two of the screen's most popular heroes, Ken Maynard and Harry Carey, will supervise these RKO-Pathe westerns."

MANY ACCESSORIES

Available on Columbia's Buck Jones Series

A great variety of attractive accessories designed for both adult and juvenile appeal, are offered exhibitors for the exploitation of Columbia's lineup of the Buck Jones outdoor productions.

In addition to the usual one, three and six sheets, window cards and lobby cut-outs, the list of accessories includes: Lobby Hanger heads of Jones size 10 1/2 x 13 ins., in gray and red on 6-ply card; felt pennant, suitable for lobby hangers, size 18 x 27 ins. in red, blue and white; heralds in red and (Continued on page 15)

HEREWITH is a representative list of Western and Action pictures, the majority of which are available for immediate dating. Others to be released during the early part of this coming season are also listed. Because the production schedules of all companies have not as yet been definitely set, the list is, naturally, subject to additions and changes.


FIRST NATIONAL—"The Lash," Richard Barthelmess.


TALKING PICTURE EPICS—"Across the World," Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson; "Hunting Tigers in India," Commander Geo. M. Dyett, Richard Barham; "Traps," Richard Talmadge; "Devil's Trap.


WARNER BROTHERS—"River's End," Charles Bickford.


ACTION PLENTIFUL

In Sonor Art's Series of "Thrill-O-Dramas"

In the second group of western Thrill-O-Dramas, produced by Geo. W. Weeks, for Sonor Art is a type of entertainment for which there has been a crying need since the advent of the "talkie." Pictures of action, dynamic thrills, pictures redolent of the great outdoors, the mastery of the air, water and the frozen tundras of the North by indomitable men. The chase and quest of romance and the blooded adventure, pictures which have ever appealed to all ages and classes.

Four in this series of thrillers have already been completed, of which are "Swanee River," a story staged in the idyllic locale which inspired the internationally famous melody. The cast is headed by Grant Withers and Thelma Todd.

"Air Police," with Kenneth Harlan and Josephine Dunn. The first picture of its kind. Action in the sky, revolving around the dramatic story of a new development in police patrol.

"In Old Cheyenne," with Rex Lease and Dorothy Gulliver. The dazzling virile ghost of the rowdy old West makes a hectic entrance into the new, and then how the cactus does fly!


Preparations are now being made for the filming of the fifth in this series titled, "First Aid," from a magazine story by Michael L. Simmons. An action story of the daily life and adventures of an ambulance surgeon. This is to be followed by "Mounted Fury," an outdoor drama revolving around the virile traditions of the North-west Mounted police; "Hell Skipper" a tale of a dare-devil sea captain who terrorizes a crew of primitive hate-maddened men; "Casey Jones, Junior," in which danger, the constant companion of railroad men, guides the scene of this roaring romance; "Neck and Neck," a drama of the race track; and "Is There Justice?", a searching probe into society's clamor for revenge, via the electric chair.
brown, with space for theatre imprint, containing an action photo of Jones with the name of the current film inserted, and autographed portraits of Jones, suitable for framing; repeating revolvers of wood, containing the Columbia seal and Jones' name, with ample room for the theatre imprint; attractive revolvers of paper containing the name of Jones, the Columbia seal and title of the current picture; 8x10 photos in black and white; and Columbia's Studio News Service, published in connection with the Western star's current releases which contain reproductions of stills from the pictures and interesting anecdotes on Jones and his supporting cast.

---

**NATIONAL TIE-UPS**

Through Chain Stores for Big 4 Westerns

A nation-wide exploitation tie-up has been effected by the Big 4 Film Corporation with the Federal Puritan and National Clothing Stores, jointly operating 176 clothing apparel shops throughout 38 states and the District of Columbia.

This tie-up covers three distinct campaigns. The first is an eight-page four-color magazine, fashioned after Sunday newspaper sections, and contains two fiction stories and five pages of the chain's manufacturing advertising. The cover carries a head of Nena Quarato, a full-length picture of her and one of Nick Stuart, and a scene from their latest picture, Big 4 melodrama "Trapped," with credits. A full-page story on the stars ties in with the company's merchandise. These mailing pieces have been distributed to all customers of the concern and will be distributed at about the same time as the top-runs of the picture are playing.

The second phase is a "Wally, Wales Window." A ten-gallon hat of this Western favorite is being routed from town to town, where his pictures are showing, the display appearing in each picture house for a week. With the hat will be grouped some stills from a current Wales' release.

The third is a follow-up on the mailing piece and consists of the cover of the magazine, mounted as a window-card and surrounded with six stills from "Trapped." These will be sold indiscriminately in their stores in seventy-six cities, all of which are located on the main streets.

Radiocasts are planned in some of the cities. Numbers from Big 4 releases and stylist hints by their players will be offered in conjunction with an orchestral program.

---

**SERIAL PLAYS**

**Perennial Action Films Now in the First Run Class**


---

**HOOT GIBSON**

Featured in New Series by M. H. Hoffman

Hoot Gibson is an old stand-by that exhibitors can always count on when they want outdoor action pictures to please their audiences. Knowing this, M. H. Hoffman, veteran producer, secured the services of Gibson and is making a series of six features starring this popular delineator of cowboy roles.

The first of this series, "Clearing the Range," has received the plaudits of trade paper critics and is termed sure-fire entertainment. Sally Elson appears in support of Gibson in this first. "Wild Horse" is the title of the second production, based on a Cosmopolitan Magazine story by Peter B. Kyne. Sally Elson appears in support of Gibson. "The Hard Hombre" is the title of the third and "The Gay Buckaroo" will be the fourth. The fifth release is another Peter B. Kyne story. The sixth is to be selected by exhibitors from their vote on several stories by well-known authors. Associated with Mr. Hoffman in the production of these Hoot Gibson productions is M. H. Hoffman, Jr., who, as general manager of Allied Pictures Corporation, is the youngest producing executive in the industry, and who, through his keen sense of production values, is proving a veritable "chip off the old block."

---

**KEN MAYNARD**

And Bob Steele Featured in New Tiffany Program

Tiffany announces that Ken Maynard and Bob Steele will both appear in series of action westerns on the company's new production program.

The first four in this group of out-door thrillers that have been successfully introduced to the trade are "Fighting Thru," "The Two Gun Man," "Alias the Bad Man" and most recently "The Arizona." Carefully selected supporting casts have been chosen for each feature.

Alfred Vautrin, who completed a group of Bob Steele westerns for Tiffany on last year's program, will continue with the organization producing a new series for the company's new schedule. "Near the Trail's End," the first in this series, has been completed and is now in the course of distribution. Tiffany films are being made for the second, tentatively titled, "South of Santa Fe," to be followed by "West of the Rockies," "The Galloping Romance," "The Man From Bells Edge," "Riders of the Desert," "The Nevada Kid," "Texas Buddies," "Law of the West," and "Son of Oklahoma."
### Little Tips to Big Things

#### Equipment for Sale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment for Sale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ONE COMPLETE turntable and Aduh pickup; attachment: any projector; good equipment. $20.00 gets both. Public Address Service Co., Dallas, Texas. 6-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIL SHIELDS for Simplex projectors using Western Electric; Universal bases; eliminates the use of expensive pads; keeps equipment from from excess oil; price $1.00. Box 282, Neosho, Mo. 6-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOD - ALL disc equipment cheap; selling on account of sound-on-film installation. Circle Theatre, 36th and Prospect, Kansas City, Mo. 6-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICTURE MACHINE — 35 ½ and 1/6; motors good shape; each $4.00. Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co., 1804 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 6-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE MOTIOGRAPH — Special &quot;P&quot; model; complete with Motio- graph Mazda equipment; regular price $225; good as new — $295. B-374, Associated Publications. 6-16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Equipment Wanted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment Wanted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WANTED — Two used Simplex heads for emergency use; must be cheap for cash. Hall Industries Theatres, Beeville, Texas. 7-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTION PICTURE OPERATORS available; experienced on Western Electric. Write Associated Projectionists, 103 North Rowan Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. tf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUNG MAN desires steady work as projectionist; seven years' experience; two years with sound; non-union but willing to join if necessary. Married, sober, reliable, willing worker; locate anywhere. B-374, Associated Publications. 6-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROJECTIONIST — 15 years' experience; any sound equipment. Barney Ludesher, 550 Almond, Dubuque, Iowa. 6-25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Theatres for Sale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theatres for Sale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOOD PAYING HOUSE in county seat town. J. C. Kennedy, De Smet, S. D. 6-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR SALE OR TRADE—Perfect sound theatre; reasonable price; 1,200 population. Lathrop Theatre, Lathrop, Mo. 6-16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Theatres Wanted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theatres Wanted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THEATRE OWNERS wanting to sell, get our plan. We have a direct buyer to seller method. Kaschfinder, Wichita, Kas. tf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WANT TO SELL YOUR THEATRE? THE CLEARING HOUSE WILL PUT YOUR PROPOSITION BEFORE 20,000 PROS. 7-7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Here is your Handy “Ad Order” Blank

Associated Publications, Inc.
4704 East Ninth St.

(Send Cash / With Order) 10¢ a word; 4 insertions at price of 3

Kindly insert the following want ad times in your “CLEARING HOUSE” Section, running through ALL TEN of the ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS.

(Don’t forget to count words in name and address that is to appear in the ad)

### Classified Ads 10¢ Per Word Payable in Advance. Minimum $1.00. Display Rates on Request.
Gun Smoke
Paramount—66 Minutes

This is a combination racketeer and western action story that satisfies. The story concerns a gang of criminals forced to leave the big city where their activities have been discovered. They journey west and settle in a small town posing as capitalists. Gold is found by an old prospector and the gang decides to take over the town until they can pan out the wealth and make a get away. There is considerable cold-blooded slaughter when the racketeers take things over. The cowboys get help to the racket and the sure-shootin' bronco riders decide to show the racketeers where shooting was invented. The result is a peaceful western town with the hero and the heroine taking the final bracing.

The photography is excellent throughout and the direction top notch. With audiences hungry for outdoor action drama they should eat this one up.—Warren Stokes.

SELLING SEATS: Advertise gangland subdued by sure-shootin' riders of the range. Stress the fact that it is a modern type of western full to the brim with romance and glamorous action. If the stars mean anything to your patrons spot their names. Above everything else sell ACTION! Your audience will get plenty of it here.

Laughing Sinners
M-G-M—72 Minutes
Cast: Joan Crawford, Neil Hamilton, Clarke Gable, Marjorie Rambeau, Guy Kibbee, Cliff Edwards, Rasicke Karna, Gertrude Short, George Cooper, George F. Marion, Bert Woodruff. Directed by Harry Beaumont.

Joan Crawford with a new type of role and new color of hair in this screen version of the former stage play "The Torch Song." She plays the part of a cabaret dancer who has a wild love affair with a traveling salesman (Neil Hamilton) who finally marries the daughter of his employer and leaves her flat. She attempts to commit suicide but is saved by a mysterious cowboy (Clarke Gable) and she dons the bonnet and cloak of that organization to start life anew. She later runs into the former lover in a hotel and discards the garments of the Salvation Army to renew her old life with him.

Her downfall lasts just over an hour, and as in the early morning hours the boy from the Salvation Army brings her back to earth and she again becomes a worker alongside of him and the final fadeout finds them together in the park making the poor children happy.

The cast is well chosen and fine directorial work by Harry Beaumont puts this one over in a highly entertaining manner.—Southwell.

SELLING SEATS: Good tie-ups can be made with sheet music stores on the song used and also tie up fashion displays with department stores. Sell the star for all she is worth.

The China Plate
Columbia—12 Minutes
Unusually clever Silly Symphony minus the usual animal characters. This time the players are Chinese folks and a romance is woven in to give it a plot. A close-up of an Oriental-designed plate shows a Chinese river scene which suddenly becomes animated and the story gets under way. This will amuse all classes.—Steen.

Reseat for Bigger Patronage
The advisability of taking out old chairs and reseating with new American Seating Company chairs is backed by common sense facts and profit making figures.

Comfortable "American" chairs attract patrons—leave them favorably impressed with your show...bring them back when pleasure bent.

New chairs..."American" chairs, assist in removing the causes of faulty reception. Their sound absorption qualities aid in eliminating reverberation, echo, scratching noises and indistinct projection.

Beyond this, new chairs—with their colorful coverings and standards, add a freshness and newness to your interior that is certain to appeal to patrons.

Let us analyze your seating problem and submit suggestions and prices. An interesting Booklet, "Acoustics and its Relation to Seating" will be sent free, upon request.

American Seating Company
Makers of Fine Seating for Churches, Schools and Theatres
General Office: 1 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
Branch Office in all Principal Cities

The Sensation of the Year

June 16, 1931.
THE ETERNAL FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT

The building up of family patronage has been a question before the industry ever since sophistication came into the talkies and stayed so long that this "bread and butter" trade dropped off to alarming proportions. The so-labeled kid pictures released during the current season are doing their share in attracting family trade, but they have their limits and they come and go in cycles. However, one type of picture that goes on forever—which is always geared for the entire family—is the western and outdoor action picture. It was this type that first popularized the movies and, even though the talkies cut down its production, when the mechanism for making them were new and unperfected, it is showing itself this season to greater and better advantage than ever.

Action is a vital requisite to good motion picture entertainment and the supplanting of much draggy dialogue with swift-moving action is filling a public want that never wanes. The current popularity of a number of the gangster stories may be attributed to the picture public's demand for action in their film fare that has been almost totally absent from the majority of feature releases. But here, too, a cycle exists, and it is a quickly passing one, in addition to the fact that pictures of this type are not for the entire family.

At the beginning of the sound era the so-called "horse operas" were dropped from the programs of the leading producers. But not for long. Now, with mechanical obstacles overcome, the western and action picture is once again a dominant part of practically every company's program and, with judicious use of sound and dialogue, their popularity is destined to grow to new heights. Motion pictures made their first big appeal through supplying the entertainment-seeking public with action that the stage productions could not give. The outdoor pictures not only give momentum but they also supply added value through the scenic beauty of nature's great outdoors.

The independent producers and distributors are supplying the greater part of the western and action picture output. Their productions are featuring proven stars and strong supporting casts, aiming directly at the box office. Exhibitors, seeking to rejuvenate their box offices and to bring back in greater numbers their lost family patronage, should find in these productions the needed stimulus. However, these pictures should be backed with proper advertising and exploitation to assure their greatest possible success.
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
A consolidation of Exhibitors Herald, Moving Picture World, Motography, Motion Picture News, combining all the time-tested editorial values of business publication tradition within the motion picture industry — published every week — edited by Terry Ramsaye — subscription price, $3.00 the year.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY
Combining Exhibitors Daily Review, Exhibitors Trade Review and Motion Pictures Today — the alive, alert daily trade paper of motion pictures — telegraphic box-office reports — published every day — edited by Maurice D. Kann — subscription price, $10.00 the year.

HOLLYWOOD HERALD
The daily journal of the motion picture's creative community — everything that happens in Hollywood day by day in a distinctive newspaper of the industry — edited by William A. Johnston — subscription price, $5.00 the year.

MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC
A complete and comprehensive encyclopedia of the motion picture business with facts and figures about every phase of the industry — names, dates and places — published annually — now on the press — price $3.50 per copy.

BETTER THEATRES
Published every fourth week as section two of Motion Picture Herald, Better Theatres is devoted to the construction, operation and equipment of theatres — a smart, technical journal dealing with the physical and operating problems of the motion picture theatre — leading authorities deal regularly with the problems of house management and equipment — edited by George Schutz — subscription included with Motion Picture Herald.

QUIGLEY PUBLICATIONS
The consolidation of a complete trade press under a single management has brought to Quigley Publications editorial resources never before contemplated in trade journalism and editorial personnel of combined ability impossible under unit management. The Bioscope, London, speaking editorially, says: "The Quigley organs are now supreme in the field of American trade journalism... They are taken seriously not only in the U. S. A. but—as representing American opinion—throughout the world."

MARTIN QUIGLEY
editor-in-chief
and publisher
1790 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
The Western Champion

A big, bronzed champion of the great free range, a dashing gladiator on a wonder horse, Ken Maynard turns any story into thrilling drama. But it isn’t any story you’ll find associated with Ken Maynard. A gifted player, this champion of all the Western stars is supplied with stories more thrilling than your narrowest escape!

Ken Maynard and his talented horse, Tarzan, are the blue bloods of Westerns. They have been elected to this invincible position by the patronage of the children and the grown-ups of America!
HUGHES-FRANKLIN WILL BUILD 2 BIG THEATRES IN TEXAS IMMEDIATELY

MORE THEATRES OPEN ON SUNDAY WITH NEW LAW TAKING EFFECT AUG. 23

CAUTION AND FAIRNESS IN FILM BUYING AND SELLING WILL KEEP MANY THEATRES IN BUSINESS
Here is Genuine Good Will and Business Producing Publicity

an added service that both men and women will appreciate

At a Cost Less Than Throwaways

Book Matches will carry your advertisement at a cost less than a card or dodger and will never be thrown away until the last match is used.

An Ideal Plan for Your Theatre

You can contract for a quantity of these matches and have your imprint changed each week so that you can feature the coming attraction a week in advance. Many theatres are using this plan very successfully.

Orders are filled within 1 week after receipt, so by giving us your schedule of bookings for feature pictures, you will receive shipments regularly and on time. Let us tell you more about this Business Building Plan.

20 Matches in Each Book. 2,500 Books per Case with Your Imprint for $10.00.
You can effect a saving by buying a larger quantity.
Here are the prices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>$3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>$3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000 or over</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All shipments F. O. B. St. Louis, Mo.

And Every "LIGHT" Is An "AD" For You!

Here's HOW to Distribute These Wonderful Business Builders

We all know that many ladies and men desire to smoke before, during or after the show. Place a bowl of matches in the rest rooms where your patrons can help themselves to a book. You can also have the ushers pass them out when your patrons are leaving. Invariably the first thing a man does when leaving the theatre is to "light" up. He will assuredly appreciate receiving these handy safety matches.

Many theatres also distribute their matches at hotel cigar stands, cafes, drug stores and cigar stores. These firms will be pleased to pass out your matches regularly, thereby giving you wider and better distribution for your publicity.

Arrange with leading hotels, drug stores, etc., in your drawing area, to distribute these book matches for you. They'll gladly cooperate.

Mail Your Order Today

Associated Publications, Inc.,
4704 East 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed is our check for De Luxe
"Box Office" Book Matches, each book to be in 4 colors (red, black, yellow and gold), with our ad imprinted as shown at right above.

All shipments F. O. B. factory, St. Louis, Mo.
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H-F to Build Two Texas Theatres

Stop a "Racket"

NEW DISTRICT MGR.

Columbia Appoints Harry Taylor

Columbia branches at Dallas, Oklahoma City and St. Louis are new under the jurisdiction of a new district manager J. B. Underwood, manager of the Dallas branch, has announced. Harry Taylor of Kansas City, former Universal district manager, is the new Columbia executive, taking over territory formerly under Sam Moscow, of Atlanta. The move is merely a division of the selling field with Moscow remaining as district manager of the Atlanta, New Orleans, Memphis and Charlotte offices.

ADDS 4 STAGES

RKO-Pathe Will Finish Schedule Jan. 1

Hollywood—Lee Marcus, president of RKO-Pathe, signed the start of the 1931-32 schedule this week by arranging for the addition of four new film stages to the facilities at the Culver City studios where Charles K. Rogers, production executive, has already made make-up progress on the 1931-32 schedule of star specials and comedy shorts.

Marcus stated that the added studio equipment was to assure facilities for increased production work which will insure the completion of the season's schedule by January 1. He further stated that plans would then immediately get under way for the 1932-33 program so that there would be no let-up in activities at the production plant.

With Arrest of an Alleged Embezzler; Times Story Causes His Downfall.

The confidence man who recently dealt misery to E. J. Black at Celina, selling and collecting for theatre advertising on the strength of a fake purchase of Black's theatres has finally been locked up in Mt. Vernon, Texas, after similar escapades in a number of other towns, information reached Dallas Saturday.

About the time the issue of MOTION PICTURE TIMES containing the Black story was in the mails, Mrs. House wrote a sound-on-film distributor at Dallas, stating that she had sold her theatre in Mt. Vernon and that the purchaser was going to buy sound-on-film.

(Continued on page 4)

Cautious Buying

By V. W. CRISP, Editor

NOW is the time to buy provided the prices and terms are fair, is advice sent out from M. P. T. O. headquarters. That is sensible propaganda which will lead to a stimulation of business if it has its weight.

The larger film companies are now selling their new line-ups and are attempting to get as much as thirty per cent increase in prices over last year. One Dallas exchange has set its quota at $1,000,000 volume of business for the coming year. This company put out remarkably good box office attractions the past season with a line-up of stars that were box office. This product had wide distribution last year and if the million is raised for the new year there must be an increase in rentals to do it.

The distributors, several of them, take the position that due to economic conditions, film rentals have been below par in many cases and that the rates must be raised. The new product sold now will start playing during the fall months when a revival in business is anticipated generally. They feel that the exhibitor should be willing to pay more rental in all those cases where product has been sold too cheap.

(Continued on page 8)

With New Law Taking Effect August 23; Some Situations Are Opening Sooner.

Although a majority of the closed towns are planning to open Sunday as the new law goes into effect August 23, some situations will throw open the gates a little ahead of that date to give the movement added impetus.

Publix opened Mexia on June 20, it is reported. Previous attempts to open met with serious opposition both from local and reformer sources.

Pending the outcome of the Mexia opening, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Covington while in Dallas last week were altering their bookings to open the Star at Uvalde on June 28.

C. V. Jones, Hughes-Franklin auditor, who bought Hillsboro in his own right from R. R. plans to open August 23. Many previous attempts to run on Sunday in Hillsboro met with defeat.

Don Douglas and H. W. Little will open the Strand at Uvalde, staying well within the law by announcing August 29 as the date.

NEW PHOTOTONE

Tomlin Takes Over the Agency Here

M. E. England, factory representative of the Photone Corp., is in Dallas in a specially designed truck demonstrating a portable sound-on-film equipment for which J. G. Tomlin, of Square Deal Film Exchange has acquired the agency. The equipment, exclusively sound-on-film, is put out in two models, one called the Kolograph for home and non-theatrical use, the other called Photone for theatre trade.

The equipment is complete including portable projectors, sound heads, amplifiers, speaker, screen, etc.
A. C. Bray, of the Gregg Amuse-
ment Company at Gladewater, op-
ened the Ritz Theatre on June 24.
It was announced, Hardin Thea-
tre Supply Company secured an or-
der from this theatre for two Sim-
plex projectors and two strong re-

deflectors arc lamps.

Melrose Amusement Company
operating the Melrose Theatre in
Dallas de luxe neighborhood house,
has secured a charter denoting
capital stock of $20,000. P. G.
Cameron, J. B. Rucker and Carl
H. Rucker are named as the in-
corporators.

B. C. Gibson, former Sono Art
salesman, established a big record
for the first three weeks selling
Universal. Gibson piled up a total of
$20,000 in contracts for the period.
Tom Mix is the boy, “Gib”
said.

J. O. Ford, factory representa-
tive of the Blizzard Sales Com-
pany, reported the sale of a Blizzard
cooling equipment to Carl Ander-
ka, of the Cozy Theatre at Orange
Grove, Texas.

H. C. (Monty) Montgomery is
back in the harness selling west-
erns for Harry and Joe Silverman
of the Monogram office in Dallas.
Monty sold westerns for Patha
over seven years straight and
that’s his long suit.

J. M. Reynolds, Palace Theatre
at Whitewright, Texas, formerly of
Arlington, came down Tuesday
for a day’s work on the market.
“Sody” hasn’t been to town much
since taking over the new show.

L. C. Baxley, manager of the
San Antonio Universal office,
arrived in town Monday for a con-
ference in the Dallas office and
for a session later with some of
the boys.

C. W. Matson of Rockdale was
doing business with Dallas book-
ers Monday.

Irvings S. Melcher has closed the
Avenue, Dallas neighborhood, for
the summer. It is also reported
that Melcher has sold the Oak

Lawn, another Dallas neigh-
borhood, but this deal was un-
confirmed Tuesday.

John Fuller, of Leonard, and
Roy Fuller, of Wolfe City, brother
exhibitors, were in Dallas Tuesday.
John was booking mostly westerns.
Roy wasn’t particularly interested
as he has closed Wolfe City until
September 1.

NEW FIXTURES

Voight Lighting Display
by National

A new line of theatre lighting
display fixtures is now on display in
branches of National Theatre Sup-
ply Company, J. L. Brown, man-
gage of the Dallas office, has an-
nounced.

These fixtures are an entirely
new line manufactured expressly
for the theatre by the Voight Com-
pany, Mr. Brown emphasized.
A very complete catalogue is now
available for the asking on these
fixtures, he said.

Stop a “Racket”
(Continued from page 3)

The distributor had just read
the Times story and wrote Mrs.
House, warning her to thoroughly
investigate the party to whom she
was selling and enclosing a page
from the Times exposing the Ce-

lina fraud.

After reading the story Mrs.
House started correspondence
with Black at Celina for more details
and further descriptions of the

designed artist. After an exchange
of several letters, Mrs. House then
presented the facts to sheriff’s de-
partments in that section of Texas
and up into Arkansas. Notices for
the apprehension of the man were
posted about the country offer-
ing a reward for the alleged em-
barrasser. He was arrested in Hor-
atio, Arkansas, after racketeering
there and brought back to Mt.
Vernon where he was lodged in
jail with six counts of embezzle-
ment pending against him. The
man had lately been operating
under the names of Thompson and
Williams.

A.

Pardon the Frankness!

But —

is your cooling system noisy, too much humidity,
swift air-currents that annoy your patrons, pre-
vent hearing?

The BLIZZARD

Air Aristocrat

falls heir to none of these faults. It’s silent,
washes, dries, cools, delivers the air at slow ve-
locity — permitting of cooling every nook and
corner.

Write or wire for low factory prices. Terms.

J. O. FORD
Factory Representative

BLIZZARD SALES CO.
P. O. Box 594. Phone 2-0635. Dallas, Texas

Stay Out of Circuit

Towns, Says Showman.

Answering C. H. (Buck) Weav-
er’s letter in last week’s Motion
Picture Times wherein Weaver
said now is the time for the inde-
dependent theatre man to go in
against the big chains, N. H. Wer-
theimer, who broke into print in
the same issue with the sale of
his theatre holdings in Little Rock
to Robb & Rowley, strongly ad-
vised against Weaver’s idea.

“Unless an independent exhibi-
tor has enough capital to go into
the lower courts and carry his bat-
tles to the supreme court he had
better stay out of the big circuit

situations,” Wertheimer said.

Claiming that he lost $29,000 in
two years operating a de luxe the-
atre in Little Rock in opposition to
Publix, Mr. Wertheimer recalled
that during one of these years he
bought six pictures from United
Artists and that five of them were
delivered. Among these six there
was one money-maker, he said, and
the money-maker went to Publix.
Mr. Wertheimer said that he
could have gotten out an injunc-
tion to prevent delivery of this
picture to Publix and then would
have had to go into the courts, all
of which might have cost him $8,-
000, which would be more than the
picture was worth to him.

The exchange managers are glad
to do what they can to help the inde-
dependent theatre man, but their
hands are tied, Mr. Wertheimer
said. It was only a five year fran-
chise for Warner pictures and ex-
clusive rights in Little Rock for
Vitaphone that enabled Mr. Wer-
theimer to induce Publix to go in
partnership with him. Otherwise
he believes he would have lost a
fortune in his Little Rock venture.
The producers are going to recog-
nize volume business everywhere
and this the independent cannot
give to them, he said.

To Cleveland

E. J. Callahan, of Crockett, was
on the market Monday complet-
ing his July bookings. Within the
next few days he and Mrs. Calla-

han will motor to Cleveland to visit
relatives. E. J. had been planning
the trip by air, but he couldn’t sell
the madam on the big idea, he said.

bewildered, Mr. Wertheimer said.

\% Off

on Parts for
All Projectors

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
JOHN HARDIN, Prop.
714 Hampton Rd.
Tel. 6-2235
Dallas Texas

COMPLETE LINE
STANDARD PROJECTION
EQUIPMENT
and Projection Accessories
Efficient Repair Department
Day or Night Service

MOTION PICTURE TIMES
June 23, 1931.
To Meet in July

Judge Roy Walker Calls for Sweetwater Next

T. O. P. A. Directors to Dallas for Copyright Conference.

A call for a directors meeting in Sweetwater, Texas, will be announced in July, has been sent out by Judge Roy Walker, president of the Theatre Owners Protective Association, to discuss suits now being filed by film distributors against many smaller towns of around 3000 population and less. The directors' session will also discuss operations of the Copyright Bureau.

A letter addressed to O. A. Englebrecht, one of the organization directors, is as follows:

"Lampasas, Tex., June 20, 1931.

"Mr. O. A. Englebrecht,

"Georgetown, Texas.

"Dear Sir: As president and director of our Association, it seems to me that it is about time for us to get ourselves in shape to try and be of material benefit to the independent theatre owners of Texas, especially the smaller ones. I am daily receiving letters from exhibitors, mostly in towns of 3,000 and less, who are being sued or threatened with suit by a few of 1929-30 contracts, that if they attempt to comply with would break them financially. In my opinion, these contracts are void, as they have been held in other states, and if not void, the product under them has been played by some of us is rotten and not worth playing. I think that we should get behind some of these suits and make test cases of them. If our organization is to be worth anything, now is the time to try it out.

"I know of exhibitors who are tied up with RKO and Tiffany franchises, and under present conditions they cannot play these contracts. I have just been notified by RKO that next year the cost of production would be the limit, and this is absurd. I think that we should demand a showdown on these franchises for protection of the industry as a whole.

"I have recently been in Dallas, and find that the producers have a bunch of checkers at work, preparing to enforce their patent right claim on the exhibitors. I am in Texas and make each one pay $250 for running pictures an extra day, even if they had a verbal consent of branch managers, or if bought for one show in a town and exhibitor had two shows in the town and picture was run in the other show without a written agreement, or if bought for two days and run at a midnight matinee.

"I think that any exhibitor who bought for one town and ran it in any other should have to pay, but the position they are taking is nothing more or less than highway robbery, and in my opinion we should protest this action to the Dallas Film Board, and if necessary take it to New York, at the same time securing a competent attorney to test the matter in the court.

"I would like to call a meeting of all the theatre owners in Texas, but feel at this time many of them could not come on account of the expense, but we have the funds to care for the expenses of the directors, and I would like to hear from each one by return mail as to whether or not you can meet on July 7 at Dallas, and see if we cannot get some result.

"Please advise me by return mail. Yours very truly,

"ROY L. WALKER."

---

Sign Bessie Love Hollywood—Bessie Love has signed her name to a Tiffany contract, to appear in the leading feminine role opposite Conway Tearle in "Morals for Women."

---

H-F to Build

(Continued from page 3)

Sweetwater Next

Just as soon as plans can be whipped into shape, Hughes-Franklin will also build a big house in Sweetwater, Texas, where suitable theatre facilities have been lacking for some time, it was said. The circuit owns two houses in the town and have been operating one. Several independent operators have been negotiating to enter Sweetwater, but the progress of their plans has not been made known during the past few days.

Expansion Indicated

Although it has been said that the Dallas-Highland Park gigantic neighborhood theatre announced by Harold B. Franklin on his recent visit, had fallen through, it has been re-indicated that the project will go through in line with Franklin's belief that business in the cities has shifted to the neighborhood. Further expansion of Hughes-Franklin into other towns of the Southwest is believed near at hand.

New Title

Universal City—"Twenty Grand" has been chosen by Universal as the releasing title of the stage play, "The Up and Up." This production by Eva K. Flint and Martha Madison, was purchased last year by Universal.
Product-Buying Under Way

FILM ADVERTISERS CONTINUE
Fewer Houses Closing

This Summer Than in 1930, According to Survey by Film Boards of Trade.

New York—Theatre closings this summer are less this year than last, according to a report by the Film Boards of Trade. During the last month only 232 theatres have gone dark against 551 in the same period of 1930 and 331 in the corresponding month of 1929. In addition the 232 closings of last month are offset in part by 108 openings and re-openings. During the two preceding months there were 408 closings. The report covers a survey of the entire United States.

FOX SETTLES
Sheehan Wins $310,000 Law Suit

New York—A full settlement out of court has been won by Winfield Sheehan, Fox Films general manager, in his law suit against William Fox over $310,000 which Sheehan said was due him as proceeds for certain stock placed for sale.

Fox claimed he had invested the proceeds on Sheehan's behalf and that the investment resulted in a loss, and he counterclaimed against Sheehan for $190,000. Under the settlement, which came about just as a jury was being selected for a trial in the Supreme Court, in addition to paying more than a quarter million dollars and turning over certain stock to Sheehan, Fox also withdrew the $190,000 claim.

GROSS SALES UP
RKO Reports 200 Per Cent Increase

New York—A 200 per cent increase in gross sales is reported by Charles Rosenweig, general sales manager for RKO pictures. The increase amounts to $2,500,000. According to Rosenweig, the upward trend is due to concerted action on the part of the entire sales force, better pictures for which more substantial rentals and percentages may be charged and a high percentage of RKO pictures being sold to individual exhibitors and circuits.

MAY DROP REEL
Allied Asks For Opinion on Ad Film

Washington—In a bulletin issued by Allied States, the organization asks its members for their opinions on advertising newsreels. The statement reads: "Allied undertook to procure the issuance of a newsreel containing a limited amount of advertising as an offset to the advertising, open and concealed, carried by certain producers. There has been some suggestion that in view of the action of Paramount and Warner Bros. in renouncing screen advertising Allied might properly take the same position. Allied leaders throughout the country are asked to give their views on this as well as the views of their members."

Without Opposition, it Is Revealed by Survey of Seven Film Exchange Centers.

With one exhibitor faction advising independent showmen to lay off product-buying for the present, and another side of the exhibitor ranks instructing theatre men to buy if the prices are right, the average independent is up in the air as to which advice to heed.

Several distributors have announced that they are asking and getting more rental for their pictures this year than last, believing that the quality of their product is higher than ever before. Exhibitors, on the other hand, claim that their overhead has not been reduced sufficiently and that patronage has not increased enough to warrant the payment of higher rentals and percentages.

But regardless of which side of the fence is right, a survey of seven exchange centers in the United States reveals the fact the exhibitors are buying new product as rapidly, and in some cases more rapidly, as in former years. Exchanges in these seven centers report that there is little holding out on contracts and that buying is going along without much opposition.

New Contracts
Hollywood—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has signed new contracts with George Kelly and Charles MacArthur, playwrights, and also with Jean Hersholt. Kelly and MacArthur are now at work at the Culver City studio, each being busy on an original screen story. Hersholt's last role was in John Gilbert's "Cherry Bibi."
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New Contracts
Hollywood—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has signed new contracts with George Kelly and Charles MacArthur, playwrights, and also with Jean Hersholt. Kelly and MacArthur are now at work at the Culver City studio, each being busy on an original screen story. Hersholt's last role was in John Gilbert's "Cherry Bibi."

Tax in Doubt
Washington—Steps have been taken by Allied to investigate the rumors that an effort will be made to impose an admission tax on motion picture theatres at the next session of Congress. So far nothing more concrete has been developed than general expressions in favor of a special sales tax by Congressman Will Wood, of Indiana. When and if tangible evidence of such a move is obtained, proper representations will be made and Allied members will be asked to join with the national headquarters in opposing the move.

"BUY NOW," SAYS M. P. T. O. A.

New York—In a statement issued to its members, the M. P. T. O. A. advises exhibitors to "buy now, providing the terms of purchase are fair." If terms are unreasonable, the association declares, the exhibitor should hold off until prices come to a more reasonable basis.

"Buying at a fair figure now means that product can be played when it is new, but this advantage is offset if the deals are at exorbitant figures," the statement reads. "Each exhibitor must stand on his own rights, and fairness is essential. It is imperative that exhibitors buy on a reasonable basis. Otherwise they should wait until the prices are right."
A SMASHING TESTIMONIAL TO THE DRAWING POWER OF COLUMBIA PICTURES AT THE BOX OFFICES OF THE COUNTRY...

11,000 OF THE INDUSTRY'S MOST SUCCESSFUL THEATRES—NOT ONE OWNED OR OPERATED BY COLUMBIA—ARE TODAY PLAYING COLUMBIA PICTURES CONSISTENTLY!

COLUMBIA'S GREAT BOX-OFFICE PICTURES WILL MAKE YOUR BRICK AND MORTAR INVESTMENT PAY DIVIDENDS!

DON'T DELAY ACT AT ONCE!

Book Columbia Pictures NOW!
Plains Defense Against Penalties

Levied by Copyright Bureau in Southwest; Walker Outlines Ideas to M. P. Times.

Having no patience with the bicyclist, but believing that the activities of the Copyright Bureau in the Southwest are unreasonable, Judge Roy L. Walker, Lampasas exhibitor and president of the Theatre Owners Protective Association, outlines to the trade his plan of defense against heavy penalties in behalf of the independent theatre owners.

Judge Walker’s plan, contained in a special letter to MOTION PICTURE TIMES, is as follows:

“Lampasas, Tex., June 20, 1931.

“Mr. V. W. Crisp,

313 S. Harwood St.,

Dallas, Texas.

“Dear Sir: In line with your article in a recent issue of the TIMES, I think the time has come for the independent theatre owners of Texas to get lined up and make a united fight against the attempt on the part of the distributors to hold up the industry. In my opinion, the action of the distributors in the past few months in an attempt to bring into Texas this Copyright Bureau investigation is little short of highway robbery.

“I have no patience with any exhibitor who bicycles pictures or attempts to violate the clear letter of his contract and would be the first to vote in favor of making any exhibitor pay for this kind of a breach of contract. From my investigation, the distributors are not stopping with securing what is rightfully theirs but are holding up exhibitors for showing pictures when branch managers had agreed to the showing. I am inclosing a copy of letter today addressed to the directors of our association, and it is my purpose to force an issue on the questions outlined in this letter.

“I think our Association should protect the smaller independent theatre owners, and if we cannot, I certainly do not want to stay at the head of our organization. I believe that under present conditions in the industry, the time has come for a fight to place business on the basis where we will know at all times what we are doing and what we are going to receive. And I think that we should first try to secure proper recognition and assistance from the Dallas Film Board and then New York, and if we fail there, place the matter before the courts of Texas where I know equity will give us relief.

“I will be very glad to see you help us through the columns of your paper.

“Yours very truly,

“ROY L. WALKER.”

Cautious Buying

(Continued from page 3)

On the other hand the Theatre Owners Protective Association has sent out advice urging exhibitors not to make early contracts as it may be another twelve months before business begins to climb back.

“Buy with this in view,” the notice reads. “Do not sign a contract unless you know you can live under it now and twelve months from now. Read each contract carefully and familiarize yourself with the various special clauses. The companies are all using different provisions. If you give splits and render honest box office reports you cannot live under them. If you make false reports it is embezzelement.”

Some theatres in certain sections cannot pay even present film rentals and stay open through the summer. These houses ought not to be closed on account of film rental, if that is the case. It is also no secret that some towns are paying less film rental than they should, particularly circuits. If the exchanges are going after their increases in these quarters nobody will be hurt.

But there must be acute fairness in selling and buying the new product. Exhibitors ought to know what they are buying and what it’s going to cost. New provisions in the contract should be intelligently explained to them by salesmen. Thorough knowledge in these matters tends toward a peaceful fulfillment of the contract on the part of the exhibitor.

Now is the time to buy the new films—but judiciously.
WHOOPPEE!!!!!

TOM MIX

undisputed King of Western Stars and "Tony" his Wonder Horse — signs with

UNIVERSAL

production starts immediately on first of 6 greatest talking westerns.

Industry's most significant move to bring real fans back to the theatres!

Ride with a winner!
New RCA Model for 500-Capacity Houses

HAVING attained unprecedented results from the recent introduction of a new all AC operated sound reproducing equipment designed for theatres up to 1,000 seating capacity, RCA Photophone, Inc., has perfected still another apparatus of similar type for theatres having capacity up to 500 seats, which is being offered to exhibitors for $1,600, it was announced last week by Sydney E. Abel, general sales manager.

New and advantageous terms of payment have been arranged. The special equipment may be acquired by responsible exhibitors by the down-payment of $500 for a period of two years. The weekly payment includes rental insurance, finance charges and service at the rate of one call per month, which, under this plan, fixes the service charges at $32.50 per month. At the expiration of the two-year period, the exhibitor may purchase the equipment.

Belts Driven Design
The new RCA Photophone special size equipment sound head is of the new belt driven design with AC operated exciting lamp. This design provides extreme simplicity and satisfactory performance. With careful consideration of the requirements that would insure ample volume in an auditorium containing up to 500 seats and having a cubical content up to 75,000 cubic feet, the RCA Photophone engineering department has designed an amplifier that is twenty-four inches wide, eleven inches high and eight inches deep. It occupies so small a space that it can be placed on the wall of the projection booth between the projectors. The apparatus is operated with 110 volt, 60 cycle and 50 cycle AC and 115 volt DC power supply, with slight increased cost for Powers projectors or DC power supply. No batteries or motor generators are required and because of the compactness of the entire unit, it can be installed in exceptionally small projection booths. The new loudspeaker and directional baffle, which have been so successfully employed in all recent RCA Photophone installations, are supplied with special size equipment.

For Small Houses
"We believe we will have solved the small exhibitor's problem with the introduction of this new special size equipment," said Mr. Abel. "Our engineers have turned out a splendid unit for houses of not more than 500 seating capacity and we believe our new policy, offering exceedingly liberal terms, or those slightly dear, and the unanswerable response that which followed the announcement of our 5000 seat apparatus for theatres up to 1,000 seating capacity. In our opinion, this new model of our engineering department will bring about the reopening of many small theatres that have been forced to close and will stimulate business during the coming summer months. Summer is the best time to prepare for fall openings and we look forward to constantly increasing activity."

Mr. Abel said that installations of the standard size equipment and the larger models had far exceeded the corporation's expectations. He added that the special size equipment had undergone rigid tests to insure its successful operation and that deliveries would be made as rapidly as contracts would be approved at the executive offices.

NEW SEAT PHONE
Fortiphone Device For Hard-of-Hearing

UNDER the name of "Fortiphone," a new seat phone for the hard-of-hearing, is being put out by Fortiphone Corp. of New York. Two types are being offered by the firm, the Simplex, and the Universal, which is equipped with a sound regulator that may be adjusted to various degrees. It can be used with or without the patented and patented in cases of extreme deafness, according to claims of the company.

ALL-GEAR UNIT
Sound Service Requires No Belt

SOUND SERVICE CO. of San Francisco is offering a complete sound and motor drive in one unit, all gear and chain driven, requiring no belts and made for Powers, Simplex and Moliograph projectors.

Two exciter lamps are provided with the unit for emergency use, balanced by two heavy flywheels, to which they are connected by a spring floater filter and of which back sprocket to prevent flutter. It is declared that its silent, smooth running, balanced features insure a marked increase from the new silent recording.

Complete, all-alternating current sound equipment is also being marketed by the company.

A. C. AMPLIFIER
Operadio Co. Markets a New Device

OPERADIO Manufacturing Co., of St. Charles, Ill., is marketing a new completely alternating current operated amplifier said to have been especially designed for sound-on-film use. Having an output of 15 watts and suitable for use in average theatres having a seating capacity of 300 to 800 people, the device, it is said, is not only completely AC-operated, but also furnishes all power required for the associated apparatus that is used in conjunction with sound-on-film reproduction. This includes furnishing the voltage for the photo-electric cell, as well as the filament supply for the exciter lamp.

The unit being small and compact, with all controls easily accessible and plainly marked, can be readily placed between two projectors, on the front wall, or in the projection booth. It can also be adapted for use with sound-on-disc, the company claims.

A further bonus is also being put out by the company.

ACOUSTICAL AID
Tests Made by White With Mohair

EXPERIMENTS recently made by Dr. William Braid White, of Chicago, nationally known authority on acoustics, showed that mohair velvet is especially effective in absorbing or failing to reflect the high-pitched noises, the ones most disturbing to the human ear.

The relation of mohair velvet to good acoustics is being further demonstrated in research conducted by the American Seating Co. Their engineers have found that the use of mohair definitely increases the sound absorption and its effect is so marked that there is a ten per cent increase in absorption when the mohair velvet seats are in the down position instead of the raised position.

Mohair velvet upholstery's aid to acoustics is particularly noticeable in sound-on-disc prints, it only partly filled. If the seats are unoccupied and are covered with a hard, sound-reflecting material, there is a marked increase in the amount of reverberation or echo which disturbs patrons. Seats upholstered in mohair, on the other hand, absorb sound whether occupied or not, hence the empty seat is not an annoying factor when covered with mohair.

TRIPLE LENS TURRET
International Is Reporting Good Results

GOOD results are being reported by the International Projector Corp. on the triple lens turret. One lens of the proper focal length may be used for silent sound-on-disc prints, the second for sound-on-film and the third for Magnascope or similar types of effect.

Each of the three lens mounts may be separately adjusted both vertically and laterally and each may be separately focused, it is declared. These lens mounts also accommodate all makes and focal lengths of lenses and are of half or quarter size. It is only necessary to insert, adjust and focus the lenses of the desired focal lengths, after which anyone of the desired lenses may be instantly swung into the optical axis.

FILM RESTORER
New Method Claimed for Rejuvenating

A METHOD of cleaning and rejuvenating used films so that the original quality of the sound track is retained, is said to have been perfected by Fred Mast, president of Rex Film Cleaner, of Cleveland.

Under the system, which incorporates the use of Waxoline, all surface dirt and oils accruing from use are removed without injuring the film, it is said. A blotting system replaces a rubbing system for absorbing surplus oils. In addition the film is subjected to treatment which restores the elements in it that are destroyed by the strong lights to which it is subjected in its passage through a projection machine.
RCA PHOTOPHONE SPECIAL SIZE EQUIPMENT for theatres of 500 SEATING CAPACITY and under is now ready! Designed and built to meet the requirements of the smallest theatres . . . compact . . . simple in operation and offered at a price that makes it the salvation of hundreds of houses that heretofore have remained dark or unprofitable with silent pictures or with unsatisfactory sound equipment.

COMPLETE A-C OPERATION
No Batteries . . . No Motor Generators . . .
Direct Connection with the A-C Power Line . . . making operation extremely simple.
Built for small projection rooms.

DESIGNED FOR SMALL THEATRES
Adapted to Simplex, Powers and Kaplan Projectors, operates with 110 volt, 60 cycle and 50 cycle, and 115 volt, D-C Power supply. (Powers and D-C equipments at a slightly higher cost.)

AN ENGINEERING TRIUMPH!
At Last! The small theatre is given the same opportunity as the super de-luxe house. With confidence the small theatre owner can proudly advertise his RCA PHOTOPHONE SPECIAL SIZE EQUIPMENT, knowing that the box-office attractions of the major studios will be presented with the fidelity of tone and perfection that characterizes RCA PHOTOPHONE performance.

$100.00 DOWN, $25.00 A WEEK!
On the Lease plan, this RCA PHOTOPHONE SPECIAL SIZE EQUIPMENT may be installed on deferred payments as low as $25.00 per week which includes lease and finance charges, insurance and REGULAR SERVICE during the payment term. It takes but a very few extra admissions to pay for it and deliver a profit from the first day of operation.

For further information communicate with nearest branch office or direct to

Commercial Department
RCA PHOTOPHONE, INC.
411 Fifth Avenue • New York City
A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary
15 Branches in Principal Cities of United States and authorized Distributors in Foreign Countries.
In conducting this page weekly, it will be the aim of this writer to render a service unequaled by any other publication. There is only one policy “BETTER MOTION PICTURES FOR THE EXHIBITOR AND THE INDUSTRY.”

Any criticism, constructive or complaining, will have only one view in mind, i.e., better motion pictures. So here we go...

Bob Lynch of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, in an advertisement the other day, registered a complaint against the way exhibitors manage their theatres.

I’ll say this much—any exhibitor running his theatre by the methods employed by 90 per cent of the producers in operating the studios in Hollywood, would go broke in 30 days. Practically every studio in the business is a nest of political schemers. Anyone who wishes to advance, cultivates favors by bribery, trickery and frameups. Those who diligently try to make good motion pictures are fired and railroaded out because of their intelligence and ability.

If one-tenth of the business principles most any exhibitor uses in the management of his theatre were employed by the executives of the studios, the exhibition end of the business would be a more profitable and pleasant occupation.

No, Bob, don’t find fault with exhibitors—make a trip to Hollywood sometime and I’ll show you evidences of mismanagement no exhibitor would tolerate.

Now let’s see what happened in Hollywood this week.

Warner Brothers-First National studios laid off several hundred employees and Radio Studio suspended preliminary work on six forthcoming pictures and laid off 300, including cameramen, assistant directors and other employees. Both studios will remain practically idle for several months, it is declared. New money needed again, I guess.

Oh, for a good housecleaning within the ranks of those who think they know how to make motion pictures.

Tay Garnett, ace RKO-Pathe director, has returned from Catalina Island where he completed exterior scenes for “The Mad Marriage,” which features Helen Twelvetrees, Ricardo Cortez, John Garrick, Paul Hurst, Frank Conroy and others. Garnett is one of the most capable directors in the business and is expected to have a winner in “The Mad Marriage.”

When C. Graham Baker resigned from Warner Brothers-First National this week, this firm lost one of their most capable executives. Baker’s experience dates back from the early days of the industry and his record is one of many successes. He has served as associate producer and scenario chief.

Larry Darmour has signed a formidable cast of well-known players for his feature talker, “The Mystery Train,” which Phil Whiteman is directing. Marceline Day, Nick Stuart, Hedda Hopper, Bryant Washburn and others of equal prominence are the players already signed.

Hugh Herbert, Radio’s superb character actor, has been cast for a featured role in “Consolation Marriage,” which Paul Sloane is scheduled to direct for Radio Pictures. Herbert recently completed a featured role in “The Sphinx Has Spoken.”

John M. Stahl, whose fine pictures, “Seed” and “The Lady Surrenders,” made a lot of money for Universal, is expected to score three in a row with “Strictly Dishonorable,” which goes into production this week.

School vacation days and the fact that the “kid” picture is the popular entertainment of the day, are causing Larry Darmour to increase his schedule on the production of the Mickey (himself) McGuire comedies. Instead of the scheduled one picture per month, Mickey and the Toonerville Kids are making two during June. “Mickey’s Rebellion” has just been completed, and “Mickey’s Wildcats” is starting production.

At the Mack Sennett Studio I witnessed several interesting scenes being filmed on an Andy Clyde picture entitled “Ex-Husbands,” which A. Leslie Pierce is directing. “Ex-Husbands” should be a very amusing comedy.

George O’Brien’s next picture for Fox Films will be “Riders of the Purple Sage” which Irving Cummings is scheduled to direct. Cummings turned in a winner with O’Brien in George’s last picture, “The Holy Terror.”

Joe Rock, independent producer, is planning a series of 12 novelty multi-color featurettes, starring Makato Toyoshima, Japanese actress. The pictures will deal with legends of Japan and all will be filmed in the native land.
### CO-OPERATION

To co-operate fairly with The Barometer means doing a good turn. The best judgment of a picture’s value is the exhibitor’s judgment. Co-operate with your brother-showmen in this department devoted to an exchange of opinions on current product.

WE THANK YOU.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Producer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBIA</td>
<td>Phantom of the Desert</td>
<td>Jack Perrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good western with recording</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>on film good. Everybody</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pleased and had good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>comments.—Elfrida Mass,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Princess, Aberdeen, S. D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beyond the Rio Grande</td>
<td>Jack Perrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poor story, no action, fair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recording, no new ideas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weather fair and cold.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R. C. Peniston, Majestic,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jetmore, Kas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST NATIONAL</td>
<td>Scarlet Pages</td>
<td>Grant Withers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Book this for any day of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the week. Good comment from</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the fans.—H. M. Schenecker,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liberty, Webster, S. D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>It's a Wise Child</td>
<td>Marion Davies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A show which was liked by</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>all. Not a dull minute in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it. You can recommend it.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. Ethel Smith, Strand,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rogers, Texas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Great Meadow</td>
<td>John Mack Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>This was different from</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>anything we had shown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lately and was okay in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>every way.—Mrs. Ethel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smith, Strand, Rogers,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Texas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trader Horn, Harry Carey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We showed this to four</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>times average business for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>entire week. My house</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>seats 200 and it’s in a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>town of 5,000 with</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>opposition theatre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>changing three times</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>during the week. Use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>plenty of 24-sheets, put</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it on for a week and see</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>it make money.—W. H.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brenner, Cozy, Winchester,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ind.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAMOUNT</td>
<td>Royal Family of Broadway,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ina Claire.—Good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>entertainment. This is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>an excellent society</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>picture, with pathos and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>comedy well blended.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Story is interesting—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Hyde, Grand, Pierre,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S. D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right to Love, Ruth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chatterton—Business was</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fair. This production</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>does not do Ruth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chatterton justice and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>failed to please. Weather</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>was fair.—J. A. Bittles,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Granada, Green-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>castle, Ind.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Co-operative Ads Aid Bobby Jones Series

AD - it - orial

Tell Them "It's Cool"

By William Jacobs

THE fair ones have stored their fur and spring coats.
They have donned the sleeveless low-neck dresses.
Men have changed to linens and cool cloths.
The family is seeking the cool spots in the parks.
The family car is raced along the highways and boulevards
to create temporary cooling breezes. Swimming pools
and beaches are drawing the sweltering crowds. Drug store
curbs are lined with cars whose occupants pause to
refresh themselves.

These human reactions are the natural results of the
thermometer registering from 85 to 95 degrees.
But what have these natural reactions to do with the
theatre?

Just this to our surprise:

In looking over the daily advertisements on the amuse-
ment page of an important key city newspaper, we
discover to our amazement that out of the fourteen
important houses equipped with modern cooling plants only one,
and it timidity, refers to the refreshing coolness of its
theatre.

Is this cause the result that managers take it for granted
that everyone knows it's cool in a modern theatre? Or
is it thoughtlessly sight in selling?

We believe it is careless consideration to natural and
timely selling angles. We further believe this obviously
indicates that newspaper ads are not given the time,
thought and enthusiasm their cost should command.

If these theatre heads were asked why their receipts
were low they would shrugingly reply, "We haven't the
pictures." "The weather is too hot," or "They are not
going to shows now."

Our answer is "You can fill seats in those times if you
utilize every opportunity to overcome natural human
resistance."

EXHIBITORS all over the coun-
try are taking advantage of the
numeros avenues for tie-ups
with merchants and others in ex-
ploring the Bobby Jones series of
Vitaphone shorts or "How I Play
Golf." Few pictures have ever
furnished so many opportunities
for exploitation as has the Jones
series. Unusual advertising has
been the rule since the introduc-
tion of the series. For instance, the
manager of the Strand Theat-
re in New Britain, Conn., was
able last week to put over a co-
operative page of advertising in
the New Britain Record in which
90 per cent of the page was taken
by golf schools, and country clubs.

He had no need of interesting
merchants or utilizing any of the
sources that line the beaten track
of most cooperative advertising.

On the other hand the manager
of the Cameo Theatre, in Bristol,
Conn., came across last week with
a page of co-operative advertising
in connection with the showing of
the Jones pictures by lining up ex-
cursively with merchants and sport-
ing good dealers, leaving the
country clubs and golf schools for
future use.

There have been so many of
these full-page cooperative ads run
in connection with the Bobby Jones
series that the answer seems to be
that merchants, sporting goods dealers and country clubs
are eager to take part in them.

Due to the exploitation that has
been and is being used in putting
over the Bobby Jones golf pictures
it is not at all surprising that ex-
hibitors are hailing the shorts as
one of the best bets that has ever
fallen into their hands this sea-
on the year.

EXHIBITORS all over the coun-
try are taking advantage of the
numeros avenues for tie-ups
with merchants and others in ex-
ploring the Bobby Jones series of
Vitaphone shorts or "How I Play
Golf." Few pictures have ever
furnished so many opportunities
for exploitation as has the Jones
series. Unusual advertising has
been the rule since the introduc-
tion of the series. For instance, the
manager of the Strand Theat-
re in New Britain, Conn., was
able last week to put over a co-
operative page of advertising in
the New Britain Record in which
90 per cent of the page was taken
by golf schools, and country clubs.

He had no need of interesting
merchants or utilizing any of the
sources that line the beaten track
of most cooperative advertising.

On the other hand the manager
of the Cameo Theatre, in Bristol,
Conn., came across last week with
a page of co-operative advertising
in connection with the showing of
the Jones pictures by lining up ex-
cursively with merchants and sport-
ing good dealers, leaving the
country clubs and golf schools for
future use.

There have been so many of
these full-page cooperative ads run
in connection with the Bobby Jones
series that the answer seems to be
that merchants, sporting goods dealers and country clubs
are eager to take part in them.

Due to the exploitation that has
been and is being used in putting
over the Bobby Jones golf pictures
it is not at all surprising that ex-
hibitors are hailing the shorts as
one of the best bets that has ever
fallen into their hands this sea-
on the year.

Buck Jones. Each kid was sup-
plied with a noise-maker and with
the truck touring the principal
streets of the town there wasn't
anyone who didn't know where
Buck Jones was being shown.

This stunt proved its effective-
ness and can be used on the others
of the Buck Jones subjects or any
western. A special matinee for
the kids is the best method to get
them properly lined up in your
town.

THE Terry-Tooners Music and
Fun Clubs, sponsored by Educa-
tional Pictures as a move to
bring back the kids to the theatre,
officially got under way with Sam
Hyman, owner of twelve theatres
in Philadelphia starting actual work
on the organizing of the Ter-
ry-Tooners Club for each of his
twelve houses.

Mr. Hyman's Cameo was the
first in his string of theatres to
start the club, Saturday, June 20,
being the date scheduled for the
first meeting of the club.

Joe Rivkin, Educational explo-
teer, has developed a tremendous
campaign to put the clubs over on
a big scale, nationally. The Hol-
ly Company, which has had an
exclusive tie-up arrangement with
Educational for a number of years,
is cooperating on the new idea,
with harmonicas and other chil-
ren's instruments.

The toy symphony, a new idea
in rhythm, which has been adopted
by many schools of music and ex-
perimental schools throughout the
country, has become tremendous-
ly popular, and will be one of the
principal features of the club.

Children with no previous musical
raining may join the toy sym-
phonies. Endorsed for its inestim-
able value in teaching children
rhythm, the club will have the sup-
port and strong backing of schools
and other educational associations.

A full line of accessories to be
used by the exhibitor inaugurating
a club at his theatre is being made
up by Educational. Already mem-
bership buttons bearing the club
name and a special design by Paul
Terry, creator of the Terry-Toons,
are being distributed among club
members.

Mr. Hyman has booked a new
Terry-Toon into the Cameo for the first
meeting.
MIX WITH "U"

Cowboy Star to Make Six Westerns

New York — Tom Mix and his horse Tony, almost as famous as his master, will make six western pictures for Universal this year. Arrangements have just been concluded in Tom Mix's private car with the Sells-Floto Circus at Bridgeport, Conn.

The arrangement for Mix's services naturally permits the screen star to complete his electronic contracts. He will not take up his quarters at Universal City until the latter part of October.

Carl Laemmle, in announcing the engagement of Tom Mix, said: "It is with a great deal of pleasure and a great deal of pride that I am announcing to exhibitors that we have secured Tom Mix for six western pictures. I have always regarded Tom Mix as the greatest of all western stars. I have always wanted him for Universal. I am greatly gratified to see the successful outcome of these negotiations which assures him for six Universal pictures."

MANUAL ON SHORTS

RKO-Pathe Issuing New Book

New York — RKO-Pathe is issuing a fifty-two page exhibitor manual covering all its shorts series with the exception of the Masquers all-star-reefers and the Floyd Gibbons' Supreme Thrills, each of which will have special press sheets, according to A. P. Waxman, advertising counselor.

The manual devotes four pages each to Aesop's Sound Fables, Grantland Rice Spotlights, Vagabond Adventures, and a two-reel comedy series — Jimmy Gleason, Bunny Rubin, Frank McHugh, Mr. Average Man, Traveling Salesman, Gay Girls and Manhattans — and Pathé News and Pathé Review.

The material covers features, news and play-date stories, sales angles, ad cuts, slugs and scene units and novelties available for pecial promotion. The book has been made up simply, without any junk and is intended for use and not show.

Howard Signed

Hollywood — Leslie Howard has been signed to appear opposite Ann Harding in "Devotion," her first feature on RKO-Pathe's new program. The Harding picture has a Barrieque slant, combining highly dramatic situations with whimsicality and comedy. It was adapted by Horace Jackson and Graham John from Pamela Wynne's novel. Robert Milton is directing.
LITTLE TIPS
TO BIG THINGS

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
GOOD—ALL disc equipment cheap; selling on account of sound-
on-film installation. Circle Theatre, 36th and Prospect, Kansas
City, Mo. 6-23

COMPLETE equipment Kansas City suburban house consisting of
Hertner transducer, Standford low intensity lamps, Powers pro-
jectors, Arctic Nu-Air fan, about 600 steel furniture veneer chairs,
lobby frames, etc. Sell all one lot or any part. Might give terms
reasonable buyer. Address 213 Zoglin Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., or
phone Grand 8662. 6-23

TWO POWERS projectors, fine
shape, $100 each. Two turntables
complete with bases and pickups,
$37.50 each. 400 fine theatre
chairs, $1.00 each. Fine drapes,
carpets, Velour curtains. Three 16-
in. oscillating fans, $15.00 each.
Walt’s Theatre, Kenesaw, Neb.
6-23

35 PICTURE MACHINE mo-
tors—1/2 and 1/6—good shape—
$6.00. Stebbins Theatre Equip-
ment Co., 1204 Wyandotte, Kan-
sas City, Mo. 6-23 (2)

$500 MACHINE for $35. Build
that stereopticon effect machine
from our parts and save the dif-
ference, like de luxe theatres. Other theatre equipment at
stoundingly reduced prices. Send
for lists. The Clearing House,
1243 South Main, Independence,
Mo. 7-14

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED—Two used Simplex
heads for emergency use; must be
cheap for cash. Hall Industries
Theatres, Beeville, Texas. 7-7

WANTED—Theatre or partner-
ship; can also manage or operate.
Write H. Swatek, 401 Gelbert
Ave., Peoria, Ill. 6-23

POSITIONS WANTED
YOUNG MAN desires steady
work as projectionist; seven years'
experience; two years with sound;
non-union but willing to join if
necessary. Married, sober, reli-
able, willing worker; located any
where. B-374, Associated Publica-
tions. 6-30

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES
Manufacturer to you; low cost.
Gem Frame Co., 225 South Wash-
ington, Wichita, Kas. 7-7 (16)

THEATURES WANTED
THEATRE OWNERS wanting to
sell, get our plan. We have a
direct buyer to seller method.
Kashfinder, Wichita, Kas. tf

WANT TO SELL YOUR THE-
ATURE? THE CLEARING HOUSE
WILL PUT YOUR PROPOSI-
TION BEFORE 20,000 PRO-
OTORS

Here is your Handy
“Ad Order” Blank

Associated Publications, Inc.
4704 East Ninth St.

(Send Cash | 10c a word)
With Order | 4 insertions
at price of 9

Kindly insert the following want ad _ times in your “CLEAR-
ING HOUSE” Section, running through ALL TEN of the ASSO-
CIATED PUBLICATIONS.

(Don’t forget to count words in name and address that is to
appear in the ad)

GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING
MOVEMENT SAVES $100.
Steadier pictures and smoother
running are the result of the few
minutes’ easy work of putting a
GER-BAR Double Bearing Move-
ment on your single-bearing Sim-
plex. Fine materials and highly
skilled workmanship give it long
life. Price only $50—$100 LESS
than you would otherwise pay.
Investigate this economical way of
improving your performance.
Write now to

GUERCIO AND BARTHEL
1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Telephone Webster 2190 or 2002
Big Business Girl
First National—80 Minutes
Cast: Loretta Young, Frank Albertson, Ricardo Cortez, Virginia Sale, Joan Blondell, Frank Darien, Dorothy Christy, Mickey Bennett, Bobby Gordon, Nancy Dellon and Oscar Apfel. Directed by William Seiter.

Here is a fast-moving screen story of modern youth that promises to be highly entertaining for any type audience. Story concerns a boy and girl who upon their graduation from college decide to seek their living in their own way, with the boy leading an orchestra in Paris and the girl going to work in an advertising agency in New York.

The girl keeps her marriage to the boy secret and her employer makes love to her. The boy returns unexpectedly from Paris and discovers her with the boss. She is discharged with him for returning before he had made good and they have several misunderstandings which culminate in actions for a divorce arranged by her ex-husband. The discoverers that framed-up evidence is to be gotten against the boy and hastens to him to stop it, and when explanations are made, a happy reunion is brought about. The cast is excellent and direction fine.—Southwell.

SELLING SEATS: Title furnished best angle for exploitation. Timely Tie-ups with schools and colleges with newspaper contest on the question "What Will I Choose for a Career?" Advertising war that framed-up evidence is to be gotten against the boy and hastens to him to stop it, and when explanations are made, a happy reunion is brought about. The cast is excellent and direction fine.—Southwell.

Affairs of Annabelle
Fox—79 Minutes

This bright piece of screen fare is an adaptation from the stage musical known as "Good Gracious Annabelle," which seems to cover the situations. Excellent direction of a very capable cast has turned out as nice a piece of nonsense as could be desired.

The plot concerns the attempts of a young girl to get back some mining stock which her husband, whom she had hastily married and as hastily left, had given her and suddenly proved to be very valuable. It had fallen into the hands of her husband's business rival through her pleading for $700. She poses as a cook in the rival's household and during one of his many periods of gross intoxication she steals the stock from him. Her husband turns on her and does not recognize him, as he makes love to her under the assumed position as captain of the rival's yacht.

The plot is merely used as a background for some very amusing situations. Victor McLaglen does exceptionally good work as the husband and Roland Young as the improbable rival equal to him.

SELLING SEATS: Stars are the best bet for exploitation. Sell on the comedy angle. Title lends itself to mysterious affairs that won't hurt any after you get them in.

Ships of Hate
Monogram—56 Minutes

This is a melodrama staged aboard a ship of questionable character and a villainous crew of no character whatever. The ship is forced to sail clear of civilized ports, and the crew, all wanted by the law, destined to obey the threats of a paralytic captain who keeps them in tow with a snake whip and gun.

It is strictly melodrama with deliberate action suited to the word, marking a decided change from the conventional screen fare. The very nature of the offering makes it hold the undivided attention of the onlooker, serving well the fundamental purpose of entertainment, that of escape from the routine activities of every day life. It will undoubtedly take hold of the audience and stay with them after the final fade out due to its perfect melodramatic treatment. If patrons of the picture palaces are in search of two fist-stirring entertainment to awaken their emotional reactions they will get their money's worth.

Monogram promised a mighty melodrama and they have delivered it. Lloyd Hughes and Dorothy Sebastian, to put it in melodramatic parlance, acquit themselves as the hero and heroine while Charles Middleton as the villainous captain portrays a difficult character with excellent skill.—Warren Stokes.

SELLING SEATS: Bill it as a two-fisted melodrama of the mighty deep and Charles Middleton as a Lon Chaney in your press stories.

Always Good Bye
Fox—56 Minutes
Cast: Elisla Landi, Lewis Stone, Paul Cavanagh, John Garrick, Herbert B. Stoner, Frederick Warter and Judy Landi. Directed by Kenneth McKenna and William C. Menzies.

A lodee of film that has just enough entertainment value to satisfy most fans but not enough to make it outstanding. Elisla Landi is so convincing role does all she can with it. Lewis Stone carries off what honors there are. Story concerns the girl who is used as a dupe by a clever crook (Paul Cavanagh). She poses as his wife, unknown, until she finds him an imposter and when a love affair develops between her and the man he is trying to cheat (Lewis Stone), she crosses him up and when he falls into the toils of the law she falls into the arms of the man she loves. Miss Landi's work gives us assurance of what she is capable of doing if given a really strong part. Direction fairly well handled and photography of the best.—Southwell.

SELLING SEATS: Sell the stars as their names mean money. Something might be done with the fingerprint angle. Build up your program with good comedy shorts.

Forbidden Adventure
Paramount—55 Minutes
Cast: Mitzi Green, Edna May Oliver, Louise Fazenda, Jackie Sears, Bruce Lane, Lawrence Grant. Directed by Norman Taurog.

Here is a picture which is real entertainment for the entire family trade with plenty of kids interest to appeal to parents and adults, as well as to every red-blooded American boy and girl. Mitzi Green and Jackie Sears supply most of the kid interest and Edna May Oliver and Louise Fazenda create plenty of laughs as their quarrelsome mothers.

Briefly, the story is about two juvenile movie stars and a boy visiting in London, all of whom want to be regular kids and play like the average boy and girl but can't. Finally they run away together, discarding their fine clothes for rags so they can be like the other kids with whom they play. Then a lot of excitement starts to happen when two toughs recognize Jackie and kidnap him. All of the kids in the neighborhood come to his rescue and beat up the two men and the owner of the warehouse where Jackie is being held prisoner. So while it last the kids experienced some real adventure, but with the police on their trail they are all brought back to their parents and, thus ends the picture with the kids reminiscing over their joyful times together like regular kids, and mournful that they will be separated.—Jesse.

SELLING SEATS: Every name in the cast should mean something to the masses. Play them up and advertise the new comedy team of Oliver and Fazenda. You should have no trouble getting the kiddies cooperation. Tie-up with various juvenile organizations and play it up as a picture they shouldn't miss.

The Real Estaters
Paramount—11 Minutes

A few old gags slipped through on this one, but all in all it's a pretty funny comedy. Smith and Dale are featured and they get off some good ones. A woman comes into their office and they think she is a prospect as a purchaser for their bum property. After a number of wisecracks they discover she is checking up on their income tax which they haven't paid. And they had bragged about how much money they had made. This will brighten any program.—Steen.

Ambitious People
M-G-M—15 Minutes

Herman Timburg in an amusing skit in color which gets over very well. Timburg is the fellow who hires the talent for a new show and in his feminine star, gets in dutch with the producer. There are song and dances which go together to make up a nice short.—Steen.
THE LAST WORD

RIGHT YOU ARE, MR. HAMMONS!

THE American public want to laugh now more than ever; they are also avid for 'the something new in entertainment.' So says Mr. E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., in an announcement the past week. Right you are, Mr. Hammons. There has been too much of the drab and heavy stuff in features of late and those exhibitors going in for double featuring have just doubled the dose instead of balancing the bill with something in the lighter vein.

Of course Mr. Hammons’ reference to providing the public with entertainment that will make them laugh concerns his company’s short-length comedies. But there’s a thought in this, not new by any means—simply forgotten, that will provide theatres with all the attractiveness that double feature programs seem to offer and, more than likely, serve to be twice as magnetic at the box office for those who want quantity entertainment and at the same time give them quality and be far more enduring.

The main value of the double feature at first blush was that it enabled the exhibitor to advertise two attractions instead of one. If two well-known stars were featured separately in each feature, he had a double advertising value there. But the difficulty of balancing two features on one program as a regular thing soon kills the value such a program may have at the beginning.

Exhibitors have long been guilty of negligence in exploiting to the full and thus deriving the full benefit afforded by the short subjects. In the featured roles of the majority of the two-reel comedies are names that have drawing value. Giving more play to the “added attractions” in newspaper advertising, in the lobby, on the screen and on the marquee will undoubtedly have an attraction value that will exceed most any double feature bill. What’s more it has a permanent value at the box office. Don’t hide the comedies on your programs under the guise of “added attractions”; SELL them for what they’re worth; SELL the names that are in them; SELL their entertainment merits and you’ll fill a lot of empty seats and please a lot of customers.

PRICE CUTTING

For several years we have kept a small clipping under the glass on our editorial desk that says the following about price cutting:

Never did anyone any permanent good ... Is an admission that the first price was too high, anyway ... Is unnecessary if your customers are getting a fair deal ... Is a poor way to establish public confidence in your business ... Is easy to start and hard to stop ... Is Inefficiency’s last resort ... Is the first step toward a receivership.

There’s some good food for thought in those pithy lines. If you’re contemplating a cut in your admission prices, think twice before you make the move. There are instances, of course, where admissions have skyrocketed beyond the “popular price” scale. We consider any admission above fifty cents too high. These should be cut. But all situations are not alike. If you can definitely and permanently increase your receipts through a lower admission, it’s a good move. But, if there is any doubt in your mind, hold off.

Ben Shlyen
NOW READY FOR **IMMEDIATE RELEASE**

**MR. EXHIBITOR!**

Exit—Intermission; Chaser—Trailer
Records—33½ R. P. M.
NO VOCAL

1. Processed by Columbia Phonograph Co.
2. 12-inch—Double-faced
3. Four Musical Selections per Record—2 Selections per side
4. Each side runs about 7 minutes.

Recorded Specially for Theatres by

**EARL BURTNETT and his Biltmore Hotel Orchestra**

At an Amazing Low Price of $2.25 Per Record or Entire 7 Records at a Special Price of $14.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 7</th>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 8</th>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME</td>
<td>CHEERFUL LITTLE EARFUL</td>
<td>YA GOT LOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOOL ME SOME MORE</td>
<td>TEN TEN TENNESSEE</td>
<td>EMBRACEABLE YOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I GOT RHYTHM</td>
<td>TRULY</td>
<td>CAN THIS BE LOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY IDEAL</td>
<td>I SURRENDER, DEAR</td>
<td>SKIRTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 10</th>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 11</th>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YOU'RE DRIVING ME CRAZY</td>
<td>PEANUT VENDER</td>
<td>ANCHORS AWEIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADIAN CAPERS</td>
<td>GIGOLO</td>
<td>BODY AND SOUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAGINE</td>
<td>HELLO BEAUTIFUL</td>
<td>HE'S NOT WORTH YOUR TEARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I FOUND WHAT I WANTED</td>
<td>MY RELIGION IS YOU</td>
<td>STARDUST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN YOU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIAL OFFERING**

Organ Selection by Wesley Tourtelotte, KNX Organist
In Medley of Popular Tunes
12-inch—Double-Faced—33 1/3 R.P.M. $2.50

Order Now—By Program Number

Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co.
1804 WYANDOTTE

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Chevalier Is Bright Spot On Broadway

With CHEVALIER-LUBITSCH "SMILING LIEUTENANT" S.R.O.

"THE SMILING LIEUTENANT"
...sell-out every show, Criterion N. Y.
...largest advance sale in $2 picture history
...biggest agency buy on the Main Stem.

Now Comes News of Another Great $2 PARAMOUNT Hit!

"American Tragedy"
(P Paramount)

Hollywood — A dramatic smash with an involved tale that receives simple and effective screen treatment. Von Sternberg's direction is sincere, never allowing the spectacular to intrude upon the keynote of simplicity. In all respects the production is in good taste. Phillips Holmes contributes a splendid performance as Clyde Griffith who, for the love of a new girl, murders the old. Study in repressed adolescence is nearly achieved. Sylvia Sidney and Frances Dee reach new heights, and sterling characterizations are given by Irving Pichel and Charles Middleton as opposing attorneys. The audience evinced an enthusiastic reaction at the preview. Looks like a winner despite the tragic theme and death sentence ending, and is sure to receive high critical praise.
T. O. P. A. DIRECTORS HOLD DALLAS SESSION

PICTURES GET BUSINESS. "LONG LEGS" TAKES IN MORE THAN FILMS WITH STAGE SHOWS

PERTINENT FACTS ABOUT THE COPYRIGHT
Your Competitor Watches
Your Equipment, Too

In the keen competition between theatres today the matter of theatre equipment plays almost as important a part as does the attraction on the screen itself. Every exhibitor knows that competition between theatres includes competition in furnishings and mechanical equipment as well as competition in pictures. The selection of the latest and best equipment for your theatre is the soundest business insurance you can buy—good attractions, without provision for the comfort, even the luxury of your patrons, are handicapped in what they can gross at your box office.

Good attractions without good equipment is a combination seldom found together, for no exhibitor competent in his selection of attractions is apt to be careless in his choice of equipment, or fails to provide for his theatre the facilities, from projection booth to screen, that increase his patrons' enjoyment.

Our competitor watches the equipment situation all the more closely if he is an able showman. He knows the shortcomings of his house and, nearly as well, the shortcomings of equipment in your theatre. He realizes that his theatre is in competition with yours, not only in attractions presented, but in appearance, furnishings and mechanical equipment.

Studying your competitive situation can you see improvements needed right now to give your house new advantages over your competitor's? Why not do them now and list the little things you could do to improve your house? Of course there may be several things requiring a considerable investment that you would like to do, but you will probably be surprised to find how many little things should be and can be done—that will mean decided help to your box office, and increased competition for your "friendly enemy." The ablest showman is always first in improving his house, he doesn't wait for his competitor to show the way. Your Affiliated Theatre Supply Dealer, watching the theatre situation closely, can be of real help to you with suggestions.

The Sign of Service
A Nation Wide Organization of Independently Owned Stores

Birmingham, Ala.: Queen Feature Service, Inc., 1912½ Morris Ave.
Boston, Mass.: Independent Theatre Supply Co., 47 Church St; Capitol Theatre Supply Co., 28 Piedmont St.
Burlington, Vt.: Boardman Theatre Supply House, 189 South Winooski Ave.
Chicago, Ill.: Guercio & Barthel, 1918 S. Wabash Ave.; Movie Supply Co., 844 S. Wabash Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio: Cincinnati Motion Picture Co., Runey Bldg, Vine at 15th.
Cleveland, Ohio: Oliver Moving Picture Supply Co., 2209 Payne.
Clio, N. M.: Eastern New Mexico Theatre Supply Co., Box 548.
Denver, Colo.: Graham Bros., 546 Lincoln St.
Des Moines, Iowa: Des Moines Theatre Supply Co., 922 West Grand Ave.
Fargo, N. D.: McCarthy Theatre Supply Co.
Greenville, S. C.: Imperial Film Service, Inc., 10 N. Main St.
Houston, Texas: Southern Film Service, Inc., 1616 Travis St.
Kansas City, Mo.: Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co., 1804 Wyandotte St.
Memphis, Tenn.: Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 154 East Calhoun Ave.
Milwaukee, Wis.: Ray Smith Company, 147 7th St.
New York, N. Y.: Amusement Supply Co., 630 9th Avenue.

Omaha, Neb.: Quality Theatre Supply Co., 1518 Davenport St.; U. S. Theatre Supply Co., 1504 Davenport St.
Portland, Ore.: B. F. Shearer Company, 145 N. 10th St.
St. Louis, Mo.: Erker Bros., 608 Olive St.
Salt Lake City, Utah: Service Theatre Supply Co., Inc., 133 E. 2nd St.
Seattle, Wash.: B. F. Shearer Company, 2318 2nd Avenue.
Spokane, Wash.: Spokane Theatre Supply Co., 724 1st Ave.
Tampa, Fla.: Amusement Supply Co., 711 Twiggs St.
Washington, D. C.: Ben Lust Theatre Supplies, 908 Second St., N. W.
“Daddy Long Legs” Proves a Point Joins Monogram

Tom Clemmons of Beaumont to be Vice-President and Treasurer of Local Unit.

Interrupting a four way association in picture exhibition for the past 23 years, Tom Clemmons, of Beaumont, in charge of East Texas theatre operations and expansions, arrived in Dallas last week to take up his new duties of vice-president and treasurer of Monogram Pictures Company in Dallas.

Clemmons will no longer be active in the circuit, having turned over his responsibilities there to his brothers, Joe and Morris.

The pre-ent time looks big opportunities for the independent and independent product, he said. Monogram has secured a definite line up of pictures on which the exhibitors are given the option of taking out a franchise.

INSPECTION TOUR
Johnston Watching Monogram Production

Hollywood—W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram Pictures, was a recent visitor here inspecting the wheels of production. He expressed complete satisfaction upon making a complete survey and was highly pleased over the elaborate settings for the production of “Mother and Son.” He particularly commented upon the sincere co-operation displayed in the various departments which he felt would be productive of quality pictures.

Gaynor Picture Gets Near-Record Gross at Palace; Good Films Get Money.

By V. W. CRISP

Conversing with a district manager and a branch manager, the writer made the statement that theatre men in small towns were suffering some embarrassment from the overly optimistic “Daddy may be true,” said the district manager. “But the sex films are the only ones that get money on first runs and pictures can’t be made for the small towns alone,” said the branch manager.

On that same day, a representative from the Public general office was on the row and made the assertion that “Daddy Long Legs” was being held over because it was taking as much money as any film played in the Palace in Dallas the past few months.

Gaynor, despite suggestions to the contrary, was the most money in the Palace for the fourth day in a row.

Tom Clemmons of Beaumont

FAR EAST ACTIVE
Sound Equipment to Japan and China

Hollywood—Sound picture production activities are just beginning to take shape in the Far East, it was stated by Harry G. Musgrove, who has just been appointed by Ambrose Dowling, RKO foreign manager, as Far East representative.

Musgrove said Japanese and Chinese picture companies have sent agents to Hollywood to buy sound equipment and make a survey of production methods. A small sound picture production is going on in the former country, he stated. Lack of proper laboratory facilities and equipment has been an obstacle in the way of sound film production, Musgrove said. A few theatre construction projects are being discussed in Shanghai and Pekin, he stated, the houses proposed seating between 2,000 and 3,000.

NO EXTRAS
Only Principals in New “U” Picture

Universal City—“Strictly Dishonorable,” which went into production at Universal City last week, is a picture without a single extra in it. Every person appearing before the camera is a principal and every one has lines and definite action bearing upon the screen development of Preston Sturges’ stage play. John Stahl, its director, and Gladys Lehman who adapted it to the screen, regard it as one of the most intimate pictures on which either of them have ever worked.

T. O. P. A. Directors Meet

To Hear Groves Talk on Copyright Situation in Dallas Territory; Cole Present.

Taking up most of the morning and part of the afternoon, Tuesday, directors of the Theatre Owners Protective Association listened to an exposition of operations and purpose of the Copyright Protection Bureau. Harold Groves, director of the bureau.

During the afternoon the directors took up the question of franchise disposition of several important questions, all of which came into to make this issue. An account of what took place Tuesday, as regards the copyright, is as follows:

In line with the policy of educating exhibitors on the film copyright, Harold Groves, of the Copyright Protection Bureau, addressed a meeting of members and Board of Directors of the Theatre Owners Protective Association, Tuesday at the Baker Hotel in Dallas.

Exhibitors from a number of cities were present. Judge Roy L. Walker, president, presided.

The purpose of the address by Groves was to clear up much of the misconception concerning the purpose of the Copyright Protection Bureau; also to enlist the aid of all exhibitor organizations to join hands with the distributors in eradicating an evil. Groves has been in charge of the operation in the Texas territory. His speech consumed one hour and fifteen minutes.

Colonel Cole of the Allied organization also attended the meeting and after the conclusion of Groves’ talk Judge Walker stated that their organization wanted to cooperate at all times with the distributors in eliminating unfair practices from the industry.

Judge Walker asked Colonel Cole if he cared to say a few words. Colonel Cole stated that his organization was at all times willing to co-operate with the distributors to eliminate unfair practices.
King Offering Upholstering Service

In this issue King Studios at Dallas are announcing a theatre chair upholstering service, available now to the houses equipped with the regular run of veneered seating.

"After experimenting for over six months, during which time we manufactured and discarded scores of models, we have at last arrived at a durable and permanent piece of work which we are now ready to take into theatres in any part of the country and bring about a transformation that is amazing," Mr. King said.

"Plush-cushioned backs of brilliant red are tailored up to exactly fit the contours of any veneered back and in the same way any chair bottom is cushioned up several inches, bound in iron-wearing fabricoid that very closely resembles an upholstered chair as it comes from the manufacturers," King declared.

"The necessity for upholstered theatre seating has long been a determined factor in this business for the reasons of comfort, good acoustics and decorative appeal. Because of these things King Studios have worked out a plan that will enable the theatre owner to convert his veneered seating into upholstered opera chairs at a very small and reasonable cost."

"Due to the precision and simplicity in tailoring and manufacture these cushioned seats and backs can be permanently installed by the theatre man in a few minutes' time, without in way disturbing the present seating arrangement in his house."

"Acoustics are improved, decorative appeal is enhanced and comfort becomes paramount with our new mode of chair upholstery which is now in full manufacturing process in our Elm Street studio factory," Mr. King said.

This new idea is not to be confused with anything flimsy or half-baked, Mr. King said, and to stress this point King Studios are willing upon receipt of a veneered seat and back from any theatre anywhere to apply tailored, cushioned upholstery and return same to the theatre for final judgment. This will be done for any responsible theatre man without obligation or cost, Mr. King declared.

Directors Meet
(Continued from page 3)
practices but went on to state that the distributors, in order to break up this practice have been dealing harshly with exhibitors caught holding over or bicycling and that some of these deals have almost amounted to "hi-jacking" methods which was rather a harsh way of educating a crooked exhibitor.

In answer to Colonel Cole's statement Groves stated to the members present that he was not going to attempt to make rebuttal to Cole's statement nor is he attempting to defend the statement, but that if Cole is talking about his dealing methods, Groves wanted to cite a few instances of hi-jacking by exhibitors who have gone to Cole in an endeavor to get him to expedite for them. One exhibitor was caught holding over and cheating on his box office statements and the exhibitor first went to Judge Walker who said thumbs down on such practices and refused to do anything about the matter. The exhibitor then went to Cole and Cole came in with the exhibitor to see Groves and Cole. Colonel said he was acquainted with the conversation of the exhibitor who admitted stealing and who was really indulging in hi-jacking methods to cheat the distributors. Several other instances were mentioned where exhibitors were attempting hi-jacking methods to cheat distributors, and Groves further stated that if this isn't hi-jacking, what is?

Judge Walker asked Cole if he wanted to make any further statements in answer to Groves and the Colonel said, "I am all through."

The meeting was adjourned until 1:30 p.m. to discuss other topics.

Details of Mr. Groves' speech will appear in the next issue of Motion Picture Times.

Resigns
Russell Stewart has resigned as assistant manager of the Midwest Theatre in Oklahoma City, to enter the insurance business, and is succeeded as assistant manager by Roy Eby.

Prospects for good crops this fall in the vicinity of Lott, Texas, are very good, T. C. Kirksey, owner of the Gem, said in Dallas Monday. He is operating two programs four nights a week, although the Gem is sound equipped. He will go back to sound in the fall. Mr. Kirksey said he was in Dallas to have a session with the Copyright Bureau and doesn't expect to ever come to town for that purpose, because he never plays pictures over two days. In connection with his theatre business, Mr. Kirksey is proprietor of a garage and is owner of considerable land around Lott.

Max McClure, formerly of Littlefield, was in Dallas Monday making final arrangements to open the Gem in Memphis on Wednesday, July 8, in opposition to Hollis Boren, of the Palace. Mr. McClure is well acquainted on the market although his buying and booking trips have been infrequent. Nevertheless he was escorted around by H. A. Daniels, U. A. salesman, and introduced as the man who put Littlefield on the map. Daniels even introduced him to salesmen and managers of other exchanges whom McClure did not know personally.

On the other hand R. S. (Skinny) Pryor, is heard from Austin by wire as a film salesman occupying space in the Grand Central office trying to get a 30 per cent increase. Skinny has 250 seats and on that number pays the highest film rental of any theatre in Texas, it is said. Being a pretty good policeman and ballyhoo man he wares the exchange collect, if note from your new prices that prosperity is just around the corner."
EVEN in the Show Business it's What You Save That Counts and Bulges the Bank Roll.

UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS for $2.50

Average Factory Price $8.00
King's Rock Bottom Price $2.50
Theatre Owners Savings $5.50

HERE'S THE STORY:

Box office receipts show that theatres need UPHOLSTERED chairs—that patrons go to bigger towns where they have them—but UPHOLSTERED chairs cost money.

KING has again come to the rescue in this business by manufacturing a plush back and fabricat ed seat, in beautiful color, which are applied permanently to the ordinary veneered chair with the equivalent result of an $8.00 Cushioned Opera Seat.

KING'S UPHOLSTERED chair work is not to be confused with anything cheap or temporary. It is absolutely permanent and the only thing cheap about it is the price. For as low as $2.50 KING STUDIOS will tailor and manufacture a heavily cushioned bottom and plush back to exactly fit any veneered seat. Convince yourself! Send King a seat and back from any chair and he will return you promptly a transformation that is startling.

KING'S UPHOLSTERY is so constructed that anyone can permanently install them in a few minutes. If preferred KING will do the installing at only a few cents per chair.

More than six months was spent by KING STUDIOS in perfecting their upholstering process. It has been definitely okayed by responsible showmen and already several jobs have been sold. Advertise UPHOLSTERED seats, improve the Acoustics and the Appearance of your theatre—and watch box office receipts grow.

IF YOU WANT REAL UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY. WRITE TODAY.

KING STUDIOS, INC.
Designers, Decorators and Furnishers of Theatres Complete
2545 ELM STREET
DALLAS, TEXAS
Arbitration Clauses are Out

INDIES CHECK DISTRIBUTION

Pre-Release Product

SCORES GLOOM

Too Much Economy N. C., Say Oldknow

New York—Oscar Oldknow, executive vice-president of Fox Theatres, believes carrying theatre operation economy to the extreme will create an atmosphere of gloom. In a message to his theatre managers, Oldknow said: "Penny wise and pound foolish methods of economizing are apt to turn a theatre into a funeral parlor. If splicing is carried to such a point that the staff is in a gloomy frame of mind, they will soon communicate their attitude, even without intention, to their patrons."

The Fox executive points out that the theatre is the poor man's palace and it must be maintained in an attractive light. An atmosphere of brightness and cheerfulness is essential. Members of the staff should not be permitted to talk about the troubles of the house or the troubles of the motion picture business and managers should not talk of such matters to the staff, Oldknow declares.

Add to Cast

Hollywood—With the addition of Fletcher Norton, Lucile Powers, Walter Hiers and Edward Phillippe to the cast, and the definite selection of "A Private Scandal" as the title, Charles Hutcison is shooting the final sequences of his second production for Headline Pictures Corp., which features Marian Nixon and Lloyd Hughes.

Second Twelvetrees

Hollywood—RKO-Pathé has completed Helen Twelvetrees' second picture of the four she is scheduled to make in the 1931-32 Personality Group. Jack Lait provided the original story, temporarily titled "The Mad Marriage."

Warners-F. N. Drop

Gangster Pictures

New York—There will be no more gangster pictures on the Warner-First National schedule, Sam Morris announced last week. Several natural melodramatic stories will be produced, but none under the classification of gangster subjects, he said. Winifred Sheehan of Fox made a similar statement last week.

Warners have two pictures especially designed for kid patronage and two more may be added, Morris said.

Larger Independents to Register Complaints on Certain Systems of Releasing.

From authoritative Hollywood sources it is learned that independent producers are contemplating a complete check and audit of distribution.

Under-cover investigation, it is stated, has revealed the juggling of accounts in various exchanges and given as the chief reason for the contemplated plan. It is understood that this check and audit system will apply to national distributors releasing independent product as well as the state right exchanges.

In the case of a picture with exceptional box office value, it is the claim of the independents that certain national distributors have used it as a club to unload upon the exhibitor certain minor value product from their own stock, allocating prices to their decided advantage at the expenses of the independent producer. Some of the bigger independents are of the opinion that in many cases their product, obtained on a percentage basis, has been left on the shelves to avoid wide distribution and force a loss upon the producer.

Another complaint of the independent is that national distributors owning and operating theatre chains return anything but an adequate rental for the product used in their own theatres.

Of Contracts Covering New Season’s Product; To Go to Court When Necessary.

New York—Exhibition contracts covering the new season's product are being issued without arbitration clauses. It is understood that distributors are taking the attitude that individual arbitration systems are impractical and expensive and that a quicker decision in case of disputes can be secured through the regular courts, when necessary. However, it is reported that a surprisingly small percentage of the contracts issued to date are so far. It is probable that all 1931-32 contracts will carry deposit clauses.

The old system of arbitration was outlawed by the Thader decree. During the last few years, distributors gave theatres a choice between accepting arbitration by means of individual plans or putting up deposits.

SERIAL PREMIERE

"Legion" Opens at Roxy in New York

New York—"The Vanishing Legion," Mascot Pictures Corporation's first serial of the current season, had its world premiere at the Roxy Theatre during the week of July 4. The first episode will be released generally throughout the country next week, showing leading theatres of the Fox, Warner and Loew circuits.

Nat Levine, president of Mascot Pictures Corporation, points to the advance bookings as indicative of a new era of serials.

Reichenbach Dead

New York—Harry Reichenbach, one of the foremost of motion picture press agents and exploiters, died last week. Death was due to cancer.

Huts Picketing

Providence, R. 1.—The Supreme Court here has ruled that picketing by motion picture operators is an "obstruction of the public use of the street and sidewalks." It is the first time the Supreme Court has been called upon to decide the right of striking employees to picket an establishment.
**FANS TELL PRODUCER:**

**Story Type Wanted**

**SLAP STICK**

**New York—**Twenty slapstick comedies instead of twelve, as originally planned, will be included in the Paramount 1931-32 program of shorts. These twenty pictures will be the first slapstick comedy shorts ever produced at the Paramount New York studio, as heretofore all of the one and two reel films have been musical or dialogue comedy. Karl Dane and George K. Arthur, Al St. John and Ford Sterling are under contract to star in a portion of this group.

**DANE-ARTHUR BEGIN**

**Team to Make Two-Reel Comedies for Para.**


Arthur and Dane will appear in a series of short comedies, the first two of which will be “A Put Up Job” and “The Lease Breakers.” Their other vehicles have not been titled yet but one will be a navy story made aboard a United States battle cruiser.

The comedy team will be the first unit to work on the slap-stick shorts which are to be a feature of the Paramount 1931-32 production year.

**Right Name**

**Hollywood—**Because of difficulties in selecting an appropriate title for the next RKO-Radio Pictures’ Clark and McCullough comedy, the studio will call the film “Hard to Get.”

**Heads Shorts**

**New York—**Lou Weinberg, Columbia home office sales executive, has been appointed short feature sales manager for the company.

**HOLLYWOOD—**Instead of relying entirely on the opinions of the large group of independent exchanges who have been buying Talmadge Productions for years, Richard Talmadge conceived the idea of going direct to fans with a short questionnaire asking the fans themselves what type of pictures they would most like to see.

This questionnaire carried short descriptions of more than two dozen different types of stories covering a wide range of subjects. Several thousand theatres distributed these questionnaires. Thirty-eight hundred and sixty-six answerers have been received to date by the Talmadge company direct from fans covering every state in the Union.

The results were carefully tabulated and studied, with the majority opinion on types of stories and subjects given preference. Beginning the next Talmadge release, Talmadge productions are the direct result of the preferences expressed by these representative fans throughout the nation.

They are in the following order: Newspaper story, mountain-eer story, railroad story and sea story. The questionnaire directed attention to the themes considering Richard Talmadge’s speed and action as a star and the stories were voted upon with these considerations in mind. Talmadge is known for daredevil stunts, performing feats that few, if any, player dares emulate. Production on “Scareheads,” the next release on the Talmadge schedule, will be directed by Noel Mason, director of “Dancing Dynamite.” “Scareheads” promises exhibitors something new and unique with a series of exploits surpassing many of Talmadge’s most thrilling former feats, it is stated. Casting for this new feature will start within the next two weeks with production at Universal City.

**KID’S CHOICE**

**Survey Reveals Boys Like Westerns**

New York—An overwhelming preference for western stars by the boys of the country has been found in a survey made by the Open Road For Boys Magazine. Buck Jones, Ken Maynard and Buzz Barton, all famous for their hard fighting and fast riding, received more than fifty per cent of the total number of votes cast, while five of the other twelve stars most popular with the juvenile contingent, are also western stars.

The popularity of Ken Maynard, who is a comparative newcomer to the specialized field of cowboy dramas, is second only to the seasoned Buck Jones. Maynard is now making a series of eight westerns for Tiffany Productions. Bob Steele, another of Tiffany’s western stars, is also one of the boys’ first choice.

Janet Gaynor is the only female star who drew any votes for popularity from the boys.

**McCOY WESTERNS**

**To Make Eight for Columbia Group**

Hollywood—Colonel Tim McCoy, recently signed by Columbia on a long term contract, has been assigned to his first production in a series of eight outdoor specials. The picture titled “Shot Gun Pass,” an exciting tale of love and adventure, will go into production under the direction of J. P. McGowan, as soon as the supporting cast has been selected.

**ALLEN TO PRODUCE**

**Pathe Westerns in His Charge**

Hollywood—Fred Allen, who began his motion picture career in 1914 with Mack Sennett, has been signed by Charles R. Rogers to produce the six western films scheduled for RKO-Pathé’s current program. Allen will work under the supervision of Rogers, who heads the company’s production.

Tom Keene, a young actor who knows both his West and the New York stage, will star in the films.
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**SUSPEND CHARGE**

**RCA Offers Relief to Closed Houses**

New York—Letters advising exhibitors that service charges will be suspended when their theatres are closed for a period of thirty days or longer have been sent to all theatres equipped with RCA Photophone sound reproducing equipment over the signature of J. H. Tingle, treasurer.

“We are endeavoring to lighten the financial burdens of exhibitors who find it necessary to close their theatres,” said Mr. Tingle in explaining the corporation’s action.

“Many theatre close during the summer months and we have modified our previous policy by suspending service charges during the period when they are dark. Upon receipt of two weeks’ written notice of intention to close, we shall send engineers to the theatre to service the equipment for the closed period and upon like notice prior to re-opening will place the burdens under which many exhibitors are struggling at this time and take this method of bring them as much relief as is possible.”

Announcement of the standardization of service charges also has been mailed to exhibitors by Mr. Tingle. In establishing flat rates for service upon the various types of theatre equipment, a considerable reduction has been made.

**MORE LIGHT—LESS CURRENT**

**Silverlite Sound Screen**

**More Light—Less Current**


Write for sample. Convenieent Time Payments.

Beaded Screen Corp. Roosevelt, New York.

New York Office at W. 24th Street.
Pertinent Facts About the Copyright

Out of all the wrangling over legality, etc., the spontaneous cancellation of pictures and what not, it now appears that some exhibitors have really signed contracts to play motion pictures. If not, why donate to the transportation companies? * * *

Quite a good number of exhibitors have been in Dallas the last few days to confer with H. L. Groves, district manager of the Copyright Protection Bureau. * * *

Some have settled for alleged copyright damages on the spot while others took the matter under advisement. * * *

The Copyright Bureau is working for the exchanges. They collect when the distributor says collect. They lay off when the distributor says lay off. * * *

Exhibitors are licensed to play pictures. If they buy 'em for two days, they have a license for two days. If they hold 'em over for the third day, there is no license and consequently the exhibitor is held accountable.

Where films are bicycled, of course there is no contract at all and no license—not even for two days. Bicycling and holding over differ widely in the moral issue, but under the copyright law both are linked together as infringement and the law is the same. * * *

The Dallas office of the Copyright Bureau is located in the Dallas Film Board of Trade quarters at 2011½ Jackson street. Exhibitors are invited to bring their counsel at all times. * * *

So far no agency, lawyer or adviser has saved an exhibitor one penny in the pay-off of damages, says H. L. Groves. * * *

A dozen cases have been filed without warning against Texas exhibitors for alleged infringements. These cases will come up in Federal courts during the next term in the fall. The Bureau does not feel obligated to warn exhibitors; they deem that a favor. Precedent is probably the idea behind the cases simultaneously filed. * * *

At the present time it is believed that compromises have been made in settling with exhibitors on infringements, but if the courts the full penalty will be attempted, consisting of $250 damages in each case. * * *

One exhibitor wrote an exchange a letter requesting it to ship him Monday films for arrival Saturday. He said he screened all pictures before running and had to do this on Saturday because he went to church on Sunday. Piety is not to be questioned, but in this case the exhibitor has or will pay off, very likely, for running a midnight show without license. * * *

The Copyright Protection Bureau and its functions are not new. It or its equivalent operated in the past through Film Boards of Trade and from there through boards of arbitration. Arbitration does not now exist. Therefore the Bureau is operating direct. * * *

The practice of buying all pictures two days to get cheaper rental, where some films are expected to be shown three, will evidently be broken up by the Bureau. Exchanges are receiving many requests in advance for extra days and they are granted with the payment of extra rental. * * *

Having to pay the penalty during an off business year is tough. However, it is felt that the Bureau’s business in the Southwest will be more impressive. * * *

Holding over of film has no connection with poor theatre business in the eyes of the Bureau. Film rental is a matter of buying film, nothing else.

Proves a Point (Continued from page 3)

Long Legs,” but even if one should try to escape such reaction, he couldn’t. Box office receipts tell no lies and furthermore, pictures are held over for one reason only. And even in the current economic situation today’s proof goes out that good pictures get good money.

In contrast to the above it is pointed out that Norma Shearer in her newest “A Free Soul” did big business at the Palace week before “Long Legs” had its run. It is true that matinee business was tremendous, but night business, when families attend the theatre, and pictures are family entertainment, was off in proportion to the other run of films. Shearer is ace high at the box office, it is true, but Gaynor in “Long Legs” was a great deal higher. The sex theme in “Free Soul,” “Strangers May Kiss” and on back are all fundamentally sex in theme. Put Shearer in a “Long Legs” picture and family domiciles will be deserted morning, evening and Sunday.

WHY GAMBLE?

Patrons demand thoroughness and efficiency in cooling just as they demand quality in entertainment on the screen.

BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS RISE OR FALL ACCORDINGLY

BUFFALO

Air Washers and Distributing Units

Will almost always be found in the money-making houses, operating silently and playing a big part in accumulating profits for those theatres.

A Buffalo Sales Engineer is at your service.
Ask us to route one of our representatives your way.

Buffalo Engineering Co., Inc.

311 S. Harwood
GEO. W. THORNTON, Gen’l Mgr.
DALLAS, TEXAS
NEWS BRIEFS

MOTION

The "Silly Symphonies" which were fostered and introduced to the trade by Columbia Pictures, will continue to be distributed by this company during the coming season. The series have been acclaimed by press and public as one of the most novel of all short subjects. They hold a number of records for length of run and return engagements at de luxe houses.

Barbara Stanwyck, whose latest Warner Bros. picture, "Night Nurse," is soon to have its world premiere, will next appear in "The Purchase Price," from a story by S. K. Morehouse. It will go into production at the Warner Bros. studios in Burbank late this summer.

"Oh! Oh! Cleopatra." The second of the Hollywood Masquer Club's series of two-reel comedies has been completed for RKO-Pathe release. This expose of part of the life and loves of Egypt's greatest sirens is enacted by a typical Masquer all-star cast headed by Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey and Dorothy Burgess.

Radio has loaned Dorothy Lee to Warner Brothers for "Local Boy Makes Good." Dorothy has just completed her role in "Full of Nonsense" with Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey. "Too Many Cooks," the Frank Craven play wherein she plays with Bert Wheeler, is scheduled to reach the talking screen in the very near future.

Rowland V. Lee and Edward Sedgwick, outstanding directors, have been signed by Columbia Pictures to megaphone two of the company's productions.

I Surrender Dear has been definitely decided on for the title of Mack Sennett's new comedy in which Bing Crosby, internationally known orchestra leader and songster, is featured. In the comedy Crosby sings his hit number, "I Surrender Dear," as well as "Out of Nowhere" which he has made popular via the phonograph and radio. The cast of "I Surrender Dear" includes Marion Sayers, Will Stanton, Arthur Stone, Lois Alberni and Kala Fasha.

SENNETT FINISHES

Winding up Current Season Product

Hollywood — With twenty-four of his twenty-six two-reel comedies completed, Mack Sennett is winding up production on his current season's program. With the completion of "The Albany Branch," featuring Tom Dugan and Bert Kelton, and "The Painting Lover," with Andy Clyde, Vernon Dent, Wade Boteler and Adrie McPhail, the two final comedies, as yet untitled, are now in the last stages of production.

Without interrupting, the Sennett Studios will continue to operate, work having already been started on several subjects for the 1931-32 schedule, including twenty-six two-reelers, and eighteen one-reelers, as the heaviest the comedy producer has ever had.

REGIONAL MEETS

Educational Men to Talk Sales

New York — Three regional meetings will be held by Educational, with the first one scheduled for July 13 and 14 at the Astor Hotel, New York. Representing the eastern, southern and Canadian branches will attend the New York confab. The second meeting will be held at the Congress Hotel, Chicago, July 16 and 17, with middle western representatives attending. The final meeting will be held at the Brown Palace Hotel, Denver, July 20 and 21, and will be attended by western branch managers in attendance.

Home office executives will attend the three meetings, at which matters will be discussed in connection with the selling of Educational, Tiffany and Sono Art World Wide product.

COOPER CAST

To Star in "The Broken Wing"

Hollywood — "The Broken Wing," the stage's most ambitious venture into aviation subjects, has been purchased by Paramount for production, and will be filmed with Gary Cooper in the starring role as soon as the star returns from his present European trip, it is announced by company executives.

John Cromwell, director of "Tom Sawyer," "Scandal Sheet" and "Street of Chance," will direct. "The Broken Wing" will return Cooper to the type of picture in which he made his first film fame. He appeared in a minor role in "Wings," which resulted in him being cast as the air hero in "The Legion of the Condemned."

New Contract

New York — Maurice Chevalier possesses a new contract with Paramount, signed just before he sailed to add further zest to his vacation of ten weeks.

ANOTHER MASQUERS

All-Star Comedy for RKO Pathe


Edward Everett Horton, Patsy Ruth Miller, Frank McHugh, Lionel Belmore, Bobbie Vernon, Lucien Littlefield, Chester Conklin, Jimmy Finlayson, Maurice Black, Tyler Brooks, George Chandler, Hank Mann, Tom Dugan, Richard Carle, Tom Wilson, Harry Gibbon and Max Davidson lead the cast in which other star names will contribute to the fun.

SIX IN WORK

And Fox Has Five in Preparation

Hollywood — At the end of the first six months of 1931 six pictures are in production, five in preparation and one in the cutting room at the Fox Film Studios.

Final scenes for "The Pluto-crat" are being filmed under the direction of David Butler. A newcomer to the screen, Peggy Ross, is billed out as the daughter of Will Rogers.

"Bad Girl," with James Dunn enacting his first screen role and Sally Eilers playing the title role, is going forward under the direction of Frank Borzage.

Mystery holds the stage where "The Midnight Cruise" is being filmed. Robert and Lois Moran have the leading roles. This is the second picture co-directed by Kenneth MacKenna and William C. Monongalis for Fox.

Last scenes for "Wicked," co-starring Elissa Landi and Victor McLaglen, will be filmed on board a yacht.

GRID STORY

Hollywood — "Touchdown," a collegiate football story, will presently be filmed by Paramount with Richard Arlen, Frances Dee and Charles Starrett in the cast. The story is from Francis Wallace's novel, "Stadium." So far no director has been assigned.

94.6 Percent-New-Awesome

Entirely new and revolutionary

More light with less glare.
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Increase Attendance with the True Scooter-Nite

Each boy and girl in your drawing radius will bring you 24 paid adult admissions in exchange for one of these 3-Wheel Safety Scooters.

In the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN you get these identical scooters to offer every kid in your drawing radius—and you get them at factory price of $1.12 each. This offer is open to all chain and independent theatres in the U. S. We do not sell these Scooters to retail trade, but only through our premium plans. The SCOOTER-NITE PLAN will only cost you a fraction of what you can and often do spend on exploitation stunts that have nothing like the possibilities of permanently built up business, which the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN provides. You make friends with SCOOTER-NITE.

Most exhibitors work “SCOOTER-NITE” two or more days a week. For example, if the exhibitor finds Mondays and Thursdays are his dull nights, he works SCOOTER-NITE for those days; or if he should run the same picture two days in succession, he makes Mondays and Tuesdays, or Thursdays and Fridays, his SCOOTER-NITE. The quicker he gives away these Free Scooters the more advertising he gets through the children using them and showing them to their friends, relatives and neighbors. As long as the Scooters last—and they are of steel construction so will last indefinitely—you will be getting advertising value from them; children are proud to mention that they earned the Scooter at your theatre.

Children won’t let their parents, relatives or friends alone until they have helped fill the Record Card. The Record Card is a card bearing the name of your theatre and with twenty-four printed squares on one side, in which your cashier or doorman stamps—with rubber stamp which we furnish—a square for each adult admission brought by the child. For example, if the child brought in four adults, the child would get four of the squares stamped.

When all twenty-four of the squares are filled the child turns in his Record Card and receives one of the 3-Wheel Safety Scooters. No strings—no contest. Every child has equal opportunity. You run no risk of disappointing anyone. You issue Scooters only for completely filled cards.

Costs You Less Than 4 and 2 3 Cents per Admission

To illustrate: The Scooters cost the exhibitor $1.12 each. There are 24 stamps on Record Card. 4 and 2 3c times 24 equals $1.12. Therefore cost to exhibitor is 4 and 2 3c per admission.

The Steel Stamping Company
Factory, Lorain, Ohio

How to Order Scooter-Nite

Required starting 100 cards. You can best estimate the number you want but your first order should be for at least 400 cards. Four Cards are furnished your theatre name, $1 minimum order on 96 Record Cards. If you wish your theatre name, are furnished A 120-ft. Trailer is supplied and a deposit of $3 is required. This deposit is returned on return of Trailer.
I

Full Description of $3 Retail Value
3-Wheel Safety Scooter

Of very newest speed design, built of first quality steel to hold any weight up to 200 lbs. Beautifully finished in red and green enamels. Has large reinforced natural wood handle-bar, balanced hinge for easy turning; 6-inch double disc steel wheels. Platform of one-piece heavy-pressed steel.

CLIP OUT THIS ORDER-FORM AND MAIL TODAY

MINIMUM ORDER ACCEPTED TWENTY-FOUR SCOOTERS

The Steel Stamping Co.,
Scooter-Nite Sales Dept.,
3553 Broadway, Lorain, Ohio.

Gentlemen: Enter my order for ___________________________ 3-Wheel Safety Scooters, at $1.12 each, F. O. B. Lorain, Ohio. I enclose my check (or money-order) for (one-half of total cost of scooters ordered) ___________________________, balance, plus shipping charges from Lorain, O., to be C. O. D. Undersigned to receive free with this original order 4 Record Cards for each Scooter ordered, free rubber stamp, and free sample herald.

Theatre ___________________________ by ___________________________ Mgr.

Town ___________________________ State ___________________________

If member of chain of theatres give name and address of main office below:

Attention, Mr. ___________________________

Check here, if trailer is desired and send $3.60 deposit which will be refunded on return of trailer.
HOLLYWOOD does some funny things sometimes and good judgment often is thrown to the winds.

Listen to this: Two evenings before a prominent film executive husband planned to leave Hollywood for an extended vacation, her latest picture was previewed. The preview audience hailed the picture as one of the greatest pictures of the year, owing to a brilliant performance given by one of the members of the supporting cast.

What happened? The vacation trip was postponed. Fifty thousand dollars was spent in the next two days in frantic re-takes and added scenes. Anything and everything was done to strengthen the star's role. The supporting player's performance was left on the cutting room floor. The picture previewed again fell flat. More re-takes and more added scenes were shot and the production costs again mounted, all of which comes out of the exhibitors' pockets.

Instead of the picture going out as the year's outstanding production and cleaning up for exhibitors, it checked in as a programmer.

I hope an enjoyable vacation was spent and a guilty conscience did not bother too much!

* * *

Joel McCrea, young college giant, will hit the box-office line for another year under the RKO-Pathe Pictures' banner. McCrea, who is six feet-two, enacted featured roles in "The Silver Horde" and "Kept Husbands."

* * *

Director Richard Wallace has started actual filming of his newest Paramount production, "The Road to Reno." This is Wallace's first under his recently signed new contract. He is noted for his direction of "The Right to Love," "Seven Days' Leave" and other outstanding pictures.

* * *

FRANCES DADE has just been signed by Tiffany to play the leading feminine role opposite Ken Maynard in his next western opus "The Range Law," under the direction of Phil Rosen. Miss Dade just completed the ingenue role in "Daughter of the Dragon," opposite Sessue Hayakawa and Anna May Wong, at the Paramount studios. She is under contract to Paramount.

* * *

Barbara Stanwyck starts work this week on "Forbidden" at the Columbia studio. Frank Capra is directing the story which was prepared by Jo Swerling, popular writer.

* * *

Roy J. Pomeroy, motion picture director and technical expert, states that the decrease in American film production plans is giving the independent film producer his greatest opportunity. This curtailment by members of the producers' association may also threaten American cinema supremacy inasmuch as it will give European producers greater outlet for their product. Pomeroy is the director of Paramount's "Interruption, and Radio's "Inside the Lines."

* * *

Tom Keane, who learned his cow-punching on the ranges of Montana and the Dakotas and his acting technique on the New York stage, will star in a series of western pictures to be made for RKO-Pathe's current program. "Sundown Trail" is the title of the first story with Fred Allen listed as the director. Keane, formerly known to screen fans as George Duryea, changed his name to conform with the type of pictures he is to make.

* * *

STEPHEN ROBERTS, former stable mate on the Educational lot of Norman Taurog, director of "Skippy," has been signed by Paramount to direct features. There are several good feature directors to be found around the comedy studio lots. James Parrott, directing Charley Chase comedies out at Roach's, is a great "bet" for feature pictures.
UNIVERSAL

SOUND-ON-FILM

EQUIPMENT

has demonstrated itself the country over to be of the highest quality.
— to be entirely satisfactory for operation in the largest and best theatres.
— and to be by far the most economical of all the "LICENSED" SOUND

EQUIPMENTS.

UNIVERSAL IS FULLY COVERED BY PATENTS

WHICH HAVE NEVER BEEN QUESTIONED.

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.

313 S. Harwood St.  B.G. HERBER, Mgr.  DALLAS, TEXAS

Not a War Film

New York—The use of the word "Tank" in the title of the new German music-film "Die Drei Von Der Tankstelle" now playing its third week at the Ufa Cosmopol.
itan has been the cause for many telephone inquiries from American patrons, asking if it is not a Ger-
mah war film. The "Tank" is merely the harmless symbol of a gas tank, and the "Stelle" a ways-
side service station, which in the film becomes the background for a tuneful and beautiful love ro-
mane, according to a report from Ufa.

Wm. Craft Dies

Hollywood—William James Craft, well known director, died last week. Death was caused from in-
juries in a motor car accident.

Complete "Aid"

Hollywood—Production on "First Aid," the story of an am-
bulance intern by Michael L. Simmons, has been completed, and
the film is now in the cutting room for final editing touches. Grant Withers has the featured
role, supported by Marjorie Beebe, Donald Keith, Wheeler Oakman and Phyllis Barrington. Stuart
Paton directed. The picture will be released next month by Sonor Art-Worldwide.

Buy Quillan Story

Hollywood—Another original has been purchased for Eddie Quillan by RKO-Pathe. It is called "The Big Shot" and it was written by George Dromgold and Hal
Conklin.

CURRRENT

RELEASES

Week of July 5

COLUMBIA

Good Bad Girl, Mae Clark, 73 min.
Stork Market, Krissy Kat, 7 min.

EDUCATIONAL

Movie Town, Sennett comedy, 20
min.
Lure of Hollywood, Virginia Chan
der, 20 min.
Dreamworld, Romantic Journeys, 10 min.
Burns Detective Mystery, 10 min.

FOX

Hush Money, Joan Bennett, 71 min.

PARAMOUNT

Confessions of a Co-ed, Sylvia
Sidney, 75 min.

That Old Gang of Mine, Screen
Song, 7 min.

RKO-PATHE

Sweepstakes, Eddie Quillan, 77
min.
That's News to Me, 20 min.
Pale Faced Pups, Fable, 7 min.

RKO-RADIO

Transgression, Kay Francis, 77
min.
Humanette, No. 12, 7 min.

UNIVERSAL

Cat's Paw, Daphne Pollard, 20
min.
Strange As It Seems, No. 11, 10
min.
Heroes of the Flames, Episode No.
6, 20 min.

WARNER BROTHERS

Smart Money, Edward G. Robinson,
73 min.

Thousands of Them!

In use all over the world. Most brilliant of them all. Porous but not perforated—Scientifically designed, re-
inforced sound pores.

Write for Sample Convenient Time Payments.

Beaded Screen'Corp. Roosevelt, New York.

Write for Sample Convenient Time Payments.
Post Cards Offer Inexpensive Stunt

FIGURE among the inexpensive advertising stunts the use of illustrated post cards that part and parcel of every big hotel's stationery gotten up for its guests. R. F. Cloud, of the Warner-First National exchange in Cincinnati, has just tried out the card stunt in Louisville with the results that are going to make it popular. Cloud tied up with one of the principal hotels in Louisville which not only furnished the cards but did the mailing. In the space allotted for the message the card contained in a neat feminine hand the following:

Dear Mary: Here in Louisville at... Nice hotel Just saw "Sit Tight". Great comedy. Joe E. Brown and Winnie Lightner are so funny. I hope you see "Sit Tight" very soon. Regards. FLO.

Hotel managers will all be inclined to feel they are getting a good break with this form of card as did the man in Louisville and, therefore, will be willing to pay for it.

Dresses Lobby for "Express"

WHEN S. Silverman played Columbia's "Subway Express" at the Windermere, Cleveland Theatre last week, it was no secret. This is what he did to tell about it: First he got a fire bell from a nearby fire station. He put this on top of the marquee, and every half hour he rang that bell. Then he dressed up his box office to look like a subway ticket office, and, following the fashion in the New York subway, he erected signs saying, "Follow the Green Line". The green line eventually led into the theatre, of course, starting at the box office. The stunt made a hit with the patrons, and gave the picture a lot of publicity that resulted in better-than-average business.

Good Stunts on "Business Girl"

HERE'S how F. N. Phelps, manager of the three Cleveland Warner theatres, put over "Big Business Girl" in a big way at the Lake, Uptown and Variety Theatres, where it opened for a day and date first run:

A 7 o'clock morning matinee was given at the Lake Theatre on the opening date to which all of five girls were admitted free. When the doors were opened at promptly 7 a.m., there were 300 girls waiting in line. The show lasted from 7 to 8, and then all the guests were taken to a neighboring lunch room for coffee and doughnuts. Coupons for admission to this special matinee were distributed at the Warner theatres and on the downtown streets.

TIE-UPS without number have been made by exhibitors and merchants in connection with the showing of the Bobby Jones series of 12 Vitaphone shorts on "How I Play Golf," but it has remained for the manager of the Montauk Theatre in Passaic, N. J., to hand out a new one. The latter consisted of a four-page leaflet on glazed paper, the first and third pages of which were given to an announcement of a sports shop incidentally the sports shop paid for the printing. The leaflets were distributed from the theatre and the merchant used the mail and other avenues in circulating them. The stunt cost the theatre absolutely nothing and it can be easily worked with merchants dealing in sports accessories in other cities.

YOUR IDEAS MAY HELP A BROTHER EXHIBITOR. WHY NOT SEND THEM IN?

Mr. Exhibitor

ACTION ON YOUR SCREEN MEANS ACTION AT YOUR BOX OFFICE

Yours for DOUBLE ACTION

BILL CODY
Automatic Inspector is Highly Efficient

An automatic film inspector, cleaner and rewind machine that is said to detect the teniest breaks, tears and poorly made splices in the film and at the same time remove oil and grit from the surface of the film at the high speed of 250 feet per minute, has been developed and is being marketed by the Film Inspection Machine Co. of New York.

The device is compact and requires little floor space. It is being manufactured in single and duo models for theatres and laboratories. With uncanny precision and reliability, it detects and stops the film at the slightest as well as at the largest breaks, both inside and outside or between the sprocket holes and open splices or splices that are badly made or are apt to open, or are just starting to open, the company states.

The rewind from beginning to end of the reel is even and solid without pulling too hard on the film, and the machine itself cannot injure or scratch the film. It has no sprockets, and from the time the film leaves the upper reel until it is rewound on the lower reel nothing touches the picture surface or the sound track.

Driven by an enclosed motor, a speed of 500 feet per minute per reel is obtained when the machine is used for rewinding, mounting or demounting.

FIREPROOF SCREEN

Patented Metal Mesh Inc.

Raven Product

After several years of exhaustive research and tests, an absolutely fire-proof motion picture screen has been developed. It is made of flat aluminum metal mesh produced under United States patent No. 83732, owned by the Whitting & Davis Company of Plainville, Mass., and adopted for screen use exclusively by the Raven Screen Corporation.

Laboratory tests by Electric Research Products, Inc. and the Radio Corporation of America show that over a sound range from 55 cycles to 6,000 cycles frequency, the attenuation is absolutely uniform. This is remarkable when compared with tests made on other types of screens.

EASTMAN

Brings Out a New Splicing System

An improved system of treating the sound track at splices, a system that is said to eliminate the messy methods of painting at the same time successfully silencing splice noise, has been brought out by the Eastman Kodak Research Laboratories. The new method was described to the industry more than a year ago, but production of the necessary “bloopers” and the simple block for applying them has only recently made it applicable in processing laboratories and projection rooms, the company declares.

A material consisting of a very thin clear film base, coated with emulsion and exposed to produce opacity, is used. The patches are five perforations long and are cut in a shape designed to cover the track completely for a distance equal to the width of a standard splice, but tapering toward each extremity until the sound track is completely exposed.

The patching system, the company claims, obviates a condition in which imperfect painting of the sound track at splices frequently caused noises as objectionable as the extraneous sounds made by the reproducing system when an untreated patch went through. The older method caused more dissatisfaction in projection rooms than in laboratories, where skilled workers painting the sound track at hundreds of splices a day attained proficiency in the process. It is believed that greater speed, together with assured accuracy, even in the laboratories, can be gained by use of the new patching process.

NEW PORTABLE

Projector Being Marketed by International

A new portable projector, developed primarily for the educational and non-theatrical field but adaptable for use in small theatres, where a Mazda 900-Watt light source or 1,000-Watt, 110 volt Mazda lamp will supply sufficient illumination, has been brought out by the International Projector Corp. of New York.

Consisting of many advanced features, the new machine, it is claimed, is entirely self-contained. It is covered by an aluminum casing 18 inches high by 23 inches long, with a total overall width of about 14 inches.

ECONOMY TIP

Here’s New Way to Save Money

N. M. LaPorte, in “Public Opinion” made the following interesting remarks about economy on exiting lamps:

“In the interest of economy, the practice of leaving the exiting lamps burn on both machines during the entire performance should be discontinued. The present practice was instituted to eliminate the click heard throughout the house when the switch is operated, throwing in the lamps. Under ordinary circumstances, this click occurs only for each roll of film, and we doubt very much whether it has ever been noticed.

“The life of the exiting lamp is comparatively short, and they cost 75c each. By following this practice their life would be increased 90 per cent, due to using them only 64 hours instead of 10 hours at present.

“By following this procedure, you are also increasing the life of the three vacuum tubes in the film amplifier which is operated by the same switch.
**LITTLE TIPS TO BIG THINGS**

### EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

**THEATRE SEAT COVERS—**25 cents each. Made to measure of best grade Indian head linen. Guaranteed fit, 20 cents each on orders of 600 or more. A. W. & M., 1533 42nd St., Belview Heights, Birmingham, Ala.

**TWO NEW Arctic Nu-Air fans—**no motors, $250 each. Silverman Bros., Strand Theatre Bldg., Altoona, Pa.

**$500 MACHINE for $35. Build** that stereoptican effect machine from our parts and save the difference, like the luxe theatres. Other theatre equipment at astoundingly reduced prices. Send for lists. The Clearing House, 1243 South Main, Independence, Mo.

### EQUIPMENT WANTED

**WANTED—Two used Simplex heads for emergency use; must be cheap for cash. Hall Industries Theatres, Beeville, Texas.**

**WANTED—**Used reflector arc lamps, Powers, Simplex machines. Must be bargain. Terms. Fogg Theatre, Garland, Texas.

**WANTED—300 upholstered chairs practically new; also two late model Simplex machines and Blizzard or Arctic Nu-Air blower. Your best price in first letter. Queen Theatre, Brownwood, Tex.**

### THEATRES WANTED

**THEATRE OWNERS wanting to sell, get our plan. We have a direct buyer to seller method. Kashfnder, Wichita, Kas.**

**WANTED—Theatres in towns 4,500 up; also machines, padded seats, screens. Inquire Gerald Mers, 1057 West Market St., Lima, Ohio.**

### THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES

Manufacturer to you; low cost. Gem Frame Co., 235 South Washington, Wichita, Kas.

### SITUATIONS WANTED

**INSTALLATION ENGINEER—**Sound on film, desires connection with distributor sound on film outfits. College training plus experience. Handle everything from wiring to tryout. References. E. M. Bailey, Louisburg, N. C.

**PROJECTIONIST wishes steady position.** Ray Petersen, 1317 Market St., Galveston, Texas.

---

**Here is your Handy “Ad Order” Blank**

Associated Publications, Inc 4704 East Ninth St. (Send Cash With Order) 10c a word 4 insertions at price of 3

Kindly insert the following want ad times in your “CLEARING HOUSE” Section, running through ALL TEN of the ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS.

---

**GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100.**

Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes' easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $80—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance. Write now to GER-BAR THEATER EQUIPMENT GUERCIO AND BARTHEL 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. Telephone Webster 2190 or 2002
Wild Horse
State Rights—65 Minutes

This is a hasty, brim full of action, comedy and suspense. Decidedly a box office bet that can be classed as the finest outdoor action western Hoot Gibson has ever ridden. That's taking in a lot of territory, but it is a lot of pictures. Romance, intrigue and comedy skillfully blended with a wild horse that is wild and the kids in the gallery will be more than wild. A horse fight that will hold the audience plenty, photography that is superb.

Stepin Fetchit hands out the comedy in his own inimitable way that will garner maximum laughter. The plot deals briefly with Hoot and his partner getting a job and learning of the wild horse and a thousand dollars reward for his capture. They succeed in capturing the horse, which is stolen from them and turned in by the other fellow who reaps the reward. The horse is supposed to ride the horse as the main attraction at the rodeo but backs out when the sheriff is hot on his trail for the killing of Hoot's partner. Hoot saves the day and the necessity of the rodeo promoter returning the cash to disappointed customers. The killer is brought to justice and all ends well. It's a winner every foot of the way with production value very much in evidence.

Book it and reap.—Warren Stokes.

SELLING SEATS: Don't hesitate to bill it as Hoot Gibson's finest picture and a true Western.■

Hush Money
Fox—60 Minutes

Miss Carroll, as the daughter of an impoverished countess (Alison Skipworth) who runs a notorious gambling den, gives a fine performance. After the cabaret has been raided by the police, the countess is sent to jail and leaving the girl without any guardian, and upon the solicitation of her mother and fiancé the prosecutor gets the daughter to take a position in a hospital instead of sending her to a reformatory. The prosecutor develops a sympathetic love for the girl which is noticed by her former admirer (Alan Hale), the rugged bouncer in her mother's cabaret. The countess is able to gain her freedom and return to open the cabaret. The daughter leaves the hospital and returns to her there. The prosecutor goes to get her to leave and is drugged by the bouncer. He is placed on the statue of a horse in the public square which arouses the ire of the daughter who gets him down and stops the scandal which would have resulted. After realizing what the bouncer had done the prosecutor seeks him out and in a fight with him. At last he kills the bouncer, the daughter turns to his side and her testimony saves him with the usual embrace for a fadeout.

The story moves fast and with plenty of action. Direction shows some fine work and the photography is excellent. A good supporting cast proves a big help in putting this over as better than average entertainment.■

SELLING SEATS: Sell the stars and play up the romantic angle. The title lends itself well for various exploitation stunts. All night drug stores, lunch rooms or taxicabs will tie up well. Get jewelers to display alarm clocks as "Night Angels" with stills and cutouts.

Defenders of the Law
Continental Pictures—67 Mins.

A more too plausible story of politics and gangsters with the usual triumph of justice. Joan Bennett plays as a captain of police who is in love with Catherine Dale Owen, the daughter of the commissioner, is out to get Robert Gleckler, a notorious gangster. After several skirmishes the gangster is traced to his hideout, where he is holding the commissioner's daughter to bargain for his freedom, by a sly housette which he had a weakness for cutting during the lulls in his gangster operations. The place is surrounded and a dramatic scene for the gangster to surrender, which he pretends to do. The girl rushes into the captain's arms and the gangster makes a dash for freedom. The captain makes a jump for him and they both fall in the river and after a long suspense a shot is heard and soon after the captain slowly appears with the girl rushing to his arms for the fadeout.

The gangster part is very much overdone and the film lacks realism throughout. Catherine Dale Owen has altogether too small a part and John Holland carries off the honors, if any. Direction could have been better.—Southwell.

SELLING SEATS: Get a silhouette cutter in the lobby. Tie up with local police. Plug best names in the cast.

Just a Gigolo
M-G-M—71 Minutes
Cast: William Haines, Irene Purcell, C. Aubrey Smith, Charlotte Granville, Lillian Bond, Albert Conti, Maria Alba, George Davis. Directed by Edwin L. Marin.

Haines in a less wise-cracking role makes him more acceptable to the majority of fans. There is a bit of the smart-aleck vein running through it, but it is not emphasized as in former vehicles. The picture borders considerably on the risque, both in dialogue and scenes, but it is not too offensive. Bill Haines takes the part of an irresponsible young Englishman in Paris. His weakness is women and argues that any and all women are approachable. Whereupon his uncle, who desires him to marry the niece of an old friend, bets him that the girl is not the type who would permit advances and that Haines cannot prove his point in thirty days. So Haines, posing as a gigolo, becomes the girl's dancing partner without revealing his identity. He falls in love with her and doesn't want to carry out his bargain. The girl learns of the scheme and through a clever ruse acts him at his own game. The picture is adapted from the successful stage play, "Dancing Partner." It's pretty good entertainment for grownups, but not much for the kids.—Steen.

SELLING SEATS: Advertise a different Wm Haines, telling your patrons the usual line of wise-cracking is missing. Work a tie-up with the popular song of the same name. Help Jack is a laugh and a comedy and in it and play up that angle. It is also plenty sexy, and if sensational copy gets by in your house, use it.
THE LAST WORD

THEY’LL COME, IF...

On a recent Monday night when the thermometer was at 100 we sauntered into a neighborhood theatre that we knew had a good cooling system. We had started for another theatre, whose cooling system had been a pleasure to us on previous hot nights, when suddenly we remembered that the attraction at the neighborhood house was one we had missed in its first run and wanted very much to see. On entering the theatre we expected to find the usual Monday night emptiness, particularly since the weather was extremely hot and since the picture had opened with a matinee and night run the previous day. But to our amazement we saw the 1500 seats of the house filled. There must have been turn-away business at the Sunday shows. All of which adds to our contention that the public has the money to spend and will spend it for good shows, hot weather or cold.

* * *

AN EXCEPTIONAL "SHORT"

We had occasion recently to see the first two reels of Warner Bros.’ interesting series called “Adventures in Africa” and we enjoyed it immensely. There is more action in these two reels than in a recent road show feature, five times as long, that has its setting in the same country. Here is thrilling action-stuff that audiences will go for in a big way. Its photography is nothing short of remarkable and some of the natural action caught is astounding. If the remainder of the series is as good as the first episode, exhibitors playing these two-reelers have something worth playing up with feature billing. Short subjects of this type are a welcome need to the many current feature releases that seem utterly void of action.

* * *

MORE AND BETTER COMEDIES

Many of the current features that are given all to drama are without comedy relief or, if they have it, it is so ambiguous that it serves no purpose at all. Short comedies, as relief to such features, would seem to be the order of the day. But, with so many of them patterned after vaudeville acts and void of the old comedy hokum (not necessarily slapstick) that made the silent comedies successful laugh provokers, there is little from which the exhibitor may choose. Aside from the cartoons, of which every producer has some scheduled, there seem to be but two companies making really good two-reel comedies. Along with the slogan of the industry for “bigger and better features” there ought to be one calling for “more and better two-reel comedies.”

Ben Shlyen
Here is Genuine Good Will and Business Producing Publicity

an added service that both men and women will appreciate

At a Cost Less Than Throwaways

Book Matches will carry your advertisement at a cost less than a card or dodger and will never be thrown away until the last match is used.

An Ideal Plan for Your Theatre

You can contract for a quantity of these matches and have your imprint changed each week so that you can feature the coming attraction a week in advance. Many theatres are using this plan very successfully.

Orders are filled within 1 week after receipt, so by giving us your schedule of bookings for feature pictures, you will receive shipments regularly and on time. Let us tell you more about this Business Building Plan.

20 Matches in Each Book. 2,500 Books per Case with Your Imprint for $10.00.

You can effect a saving by buying a larger quantity. Here are the prices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,500 Books</td>
<td>$4.00 per thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000 Books</td>
<td>$3.80 per thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000 Books</td>
<td>$3.75 per thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000 Books</td>
<td>$3.50 per thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000 or over</td>
<td>$3.25 per thousand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All shipments F. O. B. St. Louis, Mo.

And Every “LIGHT” Is An “AD” For You!

Here’s HOW to Distribute These Wonderful Business Builders

We all know that many ladies and men desire to smoke before, during or after the show. Place a bowl of matches in the rest rooms where your patrons can help themselves to a book. You can also have the ushers pass them out when your patrons are leaving. Invariably the first thing a man does when leaving the theatre is to “light” up. He will assuredly appreciate receiving these handy safety matches.

Many theatres also distribute their matches at hotel cigar stands, cafes, drug stores and cigar stores. These firms will be pleased to pass out your matches regularly, thereby giving you wider and better distribution for your publicity.

Arrange with leading hotels, drug stores, etc., in your drawing area, to distribute these book matches for you. They’ll gladly cooperate.

Mail Your Order Today!

Associated Publications, Inc.,
4704 East 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Gentlemen:

Enclosed is our check for ________

covering ____________________ De Luxe
“Box Office” Book Matches, each book to be in 4 colors (red, black, yellow and gold), with our ad imprinted as shown at right above.

All shipments F. O. B. factory, St. Louis, Mo.

Name ____________________________

Theatre ___________________________

Town ____________________________ State

Use Space Below for Name of Theatre, Etc.

YOURS TO OUR DELIGHT

Front)

Back)

As illustrated on Design Above

THIS ORDER IS NOT CANCELLABLE
(Minimum order required: 2,500 Books)
DON'T

Short-Change Yourself!
Get ALL the Light Your Money
Can Purchase by Using a

Brenkert
Low Current Reflector Lamp

Produces an abundance of white, evenly distributed light at the low-
et operating and maintenance cost.

IN USE FROM COAST TO COAST
Manufactured by one of the oldest manufacturers
in the industry — Distributed by Progressive
Independent Supply Dealers.

Mr. Exhibitor
Inform your local merchants of the advan-
tages of screen advertising.

Radio Mat
Project Neighborhood Business Advertisements
on your screen.
This will help everyone—
then watch business pick
up.
Easily and Economically
done with
RADIO-MAT SLIDES

It reaches as many as the radio and costs far less
when done the RADIO-MAT way.

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DEALERS
RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc.
Manufacturers
NEW YORK CITY

NEW MODEL "U" SUPERIOR Projector
Universally Adapted to all
types of SOUND PRO-
DUCER EQUIPMENT for
either Film or Disc Re-
cording.

Outstanding
Improvements Include:
New Head Mechanism es-
pecially adapted to sound
without requiring special
adapters. Double bearing
movement with special
features. Rear Shutter
that is practical. Improv-
ed framing device that is
superior to any other.
Quick changeover Mask
that is simple and effi-
cient. New Mounting es-
pecially adapted to sound
attachments. Lower mag-
azine with take-up brack-
et and pulley. Other re-
finements.

MOST PRACTICAL AND EFFICIENT PROJECTOR
FOR RENDERING QUALITY SOUND PROJECTION.
Send for descriptive circular. Ask our dealers for a
demonstration.
Manufactured by
Coxsackie Holding Corporation
COXSACKIE, N. Y., U. S. A.
JUDGE FELTON LANE, OF HEARNE, PROMINENT LAYMAN, LAUDS INDUSTRY TO THE HEIGHTS.

NEW FOX EXCHANGE IS "SOME PLACE" WITH HILGERS AT THE STEERING WHEEL.
Showmanship by a Showman!
Introducing to Live Wire Exhibitors
Our New Series

“GREETINGS”

78 R. P. M. SYNCHRONOUS or 33 1/3 NON-SYNCHRONOUS
A Good Will Builder Between Patron and Exhibitor

Let FREDDIE WARREN, phantom master of ceremonies, open your program and greet your audience with 3 minutes of “Melody and Sunshine.” Your audience will grow to love him because of his individual style of presentation and personality. And for you, the exhibitor, he will extend to your audience, in his inimitable manner, a hospital welcome.

COLUMBIA PROCESS

Only $2.00 Per Record
Each Record Has Two Programs
New Release Twice Monthly

SMASH HITS OF SONGLAND

$1.50 Per Record - - 13 for $18.00

Recorded especially for theatres. Processed by Columbia Phonograph Co. These records are 12-inch, double-faced, carrying four selections per record—two selections per side. Each runs about 7 mins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 15</th>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 16</th>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HURT</td>
<td>DING DONG DADDY</td>
<td>THEM THERE EYES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOVE FOR SALE</td>
<td>SWEET SUE</td>
<td>HIGH WATER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO YOU EVER THINK OF ME?</td>
<td>I FOUND WHAT I WANTED IN YOU</td>
<td>JEALOUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. LOUIS BLUES</td>
<td>BYE-BYE BLUES</td>
<td>LOVE TALES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 18</th>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 19</th>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEEP IN THE BLUES</td>
<td>SOMETHING TO REMEMBER</td>
<td>CUDDLE UP A LITTLE CLOSER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIANA</td>
<td>YOU BY SKIRTS</td>
<td>DARK EYES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAND ME DOWN MY WALKING CANE</td>
<td>CANADIAN CAPERS</td>
<td>I SURRENDER, DEAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 21</th>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 22</th>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EGYPTIAN ELLA</td>
<td>IN A LITTLE CAFE ON THE ROAD TO CALAIS</td>
<td>RELIGION IN RHYTHM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOULD YOU LIKE TO TAKE A WALK?</td>
<td>GOOD BYE, BOYS, I'M THROUGH OUT OF NOWHERE</td>
<td>THANKS TO YOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I LEFT MY GAL IN MEMPHIS IT HAD TO BE YOU</td>
<td></td>
<td>CONSOLATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 24</th>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 25</th>
<th>PROGRAM NO. 26</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ONE-MAN BAND</td>
<td>MOOD INDIGO</td>
<td>SHE WENT HAVANA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE PACIFIC MOONLIGHT</td>
<td>YOU SAID IT</td>
<td>BY THE RIVER ST. MARIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCLUSIVELY MINE</td>
<td>LINDA</td>
<td>REACHING FOR THE MOON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BY THE CANDLE LIGHT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| PROGRAM NO. 27 | |
|----------------||
| ONE MORE TIME | |
| WHEN I TAKE MY SUGAR TO TEA | |
| YOU'RE THE ONE I CARE FOR TOOT TOOTSIE | |

Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co.
1804 WYANDOTTE
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Copyright Cases Filed

J. A. Lemke Reopens Waco Houses

New Fox Branch

ADJUST C. O. D.'S
Liberty Handling W. B. and F. N. Shipments

The difference which recently came between the Warner Bros. exchange and Liberty Film Lines over a bond for the security of C. O. D. film shipments has been adjusted and Liberty again is handling these films as it did in the past.

Liberty, however, posted a special bond, which, it is said, was satisfactory to Warners and the motor Service was resumed as heretofore. Exhibitors along the Liberty routes have been advised that the service is going on as usual.

TO ATLANTA
Williamson to Southeast for Blizzard

Wade Williamson, former Columbia salesman and exhibitor, will soon go to Atlanta to handle the southeast territory for Blizzard Sales Company, working under J. O. Ford, district manager at Dallas. Mayer H. Honskey, in charge of distribution at the Omaha factory, was in Dallas recently conferring with the two southern representatives.

COPYRIGHT

The building on the exterior is very neat in its design with a dash of color here and there to set it off in its unattractive street.

Downstairs the inspectors wear smock uniforms. Everything is new, spic and span and looks great.

On the upper floor C. E. Hilger is equipped with a luxurious private office with upholstery, etc., that would become a railroad president. There is also a private office for salesmen in which they may be secluded while making out expense reports.

The office manager has his private den. A large table is placed in a center office space for the convenience of exhibitors, or if necessary we are sure that Hilger would let an exhibitor have one of the private offices in which to do a few minutes' work.

The bookers and exhibitors face each other on common ground; that is, they have the same kind of desks, the same pens and ink, etc. The furniture is of a distinctly new type, showing a trend of modernness not commonly seen. The only disadvantage it has is that it is hard on the janitor. How he does have to wipe it off every day!

In U. S. Court at Beaumont for Alleged Violation of Infringement Law.

In United States court at Beaumont, eastern district of Texas, suits were to have been filed by Friday against two Texas exhibitors alleging copyright infringements as applied to film contracts.

R. J. Cooper, of Kirbyville, and Walter Stoppelman, of Silsbee, are named as the showmen filed on by a leading law firm of Houston, representing the distributors in the southern half of the state.

The Copyright Bureau, it is pointed out, has nothing to do with these cases. When alleged infringements are not settled between the exhibitor and the bureau, the court steps out of the picture and the cases go to federal court on action of the distributors themselves.

Both Cooper and Stoppelman are alleged to have played certain pictures three days when their contracts called for two, thereby operating without a license for the third day.

T. O. P. A. Directors Sit In
Throughout the first part of the week, Judge R. L. Walker, president; O. A. Englebrecht, J. A. Lemke, M. H. Gwynn and L. S. Melercher, as a committee from the Theatre Owners Protective Association, sat in the copyright office as Harold Groves interviewed various showmen who had come to town to find out the details on their alleged infringements. Several cases were heard and various matters discussed, as they affected T.O.P.A. members, wherein exhibitors are said to have violated their contracts as to playing time, etc., thereby infringing on the copyright law. Efforts were made to agree on a compromise settlement as the distributors admit they prefer not to take these matters to court if they can be settled on the outside.
“Dirigible” Pleases at Local Screening

By V. W. CRISP

“Dirigible” has no sex, mind you, but it has production and it has box office. Through fortune we got in Sunday morning on the initial screening at the Ronile, Dallas neighborhood theatre, and it is no exaggeration to say that on two occasions this reviewer and his partner was a partner for Frisky in the attempt. From this point on a little way, we got pictures similar to the shots in “Byrd at the South Pole” but for long. The expedition set up a base storing in supplies and the great ship started out to circle the pole.

They got there. The instruments told the story. But that wasn’t enough. The flag couldn’t be thrown to the ground, it had to be planted. So they assembled enough nerve to try it. They hit the ice and the great plane slackened its speed, but an unexpected cake of ice nosed it over on its back like a jack rabbit on the other end of an exploded shot gun shell. The ship burned, the explorers pulled themselves out on the ice, saving the wireless and a few days’ provisions. They were left in the unknown spaces to die.

But the wireless worked. A message was received at Lakehurst and here the great Los Angeles was called into play with Holt commanding it in another attempt at the pole to rescue the party. The Los Angeles triumphed over all kinds of weather, but its victory was lessened in that only one of the lost crew was saved and that was Frisky. He came back to Helen. He forgot the front page and made his little wife happy as only he was capable of doing.

Sex in this picture, as in most others, would have destroyed its entertainment value and it would have reflected on the dignity of the Navy. It’s a great picture, Motion Picture Times readers. You can’t go wrong and you will make no mistake in paying all you can afford for it. The press book is great, too. We have to go now—see you later.

15% Off on Parts for All Projectors

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

COMPLETE LINE STANDARD PROJECTION EQUIPMENT and Projection Accessories Efficient Repair Department Day or Night Service

HARDIN THEATRE PROP. 714 Hampton Rd. Tel. 6-2235 Dallas Texas
THEATRES can no longer continue to operate profitably without the best sound.

WESTERN ELECTRIC—the world’s sound standard—is a real capital investment—the same as a well-built house, comfortable seats, attractive decorations—all paying their share of dividends.

WESTERN ELECTRIC assures you unmatched apparatus—made to Bell System standards of precision and quality by a company in business to stay. It guarantees you patent protection.

ERPI SERVICE, too, prevents costly breakdowns—maintains highest possible quality of reproduction.

That’s why Western Electric is a profitable, capital investment.
“COLUMBIA’S PERCENT HITS IS THE LARGEST OF

Says John J. Jones of Jones, Linick and Schaefer

COLUMBIA’S SHOWMANSHIP GROUP FOR THE COMING SEASON
1931—1932

“DIRIGIBLE”
Overshadows any other picture ever made!
A Frank Capra Production
Barbara Stanwyck in “Shopworn”
“Vanity Street” by Fannie Hurst
“Love Affair” by Ursula Parrott
“Blonde Baby” with Jean Harlow
Jack Holt in 3 dramas
“The Men In Her Life” by Warner Fabian
2 stories from True Story Magazine
“Then Hell Broke Loose”
“The Substitute Wife” by Frank R. Adams
“The Final Edition”
A Barbara Stanwyck—Frank Capra Production
A Jack Holt—Ralph Graves Production
“Pagan Lady” From Broadway Stage Success
“The Artist’s Model” by Rupert Hughes
2 stories by Edgar Wallace

“Gentlemen For Sale”
“The Halfway Girl” by Hawthorne Hurst
“Unwanted” by Bella Muni and Abem Finkel
“The Guilty Generation” by Jo Milward and James Kerby Hawkes
“Zelda Marsh” by Charles G. Norris
“Hollywood Speaks”
Buck Jones in 8 outdoor productions
Tim McCoy in 8 outdoor productions
Walt Disney’s “Mickey Mouse” Cartoons and “Silly Symphony” Cartoons
Bryan Foy’s “Monkeyshines”
Walter Futter’s “Curiosities” Produced by Wafilms, Inc.
“Bedtime Stories” with Eddie Buzzell
Charles Mintz’s “Krazy Kat” Cartoons and “Scrappy” Cartoons
Screen Snapshots

DON’T WAIT—SIGN YOUR CO
Columbia Pictures,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

I am writing you this letter to thank you for the pleasant relations I experienced in conjunction with contracting for the entire 1931-32 Columbia Product for the Woods Theatre, Chicago.

I consider it a privilege and an opportunity to be able to offer your pictures for their first runs in Chicago for the coming year.

The general opinion in the trade, with which I heartily agree, is that Columbia's percentage of box-office hits is the largest of all film companies. The only thing I regret is that you will release only twenty-six pictures.

With very best wishes for a most prosperous year and with best regards to yourself.

Sincerely,

John J. Jones
ALONG FILM ROW

S. C. Lackland is operating an airdrome at Harlingen, Tex.

D. F. Luckie, of the Rainbow Theatres in San Angelo, is building a new house here.

C. W. A. MacCormack, National Theatre Supply Company salesman, has gone to New York on his two weeks' vacation, and to visit his friend, J. I. Roberts, general manager.

Sebe Goodlet, star salesman of National Screen Service, said they really showed him a good time while he was in New York spending some of the company's money, having won the national sales trophy recently.

Mrs. Harold Groves, charming wife of the district representative of the Copyright Bureau in Dallas, is summering in Schenectady, N. Y., while her better half remains in the Film Board office handling the details of copyright enforcement and holding one conference after another explaining the copyright law as applied to films. Mrs. Groves will return when the thermometer beings to drop.

H. B. Robb and E. H. Rowley, district managers of Hughes-Franklin, have returned from New York where they ventured on a buying expedition.

Ray Stinnett opens the Gem at Temple August 1.

Miss Bonnie Long, former secretary to Don Douglas of the Dallas Film Board, is back in town after serving as secretary of the Albany, N. Y., Film Board of Trade the past year. The Albany office was included in the nine recently closed by the Hays office. Miss Long's experience in the film business is plenty, and she's looking for a connection.

L. B. Brown, of Gatesville, Tex., is advertising his Regal and Ritz theatres for sale. Brown has a mighty pretty proposition. He has been in Gatesville over ten years and wants to make a change. His holdings in the Rio Grande Valley have his eye. “You've got to advertise if you want to get attention,” he says, and he backs up the statement with a display advertisement in this issue.

Buffalo Cooling Systems

—are the showmen's most profitable investments

One doesn't have to go far to inspect a theatre where BUFFALO AIR WASHERS and DISTRIBUTING UNITS are stopping heavy summer losses. Go inside and you know the reason quickly.

There's a COOL freshness with VOLUMES OF DRY AIR which makes a big hit with the ticket buyer all summer long.

Summer Has Just Started
Stop Your Losses NOW With
BUFFALO COOLING!

PHONE, WRITE OR WIRE US TODAY FOR QUICK ACTION.

Buffalo Engineering Co., Inc.

311 S. Harwood GEO. W. THORNTON, Gen'l Mgr.

DALLAS, TEXAS
MONOGRAM'S GREATER WESTERNS

BILL CODY & ANDY SHUFORD
"DUGAN OF THE BADLANDS"

ACTION WESTERNS

TOM TYLER
"PARTNERS OF THE TRAIL"

8 TOM TYLER & BILL CODY, SHUFORD WESTERNS FOR 1931-32
AVAILABLE NOW AT 33 MONOGRAM EXCHANGES OR
MONOGRAM PICTURES CORPORATION

723 SEVENTH AVE, NEW YORK

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS: RITCHEY EXPORT CORP'N.
Contract Advice is Refused

Films Riding Out of Storm

Allied Reel in August

Pathe-Fox Deal

Circuit to Play All RKO-Pathe Product

New York — Fox circuits throughout the country will play the entire RKO-Pathe product during the next season, according to a deal just completed. The product includes the 21 star features, six western features, 139 shorts and 104 issues of Pathe News.

Circuits involved are: Fox West Coast, Fox Rocky Mountain, Fox Montana Division, Schahberg and Rhoden circuits covering Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska and Illinois; Midwest Circuit, in the Wisconsin territory; Fox Chicago Theatres; Fox Poli circuit, New England; Fox Uptate circuit in New York, and the Fox Metropolitan circuit in Greater New York.

Signs St. Clair

Hollywood — Columbia Pictures has signed Mal St. Clair, noted director, to direct "The Millionaire," adapted from the "best seller" of the same title by Warner Fabian. The picture, one of the company's outstanding films in the 1931-32 line-up, will go into production as soon as a suitable cast has been selected.

Ad Campaign

New York — An advertising campaign calling for a total lineage of 380,400 lines in a selected list of 317 papers in 147 cities has been laid out by Paramount to inaugurate its 20th Birthday jubilee celebration next month. First ad will be in connection with the general release of Maurice Chevalier in "The Smiling Lieutenant." Other Paramount pictures and stars also will get mention. This ad drive will be supplemented with another splurge along the same lines during September, which has been designated as Paramount Jubilee Month. These ads, institutional in character, will contain space for individual theatres to advertise their attractions for the four-week period.

Twenty-twow Features in Tiffany Line-up

New York — Twenty-two features and three series of shorts will be released by Tiffany during the new season, it was announced last week. Twelve of the 22 will be produced for the deluxe houses. The ten westerns will feature Bob Steele.

Some of the higher class features on the program are as follows:


It was reported here last week that Tiffany may have Norma Talmadge as the star in "Gossip." The short subjects include six Chaplin comedies, twelve "Voice of Hollywood" subjects and six football shorts.

Playright Warshawsky

New York — Sam Warshawsky, the general press representative of Radio Pictures, has entered the ranks of the playrights. Sam has written a drama titled "The Woman of Destiny," which will have its opening at the Wharf Theatre, Provincetown, Mass., the week of August 24.

Lasky West

Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president in charge of production for Paramount-Publix, is on his regular summer trip to Hollywood from his New York offices.

By Dept. of Justice Following Conferences by M. A. Lightman and Pete Wood.

Washington — The Department of Justice has declined to give any opinion on the legality of the proposed standard exhibition contract, following conference between department officials and M. A. Lightman, president of M. P. T. O. A., and Pete Wood, of the Ohio unit.

The department declares it is not in a position to advise on the legal rights of private parties.

The department called attention to the section of the Thacher decree reading in part as follows:

"Nothing contained in this decree shall be construed as prohibiting any defendant or any member of any defendant Film Board of Trade from performing and/or continuing to perform, or referring and/or continuing to enforce, by any lawful means any contractual obligation the performance or enforcement of which is consistent with the provisions of this decree. Nor shall anything contained in this decree be construed as prohibiting any defendant or any member of any defendant Film Board of Trade from selecting his or its own trade, from disposing of his or its own products, or from making any contracts with or without provisions relating to arbitration—all upon such terms as he or it may choose—provided such acts are done individually and without combining, conspiring with or aiding any other defendant or any member of any Film Board of Trade.

"Nothing contained in this decree shall be construed in derogation of the right of the defendant, or any of them, individually or jointly, to negotiate and to agree with any exhibitors of motion pictures on a standard form of contract to be used in licensing the exhibition of motion pictures or on any standard provision or provisions to be included in such license contracts, including reasonable provisions for the arbitration of disputes arising thereunder, if done voluntarily and without coercion, and if applied only to the parties to the negotiations and agreement."

Practically everything sold by us made in our own factory.

KING STUDIOS, INC. DALLAS
Mr. Martin Quigley,
1790 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Quigley:

When I tell you that I am heartily in favor of the "buy now" movement sponsored by your publications, I am admitting something everybody knows anyway: I am always in favor of "buy now", every May, June, July and August.

We are right in the midst of our annual selling season and it seems to me that this year we are using less selling effort than usual, because theatres, individually and in small and large circuits, are buying based on the best possible sales argument -- the quality of Fox pictures during the last year.

In spite of the toughest year within my memory, Fox pictures have rolled up remarkable earnings during the sales year closing this month. Right under our noses, from coast to coast, "Daddy Long Legs" is furnishing a better argument than any of our salesmen could present.

A year that begins with "Common Clay" and finishes with "Daddy Long Legs" and provides varied and profitable releases during every intervening week is a year that furnishes an impressive tribute to the great producing organization at Fox Studios. With our own theatres, as well as those in competition with us, vying with each other to play Fox pictures, there is a well defined "buy now" movement cooperating with your own.

Completed pictures on our next year's program prove to my own satisfaction that there is no possible advantage for delaying the signing of contracts and many advantages in buying now.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]

New Season
FOX
New Hits
The excitement of a lifetime in six days at sea. Plenty of comedy.

A story with cosmopolitan air—a picture with box office tang!
"BUYING NOW"

The public may be patient—but not the millions waiting for JANET GAYNOR and CHARLES FARRELL in MERELY MARY ANN

The incomparable team of exquisite romance in a story that will lift you above "7th Heaven"—emotionally and financially.

Directed by HENRY KING

The novel told her story —
The picture creates her life.

BAD GIRL

with SALLY EILERS
JAMES DUNN

Introducing that new star, James Dunn, the find of the year. A he-man from the sidewalks of New York, destined to international acclaim.

Directed by FRANK BORZAGE
WICKED
VICTOR McLAGLEN
ELISSA LANDI


Directed by ALLAN DWAN

SKYLINE
THOMAS MEIGHAN
HARDIE ALBRIGHT

The color and contrast, the laughs and tears in the heart of a great city. With a tug at the heart of the multitude.

Directed by SAM TAYLOR

SHE WANTED A MILLIONAIRE
JOAN BENNETT
SPENCER TRACY
JAMES KIRKWOOD

More thrilling than that French murder trial of an American beauty. Here's a new twist to the Cinderella who gets her man—and then decides she doesn't want him.

Directed by JOHN BLYSTONE

OVER THE HILL
... MAE MARSH
returns to the screen in a drama to stir every heart.

Directed by HENRY KING
WITH MONOGRAM

Weaver Covering South Texas Territory

C. H. (Buck) Weaver, who appeared in the limelight a couple of weeks with his declaration of going into Del Rio in opposition to Hughes-Franklin, has switched his plans and is now on the road for Monogram, selling 34 productions for the new year. Weaver's headquarters are in Houston and will work the south Texas field, selling Hoot Gibson, Tom Tyler, Bill and Andy westerns and 12 melodramas.

Harry Silverman, manager of the Dallas Monogram office, is well pleased on signing Weaver for the south Texas job. Weaver is well versed in the film business and has had considerable experience as an exhibitor, Silverman said.

"Kinco" Light Fixtures

Original Designs at less money.

KING STUDIOS, INC.
DALLAS

SHORT SERIES

Educational Adds New Sport Review

New York — Bill Cunningham's Sports Review, a new series of six one-reel subjects produced by Howard C. Brown and Curtis F. Nagel, has been added to Educational's line-up for the coming season. The first release which has already been delivered is "No Holds Barred," a wrestling subject which shows in action every leading wrestler of the United States as well as representatives of foreign countries. The reel features Gus Sonnenberg, former world's wrestling champion.

The story for each subject is being written by Cunningham, who likewise serves as narrator. He is featured sports writer on the Boston Post, and the author of a number of special articles on various phases of sports for Liberty, Collier's and other magazines.

For the second release in the series, a story centered around prize-winning dogs has been provided. Racing, fighting, show dogs and other canine specimens will be introduced. For a later subject, the services of a national league professional baseball team have been secured.

INDIERS' BIG YEAR

Capitalize on Production Situation

Hollywood—"The Heralded crusade of the picture situation predicted to come off in the fall should leave the independents on the top of the heap," was the way an executive of Big 4 Film Corporation expressed himself during an interview last week.

"Many of the stars, studios and equipment of the major companies are now idle on the Coast and independents utilizing the talent and material, at a nominal fee, have nothing to fear next year from the big boys. As a matter of fact the large producers get nothing but good out of the arrangement, which helps to pay off fast-mounting expenses. It is one of those instances whereby an economic problem is working itself out to the advantage of all.

"It is necessary, under existing conditions, that production costs be kept down to the minimum — a difficult adjustment in an industry which has never stopped to consider expense. But there is every reason to believe that with a reduction in costs all along the line the ratio of outgo to income will assume a healthier parallel. "As a wedge, many of the studios are uniting in contracting with writers on a week-to-week basis with a thirty-day clause. This is a step in the direction of enforced and judicious economy. The subleasing of players and studios is a further step along the same line."

WORLD TOUR SHOTS

Pathe News Shows Swing of World Flight

New York — First pictures of what the world flyers, Wiley V. Post and Harold Gatty, saw during their circling of the globe in the Winnie Mae, the plane with the RKO-Pathe Rooster crest are shown in Pathe News released on Saturday, July 11.

First and exclusive scenes filmed by Navigator Gatty for Pathe News offer audiences new thrills in presenting an idea of the danger the intrepid airmen faced in their dauntless 15,474 mile hop from Roosevelt Field, New York, and return.

REAL BARGAINS

in slightly used
Felt & Velour Draperies

KING STUDIOS, INC.
DALLAS, TEXAS

UNIVERSAL SOUND ON-FILM

Now Completely A.C. Operated!

OPERADIO

PRECISION AMPLIFIERS

all A.C.

Designed for Sound on Film

An inexpensive, compact unit which takes the place of all the apparatus and accessories that are used for the reproduction of sound, from the output of the photo-electric cell to the input of the stage speakers.

Distributed by
HERBER BROS. & WOLF
313 S. Harwood
Dallas, Texas

BATTERIES
CHARGERS
RECTIFIERS
HEAD AMPLIFIERS
MOTOR
GENERATOR
COMPLICATED
WIRING.

UNIVERSAL ALL A.C. is still considerably lower in price than any of the quality sound on film equipment. Write us for the details on the complete UNIVERSAL A.C. Equipment.

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.

313 S. Harwood St.
B.G. HERBER, Mgr.
DALLAS, TEXAS
**THIS WEEK in HOLLYWOOD**

*By JOE BLAIR*

Studio Representative, Associated Publications, Inc

**T**his, the film industry, is the only business in the world where executives live like kings. Why, all the “big shots” have their own private theatres in their homes—sound equipment and everything. When they wish to see a certain picture, a secretary calls up the exchange and makes necessary arrangements. A studio projectionist is generally paid overtime to run the picture.

I’ll wager there aren’t three executives in the business who have attended neighborhood theatres for the purpose of studying audience reactions to pictures, ten times during the year for the past five years. Yet they have the gall to say that “they” know what the public wants. Bah! Did you ever see an executive sitting down in front of the purpose of studying the kids and regular patrons? No! And you won’t. They couldn’t stand the common touch!

Other private conveniences exclusively for our studio executives include electric refrigerators, private bathrooms and elaborately upholstered couches (our chief’s must lie down during office hours). One studio even pays a high weekly salary to a Negro cook to prepare one meal daily for the big boss.

All of which is charged to overhead and must come out of the exhibitors’ profits (or add to his losses when business is bad).

Frank Lloyd, medal winning director, is completing “The Age for Love” at the United Artists studio. Billie Dove enacts the starring role. Director Lloyd, who is under contract to Howard Hughes, expects to enjoy a three months’ vacation abroad before directing his next picture.

Madge Evans, former New York stage actress, has been signed to a long term contract by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio. Miss Evans appeared with Ramon Novarro in “Son of India,” with Clark Gable in “Sporting Blood,” and Lionel Barrymore in “Guilty Hands.” Her most recent assignment is a new featured role in “Boarding School,” which will no doubt stamp her as an actress of unusual ability and her long term contract did not come as a surprise.

Mona Maris, beautiful Argentine actress, has been signed by Fox Films for an important role in “She Wanted a Millionaire” which John Blystone is directing. Miss Maris, one of the greatest linguists of the feminine stars of the screen, speaks English, French, German, Spanish and Italian fluently.

Malcolm St. Clair has been signed by Columbia to direct “The Men in Her Life,” by Warner Fabian, author of “Flaming Youth” and other seasonal hits. Director St. Clair has an uncanny habit of directing a knockout picture every so often and do not be surprised if “The Men in Her Life” doesn’t turn out to be one of the ten best.

“Beau Hunks” is the title of the latest Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy comedy now being made at the Hal Roach studio under the direction of James Horne. This one ought to be their best. The story is a wow! Foreign legion stuff similar to “Beau Geste.”

Luther Reed, author of “Hell’s Angels,” director of “Rio Rita” and other notable films, has joined the writing staff of Columbia Studios and has been given an assignment for immediate production. Reed is one of the most gifted writer-directors in the business and should be an asset to any studio.

Richard Cromwell, who rose to stardom in “Tol’able David,” will play the lead in “The Guilty Generation” which Roland V. Lee directs for Columbia, according to inside information.

Richard Dix will not leave Radio Pictures after all. The popular star has been signed to a new contract and will make “Frontier” as soon as he completes “Secret Service,” a current story now in production.

Cyrill Gardner, former Paramount director, has started work on “Twenty Grand” at Universal Studios. Mae Clarke and Pat O’Brien have the featured roles of the story.

George Stevens, who served several months as cameraman for Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy in their uproar M-G-M comedies, has been making good as a director on the Roach lot. Stevens is now directing the “Boy Friend” series and his latest picture completed is entitled “Call a Cop.”


Clara Bow will not remain out of the picture long—that’s our prediction. It is reported that Harry Cohn of Columbia has offered her $5,000 per week and the little girl is certainly worth twice this much to any picture. However, you can safely gamble, Paramount still has first call on Clara when she decides to go to work again.
COLUMBIA
Charley's Aunt, Chas. Ruggles—A picture that will please any audience.—G. G. Baker, Strand, Britton, S. D.

FOX
Young Sinners, Thomas Meighan—Slightly risque but pleased very well.—A. M. Inman, New Topic, Fairfax, Minn.

METRO
A Lady's Morals, Grace Moore—Poor business, star not known and story too high-brow for general class. Only musical crowd will appreciate it.—L. L. Levy, Iris, Kerens, Tex.
Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, Buster Keaton—Fair business. Lots of fun and all enjoyed it. Little bit too rough where buster wrestles with girl and gives her a 2-minute kiss.—Iris Theatre, Kerens, Tex.

PARAMOUNT
Dishonored, Marlene Dietrich—Fair business. Very well liked. Star is very fascinating, but direction is too slow.—L. L. Levy, Iris, Kerens, Tex.
Paramount 2-Reel Comedies—The Paramount 2-reel comedies that I have run so far have been the poorest 2-reel comedies I have ever seen. Big names but no laughs.—L. L. Levy, Iris Theatre, Kerens, Tex.

PATHE
Lonely Wives, Edward E. Horton—Just the type of picture that pleases. Good comedy.—George G. Baker, Strand, Britton, S. D.

RADIO
Danger Lights, Louis Wolheim—Good railroad story that will hold the interest throughout. Film in good condition.—Earl Somerville, Raymond, Minn.

RKO
Cracked Nuts, Wheeler & Woolsey—This pair always draws a crowd and does business for us.—George G. Baker, Strand, Britton, S. D.

UNIVERSAL
Spell of the Circus, serial, Alberta Vaughn.—Did not draw much, the chapters were too short, 11 to 14 minutes. Too short for two reels.—L. L. Levy, Iris, Kerens, Tex.
The Spell of the Circus—This is a wow. We have just finished "The Indians Are Coming" and we believe the new one will turn out to be a greater picture than the one just completed. Wish there were more business builders of this type on the market.—W. R. Bratton, Stella, Council Grove, Kas.

UNITED ARTISTS
City Lights, Charles Chaplin—Light business, did not go over with my patrons.—George G. Baker, Strand, Britton, S. D.

WARNER BROS.
Little Caesar, Edw. Robinson—One of the best gang pictures this year.—George G. Baker, Strand, Britton, S. D.
Going Wild, Joe E. Brown—A good comedy that pleased.—G. G. Baker, Strand, Britton, S. D.

CO-OPERATION
To co-operate fairly with The Barometer means doing a good turn. The best judgment of a picture's value is the exhibitor's judgment. Co-operate with your brother-showmen in this department devoted to an exchange of opinions on current product.

WE THANK YOU.

Fill Out This Blank and Mail to ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, INC.
4704 East 9th Street, Kansas City, Mo.

My opinion on pictures recently played here is as follows:
Title
current product.
Star Producer
Business and Comment:
Weather:
Title Producer
Business and Comment:
Weather:
City Theatre
State Exhibitor
Smart Exploitation Puts Over ‘Chances’

Window Displays Help “Trader Horn”

Window displays were employed as a basis for the exploitation campaign used by Elmer Heins, manager of the American Theatre, Roanoke, Va., to help put over his showing of “Trader Horn.”

Heins obtained the cooperation of two very prominent merchants and secured excellent window displays. One display was on an Edward Booth Catalina Swim Suit tie-up, and the store had an artist make a seashore background displaying swim suits and special pictures of Miss Booth in addition scenes from the picture and an announcement card.

In the other window Heins obtained a large display on books with a special background which included stills from the picture and window cards.

Proclamation Aids “Trader Horn”

Don Hammer, manager of the Luna Theatre, Lafayette, Ind., included the signing of a proclamation in the exploitation campaign he used to help put over his showing of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production, “Trader Horn.”

Hammer arranged for Mayor Hudson of Lafayette, an ardent huntsman and traveler, to issue a proclamation urging the public to attend the showing of “Trader Horn.” This proclamation was made public through the distribution of special heralds. These heralds were stuffed in the home edition of the Courier as well as distributed from house to house.

As a street ballyhoo, Hammer used a local calliope, which was appropriately banded, in the Robbins Brothers’ circus parade, which took place just previous to the opening of “Trader Horn” at the Luna Theatre.

Hammer also arranged for a tie-up with the three Shell Gas stations, which used large compo-board signs mounted with a series of stills from he picture as well as copy and playdates.

Cake of Ice Gets Attention

The following discussion of a current topic is by B. K. Fischer of the M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin. What he says in regard to the situation in Milwaukee is true of other places as well. To sum it up—pictures have to be sold to the public. Here it is:

“There have been too few box office pictures this season. Name a picture that has a real campaign downtown and I’ll show you where this time production was a clean up when it played in neighborhood houses. What applies to Milwaukee must undoubtedly be true in this and every other state. If the key town exploits a big picture, subsequent runs in surrounding towns benefit thereby without question. You can’t advertise big outstanding pictures with a silent trailer, and just a few one sheets and expect to “clean up.” The show business today is no different than the merchandising game. Product has to be sold. A demand must be created in order to stimulate interest. I was very much interested in a statement published in trade papers some time ago, that the head of one of the larger chains issued, saying that his individual managers thereafter had to “stand on their own.” The long distance method of operation was to be eliminated. Why? They may give you a dozen reasons for such a move, but I personally believe that it was the result of two things: Lack of proper exploitation, first of all, because pictures didn’t earn what they rightfully should have at the box office, and the second reason, I believe, is one so ably covered by Al Picker, our fellow exhibitor, namely, lack of community spirit. To me, the two go hand in hand, if we expect to prosper and stay in business.”

To Co-Direct

Hollywood—Louis Gasnier and Max Marcini today received their third screen co-directing assignment when they were placed in charge of filming “Ladies of the Big House,” original play by Ernest Booth, life-term convict-author of Polson Prison, Paramount announces. The dramatic story, laid in the women’s quarters of a huge prison, will feature a cast of feminine players headed by Peggy Shannon.

Sell The Picture

Get a Roger Horn

Mr. Horn, as you all know, is a new public relations agent. He is the one with the new idea. He gets his pictures into the public eye and has them popularized. He has been used on all the important pictures and the results have been satisfactory. One of his latest successes is the new picture, “Sadie,” which has been a big hit in the trade. Mr. Horn has been so successful that he is now being used on all the major pictures. He is the one to get a Roger Horn to promote your picture.
“Dime-in-the-Slot”
Talkers Perfected

Dallas—Dime-in-the-slot talkies in hotel lobbies or street corners are in the offing, according to Morton J. Smith of this city, who has invented such a device.

Smith has perfected a machine using 16 mm. film and a coin-in-the-slot attachment which will give the customer seven or eight minutes by a regular talkie entertainment whenever he wants it. The patron walks up to the miniature booth, parts the curtains, seats himself in a chair, drops his coin in the slot and the show starts. One of the devices is now on demonstration on the mezzanine floor of the Adolphus Hotel in Dallas.

Mr. Smith says he has been working on the invention for the last three years. He has secured the necessary backing to permit the building of several of them, with the first one to be constructed in Dallas and the Movi Miniature Co. of Dallas, Inc., has been formed with 25,000 shares of no par value stock.

The basic idea of the inventor is to have the machines carry local news events, although any character of picture can be utilized. The first completed unit on display uses a booth about 7 x 3 feet in dimensions. There is only one chair. However, two chairs can be placed with a little more width.

In commenting on the device, the Dallas Times-Herald says: "Pitty the poor picture show men. Maybe he has a new competition that will make miniature golf courses and night baseball more passing ills that didn't amount to a hill of beans in comparison with what he now must figure with."

NEW TYPE FILMS
"Armor Plate" Protects Perforations

Precision Engineering Co. of Philadelphia is placing on the market an "armor plated" film on which the perforations are protected by thin copper band. N. Pederson, inventor of the process, says the innovation is guaranteed to prevent tearing or breaking due to worn perforations. The copper band is so attached that it cannot loosen, although it does not enter the "field" of photography.

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC
Unit Put Out by Fox Co. of Toledo

An electrodynamic unit consisting of a minimum number of parts, making for simplicity and fool-proof operation, yet said to faithfully reproduce both the vocal and musical range in equally exact values, has been developed and is being marketed by the Fox Engineering Co. of Toledo.

The new device, it is declared, can be quickly taken apart or assembled by means of a large master screw, and an interchangeable "voice coil cartridge" may be easily substituted if ever necessary, without exchanging an entire unit.

The outer bowl of the unit is stamped from one piece of heavy special alloy. In this bowl rests the "field coil" for supplying the magnetic energy required. This existing energy of six volts can be supplied either with an ordinary six-volt storage battery or a specially designed dry rectifier.

The new unit is designed to function in all kinds of weather and climatic conditions, the company claims.

HOOD FOR LAMPS
Eliminates Insects From Theatre Lights

Reynolds Electric Co. of Chicago is marketing a special, natural colored glass hood for placing over white lamps to eliminate bugs and insects besides serving to make the theatre more attractive.

In addition to eliminating night insects from hovering about the lamps, the Reco color hoods give a pleasing, cool green or amber light that heightens the attractiveness of the theatre.

The hoods are being offered in sizes to fit over white lamps from 10 to 60 watts. For 75 watt to 500 watt lamps, Lacoo color hoods of the same material are used. For floodlights, etc., color plates are manufactured by the company.

NEW A. C. UNITS
Weber Machine Offers Power Supply

Completely new A. C. operated power supply units, designed for the elimination of all batteries from the new Syncrofilm sound equipment and for replacements for batteries in use with equipment installed, have been developed and are now being offered by the Weber Machine Corp., of Rochester, N. Y.

The equipment is made in two units, which consists of an "A" unit for the supply of current to exciter lamps and also for the filaments of the head amplifier tubes, and a "B" unit for supplying plate voltage to the head amplifier tubes and photo-electric cells.

All units are ruggedly built, on pressed steel chassis, and are supplied with ventilated steel cabinets for wall mounting. The entire assembly and wiring of the components parts make a compact and efficient unit, the method of wall mounting having very desirable in projection rooms where the floor space is limited, it is declared.

CARBON SAVER
"Casco" is Product of Carbon Products, Inc.

"Casco" is the trade name of a new carbon saver to be marketed by Carbon Products, Inc., of New York. It is claimed the saver can burn Hi-low and high intensity carbons down to two inches and less.

The device, consisting of a rod the same size as the carbon, has a tapered extension which is inserted into an opening provided for the carbon, manufactured by the company. When the extension of the carbon is inserted into the carbon, the company declares, there remains a free space of one-half inch between the extension and the core of the carbon. As the extension is one inch long and the free space one-half inch, it enables one without risk to burn down the carbon to one and three-quarter inches if desired, leaving still one-quarter inch of usable carbon. The device, it is also said, assumes the function of the carbon itself, both in the turning gears and in the electrode.

The carbon will burn with the same brilliance and steadiness as the carbon is transmitted to the carbon by the carbon saver.

FLOOR SAFE
National Distributing a Small Vault

National Theatre Supply Co. has taken over the distribution of a new safe of small dimension that is imbedded in concrete in the floor and is entirely drill-proof, pick-proof and punch-proof. The same is adaptable to all theatres where surplus funds during business hours are removed from the register and receipts for the day have to be taken care of.

The safe is being manufactured by the In-A-Floor Safe Co., Ltd., of Los Angeles.

The features of this new safe, it is declared, prevents burglars from removing it from the premises. The top rests flush with the floor, does not take up valuable floor space, is inconspicuous and is equipped with patented fool-proof locks. The walls of the In-A-Floor, it is further said, although case-hardened to withstand the onslaughts of either drills or crowbars are inaccessible because of being surrounded by concrete.

3-LENS TURRET
Basson & Stern Offer New Product

Accommodating three lenses of any size necessary for the presentation of sound-on-film, disc, silent or Magnascope, a three-lens turret is being offered by Basson & Stern of Brooklyn.

With the use of this turret, exact position register is possible, the company states. Each lens has a separate focusing device, and there are also provided adjustments for up-and-down and sideways movements of each lens, thus insuring exact line-up of picture on the screen without it being necessary to shift the projector.

King's Punched Hair Felt
50c Square Yard
50 yard rolls
¾ inch thick, 9 feet wide
KING STUDIOS, INC.
DALLAS
Lipton Has Three Under Way for RKO-Pathé

Lew Lipton, supervisor of comedy production at the RKO-Pathé studio in Silver City, has planned a trio of two-reelers before sight and sound cameras featuring James Gleason, Bennie Rubin and the "Girl Gangs" respectively.

"Easy to Get," is the title of the "Girl Gang" comedy featuring June MacCloy, Marion Shilling and Gertrude Short. It is being directed by Howard Hretherton. The story, an original by Beatrice Van, has as its member of its cast, Harry Myers, Jerry Mandy, Isabel Withers and Bud Marshall.

"Accidents Will Happen" is the title of the Bennie Rubin vehicle which Ralph Cedar is directing. Rubin recently completed "The Messenger Boy." "Slow Poison" is the title of the "Rufftown" comedy, with James Gleason in the starring role and with Harry Sweet directing. In the cast are Max Busch, Oliver Cooper, Harry Gibbon, Billy Frawey and others.

ADD WRITERS

Four Prominent Authors on List

Hollywood—Columbia added a number of imposing names to its writing staff this week, with the signing of Luther Reed, Agnes Christine Johnson, Ray Schrock and Winifred Dunn. Their assignments will be announced at an early date.

All four of the newly signed writers have a background of long standing in the industry and are individually responsible for innumerable screen hits.

GETS "LAST MILE"

Tiffany to Produce Stage Success

Negotiations have been completed by Tiffany Productions for the acquisition of the screen rights of "The Last Mile," the prison play, which recently concluded a phenomenal run on Broadway.

The picture, for which a cast is now being sought, will be made for Tiffany by James Cruze and will be released as a Cruze Special.

LITTLE TIPS

TO BIG THINGS

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

TWO NEW Arctic Nu-Air fans, no motors, $250 each. Silverman Bros., Strand Theatre Bldg., Altoona, Pa. 7-21

CHAIR COVERS, seat covers, tailored to measure; 70 odd patterns to select from, including whites, colors, stripes. Price range from 17 to 45 cents. Send paper shape of chair back for sample cover free. Florence Bedding Co., Florence, S. C.

BARGAINS—Have just purchased stock defunct supply house. Get our prices on guaranteed new equipment, assorted items, Generators, spot, disc equipment, electric sign. Northern Theatre, 588 North High St., Columbus, Ohio 7-21

10,000 NEW VENEER backs and seats; wonderful bargains; repair your chairs now. Your sample matched. C. G. Demel, 845 South North St., Chicago, Ill. 7-21

POPCORN

NEW PEACHY popcorn, the king of corns developed in 1929 and 1930 has wonderful flavor, tender hulliness, pips with big volume. You will like it far better than Mushroom and Dynamite; price $10 per hundred lbs. Sample pound 25c. Perfect Popcorn Supply Co., Albion, Mich. 8-21

MISCELLANEOUS

SPEEDY DUPLICATOR prints heralds, weekly program cards, etc. Replaces all rubber stamps, complete outfit $12.50. Pekas Duplicator Co., Box 39, Lester ville, S. D. 7-21

What Do You Want?

—TO SELL YOUR THEATRE
—TO BUY A THEATRE
—A JOB, A POSITION OPEN
—TO BUY OR SELL EQUIPMENT
—MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES

Whatever you want—it will pay you to advertise your needs in

THE CLEARING HOUSE

GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100.

Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes' easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $50—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance. Write now to

GER-BAR
THEATER EQUIPMENT
GUERCIO AND BARTHEL
1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Telephone Webster 2190 or 2002
Stepping Out

M-G-M—73 Minutes

Not a big picture and not one to be highly recommended for children, but for good entertainment for laughing purposes only this one fills the bill. It is a bedroom farce affair and it is crammed full of wise-cracking, with Charlotte Greenwood getting the better comedy breaks, although Reginald Denny and Cliff Edwards are on the job to do their bit toward keeping the laughs coming. Leila Hyams is very good, as is Lorna Lee Bank Merna Kennedy. Harry Stubbs is fine as Denny's partner-in-crime. Richard Tucker and Kane Richmond also add to the entertainment.

It is the story of two movie producers, Denny and Stubbs, who give a swimming party in the former's home with a couple of girls when the wives go away to Caliente. The wives return unexpectedly and things begin to happen. The two men, unknowing to their wives, had assigned all their property and checking accounts to the wives in order to be safe in case of a big suit over a picture in production. The wives find out about it, go to Caliente and start having a whirl. Efforts to make up with the wives are unsuccessful until the last.

Charlotte Greenwood is the hit of the show. Her chatter brings forth most of the laughter. "Stepping Out" will please those who don't mind a rather risque story. —Steen.

Three Who Loved

Radio—75 Minutes

A bit better than average is this triangle romance of two bank clerks and a girl from Sweden. Conrad Nagel, as an ambitious teller, sends for the girl but is too busy planning a fortune to enter into the romance; so this is left to his best friend, Robert Ames. The girl, Betty Compson, falls in love with Ames and, after many pleasant trips together, gets his promise to marry her. Ames, who does not wish to get married, tries to get out of town but is stopped on suspicion when a shortage is discovered in his accounts at the bank. Nagel has taken the money as a "temporary loan" to cover his margin account in the stock market. He has, in fact, been using his friend's bank account. Nagel, his friend has stolen his girl, kept quiet and let Ames go to jail for the shortage. He marries the girl and after some time Ames escapes from jail and is shot in an attempt to evade recapture in Nagel's house. Nagel makes a confession of the theft and the fadeout shows the girl swearing fidelity and promising to await his release from jail.

Romance and suspense hold this drama together well, with good work by the entire cast. Direction fine and should please average audience. —Southwell.

SELLING SEATS: Peggy Shannon is a new name for your electric lights. Feature her and Arlen as a new team. Capitalize on the timeliness of the story. An effective stunt would probably be to conduct a contest in your town for the prettiest telephone operator or the one with the sweetest voice.

Dugan of the Badlands

Monogram—60 Minutes

This is the first of a series of Monogram Westerns teaming Bill "n Andy. The story deals with Bill and Andy prospecting in the desert and rescuing a dying sheriff whom has been shanghaied by his own deputies. They nurse him back to health, keep him hidden from his assailants and run down the villains.

There is good wholesome entertainment with considerable human appeal throughout the footage. Scenic background is of excellent quality and there is quite a number of new spots. Young Shuford is a good team mate for the seasoned Bill Cody. He has a winning personality and rides like a veteran. Cody, who has always had a large following of outdoor fans, will make a lot of new friends through his top notch performance in this picture. The kids will eat this one up. —Warren Stokes.

SELLING SEATS: Bill it as clean action entertainment suitable for the whole family. Don't overlook the fact that Andy Shuford is the little fellow who played in such major productions as "The Big Trail" and "The Great Meadow." Patronage can be built up by admitting kids with the name of Bill and Andy to a special showing of the first of this series.

Short Subjects

100% Service

Paramount—9 Minutes
This short is cleverly handled and makes a neat little subject for entertainment with Burns and Allen furnishing the laughs. Allen has a grand time kidding the cigar counter girl (Burns), in a big city hotel until another girl enters the hotel lobby and announces that she is ready to play honeymoon bridge. And what a "wow" of a finish when Allen and a gang of men follow her into the elevator, including a man dressed in a riding habit leading a saddled horse by the halter. Many will wonder what the saddle and the riding habit have to do with this picture. —Jesse.

The Vanishing Legion

Mascot—45 Minutes
Here's the first of a serial that looks like a winner. Title of the opening episode is "The Voice From the Void," and it packs a punch. There's a fight between two horses at the start which is thrilling. Outlaws are determined to kidnap Harry Carey, but slipping in trucks of oil and the way they are successful is shown in an exciting manner. Featured in the serial are Harry Carey, Edwin Booth and several others. —C.M.M.
THE LAST WORD

ARBITRATION SYSTEM A VITAL NEED

WHEN Judge Thacher handed down his decision outlawing arbitration in this industry exhibitors cheered the action. They looked upon it as a great victory for the exhibition side of this industry. Perhaps it was a moral victory, for arbitration, as practiced by some boards, was said not to be conducted in the most ethical manner. It was through exhibitor leaders' demands that the arbitration system was brought into the Federal courts. However, they probably did not realize how much worse off they would be without it.

In a business where the product dealt in has no set price value and where that product is sold before it is made—there are no swatches or samples that can show fully what the actual product will be—contractual misunderstandings are bound to arise. To settle these differences in the courts of law is a long drawn out and expensive procedure. But such a course is all that is available to the exhibitor who has a right and just claim against a distributor. Distributors, on the other hand, obtain satisfaction on contractual violations by exhibitors through the Copyright Bureau, which fixes damages on bicycling, fictitious receipt reports on percentage bookings and irregular holdovers of pictures. Those are the principal exhibitors' violations.

But distributors, too, do not always live up to their agreements. Where other than through justice or Circuit courts can the exhibitor obtain satisfaction over a contractual violation by the distributor? We hold no brief for the exhibitor who falsifies box-office reports; he has no defense. Nor do we hold any brief for the exchange manager or salesman who misrepresents the product he has to sell and who overprices his product in accordance with his over-representation of it.

In various sections of the country exhibitors are now asking for a return of arbitration, the principle of which has always been right. Arbitration gives exhibitor and distributor an equal hearing. There is no more tendency for wrong decisions by an arbitration committee than there is in the courts by a jury or judge and arbitration is much more expeditious and far less costly. We believe that distributors, too, would like to see the return of arbitration.

A variety of exhibition contracts may necessitate more care on the part of the exhibitor in reading them than does a standard exhibition instrument. Manufacturers in every line of business usually prepare their own contracts and make them as binding on the buyer as is possible. A standard contract will not settle differences that are bound to arise. It, therefore, seems to us that exhibitor organization leaders would be rendering their cohorts and the industry as a whole a far greater service by concentrating their efforts on a re-instatement of arbitration rather than by seeking a standard contract.

Ben Shlyen
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Increase Attendance
With the Tried and Proven
Scooter-Nite

Each boy and girl in your drawing radius will bring you 24 paid adult admissions in exchange for one of these 3-Wheel Safety Scooters.

In the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN you get these identical scooters to offer every kid in your drawing radius—and you get them at factory price of $1.12 each. This offer is open to all chain and independent theatres in the U.S. We do not sell these scooters to retail trade, but only through our premium plans. The SCOOTER-NITE PLAN will only cost you a fraction of what you can and often do spend on exploitation stunts that have nothing like the possibilities of permanently built up business, which the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN provides. You make friends with SCOOTER-NITE.

Most exhibitors work “SCOOTER-NITE” two or more days a week. For example, if the exhibitor finds Mondays and Thursdays are his dull nights, he works SCOOTER-NITE for those days; or if he should run the same picture two days in succession, he makes Mondays and Tuesdays, or Thursdays and Fridays, his SCOOTER-NITE. The quicker he gives away these Free Scooters the more advertising he gets through the children using them and showing them to their friends, relatives and neighbors. As long as the Scooters last—and they are of steel construction so will last indefinitely—you will be getting advertising value from them; children are proud to mention that they EARNED the Scooter at your theatre.

Children won’t let their parents, relatives or friends alone until they have helped fill the Record Card. The Record Card is a card bearing the name of your theatre and with twenty-four printed squares on one side, in which your cashier or doorman stamps—with rubber stamp which we furnish—a square for each adult admission brought by the child. For example, if the child brought in four adults, the child would get four of the squares stamped.

When all twenty-four of the squares are filled the child turns in his Record Card and receives one of the 3-Wheel Safety Scooters. No strings—no contest. Every child has equal opportunity. You run no risk of disappointing anyone. You issue Scooters only for completely filled cards.

Costs You Less Than 4 and 2/3 Cents per Admission

To illustrate: The Scooters cost the exhibitor $1.12 each. There are 24 stamps on Record Card. 4 and 2/3c times 24 equals $1.12. Therefore cost to exhibitor is 4 and 2/3c per admission.

CLIP OUT THIS ORDER-FORM AND MAIL TODAY

MINIMUM ORDER ACCEPTED—TWENTY-FOUR SCOOTERS

The Steel Stamping Co.,
Scooter-Nite Sales Dept.,
3553 Broadway, Lorain, Ohio.

Gentlemen: Enter my order for ———— 3-Wheel Safety Scooters.

Safety Scooters, at $1.12 each, F. O. B. Lorain, Ohio. I enclose my check (or money-order) for (one-half of total cost of scooters ordered)

—————, balance, plus shipping charges from Lorain, O.,
to be C. O. D. Undersigned to receive free with this original order
4 Record Cards for each Scooter ordered, free rubber stamp, and free sample herald.

Theatre —————— by —————— Mgr.

Town —————— State

If member of chain of theatres give name and address of main office below:

Check here, if trailer is desired and send $3.60 deposit which will be refunded on return of trailer.

Attention, Mr. ——————

The Steel Stamping Company
Factory, Lorain, Ohio

Full Description of $3 Retail Value
3-Wheel Safety Scooter
Of very newest speed design, built of first quality steel to hold any weight up to 200 lbs. Beautifully finished in red and green enamels. Has large reinforced natural wood handle-bar, balanced hinge for easy turning; 5-inch double disc steel wheels. Platform of one-piece heavy-pressed steel.

How to Order for Scooter-Nite Plan

Required starting order is 24 Scooters. You can best estimate the number you may require, but your first order must be at least for 24. Four Cards are furnished free, imprinted with your theatre name, for each Scooter ordered; thus on minimum order you would receive free 96 Record Cards. Heralds imprinted with theatre name, are furnished for $3.00 per thousand. A 120-ft. Trailer is loaned for two weeks only, and a deposit of $3.60 is required if Trailer is desired. This deposit is returned to theatre on return of Trailer.

Wins Kids on Sight!
LET'S GO, SHOW BUSINESS!

Thousands of Exhibitors are guaranteeing themselves boom-time profits in the New Era of Prosperity by signing up for PARAMOUNT'S 1931-2 (20th Birthday) Jubilee Group PRODUCT Now!

“Happy to sign for 1931-2 because PARAMOUNT always gives us complete satisfaction.”
—Geo. R. Warren, Opera House, Woodville, N. H.

“Buying PARAMOUNT for 1931-2; best ever offered by the company.”
—Fred Hinds, Strand Theatre, Whitewater, Wis.

“I bought PARAMOUNT for 1931-2 because of quality trade mark and fair dealing.”
—R. W. Spence, Lyric Theatre, Manchester, N. H.

“I believe PARAMOUNT’S 1931-2 line-up is the strongest group the industry’s leader ever had.”—D. L. Kellibor, New Sprague Thea, Elkhorn, Wis.

“For 16 years PARAMOUNT has been an unfailing source of dependable product for us.”
—Smoote Circuit, Ohio

“We bought PARAMOUNT for 1931-2 because we believe it to be the most attractive you ever offered.”

“Happy to buy PARAMOUNT because product looks good and service always 100%.”

LET'S GO, Show Business, with PARAMOUNT
STRIBLING-SCHMELING FIGHT PICTURE BEING DISTRIBUTED OUT OF DALLAS.

CONSTANCE BENNETT IN "COMMON LAW" DRAWS BOX OFFICE LINES IN TWO DIRECTIONS

GOLD NIGHT DRAWINGS USED TO GET BUSINESS
FIRST AID TO THE FILM BUYER

Is This Lucid Review On

FIRST AID

THE Film DAILY

“FIRST AID”
with Grant Withers, Marjorie Beebe
Sono Art
Time, 82 mins.
CARRIES FAST ACTION
PUNCH WITH THRILLS AND
UNIQUE PLOT SITUATION
THAT MAKES POPULAR FARE.
GOOD STORY TREATMENT.

One of the Sono Art Thrill-O-
Drama series, featuring Grant With-
er as a young hospital doctor, and
Marjorie Beebe as a dance hall girl.
Wheeler Oakman lends his suave
menace as the gangster leader. Mi-
chael Simmons wrote a very original
script, which shows he has a fine
camera-sense in building popular
story elements into pictured form.
The film has action all the way for
the males, and an intriguing love
angle for the femmes. The story
hinges on the girl’s brother getting
involved with a gang of crooks. He
double crosses them on a safe-cracking
job by stealing the loot ahead of
schedule. Later he is wounded by a
cop’s bullet, and the gang kidnaps
him from the hospital to their hideout
to force him to divulge where he has
hidden the loot. They also kidnap
the young hospital doctor, interested
in the youth’s sister. Here a very
unique situation develops. Neat
twists and surprises keep the suspense
up all the way.

Cast: Grant Withers, Marjorie Beebe,
Wheeler Oakman, Donald Keith, William
Desmond, Paul Panzer, George Cheesebor-
ough.

Director, Stuart Paton; Author, Michael
Simmons; Adaptor, same; Dialogue:
Cromjanger; Recording Engineer, Earl M.

Direction, satisfactory. Photography, good.
'Common Law' Draws BO

Gold Night Drawings Get Business

H. L. Youngblood

NEW SERIAL
In Network of Syndicate Releases

With seven prints booked solid and with the leading circuits having booked it one hundred percent, Syndicate pictures are claiming for their new serial, 'The Mystery Trooper,' more playing time than any chapter play has been given on this market in recent years.

Hughes-Franklin, formerly R. & R., Griffith Amusement Company and Jefferson Amusement Company, representing some 125 theatres in the Southwest, have signed contracts for all their towns, some of which are now playing the chapter play. J. A. Lemke at Waco; W. A. Stuckert at Brenham; and G. A. Doering of Mineola are representative of the many independent showmen who are now playing the serial or will start at an early date.

Syndicate is especially proud of its collection of action paper on this serial, which they believe will set a record in this region for many years to come.

The foundation of Syndicate, however, is western features, and everything in the house is either Western Electric noiseless recording or RCA recording, according to Joe Silverman, general manager of the southwestern branches.

Tom Tyler is set in six productions, Bob Custer is featured in six, Buddy Roosevelt, Jack Perrin and Yakima Canutt will work out four specials. In addition there are available this year 12 action melodramas and a group of cartoons and comedies which round out the Syndicate buy, according to the requirements of most theatre owners.

Handling Distribution of Stirling-Schmeling Fight Pictures for Dallas Territory.

A hot-shot box office film of the Stirling-Schmeling fight is now booking out of Dallas by H. L. Youngblood, theatre and roadshow man who has secured the rights. The picture was taken in sound at the ring side. The photography is said, by a number of exhibitors who have played the picture, to be good and the reproduction clear.

The picture runs about 31 minutes, the exhibitors setting it in most cases along with a feature and leaving out the shorts.

In Two Dallas Neighborhood Houses; Tie-up With Merchants Part of Plan.

Two hundred dollars in cash and two hundred in merchandise is being offered as an inducement for patronage for the Melrose Theatre, de luxe Dallas neighborhood house, operated by P. G. Cameron. A tie-up has been affected with local merchants whereby tickets are given with every purchase over fifty cents. The patron takes this ticket and is admitted to the Melba along with one paid admission. On each Thursday night drawings are held from the stage when three stubs are taken from the ticket box. The first prize is $10 and the next two are $5 in gold each. Patrons are asked to save (Continued on page 4)

Filing of Copyright Cases Continues

Seven distributors are involved in copyright cases which they have filed against E. E. Lutz, showman of Dallas, operating the Liberty at Rising Star and the Liberty at Cross Plains. Thompson, Knight, Baker and Harris, a leading law firm of Dallas, have filed these suits in behalf of several distributors. Holding over pictures for a longer time than that specified in the contract are alleged in the complaints.

In two cases filed last week against R. P. Cooper of Kirbyville and Walter Stoppelman of Silsbee, the Houston law firm of Baker, Botts, Andrews and Wharton are handling the issue in behalf of M-G-M, Universal, Harold Lloyd Corp. (Public), and Fox for the one and M-G-M, Fox and Universal for the other.

Among other cases to be filed will be that of T. M. Dunn and J. W. Courtney, of Mineral Wells, operating as the Resort Amusement Company. Thompson, Knight, Baker & Harris are also handling these cases for the distributors. It is understood that the Mineral Wells suits are filed in connection with reports on percentage pictures.

Fire at Kilgore
The Dixie at Kilgore, east Texas, booming oil town, went up in smoke Monday night for a total loss, it was reported on the Dallas market. C. O. Murphree was operator of the house.
Raves About Monogram's First Three

When pictures are in production a considerable amount of uncertainty is associated in determining box office value, but when prints are in the house and screened before showmen, buyers, and all of them are unanimous in their belief that a film is going to click, the uncertainty wanes in favor of more tangible values, according to Harry Silverman, chief of the Monogram office in Dallas.

Within the past few days the first three Monogram releases for the new year were screened to good trade business. It turned out, according to opinions expressed that “Ships of Hate” with Lloyd Hughes and Dorothy Sebastian, were featured in a real production with a rugged sea-faring background that makes for good entertainment for the whole family. This picture is the first of Monogram’s melodramas.

Tom Tyler was seen in a beautiful western picture, “Partners of the Trail.” In this picture Tom is presented in a new angle featuring his athletic prowess in a way that appeals to women, kids and men alike, all of which emphasizes action, the keynote of this western.

“Dugan of the Bad Lands,” a Bill and Andy Shuford western, starring Bill Cody and Andy Shuford, is cracked up by Silverman to be a production of the unusual type. Shuford does some riding and stuntting that western fans haven’t seen before, he said.

“Exhibitors who heretofore have been laying off westerners because of the inadequate supply, may now go back and pick up the Friday and Saturday profits of the old days, because Monogram has put action, stars and production, all combined in their new season westerns,” Silverman said. Monogram westerns are recorded by the new Western Electric noiseless process which eliminates popping and unnecessary noises in reproduction, he said.

NOVEL RECORDING

RCA Gives Demonstration of Music Notes

New York—Declaring that its recording of 400 voices of the Mormon Tabernacle choir and of organ music at the same place is the best example in the reproduction of highs and lows that RCA Photophone recently gave a demonstration before a large group of music critics. The music, which was recorded in Salt Lake, was highly complimented by the leaders in the musical field.

GEM AT TEMPLE

To Open September 1; King Decorator

On September 1, Ray Stinnett will open the Gem at Temple, one of the houses in that town recently relinquished by Publix. The house will be transformed by King Studios, in a new scheme of decoration and acoustics.

Carpets, drapes, lighting fixtures, display boards, etc., will be furnished by King in the remodeling plans. King’s Transform upholstered chair seats and backs will make up part of the 450 seats of this revamped house.

Hardin Sales

J. H. Hardin, of Hardin Theatre Supply Company, has sold two used simplex machines and new Strong lamps to the Lyric at Terrell, recently taken over by Leon Marshall. Sales of two new Kaplan heads were also sold to H. Jorgensen, East Grand Theatre, Dallas, to work on Simplex frames.

Lee Marcus Here

Lee Marcus, president of HKO-Pathé, arrived in Dallas Monday to meet with branch managers and salesmen of the company, relative to the new season’s product. Ralph Williams, former manager of the Oklahoma City Pathe branch, came down for the conference.

Oklahoma Notes

John Schoeppl, manager for the Warner Theatre, and Miss Thelma Williams, ticket seller at the Midwest, were married several days ago and left for a honeymoon trip to Illinois. The people are very popular in both business and social circles, and they carry with them the best wishes of their numerous friends and acquaintances.

Dame rumor says another new theatre for Oklahoma City, but we don’t believe it. Too many here now for the patronage offered.

L. B. RUST

Besides his film activities, Rust is interested in several East Texas oil propositions.

His new duties start with the coming week, according to Jack K. Adams, president of the company, who expressed himself as some- elated over Rust’s association with the company.

Speaking of hard working and industrious film men, Rust takes a place in the lead of this classification, and will soon get busy distributing a line-up of new serials, westerns and regular features which Allied has acquired for the new season.

BROMBERG WINS

Smash Finish in Big 4 Contest

New York — Big 4’s May-June sales drive ended in a blaze of glory with Arthur C. Bromberg’s Atlanta exchange going over the line to a smash finish and clinching a substantial cash prize. Herman Gluckman’s Capitol Films Exchange in New York and the Home State Film Company, Inc., of Little Rock ended second and third and received worth-while cash awards on a graduating-down scale.

Tom Guinan, Big 4 sales manager in New York, says the drive was the most enthusiastic ever entered into by independents and that reversal of the branches which has not been among the winners had exceeded quotas.

Thirty-one exchanges throughout the country participated in the contest.

FIGHT PICTURES

(Continued from page 3)

A BOX OFFICE TONIC

In Tyler, W. M. Shields grabbed the film that sold three days at the Empire. The SRV sign was up all the time and Shields was so sold on the picture that he called up a number of neighboring towns recommending a run for quick money.

In San Antonio it opened at the Empire for a test showing at a midnight performance. It clicked in a big way and the little film played all week to S. O. business most of the time.

C. T. Thompson, of the Aladdin at Longview, recommends the showing and says it’s okay for quick money.

Youngblood has been working up and down film row the past few days signing almost every exhibitor he meets. The past week his fight for the American at Bonham, operated by Major H. S. Cole and Col. H. A. Cole, and Bonham is a pretty tough town for fight pictures, it is said.

Youngblood can be reached at 313 Haywood St., Dallas, Texas, for mail and telegram purposes and the long distance phone is 7-5533.

Plenty of prints are available to handle all bookings when the showmen want them, Youngblood said.

GAYNOR-FARRELL

Pair Again Teamed in “Delicious”

Hollywood — Despite published reports to the contrary Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell will be co-starred in “Delicious,” which David Boiling is producing at the Fox Studio. Reports that Edward Crandall was to substitute for Farrell are unfounded. This is the Guy Bolton original with original music by George and Ira Gershwin. In addition to Gaynor and Farrell, El Brendel and Lawrence O’Sullivan are in the cast.

Gold Night Drawings

(Continued from page 3)

their coupons after each drawing to compete in the final drawing several weeks later when a $200 radio will be given away.

The Melrose has been doing a nice business since opening and the contest is stimulating things up a bit, it is said.

The Arcadia, Publix de luxe neighborhood house, is also operating a similar contest. Business at the Arcadia has been heavy for about the past two years.
Ten years ago C. J. Musselman built the Grand at Corsicana as one of the major units in a fine. During intervening years history had its flings and in some way we find a chain of houses he had built, this man staging a comeback in the game to again re-open the Grand on about October 1, where he left off. Publix formerly held the lease which has again gone into Musselman's hands. Equipment has been purchased and everything set. Mr. Musselman, during the past year opened the Lamar at Paris, which has been quite a successful venture.

It is understood that quite a lot of bicycle frames have been broken up since the Copyright Bureau began to function actively in the Southwest territory.

In Pete, the Sap's, restaurant the boys said something about special trains being run soon from Houston, Ft. Worth, San Antonio and other key points bringing them in to see Harold Groves of the Copyright Bureau. Solicitors of two railroads have been on the job offering rates for the excursions, some offering to serve box lunches, it is said.

As Abraham Lincoln said, you can fool some of the exchanges some of the time, but you can't fool the Copyright Bureau.

Mrs. C. P. Smith and son of Center, Texas, were in Dallas this week making equipment purchases and dating pictures for the coming month.

Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Lewis, of Jasper, were in town Monday on their regular market visit.

Mrt Cole, of Rosenberg, circuit operator of more than ten houses, called at Copyright head quarters Monday.

Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Shields, at Tyler, are building a fine new home there in an exclusive section of the city. The big independent exhibitor was in town Tuesday and gave the impression that he is thriving in a way entirely satisfactory even though his town has been over-run in recent years by the oil industry.

J. O. Ford, Dallas equipment man, representing the Blizzard sales company, is announcing the Restone sound on film equipment in this issue.

C. W. (Buck) Weaver went to work for Monogram out of Houston without reporting to the Dallas office—not even having his sales kit, a supply of contracts or full information concerning the new releases. Somewhere down the line there evidently was a demand for the Monogram product, for even Harry Silverman, the manager, congratulated Weaver loudly on the amount of business he turned in for the week. Weaver ran out of contracts and wrote some of them up on stationery, believe it or not.

Bob Clemmons, vice-president of Monogram, will take to the road next week and compare notes with the showmen from an exhibitor angle. Clemmons is a former exhibitor in the East coast circuit of theatres, and now is applying his past experiences to distribution. He should find easy access to the theatres. This is because of his long connection with a large circuit operating theatres in medium sized towns.

F. E. Giesen is new owner of the Dixie at Bastrop.

Jess Myers has taken over the Ritz at Malakoff.

W. F. Reed is new owner of the theatre at Angelton.

**RE-SIGN DIX**

To Make Two for Radio This Season

New York—Richard Dix has renewed his contract with Radio Pictures, according to an announcement by Joseph I. Schnitz- enheim, President.

Dix will do, as originally planned and announced, two of Radio's most important productions. One of these, "Frontier," will go into production the early part of October. It will bring to the screen a recreation of early gold rush days in the Black Hills, with Dix in a bringer of law and order in a character that will suggest his heroic creation of Yancey Cravat in "Cimarron."

The second production called for will be "Marcheta," adapted to feature the Dix-Dunne combination. "Marcheta" will bring to the talking screen a glamorous romance of old Spain with Dix enacting the role of a trampador.

**Takes Gallagher**

Chicago—The Chicago Cinema Equipment Co. has taken over the entire stock, good will and other assets of the Gallagher Orchestra Equipment Co. of Chicago. The deal became effective July 7.

Wrightsville Beach N. C.—Those who control the motion picture duties and responsibilities to a position to solve the country's economic problems and lead the nation out of the industrial and unemployment chaos in which it is enmeshed, M. J. O'Toole, of the M. P. T. O. A., told the delegates to the North and South Carolina Theatre Owners Association convention here last week.

Mr. O'Toole said that summed up the whole question centered on "equitable distribution" and "necessary readjustment of wages", and the pressing need to meet the ever-increasing possibilities of the machine age, and that there was nothing fundamentally wrong with the country or the American people.

He said that the theatre owners were especially concerned about the pressing problems in two ways. The first was their special responsibility to the government and people because one of the most potent mediums of expression in the world was in their custody. The second was that there were patrons who, to some extent a luxury and general prosperity was always essential to the continued stability and success of business.

"Why then," he asked, "should we stand by and see in vain for others to find the way out if we can blaze the way ourselves and do this big job now for America?"

"If we would eat of the fruit of the tree of national prosperity we must help care for and nourish that tree. We cannot just bask in the shade and wait for the apples to fall."

"I communicated with every member of the United States Senate and most members of Congress on this question. With but few exceptions the replies were that it was not a state man's problem, but one for business men to solve. I was frankly disappointed with the result of my inquiries. But if those of the highest law making body in the nation feel that it is the business man's duty to solve this question, then we must apply ourselves to its solution.

"Let the motion picture industry make this contribution to the people of the United States through the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and your state organizations.

"We live in an age of unprecedented production. We have more food than we need. We have more clothing than we could wear. We have more homes and buildings available than our people require, and yet men, women and children in this nation are sorely in need of food and all of these life essentials.

"When we have as much or more than we need of everything and millions of worthy Americans want of these things, then surely the problem before us is one of distribution and re-adjustment of working and other conditions."

"Therefore, I make the following proposals to meet this most menacing situation:"

"First: Provide by law a school, home and living facilities for every old man in the country. Also the attainment of his or her fifteenth year and thus withdraw children from industrial tasks and make more jobs for adults. It would also grow healthy bodies, trained minds and a proper start in life.

"Second: Provide a minimum wage for all workers. This must not only be a living wage but one which will give a reasonable saving surplus from the fifteenth to the sixteenth year. Provide in addition for these workers a five day week and eight hours per day. This will absorb most of the other unemployed and give necessary opportunity for healthful recreation.

"Third: A voluntary retirement from active labor at the age of sixty years and an adequate living old age pension for all workers from that period to the end of their lives. This will relieve all old people of the necessity of remaining in productive employment and absorb all of the remaining unemployed."

**NEW BRANCHES**

To Be Opened by Federal Checking Service

The Federal Checking Service plans to open new offices this month in Minneapolis and Des Moines. It is also considering the opening of offices in Charlotte and Atlanta. Harry Ross is president of Federal's general headquarters of which are in Chicago.

**Fire at Orange**

The American at Orange, operated by W. R. Buffington, had a night fire a few days ago burn up two reels of United Artists, "Reaching for the Moon."

**Theatres Still Closed**

A. Martin's theatres in Galves ton, and L. L. Key, are still closed due to labor troubles, and the Tremont, Public house, is also still closed for the like reason, it was reported in Dallas Tuesday.
May Modify Credit Ruling

W. E. GIVEN PATENT

Attacks Hudson Bill

NEW COMPANY

Milestone and Selznick to Produce

Hollywood—A new producing company has been formed here by Lewis Milestone and David O. Selznick. The organization will be known as Milestone-Selznick Pictures, Inc., and will make a minimum of six pictures a year, according to present plans. Selznick is in New York arranging for distribution through a major company.

The two founders of the company will supervise the production, with Milestone directing along with other directors. Selznick declared prior to his leaving for the east that with low overhead his company can make quality pictures at less cost than major producers.

PHENOMENAL RUN

“Sunny Side Up” Has Made Many Records

New York—“Sunny Side Up,” which played at the Roxy beginning July 24, has run continuously along with Fox Films two years ago. During that time it has established records for attendance, box office receipts and extended runs in theatres all over the world.

Out of sixty-nine engagements in large city theatres not belonging to Fox it had fifty extended runs ranging from two to eight weeks; one extended engagement of two weeks at a second run house, and fifteen repeat engagements.

At twenty-two Fox theatres “Sunny Side Up” had fifteen extended runs ranging from two to ten weeks, and four repeat engagements.

Another Simmons

New York—Mike Simmons, advertising and publicity director for Sono Art, announces that he has an addition to his family. The newest Simmons is named Peter, born July 19.

Radio to Start on
10 Feature Pictures

Hollywood—With the return of President Joseph I. Schnitzer last week from a series of conferences in New York, the RKO-Radio Pictures studio will plunge into one of the most active periods of its history with ten pictures scheduled to be filmed or in production by October 1.

Anticipating this increased activity, William LeBaron, vice-president in charge of production, has issued rush instructions to his writing staff ordering scripts speeded in advance of previous deadlines.

Of the ten two are already in production. These are “Consolation Marriage,” with Irene Dunne and Pat O’Brien, and “Are These Our Children?”, directed by Wesley Ruggles which features an all-Juvenile cast headed by Eric Linden.

The schedule to October includes two Richard Dix specials, “Secret Service,” which starts next week, and “Frontier,” the Howard Estabrook original which will present the star in a companion piece to “Cimarron.”

Others being prepared are: “Home Town Laughter,” which will set Ricardo Cortez on the first rung of a starring career with RKO-Radio; “Sour Grapes,” featuring Mary Astor; “Peach-O-Reno,” starring the comedy team of Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey; “Pent-house,” starring Hope Williams; “Boulder Dam,” which will keep pace with new developments at the government camp and dam site, and “Other People’s Business,” starring Phillips “Seth Parker” Lord. The latter film goes into production August 3.

Radio to Start on
10 Feature Pictures

Final Decree Gives Distributors Right to Apply for Modification if Conditions Warrant.

New York—There is a loophole in the final decree of the government’s ruling against motion picture distillers declaring the credit system illegal. The loophole gives the film companies the privilege to apply for a modification if later conditions should show the decision to be too oppressive or no longer necessary due to change in conditions. This information is contained in a document signed last week by Judge John M. Woolsey in the Southern District of New York.

The action was heard in this court and was determined by a decree entered Dec. 22, 1929, from which the petitioner, First National Pictures, et al., appealed to the Supreme Court, which reversed the decree of the district court and issued a mandate on Jan. 20, 1931, remanding the cause.

Upon motion of the Government, represented by George R. Medalie, U. S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York, and John Lord O’Brien, assistant to the Attorney General, of counsel, for relief in accordance with the prayer of the petition, and the defendants having appeared by their attorneys, Cadwalader, Wickes, Ackerman & Taft, and Cornelius W. Wickersham, Arthur L. Fisk, Jr., and Gabriel L. Hess, of counsel, submitting a different form of decree, it has been ordered, adjudged and decreed as follows:

First: That by reason of the mandate of the Supreme Court issued Dec. 22, 1929, and filed in this court on Jan. 20, 1930, and entered herein on Dec. 23, 1929, whereby the petition herein was dismissed on the merits, be and it hereby is vacated and set aside.

Second: That (1) the agreement of the defendants to cause each defendant Film Board of Trade to adopt Rules and Regulations for the Establishment and Operations of a Credit Committee, a copy of which Rules and Regulations is attached to the petition herein as Exhibit “A”; (2) the adoption of said Rules and Regulations by each defendant Film Board of Trade; and (3) the restraint of interstate commerce in motion picture films by the defendant distributors in conformity with the provisions of said Rules and Regulations constitute a conspiracy in restraint of interstate trade and commerce in violation of Sections 1 and 2 of the act of July 2, 1890, entitled “An Act to Protect Trade and Commerce Against Un Lawful Monopolies,” commonly known as the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.

Continued on page 10
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'BORN TO LOVE' CONTRACTS

- 4,452 played to date!
- 3,275 still to play!

BORN TO LOVE

with JOEL McCREA and a brilliant cast • Photoplay by Ernest Pascal
Direction by PAUL L. STEIN

RKO PATHÉ presents CONSTANCE BENNETT

Available Now!

THE COMMON LAW

January Business in July!

HELD OVER BY

RKO in N. Y. — RKO in BROOKLYN
WARNER BROS. in ATLANTIC CITY
WARNER BROS. in PHILADELPHIA

ALSO AVAILABLE! Eddie Quillan in "Sweepstakes," Helen Twelvetrees in "A Woman of Experience." COMING! Ina Claire in "Rebound," Bill Boyd in "The Big Gamble," Ann Harding in "Devotion." AND NOTE! Entire RKO Pathé product booked solid by all Fox circuits; Famous Players Canadian; Publix Balaban & Katz, Chicago; Butterfield, Michigan; Blank, Iowa; many others!
A NEW SERIAL THAT ALREADY HAS MORE BOOKINGS THAN ANY CHAPTER PLAY EVER OFFERED TO SHOWMEN!

SEVEN PRINTS BOOKED SOLID
—and the fun has just started!

SYNDICATE PICTURES PRESENT AN ALL-TALKING SERIALPLAY

"The Mystery Trooper"

Ten Episodes with

BUZZ BARTON
BLANCHE MEHAFFEY
ROBERT FRAZER

Al Ferguson, Charles King, Red Eagle and White Cloud, the Wonder Horse

Cowboys, Bears, Horses, Animals, Indians, all packed in the serial to guarantee entertainment and thrills for the whole family.

NORTHWEST MOUNTED MATERIAL that stands hair on end and shows them the last word in MYSTERY.

J. A. Lemke at Waco; W. A. Stuckert, of Brenham; and A. A. Doering, of Mineola, are among the other enterprising showmen that will play this knock-out serial, but we don’t have room to name them all here.

"THE MYSTERY TROOPER"
Beats Them All at the Box-Office.

DON’T FORGET WESTERNS

W. E. NOISELESS RECORDING

12 ACTION MELODRAMAS CARTOONS COMEDIES

SYNDICATE PICTURES CO.
308 S. Harwood Phone 7-5673 Dallas, Texas
**WE MEET In HOLLYWOOD**

By Warren Stokes

**W. RAY JOHNSTON**

We meet W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram Pictures Corporation, while here conferring with Trem Carr, vice-president of production.

"While other producers are talking about pictures, Monogram is making them," said Mr. Johnston in his opening statement. He stressed the advantage of Monogram having seven pictures completed prior to release date of August 1.

"Independents might think this a foolish undertaking," he said, and advised us that Monogram was amply financed to carry out its plan, assuring exchange men and exhibitors of productions in plenty of time, putting production far enough ahead to allow the time necessary for careful preparation of remaining pictures to follow.

He expressed satisfaction on the following completed pictures: "Ships of Hate," with Lloyd Hughes and Dorothy Sebastian; "Mother and Son," with Clara Kimball Young; "Dugan of the Badlands," starring Bill Cody and Andy Shuford, and "Partners of the Trail," with Tom Tyler and Betty Mack. Completion of "The Montana Kid," "The Man from Death Valley" and "Isle of Huntered Men" will put Monogram seven up prior to release date.

"Thirty-three Monogram exchanges are being operated by leading independent exchange men," he said. "Each owns an interest in the corporation and a perpetual franchise to distribute Monogram pictures in the future. The board of directors consists of the company's associated interests: W. Ray Johnston president; Trem Carr, vice-president for production; Richard Fielder, Empire Laboratories, treasurer; J. P. Friedhoff, asst. treasurer; James V. Ritchey, vice-president for foreign; and the following exchange members: Herman Rifkin, Boston; Arthur Bromberg, Atlanta; Harry Thomas, New York; Floyd St. John, San Francisco; Nat E. Steinberg, St. Louis; Irving Mandel, Chicago. Distribution in the United Kingdom is being made through the Gaumont Company of London."

Mr. Johnston believes that better business is coming through the fact that Monogram exchanges wrote 49 percent of their year's quota in the first six weeks of selling. He believes the current season holds every promise of being the greatest in the history of the industry.

**SIGN BURTON KING**

To Supervise Big 4 Productions

Hollywood — John R. Freuler, president of Big 4 Film Corporation, announced the signing of Burton King as production supervisor on the West Coast.

King, who has had many years of experience as producer and production supervisor, began his career with Equitable and was later associated with Metro, Pathe, Selznick, Gotham and Associated Exhibitors.

**24 FROM PEERLESS**

New Company Headed by Louis Schneider

New York — Peerless Productions, Inc., recently organized by Louis Schneider, Jack Bellman and Adolph Pollak, will produce and distribute 24 features during the 1931-32 season, according to an announcement by Mr. Schneider, president.

The productions will be released simultaneously throughout the country through affiliated exchanges. The first two pictures will be "Love Bound" and "The Sea Ghost." The company, the announcement states, will make every effort to present unusual attractions by well known authors, with competent directors and distinguished stars. The new organization is well financed to carry out its program, Mr. Schneider declares.

Laura La Plante heads the cast in "The Sea Ghost." The cast of "Love Bound" includes Myrna Loy, Ralph Forbes, Betty Bronson and Nance O'Neil.

Charles Reed Jones is director of publicity and advertising for Peerless.

---

**What determines the selling price of THEATRE SUPPLIES**

The price of theatre equipment and accessories is not set by a salesman or a dealer. It is determined by the quality of materials and workmanship that go into the making of any given product and by the quantity in which that product is produced. Every unit of theatre equipment, every single accessory, has a fair price—the price for which it is sold by the National Theatre Supply Company. You'll usually find the first cost of National products lower by actual comparison—you'll find them consistently lower in the long run; for every purchase you make at your National Branch is covered by a rigid dual guarantee of quality and of satisfactory service, in every respect.

**COMPARE this NEW LOW PRICE**

Probably more National "Film Set" is used usually in the projection rooms of the world than any two other brands. . . . Because it is varying in quality, because it spreads evenly and because it always holds. Incidentally, National Film Set Film Cement is one of the many items on which you save money by dealing at your National Branch. Not long ago, you were asked to pay 2½ a bottle for any kind of cement. You can now buy Film Set at your National store for 1c a bottle.
RKO-Pathe Producing Schedule Under Way

Hollywood—Lee Marcus, president of RKO-Pathe, has arrived at the West Coast studios of the company in Culver City for production conferences with Charles R. Rogers, vice-president in charge of production.

"The production pace set by Rogers when he took over the reins at the RKO-Pathe studio four months ago has been maintained at an even clip, showing to the public results obtained by a consistent schedule," states Marcus, in reviewing the production progress.

"No spurt-and-dull methods of production have marred the even schedule. In fact, the pace has adhered to during the entire period. The result is a production score that any studio might well be proud of and one that shows the work is being turned out in a designated time."

To date six productions have been completed. They are: "Bound," "A Woman of Experience," "Sweepstakes," "The Big Gamble," and "The Mad Marriage."

"Devotion," temporary title of the new Ann Harding vehicle, and "Eddie," with Eddie Quillan, are ready to enter the cutting rooms, making at least one picture from each star ready for release shortly.


The same fast pace has been set for the Western unit. The "Sun-down Trail" company with Tom Keene, Marion Shelton and a crack cast of Western favorites has just returned from location at Victorville with the first of the six westerns tucked away in the cans and ready to be cut.

"A Woman Commands," Pola Negri's first, is being put into shooting shape by Horace Jackson.

The comedy units, under Lew Lipton, are well ahead of the schedule set four months ago without sacrificing the determination to turn out comedies of a caliber big enough for any program.

Attacks Hudson Bill

(Continued from page 6)

ness and has a tendency to withhold investments in the industry and hinders legitimate progress in many ways.

"Yet some exhibitors have given their support to the Brookhart bill. Theatre owners who favor the Hudson or Brookhart bills are deliberately asking the Federal government to take charge of the motion picture business. If this business is ever controlled by the Federal government it will mean party control where anything approaching a medium of expression is involved."

"The Federal government now controls the radio, issues licenses and grants broadcasting privileges. Any time when the occasion requires it can be transformed into the political hand-maid of the party in power.

"This of itself is a major evil and will apply with equal force to the motion picture if any element of Federal control over our business is permitted."

"Then we face the other problem of being denied the right to conduct our own business which in our case is much more similar regulation applied to manufacturing or transportation enterprises where standards are followed and factory and similar trade situations exist."

W. E. Wins Suit

(Continued from page 6)

The opinion found that the Lowenstein patent, covering the "grid bias," was invalid. It held that the Blattner patent, covering a device that permits the use of an alternating current supply to the amplifier, was not infringed upon.

Important as it is in itself, Judge Galston's opinion has a wider significance. Other suits, now pending, which involve the same patents. Such suits are awaiting trial in the Federal Court of the Southern District of New York against Parent, RKO-producer Corporation and Pacent Electric Company, and in the District of Delaware against the Stanley Company of America.

May Modify Ruling

(Continued from page 6)

Third: That the defendants, their officers, agents, servants and employees, and all persons acting under, through or on behalf of them, or any of them, hereby are held and prohibited, individually and collectively: the further engaging in or carrying out said conspiracy or any other conspiracy similar to, or having the purpose or effect similar to, said conspiracy.

2. From doing any act or thing whatsoever having the same purpose or effect as the acts done in pursuance of said conspiracy or promoting, or tending to promote, any of the purposes and effects thereof.

3. From enforcing or carrying out, directly or indirectly, any of the provisions of the aforesaid rules and regulations or any other rules or regulations identical thereto or similar thereto, or having the same purpose or effect as the aforesaid rules and regulations.

4. From retaining any sum or sums heretofore received from any exhibitors of motion pictures in the United States by virtue of the operation or enforcement of the aforesaid rules and regulations.

5. From entering into any understanding, arrangement, combination, conspiracy or agreement (1) to refrain, either for a limited or an unlimited period of time, from entering into any contract for licensing the exhibition of motion pictures, or (2) to require the deposit of security by the licensee as a condition of entering into any such contract with such licensee.

Fourth: The provisions of this decree shall not be construed, however:

1. As prohibiting any defendant distributor, or any member of any defendant Film Board of Trade, from exchanging, either directly or through a committee or other agency, information concerning the financing or moral reputation of any exhibitor of motion pictures in the United States; always provided, that there shall not be made, in connection with or in supplement of such exchange of information, any comment in any manner or form or recommendation as to any action to be taken thereon, or

2. As prohibiting, restraining, or interfering with the action of any single company or firm, which is a defendant herein, by its or their agents or employees, whether such agents, or employees are themselves made parties hereto or not, from acting with respect to its or their own corporate or firm of business, property or affairs, entirely independently and free from any agreement or understanding with any other defendant distributor or defendant Film Board of Trade, or member thereof.

Fifth: Jurisdiction of this cause is hereby retained:

1. For the purpose of enforcing this decree and making such orders and further orders and decrees as may become necessary herein, and

2. For the purpose of enabling any party hereto, to apply to the court for such further orders and directions as may be necessary or proper in relation to carrying out the enforcement of the provisions of this decree, or for the purpose of applying to the court for a modification of this decree, if it be hereafter shown to the satisfaction of the court that by reason of changed conditions or changes in the statute law of the United States, the provisions hereof have become inadequate or inappropriate, or unreasonably oppressive to the defendants, and are therefore unnecessary to secure the maintenance of conditions in harmony with the laws.

RESEAT FOR BIGGER PATRONAGE

The advisability of taking out old chairs and reseating with new American Seating Company chairs is backed by common sense facts and profit making figures.

Consistent "American" chairs attract patrons—leave them favorably impressed with your show . . . bring them back when pleasure bent.

New chairs . . . "American" chairs, assist in removing the causes of faulty reception. Their sound absorption qualities aid in eliminating reverberation, echo, scratching noises and indistinct projection.

Beyond this, new chairs—with their colorful coverings and standards, and a freshness and newness to your interior that is certain to appeal to patrons.

Let us analyze your seating problem and submit suggestions and prices. An interesting booklet, "Acoustics and its Relation to Seating" will be sent free, upon request.

American Seating Company
Makers of Fine Seating for Churches, Schools and Theatres
General Offices: 14 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
Branch Offices in all Principal Cities
Show World Welcomes News... Dix Re-signs with RKO-Radio

Richard Dix will go on to still greater triumphs under the Titan banner...

"Cimarron" lifted him to the starry heights!...

"Frontier" and "Marcheta" will entrench him snugly in the affections of millions the world over.

RICHARD DIX IN "PUBLIC DEFENDER"
CURRENT SMASH

Detroit Evening Times
"What a picture! 'The Public Defender' has everything."

Detroit News
"Dix seems destined to remain for a long time at the top of the list. Lively story chock-full of romance and adventure."

Detroit Free Press
"Don't overlook this one."

Detroit Mirror
"Dix again crashes through with a fine performance... looks great in straight role."
Fastest Fight in Fight History

The Screen's Greatest Opportunity for ACTION!

STRIBLING-SCHMELING

Fight Picture Taken at the Ring-Side in SOUND

Best Photography—Good Prints—Running Time 31 Minutes

THIS SURE-FIRE CLEAN-UP IS BOOKING LIKE LIGHTNING!

WIRE OR PHONE FOR PRICES AND DATES QUICK

H. L. YOUNGBLOOD, Distributor

313 S. Harwood

Dallas, Texas

Lowest Priced Standard Sound on Film Equipment

For Quality Reproduction is

UNIVERSAL

NOW ALL AC → NO

BATTERIES
CHARGERS
RECTIFIERS
HEAD AMPLIFIERS
MOTOR
GENERATOR
COMPLICATED WIRING

The patent infringement question regarding sound equipment isn't settled yet, according to trade paper head lines. UNIVERSAL IS FULLY COVERED BY PATENTS.

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.

313 S. Harwood St.

B.G. HERBER, Mgr.

DALLAS, TEXAS
CUSTER TO BIG 4

Western Star to Make Action Series

Hollywood—Bob Custer, popular young Western player, has been signed by Big 4 to star in a series of out-door action films. Custer, who will be remembered for a series in which he appeared called “The Custer Texas Ranger Series,” starred in numberless F-E-O Westerns and in several for Syndicate pictures.

Production on the first Custer Western, “Headin’ for Trouble,” will start shortly on the West Coast. This release heralds Big 4’s program for 1931-1932.

AIMS AT COUNCIL

Carl Milliken Answers Church Charges

Hollywood — A statement coming from Carl E. Milliken, secretary of the Motion Picture Producers of America, while attending the convention of the National Education Association here, fired a new shot in the controversy involving the Federal Council of Churches, and the organized motion picture industry.

Milliken said:

“When the administrative committee of the Federal Council authorized a study of the motion picture industry to be made by the department of research and education, I notified the chairman of the administrative committee of my intention to absent myself from meetings of the committee during the progress of the inquiry.

“Because the department of research and education of the Federal Council, after clarifying the principles for which honoraria were paid by the motion picture producers, beclouds the issue in its conclusions, I feel that the administrative committee has been placed in an unfortunate position.

“The whole weight and effort of the public relations work of the industry is directed to the promotion by them (1) of making possible a higher quality of supply through conference and self-discipline within the industry, and (2) raising the standard of demand for the best pictures through every legitimate means of public education.

“The department's factual report clearly establishes that all payments of honoraria were legitimate expenditures without sinister intent whatsoever. The factual report states that during the years 1928, 1929 and 1930, fifty-two individuals received some expenses or honoraria for aiding in the work of developing a better quality of picture demand.”

WIDE PICTURES

Showed on Standard Size Film

The “Fulvue” device, which shows wider pictures without necessitating the adoption of more than standard size film, has been successfully demonstrated in London.

The chief merit of the device, it is said, is that it enables the spectator to watch in detail scenes on a scale that ordinarily would have to be “long shots.”

The standard width of the Fulvue picture is one and two-thirds more than that of the size in common use, but it is said that where it may be physically impracticable for a theatre to increase its picture to this extent, the Fulvue apparatus is readily modifiable to give exactly the extended size which the theatre can accommodate.

It is also said that the new device can be fitted to any existing standard apparatus without interference with the projectors’ ordinary use.

Finish Western

Hollywood — Completion of “The Montana Kid,” a Monogram western, starring Bill Cody and Andy Shuford, is announced by Trem Carr, vice-president and production head of Monogram Pictures Corporation.

Joe Weil, Author

Joe Weil, exploitation manager of Universal Pictures Corporation, has put into book form “Strictly Dishonorable,” which will be released in September. The book goes on sale August 15.

EDUCATIONAL

Enlarges West Coast Publicity Staff

Hollywood—Gordon S. White, director of advertising and publicity, is here to thoroughly go over the publicity situation with Educational’s West Coast publicity department. Consistent with Educational’s policy to back up its pictures with bigger and better publicity campaigns, and also in view of the Educational-Tiffany affiliation, Mr. White will add new writing talent to Educational’s publicity staff during his stay in Hollywood.

WANT TO SELL YOUR THEATRE? THE CLEARING HOUSE WILL PUT YOUR PROPOSITION BEFORE 20,000 PROSPECTS

Thirty-four for 1931-32

WINNERS

~by every standard that counts~

If you ever took a film exchange’s word for anything, believe us when we say the FIRST THREE releases on the MONOGRAM program this year are WINNERS and that’s a damn good average, if we know our arithmetic.

1. “SHIPS OF HATE”
   with LLOYD HUGHES and DOROTHY SEBASTIAN.

2. “Partners of the Trail”
   A BILL CODY and ANDY SHUFORD Western.

3. “Dugan of the Bad Lands”
   A Tom Tyler Thriller of the Western Country.

All Just Screened in by the Dallas Branch

Monogram is ready to go forward or fall back on its judgment that these three have produced more quantity and great box-office value. Also that it was correct to insist on Western Electric “Noiseless” Recording for all releases.

BOOK ‘EM WHILE THEY’RE HOT!

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.
302 S. Harwood Phone 7-4942
DALLAS, TEXAS
HANSON LEAVES

Allied Newsreel But Will Continue Temporarily

Oscar Hanson, former Tiffany sales manager, who has lately been sponsoring the Allied Newsreel, has secured his release from the Allied States Association to accept a position in Toronto, Canada. Hanson’s new post call for his handling the promotion of British films and of furthering the independent theatre movement that is under way throughout Canada.

He will, however, continue temporarily to handle contracts for the Allied Newsreel. The New York office of the firm will be maintained. Plans are going forward for release of the first issue of the Newsreel August 28 as scheduled.

Complete Line
STANDARD PROJECTION
EQUIPMENT
and Projection Accessories
Efficient Repair Department
Day or Night Service

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
714 Hampton Rd.  
JOHN HARDIN, Prop.  
Tel. 6-2235  
Dallas Texas

Here Now for Thrifty Exhibitors!

BESTONE COMPLETE
SOUND-ON-FILM
EQUIPMENT

SMALL WEEKLY PAYMENTS
Send for large eight-page descriptive and illustrated folder which tells all about this fine equipment, inside and outside views, and showing each working part in detail.

SEND FOR THIS COMPLETE INFORMATION NOW!
J. O. FORD, Factory Representative.

BESTONE SOUND SYSTEMS
P. O. BOX 594  
DALLAS, TEXAS

AUTGUST IS THE YEAR’S HOTTTEST MONTH!
September and October are Still Hot in this Country.

It’s the latter part of November and December when you might turn off your air washer and not feel the loss at your box office.

THEATRES EQUIPPED WITH

BUFFALO AIR WASHERS AND DISTRIBUTING UNITS

are not bothered about the weather beating down profits. They have Cool, Dry Air on tap all the time.

-- and patrons show their appreciation --

WRITE TODAY FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

Buffalo Engineering Co., Inc.
311 S. Harwood  
GEO. W. THORNTON, Gen’l Mgr.  
DALLAS, TEXAS
New Type of Screen Offers Picture Depth

Recently, one of the most eminent investigators in the field of applied optics, a scientist in charge of development of the only practical two-way television system, designed a screen which permits relief picture projection. To secure the full four square feet of this screen, it is necessary to utilize a special projector which is commercially impractical.

This screen consists of a series of rod-like filaments, the shape and angles of each rod being based upon complicated mathematical formulae. Keasbey & Mattison Company of Ambler, Pa., one of the country’s leading manufacturers of asbestos products, recently discovered, however, a means of forming asbestos into rod-like threads which are woven together to produce a motion picture screen. This new screen is called “Visibestone,” a combination of syllables abstracted from the words “vision,” “asbestos” and “tone.” While it is not claimed that complete stereoscopic vision is thus obtained, it is claimed that, upon seeing a picture projected on this screen, a trained eye of the mechanism is apparent. There are no harsh, glistening reflections; there are no holes to destroy the picture, but from each of these fibre rods the light is reflected brightly and smoothly, resulting in a perfection of contrasts and shading in the picture not obtainable upon any other screen. A screen of this type is said to be in use in foreign countries.

A new and improved vacuum contact for use wherever a positive, rapid and durable electrical contact is required in circuits handling up to six amperes continuous load or eight amperes intermittently, and up to 220 volts, has been introduced by the Burgess Battery Co. of New York.

The device may be operated by hand, by mechanical means, or by an electromagnetic agency such as the usual telephone relay. It is declared to be especially adapted for use in telephone systems, controllers, sign displays and numerous other applications where a considerable wattage must be controlled by minimum energy. The contact may be operated in any position and is claimed to be extremely durable.

McCullough Writes on Upkeep of Sound

(Reprinted from western edition of Fox’s “The Last Word” by R. H. McCullough.)

It is imperative that the Motion-tone light gate be cleaned before threading the projector for Motion-tone presentation. All projector bases should be permanently grounded. Never allow any outside source of light to come in contact with the photo-electric cell compartment during the time the film attachment is in operation, other than that source of light supply which comes from the reproducing lamp. A hum will be perceptible if the sprocket perforations project over in light source of the sound aperture. Idler rollers directly above the sound aperture should be inspected frequently to see that they are moving freely. If they are allowed to become cut, the film will move sideways, thus causing the sprocket perforations, or the dividing line between the picture and the sprocket perforations, to project over in the light source. This will naturally cause a hum. Keep sprockets and idlers clean at all times. Always before starting the sound projector, adjust all meters to their respective operating values.

From the Western Electric photo-electric cell positive terminal to the grid leak clip on the amplifier there is a very small stranded wire. The constant vibration of the special batteries which power the amplifier swings a crackling noise will be perceptible. It is necessary to inspect these connections very carefully, and during the first few moments of their use they will produce a higher voltage than they will after being in use for several minutes. When 45-volt B-batteries drop down to 27 volts, B-batteries may sometimes be noisy. Dry “B” batteries should be tested for voltage and amperage after they have been standing idle, they recuperate to some extent, and during the first few moments of their use they will produce a higher voltage than they will after being in use for several minutes. When 45-volt B-batteries drop down to 27 volts, B-batteries may sometimes be noisy.

IMPROVED VACUUM Contact Is Offered by the Burgess Co.

A new and improved vacuum contact for use wherever a positive, rapid and durable electrical contact is required in circuits handling up to six amperes continuous load or eight amperes intermittently, and up to 220 volts, has been introduced by the Burgess Battery Co. of New York.

The device may be operated by hand, by mechanical means, or by an electromagnetic agency such as the usual telephone relay. It is declared to be especially adapted for use in telephone systems, controllers, sign displays and numerous other applications where a considerable wattage must be controlled by minimum energy. The contact may be operated in any position and is claimed to be extremely durable.

A-C AMPLIFIER Placed on the Market by Gates Radio Co.

Quincy, Ill.—A completely A-C operated amplifier for theatre use which permits the manager to make personal announcements in his theatres has been perfected and is being marketed by the Gates Radio & Supply Co. of this city.

The amplifier is said to consist of a four stage impedance transformer and transformer coupled amplifier incorporating a pair of UX-250 tubes in a push-pull circuit in the last stage, and is claimed to assure 15 watts undistorted output. The equipment, it is declared, will operate at the highest efficiency without hum or other noises.

Coin Machines on Sharing Plan

A series of coin vending machines, including a weight machine for added theatre profits, is being offered on a profit sharing basis by the Mills Novelty Co. of Chicago.
**Little Tips**

**Equipment for Sale**

- **Chair Covers**, seat covers, tailored to measure; 70 odd patterns to select from, including whites, colors, stripes. Price range from 17 to 45 cents. Send paper shape of chair back for sample cover free. Florence Bedding Co., Florence, S. C. 8-11

- **Gulf Breeze** late model blower, speed control, 5 h. p. motor, $156. 256 veneered chairs, 75 cents. One automatic rewind table $35. Harry Harris, Fox Theatre, Dallas. 7-28

- **900 Venner** theatre chairs, $1.00 per chair, good condition; available after August 10. College Theatre Corp., Columbia, Mo. 8-11

**Nearly New Equipment**

- Simplex projectors, sound-on-film; town 1,700; good surroundings. Must sell by September 1. Grand Theatre, El Paso, Ill. 7-28

- 250 2-ply veneer chairs, 50 cents each; f. o. b., Independence, Kas.; one non-synchronous outfit complete, $50. Mainstreet Theatre, Independence, Kas. 7-28

**Theatres for Sale**

- **500-Seat** Theatre — Good sound equipment, cooling system, good business, 16,000 population, low rent. Other business necessitates selling. Paul McConnell, Parsons, Kas. 8-4

- **Can Sell Your Theatre Quickly**. Send particulars. Albert Goldman, 5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago. 7-28

- **Theatre**—300 seats, silent, population 2,000. Good reason for selling. Mayne Drake, Bremen, Ind. 7-28

**For Lease on Percentage Basis**

- Beautiful theatre building in best location. Wire E. A. Hatton, Del Rio, Texas. 4-18

**Theatre Lobby Frames**

Manufactured to your own cost. Gem Frame Co., 230 South Wingham, Wichita, Kas. 7-27 (10)

**Positions Wanted**

- **AT LIBERTY** — Manager of wide experience. Write or wire to Harvey "Doc" Arlington, 1305 East Main St., Muncie, Ind. 7-28

- **Projectionist**—A-1 sound, deluxe houses, go anywhere. James Curran, 5219 Theodosia St., St. Louis, Mo. 7-28

---

**Little Messages for Big Results!**

Your advertisement on this page, appearing in all ten Associated Publications, is your guarantee of reaching 20,000 prospects every week.

—And at Only a Small Investment.

Rates Upon Request

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Confessions of a Co-ed  
Paramount—75 Minutes  

Said to be based upon an authentic diary record of an anonymous college girl, this sophisticated story of modern university life moves fast from the start. Sylvia Sidney as the youthful freshman is the feminine star who is the main attraction of two upperclassmen, Phillips Holmes and Claudia Dell. Foster, Holmes' former flame, Claudia Dell, in final attempt to hold him, dates him up and they go for a ride in Foster's car. In trying to escape a motorcycle officer the car is ditched. As a result they are both expelled Holmes goes to South America without saying goodbye to the freshman sweetheart with whom he had made good progress. Foster makes love to the new girl and she finally promises to marry him. Sylvia leaves it to Claudia to tell Foster of her expected marriage, which she fails to do for fear she might break up the wedding which takes place without the husband aware of the true circumstances. Holmes returns after a few years to find Sylvia married and when the husband bears that he is not the father of the child and that his wife still loves Holmes, he agrees to a divorce so they can marry.

SELLING SEATS: Play up the stars with box office value. Tie-up on the diary angle. Also good tie-up with any Greek letter fraternities. Sporting goods stores and women's wear shops good possibilities.

Sporting Blood  
M-G-M—72 Minutes  

Almost a picture that isn't "sexy"; a picture that appeals to the sentimental emotions; a picture that even our grandparents would like.

The story is based on a horse called "Tommy Boy," whose mother was famous throughout the south for her speed. "Tommy Boy" is sold several times, and finally a gambling operative buys him and dopes him to the gills. A rival gang of crooks, who with "Tommy's" master (Lew Cody) bet $65,000 on a race, but this time the dope doesn't work, and the famous steed loses, causing Cody to be "bumped off." His master's mistress gets possession of the run-down horse and takes him back to his original owner and the place where he was born and raised. Here he is brought back into condition, and wins the Kentucky Derby by a close race. While his mistress holds the bridle, so the jockey who had been bribed couldn't hold him in, and by doing this "throw" the race.

Clark Gable and Madge Evans carry what little love scenes there are. Ernest Torrence, the horse breeder, really takes the lead away from Gable in a splendid character. He is the tough, buggered Jack who made such a hit in "Cimarron" as the colored boy, plays a very appealing part as the boy in charge of "Tommy Boy."—Sam Brown.

SELLING SEATS: Play up the southern atmosphere and man's devotion to his horse. Also bring in the southern hospitality. Advertise strongly the names of the cast and the new star, Madge Evans.

Their Mad Moment  
Fox—50 Minutes  

Good romantic drama of a society girl whose financial position necessitates a loveless marriage to replenish the family exchequer. While abroad she meets a young Basque sportsman with whom she falls in love. While her husband is planning her marriage to an Englishman of title and wealth, the youth's persistance gets her to take a trip to his manor home and to present to his grandmother for her approval of their marriage. When she arrives and finds that an old sweetheart still loves her, she makes an early morning getaway. As the wedding preparations to the Englishman are being made, the man is to retain his ancient title and in her last hour of freedom convinces her that marriage without love is worse than one without money. She gets her consent to go away with him and it turns out that he is the owner of a palatial yacht and has himself made considerable money in America. She sails away with her lover while the Englishman drowns his disappointment in a whisky and soda.

If your audiences liked "Hollywood" they should go for this one in a big way. The talkie is from the play by Donald Ogden Stewart and is mainly for class audiences. There isn't much to the story plot but the dialogue is brilliant, the acting excellent, and direction is expertly handled. It is not for family trade. Briefly, the story is about a young woman (Ina Claire) who catches the man she loves on the rebound, after he had been jilted by his fiancée who decides to marry a wealthy middle-aged man. After both couples are married they meet again in Paris, where Ames, as Ina's husband, philosophers around with his former fiancée, forgetting all about the woman to whom he is married until his wife asserts her rights and runs off and gets a divorce. Ames then gets wise to himself and does not permit her to leave him, saying he really loves her and will never see the other woman again.

As can readily be seen by the synopsis, the story is threadbare and flat. But what really counts in the picture is the smart, clever dialogue. Robert Williams, of stage experience, almo-s. tells every scene in which he appears. But Ina Claire easily outshines all others in the cast. After all she is the one whom the fans will pay their admissions to see.—J.-O.

SELLING SEATS: Play up the names in the cast, particularly Ina Claire. Tell your patrons they will find in this one a sparkling bit of diversion. Appeal to the woman fans especially.

Short Subjects

One of the Smiths  
M-G-M—20 Minutes  
Charley Chase in a clever comedy that should bring the laughs in almost any type of house. In this one Charley is sent down to the Ozarks by the manufacturers of band instruments to find out why the natives down there send in an order for a horn, make the down payments and then are heard of no more. Charley finds out that the horns are an essential part of the equipment used in stills, but he can't find out until he has had plenty of adventures with the mountaineers. This comedy is a "wow."—Steen.

Sax Appeal  
Vitaphone—8 Minutes  
Joe Penner isn't so hot on the sax, but he plays hard enough to attain his ambition, which is to have people throw odds and ends at him while he is playing it in the street. His father is a junk dealer and those useless articles come very handy. This number is sure to get applause from any audience.—Sam Brown.

June First  
RKO-Pathe—20 Minutes  
June MacCloy, the gold digger with the radiant personality and good looks, uses all of her natural born properties to "skiff" wealthy suitors out of jewelry. She promises a whole army of men that she will marry them on June 1, in the afternoon. She "hocks" the jewelry for enough cash to take her and two girl friends to Europe. The morning that her several marriages are to take place, she starts for the dock and on her way is arrested for speeding, her alibi being that she is late for her wedding. The officers accompany her to the church, and there she gets into another jam with the many supposed-to-be husbands. The cops help them out of this jam and are rewarded with dates, which is just another way out for the girls. This short offers very good entertainment.—Sam Brown.
THE LAST WORD

IN THE NAME OF THE BOX OFFICE

"Just as every other national service aids its dealers, so will our Exhibitors’ Service Department provide every showmanship assistance." That quotation is from an announcement by Al Lichtman, vice-president and general manager of United Artists Corporation. And it has a lot of significance.

About a month ago we urged the return of such special services to aid box offices throughout the country. Not only does the percentage system make such service of real importance to both distributor and exhibitor but, as Mr. Lichtman also points out, the present shopping trend of the public for picture entertainment makes it a vital necessity, if a sufficient flow of patronage is to be maintained to keep profits from dwindling.

We also like Mr. Lichtman’s idea of arming their entire sales crew with material with which to aid exhibitors in selling pictures to their public. There is a potential and permanent exploitation force. Each salesman comes regularly in contact with dozens of exhibitors in the course of his travels and he can be a virtual clearing house of sound and successful seat-selling ideas that he can bring from one exhibitor to another.

The need for real merchandising of pictures, for honest-to-goodness selling, showmanship of a new order, was never as great as it is today. We’re glad to see United Artists leading off in that direction and we hope to see other distributors following.

HERE’S ANOTHER SELLING IDEA

While on the subject of seat-selling we wish to report a good example that we saw this week. Whether or not our editorial along this line prompted the action we don’t know. Nor does it matter. Nevertheless the Midland Theatre at Kansas City took full advantage of the drawing value of those two sterling comedians, Laurel and Hardy, and, instead of the usual “Added Comedy Attractions” following their feature trailer announcement, showed a short trailer of a few scenes and some selling copy—not too much—on the comedy. That’s good business. There are good name attractions in many comedy shorts these days, but they have no drawing value if they are hidden under “Added Comedy Attractions”. They need and deserve individual plugging along with the feature.

MUSIC AGAIN? WELL, LET’S SEE!

Musicals are coming back. That’s the report from several Hollywood studios. The public may accept them, if they aren’t overdone as they were last season and if the singing and dancing is blended into the story, but subordinated. Sudden outbursts of song and tap dancing ensembles, even if they occur in a filmusical operetta, are out, so far as this observer is concerned. But Ye American Public is fickle. So maybe we’re wrong.
Here is Genuine Good Will and Business Producing Publicity

—an added service that both men and women will appreciate

At a Cost **Less** Than Throwaways

Book Matches will carry your advertisement at a cost less than a card or dodger and will never be thrown away until the last match is used.

**An Ideal Plan for Your Theatre**

You can contract for a quantity of these matches and have your imprint changed each week so that you can feature the coming attraction a week in advance. Many theatres are using this plan very successfully.

Orders are filled within 1 week after receipt, so by giving us your schedule of bookings for feature pictures, you will receive shipments regularly and on time. Let us tell you more about this Business Building Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>20 Matches in Each Book</th>
<th>2,500 Books per Case with Your Imprint for $10.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You can effect a saving by buying a larger quantity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Here are the prices:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,500 Books  $4.00 Per Thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5,000 Books  $3.80 Per Thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,000 Books $3.75 Per Thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25,000 Books $3.50 Per Thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50,000 or over $3.25 Per Thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All shipments F. O. B. St. Louis, Mo.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**And Every “LIGHT” Is An “AD” For You!**

**Here’s ** **H O W**

**to Distribute These Wonderful Business Builders**

We all know that many ladies and men desire to smoke before, during or after the show. Place a bowl of matches in the rest rooms where your patrons can help themselves to a book. You can also have the ushers pass them out when your patrons are leaving. Invariably the first thing a man does when leaving the theatre is to “light” up. He will assuredly appreciate receiving these handy safety matches.

Many theatres also distribute their matches at hotel cigar stands, cafes, drug stores and cigar stores. These firms will be pleased to pass out your matches regularly, thereby giving you wider and better distribution for your publicity.

Arrange with leading hotels, drug stores, etc., in your drawing area, to distribute these book matches for you. They’ll gladly cooperate.

**Mail Your Order Today**

Associated Publications, Inc.,
4704 East 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

**Gentlemen:**

Enclosed is our check for ___________

covering ____________ De Luxe

“Box Office” Book Matches, each book to be in 4 colors (red, black, yellow and gold), with our ad imprinted as shown at right above. All shipments F. O. B. factory, St. Louis, Mo.

**Name __________________________**

**Theatre __________________________**

**Town __________________________ State __________________________**

THIS ORDER IS NOT CANCELLABLE
(Minimum order required: 2,500 Books)

Use Space Below for Name of Theatre, Etc.

(Front)

YOUR PLEASURE IS OUR DELIGHT

(Back)

As Illustrated on Design Above
Really New Low Prices

Reflector for Mazda, Reflector Arc and Hi-Low Arc.

Heretofore you have paid very high prices for new Reflectors, but now your old Reflectors (unless badly pitted) can be refinished Good as New.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NEW PRICE</th>
<th>REFINISHED PRICE</th>
<th>YOU SAVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G. E. Mazda</td>
<td>$ 7.00</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplex Mazda, small</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplex Mazda, large</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morelite, small</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong, Peerless, Motiograph, Morelite or any standard low intensity</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peerless, Strong, Ashcraft or H. &amp; C. high intensity</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHECK YOUR REFLECTORS

If they are tarnished, dull or cloudy you are not getting good projection.

Stebbins Contribution Toward Lower Overhead.

Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co.

1804 Wyandotte Street

Kansas City, Missouri
E. F. STEIN, FILM SALESMAN, TO OPEN LaFERIA THEATRE AT LaFERIA AS VALLEY WIDE PROPOSITION.

H. JORGENSEN GOES DE LUXE WITH HIS EAST GRAND THEATRE IN DALLAS.

GARNER AT RANGER CHANGES MIND ABOUT PUBLIX AND VIGOROUSLY ATTACKS CHAIN IN NEWSPAPER.
REALISM OF STORY APPEALS —

BY CAROL FRINK.

HAVE YOU noticed that black is not always black and white is not always white in the movies lately? And that the fallen woman can pick herself up and win out in the end? And that the hero can make mistakes and the heroine can turn out to be a hussy?

Yup, the movies have grown up and pictures are really a reflection of life as it is actually lived. “Lover Come Back” is an illustration of the new cinematic sophistication.

Constance Cummings, an actress who made her reputation on the stage, captures first honors here in the role of Connie. She is amazingly sincere and you won’t soon forget her poignant performance as the jilted girl. Betty Bronson does the part so well that you hate her cordially from the very first.

“Lover Come Back” is a well made, thoughtfully contrived picture that will keep you thoroughly interested during the unwinding. I heartily recommend it even in this heat.

CAROL FRINK, Chicago Herald and Examiner

“Movie fans will eat it up.”

MAE TINEE, Chicago Tribune

DIRECTING AND ACTING ARE BIG POINTS OF FILM

By Mae Tinee.

Good Morning!

This story is about a young man who knew what he wanted, went after what he THOUGHT was what he wanted, got it, found it to be the one thing he DIDN’T want.

Tom Evans and Connie are sweethearts when the picture opens. She fully expects to marry him until, one day, he breaks the news that there’s somebody else—a little home girl, who doesn’t drink, smoke or pet.

So Tom weds Vivian, who calls him “Tommykins” and fools him prettily, constantly, and right under his devoted nose until . . . Now, that old sweetheart of Tom’s is secretary to Tom’s boss, Yates, who long has admired the maiden’s pretty ankles. He is smooth, charming, unscrupulous.

Performance Is Excellent.

“Lover, Come Back” is notable for excellence of performance. Betty Bronson does a surprisingly effective job as the bobby vamp wife. Constance Cummings gives a thoughtful, appealing and thoroughly artistic portrayal of the girl Tom leaves behind him. Jack Mulhall depicts the hero in an easy, workmanlike fashion. Jameson Thomas, the English actor, who was so startling in “Pleasure,” is thoroughly at home in the role of a man about town. The film is technically pleasing. I think the average movie fan will eat it up.

JACK MULHALL ★ BETTY BRONSON ★ CONSTANCE CUMMINGS

ERLE C. KENTON, director ROBERT SHANNON, story DOROTHY HOWELL, dialogue

Hit after Hit from Dependable Columbia!
Garnett Attacks Publix

Jorgensen Decides to Go De Luxe

To Open

LeFeria

HIT STAR SYSTEM
Managers Help Abolish Critics' Plan

The importance of newspaper influence on pictures has come to light over the triumph of Dallas theatre managers and district managers in their efforts to sell critics on the idea of abolishing the star system in their reviews of current attractions. John Fried, district manager of Publix, led the move and was backed up by Frank Starz and various managers. The managers contended that any picture rated under three stars was ignored by the public, although three meant excellent and two meant good.

But few pictures have merited three stars by John Rosenfield in the Dallas News during recent months while only two have been given four stars, as masterpieces, since the News started the system. A wide difference is seen in the importance given the theatres as to whether or not a picture gets two or three stars and the small amount of advertising lineage which most of the theatres are indulging in at the present time.

The Princess at Sanderson, in extreme west Texas, has been closed for a few weeks. New sound equipment has been installed for re-opening. The Princess is under the capable management of Mrs. C. I. White.

Col. Charles E. Kessenich, M-G-M division manager, is due in Dallas soon, following his visit to the home office where he spent some time going over the new season's policies with home office officials.

With His East Grand Theatre in Dallas; to Spend $25,000 on New Project.

After some months of contemplation, H. J. Jorgensen, veteran Dallas exhibitor and successful showman, has announced plans to make an already profitable theatre operation and to spend $25,000 more in the East Grand Theatre.

The architect's drawing shown here is part of the plans prepared by W. Scott Dunne, Dallas theatre architect, which will transform Jorgensen's house into a $25,000 neighborhood house with all the simplicities.

The old front is now being completely torn down and an imposing design will soon take its place. The interior will be wrenched as far as present looks are concerned, and new furnishings will be installed throughout.

Seats for about 800 will be installed, the new arrangement practically doubling the present number. The future of the theatre will be carried out inside and out by the architect and the decorators. Smoking rooms and a large stage will be some of the important new features.

The East Grand is now closed down and the new job will be ready about October 1, Jorgensen said. If anything, the complete outlay will exceed the $25,000 figure.

Installs X-Cell

R. Z. Glass, of the Public Address Service Company, left Wednesday to install an X-Cell sound-on-film equipment in T. F. Keeler's theatre at Jefferson, Texas. Mr. Keeler is a lumberman who recently bought the Jefferson Theatre. His installation will be the eighteenth X-Cell installation to be made by Public Address.

In Paid Editorial in Ranger Newspaper; to Open Another Opposition in Breckenridge.

B. E. Garner, operating the Columbia Theatre in Ranger, Texas, as opposition to Publix with the Arcadia, was quoted in a recent TIMES story as saying 'Publix Is Plenty Smart—I Like 'Em'. In this issue, however, Garner has evidently changed his mind as below where we reproduce a robust attack which the independent exhibitor made in a quarter-page newspaper ad which cost Garner 40 bucks, he said.

It's a wide-open attack, made direct, in which spades are not confounded with diamonds.

With associates, Garner is ready to open an opposition house in Breckenridge next week and plans an offensive similar to that which he is now conducting in Ranger.

Below is what the independent exhibitor told the people in Ranger about Publix.

A WORD FROM THE MANAGEMENT

It is with a great deal of pleasure that we celebrate this week as our First Anniversary in Ranger. One year ago this week we decided there was room in Ranger for an independent, home-owned and operated theatre, and felt like the citizenship of Ranger and vicinity would support and appreciate a theatre that would offer them entertainment at a fair price and give them the same kind of pictures that were offered the patrons of first-run deluxe theatres in the cities where competition is plenty keen. From our own point of view we were correct in both cases.

A brief short time ago we came into your town, purchased the little building we are now occupying, moved our theatre equipment into the same and offered the citizenship of Ranger first-run talking pictures at 25 cents. No advance sale of tickets was made to finance same, and the citizenship of the city was not asked for one penny toward equipping or operating the place.

Public Theatres, operating the
MR. and Mrs. N. H. Wertheimer are enjoying a wide-ranging over-
land tour of the northern and
western part of the United States. 
* * *
Charles Hefley, owner of the
Bison, Dallas neighborhood house,
which was a member of the lemon
family until he took it over, is
digging in for a good share of
Oak Cliff patronage due to heavy
advertising along several differ-
ent lines which go for successful
theatre operation. In several
months' time, Hefley probably
spent more in advertising the
Bison than was previously spent
in the history of the house cov-
ering several years. It is no un-
common thing now for all seats
to be taken with some waiting for
the next show. Hefley is now dis-
carding his disc equipment and in-
stalling the Bestone sound-on-film,
purchased from J. O. Ford, dis-
trict factory representative.

Miss Ethel Hansdell has accepted
a stenographic position in the
Public Address Service Company
office. She formerly was in the
service of West Union.
* * *
Will Horwitz has presumably
settled his differences with Pub-
lix in the operation of the Texas,
Iris and Ritz Theatres in Hous-
ton. Upon his return from New
York it is learned that Horwitz is
continuing to do all the buying
as usual, but that he is now op-
erating all three houses second-
run instead of second and one
third. Pictures of all the producers
have been bought by Horwitz, it
is said.

J. B. Underwood, branch man-
ger of Columbia, reports an un-
usually successful trip through
south Texas and also reports that
crops are in the best of shape for
heavy yield. Exhibitors responded
well to the “Buy Now” movement,
according to the number of con-
tracts he sent in to New York fol-
lowing the journey.

Harry Taylor, Columbia district
manager, arrived in Dallas Mon-
day on his regular visit to the
Dallas branch and also to be
on hand for the opening of

“Dirigible,” scheduled to open
Thursday at the RKO Majestic.
The theatre, however, made an at-
tempt to open a day earlier. Ac-
cording to the Dallas News "Dir-
igible" is one of the few depress-
ionless films to reach Elm Street
within recent weeks.

C. W. A. MacCormack, National
Theatre Supply Company sales-
man, has returned to Dallas and
out into the field after evident
juvenation following his vacation
trip to New York. He brought
back several trophies which he will
spring on exhibitors as they get to
them. Mack sent the TIMES a
card that made us feel he was
taking in quite a lot of footage
in Gotham. He brought back the
picture of an eight-pound baby
girl who had recently arrived in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. I.
Roberts, both of whom are former
Dallasites. J. I. was manager of
the National office here for years
and went up to general manager
of the entire company. Mack also
says that Harry T. Paul, assistant
to J. I., and also formerly of the
Dallas office, is making good in
his new job and likes the bright
lights bigger and better.

J. C. Chatman, Moose showman,
came up last week to take his fam-
ily home after they had visited
friends in Dallas for two weeks.
J. C. Chatman, Jr., spent several
hours on the Row with his daddy
and with a little more training he
will no doubt soon be ready to bargain
just like his papa with the film
salesmen.

For various and sundry reasons
exhibitors continue to gather on
Harwood and Jackson streets.
Some are buying the new product
while others are winding up last
season's releases getting ready for
the new. During the past few
days, the following showmen were
among those who put in their ap-
parance for one or more days:
Thomas Donnell, of Stephenville;
Harry Boynton, of Hamilton; C. J.
Muscelman and G. L. Woods, of
Paris; Leaman Marshall, of Frey-
ville; Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Belecher,
of Eastland; B. E. Garner, of
Ranger; Jim Tobola, of West;
Judge Roy L. Walker, of Lam-
pas.

Because the exhibitors are be-
ginning to visit the Dallas market
in good numbers lately, J. B. Dug-
ger, of Paramount, has arranged
for trade screenings, often at the
Arcadia Theatre. A placard an-
nouncing the screenings has been
posted in Pete's restaurant, the
“official” gathering place. The
screenings will take place Au-
 gust 17-18. At 10 a.m., Mon-
day, an American Tragedy' and
“Smiling Lieutenant” and “Huck-
elberry Finn” will be screened for
all those in the trade interested.

Leslie Wilkes and Ralph Mor-
row, former branch and district
managers on the Dallas market,
have been seen in New York re-
cently around the various film
headquarters. Wilkes, it is said,
is negotiating for a theatre. He
recently sold out his interest in
theatres at Corsicana to Publix
and engaged in handling leases in
the east Texas oil fields.

Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Callahan, of
Crockett, stopped over in Dallas
last week after the vacation trip
to Cleveland, O. Several Class A
houses in the big city were closed
down, Mrs. Callahan said. He also
reported that one of the big houses
did a land office business while he
was there, putting on a gigantic
advertising campaign for a program
picture.

BIG BARBECUE

T. B. Phillips Gives Huge
Ranch Party

T. B. Phillips, owner of the
Texan Theatre at Junction, Tex.,
and his daughter, Miss Mary
Phillips, the theatre’s manager, en-
tertained lavishly recently at a
tremendous barbecue and rodeo
performance at their ranch of
some 8,000 acres near Junction.
The site was ideal for such a le-
cration in one of the most in-
accessible spots of Texas and
amongst virgin timber almost in-
fest with wild game and run-
ning streams alive with the finny
tribe. Mr. Phillips and his family
and many relatives over the
United States enjoyed one full
week of this inland pleasure. He
plans a like event annually to
service as a family reunion for all
branches of the family.

Along Film Row

BLIZZARD COOLS BEST

Buffalo Air Washers

Buffalo Equipment is backed
by over fifty years’ experi-
ence in cooling theatres, and
has no connection with the
experimentation now going
on in the cooling industry.
Hoot Gibson

Riding to Greater Heights and Box-Office Power
in His Six 1931-32 De Luxe Westerns

Produced by M. H. HOFFMAN, JR.

1. "CLEARING THE RANGE"
   with Sally Ellers. Directed by Otto Brower. Story by Jack Cunningham.
2. "WILD HORSE"
   with Alberta Vaughn and Stepin Fetchit. Directed by Richard Thorpe and Sidney Algier. Story by Peter B. Kyne.
3. "THE HARD HOMBRE"
4. "THE GAY BUCKAROO"
   Preparing to go into production with cast, director and author to be selected within a few days.
5. A PETER B. KYNE
   Story to be announced later by the author.
6. TITLE AND AUTHOR
   To be decided by the exhibitors themselves.


 HERE ARE THE OTHER MONOGRAM RELEAS...
**15 Pictures Start Paramount Jubilee**

New York—With fifteen feature films of its 1931-1932 program already completed and ready for release, Paramount has inaugurated its 20th jubilee celebration with the announcement of a new production program which will tax the capacity of the company’s studios in New York and Hollywood. During the month of August, 15 new pictures will be put into production.

The highlight of the beginning of Paramount’s 20th year will be the world premiere at the Criterion Theatre of “An American Tragedy,” the Josef von Sternberg film masterpiece based on Theodore Dreiser’s novel of the same title with Phillips Holmes, Sylvia Sidney and Frances Dee in the principal roles and supported by an all-star cast.

Next in order comes the film debut of “Huckleberry Finn” at the Paramount Theatre, where the picture based on Mark Twain classic opens with the most notable child cast ever offered in a talking picture. “Huckleberry Finn,” directed by Norman Taurog, who made “Andy Hardy,” is a charm with such child stars as Jackie Coogan, Junior Durkin, Mitsi Green and Jackie Searl.

“Huckleberry Finn” will be followed at the Paramount Theatre by “Silence,” a drama, with Clive Brook, Marjorie Rambeau, Peggy Shannon and Charles Starrett.

Among other pictures of the fifteen which have been completed are:


**DETECTIVE SERIES**

**26 Nick Harris Stories From Radio**

New York—A series of six two-reel detective stories based on the memoirs of Nick Harris, chief of the Nick Harris Detective Agency, internationally famous organization, will be filmed by Spencer Gordon Bennet for RKO-Radio Pictures distribution, according to an announcement by Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of Radio Pictures.

The Nick Harris series will bring the true life thrill of detective life to the screen with all the authentic values which have come to Mr. Harris from first-hand experience.

**TWO FROM PEERLESS**

**And Three More to Begin at Once**

Hollywood—With its two initial releases, “Salvaged” and “Lovebound,” nearing completion at the Peerless studios, Peerless Productions, Inc., is preparing to start shooting on three additional productions within the next two months which has announced twenty-four for the 1931-32 season.

The third release, tentatively titled “Decency,” an original story of Whites in the tropics, is now being cast. Rehearsals will be started within a week.

**SELECT STORY**

Chevalier to Appear in Modern Clothes

Hollywood—Maurice Chevalier’s next film role will be as a singing song writer in “One Hour With You,” it is announced at the Paramount studios.

The story, which will mark the French star’s return to modern clothes after his costumed roles in “The Love Parade” and “The Smiling Lieutenant,” has been prepared for the screen by Raymond Griffith, former film star.

**SUSTAINS W. E.**

General Talking Must File Patent Answer

New York—Judge Coleman, of the United States District Court, Southern District of New York, on August 5 sustained Western Electric in denying the motions of General Talking Pictures to dismiss, for lack of jurisdiction, infringement suits brought by the Western Electric Company. Judge Coleman also denied General Talking Pictures’ motion to withdraw their general appearance.

The decision means that General Talking Pictures must file, within the next five days, an answer to the patent infringement suits brought by Western Electric that have been before the United States District Court, Southern District of New York for almost a year.

**TO START COMEDY**

“Peach O’Reno” Moved Up One Month

Hollywood—Anticipating a full production blast in October, RKO-Radio Pictures has moved “Peach O’Reno” up a month. Filming will start early in September with Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey starred.

The comedians, who have been spending their vacation in Scotland and England, will arrive in Hollywood August 26, in time for rehearsals.

**START ON SEVENTH**

“Neck and Neck” to be New Thrill-O-Drama

Hollywood—Preliminary work has been started on the production of “Neck and Neck,” seventh Thrill-O-Drama in Son Art’s series of ten. This, as the title implies, is a racetrack story.

Casting has been completed with Glenn Tryon and Vera Reynolds heading a strong player roster, including Carrol Nye, Stepin Fetchit, Lafe McKee, Fern Emett, Wheeler Oakman, Edith Fellows, Billy Gilbert and Richard Cramer.

---

**MORE DEPENDABLE THAN STRONG**

HIGH INTENSITY AUTOMATIC REFLECTOR ARC LAMPS

DELIVERS THE LIGHT SILENTLY, AUTOMATICALLY, ASSURING FULL, EVEN SCREEN BRILLIANCE WITH DEPTH AND DEFINITION.

For Sale by Independent Supply Dealers.

The Strong Electric Corporation

2501 LAGRANGE ST., TOLEDO, OHIO

Export Office: 44 Whitehall St., New York City, N. Y.
Kings Factory and Studio in New Dress

The new theatre studio and factory of W. B. King at 2545 Elm Street has been completed in its new scheme of decoration and operation, the Harwood street office having been moved into the factory building for closer contact.

A rich blue and red color scheme decorates the front of the building which also carries the large electric sign and big boards heralding King's service to the theatre trade. These boards are out of the ordinary type in their color and silver borders and trimmings.

The front office, taking a downstairs space right on the street, is made up of part of the furnishings of the Harwood office with new materials to accommodate a larger space. A definite display of carpet most suitable to the theatre is seen on the floors and stairway leading to the main factory.

In back of the front office is the private business compartment of W. B. King. The King Studios in addition to decorating, remodeling and correcting acoustics in theatres are now specializing in upholstering that may be applied to the regular run of veneered chairs to make comfortable upholstered seats of them. They are called "King's Transform Theatre Seats and Backs," and may be easily installed by the exhibitor or the studios will do the installing themselves. The regular factory is now busy on several theatre jobs, one of which is of quite good size and one of which is an elaborate scheme of decoration, remodeling and acousticing from front to back.

Young With Edu.

Hollywood—Len Young has been appointed director of publicity for Educational studios. Young recently resigned as publicity head for Columbia. He succeeds Ray Hoadley, who has joined the Tiffany publicity department.

Re-unite Team

Hollywood—Sally Eilers and James Dunn will be together again in another Fox picture, "Over the Hill." The performances of Eilers and Dunn opposite each other in "Bad Girl" led Fox Film officials.

Another Exhibitor Chooses

X-CELL
SOUND-ON-FILM EQUIPMENT

MR. T. F. KEASLER, Jefferson, Tex., knows a good sound investment will save dollars and difficulties, because:

1. No Head Amplifiers
2. Entirely A. C. operation.
3. Reproduction equal to high priced equipment.
4. No service or rental charge.
5. Saving in operating cost.
6. Simplicity of operation.
7. Replacing high priced equipment.

WE ARE OFFERING A LIFE SAVER TO THE SMALL EXHIBITOR.

ASK FOR OUR PROPOSITION BEFORE SPENDING ANY MONEY.

CALL OR WRITE
Public Address Service Co.
2024½ Commerce St.
Dallas

Where else can you get such VALUE?

National purchases the theatre owner’s requirements in large quantities, securing the lowest possible prices consistent with quality merchandise. It is the policy of National to share its purchasing economies with its customers, consequently you can save money on equal quality by purchasing all your supplies from your National Branch. Not only do you get fresh, clean merchandise at better prices but you also avail yourself of Prompt Delivery and a guarantee—satisfaction or your money back.

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
306 S. Harwood St., Dallas, Texas
516 W. Grand, Oklahoma City, Okla.
400 S. Second St., Memphis, Tenn.
GIbson Westerns
A Forward Step in Action Stories

By V. W. CRISP

The film industry was not ignited when M. H. Hoffman, Jr., made the announcement several months ago that he would produce six western productions with Hoot Gibson that would set a new standard in the western form of screen entertainment. But since Hoffman has come through with the first three of the six, an impression has been made and it is now generally accepted that Hoffman has already half-done what he said he would do.

Monogram Pictures Company, which organized in Dallas and Oklahoma City to handle franchises of 28 Monogram pictures comprising 16 westerns and 12 melodramas, was quick to also get franchises on the Gibson-Hoffman releases because Joe and Harry Silverman, Monogram organizers, knew that Gibson had been a good bet for years and that through the new arrangement he should be even better.

Judging from the scale of quality injected all the way through the first three releases already completed it is safe to say that all parties concerned were correct in their assumptions and calculations.

Hoffman is a recognized and successful producer of some resources and Hoot Gibson made a lot of money out of his previous pictures and kept it. He left Universal and set out to get even more money for his part than he got before and his connection with Hoffman covers both a set amount for making each picture and also a split in grosses. This accounts in large measure for the noticeable quality on all sides in the new Gibson pictures.

"Clearing the Range" was the first Gibson and that release played right off the bat for a week in the Old Mill at Dallas, a first-run house operated by Publix. Sally Elfers was picked as the feminine lead. A story was bought from Jack Cunningham when a less important author and story might have been adopted. Otto Brower who made the big outdoor productions for Paramount, was chosen to direct when a lesser light might have had the job. The result was that all exhibitors who played the first said everything was okay and that receipts were satisfactory.

"Wild Horse," the second Gibson, was better than the first, and this is generally conceded. Alberta Vaughn is the feminine lead and Stepin Fetchit was included to get in an added entertainment angle. There was noticeably no compromise in the supporting cast of this release. Peter B. Kyne generally gets good money for his stories and he wrote "Wild Horse". Richard Thorne and Sidney Alger directed it.

"The Hard Hombre," is the third Gibson, now completed with release set for September 15. Lina Basquette, now featured by another producer in a new picture, plays opposite Gibson. Jack Nat-terford is the author. Otto Brower is again the director.

"The Gay Buckaroo" is the title of the fourth now preparing to go into production and director, author and cast will be selected within a few days.

Peter B. Kyne is the author of the fifth Gibson. He will personally announce the title as production date nears.

After the exhibitors have played several of these Gibson pictures, Hoffman will take a census of opinion in selecting the title, author and kind of story in which Gibson is to complete the series.

From analyzing the Gibson series it is clear that none of them is, or will be the type wherein exhibitors call up an exchange and say "book me a western". If there's money in westerns there ought to be more in the Gibsons because of the thoroughness and quality of the Hoffman plan in selecting authors, directors, and the extra costs which he put into actual production.

Florine, cashier-manager of Pete the Sap's film restaurant is the happy owner of a Pierce Arrow sedan, a birthday gift from her husband.

---

15% Off on Parts for All Projectors

COMPLETE LINE
STANDARD PROJECTION
EQUIPMENT
and Projection Accessories
Efficient Repair Department
Day or Night Service

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
714 Hampton Rd.
Tel. 6-2235
Dallas, Texas

---

JOIN THE UNIVERSAL CLUB OF THRIFTY EXHIBITORS

UNIVERSAL QUALITY IS PAR WITH HIGHEST PRICED EQUIPMENT

BUT THE DIFFERENCE IN PRICE IS A PRESENT DAY FORTUNE.

UNIVERSAL SOUND ON-FILM
NOW ALL A. C. OPERATED
NO BATTERIES — NO HEAD AMPLIFIERS — NO CHARGES
FULLY LICENSED AND COVERED BY PATENTS

PRICES REDUCED
Write for Particulars on the New All A.C. System.

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.
313 S. Harwood St.
B.G. HERBER, Mgr.
DALLAS, TEXAS
Passage of Copyright Law

Return of Houses to Independents

Allied's Kinograms

Affiliation Remains Despite the Opposition to Project by Various Newspapers.

Washington — Despite newspaper opposition to the kinograms advertising reel, Allied States will not discard its interest in the project which it is sponsoring.

Abram Myers, president of Allied, declares that no attempt will be made to control the advertising, but that the entertainment value of the reel will be paramount. Whatever advertising goes into the kinogram reel will pass the censorship of a committee of independent exhibitors.

TO NEW POST

Oscar Hanson Has Two Canadian Jobs

Toronto — Oscar Hanson, who until recently headed the Allied-Kinograms newscast, has been made managing director of British Gaumont Corp., of Canada. In addition to this position he will be general manager and secretary-treasurer of Community Theatres of Canada, an independent exhibitor co-operative. Hanson formerly was general sales manager for Tiffany.

Katz Sees Better Theatre Business

New York — A note of optimism is expressed in an article by Sam Katz, appearing in a special edition of "Public Opinion." A general turn for the better is expressed by the circuit head, who says theatre conditions will be healthier during the next month. Katz admits that subnormal product, bad weather, industrial depression and other adverse factors have been a blow to the picture business during the past year. But with better product and cooler weather on the way, results for the coming year should be most favorable, he points out.

PRICE CUTTING Should be Regulated by Local Conditions

New York — Local conditions should regulate admission price cutting, according to Al Lichtman of United Artists. The problem cannot be dealt with on a general basis, he said. Good box office pictures is the best solution as the public will go to see them regardless of the price scale, he pointed out.

Sure, According to M. P. T. O. Officials, who Say Industry Should Help Write New Bill.

New York — M. P. T. O. officials are of the opinion that passage of a copyright bill is certain in the next session of Congress. The exhibitor leaders believe the industry should help write the law and that members of the association should call upon their personal lawyers to study the 1931 Copyright bill and suggest amendments or changes.

According to the M. P. T. O., it is expected to be rushed to passage at the next session, includes the "Berne Convention" arrangement, it is possible that theatre owners will pay six or more sets of music license taxes instead of one.

It is pointed out by the association that there should be no license tax required by theatres where talking pictures are used exclusively, as the producers pay for the copyrighted music on the film. Producers, the organization says, could record the music on the film and new law, which is expected to be rushed to passage at the next session, includes the "Berne Convention" arrangement, it is possible that theatre owners will pay six or more sets of music license taxes instead of one.

Released August 7

Hollywood — Helen Twelvetrees' latest RKO-Pathe starring vehicle, "A Woman of Experience," which had a pre-release run at the Mayfair on Broadway, was nationally released on Friday, August 7. William Bakewell is her leading man. Others in the cast are Lew Cody, Zasu Pitts, H. B. Warner, C. Henry Gordon, Franklin Pangborn, Nance O'Neil, George Fawcett, Bertha Mann, William Tooker, Alfred Hickman, Edward Earle and Max Waizman.

July Dividends

New York — Dividends paid by motion picture companies in July amounted to $2,527,366, according to the Standard Statistics Company of New York. Total cash dividend payments made by domestic corporations in July were $516,096,367.

U. A.-Fox Deal

New York — United Artists pictures will play in all Fox houses with the exception of those already contracted for solidly, according to a deal recently completed between Fox and United Artists.

5th Birthday

New York — Five years ago last week Vitaphone made its initial appearance before a somewhat skeptical public at the Warner Theatre here. The picture was "Don Juan," synchronized with music and sound effects. Although interest in the new development spread rapidly, it was not until Warner Brothers brought out "The Jazz Singer" that the future of the talking picture was assured.
Increase Attendance With the True Scooter-Nite

Each boy and girl in your drawing radius will bring you 24 paid adult admissions in exchange for one of these 3-Wheel Safety Scooters.

In the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN you get these identical scooters to offer every kid in your drawing radius—and you get them at factory price of $1.12 each. This offer is open to all chain and independent theatres in the U. S. We do not sell these Scooters to retail trade, but only through our premium plans. The SCOOTER-NITE PLAN will only cost you a fraction of what you can and often do spend on exploitation stunts that have nothing like the possibilities of permanently built up business, which the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN provides. You make friends with SCOOTER-NITE.

Most exhibitors work "SCOOTER-NITE" two or more days a week. For example, if the exhibitor finds Mondays and Thursdays are his dull nights, he works SCOOTER-NITE for those days; or if he should run the same picture two days in succession, he makes Mondays and Tuesdays, or Thursdays and Fridays, his SCOOTER-NITE. The quicker he gives away these Free Scooters the more advertising he gets through the children using them and showing them to their friends, relatives and neighbors. As long as the Scooters last—and they are of steel construction so will last indefinitely—you will be getting advertising value from them; children are proud to mention that they EARNED the Scooter at your theatre.

Children won't let their parents, relatives or friends alone until they have helped fill the Record Card. The Record Card is a card bearing the name of your theatre and with twenty-four printed squares on one side, in which your cashier or doorman stamps—with rubber stamp which we furnish—a square for each adult admission brought by the child. For example, if the child brought in four adults, the child would get four of the squares stamped.

When all twenty-four of the squares are filled the child turns in his Record Card and receives one of the 3-Wheel Safety Scooters. No strings—no contest. Every child has equal opportunity. You run no risk of disappointing anyone. You issue Scooters only for completely filled cards.

Costs You Less Than 4 and 2/3 Cents per Admission

To illustrate: The Scooters cost the exhibitor $1.12 each. There are 24 stamps on Record Card. 4 and 2/3c times 24 equals $1.12. Therefore cost to exhibitor is 4 and 2/3c per admission.

The Steel Stamping Company

Factory, Lorain, Ohio
Full Description of $3 Retail Value
3-Wheel Safety Scooter
Of very newest speed design, built of first quality steel to hold any weight up to 200 lbs. Beautifully finished in red and green enamels. Has large reinforced natural wood handle-bar, balanced hinge for easy turning; 5-inch double disc steel wheels. Platform of one-piece heavy-pressed steel.

CLIP OUT THIS ORDER-FORM AND MAIL TODAY

MINIMUM ORDER ACCEPTED TWENTY-FOUR SCOOTERS

The Steel Stamping Co.,
Scooter-Nite Sales Dept.,
3553 Broadway, Lorain, Ohio.

Gentlemen: Enter my order for ________________________3-Wheel Safety Scooters, at $1.12 each, F. O. B. Lorain, Ohio. I enclose my check (or money-order) for (one-half of total cost of scooters ordered) ________________, balance, plus shipping charges from Lorain, O., to be C. O. D. Undersigned to receive free with this original order 4 Record Cards for each Scooter ordered, free rubber stamp, and free sample herald.

Theatre ________________________ by ________________________Mgr.

Town ________________________ State ________________________

If member of chain of theatres give name and address of main office below:

Attention, Mr. ________________________

Check here, if trailer is desired and send $3.60 deposit which will be refunded on return of trailer.
Reseat Your Theatre Quickly

with

KING'S TRANSFORM

THEATRE

SEATS and

BACKS

at $2.50 per seat

Diagram of King's Transform Seats and Backs showing the application of upholstery to the veneered chair.

—giving the theatre owner a first-class upholstered chair at a saving of over $5.

UPHOLSTERED SEATING IS VITAL TO THE THEATRE!
—King Provides it at Great Saving.

Years ago the theatre program was short and veneered seats had their place in this business—but now the public refuses to sit two hours or more in a hard chair and exhibitors using veneered seating are losing considerable revenue because of long programs and hard seats.

Any theatre owner can install KING'S TRANSFORM Theatre Seats and Backs in about twenty minutes right onto their present veneered chairs without the slightest trouble. This upholstery is tailored and patterned to fit a given theatre seat perfectly. The result will positively be a first class upholstered opera chair.

Send King Studios one of your regular veneered seats and backs today, and they will send you transformed upholstered seat and back that will amaze you. It will cost you nothing and will not obligate you in any way to know just what KING is doing for the theatres, and can do for your theatre—in providing the alert exhibitor with first-class upholstered seating at a fraction of the factory cost.

If You Want Real Upholstered Chairs Here's Your Opportunity. Write Today.

KING STUDIOS, INC.
Designers, Decorators and Furnishers of Theatres Complete

2545 ELM STREET DALLAS, TEXAS
COLUMBIA
Tol’able David, Richard Cromwell—Above average picture. Well acted.—George G. Baker, Strand, Britton, S. D.
Avenger, Buck Jones—A good production with a little different story angle than the usual line of pictures. Film in good condition.—Dick Wagner, Capitol Theatre, Sioux Falls, S. D.

FOX
Fair Warning, George O’Brien—Business fair. A good western and better than the average run of westerns. Weather hot.—Earl Somerville, Park, Raymond, Minn.

M-G-M
Remote Control, William Haines—Story silly, but work of players keeps fun up through it all. Haines and Polly Moran great.—L. L. Levy, Iris, Kerens, Tex.
Passion Flower, Kay Francis—Very high class. Please my crowd. Kay Francis, Miss Johnson and Bickel turned in fine roles, while kid was great.—L. L. Levy, Iris, Kerens, Tex.

PARAMOUNT
City Streets, Gary Cooper—Cooper and Sylvia Sidney great and Paul Lukas, Wynne Gibson and Wm. Boyd fine in support. Gangster story not liked, but acting makes it pleasing. They like Miss Sydney.—L. L. Levy, Iris, Kerens, Tex.
Gun Smoke, Richard Arlen—Great Saturday western. Too much killing to please the ladies. Mary Brian and William Boyd fine.—L. L. Levy, Iris, Kerens, Tex.
Love in the Suburbs—This is a two-reel comedy and did not please. Not a smile.—L. L. Levy, Iris, Kerens, Tex.

PATHÉ
Her Man, Helen Twelvetrees—A real show and business good. Pleased 100 per cent.—Earl Somerville, Park, Raymond, Minn.

RADIO
The Royal Bed, Lowell Sherman—Business fair. A good picture that should please any audience. Played in rainy weather.—Earl Somerville, Park, Raymond, Minn.
Dixiana, Bebe Daniels—Business good. A real good show that pleased 100 per cent.—Earl Somerville, Park, Raymond, Minn.
Half Shot at Sunrise, Wheeler—Real good show. Business good. A picture that holds interest.—Earl Somerville, Park, Raymond, Minn.
Hook, Line and Sinker, Wheeler—Business good in hot weather. A real good comedy that will please all.—Earl Somerville, Park, Raymond, Minn.

STATE RIGHTS
The Lone Defender, Rin-Tin-Tin—A real good serial as good as any I have ever played. It will please. Earl Somerville, Park, Raymond, Minn.

TIFFANY
Fighting Through, Ken Maynard—Business fair, but weather was 102. A good western that will please all western fans.—Earl Somerville, Park, Raymond, Minn.

UNITED ARTISTS
One Heavenly Night, Evelyn Laye—Just a fair program picture, but better than average U. A. feature.—George G. Baker, Strand, Britton, S. D.

CO-OPERATION
To co-operate fairly with The Barometer means doing a good turn. The best judgment of a picture’s value is the exhibitor’s judgment. Co-operate with your brother-showmen in this department devoted to an exchange of opinions on current product.

WE THANK YOU.
EDUCATIONAL'S 6
Subjects on New Program to be Ready Soon

Hollywood—Six subjects on the new Educational program have been completed and scheduled for early release. Four new series will make their debuts, with "Honeymoon Trio," co-featuring Walter Catlett and Al St. John, introducing the Cameo Comedy group on August 30, "The Cannibal," the first of the Andy Clyde starring series, is scheduled for September 6 release. "The Trail of the Swordfish," the initial subject in Mack Sennett's Cannibals of the Deep Series, is also scheduled for September 6 release, while the Mack Sennett Featurette group makes its bow with "I Surrender, Dear," featuring Bing Crosby, on September 13.

"The Tamale Vendor," the first in the 1931-32 series of Ideal Comedies, and featuring Tom Patricola, will be released on September 6.

"Canadian Capers" starts off the new series of Terry-Toons on August 23.

"Too Many Husbands," "Poker Widows," and "Speedy," scheduled for August 30, September 13 and September 27 respectively, wind up the releases on the current Mack Sennett program.

Old-Time Comedian
Hollywood — Victor Potel, old-time comedian, has been added to the cast of "Selling Shorts," an RKO-Pathe comedy starring Louis John Bartels now being filmed at the Culver City studio under the direction of Harry Edwards. "Selling Shorts" is one of the Traveling Man series of comedies.

Oklahoma City Notes
Warner Bros. is celebrating its anniversary year by reissuing "The Miracle Woman" at the Midwest with special vaudeville performances.

Pat McGee gave away a Ford car at the Criterion Theatre Tuesday evening, and both the theatre and the streets were crowded. A young lady had the good fortune to be able to drive the car home.

Tom Johnson has returned from New York and is assisting the Ramseys in the production of comic shorts in the Rammy sunk-en gardens, Oklahoma City.

Re-opening
Theatres are opening up in many spots over the state. Some are new houses, some remodelled jobs and some have been dark for the summer. Independents are connected with practically all of them.

John H. Stahl, of New Braunfels, will soon open the Ritz Theatre in Pearsall, Texas, conducting the house as a civic proposition with local tie-ups and offering three programs a week. He plans to turn over the Palace in New Braunfels to his brother, while he moves to Pearsall to operate the new house.

Change Title
Hollywood — RKO-Radio Pictures' "Wine in the Blood" has become "Friends and Lovers." The film features Adolphe Menjou, Lily Damita, Eric von Stoelheim and Laurence Oliver. Vic-

Attacks Publix
(Continued from page 3)
local Arcadia, were shaking the people down for 50 cents, and putting it on the kiddies for 15 cents, and, until a short time before, had been getting 60 cents at their evening show. We announced and promised the people of Ranger that we would cause them to lower their prices, and in a very short time the children's tickets were reduced to 10 cents. A little later, in February, the local management announced a reduction in prices to 35 cents top, to a 25-cent matinee.

The same company who owns and operates the local Arcadia, also owns and operates the Palace Theatre in Breckenridge. They show the most part, the same pictures as offered here, in a theatre that does not represent anywhere near as much investment. For production information they still get 50 cents for their pictures in Breckenridge. A letter on file in our office from the Breckenridge Chamber of Commerce, says Publix has not reduced the prices of their theatre admissions the past year.

The Columbia and its management has no fight whatsoever to make on the Publix Corporation, who owns and operates the Arcadia, to the contrary, we have to admire them... or anyone else who can live in New York and make money in Ranger.

The point we are trying to make is merely that we have been of service to the people of Ranger. We have brought to the Arcadia pictures down to a fair price and without the Columbia it's almost a mortal ax that Publix would still be getting the "hot half" they are soaking the people of Breckenridge for.

We have enjoyed our first year in Ranger. Our theatre has enjoyed an excellent business and we have received hundreds of compliments on the class of entertainments we have offered. It is with justifiable pride that we call attention to the fact that we were one of the first independent exhibitors in the South, operating in a Public town to secure a Warner Bros.-First National & Vitaphone Contract. Since last September we have held these contracts exclusively and but for the people of Ranger we would not have had an opportunity to see such outstanding productions as were released last year by these producing companies. Along this line we might add that we probably premiered more pictures last year than any theatre, regardless of size or location, in the State.

In conclusion we want to thank each and every person in Ranger who has ever patronized our theatre, and we want you to know that you are responsible for whatever little success we may have attained, and but for your patronage and good will it would have been impossible for us to have made a go of the Columbia, and at any time that we can be of service to you whatsoever, do not hesitate to command us.

In the coming year we pledge you that we will guard your theatre entertainment and its admission price as we have in the year just passed.

Yours very truly,
THE MANAGEMENT.

NEW KING JOBS

 Studios Busy on Remodeling Work

A. A. Moulder, exhibitor in Sapulpa, Okla., for 18 years, now running the Empress, has secured the lease on the Criterion Theatre, closed for some time, which he will open about September 12 as one of the finest houses in that section of the country. The Criterion seats 1,200 and was built of brick for $150,000. King Studios have been retained to decorate, remodel, furnish and correct the acoustics from front to back. This work started last Monday.

Mr. Moulder carries the nickname of "Speedy." He broadcasts once or twice a week over the radio with a 1,000-watt hand, and is one of the popular entertainers over that wave length.

King Studios have practically completed work on the Gem Theatre in Oklahoma City which will open September 1 under the ownership and direction of Ray Sinnett of Dallas. This is to be a complete King job with carpets, drapes, lighting fixtures, acoustical treatment and decoration. The house will open September 1.

King Studios also supplied draperies last week to a new independent house now going into Breckenridge.

Low Priced Quality Sound
WITH SMALL WEEKLY PAYMENTS

BESTONE COMPLETE SOUND FILM EQUIPMENT

Hundreds of exhibitors now using disc need wait no longer to install sound on film because Bestone is THE system for them. ALL A.C. OR BATTERY SETS.

Write or Wire for Complete Information Today!—J. O. FORD, Factory Representative.

BESTONE SOUND SYSTEMS
P. O. BOX 594 Phone: 8-3601
DALLAS, TEXAS
KINEQUIPMENT

New Safety Device on Theatre Market

A new automatic fire prevention device known as the White Safety Control, Model Sc101, designed to detect any irregularity of the motion picture film in passing through the projector or sound mechanism, has been developed by the White Engineering Corp. of New York.

The control is designed to operate by first cutting off the light through the medium of the fire shutter. The machine projection is stopped by the interruption of the electrical current before any possible damage can occur to either film or mechanism. The device, it is declared, will detect any mechanical irregularity, such as binding of gears, freezing of shafts in bearings or other similar accidents that might occur during the operation of sound projection apparatus.

GIFT NOVELTY

Gold Decorated Quartz Sets Offered by Firm

Pyrolyte Sales Co., manufacturers and distributors of dressware sets used for premium performances, will soon put into production at their factory in Athol, Mass., another new novelty article for building theatre patronage. The gold decorated quartz sets recently introduced, the company announces, brought demand for further extension of the line to enable repeats of the gift night exploitation with other articles of feminine appeal at theatres which have established the stunt as an attraction.

Eight deals, with prices conforming with admission charged, no coupons and no split pieces, are now being offered by the company.

NEW UPHOLSTERY

Heywood-Wakefield Has New Product

A new upholstery, that is claimed to have withstand the most intensive and abusive tests known to science, has been adopted for use on all theatre chairs now being put out by the Heywood-Wakefield Co. of Boston.

The Fabriko'd will outwear all ordinary materials from four to six times, has a clean, dry feeling, sanitary surface, will not chip or crack, may be washed with soap and water and its acoustical properties are beyond approach, according to claims of the concern.

REDUCE HAZARD

Asbestos Screen Said to be Fire Proof

A new asbestos sound screen, manufactured by Kesbey & Mattison Company, of Ambler, Pa., seems to offer a solution to the much discussed problem of fire-proof motion picture screens.

The Visibestone sound screen fabric is formed from threads of pure asbestos fibre. A special surface process is applied to increase the normal light reflection quality, resulting, the manufacturer claims, in a soft and even reflection of projected light, with unusual depth of vision, and elimination of distortion.

Being basically fireproof, the liability of fire and consequent panic in the theatre is greatly reduced, since there is nothing in the Visibestone screen to ignite or smoulder and give off poisonous fumes or noxious gases to alarm the audience.

The Visibestone sound screen is being distributed by National Theatre Supply Company and it has been approved by Electrical Research Products, Inc., for use with talking picture equipment.

LESS SERVICE

Masterphone Sets Require no Factory Men

The expense of having a factory service man continuously call on the theatre for inspection and servicing is being eliminated by the Masterphone Sound Corp. of Seattle, which has recently placed on the market a new alternating current operated sound apparatus requiring no batteries, battery charges or motor generator. E. M. Jensen, manager of the Masterphone Corp., states that with all the new AC-operated sets in operation it has been proven that the service required has been less than 4 per cent. of the previous service required on battery-operated equipment.

NEW GENERATOR

Replaces Storage Batteries in Theatres

A motor generator for replacing storage batteries in theatres, designed to supply low voltage current for the fields of loudspeakers and for exciter lamps of the sound equipment, has been developed and is being marketed by the Electric Specialty Co. of Stamford, Conn.

A filter system of the simplified type is used when power is supplied to the inductors; it is declared, but filters are not used with the horn fields. The machines may be connected in place of storage batteries and are furnished complete with filters when required.

Good Advice

Many theatre operators have found that by cleaning or resurfacing their screen it has brought it back to newness and made for better projection. Some of the screens now being used throughout the country contain in their makeup certain pigments and other materials known only to the manufacturer who produces them, and who logically is the only one able to decide what materials should be used for cleaning or resurfacing the particular type of screen he manufactures. If your screen is in need of cleaning, don't attempt to do it yourself. Without the advice of the manufacturer or the renovating house which makes a specialty of screen cleaning, you may totally ruin it.—From The Film Daily.

Aluminum Letters

Cast aluminum sign letters of light weight that can be dropped from any height without breaking, yet give distinct visibility and are easily read from every angle, are being offered by the Friedly-Voshardt Co. of Chicago.

REPEAT FOR BIGGER PATRONAGE

The advisability of taking out old chairs and reseating with new American Seating Company chairs is backed by common sense facts and profit making figures.

Comfortable "American" chairs attract patrons—leave them favorably impressed with your show—bring them back when pleasure bent.

New chairs... "American" chairs, assist in removing the causes of faulty reception. Their sound absorption qualities aid in eliminating reverberation, echo, scratching noises and indistinct projection.

Beyond this, new chairs—with their colorful coverings and standards, add a freshness and newness to your interior that is certain to appeal to patrons.

Let us analyze your seating problem and submit suggestions and prices. An interesting booklet, "Acoustics and its Relation to Seating" will be sent free, upon request.

American Seating Company
Makers of Fine Seating for Churches, Schools, and Theatres

NEW DEVELOPMENTS in THEATRE EQUIPMENT
LITTLE TIPS
TO BIG THINGS

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

CHAIR COVERS, seat covers, tailored to measure; 70 odd patterns to select from, including whites, colors, stripes. Price range from 17 to 45 cents. Send paper shape of chair back for sample cover free. Florence Bedding Co., Florence, S. C. 8-11

900 VENEER theatre chairs, $1.00 per chair, good condition; available after August 10. College Theatre Corp., Columbia, Mo. 8-11

300 VENEERED SEATS reasonably priced. A. K. Company, 11 Winchester St., Boston, Mass. 8-11

600 VENEERED Theatre seats; complete stage rigging and scenery; two Powers machines. Standart, 13843 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich. Longfellow 0468, 8-11

PHOTOTONE sound on film heads for Powers machines; unusual buy; $175 takes pair complete. New type Tacon speakers, giant units, $70 each, including Exciter. Ten tube rack and panel amplifiers, good condition, cost $250, a bargain, $95. Wright-DeCoster horns $15. Synchronous turntables $29.50 each. New Vitadisc turntables, $35 each. Powers 6B with 6A stands; perfect condition, $97.50 each. Powers 6B with 6B stands, A-1 condition, $85. Good theatre chairs, $1.00 each. Public Address Service Company, 2924 1/2 Combs St., Dallas, Texas. 8-11

THEATRE FOR SALE

FOR LEASE on percentage basis—beautiful theatre building in best location. Wire E. A. Holton, Del Rio, Texas. 4-18

FULLY EQUIPPED sound theatre, dance hall and fountain; no competition. M. C. Towne, Winnet, Mont. 8-11

THEATRICAL PRINTING

1,000 4x9 Theatre Dodgers, $1.25; 500 5 1/2x8 1/2 Bond Letterheads, $1.25, prepaid. King Shopress, Warren, Ill. 8-11

LITTLE MESSAGES FOR BIG RESULTS!

Your advertisement on this page, appearing in all ten Associated Publications, is your guarantee of reaching 20,000 prospects each week.

Little ads with a big punch often lead to big orders.

—AND AT ONLY A SMALL INVESTMENT.

Rates Upon Request

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

HIGHEST CASH PRICES for Simplex mechanisms only or complete Simplex machines, reflectors, arc, reflectors, etc. What have you? Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 354 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn. cft

POSITIONS WANTED

SOUND PROJECTIONSIST—Highly experienced; go anywhere. B. F. White, 918 West 12th St., Dallas, Texas 8-11

HELP WANTED

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED—Every territory on the largest premium proposition ever offered to theatres. This proposition will be taken by every exhibitor. No investment on your part. Sales commission and exclusive territory offered. This has never been advertised before. All answers kept confidential. Give past selling experience, if any, and former connections. Capable men will make more money than anything offered in this line of business. Write L. J. Allison, c/o Weekly Film Review, 154 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga. 8-11

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES

Manufacturer to you; low cost. Gem Frame Co., 235 South Washington, Wichita, Kas. 7-7 (16)

POPCORN

BRAZILIAN SUNBURST POPCORN, yellow variety similar to South American; with no husks, hard centers. As much volume and a better flavor; 50 lb. bag, $3.75; 100 lb. bag, $7.50. Popping condition guaranteed. Send for sample. Dragons Co., Box D7631, Kansas City, Mo. 8-15

MISCELLANEOUS

RENEW YOUR CARPETS—We clean them on the floor. Start Saturday midnight; carpets cleaned and dry for Monday. Price 3c square foot. Roberts Products Co., 1010 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 8-11

LITTLE TIPS
TO BIG THINGS

CLASSIFIED ADS 10c Per Word
Portable in Advance. Minimum $1.00. Display Rates on Request.
Politics
M.G.—73 Minutes

Here is a feature you can bill as being a good comedy and not disappoint your fans. The comedy is sensibly balanced with the dramatic moments and all-in-all it should please the most critical.

Of course, Marie Dressler is the big drawing card, but Roscoe Ates pulls the laughs in every scene in which he appears. In fact, Ates at times almost steals the show. Polly Moran is up to standard and the supporting cast was well selected.

The story concerns a town where people are underwriting law enforcement. When the mayor refuses to close up a dive, known as the Little Club, where a young girl is accidentally shot, the woman of the town put Marie Dressler up for mayor. At the same time her daughter, who has been in love with a Little Club frequenter, hides the boy in the attic following a shooting scrape. When it is known that the character has been in hiding in Marie’s house, her chances for election are dark, but everything turns out well and she wins the election.

An amusing sequence of the story is that in which the women of the town go on strike to force their husbands to vote for Marie. The men are obliged to take up the domestic duties of their wives. “Politics” is good entertainment.

SELLING SEATS: The stars are good drawing cards in themselves. Use billing of a political nature, asking your public to vote for Marie Dressler for mayor. With Roscoe Ates increasing his popularity, call attention to the fact that the stunting artist has a prominent role in the picture.

The Magnificent Lie
Paramount—79 Minutes
Cast: Ruth Chatterton, Ralph Bellamy, Stuart Erwin, Frances Osage, Sam Hardy, Charles Boyer, Tyler Brooks, Tyrrell Davis, Jean Del Val. Directed by Berthold Viertel.

Miss Chatterton does not seem to fit into the part assigned her in this picture, although occasionally she arises above the story and gives new life to what otherwise would be a very mediocre film. Story starts in a hospital during the late war with a wounded soldier (Ralph Bellamy) falling in love with a French actress (Francisco Rosay). Some years later while at his lumber camp, he hears she is to appear in New Orleans and goes to see her. An attack of blindness comes over him and his pal (Stuart Erwin) gets a cabaret singer (Ruth Chatterton) to impersonate the great actress and visit him. He afterwards attends the cabaret and falls in love with the singer. She also falls to him and tells him how she has fooled him by impersonating the actress. In a fit of rage she drives him home and in a wreck of the auto his sight is miraculously restored with the usual happy ending.

There is nothing outstanding in the story, but the comedy relief furnished by Stuart Erwin helps out the entertainment value. Direction a bit weak in spots—Southwell.

SELLING SEATS: Nothing much to help put this over except the star. Title lends itself well for various tie-ups with merchandise. Get high school pupils to write essays on “Are White Lies Ethical?”

Mother and Son
Monogram—68 Minutes

A story of Reno and the gambling table from the days of legalized gambling to the official closing and the reopening under the present conditions.

Clara Kimball Young, known to the gambling fraternity as Faro Lil, quits dealing with the coming of the law and uses her winnings to educate her only son. The stock market crash leaves her practically broke while her grown son is in love with the daughter of a stock pool manipulator responsible for her financial condition.

With gambling again legalized, she returns to the gambling hall in order to supply her son with the necessary cash. The manipulator of the pool, suspicious of her real identity, gives her the cold shoulder and succeeds in turning her own son against her. Caught in a stock market crash and forced to raise immediate funds, he takes a chance with his remaining capital at the gambling hall where he comes face to face with Faro Lil and loses his all. Realizing that she has evened the debt but lost the love of her son she decides to quit the game. The son returns to his mother, however, and all is well.

Clara Kimball Young gives a fine performance, the suspense element is well sustained, and it should prove popular entertainment—Warren Stokes.

SELLING SEATS: Bill it as the return to the screen of the ever popular Clara Kimball Young. Sponsor a “Mother and Son” night. Reno is a popular turn-over, so use it in the billing.

Honeymoon Lane
Paramount—70 Minutes

A Dowling picture that is another success such as “Rainbow Man” was and is sure to delight with any audience that likes its pictures brimful of varied entertainment from the sentimental to almost hysterical comedy situations. Eddie Dowling, as usual, radiates with his likable personality and winsome smile.

To sum up the story tersely, Eddie, who is a card dealer for Noah Berry, owner of a gambling resort, is fired because he would not cheat in a card game and, anyway, Beery wanted to break up Eddie’s romance with his pretty niece, June Collery. Eddie goes to the Hope Springs hotel nearby, run by the motherly Mary Carr and becomes her manager. Eddie immediately goes to work to make the place attractive and attracts Mary Carr’s delicious cherry pies. It isn’t long before the King of Bulgaria arrives incognito. As soon as the guests at Beery’s hotel hear about this they flock to Hope Springs and at last the place is on a paying basis with everybody happy but Beery.

The picture does not have the musical numbers that “Rainbow Man” had. It is only at the beginning and ending of the picture that Eddie sings the theme song, “Honeymoon Lane,” which is such a catchy tune persons will be humming it for weeks. Ray Dooley, who in private life is Eddie’s wife, helps furnish most of the laughs with her riotously funny antics.

Known to the theatrical world as “the pint-sized vivacious and versatile comedienne” she is a scream in her role as the hotel flibbertigibbet. Raymond Hatton and George Kotsonaros play the parts of two side-splitting gangster dishwashers. The picture is crammed full of laughs and exploitation possibilities.—Jesse.

SELLING SEATS: Sell Eddie Dowling’s winsome personality; tell the other names and above all play up the comedy. Advertise the street where your theatre is located as “Honeymoon Lane,” using appropriate decorations. A special “Lovers” matinee should be profitable.

Short Subjects
Be Big
M.G.—23 Minutes

Hal Roach scores again! Even before the action starts the audience is in an uproar. Laurel and Hardy send their wives on ahead to Atlantic City and then the fun begins. The two comedians start dressing for a stag, to be thrown at a hunting club. Naturally, they must dress the part. Hardy tries to get a boot on his right foot; he finally succeeds only to find that he has Laurel’s boot instead of his own. He then has one “b-i-l” of a time getting out of it.—Sam Brown.

No More Hooky
Paramount—10 Minutes

This short is one reel of mirth and Jazz in an ultra-modern school room. All the kids and the teacher do everything but their school work. They sing, dance and talk in sophisticated style, and the more peppy and jazzy they are the better the teacher likes them. Then Percy and his allies before the class why he doesn’t go to class any more. The other kids laugh at him for being so old-fashioned. But then Percy gets into the swing of the rhythm and joins the others in their songs and dances of revelry. The Haig Trio is featured and they sure know how to do their stuff.—Jesse.
THE LAST WORD

THE FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF VITAPHONE

THIS past week, August 6 to be exact, marked the fifth anniversary of Vitaphone. On that memorable day five years ago the Warner Brothers introduced the first sound feature, "Don Juan," in the Warner Theatre in New York. That showing marked the beginning of a new era in the world of motion pictures. It was proclaimed throughout the universe.

There were many doubting Thomases, however, who declared that sound and talking pictures were but a passing novelty and predicted their early demise. The courage of the Warner Brothers did not diminish, however. They continued in their pioneering efforts. It is history how these four brothers gambled everything they had on their confidence in that something which all other producers had failed to see. That confidence plus hard work is the thing that made possible the perfected talking picture of the present day. The by-word of the industry soon became "sound is here to stay" and it resounded throughout the world. The progress made in the development of the talking screen since that first showing five years ago is nothing short of remarkable. It has been an astounding progress.

The industry will always remember the beginning of talking pictures as "the revolution of the industry." It was that, all right, but it was a change for the better; a change that has brought with it many benefits. It will go down in history that the Warner Brothers—Harry, Albert, Jack and the late Sam—gave to the world the remarkable development that brought to the peoples in the far-scattered corners, in the hamlets and the villages, the vision and voice of the great opera singers, the great musicians, the favorites of both stage and screen, kings and queens and princes and the natural "voice" of the far-away places that otherwise they could never enjoy.

The motion picture industry—the world, in fact—owes a tremendous debt of gratitude to the enterprising and courageous Warner Brothers.
Here is Genuine Good Will and Business Producing Publicity

—an added service that both men and women will appreciate

At a Cost **Less** Than Throwaways

Book Matches will carry your advertisement at a cost less than a card or dodger and will never be thrown away until the last match is used.

An Ideal Plan for Your Theatre

You can contract for a quantity of these matches and have your imprint changed each week so that you can feature the coming attraction a week in advance. Many theatres are using this plan very successfully.

Orders are filled within a week after receipt, so by giving us your schedule of bookings for feature pictures, you will receive shipments regularly and on time. Let us tell you more about this Business Building Plan.

And Every **LIGHT** Is An **AD** For You!

**Here's HOW**

to Distribute These Wonderful Business Builders

We all know that many ladies and men desire to smoke before, during or after the show. Place a bowl of matches in the rest rooms where your patrons can help themselves to a book. You can also have the ushers pass them out when your patrons are leaving. Invariably the first thing a man does when leaving the theatre is to “light” up. He will assuredly appreciate receiving these handy safety matches.

Many theatres also distribute their matches at hotel cigar stands, cafes, drug stores and cigar stores. These firms will be pleased to pass out your matches regularly, thereby giving you wider and better distribution for your publicity.

Arrange with leading hotels, drug stores, etc., in your drawing area, to distribute these book matches for you. They’ll gladly cooperate.

**Mail Your Order Today**

| Associated Publications, Inc., 4704 East 9th St., Kansas City, Mo. |
| Gentlemen: Enclosed is our check for De Luxe |
| “Box Office” Book Matches, each book to be in 4 colors (red, black, yellow and gold), with our ad imprinted as shown at right above. All shipments F. O. B. factory, St. Louis, Mo. |
| Name |
| Theatre |
| Town State |
| THIS ORDER IS NOT CANCELLABLE (Minimum order required: 2,500 Books) |

**Use Space Below for Name of Theatre, Etc.**

(Front)

YOUR PLEASURE IS OUR DELIGHT

(Back)

As Illustrated on Design Above
"Now that I've signed this 1931-2 PARAMOUNT contract, Mr. Salesman, I confess I'm happier about it than any business deal I ever made.

"I knew from the start I had to have PARAMOUNT this year. It takes real quality on the screen to make real money at the box office today. PARAMOUNT has a 20-year quality record behind its trade mark that no other company can touch.

"Then take stars. The big drawing cards always belong to PARAMOUNT. Favorites like Lloyd, Bancroft, Chevalier, Dietrich, Chatterton, Marx Brothers, Carroll, Cooper, Brook, Lukas, Arlen, Bankhead, Colbert, Holmes, March, Lombard, Sidney, Shannon and the others, presented as only PARAMOUNT can, mean real money to me.

"When I read PARAMOUNT'S new season announcement, I said, 'There's the cream of the 1931-2 crop.'

"But I waited for actual pre-release performance at the box office. I investigated reports of SMILING LIEUTENANT playing three months of S. R. O. on Broadway in New York's hottest summer and then doing sensationally in Chicago and the Carthay Circle, Los Angeles. It's true.

"I saw AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY last week. All the fine things the trade reviewers have said about it are too modest. It's a clean-up.

"I caught MURDER BY THE CLOCK at the New York Paramount. How that big audience went for it!

"I got confidential wires from Hollywood telling me HUCKLEBERRY FINN will out-gross TOM SAWYER, SILENCE is the best melodrama in years and DAUGHTER OF THE DRAGON is a honey. With a special rave about the MARX BROTHERS in MONKEY BUSINESS.

"Now, Mr. Salesman, you understand why I'm smiling. You had about as much chance of getting out of that door WITHOUT my name on that PARAMOUNT contract as the proverbial snow-ball."
A DISCUSSION ON THE MERITS OF "SKIPPY"

H. B. ROBB MOVES OUT HIS FURNITURE AND E. H. ROWLEY MOVES IN.

SHOULD EXHIBITORS CASH CHECKS ON THE STRENGTH OF SWEET TALK?
TABLE OF CONTENTS

675 Pages—Over 300 Diagrams & Photographs
48 Page Pictorial Section of Art Photographs

$5.00

We Can Make Immediate Delivery of the
CINEMATOGRAPH ANNUAL
Prepared by Forty (40) of the Country's Greatest Motion Picture Sound Experts.

CINEMATOGRAPH ANNUAL
Prepared by Forty (40) of the Country's Greatest Motion Picture Sound Experts.

Sound Pictures
By CAMERON & RIDER
1,100 Pages - 500 Illustrations

Explains in detail the construction, operation and care of sound recording and reproducing equipment.

EVERY KNOWN TROUBLE TO SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT IS LISTED IN THIS BOOK — WITH FULL EXPLANATION AS TO ITS CAUSE AND REMEDY.

Cameron’s Books
Good Enough for Uncle Sam
The Department of Public Instruction, Washington, D. C., says (Dec. 20, 1930):
"The U. S. Army, Navy, Marines, the Bureau of Standards, the United States Veterans Bureau, and practically every other Government Department using motion pictures like ourselves, rely on the CAMERON TECHNICAL BOOKS for our knowledge of the motion picture industry."

Send Cash With Order—Your Books Will Be Shipped Promptly, Postage Prepaid
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, 4704 E. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.
Form San Angelo Union

Robb Moves Out; Rowley in Charge of San Angelo Union

Hansard-Daniels

Sole Owners of Plaza Theatre Opened Recently in Breckenridge, Texas.

Independent theatres continue to dot the horizon in the Southwest, among the latest being the Plaza in Breckenridge, recently reopened by R. L. Hansard and C. V. Daniels, in opposition to Publix with the Palmeé.

In MOTION PICTURE TIMES of August 11, it was said that B. E. Garner of the Columbia Theatre in Ranger, now conducting a public fight against Publix, was interested, with associates, in opening the Breckenridge house. Unless our hearing was on the bum for the moment Garner made this statement while in Dallas recently, adding that he had al-
(Continued on page 8)

Merits of “Skippy”

By V. W. CRISP, Editor

WITHIN the past year the trade became acutely conscious that the then current vogue of talking pictures offered little or no entertainment for the kids and the plan was set on foot to build pictures that would re-attract this class of business.

Numerous attempts were made by producers through a period of months but about the first picture that really hit the bull’s eye was “Skippy,” with other good kid attractions following immediately.

Judges of box-office values in this business, including many showmen and distributors, were of the unanimous opinion that “Skippy” filled the bill for its purpose. Besides being a good kid’s picture it was also a good adult attraction, which made it all the more valuable.

New Body Presents Its Demands to Hughes-Franklin; Walkout Is Threatened.

The projection men in San Angelo, unorganized until last week, formed a local union in that city recently and Monday morning presented John Jones, city manager, with a contract for three houses demanding that it be signed that day or the operators would walk out at one o’clock, according to information received Tuesday from the Hughes-Franklin district office in Dallas. That was the first notice the circuit received that a projectionists’ union existed in San Angelo, it is claimed.

The three houses there had been using five operators, the new contract calling for more, it is said.

Declining to meet the new situation, Jones communicated with the Dallas office, and non-union men were speeded westward. Tommy Woods, maintenance man for the circuit, is also an opera-
tor, and his services were enlisted.

Johnny Jones, city manager and partner in the San Angelo houses, mounted one of the booths, and played an important part in preventing threatened darkness of his theatres.

The situation at the hour this goes to press was undetermined. It could not be learned in Dallas as to whether or not an agree-
ment was reached with the infant local or if open-shop plans were adopted.

Ritz Contract

Some interest is being shown as to the settlement of difficulties now prevalent between H-F executives and the Dallas local over the number of operators to man the Ritz’s booth on Elm street. The circuit is holding out for two men while the union wants more than that. The question will likely be settled by September 1, it’s believed.
If there are any other exhibitors inclined toward the practice of law, the Dallas Film Row now offers a course in legal training. The Jefferson University, including a school of law, has opened on Harwood, just across Jackson from the Film building.

It's an opportunity for those exhibitors who believe they need to know the law in signing film contracts.

E. J. Callahan, of Crockett, arrived on the Row Monday for personal contact with the market which he enters into every thirty days.

Pete the Sap, film exchange restauranteur proprietor, is changing up the diet in order to extract more shekels from the trade. He spent a good deal of money installing a large electric ice display box in the front wall of the building in which sea foods of all varieties will be carried.

L. C. Baxley, Universal branch manager in San Antonio, visited Bob McIlheran, manager of the Dallas office, over the week-end.

R. Z. Glass, of Public Address Service Company, Dallas, is making an extended business trip through South Texas next week.

Mr. and Mrs. Ross Dixon and son, Ross, Jr., spent the week-end in Colorado, Texas, visiting relatives and climbing the Palace and Ritz Theatres there which they own.

“'It's going to be a tough winter,' Harold Robb said Tuesday morning following a hunting and fishing trip to south Texas and the coast. Robb is now on the unemployment list with a cool million and a half, more or less, to his credit. Gene Paschall, Doak Roberts, Jack Pickens and Pete the Sap were on the expedition. One in the party shot Petie's hat off and a tarpon slapped Doak in the jaw as it hurled its boat. Fishing was good that day and many white wings were slaughtered on the way back to Dallas.

O. C. Easter, enterprising manager of the Peak, Dallas neighborhood house, was deprived of his new Ford a few hours Monday. The vehicle was parked in front of his home at about 5 p.m. and someone in the building market for tires allegedly drove off in the vehicle, as it was found a few hours later seven blocks from home and stripped of its rubber.

The insurance company will foot the bill in this case, but film men and exhibitors who don’t carry their insurance should always take off their tires before parking cars in front of their homes.

J. I. Roberts, general manager of National Theatre Supply Company in New York, spent several days in Dallas this week on a tour of branch offices. J. I. has recently become papa and appeared here in high spirits. Glad to be back home in Dallas, he said, but quite ready to move back yet, he added.

Cliff Lindsey, Lubbock exhibitor, made the Row Tuesday after an absence of several months.

B. C. Gibson, one of the ace film salesmen out of Dallas, completed a four-weeks' trip recently in which he closed 10 contracts for the new Universal product. Gibson has the reputation for selling lots of business at good prices.

Roy Sachs, former shorts(booker in the RKO-Pathe office, has been promoted to the feature desk taking the job vacated by Ralph Lowman who bought the M. S. White Poster Exchange. C. M. Miller, who quit booking several years ago to enter the treasured business, has come back to take Sachs' vacancy. Both have brothers well along in the business. Harry Sachs being one district booker for Publix; and W. S. Miller, the other, office manager for Fox.

All has been quiet on the copyright front for the past fortnight. The Dallas headquarters have been locked up for several days, but information has leaked out that activities soon will start up again.

Harold Groves, district manager of the Bureau, has gone to Cleveland, Ohio, to spend his vacation in the old home town. His office force seems to be vacationing, also, but it may be they are out checking theatres again.

Mr. and Mrs. Don C. Douglas drove onto Jackson street Monday morning after a vacation trip through west Texas, stopping off at their favorite camping spot in New Braunfels. In Uvalde they visited friends and relatives and looked over the Strand and Ritz Theatres, for which Mr. books, and in which he is interested.

C. A. Stimson, sales manager for Action Pictures, Inc., was in Dallas this week calling on independent exchanges with 24 action melodramas which his company is producing this year. He was formerly vice-president of Big 4, and is a brother of Dr. H. M. Doole, little one of the leading physicians and surgeons in Dallas.

L. B. Rust, manager of the Allied Film Exchange in Dallas, has returned from a vacation trip through south and east Texas.

Miss Emajo Hamilton is a new recruit in the Allied Exchange, working for L. B. Rust, manager of the office. She formerly was a stenographer in the Publix general office. Just too bad we don’t print a beauty page.

WANT TO SELL YOUR THEATRE? THE CLEARING HOUSE WILL PUT YOUR PROPOSITION BEFORE 20,000 PROS.

SOUND SALES O. K. Universal Equipment Is Selling Rapidly

Corresponding with a volume of sales and installations now going on over the nation the Phototalker Company in Dallas reports a brisk revival of sales and installations of Universal sound-on-film all A. C. equipment. Last week sales were made to C. J. Muselman for the Grand at Corsicana and to W. M. Wade, of the Angus at San Augustine.

This week complete Universal sales were closed with the Louisiana State Teacher College at Natholoches, La., the Star Theatre at Teague, operated by Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Covington, and the Lone Star Theatre at Jasper, operated by Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lewis.

The Louisiana school bought an A. C. job on the strength of the Universal which has been operating in the North Texas State Teacher College in Denton for nearly two years; the Teague installation is all A. C., replacing a Universal battery set, and the Jasper installation is a battery system replacing Phototalker disc.

“Gate Crashers”

Hollywood — The crashing of studio gates is not only the cherished ambition of would-be stars. Even birds of the air want to take a fly in bickerdon, it was learned at the Paramount studios when three homing pigeons became mixed in their direct ons and fluttered into the entrance housing the information desk.
Check “Artist” at Work in Territory

For a long time it has been a custom for exhibitors to cash checks for salesmen and those otherwise well identified in the trade and this custom is as it should be. Why shouldn’t such relations exist in a business where distributors, salesmen and exhibitors are linked so closely together?

It is quite true that exhibitors have experienced some loss and some inconvenience in cashing checks for parties established in the business, but in most cases these were sooner or later made good even if the branch exchanges had to make them good.

But why should an exhibitor cash a check for a smooth-talking individual he doesn’t know because said individual had a slick line of chatter and because he knew certain people in this business whom the exhibitor also knew?

We refer here to a letter which follows from a prominent Oklahoma exhibitor in which he cashed a check for a party well known to the Dallas market. This individual said that he was working for MOTION PICTURE TIMES, etc., etc., that he was on his vacation and that he knew personally all the important men on the Dallas market.

Here is the letter:

MOTION PICTURE TIMES,
Dallas, Texas.

Gentlemen: About ten days ago I cashed a check for (name of person) who represented himself as being with your firm. He told me his car had broken down and he must have something to get to Dallas on. Would you please advise me if you know anything of him. He is about 36 years old, wearing glasses and weight about 170 pounds. He knew several people in Dallas whom I know. Seemed very familiar with all the film men of Dallas. I am writing the Dallas police asking that they arrest him, but thought you might be able to help me locate him. Please advise me if you know him. Very truly yours, L. R. Creason.

Previous to this alleged transaction the party referred to passed through Denison, Texas, and talked B. Legg of the Superba Theatre into the idea of giving him $2 in cash in return for an IOU slip with the information that the MOTION PICTURE TIMES office in Dallas would reimburse the exhibitor on his next trip to Dallas, all of which of course was malicious “baloney.” This IOU expert had not been connected with the TIMES since it was bought by Associated Publications more than four years ago.

In short, exhibitors should cash checks for those whom they are sure are in position to have the checks honored and at no time should they cash checks on the strength of sweet talk alone. Furthermore, V. W. Crisp in Dallas, is the only authorized representative of MOTION PICTURE TIMES for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.

ACTION STAR HERE

Buffalo Bill, Jr., Visits Dallas Film Row

Buffalo Bill, Jr., one of the screen’s handsomest cowboy stars, put in his appearance in Dallas last week with Gene Marcus, president of West Coast Studios, calling on Jack K. Adams, president of the Allied exchanges handling the new Buffalo Bill series of westerns this season.

Bill broke his leg in last picture “Riders of the Golden Gulch,” and limped noticeably. He will make a personal appearance in Houston for three days and then go to New York making appearances in Atlanta, Charlotte and Washington and other cities on the way.

Worsley Resigns

J. F. Worsley, long-time screen trailer representative, has resigned from National Screen Service with whom he has been connected as representative of Advance Trailer Service Corp., and Master Arts Products Corp., National subsidiaries. Worsley has made a new connection, it is said.

Merits of “Skippy” (Continued from page 3)

phases and a picture that became immediately established as to box-office values.

The Dallas Morning News said: “We thought that if ever there was an exceptional picture it was ‘Skippy.’ It was the film industry’s answer to its critics. It was the sexless picture designed cunningly to interest grown-ups and to interest children.”

But you can’t please them all. Below is part of an editorial from a church weekly published in Philadelphia: “We saw ‘Skippy,’ which is making its appeal to children. To us, it was not funny and it was utterly wrong in its general philosophy, and also presented a sickly sentimentality on the part of silly parents. It was harmful in quite another way. When respectable people positively refuse to patronize these evil and cheap pictures, the movie manager will change their selections. At no place is that great industry more sensitive than in the box-office.”

The industry must always cater to the great majority. Showmen were quick to recognize the value of “Skippy,” therefore, an occasional negative opinion from the minority means little.
Protest Meeting Date Set

5-5-5 CONTRACT ADOPTED

Hits Ten-Cent Plan

Universal has added Publix to its big circuit deals. Other major circuits that have contracted for Universal product are Warner Bros., RKO and Paramount-Publix of Canada.

Ten Fox publicity men have resigned from Wampas because of the failure of the organization to include a Fox player in the Wampas “baby star” group.

Box office flops are blamed on to Wall Street by Ben Berger, of the Northwest Allied group, who says the bankers’ determination to dictate to producers are ruinng production.

Universal has not exercised its option on John Boles. Failure to agree on a guarantee for the star is said to be the cause for the split.

Warners turned in a record volume of business last week, according to Claude Ezell, eastern sales manager. Deals that had been pending for several months were closed which means millions in revenue for the company, Ezell said.

A series of 12 “Screen Tid-Bits” composed of jokes gleaned from magazines and spoken by prominent players is being produced by Robert Bruce Coleman of Visu-color.

According to information coming from France, Charlie Chaplin may produce two features and eight shorts next season.

A national conference to be held in New York October 26 for the purpose of revising the anti-trust laws is being sponsored by New York University.

Publix is understood to have discarded localized product buying. Hereafter all deals will be made by home office executives in New York.

Allied Attacks Plan of Distributors Who Refuse to Sell to Low-Scale Theatres.

Washington — Refusal of certain distributors to sell product to houses charging 10-cent admissions is attacked by Allied States in a bulletin sent out by the organization last week. The notice reads: "A serious consequence of the present selling policies of certain distributors is that, having sold to a first run in a given locality on a high percentage basis, their interest in that locality narrows down to protecting the first run. "This has resulted in unreasonable protection both as regards time and distance, in requirement that subsequent runs raise their admission prices, and in downright refusals to sell to the subsequent runs. "This association is in receipt of a communication from one large distributor stating flatingly that it is not interested in selling to theatres charging ten-cent admissions. "This policy if generally followed will take motion pictures out of the reach of millions of our people, including most of the children, at a time when low cost entertainment is most needed. "A ten-cent grind policy in normal times may tend to cheapen the business in some localities; motion pictures attained their present greatness as 'the people's entertainment,' and to take the pictures out of the reach of the people in times of industrial depression and unemployment is economic folly."

**NOT A BOYCOTT**

Allied Says Analysis Is for Members’ Benefit

Washington — Allied States is not urging a boycott in its analysis of each distributor’s contract, the organization declares. In reply to inquiries from producers, Allied says it is merely analyzing the various contracts and is informing the individual members of the survey’s results, letting each exhibitor do as he pleases in regard to product buying.

For September 1 in New York; M-G-M, Fox and Score Charges to be Discussed.

New York — The “national protest meeting”, sponsored by the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware, will be held at the Hotel Astor here on September 1. Twenty-one exhibitor associations in different parts of the country have announced that they will have representatives at the sessions.

The principal reason for the meeting is said to be the sales policies and contracts issued by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. However, it is understood that Fox will come in for some attacks, while the general subject of score charges also will be included in the course of the meetings.

M. A. Lightman, M. P. T. O. A. president, and Abram Myers, head of Allied, have pledged their support at the meeting. Myers will attend in person.

According to a bulletin sent out by the sponsors, “plenty of fireworks are assured with rumors of a bombshell to be exploded which may be felt in Hollywood. Details at present are lacking, but it is pretty certain that an attempt will be made to enlist public support in the movement”.

The convention is to be non-partisan in character and is open to all independent theatre men.

“U” ADDS 14 Westerns and Melodramas on New List

New York — Fourteen features have been added to Universal’s schedule of 34 pictures for the 1931-32 season. The new group will include six westerns and eight action melodramas, each with a maximum production cost of $100,000.

“The Last Ride” is the first of the westerns to be completed. The original schedule of 26 features and eight Tom Mix pictures stands with the substitution of “Twenty Grand” for “Lillies of Broadway” and the replacing of “Baby-Face Gangster” with “O Promise Me.”

Seven dramas have been produced with the Tom Mix features scheduled to go into production October 15. Five pictures are in making at Universal City now.
New Equipment Co. to Have 2,400 Dealers

New York—A newly-organized equipment company, known as the Arc Products Corp., has opened headquarters here. The organization plans to have 2,400 dealers, served by 50 regional distributors, handling its line of products. The company has been chartered in Delaware, with authorized capital of $500,000 shares, to engage in the manufacture as well as distribution of equipment, which includes the Victor low-price sound camera and projector for 16 mm. or color films, Univox switchboard speaker system, and other devices.

It is also planned to establish a circulating film library for distribution of pictures for amusement and educational purposes. The company estimates an approximate gross retail volume of about $54,000,000 a year.

H. W. Arnold, formerly vice-president and general manager of Delco Light Co., division of General Motors, is president and general manager of the new company. Other officers are: H. C. Annable, executive vice-president; F. R. T. O'Grady, chief engineer; John Grinwis, treasurer; Bennett Bates, advertising manager; Clifford L. Ewing, secretary; A. F. Bjorkman, superintendent of production, and John C. Messer, assistant advertising manager.

WIDE DESTINATIONS

Hall & Connelly Lamps to Varied Places

New York—Eleven Hall & Connelly lamps, which recently left New York, were bound for widely separated destinations.

Four of the travelers were IIC-4's, which were taken by the International Projector Corporation, for export.

Five others were FR-10's, of which two went to the Arco Electric Company, of New York, for shipment to Rohlig & Co. of Bremerhaven, Germany; two others to National Cash Register Company, of Dayton, Ohio, while the fifth landed with Donaldson Litho Co. at Newport, Ky.

The remaining pair consisted of EP-4 Spots, for the Stanley Theater, Pittsburgh, and Wilshire-Western Theatres, Los Angeles, respectively.

Theatre CARPET

DISTINCTIVE PATTERNS at REASONABLE PRICES

Now is the time to re-carpet your theatre! Prices were never lower than right now and a wider choice of alluring fabrics never existed than you will find at your National Branch. National has made a most favorable contract with the Country’s largest mills and as usual will share the economy with its customers. You can now buy Nathco Carpets, distinctively theatrical in pattern, from National at better prices than you can secure elsewhere, with the added assurance of dependable quality and reliable installation. Before you buy carpets, be safe, and find out what National has to offer.
Robb-Rowley Change
(Continued from page 3)
Franklin for his personal service has been denied in some quarters. It is said that Rowley is under a five-year contract but that Robb did not sign this agreement. He probably wouldn't say whether he did or not if he were here at this time.

It is understood that E. H. Rowley will be sole director of H-F activities in the Southwest, handling Robb's work in connection with his own. So far as is known the Los Angeles home office will send in no new material to take his place.

Dick Dickson, general purchasing agent, is in Dallas temporarily in connection with remodeling of the Ritz and other matters.

Beaded Screen

Distribution Centers Are Determined

R. Z. Glass, of Public Address Service Company at Dallas, announces that the distribution of Beaded Screen Corp. products has been limited to his company, Allied Theatre Owners in Dallas and the Independent Theatre Supply Company in Houston. The Superlite, Vocalite, Chromolite and Silvertone sound screens make up the group now offered.

INSTALL BLOWER

Stinnett Buys Largest Size Fan

One of the largest size Buffalo blowers, or distributing units, made for theatres, is now being installed in the Gem at Temple which Ray Stinnett will reopen about September 1. An air washer unit, to match the big blower, will be installed later. The sale was made by Buffalo Engineering Company.

The Gem will also have new upholstered seats purchased from Bickley Bros., the house having only a total capacity of 400, it is said. A large electric sign will also be installed.

King Studios are doing all decoration, furnishing and acoustical correction work, in a thorough remodelling scheme now practically completed.

Redecorating

Miss Blanche Cutler, operator of the Oak Lawn Theatre in Dallas, made a business trip to Oklahoma City this week where she owns a theatre under lease to Griffith Amusement Co. She is doing a good business at the Oak Lawn since taking the house over several weeks ago.

The Economical Quality Sound

BEST ONE

Sound-On-Film Complete
ALL A.C. OR BATTERY EQUIPMENT
—Phone, Write or Wire for Complete Information Today—

J. O. FORD, Factory Representative.

BESTONE SALES COMPANY
P. O. BOX 594 Phone: 9-3601 DALLAS, TEXAS

Hansard - Daniels
(Continued from page 3)

ready purchased sound equipment. Whether or not Garner was figuring on another house in Breckenridge, was not clear.

At any rate, Hansard and Daniels read the issue, and the article also was called to their attention by the Publix manager in Breckenridge for the reason that the Plaza was advertised as a home-owned theatre and Garner lived in Ranger. Hansard and Daniels do not wish or intend to battle with Publix, but prefer to go after business on the peaceable route. In view of Garner's newspaper campaign denouncing Publix in Ranger, they wish to have the situation cleared up. They sent MOTION PICTURE TIMES a lengthy telegram saying "no outside parties have invested five cents in this theatre."

Hansard and Daniels are both union operators and worked together in the same booth for Dent and Publix. They were heads of the Breckenridge union which took in Abilene, Ranger and other towns. After nine years in the booth they have launched into theatre operation in their own right and are making a go of it. Hansard was in town Monday and said the opening week's business was satisfactory. Fostering the "buy now" movement he wrote out a check for $2 for the Times.

FIVE MORE
UNIVERSAL
SALES IN TEN DAYS OUT-DISTANCES
ALL OTHER MAKES COMBINED.

NOW
ALL A. C.
OPERATED.
--- NO ---
Batteries
Chargers
Head Amplifiers

BOUGHT UNIVERSAL BECAUSE IT'S THE BEST BUY!

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.
313 S. Harwood St. B.G. HERBER, Mgr. DALLAS, TEXAS

Louisiana State Teacher College
NACHITOCHES, LA.
Grand Theatre
CORSICANA
Lone Star Theatre
JASPER
Star Theatre
TEAGUE
Angus Theatre
SAN AUGUSTINE

—FULLY LICENSED and protected from Patent Infringements.

Fully Guaranteed

August 25, 1931.
RICHARD TALMADGE takes this space to congratulate Howard Hughes on the smashing success of his sensational newspaper melodrama, "The Front Page." Although "Scareheads," Talmadge's smash newspaper drama, was scheduled for production long ago, Mr. Hughes beat us to it and we are glad he did for this great picture proved that millions of fans will pack thousands of theatres to see a great picture, depression or no depression.

"Scareheads," the third of Talmadge's high-powered "Action Six," is Talmadge's best to date. It gives the "Ace" of screen daredevils the big chance to do his stuff not duplicated by any Star in pictures today. Power, speed, action, punch describe "Scareheads," and presents the famous "Dick" at his best, in the kind of a story and the kind of entertainment millions will applaud and hungrily seek. High powered advertising and exploitation backs up this latest Talmadge release. GET A COPY OF THE SMASH PRESS BOOK NOW.

RICHARD TALMADGE PRODUCTIONS, INC.—Universal City, Calif.

DO IT NOW
Get a copy of the Big Time Advertising and Exploitation CAMPAIGN BOOK that shows you how to mop up with "Scareheads!"
Increase Attendance

With the Tri

SCOOTER-NITE

Each boy and girl in your drawing radius will bring you 24 paid adult admissions in exchange for one of these 3-Wheel Safety Scooters.

In the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN you get these identical scooters to offer every kid in your drawing radius—and you get them at factory price of $1.12 each. This offer is open to all chain and independent theatres in the U. S. We do not sell these Scooters to retail trade, but only through our premium plans. The SCOOTER-NITE PLAN will only cost you a fraction of what you can and often do spend on exploitation stunts that have nothing like the possibilities of permanently built up business, which the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN provides. You make friends with SCOOTER-NITE.

Most exhibitors work "SCOOTER-NITE" two or more days a week. For example, if the exhibitor finds Mondays and Thursdays are his dull nights, he works SCOOTER-NITE for those days; or if he should run the same picture two days in succession, he makes Mondays and Tuesdays, or Thursdays and Fridays, his SCOOTER-NITE. The quicker he gives away these Free Scooters the more advertising he gets through the children using them and showing them to their friends, relatives and neighbors. As long as the Scooters last—and they are of steel construction so will last indefinitely—you will be getting advertising value from them; children are proud to mention that they EARNED the Scooter at your theatre.

Children won't let their parents, relatives or friends alone until they have helped fill the Record Card. The Record Card is a card bearing the name of your theatre and with twenty-four printed squares on one side, in which your cashier or doorman stamps—with rubber stamp which we furnish—a square for each adult admission brought by the child. For example, if the child brought in four adults, the child would get four of the squares stamped.

When all twenty-four of the squares are filled the child turns in his Record Card and receives one of the 3-Wheel Safety Scooters. No strings—no contest. Every child has equal opportunity. You run no risk of disappointing anyone. You issue Scooters only for completely filled cards.

Costs You Less Than 4 and 2/3 Cents per Admission

To illustrate: The Scooters cost the exhibitor $1.12 each. There are 24 stamps on Record Card. 4 and 2/3c times 24 equals $1.12. Therefore cost to exhibitor is 4 and 2/3c per admission.

Wins Kids

How to Order Scooter-Nite

Required starting deposit can best estimate the size but your first order is for Four Cards are furnished your theatre name, plus thus on minimum order of 96 Record Cards. Entire order is furnished by A 120-ft. Trailer is used and a deposit of $3 is desired. This deposit is return of Trailer.

The Steel Stamping Company

Factory, Lorain, Ohio
Full Description of $3 Retail Value
3-Wheel Safety Scooter

Of very newest speed design, built of first quality steel to hold any weight up to 200 lbs. Beautifully finished in red and green enamels. Has large reinforced natural wood handle-bar, balanced hinge for easy turning; 8-inch double disc steel wheels. Platform of one-piece heavy-pressed steel.

CLIP OUT THIS ORDER-FORM AND MAIL TODAY

MINIMUM ORDER ACCEPTED TWENTY-FOUR SCOOTERS

The Steel Stamping Co.,
Scooter-Nite Sales Dept.,
3553 Broadway, Lorain, Ohio.

Gentlemen: Enter my order for ______________ 3-Wheel Safety Scooters, at $1.12 each, F. O. B. Lorain, Ohio. I enclose my check (or money-order) for (one-half of total cost of scooters ordered) ________, balance, plus shipping charges from Lorain, O., to be C. O. D. Undersigned to receive free with this original order 4 Record Cards for each Scooter ordered, free rubber stamp, and free sample herald.

Theatre ____________________________ by ____________________________ Mgr.

Town ____________________________ State ____________________________

Attention, Mr. ____________________________

Check here, if trailer is desired and send $3.00 deposit which will be refunded on return of trailer.

24 Scooters. You may require, at least for 24. Three imprinted with Scooter ordered; would receive free imprinted with theatre $3.00 per thousand. Two weeks only, required if Trailer is turned to theatre on
SEPTEMBER looms up as a month of intense production activity for Hollywood. Every studio seems to be striving for an improvement in its product. The situation of continued poor pictures has partially awakened some of the executives to the importance of their jobs. It is too bad that exhibitors must continually suffer financial losses because Hollywood's intelligencia has gone haywire on picture making.

Literally, millions have forsaken the cinema for their amusement needs, owing to pictures that do not entertain. Bear in mind it will take months of uninterrupted runs of good pictures to win this class of patrons back into the theatres.

One way exhibitors could help to improve the situation, I believe, would be to write a letter to the president of every film producing organization, demanding house-cleaning methods for everyone identified with a continued run of poor pictures. Make a list of your poor pictures, exhibitors—then tell your troubles to the president of each organization. Demand better product! If you sit there and take it on the chin month after month and remain quiet—thus and always your lot will be the same.

Douglas MacLean, former film star, now earning his livelihood as an associate producer for RKO-Pathe, will supervise “Ladies of the Jury,” an Edna Mae Oliver starring vehicle; “The Other Passport,” for Irene Dunne and “The Last Virtue,” the latter from the pen of I. A. R. Wylie.

Billie Dove makes a grand comeback in Howard Hughes’ “The Age for Love,” which I saw the other evening at a private preview. The picture is fine and Miss Dove is superb all through the story. Too much praise cannot be heaped upon the shoulders of Director Frank Lloyd for his work with this beautiful star.

George O’Brien, having completed “Riders of the Purple Sage” for Fox Films, is scheduled to begin work on “The Rainbow Tail,” another Zane Grey story.

Mickey Mouse, we hear, is soon to blossom forth into color. Walt Disney, creator of the rodent star, will experiment with the use of Technicolor in a forthcoming animated cartoon.

Constance Bennett’s next starring picture for RKO-Pathe will be “Compromised,” a story by Tay Garnett, which the director wrote in collaboration with Tom Buckingham. Garnett will direct.

ANDY CLYDE has completed his third starring comedy for Mack Sennett. “Half Holiday” is the title of this one, which followed “Taxi Trouble,” and “The Cannonball.” Andy, who is quite youthful in real life, depicts an elderly character on the screen that is most convincing.

When production of “The Blind Spot” is begun at Warner Brothers-First National, Roy Del Ruth, its director, will introduce an innovation. Every member of the cast will be assembled to hear the entire script read before a scene is shot. Del Ruth believes that every actor should know the complete story, no matter how small his part may be.

William Haines departs from the M-G-M banner sometime during the month of September, according to a published report. Apparently his continuous run of smart-alec roles has created an unpopular impression which gradually extended to the box-office till.

Warner Baxter has been borrowed from Fox to play opposite Dolores De Rio in her first RKO-Pathe picture, “The Dove.” A recent check-up by a prominent authority disclosed Baxter as one of the top-notch stars. His drawing power is universal among all classes of patrons, the report said.

Even though Edgar Kennedy has been starring in RKO-Pathe’s “Average Man” comedies, his new contract just signed calls for his services as a director and actor. His first assignment to the megaphone is “Blondes by Proxy,” starring Louis John Bartels. During Kennedy’s 20 years in Hollywood he has acted part of the time and also directed many comedies, including Laurel-Hardys and Charley Chase.

Plans for a production boom at Radio Pictures’ coast studios are being speeded, according to an announcement, by William LeBaron vice-president in charge of production. Radio officials are preparing to start work on five major films which are scheduled to get under way between September 15 and October 1. These are “Marcheta,” which will co-star Richard Dix and Irene Dunne; “The Dove,” which will star Dolores Del Rio; another production tentatively titled “Penthouse,” which is to star Hope Williams; “Peach O’Reino,” with Bert Wheeler and Robt. Woolsey, and an untitled original story by Louis Weitzenkorn.

FOX FILMS have an excellent magician murder mystery picture in “The Spider,” which was previewed at the studio here this week. Edmund Lowe is starred. The cast includes also, Louis Moran, El Brendel, Howard Phillips and others. Kenneth MacKenna and Wm. Cameron Menzies co-directed this one.
Chas. Rogers Answers Industry Charges

Hollywood—Motion picture entertainment today is the best ever has been and problems confronting the film industry are the result of general world-wide conditions rather than inferior product or inefficient management.

That is the answer of Charles R. Rogers, production head of RKO - Pathe, to those following the current popular pastime of listing what is wrong with the picture business.

"The screen industry is meeting the present depression with a good product and will emerge from the trying period with flying colors." He makes this statement with confidence, and the pictures starring Constance Bennett, Ann Harding, Pola Negri, Helen Twelvetrees and other high ranking stars declare it. "Due to the pessimistic spirit of the time, we hear too much about bad product and too little attention is paid to the good. What the world needs probably more than anything else is to quit thinking of its ills and start looking on the bright side of things."

"So far as pictures are concerned, better entertainment is being offered right now than ever before. The discriminating shopper in the metropolitan districts can see a good picture at least four nights a week and still not view all the films of proven quality that is being made in his or her city."

"The general cry for good pictures is being answered with such productions as 'Chimpanzees,' 'Good Common Law,' 'The Millionaire,' 'Min and Bill,' 'Sweptstakes,' 'Director,' 'The Mad Genius,' 'Daddy Long Legs,' 'Millie,' 'Seed,' 'Skippy,' 'The Front Page,' 'Bugsy,' 'Smart Money,' 'The Smiling Lieutenant,' 'Dracula,' 'A Free Soul' and 'Devotion.' Those are only a few of the many good current or comparatively recent and widely distributed pictures. Selected at random they include the product of every major studio and represent an amazing variety of entertainment."

Rogers went on to say that due to the great number of pictures required to entertain the world, all cannot be sensations.

"The percentage of good product is amazingly high when compared with the record of the stage or the general average of radio entertainment, however," he declared. "It is considered a good percentage when six stage plays out of a hundred strike the public fancy and succeed. If the film industry could reach the point where only sixty pictures out of a hundred are good entertainment then there would be just cause for complaint about inferior product. That time has not come and I predict it never will."

Many factors contribute to making pictures better today than they were a year or two ago. The exhibitor produced the screen. He has the best artists of its history and more of them. It has attracted the world's finest story creative minds and is drawing upon all literature for its material. Technical developments have advanced sound recording and photographic flexibility to a tremendous extent, while artists and directors now know the talking picture medium.

"Those who cry for the 'good old days' of silent pictures should sell one of those films for which they pine," he concluded. "They will realize then just how far screen entertainment has advanced."

START GRID SERIES

"U" to Make Shorts at Stanford Univ.

Universal City — The Christy Walsh—"Pop" Warner series of football shorts, which Universal is to produce, will go into production on September 1, according to an announcement by Carl Laemmle, Jr.

These films are to be made at Stanford University with Albert Kelley directing from screen stories by Samuel Freedman. The cast of the two-reelers will depict Glenn S. "Pop" Warner's famous system of football, while the second deal with the development of a football team, and the third will reconstruct the football game of forty years ago. The pictures will be completed in time for release during the coming football season.

U. A.-PUBLIX DEAL

Circuit to Play the Entire Product of Company

New York—The entire United Artists product for 1931-32 will be shown in 800 Publix theatres throughout the country, as the result of negotiations just completed by Al Lichtman, vice-president and general manager of distribution of United Artists. Thus Fox and Publix have taken the U. A. output in the same week.

ADVANCE DATE

"I Like Your Nerve" Ready Sept. 12

New York—At a meeting of sales executives of Warner Bros.-First National presided over by Sam E. Morris it was decided to release the new Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., picture, "I Like Your Nerve," on September 12. This picture, the work of the well known English author, Roland Pertwee, was included in the original twelve announced by the affiliated companies for release during September and October. The intention had been to hold it back until around Thanksgiving.

New York — The National release date for "Five Star Final," First National's film version of Louis Weisenthal's recent Broadway success, has been advanced two weeks—from October 10 to September 26.

Finish Western

Hollywood—"The Nevada Buckaroo," the second in Tiffany Pictures' new series of the Bob Steele Westerns, has been completed, according to an announcement made by Trem Carr, who is making the series for Tiffany.

MUSICAL SHORTS

Series to be Produced in Technicolor


The first, "Old Songs for New," illustrating scenes from old favorites, has just been completed. Among the popular numbers included in the revue are "Alexander's Ragtime Band," "Waltz Me Around Again Willie" and "A Bicycle Built for Two."

"Sympathetic treatment of the old tunes is the idea behind the film," Mr. Welch explained. "I think the public will like it."

Both the Beauty Secrets series and the new group will be shown in the improved Technicolor process the first demonstration of which in Rado's picture, "The Triumph," was much praised by critics.

Unite Team

Hollywood—James Gleason and Robert Armstrong have been cast in featured roles with Bill Boyd in his next RKO-Pathe starring picture, "Suicide Fleet."
"Subpoena" Still a Good Show Stunt

SOME stunts are so old that they antedate the memory of man. Among them are a few that time refuses to tarnish. The latter usually have something effective or arresting about them and hence need only to be properly worked to prove effective. There is the subpoena stunt as an example. It goes back no doubt to the early stage plays having court rooms scenes. Most people are afraid of the law and there is something about a legal-looking document that at once commands attention. One would think that the distribution of such papers would cause a show for Warner Bros. production of "Star Witness" with Walter Huston, "Chic" Sales, Grant Mitchell and Frances Starr. Getting up fifty thousand of these court orders in the most correct legal style, the management saw to it that they were sent to business men and women throughout the city. All the names used in the "subpoena" were those of characters in the picture and the receivers were adjured to attend the showings of "The Star Witness" or be deemed guilty of a serious error of judgment and liable to reproach by those friends who had seen the film.

"Lucky Cards" For "Laughing Sinners"

FRED PERRY, manager of the Riviera Theatre, Binghamton, New York, included a number of novel exploitation stunts in the campaign he used to help succeed in his showing of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production "Laughing Sinners."

Perry arranged for five thousand cards to be distributed by Postal Telegraph boys, each card reading: "Lucky Winners for "Laughing Sinners" and containing a lucky number. Numbers were placed in the lobby of the theatre, where people came to compare their numbers and those holding lucky numbers were given passes on the presentation of their cards. These cards were distributed in dance halls and parked autos.

In addition to this, Perry obtained an empty store, had the windows white-washed and an artist paint two large eyes with small peep-holes and a sign across the top of the window reading: "Laughing Sinners." He also obtained some dress models and dresses and made an attractive display with appropriate copy scattered among the models in the window telling about the picture at the Riviera. This novel stunt attracted a great deal of attention.

Civic Contact

A MESSAGE to managers of Fox West Coast Theatres in regard to civic contacts might well be applied to all theatre men, whether they own their own houses or managing for a circuit or individual. Prestige, publicity and protective value add the investment of a membership in such organizations as the Rotary Club, Lions Club, Kiwanis Club, merchants associations or chambers of commerce.

The message, which appeared in a recent issue of "The Last Word," Fox house organ, in part is as follows:

Membership in such bodies is necessary and of extreme value in operating a theatre. In the first place it affords means of keeping abreast of movements and plans which may affect your theatre for good or for evil.

You should be informed on city ordinances, civic movements, reform measures, improvement measures and everything else of that nature going on in your community. And there is no better place to get such information than the service clubs where most of these things originate.

You should be present to raise your voice for or against anything that affects your theatre. You should not leave yourself in a position where you have to be invited in to have your say. You should be in such standing that your voice on all matters affecting your theatre must be heard.

There is too, the publicity value of such membership. Your very presence at a luncheon or any other gathering of one of these clubs is a reminder in behalf of your theatre.

You have the chance to mingle with men of influence and to sell your theatre to them continually. We do not mean that you have to button-hole members and expound to them that this week you are playing Sadie Sappe in "The Fireman's Daughter," but you can make your house and even your attractions the subject of conversation.

There is an old saying that, "Everybody has two businesses: his own and show business." Laymen seem to be very anxious to discuss the picture business. They find show people interesting company.

It is a fact that modern business men get to know each other best over a luncheon table. It has neither the formality of the banquet nor the rigidity of strict business contact.

You will notice in the service clubs that by the time cigars are first passed around conversation loosens up.

Recognizing this trait all these clubs insist on the use of first names among members. You can visit a man fifty times in his office without ever getting past calling him "Mister." But after you have sat down with him at a luncheon table the barriers disappear quite rapidly.

The time and money spent on keeping you in that company is a solid investment.
A DRIVE FOR BUSINESS

"New Show Year" Campaign has Possibilities

A DRIVE for better theatre business without the overworked adjectives of "better," "greater," "super" and so on is under way among the Fox West Coast Theatres. The drive is not in the form of a "Greater Movie Season," insofar as the title is concerned, but it is to be known as the "New Show Year." The name and idea were conceived by the midwest division of Fox West Coast and those responsible are E. C. Rhoden, division manager, and Howard Jameson, advertising director, with headquarters in Kansas City.

In a message to Fox theatre managers, it is pointed out that the "New Show Year" will not begin on any special date but will begin whenever the theatres start playing a new campaign and that merit to warrant a drive for the business which the features deserve.

Howard Jameson has planted a campaign for this new drive. His suggestions were developed with the idea that they should be for the Fox houses throughout the country. Maybe so. But his campaign is adaptable to every type of theatre, large or small, in big cities and villages. We are presenting herewith Jameson's outline for the drive. The name, "New Show Year," is the title of Fox's advertising campaign, similar titles may be coined for a drive for your house, regardless of size. These suggestions by Jameson may give birth to other ideas in every exhibitor's mind. They can be enlarged upon and changed to fit each theatre owner's particular need or situation. Read the letter; it is on your own "New Show Year" campaign:

Civic:
Throw your weight behind the drive for the "New Show Year." Start by getting your mayor to congratulate Fox West Coast on the start of the new year, through a letter. Enlarge the letter for your lobby, plant it in a newspaper story, and use it wherever else you can.

Clubs:
Put all your regular club contacts on the campaign. Start by sending the letter. Try to have the chairmen of luncheons, or yourself, make a short talk on the meaning of the new year in the show business.

Radio:
On those stations where you already get announcements in return for passes or other arrangements, see if you can get them to make several announcements a day, to the effect that "A new Show year is coming to the Fox Lyric, bringing a new assortment of wholesome, romantic, funny and melodramatic films. It starts with 'Transatlantic, August...""

Newspapers:
Have a talk with your editors. Many editors will gladly write editorials on "Clean Up and Paint Up Week," or "Raisin Festivals" or the like, so why not one to favor the show business in general? Prevail upon them for front page cartoons. Get their consent to run plenty of stories in their columns.

Street Ballyhoos:
Some cities in the past have always climaxed their talkie and movie seasons with a huge street dance. This is a splendid idea, where you have the facilities, and can hold the dance within sight of the theatre front.

Parades:
Many managers have contacts with new car dealers. If you can get enough cars, banned, to stage a formidable parade—do it by all means. But remember that a weak-kneed parade places you in a ludicrous light. Be sure that your parade will be able to travel at a slow speed, and not be whisked through town by a police escort at 40 miles an hour.

Trailers:
We are not preparing any stock trailers to be kept on order. Managers should make their own, both advance and current.

Direct Mail:
This medium is highly important in this campaign. You have many things to tell your patrons—too many to cover fully in ads. Use your regular mailing list, and have all employees sign and address letters to their friends as well.

Windows:
Arrange for display of stills from several forthcoming attractions in good window spots. Confin your copy to announcements along the lines, "A New Show Year is Coming," or "is here." Reafain from the 'bigger' and "blur," and speak of the new cooperation from merchants more strongly.

Newspaper Cooperation:
Cooperation of newspapers on the NEW SHOW YEAR campaign is imperative. Editorials and cartoons should be solicited. Stories listing the splendid pictures coming up from all studios should be planted.

Several districts have a pattern of popular contests can be held at each theatre, winners at the various theatres to be entered later into a city-wide or divisional contest.

Get Endorsements:
Endorsements from Governors and Mayors should be secured early.

Managers should emphasize in all letters and advertising the fact that many hundreds of thousands of dollars will be spent by Fox West Coast theatres during 1931. See from Fox, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount and other pictures.

Fanchon and Marco plans should be included in stories regarding the NEW SHOW YEAR.

Have Gala Opening:
Make the official opening of the NEW SHOW YEAR a real event in your community. When the Metropolitan Opera House opens its fall season of opera in New York the diamond horseshoe is a Who's Who of New York life. Likewise, the opening of your NEW SHOW YEAR should be a gala affair. Invite city and society officials and leaders of all the service and women's clubs.

Endeavor to secure cooperative ads with the aid of your local merchants, pointing out to the latter, in order to get them into the ads, that six or seven big sure-fire pictures, beginning September proof advertised as a feature of NEW SHOW YEAR will bring business to all firms surrounding the theatres. Merchants should at least come in to the displays if not on cooperative ads.

Letters to Patrons:
Use the personal letters-to-patrons idea on NEW SHOW YEAR. In each letter sent out by your theatre's employees include the names of the big pictures you have coming up during September.

Be careful of printing and accessory costs. Use only stunt which don't cost money to put across the NEW SHOW YEAR idea.

Boy and auto parades, favors from local business contacts and from firms with which you do business regularly can be had with the cooperation of merchants more strongly.

SIGN GRID STARS

Will Be Used in Paramount's "Touchdown"

Hollywood—Ten former collegiate grid stars, including three All-Americans and four team captains, together with Paul Whiteman and the New York Philharmonic will be among the first of a group of players to appear in "Touchdown!" modern collegiate football picture.

The players gathered for action football scenes and to give authenticity to the production are Russ Saunders, Morley Drury, Jesse Hibbs, Roy Regels, Nate Burke, Harry Edelman, Marjor Apst, Jesse Shaw, Frank Anthony and Dick Templeton.

With the exception of Regels, who thrilled the world through his comeback after running the wrong way in a Rose Bowl game, all of the players are former University of Southern California gridmen. They were signed early because they already are in Hollywood, but stars of other colleges are being lined up.

Returns to Screen:
Hollywood — Wallace MacDonald, veteran stage and film actor, will return to the screen as a feature-length Multicolor production, "Tex Takes a Holiday," which Pioneer Pictures will produce at the Tec-Art Studios.

Finish Dove Film:
Hollywood — "The Age For Love," Howard Hughes' latest film presentation, and Billie Dove's first picture under the Hughes' producership, is ready for release.
LITTLE TIPS TO BIG THINGS

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

PACENT sound-on-disc equipment. How much do you offer for this? Mecca Theatre, West Third, Dayton, Ohio. 8-25

1,800 FINELY appointed spring cushion chairs; brand new; full upholstered backs; wonderful buy. Write for photo. C. G. Demel, 845 South State, Chicago, Ill. 9-8

THEATRES FOR LEASE

FOR LEASE on percentage basis—beautiful theatre building in best location. Wire E. A. Hatton, Del Rio, Texas. 4-18

FOR SALE OR LEASE—Lyric Theatre, Erwin, Tenn.; 350 seats, disc equipment, population: 5,000; one competitor; $2,500, cash, $250. Easy terms on balance. F. E. Perryman, Elizabethton, Tenn. 8-25

PATENTS

SELL YOUR PATENT or invention by exhibiting your model—drawing at the Second and Greater INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, CHICAGO, September 14 to 27. Thousands of manufacturers and patent buyers will inspect new devices and patents for marketing. Very low rates. If you have no model, drawings and description will do. Send for free pamphlet. B. Hamilton Edson, Managing Director, International Patent Exposition, Merchandise Mart, Chicago. cs-25

EQUIPMENT WANTED

HIGHEST CASH PRICES for Simplex mechanisms only or complete Simplex machines, reflector arcs, rectifiers, etc. What have you? Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 154 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn.

WANTED TO BUY—Two Simplex projectors, two strong arc reflectors, two strong rectifiers, 300 opera chairs, one beaded screen, lenses, rewinds, film cabinet, etc. Only equipment in first class condition considered. A. E. Christian, Monticello, Ky. 8-25

POSITIONS WANTED

AT LIBERTY—Good sound operator; do own repair; married; willing worker; moderate salary. H. Swatek, 401 Gelbert Ave., Peoria, Ill. 9-1

AT LIBERTY—A-1 de luxe projectionist—sound alone. Strike, yes; prefer steady; no boozers; married. State all in first letter. B-378, Associated Publications. 8-25

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES

Manufacturer to you; low cost. Gem Frame Co., 235 South Washington, Wichita, Kan. 7-7 (16)

WANT TO SELL YOUR THEATRE? THE CLEARING HOUSE WILL PUT YOUR PROPOSITION BEFORE 20,000 PROSPECTS.

Here is your Handy "Ad Order" Blank

Associated Publications, Inc.
4704 East Ninth St.

Kindly insert the following ad times in your "CLEARING HOUSE" Section, running through ALL TEN of the ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS.

10c a word; 4 insertions at prices of 3.

GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100.

Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes' easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $50—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance. Write now to

GER-BAR
THEATER EQUIPMENT
GUERCIO AND BARTHEL
1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Telephone Webster 2190 or 2002

THE BAROMETER

And Send in Your Reports to This New Department.

Read
The Woman Between

Radio—73 Minutes


Although the picture is excellently produced it is doubtful how the picture will click for general appeal. It is mainly a woman's picture. However, the story is absorbing enough to hold the interest of the audience until the fadeout, but the interest does not come until late in the picture. The fascinating Lily Damita plays her part as only Damita can play. We were highly impressed by her portrayal.

The story is about a French mannequin (Lily Damita) who marries a rich elderly American, father of two grown children. After hearing gossip that she married for money she opens up an elaborate dressmaking establishment to show her independence. On her return from a business trip to Paris she meets Lester Vail on the ship, not knowing that she is his stepmother and immediately he falls in love with her. Meeting her in his study he sees her shocked at the revelation, but he is so madly in love with her that he asks her to run away with him. From this point the drama's situation is heightened and the ending is rather a surprise when the young and beautiful wife decides her place is with her husband.

Besides the glamorous Lily Damita the other players are excellent. O. P. Heggie gives a good character portrayal as the wealthy husband of Damita. Lester Vail shows that he is not a bit amateurish as far as histrionic ability is concerned. Miriam Seegar does good work as the step-daughter who is beclouded at all the strange doings in the household. Blanche Friderici deserves mention for her splendid character part. The picture should please, but is not recommended for family trade.—Jesse.

SELLING SEATS: Your best bet here is Lily Damita. Use reels in two different poses. Arrange a beauty shop tie-up or conduct a fashion show in one of the big department stores—anything to appeal to the women.

Captured

Paramount—67 Minutes


This picture rates only as a fair programmer about a notorious woman desperado of the West in the 70's. Louise Dresser, the last person in the world we would expect to see as a tough and relentless character, plays the part of Calamity Jane, the lawless woman whose activities terrify the mining camps and cattle lands during the untamed days of the West. But in our humble opinion she steals the picture with her excellent performance.

Despite the tough character of Calamity she evinces a bit of softness when Frances Dee, a beautiful Eastern girl, comes to her for a place in the house she runs. Knowing Frances is decent she protects her from the tough hombres who patronize her place. Richard Arlen as the leader of a detachment of U. S. cavalry is sent with his army to clean up some cattle rustlers and suspects Calamity. But Calamity is too clever for him when she finds he knows too much and holds him captive to be shot. When it is almost time for the fatal hour Frances begs Calamity for his release telling her that they plan to get married. She also tells her about Arlen's boyhood which reveals him as her son who was left in an orphanage. Then Calamity realizes that she must let him die and tricks Frances into freeing her lover while she and her manager escape. Thus Arlen is free to marry the girl he loves, unaware that the woman he knew as the worst woman of the West is his mother.

This picture has virtually all the earmarks of an old-time western romance. It is entertaining, but is nothing outstanding. At any rate, it should appeal to the western fans.—Jesse.

SELLING SEATS: You have three box office bets in the names of Arlen, Dresser and Dee. Boost Louise Dresser with a little exploitation as "Calamity Jane, the world's worst woman desperado". There are many angles that can be worked out with the title.

Guilty Hands

M-G-M—69 Minutes

Cast: Lionel Barrymore, Kay Francis, Midge Evans, William Bakewell, C. Aubrey Smith, Polly Moran, Alan Mowbray, Forrester Harvey, Charles Crockett, Henry Barrows. Directed by W. S. Van Dyke and Lionel Barrymore.

This production is another triumph for Lionel Barrymore, who not only assisted in the direction, but gives a superior performance as the featured player. As usual, he dominates every scene in which he appears. The picture is first-rate entertainment and has an unusual climax of Barrymore being killed by a dead man whom he murdered. Sounds improbable, but that’s the story and the adept way in which it was handled strikes a new chord in story technique.

Midge Evans, who did nice work in “Spurring Blood” is cast in this picture as Barrymore’s daughter. When Barrymore learns that she is to marry a man who is not fit to be her husband because of his illicit affairs he goes to his apartment and kills Kay Francis, as the murderer.

ed man’s mistress, discovers how Barrymore committed the crime and demands his arrest, but Barrymore being a prominent attorney, knows how to turn the tables on her to make it appear that she committed the crime. When the detectives come up to the room Barrymore tells them that it was suicide. As the body is being removed, the revolver which fired the fatal shot, is fired again by the contraction of the muscles of the dead man’s hand and Barrymore receives the bullet in his heart and drops dead.

That’s the unusual ending of the picture and one that your fans will talk about, thus creating a lot of word-of-mouth advertising. The picture is box office. Any picture with Barrymore is.—Jesse.

SELLING SEATS: Feature Lionel Barrymore as prominent man. Don’t forget Kay Francis and Midge Evans. Suggested copy: “See Lionel Barrymore in another superb performance ... a star role, a character he never forget!” Announce there will be no seating the last five minutes of the picture.

Short Subjects

Catch-As-Catch-Can

M-G-M—20 Minutes

Amusing stuff with Zasu Pitts and The Great Todd featured. William Skellin directed. Others in the cast are Reed Hoven, Al Cooke and Guinn “Big Boy” Williams, which makes it altogether a short that will appeal to laughing stock. Zasu Pitts is especially good as the telephone girl in the hotel who longs to go back to the farm. The story concerns Guinn Williams, the champ wrestler, who gets homesick just before the big match and wants to go back to his home in Lawrence, Kan. His manager, Reed Hoven, tries to get the wrestler’s mind off of going home by calling in some girls. But Guinn isn’t interested until he meets Zasu, the telephone girl, who also is homesick to go home to Joplin, Mo. When a love affair develops, Guinn goes into the ring and wins. The wrestling match scenes are very funny. One sequence got a big laugh when Al Cooke, drunk in the audience, stops the match by calling out and asking if there is a doctor in the house. When a doctor appears, Al says, “Hello, Doc,” and sits down. This comedy should please.—Steen.

Oh! Oh! Cleopatra

RKO-Pathe—20 Minutes

Burt Wheeler and Robert Woolsey are seen in this second of the Masquers Club series and are plenty funny in the roles of Mark Anthony and Julius Caesar, respectively. Dorothy Burgess plays Calpurnia. It is an amusing film for whom Wheeler and Woolsey enter a chariot race. The preview audience laughed so much their sides ached. The whole comedy is a “waw,” especially the chariot race. And the dialogue is plenty snappy. This two-reeler is a sure-cure for the blues. Play it.—Jesse.

Svengarlic

Columbia—8 Minutes

A Krazy Kat cartoon which is a burlesque on the feature "Svengali." It is cleverly made and seems to follow the original story pretty closely. Krazy is an artist who has a model. The wild professor hypnotizes her and takes her to the opera where she is made to sing. Krazy in a box seat keeps annoying the operatic renditions and the poor man who sits next to her that one should please.—Steen.
THE LAST WORD

THE NATIONAL PROTEST MEETING

SEPTEMBER 1, aside from ushering in the start of the show season and marking the day when exhibitors and operators get together or fail to do so on new contracts, will have a new significance this year. It has been designated as National Protest Day for which a meeting is scheduled to be held in New York City in protest of alleged excessive percentage terms sought by one major distributor. Score charges will also come in for their share of attack. According to reports 21 exhibitor organizations will be represented and the heads of the national Allied and M.P.T.O.A. organizations will also be present. So some sparks ought to fly, if nothing else happens.

Just what such a meeting can result in is difficult to predict. Perhaps a boycott of the company in question is planned. There have been boycotts of individual companies in this industry before and always they have failed to accomplish their purpose—because the exhibitors didn't stick together in their pledges. We recall an instance of about ten years ago when a vice-president of the national exhibitor organization was the first to sign for a certain company's product on his return from the convention at which he was one of the sponsors of a boycott against this company. Boycotts are not good things. Rarely do they accomplish what they set out to. It is our belief that there are better and saner methods of ironing out the difficulties that seem to exist.

We have always maintained, and still do, that the price-for-product question was one for individual solution. If terms asked, whether percentage or straight rental, are out of reason or too high to permit a profit, then those terms should not be accepted. But, if an individual company's product is so valuable that one feels he must have it, then it is probably worth more than his estimate of it or more than he is willing to admit.

With the score charge we hold no brief. It should be entirely eliminated, especially on percentage bookings, where the producer furnishes the picture against the exhibitor's furnishing of the house and its attendant operating expense. The score should certainly be considered an inseparable part of the picture.

The past season has been a most unprofitable one for many exhibitors. If film rentals are so high that this item is alone keeping them from making a profit, it is to the interest of producers and distributors to get in accord with them on prices that will permit them to make money and remain in business. Fairness in dealing never hurt anybody. Unfairness may bring a gain to one party in a business deal, but it is a temporary gain at best.

Ben Shlyen
Here is Genuine Good Will and Business Producing Publicity

~an added service that both men and women will appreciate

At a Cost Less Than Throwaways

Book Matches will carry your advertisement at a cost less than a card or dodger and will never be thrown away until the last match is used.

An Ideal Plan for Your Theatre

You can contract for a quantity of these matches and have your imprint changed each week so that you can feature the coming attraction a week in advance. Many theatres are using this plan very successfully.

Orders are filled within 1 week after receipt, so by giving us your schedule of bookings for feature pictures, you will receive shipments regularly and on time. Let us tell you more about this Business Building Plan.

20 Matches in Each Book. 2,500 Books per Case with Your Imprint for $10.00.

You can effect a saving by buying a larger quantity. Here are the prices:

- 2,500 Books $4.00 Per Thousand
- 5,000 Books $3.80 Per Thousand
- 10,000 Books $3.75 Per Thousand
- 25,000 Books $3.50 Per Thousand
- 50,000 or over $3.25 Per Thousand

All shipments F. O. B. St. Louis, Mo.

And Every "LIG\T" Is An "AD" For You!

Here’s HOW to Distribute These Wonderful Business Builders

We all know that many ladies and men desire to smoke before, during or after the show. Place a bowl of matches in the rest rooms where your patrons can help themselves to a book. You can also have the ushers pass them out when your patrons are leaving. Invariably the first thing a man does when leaving the theatre is to "light" up. He will assuredly appreciate receiving those handy safety matches.

Many theatres also distribute their matches at hotel cigar stands, cafes, drug stores and cigar stores. These firms will be pleased to pass out your matches regularly, thereby giving you wider and better distribution for your publicity.

Arrange with leading hotels, drug stores, etc., in your drawing area, to distribute these book matches for you. They’ll gladly cooperate.

Mail Your Order Today

Associated Publications, Inc.,
4704 East 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Gentlemen:

Enclosed is our check for De Luxe
covering De Luxe "Box Office" Book Matches, each book to be in 4 colors (red, black, yellow and gold), with our ad imprinted as shown at right above.

All shipments F. O. B. factory, St. Louis, Mo.

Name ____________________________

Theatre __________________________

Town ___________________________ State _______________________

Use Space Below for Name of Theatre, Etc.

Name ____________________________

Use Space Below for Name of Theatre, Etc.

Your Pleasure Is Our Delight

Associated Publications, Inc.
4704 East 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Gentlemen:

Enclosed is our check for De Luxe
covering De Luxe "Box Office" Book Matches, each book to be in 4 colors (red, black, yellow and gold), with our ad imprinted as shown at right above.

All shipments F. O. B. factory, St. Louis, Mo.

Name ____________________________

Theatre __________________________

Town ___________________________ State _______________________

This order is not cancellable
(Minimum order required: 2,500 Books)
Really New Low Prices

Reflector for Mazda, Reflector Arc and Hi-Low Arc.

Heretofore you have paid very high prices for new Reflectors, but now your old Reflectors (unless badly pitted) can be refinished Good as New.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NEW PRICE</th>
<th>REFINISHED PRICE</th>
<th>YOU SAVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G. E. Mazda</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplex Mazda, small</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplex Mazda, large</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morelite, small</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong, Peerless, Motograph, Morelite or any standard low intensity</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peerless, Strong, Ashcraft or H. &amp; C. high intensity</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHECK YOUR REFLECTORS

If they are tarnished, dull or cloudy you are not getting good projection.

Stubbins Contribution Toward Lower Overhead.

Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co.
1804 Wyandotte Street  Kansas City, Missouri
CHARLES HEFLEY DIGS IN WITH THE BISON AND DOES THEE IMPOSSIBLE IN OAK CLIFF.

CENSORSHIP, FROM RELIGIOUS SOURCE, BOBS UP AGAIN IN SOUTHWEST.

ARBITRATION IN NEW CONTRACT
We Can Make Immediate Delivery of the
CINEMATOGRAPH ANNUAL
Prepared by Forty (40) of the Country’s Greatest Motion Picture Sound Experts.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>John F. Seitz, A. S. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinematography an Art Form</td>
<td>Lewis W. Physick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinematics</td>
<td>Slavko Vorkapich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Evolution of Film</td>
<td>W. B. Rayton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical Science in Cinematography</td>
<td>Joseph A. Dubray, A. S. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Evolution of the Motion Picture Professional Camera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition in Motion Pictures</td>
<td>Daniel Bryan Clark, A. S. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painting With Light</td>
<td>Victor Milner, A. S. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitometry</td>
<td>Emery Huse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Filters and Their Use in Cinematography</td>
<td>Ned Van Buren, A. S. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borax Developer Characteristics</td>
<td>H. W. Maye and D. R. White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials for Construction of Motion Picture Processing</td>
<td>J. I. Crabtree, G. E. Matthews and J. F. Moss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of the Water Supply in Processing Motion Picture Film</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Art of Motion Picture Make-up</td>
<td>Max Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pictorial Beauty in The Photoplay</td>
<td>Wm. Cameron, Mansies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy of Motion Pictures</td>
<td>George O’Brien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide Film Development</td>
<td>Paul Allen, A. S. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Still Picture’s Part in Motion Pictures</td>
<td>F. Archer, A. S. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Picture Studio Lighting with Incandescent Lamps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Rendition</td>
<td>Jackson J. Rose, A. S. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Pictures and Natural Color</td>
<td>H. G. Knox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ancestry of Sound Recording</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nature of Sound</td>
<td>Professor A. W. Nye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Acoustics</td>
<td>Dr. Vern O. Knudsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Personnel and Organization</td>
<td>Carl Dreher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Picture Sound Recording by R-C-A Photo-Phone System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Picture Sound Recording by Fox Film</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Picture Sound Recording by Western Electric Method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproduction in the Theatre</td>
<td>Dr. Donald MacKenzie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproduction in the Theatre by R-C-A Photophone System</td>
<td>S. K. Wolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technic of Recording Control for Sound Pictures</td>
<td>John O. Aalberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubbing Sound Pictures</td>
<td>K. F. Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording Sound on Disc</td>
<td>Col. Nugent H. Slaughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Theatrical Motion Pictures</td>
<td>Milton Stark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinematography Simplified</td>
<td>William Still, A. C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinematography for the Personal Movie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dusenbery System of Estimating Exposure</td>
<td>H. Syril Dusenbery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-Cinematographic Apparatus</td>
<td>Heinz Rosenberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What They Use in Hollywood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useful Facts and Formulae</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Motion Picture Projection
By JAMES R. CAMERON
Introduction by S. L. Rothafel (“Roxy”)
Used since 1918 as the Standard Authority on the Subject.
Fourth Edition — 1,280 Pages 500 Illustrations

Motion Pictures with Sound
By JAMES R. CAMERON
Introduction by William Fox
(Fox Film Corp.)
Complete information on both the theoretical and practical side of sound motion pictures, with information for the care and operation of all sound equipment in use today.

Send Cash With Order—Your Books Will Be Shipped Promptly, Postage Prepaid
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, 4704 E. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.
Censorship Looms Again
Another Southwest Circuit May Form

Franchise Suit
Filed Against Publix, et al.; $250,000 Asked by Realty Company for a Loss.

San Antonio.—The San Antonio Amusement Company and the Publix Theatres Corporation are named defendants in a $250,000 damage suit filed in the District court here by the Commerce Realty Company for alleged loss of the First National Pictures, Inc., franchise formerly held by the Aztec Theatre. It is claimed by the plaintiff company, which leased the Aztec to the defendants for a period of ten years, beginning January 1, 1929, that operators of the theatre were bound by the lease to continue to show First National pictures and return the franchise to plaintiffs upon expiration of the lease. The defendants discontinued the First National pictures in March, 1930, it is alleged, and as a result the franchise was canceled. Plaintiff alleges that the franchise was worth $250,000.

Bernbaum is Non-Committal on Report That he and Robb May Form New Chain.

"I won't say yes and I won't say no," Dave Bernbaum, theatre financier, said a few days ago when asked if it was probable that he, Underwood and Robb might get together and organize a new circuit for the Southwest.

Underwood will arrive in Dallas this month after vacationing in the northwest and north; Robb said he was looking for a job after selling out to Hughes-Franklin and later quitting as one of the directing heads; and Bernbaum has been sitting up in his office on Jackson street waiting for something to come along that looked like a lot of heavy interest or long profit.

San Antonio's Nucleus
Champion news gatherers would be out of luck in getting confirmation of the above rumors as neither of the three gentlemen mentioned are prone to give out statements or to say what they are going to do or not do. As a matter of fact they usually say: "You've got a lot of nerve," or "None of your d—— business."

(Continued on page 8)

Hefley's Bison Winner Despite Predictions

About five years ago the Bison Theatre, a very handsome neighborhood building then, was set up in Oak Cliff and about as many theatre men failed to make a go of it with their own particular style of showmanship.

The new building was practically next door to one of the biggest high schools in Dallas, in the midst of a community shopping center, and bounded on three sides by heavily populated areas.

But the house was badly built and unwisely located and was destined to always be a lemon, they said.

After several changes in ownership, Charles Hefley came back to Texas from Oklahoma where he had worked for Momand, and got possession of the Bison in his own

(Continued on page 8)

As Religious Educational Workers Prepare for Meet; "Direct Action" Expected.

The censorship pot is slated to be again put back on the fire during the coming meeting in Ft. Worth of the Southwest Religious Educational Association, starting September 12. Strenuous and direct action will be taken to improve the present moral atmosphere of pictures as have been shown widely throughout the country during the past year.

It would be a fine thing if a plan is adopted which will get results in cleaning up pictures for family trade, T. C. Gardiner, Dallas citizen, who will be a delegate to the meetings, indicated Tuesday.

Art magazines and stage shows will also come in for a slice of the proposed censorship offense.

Delegates from churches in Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Missouri and Arizona are expected to attend this meeting. Delegates from Dallas churches will be Earl Mead of Cliff Temple; Harry Wootan, of Gaston Avenue Baptist; Miss Joy King, of First Church, and Mr. King.

SERIAL TO PALACE
"Mystery Trooper" Plays Publix Ace

Syndicate officials were hopped up Tuesday over the fact that "The Mystery Trooper," their new serial bet, has been booked into the Palace, leading Publix house of Dallas, instead of being set into the Old Mill where serial honors usually are stored. The chapter play started last Saturday and continues on that same day for ten weeks.

Besides Publix dates, this serial is credited with a record booking schedule throughout the southwest.
Completes Fourth of New Season Product

A check-up of the new season’s Monogram release reveals that 25 per cent or better of the entire production has been completed and is available for the exhibitors, according to an interview with Harry Silverman of the Dallas office.

The Monogram production page has set a record never before attained by an independent producer.

Half of the six Hoot Gibson deluxe westerns have been completed by M. H. Hoffman, Jr., and prints are in the exchanges.

“Clearing the Range,” “Wild Horse” by Peter B. Kyne and “The Hard Hombres” are said to be of higher quality than any of the Gibeon productions of previous years, and they are all ready, Silverman said.

Four of the 8 Bill and Andy westerns, Bill Cody and Andy Shuford, are ready.”Dugan of the Bad Lands,” “The Montana Kid,” “Law of the North” and “Oklahoma Jim.”

The Tom Tylers are coming along on a schedule which has already completed three of them: “Partners of the Trail,” “Gallup Thru” and “Two Fisted Justice.”

Three of the Monogram Mighty Mohrlasses are ready: “Ships of Hate,” with Lloyd Hughes, Dorothy Sebastian and Chas. Middleton; “Mother and Son,” the Reno picture with Clara Kimball Young, and “In Line of Duty,” with Sue Carol, Noah Beery, James Murray and Francis MacDonald.

The last release is ready September 15, with the first two available now.

It is a vivid story of the wilderness and big timber country.

In addition to this line-up, Monogram has secured the distribution of three specials: “The Viking,” the great ship disaster and ice expedition which cost the life of Varick Frissell, and “Enemies of the Law,” Mary Nolan, Lou Tellegen and Johnny Walker, and “Today!” with Conrad Nagel.

HAS “10 NIGHTS”

McHenry Is Distributing Film in S. W. Territory

L. C. McHenry, pioneer film salesian and old-time film man in the Texas territory, and K. W. Williams of Oklahoma City, who has handled various roadshows of the 101 Ranch Pictures for the past 19 years, have bought all the territory left on “Ten Nights in a Barroom,” the Goetz all-talking version featuring William Farnum.

McHenry has been with Goetz since the making of “Ten Nights,” and handled it throughout the southeastern states playing all Public, Warners, RKO theatres in that territory as well as Sudekum theatre in Tennessee and Alabama, and Sparks in Florida.

“Ten Nights” will be handled on a roadshow basis, with a special advertising truck, carrying bill posters, seven days ahead of every playdate.

Home office will be at 224 Northwest 23rd Street, Oklahoma City.

CHANGES NAME

Wolf to Use “Texas Film Exchange”

Having adopted the name “Southwest Film Exchange” and after applying for a charter, Al Wolf was notified by the Secretary of State that the name could not be used, consequently he has changed the name to “Texas Film Exchange,” which after all may serve a purpose just as well.

Release date for the first Richard Talmadge action picture is drawing near, with September 15 having been set, it is said.

Muse in Dallas

W. A. Muse, formerly of Oklahoma City, has been transferred to the Dallas office of National Theatre Supply Company in charge of the engineering department, succeeding P. A. Fridell, transferred to Atlanta.

TO WALK AGAIN

Henry Hall Recovering From Accident

Henry W. Hall, head of Hall Industries Theatres, with headquarters at Beeville, leaves the Santa Rosa hospital in San Antonio this week after making that institution his residence for the past three months. It is believed by his physicians that he will throw away the crutches and walk with possibly the temporary aid of a cane.

About the time airplanes became practical, Hall became a charter enthusiast, and bought a plane. A resultant crash crippled one of his legs, the member having been out of free use for a number of years. The skill of sur-"Sunrise Camp”

Fishing and Recreation Lake Is Opened

F. F. McHenry, former manager of the Ritz, Dallas, and brother of C. R. McHenry, of the Oak Cliff shows, has opened Sunrise Park, located between Garza, now Lake Dallas, and the lake dam, on the west side.

Mack says he has plenty of good lnarnows and new boats, a stock of groceries and cold drinks. A number of cottages are now under construction, fifteen of which will be ready by the first of the season, together with 50 boats.

The camp is electrically lighted and has a deep well of cold water. All roads are marked to show the camp’s location and a good gravel road extends from the main road. This road always is in good condition, Mack says.

McHenry was with Robb & Rowley for five years. He quit the Ritz to carry out his idea of putting in a fishing and recreation camp on the big lake. It’s going to be a fine resting place for the film men and exhibitors following their strenuous duties, he says. It ought to be well worth while for showmen to visit Sunrise Camp.

Silverman Good “P. A.”

W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram, is highly complimentary in his remarks about Joe Silverman, of the Dallas and Oklahoma branches being the best publicity man in the national organization. “Joe keeps Monogram in Motion Picture Times every week and never misses an opportunity to build up the organization,” he said.

The Economical Quality Sound

BESTONE

Sound-On-Film Complete

ALL A.C. OR BATTERY EQUIPMENT

Phone, Write or Wire for Complete Information Today

J. O. FORD, Factory Representative.

BESTONE SALES COMPANY

P. O. BOX 594 Phone: 9-3601 DALLAS, TEXAS

BUFFALO Air Washers and Distributing Units

BUFFALO ENGINEERING CO., INC.

311 S. Harwood St. George W. Thornton, General Manager

BUFFALO cooling equipment represents the highest value in durability and efficiency the theatre industry has ever known.
Is Fortunate in That the Exhibitors Have Never Yet Been Asked to Take Monogram's Word for the Quality of Any of its Pictures.

Read What Harry Burns Says In The Hollywood Filmograph About the Hoot Gibson Productions

PREVIEW

HOOT GIBSON WILL WIN PLAUDITS OF YOUNG AND OLD FOR HIS VERSATILITY IN HIS LATEST WESTERN

If there are better Westerns being made by anyone these days, they are being made by Hoot Gibson, under the eagle eye of M. H. Hoffman, Jr., who is producing this series for the Allied Pictures Corporation, Ltd. In making the third of this series, the producer has given something to theatregoers too long away from the beaten path of outdoor features.

"The Hard Hombre" is better than "Clearing the Range" and "Wild Horse" because of the fact that this picture contains the essence of all the highlights of the other two, as far as story and human interest are concerned, and if you love some real horsemanship you will just hold onto your seats as "Hoot" rides 'em high, wide and handsome.

This story, by Jack Natteford, was built for entertainment purposes, so that you can play the picture in the best theatres. In fact, you could change the locale and dress Hoot Gibson up in dress clothes and still command the strictest of attention from theatregoers. However, "The Hard Hombre" is very colorful; it deals with a young Spanish widow in need of a ranch foreman; Hoot, a peaceful character, is seeking a job; he hires out, is told the job is his if he can regain some lost cattle from a bad gang of cowboys. He sets out to do this, is mistaken for "The Hard Hombre," a regular killer; he keeps up the deception until he comes face to face with the outlaw himself, and finally, to protect his own mother, he licks the killer and turns him over to the sheriff; saves the day and cattle for the widow and wins her love and devotion in the end.

Hoot Gibson can act just as well as he can ride, and in this picture he is so surrounded with an acting troupe in support that he is forced to emote his best and his personality just oozes to the fore, for Lina Basquette, as the Spanish widow, looks too stunning for words and carries her part so well that Hoot just has to work to hold his own. Then there is Mattie Com- ment, who plays the friend of Lina. She is a very appealing and lovable character who commands attention; her work, too, was splendid. G. Raymond Nye is making a fast comeback to where he was in the old Fox Film days, when he was one of the leading heavies. Christian Franks as the sheriff was as natural as the real minon of the law in real life, you felt that he really was looking after the law and order. Bill Robbins again scores with "Hoot," only this time he is serious rather than funny. Jessie Arnold, Rose Gore, Jack Byron and Fernando Galvez helped put the picture over the top. Frank Gilmore played "The Hard Hombre" and looked in a measure well enough like "Hoot" Gibson to be interesting. Billy O'Brien and Tiny Sanford click.

For an outdoor feature, theatregoers will accept "The Hard Hombre" for its dramatic story, fine acting, thrilling rides and chases, fist fights that look like the real article, beautiful settings and locations. The photography of Harry Neumann makes the country in which the scenes were taken stand out like cameos. The first fade-in reveals a good old-fashioned battle between two factions trying to shoot it out, and Hoot Gibson rides in and tries to be the peacemaker. Right from there on the fun begins and you are never allowed to rest or lag in your interest in the picture or the players, which stamps this the best of three Westerns that Allied has produced with Hoot Gibson as the star.

Otto Brower, who directed Hoot Gibson before, did a very good job of it this time, for he had an entirely new type of a "Gibson" to deal with in "The Hard Hombre," for in "Clearing the Range" Hoot outwitted everyone and finally won the girl, a sort of a smart-cranking and acting fellow. In "Wild Horse" he outrode and outfigured 'em and with the "Rodeo" to back him up, he gave a colorful performance. But here we find Hoot Gibson, actor-cowboy star, actually matching his wits, talents and ability with an all-star supporting cast, and coming through the winner—which reflects great praise for Director Otto Brower, who knows his Westerns and essentially Hoot Gibson. Sid Algiers handled the production to the point of making it one of the best of the series. Mildred Johnson capably edited the picture, while L. E. Topo did the fine recording of the picture.

HARRY BURNS.

MONOGRAM'S THIRTY-FOUR RELEASES ARE ALL QUALITY PRODUCTIONS.

8 Bill and Andy WESTERNS
(Bill Cody & Andy Shuford)
"Dugan of the Bad Lands"
"The Montana Kid"
"Law of the North"
"Oklahoma Jim"
"So This Is Texas"
"Land of Wanted Men"
"Mason of the Mounted"
"The Ghost City"

8 Tom Tyler WESTERNS
"Partners of the Trail"
"Galluping Thru"
"Two-Fisted Justice"
"Single Handed Sanders"
"Vanishing Men"
"Man From Death Valley"
"Honor of the Mounted"
"Man From New Mexico"

"WESTERN ELECTRIC NOISELESS RECORDING"

12 Melodramas
"Ships of Hate"
"Mother and Son"
"While the Westerns Limited"
"Isle of Hunted Men"
"In Line of Duty"
"Klondike"
"The Arm of the Law"
"The Midnight Patrol"
" Forgotten Women"
"The Law of the Sea"
"Police Court"
"The Fatal Alarm"

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.
302 S. HARWOOD ST.
623 GRAND AVE.
DALLAS, TEXAS

DALLAS, TEXAS

OKLAHOMA CITY

Phone 7-4942
Phone LD 635

6 Deluxe
HOOT GIBSON WESTERNS
Produced by M. H. HOFFMAN, Jr.
1. "Clearing the Range"
2. "Wild Horse"
3. "The Hard Hombre"
4. "The Gay Buckaroo"
5. A Peter B. Kyne Story
6. Title and Author to be decided by exhibitors.
HI-LITES
IN THE WEEK’S NEWS

Hollywood—Former prominent screen personalities are making a comeback. Among the recent old-timers who will be seen in future pictures are J. Warren Kerrigan, Snub Pollard, Roscoe Arbuckle and Sue Hayakawa.

Hollywood—Howard Hughes has announced that he has decided to call off the production of “Queer People.” The book, which was supposed to have reflected Hollywood life, has received considerable criticism by film people.

New York—According to the Copyright Protection Bureau, 99 per cent of copyright violations are settled before the cases come to trial. Exhibitors are finding it cheaper to adjust the matter before court procedure, the Bureau declares.

New York—A test case against poster companies is planned by Fox. The company claims it costs an average of $15,000 to make the accessories for every feature and that the poster firms, without expense, are profiting at the producer’s expense. Fox is inserting a clause in their contracts forbidding the exhibitor to lease or resell accessories.

New York—Revival policies, which were looked upon as a means of relieving the product shortage as well as to obtain additional revenue from pictures whose cost has been written off, are dropped. Several experiments here have turned out to be flops.

New York—Paramount will make eight features in color and Warner-First National will make four this season. Radio plans three color features and M-G-M will make at least one.

New Camera

Hollywood—Recording of sound and color simultaneously is achieved through a new camera called the psychophone, according to Dr. Otto Peters, the inventor.

Provides for Arbitration
TWO-MEN-BOOTH LAW LOOMS
All Factors Benefit

By Adoption of 5-5-5 Contract, It Is Pointed Out; Three Ways to Look At It.

New York—The new standard contract, drafted at the 5-5-5 conference and adopted two weeks ago by the distributors, will benefit all factors in the industry, it is pointed out in film circles.

A major benefit for the distributors will be the return of a system of arbitration and the admitted right to demand deposits. For the unaffiliated exhibitors a benefit will be the privilege of a five per cent cancellation on blocks of 20 without the payment of films excluded. The affiliated exhibitors will benefit by a ban on advertising of pictures by subsequent run before completion of showing at prior run house by 15 days or less.

Southwest—By the new contract, the exhibitor can’t be forced to display advertising of pictures which are not advertised by the distributor. The ad of a picture will not be repeated prior to completion of run except by prior arrangement.

Atlanta—This provision is considered a definite advance in the new contract and is expected to prevent the crowding of the theatres with pictures which have not been advertised.

New York—A possibility that projectionists’ unions throughout the country will sponsor the passage of laws requiring two men in the booths became evident last week. This possibility was being discussed in connection with campaigns being staged by locals to maintain their policies of demanding two men in the booths, as nearly 300 new contracts are being negotiated.

Atlanta is now being faced with this situation, a measure having been introduced which would require two operators in every booth. Love B. Harrell, secretary of the Southeastern exhibitors’ unit, declares the adoption of the law would be a blow to small houses. Similar laws exist in many cities.

A 2-2 System Called for in Newly-Adopted Standard Exhibition Contract.

New York—Two distributors and two exhibitors will compose the arbitration board as provided by the new 5-5-5 contract. In cases of a tie on decisions a fifth arbitrator will be called from outside of the industry.

Exhibitors not members of an exhibitor association will use the arbitration at their option, but without participation of organization arbitrators. The members of the board will be selected from two panels of ten each.

To adjudicate exceptional cases a conciliation board is proposed. This board is to be composed of representatives of exhibitors and distributors and its decision will be final. When a case is before an arbitration board and presents aspects outside the contract provisions, it may either be sent to this conciliation board or automatically to this board for settlement.

CONTINUE DISCS

But Sound-on-Film Now Dominates Field

New York—Distributors will continue serving disc accounts during the new season despite the fact houses requiring discs have been reduced to less than 20 per cent of all theatres, a checkup of the situation by The Film Daily reveals.

The distributors have no definite plans for discontinuing disc although most of them report that sound-on-disc is gaining complete domination over the field rapidly. Practically all the larger houses are using sound-on-disc, the survey shows. Small houses using equipment other than standard makes are the mainstay of the disc equipment.

Better Films Head Hits at Ad Film Ban

New York—In reply to the attack on advertising in motion pictures made by the Gannett chain of newspapers, Francis Lawton, Jr., president of General Better Films, Inc., challenges the ban by the newspaper group.

Gannett recently put up the bars against publicity to ad films as well as limiting publicity to theatres showing such reels.

Lawton puts up the following questions to the Gannett chain:

“To what extent, and to what other subjects, does Business Office regulation of Editorial Policy apply on the Gannett Newspapers? Do they print motion picture reviews for the benefit of readers or advertisers?

“If for readers, how are the readers benefited by discriminatory curtailment of legitimate news of current motion picture entertainment? If for advertisers, how do the advertisers benefit by curtailment of certain screen news? Do the theatres affected increase or decrease their newspaper advertising? Do the local advertisers who handle film advertising goods increase or decrease their newspaper advertising? Do the national advertisers concerned show more, or less, disposition to list the Gannett Newspapers? What is your reason for issuing the instructions referred to?

“Is the Editorial Policy of the Gannett Newspapers regulated by the Business Office, in respect to any other advertising medium? Has any other advertising medium taken a similar attitude toward the Gannett Newspapers? Did you know that advertising of motion pictures had been appearing in theatres all over the country for more than 20 years?”

Lewis Ad Mgr

New York—Cliff Lewis is Paramount’s new advertising manager. Lewis succeeds Russell Holman, who was transferred recently to the New York office. Holman’s assistant is Alvin Adams, formerly of the press department, will be assistant to Lewis.

Protest Session

New York—The “national protest meeting,” sponsored by the eastern Pennsylvania exhibitors’ unit, is under way, with Walter Vincent, of Wilmer & Vincent circuit, acting as chairman. Details of the meeting were lacking at press time. The purpose of the conference is to protest against M-G-M and Fox new programs and the extra charges. Twenty-one associations are represented.
FOX SCHEDULE
Release Dates Set for 31 Features

Fox has definitely set its release schedule for the next nine months with casts selected for all but three of the 34 productions. Release dates, productions and stars are as follows: Sept. 6, "Merely Mary Ann" with Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell; Sept. 13, "Bad Girl" with James Dunn and Sally Eilers; Sept. 20, "The Brat" with Sally O'Neil and Alan Dinehart; Sept. 27, "The Spider" with Edmund Lowe; Oct. 2, "Wicked" with Elissa Landi and Victor McLaglen; Oct. 11, "Skyline" with Thomas Meighan; Oct. 14, "Riders of the Purple Sage" with Noah Beery; Oct. 25, "Sob Sister" with James Dunn; Nov. 1, "The Cisco Kid" with Warner Baxter and Edmund Lowe; Nov. 8, "The Fantasia" with Charles Farrell; Nov. 15, "The Yellow Ticket" with Elissa Landi and Lionel Barrymore; Nov. 22, "Business and Pleasure" with Will Rogers; Oct. 29, "Over the Hill" with Mae Marsh and James Dunn; Dec. 6, "Surrender" with Lionel Barrymore; Dec. 13, "Delicious" with Jean Carra and Charles Farrell; Dec. 20, "First Cabin" with Ralph Morgan; Dec. 27, "While Paris Sleeps" with Victor McLaglen; Jan. 3, "Cheating" with Linda Watkins and Alan Dinehart; Jan. 10, "Disorderly Conduct" with Victor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe; Jan. 17, "She Wanted a Millionaire" with Joan Bennett; Jan. 24, "In Her Arms" with Warner Baxter; Jan. 31, "The Heir to the Hoohah" with James Dunn; Feb. 7, "Sink or Swim" with El Brendol; Feb. 14, "Stepping Sisters" (to be cast); Feb. 21, "Swindle" with Spencer Tracy; Feb. 28, a De Sylva story with Jane Gaynor and James Dunn; March 6, "The Rainbow Trail" with George O'Brien; March 13, "Young America" with Maureen O'Sullivan; March 20, "Charlie Chan's Chance" with Warner Oland; March 27, "The Devil's Lottery" (to be cast); April 3, "Salomy Jane" with Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell; April 17, "A Ticket to Hell" with Warner Baxter and Sally Eilers; April 24, "Circumstances" with Elissa Landi and Warner Baxter; May 1, "Son In Law" (to be cast).

Explotion Ideas
Read Them—Use Them Every Week in this Publication

NEW A-P EDITOR
Formby to Kansas City; Steen to Detroit

William G. Formby, editor of the Weekly Film Review, regional trade paper of the Associated group covering the southeastern territory, this week becomes managing editor of Associated Publications, with headquarters in Kansas City. Al Steen, who has been managing editor of Associated for the last three years, goes to Detroit as editor of Michigan Film Review, another unit of Associated Publications.

Love B. Harrell is the new editor of Weekly Film Review.

ESCAPES DEATH
Boyd and Gleason Have Close Call

San Diego—William Boyd and James Gleason, working in a machine film here, escaped possible death in what appeared to be a plot to blow up a speed boat.

The speed boat was blown up in the harbor and two men were seriously injured. With seven other persons uninjured in the blast, the injured men were saved from the bay waters by a shore boat near Ballast Point.

Harry Pink, operator of the boat, and who was severely burned in the explosion, told officers he had discovered an oil line saved in two.

Production Stripe
Hit at Columbia

Hollywood—With four pictures shooting and two more scheduled to start within the next few days, Columbia Studios are headed full speed toward capacity production.

"Gallagher," temporary title of a Frank Capra special, is well under way at the company's studios. Loretta Young, Robert Williams and Jean Harlow share headline honors.

"Guilty Generation," a stage play by Jo Miliard and J. Kirby Hawkies, is the latest feature to start production at Columbia. Leo Carrillo plays the male lead under the direction of Rowland V. Lee.

A Jack Holt-Ralph Graves vehicle, tentatively titled, "The Ghost Walks," has reached mid-production with Edward Sedgwick directing. The story has a newspaper background and an unusual love story, interwoven. Sally Blane supplies the love interest.

"The Deadline," working title of Columbia's latest Buck Jones outdoor "special," is nearing completion.

"Men In Her Life," for which a cast of well known stars and players is now being assembled, will go into production within the week. William Beaudine will direct.

A Tim McCoy western "Gamblers' Guns" starts within the next few days.

CAST SELECTED
For "Leftover Ladies"; Kenton Directs

Hollywood—Sam Rischhoff, Tiffany production chief, announces that casting has been completed on "Leftover Ladies," new drama in the genre of "The Gallant Bachelor." Byron, Marjorie Rambeau, Claudia Dell, Rita LaRoy, Dorothy Révier, Allan Mowbray and Harold Goodwin have been signed for the principal roles.

Shooting starts immediately under the direction of Erle Kenton. "Leftover Ladies" is an original story, based on an article by Ursula Parrott.

Two Forms in New Exhibition Contract

New York.—An explanation of the new contract, adopted by the Distributors here, is presented in a recent issue of The Motion Picture Daily. It is reprinted herewith:

The new contract consists of two forms: A master contract, containing 26 standard provisions, which must be furnished by exhibitors, and a short form, in which will be incorporated the standard provisions, playing arrangement and other details peculiar to the individual transaction.

Cancellation by the distributor of his contract with a defaulting exhibitor or vice versa is the only provision provided for under the new arbitration system.

RENTALS 7 DAYS IN ADVANCE

The new contract calls for the payment of rentals seven days in advance unless other arrangement is made with the home office, limits to 90 days the time in which a picture may be dated, specifies rates if these are made a condition of the sale, bans unethical advertising by subsequent runs and limits them to advertising films before completion of prior run to cases where the playdate is 15 days or less behind the prior run, sets a minimum adult admission of ten cents, permits exhibitors up to schedule to play pictures out of order of release providing they date or pay for the remaining picture on the contract within thirty days; defines exhibitors' and distributors' rights as concerns substitution, prohibits sale, leasing or giving away of accessories, prohibits the exhibitor to cut any films but newsreels and warrants the producer using no advertising in pictures which contain any material which is to be released.

DEFAULTS ON PERCENTAGE

In case of default on percentage runs, the exhibitor must pay liquidated damages equal to the stipulated percentage of the remaining percentage for the thirty days preceding the run and if an exhibitor pulls off a percentage picture before the end of the stipulated time, he must pay exhibitors 75 per cent of his receipts on the last day he played the picture.

The contract also contains clauses similar to that of the old standard contract covering: Warranty as to form, cancellation for religious or racial offense, schedules of licensing and printing, system of accounting for percentage payments and personnel and methods of the checking system to be used; delivery, exhibition, return, loss or damage of prints, system of selecting and designating playdates, warranty on reissues, schedule of protection and run, taxes, roadshows, unreleased pictures, default through fraud, beyond control and acceptance of application.

SHOOTING RECORD

"Scarheads" Ready on September 1

Hollywood—Establishing the fastest shooting record ever achieved by "Dick" Talmadge on any feature picture, "Scarheads," his latest action production, has gone to the cutting room and is scheduled for release Sept. 1. Gandhi Hughes and King Baggot, Virginia True Boardman, her son, True Boardman, Jacqueline Wells, John Girard, Walter James and other favorite make up the supporting cast. Talmadge announces that less dialogue and far more action and effects are being put in than is usually for coming Talmadge features.

"Penrod" in Oct.

New York—Booth Tarkington's "Penrod and Sam," completed earlies in its production, will be shown in its study at the first National, will be released nationally on October 3. Leon Janney plays Penrod in this film and Junior Coghlan will be seen as Sam.
**ALONG FILM ROW**

Pete, the Sap, Film Exchange restaurant, says his crabs and lobsters are still alive, and if they don’t believe it tell the exhibitors to come and see, he said. Last week Pete cut a wide swath in the showmanship realms and hung out the sea food banner. From Boston and from Seattle the big crabs and lobsters came via express packed in ice all set for a radical change in the bill of fare. Pete says he’s saving a few of the live ones for the exhibitors who get to Dallas Monday.

Joe Santos, at Wharton has returned home after a speedy automobile tour through west Texas and New Mexico, taking on a few days’ vacation. He was accompanied by his banker, Mr. Fritz, of Houston. They visited Carlsbad Cavern and other interesting places, covering 1800 miles in five days.

San Diego has changed hands. Malcolm Mills, formerly of Hall Industries, now has the town. He spent the last several months on the west coast with Fox theatres, becoming educated in big time operation.

One of the Row’s unconfirmed reports for the week is that Hall Industries will soon have opposition in their headquarters situation at Beeville.

Henry Stein, of Luling, has just returned home from Palacios where he attended the reserve officers training camp. He’s a captain in the national guard and also mayor of Luling. A good coat of sunburn has toughened him up in good shape to take on all the film men, a salesman who made Luling this week, declared.

Hefley’s Bison a Winner

(Continued from page 3)

right. He had a little money in his pocket and some in the bank. He wasn’t broke.

"Another would-be exhibitor is going to be taken for a financial ride," they all said, but today they are eating that prediction.

Ads Turn the Trick

Hefley, we would say, has given the theatre world a picture in advertising. He took what money he had and it went into the advertising budget for the Bison. He took all the receipts for several months and put them in too. His advertising bill for six months would probably burden one of our Elm Street houses. He didn’t smash here and there, spending money aimlessly, but every advertising dollar was followed in machine gun fashion by another dollar and now they have hit their mark. The Bison is being filled up every night. It’s digging into the bigger Oak Cliff houses that have the pick of the pictures with the Bison taking what is left.

Now Hefley takes down a nice revenue from Bison receipts for himself, but still a good part of the receipts go for advertising and always will.

Hughes-Franklin cut out the three sheet boards which the Texas 2,000 seat house was using in Oak Cliff. Hefley, with about a 500 seat house grabbed them up.

(Continued on page 10)

---

**Plan New Chain?**

(Continued from page 3)

The talk is that Underwood has been dickering for a big house in Texas and that it might be the Empire in San Antonio which Warner Bros. recently took over. Joe E. Luckett, former Warner man, is said to be going down to San Antonio to manage the Empire. Underwood enjoys close contact with Warner Bros., and a deal of this kind would be no surprise, since Warners decided to lay off taking on big theatres in Texas after the Empire had been leased by them.

**Title Change**

Hollywood—"Silent Thunder" replaces "Gossip" as the title of the drama which will be included in Tiffany’s Quality Group of 12 features. "Silent Thunder" is based on Andrew Soutar’s novel bearing the same title.

---

**Get The Facts Straight!**

**UNIVERSAL SOUN ON FILM**

Is sold at a low established price with a reasonable down payment which covers all delivery, installation and wiring costs.

Other equipments are LEASED for a "lower" down payment—so the ads read—but freight and installation costs, etc., are added which runs the cash outlay up to as much or more than the UNIVERSAL down payment.

UNIVERSAL is sold on a basis which guarantees the purchaser a perfect installation, a turn key job, and relief from worry and worry in connection with the installation.

THE PHOTO-TALKER COMPANY pays all installation and delivery costs out of the UNIVERSAL down payment while other companies require exhibitors to pay these extra costs in addition to their "lower" down payment.

It’s six of one and half dozen of the other, but the PHOTO-TALKER Company believes its plan is more satisfactory to the theatre owners. We can give you the names of several exhibitors who bought other equipments who now believe that we are right.

---

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

**THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.**

313 S. Harwood St.  
B.G. HERBER, Mgr.  
DALLAS, TEXAS
Richard Talmadge takes this space to congratulate Howard Hughes on the smashing success of his sensational newspaper melodrama, "The Front Page." Although "Scareheads," Talmadge's smash newspaper drama, was scheduled for production long ago, Mr. Hughes beat us to it and we are glad he did for this great picture proved that millions of fans will pack thousands of theatres to see a great picture, depression or no depression.

"Scareheads," the third of Talmadge's high powered "Action Six," is Talmadge's best to date. It gives the "Ace" of screen daredevils the big chance to do his stuff not duplicated by any star in pictures today. Power, speed, action, punch describe "Scareheads," and presents the famous "Dick" at his best, in the kind of a story and the kind of entertainment millions will applaud and hugely enjoy. High powered advertising and exploitation backs up this latest Talmadge release. GET A COPY OF THE SMASH PRESS BOOK NOW.

Richard Talmadge Productions, Inc.—Universal City, Calif.
NO UNION WALKOUT

Projectionists Locked Out Sec'y Claims

Union operators did not walk out in San Angelo but were locked out, according to a communication to Motion Picture Times received Tuesday from the Brownwood union, signed by H. E. Reed, secretary. In last week's story that Hughes-Franklin had given non-union in San Angelo was received from the general office in Dallas.

The letter from the Brownwood union, which clears up the situation from the union angle, is reproduced as follows:

"In answer to the article published in August 25 issue of MOTION PICTURE TIMES on page one, concerning newly-organized union in San Angelo, Tex., I want to say that the article in whole is untrue and I want to make a correction of same.

"San Angelo has been in Local 693, located at Brownwood, for more than one year and there were not one of the boys who threatened to walk out if the contracts which they presented were not signed. But the truth is, when Mr. John Jones, city manager, found out that the boys were union men he gave them all two weeks' notice. Later some of the operators arrived in town and because the union men refused to break these men during their two weeks' stay, Mr. Jones fired them off the job right then.

"Now, regarding the contracts. The boys presented very fair contracts, not asking for any increase in salary but asked for two men in the big house. Later they tried to settle this thing with Mr. Jones, and come to some kind of an agreement but the only answer they got was, that he would not work union help at five dollars a week, so you see the whole thing is badly misrepresented.

"The new theatre that will open on or about September 1, owned by independent men of San Angelo, thought that the contracts were very fair and did not hesitate in signing right up and these being the same contracts presented to Mr. Jones, * * *

(Signed) H. E. Reed.

Warner to Negri Film

Hollywood—H. B. Warner is the latest "name" to be added to the cast of Pola Negri's new RKO Pathé starring picture, "A Woman Commanded." Warner joins two other players who have already been cast, Laurence Olivier and Roland Young. Paul L. Stein will direct the screen play of this Thilde Forster story. Horace Jackson did the adaptation and dialogue.

TEXAS FILM HEAD

AL WOLF AND TALMADGE

Because the name "Southwest Film Exchange" was not available as first thought, Al Wolf has chartered his new states right exchange under the name of "Texas Film Exchange," he announced Monday. The Richard Talmadge action films were secured as the backbone of the new organization. Later, it has been announced that 24 action Melodramas have also been taken on for distribution in this territory. Wolf is a film man of many years' experience and has gotten up to the point of operating his own exchange.

Hefley's Bison Wins

(Continued from page 8)

Should a small house use 3 sheets? He says yes.

Nothing Impossible

Hefley gave away fine mattresses. He bought an Austin automobile and more than 3,000 tickets were sold when the car was given away. One hundred additional seats are to be installed later and the entire house will be enlarged to about 1,000 seats.

Actually, Hefley has made the impossible, according to many predictions at the time he took on the Bison. No one in this business, producers, distributors, equipment men or exhibitors, has ever yet offered a plausible excuse for their failure to advertise intelligently.

Sunday Shows Win

Commerce—Special election was held here to determine whether or not Commerce should have picture shows open on Sunday. There were 470 votes cast, with the picture shows winning by four majority.

Again He's "Papa" Lou

Lou Bray, district booker for Universal, is papa again. This time a fine baby girl with both infant and mother doing nicely. A boy was born in the Bray household about two years ago.

Oklahoma Notes

Art LaMan, who has been with the Regal Theatres in Oklahoma City for the last few months, will open a booking office there with headquarters at Capitol Theatre and will look after attractions for theatres, clubs, dances and fairs. He plans a department devoted to local productions.

Oklahoma City has again been awarded a franchise for the exclusive showing of RKO vaudeville, it has been announced by Warner Bros. The Warner Theatre and the Capitol will be the scene of the performances, which will reopen for the resumption of the popular stage shows.

Warner's Midwest Theatre will show "Transatlantic" for one week beginning Friday, while the Liberty will show "The Sky Raiders" and on the stage, Al and Loie Bridge in "the Mystery Manor."

Pat McGee will show "Guilty Hands" at the Criterion, and Joan Crawford in "This Modern Age" at the Capitol, the usual Saturday Nite Preview at the Criterion being "Daughter of the Dragon."

LIP-READING

Mutes Learn to Enjoy the Talkies

Louis Richer, operator of the Gayety in Fort Worth, and a frequent Dallas visitor, brought into the TIMES office a clipping from a Fort Worth paper, which is reproduced below, about an interesting incident in connection with deaf mutes who frequently patronize his theatre:

"Present-day 'talkie' motion pictures come in for a lot of 'handversation' these days among the deaf mutes.

"Time was when movie talkies enabled a fellow to enjoy the show. Now it's pretty much a matter of lip reading and guessing.

"Local deaf mutes have a noon-time gathering place at Seventh and Main and at Ninth and Commerce. Even out-of-town members of the mute fraternity unerringly find their way to these corners. They talk about farm relief and unemployment and baseball and the 'talkies.'

"They are getting movie lip reading down to a basis of pure science.

"One of them got stymied recently, however, in a lower Main street film house. He tried vainly for an hour to read the lips of the players and left the theatre in disgust. When he reached the street he discovered he had attended an all-Spanish 'talkie.' "

Biz to Revive—Clemmons

Bob Clemmons, vice-president of Monogram, is one of the boys who believes that the film and theatre business will take on a brisk revival during the early fall season. His opinion, of course, is based on years of theatre operation in east and south Texas as one of the officials of East Texas Theatres, Inc., before he made his official connection with the Monogram exchanges.

OLDEST With the NEWEST IMPROVEMENTS

No Humidity—No Noise—Even Distribution

Low Factory Prices—Terms.

BLIZZARD SALES CO.

P. O. Box 594 Phone 9-3601
Dallas, Texas
knows his way through this intricate circuit

... that's why he is able to protect you
against Poor Sound, Breakdowns, Program Interruptions and Lost Patronage!

Trained to Bell System standards of maintenance, the ERPI man can render this service more economically and efficiently than anyone else.

Backed by 50 years of voice transmission experience, the Western Electric Sound System is the finest equipment you can buy. Yet even the finest equipment needs regular, painstaking and expert inspection and service.

By keeping your Western Electric Sound System operating at peak performance for the life of your contract, the ERPI Service Engineer helps you earn dividends on your investment!
THIS WEEK in HOLLYWOOD

By WARREN STOKES
Studio Representative,
Associated Publications, Inc

THE feminine side of prison life is to be shown in "Ladies of the Big House" now in production at the Paramount Studios. Marion Gering has been given the directorial job and Sylvia is starring.

Fox studio officials have selected their own own stars, following the Wampus scuffle over the failure of the publicists' association to elect a Fox femme player. Those selected as "Fox Debutante Stars" are Linda Watkins, Conchita Montenegro and Helen Mack.

Two writers, Herman Mankiewicz and Percy Heath, have been made producers on the Paramount production staff.

William A. Johnston has resigned as editor of the Hollywood Herald. He is succeeded by Leo Meehan.

Nine of the 30 features announced by Tiffany have been completed. Production schedule is said to be 35 per cent ahead of the plans originally designed.

Activities at United Artists have started with six pictures in preparation. They are "The Greeks Had a Name for It," "Corsair," "Arrow-smith," "Cock of the Air," "Sky Devils" and "Scarface".

A series of 12 two-reel comedies will be produced by Frank Gay and Max Sobin.

"Range War" will be released under the title of "Range Feud". It is a Columbia picture starring Buck Jones.

Snitz Edwards, well known in character roles, has been seriously ill. He is recovering slowly.

The next Zasu Pitts-Thelma Todd comedy will be directed personally by Hal Roach. The title is "Pa-jama Party". Elizabeth Forrester, who had a fairly prominent role in "Holiday," has an important role in the comedy.

And speaking of "Holiday," Dorothy Tree, who was the original young sister in the stage version, will play the part of Ruth Chatterton's daughter in "Once a Lady".

Joe Sherman, publicist for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and Mary Doran, actress, slipped away to San Diego recently and were wed.

Mack Sennett studios have suspended activities for a 30-day period. However, the writers will be busy preparing new stories.

MEMBERS of the various branches of the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences are receiving nomination blanks for their choice of winners of the 1930-31 merit awards. According to Fred Niblo, secretary, the nominations should be received at the organization's office before September 15. Announcement of the winners will be made November 4 at the awards banquet, Ambassador Hotel.

It was a good week for extras. More than 750 got a break with Columbia and Universal using the greater part of them. Pictures calling for a large number of extras were "Gallagher" at Columbia and "Spirit of Notre Dame" at Universal.

Pola Negri starts soon on her first talkie, "The Woman Command," for RKO-Pathe. She is recovering from an illness which threatened to put her in the hospital for an operation. Doctors say she is okay now.

Fox has started production on "Delicious," which is to co-star Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor. El Brendel has a prominent role.

Harold Lloyd is about to begin on his next feature comedy. The title of the opus is "The Gate Crasher" and will have a Hollywood background. Active production will start next week.

Marie Quillan, sister of Eddie, will appear in the first of a series of westerns to be produced by Willis Kent.

Such titles as "Glamour," "Pent-house" and "Pick-up" don't appeal to Radio officials who are seeking new names for pictures being produced under these names.

Frank Borzage has ironed out his difficulties with Fox and will remain with the studio as a director. His first assignment under his new contract will be "Salomy Jane." Janet Gaynor will probably play the title role.

Paramount Studio baseball nine added another victory to its imposing season's record by defeating the Pasadena Cubs, 12 to 10, in North Hollywood. Himburry led the studio nine with three hits out of four trips to the plate.

Mary Korman has completed an important role in "Are These Our Children," at Radio. She was loaned to that studio by Hal Roach, to whom she is under a long term contract, to appear as leading lady of his "Boy Friend" series. With the exception of a short period in vaudeville she has worked continuously from babyhood under the Roach banner.

Myles Connolly, associate producer at RKO-Radio, is the proud father of a son born at St. Vincent's Hospital. This is Connolly's second son. The first is eighteen months old. Mrs. Connolly, before her marriage, was Agnes Bevington, concert pianist.

JAY BRIAN CHAPMAN, who has frequently confessed to the McFadden Publications, is now a member of Don Eddy's publicity stall at the RKO studios. Jay is an old time P. A. who got a lot of front page breaks for Irene Rich in the good old silent days. He was recently with First National Studios in Burbank.

September 1, 1931.
Industry Big User of Nation’s Airways

Chicago—Members of the motion picture profession, both artists and executives, are noted for their study and interest in new device or convenience made available to them. Wherever has this been more evident than in the aviation industry.

Cities in which motion picture studios are located were the first to show any considerable amount of air mail shipments. From Los Angeles and Hollywood, the air mail poundage of letters, films advertising material and other mail matter, has increased steadily until it is among the first cities in the country in air mail shipments, according to United Air Lines.

When 31-hour transcontinental passenger service was inaugurated by United Air Lines early this year, members of the profession were the first to frequent the airport to make use of the new service, welcoming the time saving possibilities which enable them to have breakfast at home today and dinner in New York tonight next night.

With the recent inauguration of national air express service by various air transport systems, a great deal of the rush films, particularly newspapers and books, have taken the time element have moved on the air express schedules. In the national surveys made preliminary to the establishment of the express service, film companies expressed a most emphatic interest and have justified their interest with actual shipments.

Not long ago one of the leading film producers, having just completed production on one of the outstanding films of the year, had prospects of an immediate booking on Broadway if the film were there for preview within a specified time. The producer put the film, as well as Helen Twelvetrees, on a transcontinental plane and had both film and star on Broadway a full day before the preview date. The presence of the star added considerably to the publicity attending the opening of the film.

On United Air Lines, whose two subsidiaries, Boeing Air Transport and National Air Transport, from the 31-hour transcontinental route over which air mail service was pioneered, approximately sixty per cent of the transcontinental air mail has been carried. And with the more recent inauguration of the 31-hour service for coast passenger service, many members of the motion picture industry have traveled that route, saving hours of valuable time over surface methods of travel.

Frequently executives located in opposite sides of the continent and not willing to travel the entire distance, will arrange to meet midway in Chicago, the one coming from the Pacific overnight, the other coming from New York a mere eight hours. Much more can be accomplished, they have discovered, by personal contact than by long-winded correspondence or even by long distance telephone.

Outstanding among artist members of the profession who have recently used the service of the United Air Lines over various sections of its widespread network, are Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford, Will Rogers, the indefatigable air traveler, Edward Everett Horton, and Sally O’Neil.

Many of the writers now engaged in Hollywood have traveled to Hollywood by air, notable among these being Eugene O’Neill. Newspaper writers covering special assignments in the film industry have made up a veritable army on the nation’s air lines. Among these, Harry Brundage, whose series of intimate articles about various stars appeared in book form not long ago.

Mack Sennett, famous comedy producer, is a frequent user of the air lines and not long ago, one of his transcontinental trips suggested a story for one of his comedies, using the air trip as a part of the plot. One of the feature pictures now being distributed, uses the regularly scheduled transport lines to take three girl heroines from Hollywood to Chicago.

The air service as provided by United Air Lines is well calculated to the convenience of a class of people whose time is too valuable. Leaving Los Angeles on a direct connecting line of Western Air Express, there is a choice of two schedules, one leaving early in the morning and arriving in Chicago at 8 o’clock next morning and in New York at 4:45 that afternoon. Or, leaving Los Angeles after dinner in the evening, the traveler is in Chicago at 7:15 the next evening, where he may remain overnight in Chicago, arriving in New York at 4:54 p.m. next day for an overnight train to the metropolis.

Billiard Series

New York—Willie Hoppe acknowledged world’s champion billiard player for four years, has been signed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to show the world how to play billiards correctly in a special comedy short directed by Von Myers. As a contrast to his published work, Henry Armetta and Monty Collins have been hired to demonstrate clearly how not to play the historic old game.

We Meet
In
HOLLYWOOD
By Warren Stokes

OTTOW BROWER

It is known a fact that directors go on drinking parties following reviews of their pictures. We met Otto Brower on just such a party.

While a large number of people go to the drug store to purchase the stimulating beverage for a house party, Otto Brower defies convention by taking his friends right on the premises. In answer to the clerk’s “same as usual?” he answers with a nod of the head and is immediately served with a large tumbler of Coca Cola with two straws.

It was during one of these wild Hollywood parties, following a preview of his latest directorial assignment, “Hard Hombre,” starring Hoot Gibson, that Otto Brower confessed to having been born in Grand Rapids, Michigan, ranching for several years in Montana, and tutoring for several years as a Shakespearean actor with Robert Mantell.

Back in 1927, he started as a “pinch hitter” while assisting Richard Rosson in the filming of “Shooting Irons.” Rosson became ill and was sent home. Brower went ahead and filmed the remaining scenes, wiring the studio that he was doing so. Results were highly satisfactory. He repeated a like operation while assisting William Wellman on “Beggars of Life.” Rain threw the company behind schedule. It was divided into two units, Brower taking the one with the scenes and players of lesser importance, and the lost time was made up.

Following his two “pinch hitting” jobs, Paramount appointed him as a director and he did “The Santa Fe Trail,” “Border Legion,” “Light of Western Stars,” “Fight ing Caravans” and others.

We learned that Otto Brower had a serious motive behind the drug store party habit following a preview. He confessed that at such gatherings he overhears a lot of valuable unbiased comment from the customers discussing the picture pro and con. To say the least, he overheard plenty in regard to “Hard Hombre,” enough to make him feel satisfied that he had given the public an entertaining picture.
This Showmen Uses Real Showmanship

On the starting of a new serial he advertises that the first 50 kids to appear at the theatre on the opening day will be admitted free, and from the looks of some of the pictures which appeared in the local papers this drew a lot of gobs. Also the serial business is further boosted by membership cards which, when presented at the door, the names of the holders are collected and ten names each performance are selected for free admission to the next episode. He secured from a mail order house two beautiful bicycles which were awarded to the most popular boy and girl on a basis of ten votes with each admission ticket bought. This was run in conjunction with a local paper.

To further keep his house popular with the public every week he furnishes the bus line running out of Portland with 600 programs which contain a greatly reduced bus schedule on the back cover. He also has a tie-up with the bus company which sells a combination transportation and theatre admission ticket at reduced rates. He is furnishing paper bags with some exceptionally clever copy for the theatre printed on them to several of the merchants and also he furnishes the local ball team with its admission tickets which contain the theatre advertising on the reverse.

Eddie has certainly showed himself a go-getter for the theatre and has made the name of his house a familiar one in Portland and surrounding countries. He has even gone to the trouble of furnishing book covers for two circulating libraries with the entire back carrying the message of his theatre to hundreds each week. This is the kind of activity that makes for success and it sure has proven its worth by results he has obtained, not only in Portland, but in other places where he has been sent to boost business.

Classified Ads Boost "Horn"

A L GONSIOR, manager of the Virginia Theatre, Champaign, Ill., included an interesting "questionnaire contest" in the extensive campaign he used to help succeed in his showing of "Trader Horn." The Urbana Courier ran a classified ad questionnaire contest on "Trader Horn," for two days preceding the opening of the picture at the Virginia Theatre. The contest, which was based on certain incidents in the production were placed among the classified ads, and theatre tickets were awarded as prizes to those patrons sending in the most correct replies.

Good Contest On "Politics"

SMASHING contest offering $50.00 in cash prizes was included by Jerry O'Connell, manager of the Loew's Allen Theatre, Stevens Point. He used the campaign to exploit his showing of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production, "Politics."

The novel contest ran in the Cleveland News for four days, under the title "What Would the Men Do, If the Housewives Went on Strike?" The contest was started on the Friday previous to the opening of the picture, with a column picture of Marie Dressler and Polly Moran, double headlines and an interesting story. The results of the contest were published in the News during the run of the picture, with 500.00 in cash prizes and guest tickets offered for the best answers.

Two Stunts for "Night Nurse"

The exploitation of Barbara Stanwyck in "Night Nurse" at the Stanley, Jersey City, Charles Carroll got up two stunts that helped to arouse public interest. First of these stunts was a clever booklet entitled: "Confessions of a Night Nurse" as written by the heroine of Dora Macy's stirring novel. The "confessions" ran about five hundred words, was neatly printed on glazed paper and had an attractive cover. To add to the value of the book was a mathematical stunt by which one could by adding the first name of the figures ascertain his or her normal blood pressure. The second stunt was an enormous practical book in the theatre lobby. Crowds of people attracted to it turned its pages to read the printed matter and examine enlargements of scenes from the picture.

WHAT to do! HOW to do it! WHEN to do it!

Ideas for "Up for Murder"

STUNTS used on "Up for Murder" at the Metropolitan, Baltimore: Radio broadcast one week in advance and currently; giant 24-sheet net banner suspended at intersection in front of theatre; tie-up with McCrory's 5 and 10 Cent Store, in which they inserted candy slips into every bag of candy that was sold. These slips were imprinted with the name of the attraction, and lucky numbers. Fifty lucky numbers were posted in the lobby of the theatre, which entitled winners to passes; front window display of McCrory's 5 and 10 Cent Store was given over to the setting of the news-heroes were distributed. Some of these were distributed from prominent news stands in the city.

Children Contests Draw Business

FOX Midland theatres in the Kansas City territory have been drawing crowds and obtaining a world of good will this summer by staging children's contests. In Sedalia, Mo., the Fox Liv- ery Theatre put on one of the most successful contests in the circuit. Twenty-eight young girls were entered, representing as many different localities in the state. Newspaper advertisements of the merchants carried pictures of the entrants and valuable theatre publicity.

The young beauties appeared during an entire week and a different stage attraction in connection was presented each night. The theatre presented the prizes. Newspapers and merchants cooperated enthusiastically. The contest idea was worked out by Fred Soultar, Fox Midland exploitation director.

Fire Tie-up

MANAGER C. J. LAW-LER tied in very nicely with the fire department to exploit "The Fourth Alarm" playing at the Public-Law ler at Greenfield, Mass. Through the sanction of the fire chief, a large sign was put on the main door of the Central Fire Station, the sign reading, "Nobody at home today—We can be located at 'The Fourth Alarm' at the Law ler Theatre."

This sign created a good deal of comment and was excellent publicity for the picture.
KINE-EQUIPMENT

Timely Advice on Heating Equipment

SOME timely advice is being given out by J. H. Elder, maintenance director for Publix, who suggests that attention should now be given to the heating equipment. By carefully looking over the equipment now and making the necessary alterations and repairs, all will be in readiness when cold weather sets in, he points out.

"It is very essential," says Elder, "that heating equipment in all theatres be checked, cleaned and any necessary repairs made prior to the next heating season. To do this work now will cost less than if we waited and made the necessary repairs just before or after putting the equipment in operation for the winter.

"Below are a few items that should be checked in connection with your heating equipment:

"Fire-boxes, ash pit, back connections and all oil-burning equipment should be thoroughly cleaned.

"All boiler brick-work, firebrick, grates, sections, tubes, flanges or seams should be inspected and repaired, or replaced where found necessary.

"Damper regulations, safety valves and gauges should be carefully checked, adjusted or replaced.

"Gauge glasses should be cleaned and where necessary replaced.

"Vert cal or horizontal flues or chimneys, boiler sections and tubes should be thoroughly checked, cleaned and repaired, and repairs made, if possible.

"All air leaks in horizontal or vertical flues should be properly sealed with cement or fire resisting material. (Leaks can be determined by the use of a candle light, as the leak will draw or blow the flame, thus indicating that a leak exists.)

"Repair or replace all defective or leaking pipes, valves, radiators or other parts. Repair such equipment. Repack all valves or hand-operated valves, radiators, pipe lines or boilers. Check all pumps and motors in connection with this equipment and see that they are thoroughly cleaned and in good condition.

"Inspect fans, fan motors, and see that these items are in perfect condition.

"Emergency repairs to equipment of this kind are very expensive in more ways than one, which makes it very important to be sure that the heating equipment is in first class operating condition in advance of the actual time this equipment is necessary.

"Be sure the boiler room is thoroughly cleaned, and everything in perfect operating condition prior to the next heating season."

SMALL PROJECTOR

Portable Type Marketed by Arc Products

Arc Products Co., the newly organized equipment firm, is marketing a portable projector for black or white or natural color, adaptable for disc or sound on film.

Known as the Vocolor projector, the equipment can be assembled or disassembled in five minutes, and will pack in two compact rectangular containers with a combined total weight of less than 150 pounds, so that one man and a small car can handle it for any distance or purpose, the company states.

Among features claimed for the Vocolor projector are: long range "throw," showing color pictures as large as black and white; complete flexibility, enabling change from color to black and white, or vice versa, at will; normal speed of projection for color, same as black and white; low price of machine.

The apparatus is of simple construction, and the small number of parts means greater ease of operation.

A 16mm, Cocolor camera and projector also are put out by Arc Products. Vocolor is described as a simple process which takes color pictures on ordinary black and white panepromatic film through rotating color discs in the camera and projects through corresponding discs in the projector.

NEW LAMP LINE

Decorative Mazdas at 25 per Cent Cut

A new line of decorative Mazda lamps retailing at 15 cents was announced by Gerard Swope, president of the General Electric Company on, August 22. This represents a 25 per cent lower price than that at which standard lamps have previously been offered.

The new lamps are made in the 30-watt size; spherical bulb shape, and in two standard voltages, 115 and 120 volts. They are available in a variety of six bulb finishes and colors.

The lamps are intended primarily for decorative purposes but may also be used for general illumination.

FIREPROOF SCREEN

Visibestone Offers New Protection

Asbestos fibre is used in the manufacture of a new sound screen recently perfected by Keasbey & Mattison of New York. The screen is known as Visibestone and is being distributed by the National Theatre Supply Company.

Keasbey & Mattison are internationally known as manufacturers of asbestos products. Asbestos curtains of their manufacture are widely used in theatres throughout the world. The new sound screen, being practically impervious to the application of heat or flame, should serve as a reliable barrier between the possible back stage fire and the audience.

In addition, it is claimed that the rod-like texture of the Visibestone screen lends unusual depth to the projected picture, while the scientifically compounded mesh permits greater and more even sound filtration. It is also pointed out by the manufacturer, that the new screen very definitely corrects distortion of both sight and sound, now so noticeably apparent in many theatres. This correction is attributed to the special weaving and rod-like texture of the screen. Light is evenly reflected from the round surfaces of the asbestos threads into the remote angles of the auditorium.

ON FULL PAY

Operators Took Cut For Ten Weeks

New York—Operators throughout the country, who took salary cuts averaging 7½ per cent over a period of ten weeks, are back on full pay again. It is estimated by William Canavan, head of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and Motion Picture Machine Operators, that exhibitors in Canada and United States were saved $800,000 by the voluntary cut.

Circuits and independents profited equally by the reduction, Canavan pointed out. He further stated that there were no strings attached to the offer. "We did it because we felt it our duty to help the theatre owners in time of need," Canavan explained.

ABIDE BY RULES

Ticket Industry Agrees to Trade Code

Trade practice conference rules suggested by the Federal Trade Commission for the roll and machine ticket industry in which members agree to strictly ethical business practices and the standardization of rolls and tickets, have been accepted by 13 firms. Company names and by whom represented at the conference follow:

American Amusement Ticket Mfrs., Asp., Washington, D. C.
Charles Conradis; Ansell Ticket Co., Chicago, George Clendenning; Globe Ticket Co., of N. E.
gro.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

THEATRE EQUIPMENT

DEPENDABLE GARVER CURRENT CHANGER

Quiet in operation. Does not interfere with sound system or radio. Recommended by three leading lamp manufacturers as the ideal rectifier for low intensity projection. Write for complete information today.

Ask Your Dealer

GARVER ELECTRIC CO.

Vinton, City, Indiana.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Star</th>
<th>Producer</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Little Messages for Big Results!**

Your advertisement on this page, appearing in all ten Associated Publications, is your guarantee of reaching 20,000 prospects every week.

Little ads with a big punch often lead to big orders.

**And at Only a Small Investment.**

Rates upon request.

**Associated Publications, Inc.**

**KANSAS CITY, MO.**

---

**Little Motion Tips to Big Things**

**Equipment for Sale**

1,000 FINELY appointed spring cushion chairs; brand new; full upholstered backs; wonderful buy. Write for photo. C. G. Demel, 815 South State, Chicago, Ill. 9-8

PRACTICALLY NEW — Two Peerless low intensity reflector arc lamps, two Forest rectifiers; perfect condition; reasonable. Detroit Service, 477 West Alexander, Detroit. 9-1

**Equipment Wanted**

**Highest Cash Prices for**

Simplex mechanisms only or complete Simplex machines, reflector arcs, rectifiers, etc. What have you? Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 154 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn. 9-1

**Positions Wanted**

AT LIBERTY — Good sound operator; do own repair; married; willing worker; moderate salary. H. Swatek, 401 Gelbert Ave., Peoria, Ill. 9-1

OPERATOR AT LIBERTY — 20 years' experience; will go anywhere; married, steady and reliable. B-380, Associated Publications. 9-8

EXPERIENCED sound projectionist, repairman, wants position; disc. Paul Hadley, Figgott, Ark. 9-1

**Theatres Wanted**

THEATRE WANTED — Experienced theatre man will lease or rent theatre in town over two thousand. Will install new equipment and remodel if conditions justify. Princess Theatre, Cayuga, Ind. 9-1

MOVIES for lease, sale or trade. Describe fully. Miller Theatre Broker, 321 Securities Bldg., Des Moines, Iowa. 9-1

MOVIE — Fully equipped, $2,250. Miller Theatre Broker, 321 Securities Bldg., Des Moines, Ia. 9-1

**Theatre Lobby Frames**

Manufacturer to you; low cost. Gem Frame Co., 235 South Washington, Wichita, Kas. 7-7 (16)

**Popcorn**

SOUTH AMERICAN VARIETY $12 per hundred pounds; Brazilian Sunburst, $7.50 per hundred; Jap Hulless, $5 per hundred. Popping condition guaranteed. Douglas Co., Box D7631, Kansas City, Mo. 9-29

---

**GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement SAVES $100.**

Easier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes' easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $50—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance. Write now to GER-BAR COMPANY, The Theatre Equipment Division, Guercio and Barthel, 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. Telephone Webster 2190 or 2102.
Caught Plastered
RKO—72 Minutes

Here again we have the popular trio consisting of the eminent Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey, and sweet Dorothy Lee. A laughing good picture that should please any audience—very cleverly handled and contains laugh after laugh, which is broken at intervals by touches of sadness that last for only a moment, however, and then soars to the topmost heights of mirthful laughter again. And with Ralph Spence as writer of the dialogue, you know it's bound to be good. The original title of this picture was "Full of Notions."

Lucy Beaumont plays the very convincing role of the pathetic, motherly widow trying to run a profitable drug store on her hands, a mortgage loan to meet, the choice between the Old Ladies' Home or making the drug store pay, and no one to help her. That is, until Wheeler and Woolsey come to the rescue and manage the store for her, and then things start "phasing." Complications begin to develop when the man holding the widow's note refuses to sell her any more drugs, with the result that Wheeler and Woolsey discard the whole drug store entirely (a slap obviously at the chain stores), but sell practically everything else. This angers the villain, especially as they are on the road to success, for he wants to buy the property from the widow for almost nothing; so he makes arrangements with a bootlegger to sell them what is supposed to be a famous lemon soda, but in reality, unknown to Wheeler and Woolsey and the widow, contains intoxicants. The drug store is packed with customers after that, and the fun begins when everybody gets "stewed." Dorothy Lee, who is the daughter of the chief of police, and the girl of Wheeler's heart, is in the drug store at that time, and does some amusing antics in her drunken stupor. At that time, also, the villain calls Dorothy's father and tells him to raid the place as a speakeasy. Everyone is taken by surprise when the front of the store ends happily with the villain under arrest and the widow independently rich, without having to face the prospect of spending the rest of her days in a home for the aged.

SELLING SEATS: Just advertising the popular trio should be enough to let 'em know there's a good show in town. Tie-up with the drug stores in your community, featuring a special Wheeler-Woolsey lemon soda, but of course not spiked as in the picture, if you want to be within the law.

Bad Girl
Fox—90 Minutes

Story by Vina Delmar that is packed with human interest and will appeal to all. Looks as though Fox had made a fine discovery in James Dunn who plays the part of the apparently hard-boiled radio man with a heart of gold.

Sally Eilers is the city girl who is married to escape her brother's wrath and when she is to become a mother keeps it from her husband (James Dunn) for fear it will interfere with his life-long ambition to own his own radio shop.

He thinks she is opposed to motherhood while she feels that he has the same idea and this misunderstanding causes them to drift apart until false fear that their baby had come to harm in the hospital brings out the real feelings which the punch line. Plenty of handkerchiefs will be washed by this one. Borzage did fine work on direction and supporting cast well chosen. Looks like a box office natural.—Southwell.

SELLING SEATS: Title can be used for good exploitation. Sell the new star big, he deserves it. Fine tie-up with radio stores.

Bought
Warner Bros.—83 Minutes

Lavish production of just the style for Miss Bennett to wear beautiful clothes to please the feminine audiences. As the daughter of a seamstress she entertains ideas beyond their means and as a model she becomes acquainted with an elderly gentleman buyer (Richard Bennett) who secures her position as secretary to a doctor with a wealthy clientele. Through this position she meets a son of wealth (Raymond Milland) and is about to marry him when she learns that she is born out of wedlock and after a carefully handled seduction scene she returns to her former boy friend (Ben Lyon), a poor writer. It is then that she learns that the elderly gentleman who has been so kind to her is her own father. He brings about the lovers' reunion at the finish. Excellent sophisticated entertainment especially for the ladies.—Southwell.

SELLING SEATS: A fashion show would tie up well with this one. Sell the star on past performance.—

Hard Hombre
Allied—65 Minutes

M. H. Hoffman, Jr., has hit the bull's eye again with his third of the Hoot Gibson series. Nor can we overlook the fact that Jack Natteford penned a story that is decidedly different from the average run of westerns, one that will undoubtedly please Gibson's juvenile fans and increase his adult following.

The story places Hoot in the role of a peaceful ranch hand sticking to his mother's teaching that fighting is bad on the eyes and worse on a man's character. His resemblance to a two-gun desperado gets him into some tight places and humorous situations. With the whole countryside mistaking him for the desperado he has things pretty much his own way until the real killer appears on the scene. Hoot tries to iron out the peaceful manner until his mother is insulted by the bad man. A real fight follows and Hoot cleans up on the killer for keeps.

No stage holds or cattle rustling and a little less of the hard riding. It is a distinct departure in tales of the west with a new idea in a familiar setting that should prove delightful entertainment both to mass and class.—Warren Stokes.

SELLING SEATS: Bill it as entirely different to anything previously done by Gibson. Sell the fact that a peaceful chap becomes fighting dynamite in defense of his mother.

The Lone Starved Ranger
Radio—20 Minutes

The stuttering comedian, Rosco Ates, plays part of a starved tramp or should we say runger. Through no fault of his own he becomes sheriff of a small town and captures Rattle Snake Pete, the sheriff killer. He doesn't stay in town long enough to eat or collect the five hundred dollar reward. Rosco's shorts are always good for a number of laughs.—Sam Brown.

His Wife's Jewels
Paramount—15 Minutes

Here is a clever comedy featuring Tom Howard. Howard is seen as a gentle half safe cracker, who is caught in the net of robbing a safe in a wealthy man's home. The burglar gets into a conversation with the home owner and the dialogue here is very funny. Howard says he can't accept some of the jewels in the safe because they are not up to standard. It's just a lot of hokum comedy that should please the majority. Eddie Cantor wrote the story. It's okay.—Steen.

Big Ears
M-G-M—20 Minutes

In the past the "Our Gang" comedies have had an especial appeal to the kids, who usually are good "Gang" fans. But this one is more for the interest of adults, with very little of the old-time juvenile punch which made this series famous. Many more of this type of "Our Gang" comedies will have a bad effect on the future popularity of these shorts. The theme is a domestic one, dealing with a mother and father who are fussy at each other continually and the bad effect it has on the child. The idea is all right and it might teach a lesson. But for "Our Gang" material, it's not so good. Wheeler, Pete the dog, and Sty- mie, the colored boy, are the chief characters.—Steen.
THE LAST WORD

THAT PERENNIAL PROBLEM--LEGISLATION

WITH so many state governments in financial hot water it is a foregone conclusion that the legislative sessions this fall and winter will witness even more tax bills aimed against the motion picture industry than in any previous year. The industry was quite successful in defeating a large number of pernicious bills last season. But it will have to double its defensive to be successful in the legislative sessions just ahead.

Pete Harrison, champion of the independent exhibitor cause, who has helped them in many instances, is urging the independents to request their assemblymen to put through bills that will place heavy tax burdens on the chain theatre organizations. We're surprised that Pete would make such a suggestion. Adverse legislation of any kind aimed at any faction of this industry would be harmful to the independent exhibitors in one way or another. Too, discriminatory legislation of such kind is very apt to result in tax laws being passed generally against all theatres, including the independents, thus harming rather than helping them. Further it is to be remembered that, if taxation is brought in any state against the producers, such tax will, in all probability, be tacked onto film rentals. An instance is the 5 per cent excise tax that existed during the war.

We believe that a better suggestion comes from Fred Wehrenberg, aggressive exhibitor leader of St. Louis, who has some fine legislative victories to his credit. Mr. Wehrenberg recently made the following statement: "The Missouri Legislature, as you know, adjourned without passing a single tax bill that was detrimental to our industry, though several were presented. This was largely due to the fact that the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois, always see to it that several exhibitors are members of the General Assembly. L. C. Hehl, our secretary, has been an active member of the Missouri House for seven years. I would advise all other state units to see to it that exhibitors are elected to the General Assembly. In that way they have close contact at each and every session of the Legislature."

Missouri is not the only state that can boast of exhibitor assemblymen. But there should be, as Mr. Wehrenberg suggests, at least one exhibitor in the House of every state of the Union. Other businesses are so represented. Why should theatremen be an exception?

The time is gone when the exhibitor can hope to pass onto the public any taxation that is placed on his ticket sales or otherwise assessed against his business. It is not too early now to urge that a weather-eye be kept on legislative business this fall and that no stone be left unturned to ward off adverse bills.
Here is Genuine Good Will and Business Producing Publicity

- an added service that both men and women will appreciate

At a Cost Less Than Throwaways

Book Matches will carry your advertisement at a cost less than a card or dodger and will never be thrown away until the last match is used.

An Ideal Plan for Your Theatre

You can contract for a quantity of these matches and have your imprint changed each week so that you can feature the coming attraction a week in advance. Many theatres are using this plan very successfully.

Orders are filled within 1 week after receipt, so by giving us your schedule of bookings for feature pictures, you will receive shipments regularly and on time. Let us tell you more about this Business Building Plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>20 Matches in Each Book</th>
<th>2,500 Books per Case with Your Imprint for $10.00.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You can effect a saving by buying a larger quantity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Here are the prices:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500 Books</td>
<td>$4.00 Per Thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000 Books</td>
<td>3.80 Per Thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000 Books</td>
<td>3.75 Per Thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000 Books</td>
<td>3.50 Per Thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000 or over</td>
<td>3.25 Per Thousand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All shipments F. O. B. St. Louis, Mo.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And Every “LIGHT” Is An “AD” For You!

Here’s HOW to Distribute These Wonderful Business Builders

We all know that many ladies and men desire to smoke before, during or after the show. Place a bowl of matches in the rest rooms where your patrons can help themselves to a book. You can also have the ushers pass them out when your patrons are leaving. Invariably the first thing a man does when leaving the theatre is to “light” up. He will assuredly appreciate receiving these handy safety matches.

Many theatres also distribute their matches at hotel cigar stands, cafes, drug stores and cigar stores. These firms will be pleased to pass out your matches regularly, thereby giving you wider and better distribution for your publicity.

Arrange with leading hotels, drug stores, etc., in your drawing area, to distribute these book matches for you. They’ll gladly cooperate.

Mail Your Order Today

Associated Publications, Inc.,
4704 East 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Gentlemen:

Enclosed is our check for ................................
covering .............................................. De Luxe
“Box Office” Book Matches, each book to be in 4 colors (red, black, yellow and gold), with our ad imprinted as shown at right above.

All shipments F. O. B. factory, St. Louis, Mo.

Name ..................................................

Theatre .............................................

Town .............................................. State .............................................

THIS ORDER IS NOT CANCELLABLE
(Minimum order required: 2,500 Books)

Use Space Below for Name of Theatre, Etc.

YOURS PLEASURE IS OUR DELIGHT

As Illustrated on Design Above
Really New Low Prices

Reflector for Mazda, Reflector Arc and Hi-Low Arc.

Heretofore you have paid very high prices for new Reflectors, but now your old Reflectors (unless badly pitted) can be refinished Good as New.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NEW PRICE</th>
<th>REFINISHED PRICE</th>
<th>YOU SAVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G. E. Mazda</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplex Mazda, small</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplex Mazda, large</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morelite, small</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong, Peerless, Motiograph, Morelite or any standard low intensity</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peerless, Strong, Ashcraft or H. &amp; C. high intensity</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHECK YOUR REFLECTORS

If they are tarnished, dull or cloudy you are not getting good projection.

Stebbins Contribution Toward Lower Overhead.

Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co.
1804 Wyandotte Street
Kansas City, Missouri
INDEPENDENTS HOLD PRODUCT MEETING

SEVEN THEATRES GO NON-UNION IN FT. WORTH

COLUMBIA DALLAS BRANCH BOOSTS SALES 125 PER CENT.
Steady Patronage Runs into Money!

"Scrappy" the new Cartoon Sensation of the Screen!

Once they've seen this irresistible short feature, they'll always want to see it.

"Scrappy" is the only human character now in cartoon movies.

"SCRAPPY"

Produced by
CHARLES MINTZ
Producer of
"KRAZY KAT"

COLUMBIA'S SHORT FEATURES SELL SEATS
Seven Now Non-Union in Ft. Worth

A Columbia Boost

Dallas Branch Sales Increase 125%; "Believe It or Not"; More Yet to Come.

When a dog bites a man, it has little significance, so the saying goes, but if a man bites a dog that is an entirely different matter. Last issue we carried a paragraph that Columbia had increased its sales 25 per cent over the same period last year.

A definite check-up Saturday revealed that the increase was not a mere 25 per cent, which would have been good, but that it was a phenomenal increase of 125 per cent over last year's business up to this time. More than that, this increase will be swelled within the next few days with several circulars.

(Continued on page 4)

Two Held at Ft. Worth

on Stench Bomb Charges

 Ft. Worth—Charges of attempted arson at one theatre and of hurling stink bombs into another were filed in court here against John L. Lewis.

The arson attempt case, filed in Justice court, charged Lewis poured gasoline down a vent at the Odeon Theatre, 1004 Main, and then tried to light it with a gasoline and phosphorous bomb.

Witnesses in the case are a special officer, who arrested Lewis, and guests of the Imperial Hotel, next door to the theatre, where Lewis had a room.

The stink bomb charge, in County Court at Law, charges he hurled bombs into the Gayety Theatre, 1501 Main, on August 26 and September 7.

Officers saw a man step out of the hotel window opening on the theatre roof. He was reported to be carrying a hot water bag filled with gasoline, two fruit jars full of gasoline, and a pair of gloves soaked in the liquid. When he saw the policemen he threw the hot water bag to the ground, and went back in the room.

The policemen arrested him there and took him to central station for investigation. He had rented the hotel room previously.

Exhibs Discuss Product

Independents Meet at Henderson; Rumors of Suit Against Circuit and Exchanges Current.

Seven independent theatre owners in the East Texas area convened in Henderson last week to discuss the product situation as applied to their towns and to form plans to secure a future supply of pictures to satisfy the running time of their respective houses.

The meeting is reported to have been held in the Victory Theatre, owned and operated by W. H. Powers. Those said to have attended were L. M. Thrift, of the Texas at Lufkin; W. M. Shields, of Liberty at Tyler; C. O. Murphree, Dixie at Kilgore; W. R. Buffington, Strand at Orange; Col. H. A. Cole, of Dallas; C. T. Thompson, of Longview; and Powers. The report was uncertain, however, as to Mr. Thompson's presence.

May Bring Investigation

A case is reported to be in preparation against the East Texas Theatres, Inc., and certain film companies, based on letters, which are said to be in the files of Thrift, from certain film companies on existing contracts. The matter has been placed in the hands of Mr. Allred, lever and attorney of Henderson.

The report also states that the attorney general has either accepted, or looked with favor on the proposition to investigate the situation thoroughly.

Thanx, Mr. Mason!

L. J. (Shine) Mason, manager and part owner of the Palace in McAllen with Publix, renews his subscription to MOTION PICTURE TIMES with the following comment:

"Thru its columns I keep up with all of my friends on the Row as well as the activities of theatres in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas."
Monogram Clicks in Week’s ‘Buy Now’ Sales

With practically every important situation in Texas closed up for the Monogram product for 1931, Harry Silverman, of the Dallas office, unfolded the records Saturday disclosing that the word “practically” might be narrowed down a few notches in favor of using the “100%” term.

The Mart Cole circuit of eleven towns closed Saturday with Monogram for 11 one hundred per cent contracts, Silverman declared. The Cole towns are Richmond, Otakum, Floresville, Halletsville, Liberty, Daisetta, Hull, Dayton, Needville and Eagle Lake.

The Baker Show Company, of Lockhart, closed Monogram contracts last week for Luling, Smithville, Gonzales and Lockhart.

During the same week the following individual theatre operators completed their deals for the Monogram 34: F. W. Zimmerman, San Marcos; W. J. Wooten, Caney; Miss Martha McSpadden, Electra; T. W. Dunn, Mineral Wells; A. V. Wade, of Gainesville, and the Majestic at Henrietta.

There’s a small circuit or two still on the other side of the fence and a few one theatre situations that haven’t yet been signed, but it’s still a long time left in 1931, Silverman said, and the Monogram box office results over the Southwest will before that time be a greater influence over the few remaining unsold towns.

The Monogram 34 includes the six Hoot Gibson de luxe western produced by M. H. Hoffman, Jr.; 8 Tom Tylers, 8 Bill and Andy westerns, and 12 mighty melodramas.

Closed Pending Suit

The Palace in Mason, Tex., operated by Otto Schmidt, is reported closed pending suit instituted by RCA in the amount of $4,000, it is said. The equipment is in custody of the sheriff and the case comes up at an early date, it is learned.

Davidie Visits

T. Miller Davidie, of Durant, Hughes-Franklin manager, was in Dallas Sunday morning.

Columbia Sales Up

(Continued from page 3)

J. B. Underwood

The Columbia office is visibly a busier place than it used to be and if anyone wants a verification of the 125 per cent, it is certain that he can get it.

Evidently the exhibitors have more sound information this year on which to base the Columbia buy than heretofore. Let us suggest that the Columbia product has been advertised consistently in MOTION PICTURE TIMES where most of the exhibitors in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas get their weekly dish of local color advertising and trade news.

And evidently, Columbia is stepping in this year on a whole lot of somebody else’s business. Guess whose?—V. W. C.
Reno Is Hot Fan-Fare
--but MONOGRAM Makes It Sizzle!

Other Companies are Making Reno Pictures—but MONOGRAM is now releasing one which is good enough to have just finished playing

Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre
LOS ANGELES.

That picture, Mr. Exhibitor, is—

"MOTHER AND SON"

STARRING

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

Talk About Publicity!
The Associated Press just flashed this big story on the FRONT page of the Dallas News and in thousands of other newspapers all over the country.

Patrons Are Ready For "MOTHER AND SON"

—Let Them Have It NOW! It Means SRO Business.

Monogram Also Stands Ready With

6 Hoot Gibson Luxe Westerns Produced by M. H. Hoffman, Jr.

8 Tom Tyler Action Westerns

8 Bill and Andy Westerns

12 Mighty Melodramas

34 Productions 12 Already Released

In Month, 688 Divorces Given As Whoopee Thrives in Reno

RENO, Nev., Sept. 16 (A. P.)—Bonds that held together 688 unhappy marriages were severed last month in this city of make-believe. The divorces cost an average of only $125 each, but small fortunes were left behind by those who sought, during the six weeks they were required to live here, to drown their domestic tragedies in the gay whirl that has made Reno famous as a whoopee town.

Gambling row never closes. The click of chips, the whir of the little white ball on the roulette wheel, the tickety-tickety-tick of the "wheel of fortune" and the cries of the "Reno from Reno" callers are heard twenty-four hours a day, Sundays included.

The stakes are not high on gambling row, but at only night clubs the divorce colony plays high, wide and handsome with $100 bills changing hands in startling rapidity.

Whoopee-makers, who have come here to get rid of spouses and forget, dine and dance at the Silver Slipper, stay late at Belle Livingston's "barn" and drink every kind of liquor imaginable at cocktily-speakeasies.

Nevada has no State prohibition act and so the bootleg establishments operate unrelentless save for Federal periodic raids by Federal agents from San Francisco.

When the divorce has been granted the man or woman who is single once more starts for home. All of them have testified under oath on the witness stand they intend to make Reno their home for an indefinite period, but most of them leave by first plane or train when they have won their marital freedom again.

Supported by

BRUCE WARREN
GORDON WOOD
who have national reputations, and by
MILDRED GOLDEN
who played with Fairbanks in "Reaching for the Moon," and others.

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.
302 S. HARWOOD ST.
623 GRAND AVE.

Phone 7-4942
Phone LD 635

DALLAS, TEXAS
OKLAHOMA CITY
Aztec, Albany
Rialto, Alice
Grand, Alvin
Liberty, Armillo
Rialto, Arkansas Pass
Palace, Arlington
Dixie, Athens
Skinny, Austin
Dunbar, Austin
Texas, Austin
Dixie, Bastrop
Colonial, Bay City
Arcadia, Baytown
Jefferson, Beaumont
Rialto, Beeville
Alamo, Bellville
Beltonian, Belton
Palace, Brady
Simon, Brenham
Palace, Bryan
Palace, Burkburnett
Milan, Cameron

Olympic, Canyon
Winter Garden, Carrizo Springs
Majestic, Chillicothe
Colonial, Clarksville
Orphic, Columbus
Ritz, Comanche
Grand, Cooper
Agnes, Corpus Christi
Auditorium, Crockett
Queen, Crosbyton
Crosby, Crosby
Guild, Crystal City
Rialto, Cuero
Queen, Dallas
Palace, Dallas
Bison, Dallas
Oak Lawn, Dallas
Bonile, Dallas
Peak, Dallas
Dalsec, Dallas
Forest, Dallas
East Grand, Dallas

Aztec, Eagle Pass
Eden, Eden
Edtex, Edna
Palace, El Campo
Grand, Elektra
Palace, Freeport
Liberty, Fort Worth
Gayety, Fort Worth
Tivoli, Fort Worth
Martini, Galveston
Majestic, Gainesville
Palace, Georgetown
Crystal, Gilmer
Ritz, Gladewater
Deluxe, Goose Creek
Texas, Haskell
Palace, Henders-on
Dorothy, Huntsville
Northside, Houston
Dixie, Iraan
Palace, Jacksonville
Lyric, Jefferson

They're Booking
The Old Fightin' Cock's

Constance Bennett
in "THE COMMON LAW"
"LADY WITH A PAST"
and 2 more

Ann Harding
in "DEVOTION" "PRESTIGE"
and 2 more

Helen Twelvetrees
in "AWOMANofEXPERIENCE"
"BAD COMPANY"
and 2 more

Ina Claire
in "REBOUND"
A country-wide sensation
ARE SMART SHOWMEN!

Rialto, Kenedy
Arcadia, Kerrville
Strand, Kilgore
Texas, Kilgore
Rialto, Kingsville
Cozy, LaGrange
Leroy, Lampasas
Wallace, Levelland
Fain, Livingston
Rembert, Longview
Lyric, Lubbock
Pines, Lufkin
Paramount, Marshall
Odeon, Mason
Mission, Menard
Select, Mineola
Austin, Nacogdoches
Mission, Mission
Opera House, New Braunfels
Texas, New Gulf
Palace, Olney
Strand, Orange
Strand, Overton

Queen, Palacios
Texas, Pharr
Crystal, Pittsburg
Strand, Port Arthur
Amusu, Port Lavaca
Texan, Quanah
Ramon, Raymondville
Rialto, Refugio
Palace, Robstown
Strand, Rogers
Astor, Rusk
State, San Antonio
Plaza, San Antonio
Strand, San Antonio
Obrero, San Antonio
Uptown, San Antonio
Highland, San Antonio
Harlendale, San Antonio
Venus, San Antonio
Zaragoza, San Antonio
Progressio, San Antonio
Broadway, San Antonio

New, San Angelo
San Juan, San Juan
Palace, San Marcos
Cozy, Schulenberg
Texas, Sealy
Palace, Seguin
Rialto, Sinton
La Vista, Sonora
Howard, Taylor
Iris, Terrell
Jewel, Texas City
Texon, Texon
Rialto, Three Rivers
Queen, Trinity
Rex, Troup
Grand, Tulia
Uptown, Victoria
Queen, Victoria
Crystal, Waco
Palace, Weatherford
Queen, Wharton
L’Arcade, Yorktown

and Bank Booking
Personality Group!

Bill Boyd
in “THE BIG GAMBLE”
“SUICIDE FLEET”
and 2 more

Eddie Quillan
in “SWEETSTAKES”
“THE TIP OFF”
and 2 more

Robert Armstrong
in “THE TIP OFF”
Co-starred with Eddie Quillan

Tom Keene
in “SUNDOWN TRAIL”
and 5 more whirlwind westerns

The Old Fightin’ Cock Crows
every Friday night 10:30 N.Y.
time, RKO THEATRE OF
THE AIR—NBC hook-up
of 44 coast-to-coast stations!
Individuality That Counts

In a business in which personalities count for so much it was inevitable that the star, somewhat lost in the early scuffling days of the sound era, would return to importance. It was likewise inevitable that individuality would be recognized for its true worth and the theatre circuits would give that individuality an opportunity to show itself, first, by giving their managers more authority and second, by returning to individual operation those theatres in which circuit management failed to show a profit.

In the matter of stars there is no gainsaying that they have box-office value. With the coming of sound to the screen and the natural adoption of stage plays for screen fare, stage players as “all-star Broadway casts” came into considerable prominence. New names and new faces were sought. The hinterland had not heard of the majority although they were very bright lights on Broadway. Of the many dozens that were recruited for picture work only a mere handful remained to be featured or starred. Some, it is true, made very big hits and built up quite a large following. Good stories, well produced, helped considerably to create this following, for the new faces. But the public likes to idolize and so, the attempt to do away with the star system by featuring all-star casts, many of unknown screen names, was a failure. So the personality is again a factor to be reckoned with in this changing business of ours. And it’s not such a bad thing, after all. The public doesn’t know what a picture is until it has seen it. But, having seen a star once, it knows what his or her abilities are and what kind of a performance it can expect and, though the story must have merit to continue that interest and following, it’s of secondary consideration with Mr. and Mrs. Public.

Giving managers more leeway in the operation of their theatres, cutting down on the shifting-about policy of transferring a man to another town after he has taken a house out of the “red,” letting him become a permanent member of the community, is good business. Personality in the management of theatres is just as important as it is on the screen.

Returning of theatres to their former owners for individual operation is something that has been predicted by many ever since the big circuit idea first came into existence in this business. This presages a strong return of the independent showman. Independent producers and distributors already have returned as important factors in a business in which they once thrived. Putting the making of pictures and their distribution and exhibition once again in the hands of many is a good sign. It makes for initiative, enterprise, originality, healthy competition, which summed up spell p-r-o-f-i-t-a-b-l-e.

Ben Shlyen, Editor-in-Chief

Associated Publications, Inc., General Offices:
The Associated Publications are: FILM TRADE TIMES, San Francisco, Cal.; MOTION PICTURE TIMES, Dallas, Texas; THE REEL JOURNAL, Kansas City, Mo.; MOVIE AGE, Minneapolis, Minn.; MOTION PICTURE DIGEST, Chicago, Ill., MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW, Detroit, Mich.; EXHIBITORS' JOURNAL, Pittsburgh, Pa.; THE OHIO SHOWMAN, Cleveland, Ohio; NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS, Boston, Mass.; WEEKLY FILM REVIEW, Atlanta, Ga.
Name Relief Committees

COLUMBIA-STANWYCK TRUCE

“A Fair Deal” --- Feist

M-G-M to Consider Each Buyer’s Problem on Basis of Merit; Invite all “Complaints.”

New York — Consideration of each buyer’s problem on its merits was pledged to the continuing committee of the national protest meeting by Felix Feist, in charge of distribution for M-G-M. An invitation was extended through the committee to any exhibitor with a justifiable complaint.

Feist told the committee he believed such presentation would result in an understanding between customer and company which would “eventuate in a contract.”

The committee, in its formal report, stated that it will continue to function “in an endeavor to reach a better understanding in every possible way the situation of the independent theatre owner.”

MacLEOD NAMED P. A.

Retained for Football Series Publicity

Hollywood — Fraser MacLeod has been signed by Tec-Art to do special publicity work on “Football for the Fan,” a six-picture series featuring Coach Howard Jones, of Southern California.

MacLeod recently arrived on the coast from Bucknell University where he handled publicity for the past four years. Because of his collegiate press experience he is considered well equipped to attempt a tie-up between the major colleges of the country and the football series which the famous Trojan mentor, aided by 25 other outstanding coaches, has just completed for Tec-Art.

“I. T. S. D. Move

Kansas City, Mo. — Independent Theatre Supply Dealers Association, of which J. E. Robin is president, have moved their headquarters to 423 Lathrop Bldg. R. G. Tannenhil, general manager of the organization, reports that several new dealer members have recently joined and that good progress is being made.

National, Central and Sub Groups Chosen; Distribution and City Selections Later.

New York — Work of mobilizing the production, distribution and exhibition branches of the industry to assist recognized community agencies in unemployment relief was delegated to seven committees named last week at the general industry meeting called by Will H. Hays. These groups consist of a national committee, a central committee and five sub-committees.

Hays heads both the national and central commission which duty he was asked to discharge. He named Abram F. Myers and M. A. Lightman as vice-chairmen of the national committee.

Appointment of thirty-two distribution zone committees, which will cover the entire nation and be responsible for the creation of city committees, will be announced in the near future.

National Selections

Following are the names, subject to additional announcements, which will serve on the national committee of the industry:


(Continued on page 18)

PERSONNEL SHIFTS

Warner Theatres Prepare for Fall Season

New York — Dan Michaleove, head of the Warner Theatre chain, in preparing for the fall campaign, has been making a number of shifts in the personnel of the houses in his charge. Kenneth Grimes, manager of the Victoria Theatre, Wheeling, W. Va., has been transferred to the new Warner Theatre in Morgantown, W. Va., replacing B. C. Wild. The latter goes to the Strand Theatre, Erie, Pa., where he replaces Ernest Williams on the 27th inst.

Chances in the Indiana district include the replacing of Dan Delaney as manager of the Hoosier Theatre in Elkhart, Ind., by Edward C. Grady. Delaney goes to the Bucklen Theatre in Elkhart, replacing Michael Evon, who joins the theatre staff in the Milwaukee district.

Hollywood — “Riders of the West” is the title selected by Trem Carr for his next Bob Steele western for Tiffany release.
YOU GET THE BIGGEST NAMES

IN VITAPHONE SHORTS

Box-office names! Life-blood of show business! From Hollywood! From Broadway! Radio favorites! Sport champions! Best-selling authors! Warner Bros. give you the Leading Lights of every field in feature-value shorts!

BOOTH TARKINGTON

America's most beloved author creates a new series of kid comedies for his millions of followers! 13 1-Reel Juvenile Classics.

S. S. VAN DINE

12 2-Reel Detective Thrillers by the master of all mystery writers. Introducing a new and greater detective character than Philo Vance!

ROBERT L. RIPLEY

13 1-Reel new "Believe It Or Not" novelties by and with the most imitated cartoonist in the world! Aimed at his twenty million newspaper readers!

TED HUSING

Radio's ace announcer hits the screen with a bang! 13 1-Reel "Sport Slants". Thrilling action shots synchronized with Husing's own inimitable dialogue.

BIG STAR COMEDIES

Broadway's Greatest Headliners in a Series of 6 2-Reelers

HARRY RICHMAN

DOCTOR ROCKWELL

PHIL BAKER

FRED and ADELE ASTAIRE

WM. and JOE MANDELL

WALTER O'KEEFE

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA

Two years in the making! Photographed in the heart of the Dark Continent! 12 2-Reel Thrillers each complete in itself!
LOONEY TUNES
Bosko does his stuff in 13 of the goofiest comedy cartoons yet released. New gags! New songs! New laughs! Single reels of solid joy!

RUTH ETTING
Songbird of the nation! Star of the Zeigfeld "Follies"! All set to meet her millions of followers in a brilliant series of 4 2-reel musical revues!

BOBBY JONES
Champion of Champions! Booked by every big circuit! Hailed unanimously as the outstanding short subject series of the decade! 12 1-reel knockouts!

E. M. NEWMAN
Internationally famous traveler brings his "World Wide Travel Talks" to the screen to top any other talkie travelogue. Unusual! 13 1-Reelers.

MERRIE MELODIES
The country is song-cartoon crazy! Here's the series to cash in on the craze! 13 1-reel animated comedies built around the best-selling song hits.

THELMA WHITE  FANNY WATSON
Get ready for "The Girl Friends"! Fat Fanny Watson and Beautiful Thelma White in a series of 6 howling 2-reel laugh hits!

MELODY MASTERS
7 1-Reel Symphonic Sensations featuring the kings of jazz and their orchestras! First two releases now ready.
Earl Carpenter • Castro's Cuban Band

PEPPER POT
13 1-Reel Novelties, old-fashioned news reels, surprises, ventriloquists, oddities, organ reels, laughs, fun, pep! Every one a big surprise.

MR. & MRS. JACK NORWORTH
Fans want more of the Norworths! Young and old alike roar at their domestic fun scraps. Get them in their new series of 6 1-reel NAGGERS farces!

VITAPHONE
SHORT SUBJECTS
C O M E D I C possibilities of Holly-wood though tentatively con-sidered dangerous ground through the discarding of "Queer People" by Howard Hughes seem to have a different appeal for Harold Lloyd. The bespectacled comi-edian is said to be seriously con-sidering making a picture in which he will launch a lot of funny jabs at studio life.

While we are on the subject we might as well make it known that a number of independent producers are interested in buying the rights to "Queer People," provided Mr. Hughes is not too high on the price, and that Universal is planning to make a screen ver-sion of "Once in a Lifetime".

Alan Crosland, former Warner director, has joined hands with Walter Camp, Jr., and Emil Jen-sen who recently formed a new independent producing concern to be known as Patrician Pictures. The first production, "Thirty Days," is now under way. It is an original by Hal Conklin. Ger-trude Orr wrote the adaptation. For a number of years Camp and Jensen were active executives with Inspiration Pictures. A Co-lumbia release has been secured for their product.

Tem Mix was back in town with the Sells Floto Circus. Big pla-cards of welcome decorated all the Universal entrance gates. The script department is busy working on scripts for his return to the screen. Ray Doyle, Don Lee, Randall Faye and Forrest Sheldon are all pounding typewriter ribbons to a pulp for the return of this western star. His first opus will be based on Bret Harte's "Tennessee Pariner," Helen Ban Upp is doing the screen version.

It looks like the parting of the ways for Fox and Edmund Lowe. Spencer Tracy is reported set to take the Lowe part opposite Vic McLaglen in "Disorderly Con-duct," and John Boles engaged to replace Lowe in "Cheating." Linda Watkins will have the feminine role opposite Boles.

We understand that Lowe's salary has been increasing with each six months' option and that offi-cials figure his salary has reached the peak and can go no higher. In a concerted effort to reduce overhead, salaries of stars are be-ing carefully scrutinized. The re-cent New York exhibitors' protest over the $30,000 a week paid by Warners to Conklin Bennett is said to have influenced the move.

Fraser MacLeod who formerly handled publicity for Bucknell University, has been signed by Tec-Art to do special publicity on "Footlight for the Fan," a six-picture series featuring Coach Howard Jones, of Southern California.

George Seitz is putting the fin-ishing touches to his original story "Boulder Dam," scheduled for early production at the RKO-Radio Pictures studio. Wallace Smith has been assigned the adaptation and dialogue.

The film will be shot at the Boulder Dam site during the first big dynamiting operations.

RKO-Pathé is going strong on casts for its short comedies. The cast of "Niagara Falls," includes June McClcy, Marion Shilling, Gertrude Short, Edward J. Nu-gent, Emerson Tracy and Isabel WITHERS. This is one of the "Gay Girls", series.

Low Ayres gets six weeks' vaca-tion and as a consequence pro-duktion of "Gallows" is postponed until the middle of October. Who said Universal wasn't good to the help?

Members of the Wampas paid their compliments to the 13 WAMPAS Baby Stars of 1931 at a testi-monial dinner held at the Writers' Club. Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink noted opera star, was guest of honor. It is presumed that the Fox boys were unable to attend, being very much occupied in taking care of their own babies, contracts of three Fox Film Corporation players, Vivian Reid, Jane Vlasek and Janet Chandler, were made legal when Superior Judge J. C. Needham placed the court stamp of approval on the documents so filed.

A new motion picture and theatrical agency has been opened at 6425 Hollywood Boulevard under the cognomen of Hoffman, Quigley & Kerr, Inc.

Hoffman was formerly general manager of Famous Players and general production manager of Metro. Quigley, a sales executive, is a brother of Martin Quigley, publisher of the Quigley Publications. Kerr acted as assistant to Irving Thalberg when under the Universal banner, was casting di-rector for Metro, and has been production manager for Columbia Pictures.

M-G-M has bought the rights to "The Wet Parade," Upton Sinclair novel just off the press. The Sinclair novel is said to stay pretty well in mid-channel giving the prohibition question the once over from both sides so that both wets and dried can enjoy its de-politicalization and graft through prohibition as well as the menace of liquor without restraint.

Beryl Stephens, diminutive P. A., advises us that the second Torcy comedy, which C. C. Burr is making for Educational release, featuring Ray Cook, has a stellar supporting cast which includes Dorothy Dix, Edmund Breeee, Franklin Pangborn, Morley Drury (all-American quarterback), Con-nie Wilson, Kane Richmond and Cornelius Keefe.

Over at Monogram Studios, Di-rector Harry Walker is working on the story for "Land of Wanted Men," next Bill Cady and Andy Shuford western. Bert Glennon, who recently completed "In Line of Duty" with Sue Carol and Noah Beery, his first directorial assign-ment for Monogram, has been se-lected to direct the next Tom Tyler western.

BARBARA BEDFORD

"How are you at remembering screen faces?"

The question was put to me by a motion picture executive with whom I was discussing forthcoming productions.

I contended that I possessed a good photographic memory.

"I'm going to the station to meet a charming young lady who is arriving this evening from the East, said my friend, "Come along—I want you to meet her."

"I shall be delighted," I as-sured him. "But what has she to do with my faculty for remembering screen faces?"

"I'll just wager you a suit of pajamas that you fail to identify her."

The bet was on.

As the train pulled in, my friend left me in the automobile while he hurried to greet the object of our wager.

Anticipating the introduction of the lady under an assumed name, I was not surprised when I was presented to "Miss Brown."

The trim figure in natty travel-ing attire was not familiar, but the twinkling hazel eyes recalled a face that impressed me in "Mackery," an M-G-M picture, but at the moment I could not remember the name.

I think my friend was mentally selecting the color of his pajamas, when we turned a brilliantly light-ed corner and I caught a familiar expression of Miss Brown's placid features.

"Where is the 'Port of Missing Girls'?' I asked suddenly.

The lady laughed and remarked to my partner in the wager, "I'm afraid you've lost."

"Brown is such an ordinary name for such an extraordinary girl," I reminded my friend. "You could have used Rose Kinimon. I believe Barbara Bedford had that name in 'To Be'able David.'"

In addition to a most pleasant evening, I received, by special de-livery, a pair of exquisite silk pajamas. They fit the wife perfectly!
New Oxide Rectifier Is Introduced by G.E.

The first copper-oxide rectifier to be introduced for the motion picture field, built to improve the growing use of full vision screens, wider films and colored motion pictures has been announced by the General Electric Company.

One of the outstanding features of the new rectifier is that it may be used either for a high-intensity projector or for one or two low-intensity projectors. Used with a high-intensity projector, it supplies 60 to 70 amperes of arc current. Operated with one or two low-intensity projectors, each of the two sections supplies 30 to 35 amperes.

The new rectifier makes use of the copper-oxide disc principle of rectification, which gives it durability, long life and freedom from maintenance expense. A system of forced ventilation, using radiating fins and two small electric blowers, forces a steady stream of cool air over the copper-oxide elements and maintains a temperature within ten degrees of the surrounding air temperature.

No objectionable noise is made by the rectifier, which enables it to be placed in the projection room. Installation and operation of the unit are simple. One switch starts or stops the rectifier instantly, without the usual "starting" or "warming up" period.

NEW CARD FRAME
Hangs Perpendicularly or Horizontally

A low-priced card frame has been perfected and placed on the market by C. A. Jones, Kansas City film man. Jones intends to market the frame nationally. The innovation in the frame is that it stands or hangs perpendicularly and horizontally and is adapted to any type of card. The frame is made in three sizes, 11x14, 14x22 and 7x11. Of 26-gauge steel, the frames are covered with a durable black enamel.

ERPI on Steamship

The installation of a Western Electric sound system has been completed on the "President Coolidge," the newest steamship of the Dollar Line. The boat made its maiden trip on September 10.

Another Economy Development by National

National service has always taken the lead in encouraging the development of better value in theatre equipment and supplies. To provide means of greater efficiency; to promote and sanction the invention and manufacture of products of greater intrinsic value it has always been the aim of this great service organization. By providing a nation-wide outlet for their products with delivery and service promptly available to the exhibitor, manufacturers of these worthy products are able to realize volume production—and as rapidly as volume effects lowered costs, National passes such savings on to its customers. When you buy regularly from National you are encouraging your own prosperity as well as that of the entire industry.

National Theatre Supply Company
306 S. Harwood St., Dallas, Texas
516 W. Grand, Oklahoma City, Okla.
400 S. Second St., Memphis, Tenn.
MODERN EXPLOITATION

By TED TODDY
Columbia Pictures Director of Publicity and Exploitation, Southern Division, Atlanta, Ga.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Beginning with the following article on "Exploitation" by Ted Teddy, southern division director of exploitation and publicity for Columbia Pictures, this paper presents here with a series of five articles by this author. We feel that the material presented will be of manifest and lasting benefit to wide awake showmen who are making the most of this business. Watch for the forthcoming articles next week and each week for five installments.

EXPLOITATION is a motion picture theatre, what the heart beat is to the body. Without the heart beat the body stops. Without exploitation the theatre closes. To some motion picture exhibitors, exploitation is something of a mystery. Exploitation comes from the word exploit, and has been used since creation. Everybody is an exploiter, and everybody exploits. In other words this big word is nothing but just keen selling. We sell pictures. In order for us to sell our pictures we become exploiteres.

There is nothing to exploitation but pure common sense plus live wire tactics and hard work. Exploitation does not end with the exhibitor using billboards and newspaper advertising, but exploitation begins where these end.

In a New Era

Modern times have changed the methods of exploitation since the days of P. T. Barnum. There is nothing to lie about. There is nothing to conceive that is not the truth. Honesty is always the best policy and honest in exploitation is always a better policy. By exploitation one merely advises his public what he has to sell, it is simply a matter of compelling attention. The methods of calling the attention of the buyers are greatly varied. It is simply a matter of shouting, and the one that shouts the hardest will pull in the bacon. But above all one must be honest in his shouting, for people of today cannot be humbugged. Once they are humbugged all the exploitation in the world will not gain their attention any more.

The question then arises what sort of exploitation one should follow. And for the present exploitation will be explained in four articles which will enlighten you on the subject of modern exploitation. The articles in order will be "Sensational," "Drama," "Comedy" and "Drama." We shall consider the methods of exploitation used under these heads. The most successful methods in exploiting pictures of that type will be explained in detail so that you will understand exactly what is necessary to successfully exploit your production. They will follow in the next issue.

Start at Opening

There is one thing that a theatre manager must understand before we go further into the subject of exploitation, and that is, a successful theatre manager employs exploitation at the very moment his theatre opens. Exploitation works hand in hand with good theatre management, it is part of the theatre itself. From the very "Good Afternoon!" how many tickets, please?" from your cashier at the box office to the "How did you enjoy the show?" from your usher, exploitation is used. A clean theatre, modern management, courteous help, all these are part of exploitation. No amount of exploitation will succeed if the theatre itself is not well managed. This is pure logic. Your wife will not buy a dress that is of exceptional value in a store that has a bad reputation. If that store loses its faith with its patrons and misrepresents its values, that store is a goner, no matter what quality dresses are sold for bargain prices.

Exploitation can be summed up in one sentence. It means getting out of a rut. It means work. It means continuous hard work. It means a successful theatre well exploited will bring results and fill your house to capacity, and make your house very profitable.

Study the forthcoming chapters and you will greatly profit by them. Results in the box office is the final verdict of your work and exploitation will assist a great deal.

Political Parade

For "Politics"

An elaborate political parade was arranged for by George Sharp, manager of the Fox Wiltfon Theatre, Fresno, Calif., to help put over his showing of "Politics." Through the courtesy of Mayor Leymel, a permit was issued for a political parade on Saturday preceding the opening of the picture. There was an output of the order of a bandwagon which transported ten musicians garbed in silk frock coats and silk hats. Ban- pers urging the citizenry to "Vote for the Candidates--C. C. Diem for Governor, Marie Dresser and Polly Moran," and other political copy was displayed on new Auburn cars, each of which carried a bevy of attractive girls. In one car were ten Fanechon and Marco girls who wore silk frock coats and high hats.

Serpentines were thrown at pedes- trians along the line of march while the band played and the girls cheered. The parade attracted a great deal of attention, and was a great success.

As an addition to this Sharp arranged for a Torchlight Parade along the city's main street to publicize a Saturday midnight show. Twelve girls carrying red fuses and banners marched in advance of the piece band. This parade culminated in a political and musical demonstration in front of the theatre.

There were no feelings that the revolver Leymel was the guest of honor at this midnight show.

Importance of Small Town Theatre

HE small town theatre holds a prominent place in the motion picture industry. It commands the sincerest respect of those who make motion pictures and those who sell them. For in the final check-up, it is small town theatres that create the greatest part of the revenue for producers and the exchanges. It is a necessity in every community. It is the center of social and business life of the community. Merchants of the small town realize the necessity of the theatre. It holds the interest of the community and brings in those from the nearby rural districts. For that reason, merchants are willing to co-operate with the theatre manager in advertising tie-ups that will be of mutual benefit.

There is a belief that the key city theatre is drawing patrons away from the surrounding small town theatre. This is true in some cases, but not where the exhibitor is "up and doing." The wide awake small town exhibitor realizes he is in a position to select his pictures from the entire market, because of little or no opposition in his town, while the key city theatre, which is one of a number of theatres in its city, is obliged to buy the output of a number of companies to assure it of a sufficient amount of product.

Truly the small town theatre has its place in the sun, but the manager must take advantage of opportunity offered him. He must take pride in his theatre; keep it modernized, clean and up to date.


Warners Exploit "Side Show" as Circus Film

SIDE SHOW, the new Winnie Lightner picture in which Charles Butterworth is the star's leading support, boasts of a circus background, most of its scenes being laid in and around the tents showing the queer peoples of the earth and other "wonders" that are usually described with superlatives. To the exploitation forces attached to Warner Bros. this background was a natural in affording opportunity to "go after" this picture in circus fashion. That they have taken advantage of this is shown by the energy displayed as well as the invention exhibited in developing novelties that will be helpful in putting over the picture.

All of the novelties gotten out for advertising have a circus air about them. Being a picture described for the family, it was felt necessary that there should be things for the children. There consist of clever accordion plaited figures which, when hung from the string, become animated, whip, willowy canes, and peanuts. The latter, when opened, are found to contain little presents as well as prigged in food material about the picture. They are, thus, very effective, and bann- pers for the marquee, peanut bags, and snakes of various sizes and colors.

Fifteen of these novelties have already been prepared and are described at some length in the special press sheet which has been issued for the picture.
Sidewalks of New York
M-G-M—73 Minutes

For sheer entertainment here is a picture that can’t miss. If your audiences are likely to laugh there is no better type of picture suited for the purpose. This one will satisfy, and how! It will keep them constantly laughing. With Buster Keaton and Cliff Edwards in one picture your audiences will know the picture is going to be good. There are plenty of gags. Some are purelyKeatonistic and with boys plenty of laughs. The preview audience actually burst out laughing—and very seldom have we heard such boisterous laughter in a cold projection room. Norman Phillips, Jr., as a brother of Anita Page steals the picture in our opinion. Here’s a kid that can really act and should be given a chance to display more of his histrionic ability in some starring parts.

SELLING SEATS: Sell the names and play up the comedy angle. Tie up with music dealers on the old favorite song hit “East Side, West Side.” Use cut-outs of Buster Keaton in characteristic poses.

The Unholy Garden
United Artists—75 Minutes

George Fitzmaurice turns out a picture that is our idea of what a photoplay should be in tempo and interesting enough to hold our interest. The story was written by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, the writers of “Front Page.”

Colman is cast as a sort of a care-free rover of the world—a bandit by profession and wanted by the police but too clever to get caught. Driving out to a secluded old mansion to escape the law and find rest, the movie sets foot there he gets mixed up with a band of gangsters and all kinds of exciting things start to happen. The thieves plot to rob a blind old man living upstairs with his daughter. Colman is sent to pull the job, but upon seeing the girl he falls in love with her. Later the old man is killed by a scheming Algerian. Colman saves the fortune and sees the girl and her uncle off safely to Paris.

The picture is filled with exciting incidents and bits of wise-cracking by Colman, Warren Hymer and Kit Guard. The picture can’t help but click anywhere. It has all the box office of “Bulldog Drummond.”

SELLING SEATS: Just by letting the public know that Colman is at your theatre in his latest picture will draw the fans. Other names in the cast should mean something at the box office. The title offers many exploitation possibilities.

Personal Maid
Paramount—74 Minutes
Cast: Pat O’Brien, Nancy Carroll, Gene Raymond, Mary Boland, George Fawcett and Hugh O’Connell. Directed by Monta Bell.

Miss Carroll as an East Side girl who tires of life in the tenebrous tenements and seeks a place as a personal maid to a lady of wealth. Her contact with men in social life convinces her that they are all “on the make.” The purse is emptied, the girl is deserted. When the purse is employed are held pretty rigid by the father of her employer Gary Cooper, played by George Fawcett. When the son (Gene Raymond) is expelled from Yale his mother sends her to meet him and take him to Virginia so that old Gary Cooper will not immediately know of the boy’s escapades. They start the trip and her sincerity causes the boy to re-form and at the finish he is ready to marry her.

Story fails to convince and lacks holding power but excellent direction of well-chosen cast puts this mild comedy-drama over so that those not too expectant will find good entertainment value in it.

SELLING SEATS: Sell the star on past performance big. Use classified advertising columns for teasers. Put a girl in maid costume in furniture store window going through the motions of preparing the bed, laying out pajamas, etc. Tie up with beauty parlors.

Five Star Final
First National—59 Minutes

What a cast! What a picture! The story, adapted from Louis Weitzenkorn’s stage success, is a startling expose of the tabloid scandal sheets, packing a dramatic punch that makes this picture outstanding and one that will not be forgotten so easily. With such a splendid cast and character portrayals no one star seems to dominate. They are all good.

The story concerns the ruin of a family through the selfish attacks of a newspaper publisher whose chief interests are for larger circulation by printing the sensational type of news, no matter whom it hurts. The newspaper brings to light a murder committed by Frances Starr 20 years ago. As a mother of a beautiful daughter engaged to a nice young man and being happy and contented with her little home and husband she loves so well, tragedy enters the household when she commits suicide and H. B. Warner as her devoted husband swallows some poison and falls beside his wife’s dead body. And then comes a smashing climax, with such vivid portrayal that audiences will remember it for a long time. Edward G. Robinson as managing editor of the yellow sheet is forced to resign because of the scandalous news his publisher wanted printed that brought ruin to this family.

SELLING SEATS: Play up the beauty of names. Distribute heralds in the form of a tabloid newspaper with scare headlines printed in red ink telling all about the picture.

No Holds Barred
Educational—10 Minutes
Gus Sonnenberg, champion wrestler, is featured in this reel, the first of a new series to be known as the Bill Cunningham Sports Review. Some splendid exhibitions are given. The series will include all types of sports.

Wild and Wooly
M-G-M—9 Minutes
This reel shows a western rodeo. There is plenty of fast action with the cowpunchers doing their stuff. Pete Smith furnishes the descriptive dialogue. It is a film that any audience will like.

The Stork Market
Columbia—7 Minutes
Clever Krazy Kat cartoon reel that contains some real funny incidents. Krazy is shown as a manufacturer of infants. As the babies come out of the incubator they are labeled according to their nationalities.

The Great Decision
RKO-Pathé—10½ Minutes
Here’s a short that is a short. It’s great, it’s vivid, real and dynamic. The first of a series of thirteen titled “Floyd Gibbons Supreme Thrills,” it depicts the life of Woodrow Wilson from the moment he decided on America’s entry into the great conflict until his death. The most important incidents participated are pictured, with an excellent score and vitalizing interpretation by Floyd Gibbons, who is its typical self. Some may consider this a combination of newsreels. To us it’s an achievement. Play it!
How to Kill a Stench Bomb

L. Richker, of the Gayety in Ft. Worth, and Harry Harris, of the Fox in Dallas, have worked up a formula for destroying the odor of stench bombs, and through these columns are passing the information along to other showmen who have been, or might be, so annoyed.

Richker recently got three bombs inside his theatre and one out in front. He's had experience and says the concoction really does the work.

Harry Harris has also been perfumed on occasions, and it was he who originated the effective solution.

It's right here:

"Throw sand immediately on the spot where bomb made its splash. Then sweep up sand after it has absorbed excess fluid and remove far from theatre. Get one-half pound of sodium sulphate and mix with one-half gallon water. Pour some of this on the offensive spot. Then get one-half pound pulverized caustic soda and mix with one-half gallon water and pour a portion of this on stench bomb area. The next step is to wash bomb site with pure lye and water." It works every time, the showmen say.

A bomb usually leaves an odor on the ceiling and walls, and of course the solutions cannot be applied to the entire theatre. Richker says that if the theatre manager will burn green coffee in the house overnight that the walls and ceiling will be restored with their former freshness.

SOUND SALES SOAR

Universal Deals Delight to Phototalker Boys

In the reported general increase in Universal, all AC sound-on-film equipment, throughout the United States, the Phototalker Company at Dallas is coming in for its share of this volume with a heavy week of sales following a previous week of still heavier selling and installation work.

C. W. McFarling, owner of the Grand at Tulia, Texas, will install Universal AC equipment within the next few days.

C. W. Matson, of the Dixie at Rockdale, and owner of three other shows, has purchased Universal AC for Rockdale.

Roy Fuller has gone back to his first love, having reopened the Palace at Grandview, with Universal equipment.

Tol Teeter and "Pappy" Cauble have just installed Universal AC in the Hippodrome, Dallas.

Griffith Amusement Co., of Oklahoma City, have just installed their fifth Universal system, it is reported.

FIVE Installations One Week!

FOUR Installations the Next Week!

UNIVERSAL SOUND ON FILM

(ALL A. C. OPERADIO AMPLIFICATION)

Is leading the entire sound equipment field by a big margin.

C. W. MATSON is installing UNIVERSAL A. C. in the Dixie at Rockdale, replacing a disc system "destined to revolutionize the industry two years ago."

C. W. McFARLING is installing UNIVERSAL A. C. in the Grand at Tulia, replacing one of the high priced sound on film equipments.

ROY FULLER has reopened the Palace at Grandview with UNIVERSAL.

TEETER & CAUBLE have installed UNIVERSAL A. C. in the Hippodrome, Dallas, replacing one of the cheap sound on film battery equipments. This is the fifth Universal installation in Dallas.

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.

313 S. Harwood St. B.G. HERBER, Mgr. DALLAS, TEXAS
PROHIBIT SUNDAY SHOWS
Holland, Mich. — Following an injunction granted by Judge Fred T. Miles, Sunday shows here are prohibited. The writ was asked by the mayor, who stated that a large majority of citizens were opposed to Sunday shows.

UNION SQUABBLES SETTLED
Ann Arbor, Mich.—After having been out on strike since September 13, union projectionists here went back to work this week. The strike was caused by the discharge of an operator for an infraction of rules.

MALCO ACQUIRES TWO
Fort Smith, Ark.—The Malco Theatres has strengthened its position in this situation by adding two more units. The circuit has leased the auditorium in which the local Masonic lodge was to have carried out a theatre project. The New Theatre, formerly operated by Publix, has also been acquired. Malco plans to equip the Mystic and closed the old Rialto.

PICKER ON BAIL
Miami, Fla.—On complaint of Charles Walder, manager of the Tivoli Theatre here, C. Upshaw, manager of the pickets for the Miami Picture Operators Association, was placed under $1000 bond for disorderly conduct.

SOL BRAUNIG BURIED
Providence, R. I.—Funeral services for Sol Braunig, a theatre manager-here for five years and for seven manager of the Majestic, was held September 16. Braunig was at one time owner of the Iroquis, Chicago house destroyed by fire.

REDUCE OPERATORS
Denver, Colo.—Three operators in place of four will be used daily after October 1 by Harry Huffman, owner of five houses here, and Buzz Briggs, manager of the State. The reduction will be made in order to bring to a head negotiations pending with the operators’ union.

MASS. ALLIED MEET SET
Boston—Annual meeting of Allied Theatres of Massachusetts has been called for October 25, and has, in addition, the Hotel Bradford, according to an announcement by James J. McGuiness, executive secretary.

OPERATORS JAILED
Providence, R. I.—Conrad S. Lavigne, former projectionist at the Liberty, owned by Samuel Bomes, and two companions were recently sentenced for defacing the theatre building. Lavigne was sentenced to four months in jail, his companions fined $100 each. A union controversy brought on the affair.

UNION RESTRICTED
Denver—A temporary injunction restraining operators and stage hands unions from calling strikes or paying strike benefits, because of a controversy over the di charge of a man at the Mayan, has been granted by District Judge E. V. Holland to the Fox Colorado Theatre Company.

"SCREENS AID CRIME FIGHT"—PETTJOHN
Albany—In speaking before the joint committee of the House and Senate on criminal code at the hearing on the anti-gangster film measure now pending, C. C. Pettjohn of the Hays office declared that “it is more important to take crime off the streets than to take it off the screen—no gangsters have any business understanding with anybody in the picture business.” Pettjohn further declared that films have done perhaps more than any other agency to arouse public interest against gang terrorism.

SKOURAS GOES IT ALONE
New York—N. J. and N. Y. are that Spyros Skouras will play a lone hand in the acquisition of 57 Jersey coast houses from Fox. This kills reports that Publix will be a participating party in the deal. Completion of the deal will place Skouras in competition with Warner, the company with which he was formerly connected.

WARNER SALES MEETS
Boston—Claude C. Ezell, eastern general sales manager, and A. W. Smith, eastern sales manager, of Warner-First National, are conducting a series of sales meetings in the New England territory. Boston, New Haven and Buffalo are among the cities visited.

THOMPSON TO TRANS LUX
New York—Major Leslie E. Thompson, for many years an executive of RKO theatres, has been elected Trans Lux Pictures Corp. as general manager. He succeeds John Zanft, who resigned last spring.

ASK ORGAN DISCOUNT
Washington—Appeal of the Anderson Theatrical Enterprises of Louisville, Ky., asking permission to deduct from profits the amount of their organ investments upon which they have not realized, is up before the board of tax appeals. The case is being watched by interest by exhibitors who made heavy investments in theatre organs and then replaced them with sound equipment, thereby losing considerable money on the investments.

ROSENBERG SETTLEMENT
Chicago—Bert Rosenberg, former Chicago and Midwestern division manager of General Talking Pictures, has secured full settlement of his contract, which ran until 1934. Rosenberg recently severed his connection with the company. His resignation, according to reports, came as a result of activities in matters pertaining to the operators’ union strike here.

"U" SALARY RAISE
New York—Universal, the last major company to reduce salaries of its employees, is now the first to reinstatethe former wages. Carl Laemmle, president, announced last week that improved outlook and increases in sales prompted the action. Laemmle, in a letter to employees, expressed the desire that rigid economy still be maintained.

FINNEY HEADS AMPA
New York—Ed Finney, United Artists, succeeds Mike (Six Syllable) Simmons, as president of the Association of Motion Picture Advertisers. The entire ticket as presented by the nominating committee at last week’s meeting, was unanimously elected. Eddie Cantor is scheduled to open the new season of AMPA meetings on next Thursday.

MAY VOID LICENSES
Chicago—Licenses of more than 100 operators, mostly permit men, may be revoked on the grounds that they were obtained by fraud, if sufficient evidence can be obtained against them, it has been learned.

ASK CHI. RELIEF AID
Chicago—Mayor Cermak has requested theatres here to hold a charity day to aid the unemployed. Under his plan, admission price would consist of clothing, food, etc.

REBUILD AGAIN
Huntsville, Ala.—Two fires can't discourage the Lyric Amusement Company, subsidiary of the Crescent Company of Nashville, Tenn. The Lyric, twice destroyed by fire, is being rebuilt. The second fire destroyed the house just as it was nearing completion.

$500,000 SUIT FILED
Chicago—On charges of unfair distribution, George Gehring, owner of the Roswood Theatre, has filed suit for $500,000 in the Superior court against M-G-M, the Essences theatres and three officials of the latter concern. The theatre owner claims to have held a contract with the distributing company to furnish him with first-run films during last year. He charges that the distributors arranged with the circuit to furnish him only films which had already been shown in loop theatres.

CURRENT EVENTS
GATHERED FROM ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY
Name Relief Committees

(Continued from page 9)


Central Appointments

The names of the Central Committee, to which additional ac-
counts are also being added, are as follows:


Sub-Committees

The following sub-committees were appointed:

(1) Increasing employment with-
in the industry:
(2) Industry's cooperation with relief agencies:
(3) Screen cooperation:
(4) Tread Press:
Jack Alaire, Ben Sihlen, Sime Silverman, Martin J. Quigley.
(5) Advertising Division:

SALESMEN!—New Trade Stimu-

EXPERIENCED SOUND oper-
ator wishes steady position; mar-
ned, no cigarettes or liquor, eight
years' experience, do billposting, janitor work, handle booth alone, non-union, will join. Wife A-1 in ticket booth. All offers considered. References. Address Ray Boyle, Box 525, Payette, Idaho.

GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100.

Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes' easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Move-
ment on your single-bearing Sim-
els. Fine materials and highly-
skilled workmanship give it long
life. Price only $80—$100 less
than you would otherwise pay.
Investigate this economical way of
improving your performance. Write now to

THEATRE EQUIPMENT

GUERCIO AND BARTHEL
108 W. Washab Ave., Chicago, Ill.
telephone Webster 2190 or 2002

THEATRE LOBBY FRAMES

Manufacturer to you: low cost
Gem Frame Co., 235 South Wash-
ington, Wichita, Kas. 7-7 (16)
Really New Low Prices

Reflector for Mazda, Reflector Arc and Hi-Low Arc.

Heretofore you have paid very high prices for new Reflectors, but now your old Reflectors (unless badly pitted) can be refinished Good as New.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>New Price</th>
<th>Refinished Price</th>
<th>You Save</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G. E. Mazda</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplex Mazda, small</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplex Mazda, large</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morelite, small</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong, Peerless, Motiograph, Morelite or any standard low intensity</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peerless, Strong, Ashcraft or H. &amp; C. high intensity</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHECK YOUR REFLECTORS

If they are tarnished, dull or cloudy you are not getting good projection.

Stebbins Contribution Toward Lower Overhead.

Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co.

1804 Wyandotte Street

Kansas City, Missouri
Did you ever see a baseball pitcher wave his support in from the field to the bench? Well, hardly. No matter how strong he’s twirling, he can’t go it alone.

Your feature, too, needs the air-tight backing to the last fade out of the evening’s show. No matter how good, it’s only half your bill. When it’s a flop, your whole show depends on the supporting featurettes.

Educational has a two-reel comedy for every week in the year. And in the 82 single-reel pictures, the world’s borders are our studio walls.

Folks don’t shell out just to see THE PITCHER. It’s the team—the whole show—the Educational support—that puts ‘em on their toes from the bleachers to the boxes.


"THE TAMALE VENDOR" with Tom Patricola, Charles Judels and Margaret Breen. An Ideal Comedy. "Swell laugh number. Can’t miss." — Film Daily
MOMAND WINS CASE AGAINST GRIFFITH

ALLIED CONVENTION, DALLAS, OCT. 19-20

CIRCUIT AND INDEPENDENT LOCK HORNS IN BRECKENRIDGE
The Public wants the best in Football . . . Rockne is the best!

Football fans demand the best in heroes. Knute Rockne, illustrious coach of Notre Dame's sensational teams, was and is the best. Six exclusive pictures!

FOOTBALL
6 EXCLUSIVE FOOTBALL FILMS BY
KNUTE ROCKNE

By arrangement with Christy Walsh.
Knute Rockne, the immortal, has for years been sold to the public by splashing news headlines, newsreel pictures, articles and radio plugs. Cash in on this publicity!
An Oklahoma Monopoly

Breckenridge Indie-Publix Squall

Allied Meeting

NEW "U" DIST. MGR.

Harry Graham in Charge of Five Branches

Universal Pictures announces the appointment of Harry D. Graham as district manager for exchanges in Kansas City, St. Louis, Oklahoma City, Dallas, and San Antonio. In addition to jurisdiction over the five exchanges Graham will continue as manager of the Kansas City exchange of which he has been in charge since last January.

Graham's first connection with Universal was in September, 1930, when he became special home representative. Previously he was with Pathé as district manager in command of branches in Indianapolis, Cincinnati, St. Louis and Buffalo.

Lee Wolf Visits Dallas

Lee A. Wolf, of Los Angeles, formerly of Dallas, and a partner in the firm of Herber Bros. & Wolf, arrived Saturday morning on his regular visit which he makes every three months. Texas is the promised land, Mr. Wolf believes.

Cody Ends Appearance

Tulsa, Okla.—Bill Cody, Monogram Pictures' star, is winding up a two-weeks' personal appearance at the Lyric Theatre in conjunction with the showing of "Oklahoma Jim," his recent Monogram release.

E. T. Officials Visit

Tom Clemmons, an official in East Texas Theatres, and Dick Potter, as instat to Joe Clemmons, general manager, were in Dallas last week on a joint film business trip.

Plaza Owners Charge
Publix Is Attempting to Put Them Out of Business.

Taking to the public their fight with Publix in Breckenridge, R. L. Hanes and C. V. Daniels, owners of the Plaza Theatre, have widely distributed a circular in their territory in which they list Publix to task for, first, previously charging higher admissions than other towns, and second, for opening another theatre in Breckenridge, at a lower admission, which the Plaza men say is an attempt to force them out of business.

B. A. Garner, operating the Columbia at Ranger, has been conducting an open fight against Publix for several months. It was at one time reported that Garner (Continued on page 9)

Amendment to Cole's Jobless Relief Plan

Just before leaving Dallas for Detroit, Col. H. A. Cole, dictated a letter to MOTION PICTURE TIMES in which he adds an additional plan to his unemployment relief procedure which was printed in full last issue. His letter, which follows, is self-explanatory:

I understand that a meeting of the Motion Picture Unemployment Relief Committee has been called for Monday, October 6, but unfortunately I shall be out of town, having to attend a National directors meeting of the Allied States Association at Detroit.

In addition to the suggestion embedded in my letter to Will H. Hays, which you printed in full in your last issue, I have also made the following general suggestion to the committee, and I believe this suggestion is more immediately necessary to take care of the need in our own industry than anything else we can do right now.

There are quite a number of small theatres over the state of Texas just on the "border line" between closing and being able to remain open. The mere matter of a few dollars' film rental is the determining factor in these situations. I believe I am correct in stating that each of these theatres represents a minimum of three employed people. It is my suggestion that a local committee representing both exhibitors and distributors in Dallas be appointed to pass on cases of this nature and make recommendations. I believe such recommendations should be carried out. The cost would be practically nothing, and a small sacrifice of this sort might mean the saving of much distress.

(Continued on page 4)

Court Upholds State of Oklahoma Against Film and Theatre Trust Defendants.

Shawnee—After a two-days' hearing, starting for the third session on September 29, District Judge Hal Johnson upheld the case of Oklahoma's case brought by Clarence Tankersley, Potter-wattomic county attorney, for specific violation of the state's anti-trust laws, against a score of defendants, including the Griffith Amusement Company, Paramount-Publix Corporation, Fox Film Corporation, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Distributing Corporation, Columbia Pictures Corporation, Universal Pictures, Inc., Roy E. Heffner, branch manager of Paramount-Publix Oklahoma City office, John B. Terry and others.

A. B. Momand, president of Momand Theatres, Inc., is the complaining witness. Momand operates two theatres in Shawnee against Griffith Company. Evidence was held to be conclusively presented by the state showing that a monopoly and conspiracy did exist and that Momand theatres and other independent theatres operating against Griffith Amusement Company were unable to secure representative and sufficient product to operate their theatres.

Judge Hal Johnson held that the state made a prima-facie case for injunctive relief and ruled the defendants' demurrer in the evidence and on the defendants' application set the hearing for October 12.

Momand's suit for damages against the above companies in the amount of $2,500,000, alleging violation of anti-trust laws, conspiracy and monopoly is set for United States Federal District Court early in January of the coming year.

New York—Deal by Fox with Spyros Skouras, whereby the latter will take over some 55 Fox eastern houses, is reported as completed.
Threet Closes House in Fight with Chain

Closing his doors Saturday, October 3, with a sign out in front reading that he can't get pictures, L. M. Threet, of the Texan Theatre at Lufkin, is making a spectacular fight against circuit competition, in which he has also sorted to the state's legal machinery to win his battle.

The sign in front of the Texan reads that the theatre will be closed beginning Saturday night on account of being unable to get pictures "due to the selfish motives of the only other theatre in Lufkin in buying up all pictures available." Threet has placed his case in the hands of an attorney and it may be thrashed out within the next 30 days.

East Texas Theatres, Inc., have been operating one theatre, the Pines, in Lufkin.

CONVENIENCE!

Photo-Talker Establishes Exhib. Headquarters

The Phototalker Company has reserved a space in their office, providing a desk, stationery and other conveniences for exhibitors who care to use them while on the Dallas market.

Frequently exhibitors want a little privacy to do a little figuring, check up on pending deals, write letters, etc., and E. P. Herber, of the Phototalker Company, has invited the visiting showmen to use the "exhibitors' retreat," which he calls the desk provision which he has made.

Companies Expand

With the Dallas office of Blizzard Sales Company and Bestone Sales Company, now located at 2009 Jackson street, under the direction of J. O. Ford, factory representative, the two companies are rounding out their complete coverage of the South, having just opened an office in Atlanta at 125 Walton street, with Wade Williamson and D. M. Stewart, both formerly of Dallas, in charge. The New Orleans office was also recently opened by R. T. Kendrick, at 504 Howard avenue.

A MONOGRAM SMASH

Local Office Hits $12,000 in Week's Sales

A smash week total of $12,000 in sales was wired in last week by Monogram Pictures Company to W. Ray Johnston, president of the organization in New York. The record compares favorably with sales years ago when this business was full of competition and when film rentals were high and when box-office receipts were no object.

The Monogram office has made rapid strides in the Southwest, outdoing exchanges in other parts of the United States.

Allied Convention

(Continued from page 3)

the copyright will come in for various and sundry reasons.

Present officers and directors of the Texas Allied are:

Will Horwitz, Houston, president; H. A. Cole, Dallas, general manager; M. Harding, field representative; 1st vice-president, Buf-fin Freis, Victoria; 2nd vice-president, E. J. Callahan, Crockett; 2nd vice-president, A. V. Wade, Gainesville; 2nd vice-president, H. T. Hodge, Abilene; 2nd vice-president, Henry Sparks, Cooper; secretary-treasurer, A. W. Lilly, Greenwood; Directors: W. H. Powers, Henderson; Will Dorbandt, Athens; John E. Lilly, Sulphur Springs; J. L. Santos, Wharton; John Stewart, Kaufman; C. M. Cooper, Alvardo; Sam Hefley, Cameron; H. G. Stein, Luling; H. H. Stareke, Seguin; B. H. Boyanton, Hamilton; P. V. Williams, Munday; Homer Malkey, Clarendon; B. H. Harabson, office manager.

Gene Finley, exploitation man for United Artists, has been working out of the Dallas office for the last few days after important first-run assignments in western states.

MONOGRAMS TO HAL

Circuit Head Buys Film for Nine Houses

Nine contracts have just been closed between the Monogram Pictures Company and Henry W. Hall, of Beeville, for the nine towns comprising Hall Industries Theatres, it was announced Saturday by Joe Silverman, district manager of Monogram. The Hall towns are Beeville, Refugio, Alice, Cuero, Alice, Kingsville, Arkan-sas Pass, Sinton and Three Rivers.

The Hall deal winds up all the circuit business for Monogram in this territory, save one, Silverman said, and this one deal is practically closed.

Add to Cole Plan

(Continued from page 3)

There are different ramifications from this general situation. For instance, an exhibitor has been to me within the last week and advised that he could keep open if he were allowed to run the best pictures under the contracts he already has, if he isn't forced to take the others right now.

I can see no hardship for the film companies in carrying out this plan. Of course, it is breaking down their block-booking rule, but that rule, in the dire emergency we have today, should be thrown into the waste basket.

I would appreciate an expression of opinion from you regarding this plan. Very truly yours. (Signed) H. A. COLE, Manager A. T. O. of Texas.
Leading the Western Field for the Exhibitors’ Benefit!

While other companies are still going to make Westerns with a big star, for 1931-32, Monogram has already released three out of six Hoot Gibson De Luxe Westerns, and the exhibitors are making money on them right now!

Exhibitors have bought groups of western pictures before. The first one was usually good and the rest decidedly mediocre. Or, the first picture was released and the balance didn’t come through. That’s history.

But MONOGRAM has already released three Gibson De Luxe Westerns and the fourth is in production.

Pardon Us In Saying that each of the New Gibson Pictures is bigger and better than the preceding one.

YOU WILL KNOW THIS YOURSELF AS YOU PLAY THEM.


2. “Wild Horse” Supported by ALBERTA VAUGHN and STEPIN FETCHIT. Story by PETER B. KYNE.


ALL THREE HAVE HAD KEY CITY FIRST-RUN MONEY-MAKING ENGAGEMENTS.

Second and Third Runs Now Playing. The majority of the theatres in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas are also now playing the first run Gibsons.

4. “Gay Buckaroo” Now In Production

5. A Peter B. Kyne Story to be announced soon by the author himself.

6. Title and Author To be selected by vote from exhibitors all over the Southwest.

It’s Cotton Picking Time—Book the Gibsons Solid

Monogram Has 34 Productions For You 14 ALREADY RELEASED

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.

302 S. HARWOOD ST. Phone 7-4942
623 GRAND AVE. Phone LD-635
108 SOUTH CROSS Phone 4-2431
DALLAS, TEXAS OKLAHOMA CITY LITTLE ROCK
FORWARD! !

THIS once high-riding, head-up industry seems to have its tail between its legs. It's licked. It's lost its guts. And altogether without cause!" So said a picture individual in New York to me the other day. That's a pretty strong indictment; worth pondering over. But his last words—"and altogether without cause"—stuck to me most.

Rather than look for a cause for such pessimism I looked for a cure. And these were my thoughts:

Where are the courageous fighters of yesteryear? Where are the men who beat the Patents Trust? What has become of the genius that pioneered sound? What's become of the showmen who transformed nickelodeons into palaces? They're all still in this business—but they're too damned still for the industry's good! Have they, too, got their dampers down?

"... and altogether without cause!" Pictures today are better than they ever were. With such sterling values as "Street Scene"—"Five Star Final"—"An American Tragedy"—"The Miracle Woman"—"Spirit of Notre Dame"—"Bad Girl"—"Sporting Blood"—and a dozen others could be named—never has this industry had so many good pictures released at one time. And we don't need new inventions to start another era; talking pictures are the greatest entertainment of the age. They need but to be sold right. They need inspired selling!

Perhaps the answer lies in leadership—leadership, not of one man, but by a score of men; leadership in production; leadership in distribution; leadership in exhibition. The leadership that made this industry fifth in size in the world is still in this business. It needs to be aroused. The call is coming for it loudly from every quarter of the industry. Yes, aggressive, fearless, two-fisted, hard-nosed leadership!

WHAT A MARVELOUS RESULT WOULD COME FROM ALL OF THE OLD LEADERSHIP, THAT MADE THIS BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY, ASSERTING ITSELF ANEW!

NOW IS THE TIME! LET'S SEE THAT OLD FIGHTING COURAGE; LET'S FEEL THAT INDOMITABLE SPIRIT; LET'S START, AND CONTINUE—ALL TOGETHER—TO TAKE THIS GRAND INDUSTRY TO NEW HEIGHTS OF SUCCESS!

NOW IS THE TIME!

BEN SHLYEN, Editor-in-Chief
W. M. FORMBY, Managing Editor

Rush Unemployment Relief

“BOOTLEG’’ FILMS To Map Allied Plans

New York—Announcement was made last week of the marriage on September 26 of Carl Elias Mil- liken of the Hays organization and Caroline Wood Chase, Mr. and Mrs. Miller’s daughter home, 150 Center Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y., after November 6.

New York—Arthur Housman, formerly in charge of advertising and exploitation for Warners’ Broadway houses, has joined Columbia as national director of advertising under Al Selig.

Hollywood—The M-G-M banner will wave over John Barry more in his next film. Barrymore, who recently finished his contract with Warner Bros., probably will appear next in “Arsene Lupin” with his brother, Lionel.

New York—Edgar Wallace, famous British author, has been signed by Joseph I. Schnitzer, Radio Pictures president, to write originals for the company. Wallace will go to Hollywood in November to begin his first American picture connection.

Louisville, Ky.—Assistant attorney general interprets theaters and places of amusement as being free from the gross sales tax, as they do not classify as sellers of merchandise.

Philadelphia—The local film board of trade has asked Owen D. Young to head a movement for the amendment of the Sherman law “to enable business to exercise its own initiative without government interference, so long as it obeys the rules.”

New York—Eddie Cantor will appear in a second Samuel Goldwyn picture for United Artists release this season. Production is scheduled to start in May.

Gov. Sees “Decision”

Albany—Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt saw RKO-Pathe’s Floyd Gibbons’ subject, “Woodrow Wilson’s Great Decision,” and was deeply impressed by the film.

Purchase of Loew Rumor Unconfirmed

New York—Officials concerned refused to confirm reports that Nicholas M. Schenck, Louis B. Mayer and J. Robert Rubin have offered Film Securities Corporation, which holds the block, an offer of $72 per share for stock sold in 1928 by Schenck. David Bernstein and the Loew family to William Fox for Fox Theaters Corp. at prices ranging between $110 and $125 per share. Rubin said he felt that Mayer was not a party, as well.

Schenck laughed at the report. Statement was not issued by Mayer.

Groups Report Satisfactory Progress; Meetings for City Committee Appointments Scheduled.

Instantaneous and concerted response on the part of all branches of the industry to the Will H. Hays committee plans on nationwide relief is apparent. Speed is the essential element and the district and city committees are in motion for the most comprehensive unemployment relief plans ever attempted by any industry.

Regional or district committees have been appointed. These groups and to make attractive for appointment of city committees. All groups are to work with local community relief organizations. Every part of the country and each branch of the industry is on the national, regional and city committees. The business stands mobilized and ready to carry on work laid out when Will H. Hays called into conference distributors, affiliated exhibitors and members of both the Allied and M. P. T. O. A. associations.

From all parts of the country come reports of satisfactory progress.

Atlanta—District committee on unemployment relief met here last week and appointed chairman for major cities in the southeast. These chairmen will be responsible for formation of groups in their cities. Work is being rushed (Continued on page 18)

BACK TO CLEANERS!

Will Hays Bans Showing of Three Gang Films

New York—Back to the cleaners they go; the whole reputed one million dollars’ worth of them!

Three films, charged of glorifying gangsters and beer-running gunmen and indicative of the life of racketeers, have been banned by Will H. Hays and ordered back to Hollywood to be re-made or discarded. Determined to stamp out pictures any suggestion that may prove harmful to the nation’s youth, Hays refused to sanction the pictures on the ground that the glorification of the gangster in pictures is a violation of the industry’s pledge made last spring.

Hays’ refusal to allow exhibition of the pictures is reported to have the support of industry leaders, despite the staggering financial losses with which the involved companies are threatened.
Rowley, Laredo, Dies in Dallas Hospital

Funeral services for J. H. Rowley, manager of Hughes-Franklin theatres in Laredo, were held in Dallas at 10:30 last Thursday morning, followed by burial ceremony in Grove Hill Cemetery. Mr. Rowley died in a Dallas hospital Wednesday, a few days following an operation. He was 65 years old and was the father of E. H. Rowley, former partner of Robb & Rowley and now southwestern manager for Hughes-Franklin.

For many years Mr. Rowley was associated with the Robb & Rowley Theatres, serving as manager in several places. He was stationed at Hillsboro before being transferred to Laredo a few seasons ago.

Before entering the theatre business Mr. Rowley was a railroad executive in west Texas.

The pallbearers were C. V. Jones, Hughes Franklin auditor; Ben Bedford, theatre insurance man; S. L. Stokes, H-F manager in McAllister; D. Bernbaum, former R. & R. partner; Harry Flugham, former R. & R. booker now with Public, and Harry Sachs, Public district booker.

H-F managers who attended the funeral were: H. M. Rogers, of Sweetwater; Yull Robb, Big Spring; George Spence, Sherman; Harry Sandburg, Waxahachie. C. W. Taylor, of Hillsboro; Roy Brockman, of McKinney, and R. N. Greer, of Cisco, former R. & R. towns, also attended the services.

Mr. Rowley visited Dallas frequently where he won a host of friends in the trade due to his sunny disposition and friendly contact. He was considered a live showman by those in touch with his work. A successor in Laredo has not been named up to this time.

Bomb Almost Misses

The Oak Lawn Theatre, Dallas, operated by Mrs. Blanche Cutler, was the partial victim of a "stench bomb" a few days ago. A high-powered sedan drove by about 10 o'clock one night and hurled a small light globe containing the fluid into the theatre front. The globe struck a large concrete pillar and splattered. Some of the odor went inside, but the lobby was scrubbed and the damage soon overcome. Mrs. Cutler is reported to have engaged detectives to handle the matter.

DOLLISON DAUGHTER

Girl Born to Wink Theatre Couple

Wink, Tex.—Little Miss Anita Marie Dollison arrived Thursday morning and will make her home with Mr. and Mrs. Lester Dollison. She weighed 8¹⁄₂ pounds and is a pretty baby, even if she does resemble her "daddy" some. Mother and baby are both getting along nicely, and the little lady may be helping sell tickets at the window of the Big Theatre before long. Mr. Dollison may get behind with his work for a while, for we hear that he spends a great part of his time standing over the bassinet—probably waiting to hear the baby call for him.

Anita Marie was born in the same building, on stage of which her parents were married here before a large crowd of friends not so many years ago. And at the time of her birth the play being shown on the screen was "The Birth of a Nation".

Another Houston Heir

Neal Houston, Fox star salesman, is the father of a brand new baby boy which arrived last week. That makes a total of two fine boys for Neal and he's a mighty proud man, especially on account of the fact that the mother and babe are doing mighty fine.

Herber Bros. & Wolf

313 S. HARWOOD STREET — DALLAS

is exclusive Texas Distributor for the

OPERADIO A. C. AMPLIFIER

The amplifier that makes the operation of sound-on-film practically as simple as running silent pictures.

UTMOST QUALITY ABSOLUTELY NO HUM FULLY GUARANTEED

UNIVERSAL SOUN ON FILM

the precision sound equipment that has become a sensation because of its economy in sales price and operation and because of its high quality, unsurpassed by any other equipment.

PROTECTED BY DeFOREST AND JENKINS TELEVISION PATENTS FULLY GUARANTEED.

UNIVERSAL and OPERADIO are a great combination never to be outdone in quality by the high-priced equipments, and not equaled in sales by the cheap equipments.

“Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.

313 S. Harwood St.

B.G. HERBER, Mgr.

DALLAS, TEXAS
“COTTON NIGHT”

New Premium Deal to Help Cotton States

A premium seat-selling plan, different from all others, and which is considered of timely importance to theatres throughout the South, has been unfolded by the Muscogee Manufacturing Co., of Columbus, Ga. The big idea in the plan, which carries an exploitation wallop, is to “help the cotton advertisers in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas”.

Walter H. Foster, veteran showman, is in Dallas, getting the plan under way and confering with exhibitors who are interested.

First of all a bale of cotton is placed in front of the theatre, and a banner tells the town that the theatre is doing its bit to raise the price of cotton. A definite advertising campaign is compo- sitory, Foster explains, all of which the company supplies.

On any night selected the theatre gives away free a pair of finely made towels. They are different from regular store-bought towels, in fast colors, various weaves, etc. All towels come in sets of two and the exhibitor does not have to bother with giving away a great number of pieces. The patrons get towels, and that’s all. They can get towels on every “Cotton Night,” along with their paid admissions. The towels, of course, are given to lady patrons only.

Because the plan has unusual advantages for theatres in cotton areas, exhibitors who are interested can get in touch with the proposition by writing MOTION PICTURE TIMES.

Indie-Publix Tilt

(Continued from page 3)

was interested with Hansard and Daniels in the Plaza at Breckenridge, but the latter men were quick to correct the report stating that their theatre was advertised as strictly a home-owned proposition and that they wished to conduct no fight with Publix as Garner was doing. On the other hand, they were few in voice for the live and let live policy.

But now the Breckenridge men have changed their tactics, as evidenced by the circular they put out as follows:

PUBLIX, THE OCTOPUS, SHOWS IT’S TEETH

AN ANNOUNCEMENT MADE TODAY BY THE PUBLIX THEATRES SAYS THAT THEY WILL OPEN THEIR NATIONAL THEATRE FRIDAY AT POPULAR PRICES.

FOSES AS ARLIS

Imposter Passes for Eminent Actor

George Arliss sails from England next Thursday on the Olympic and will arrive in New York on October 7. Just the same, his presence was reported last week from various cities in Texas, where it seems that he has been wining and duning by the leading citizens. Moreover, in many places he has been led in capitalizing on the prestige and popularity of Arliss in connection with the general release of his latest picture, “Alexander Hamilton,” by posing as the eminent English actor.

So far he has succeeded in his imposture, but warnings have been sent out to Arliss admirers in the Southwest. The real Arliss will proceed from New York direct to Hollywood, where he is to make “A Successful Calamity” at the Warner Brothers’ studio. He will be accompanied by Mrs. Arliss.

This Seems To Be The First Step of Publix To Try To Force Competitors Out of Breckenridge.

When we decided to go into the theatre business for ourselves after working for Dent and Publix Theatres for the past fifteen years, we decided not to try the old Breckenridge because Publix was holding the people up for the theatre entertainment. At this time Publix was operating one theatre in Breckenridge, one in Eastland, and one in Ranger. Competition in Eastland and Ranger forced Publix to lower their prices to 25c and 35c. The reduction was announced in Eastland and Ranger Post as a 10c reduction, but was not reduced in Breckenridge despite the fact that practically the same prices were charged. The local Palace does not represent as much investment as the Ranger Publix.

However, they announced a reduction in Ranger and not in Breckenridge. Any child can readily see Publix was robbing the people of Breckenridge because they were without competition. Interviews with a number of business men as well as the consensus of opinion that business conditions are worse in Breckenridge at the present time than they have been for years. Until January 1, 1931, Publix owned and leased three equipped theatres in Eastland, Ranger, and Breckenridge. We operate one of them. When their lease expired on the theatre we are now operating by assuming the lease back to the owner, giving as the reason the fact that conditions would not warrant the operation of another theatre which they had under lock and key for a time.

After operating the Plaza Theatre only 6 weeks we have shown Publix there is room in Breckenridge for three theatres to operate profitably assuming of course that they are expected to make money out of this National. We honestly believe that Publix Theatres are opening the National Theatre for only one reason: To try to force us out of town, so they can continue to “soak” the people unmedi- cated. But half have not been hooking the people for all these years. They saw fit to operate on our house and the Breckenridge theatre, who had three under their control and now when opposition comes into town they announce the building of another house at the cheapest admission of any Publix house in the Oilbelt. Your Plaza Theatre is a home-owned and operated institution. The building was re-modeled and re-decorated by local labor. Publix Theatres operating the Palace and soon to open the National with off-brand sound equipment, who holler about union affiliations saw fit to import labor from Dallas and Ft. Worth to try to get the National ready for opening.

Publix, the “Union’s Friend,” is using non-union operators in both their shows at Ranger and Eastland, yet in Breckenridge they boast of their union affiliation. Publix theatres are the same by the union as they are by the citizenship of Breckenridge. Their interest is purely commer- cial. If they had the interest of the citizenship of Breckenridge at heart they would have reduced the admission price of Breckenridge when they announced a re- duction in Ranger and Eastland last February. It is evident we have thrown a wrench in the wheels of Publix operation and it is necessary to get us out of town if they are to continue to hornswoggle the people of Breckenridge on their entertainment.

Without the patronage of the citizenship the Breckenridge theatre will be impossible for your Plaza Theatre to continue to operate against the cut throat methods em- ployed by the big Octopus. We have enjoyed an excellent busi- ness from the citizens of Breck-enridge and have received flattering compliments and thanks from the many people who tell us we have delivered them from pre- war theatre prices. We believe that the theatre-going people of Breck- enridge appreciate the fact that we have made it possible for them to see and hear first class entertain- ment at the fair prices en- joyed in our neighboring cities. We believe we have the citizenship of Breckenridge with us in the hard fight we feel we are going to have with Publix, and failure of the Breckenridge citizens to continue to support us will mark a return to the old reign of one the- aret and one price—“That hot half.”

THANKING EACH AND EVERY PERSON WHO HAS AT-TENDED OUR THEATRE, OR WHO HAS IN ANY WAY CON- TRIBUTED TO THE GREAT SUCCESS WE HAVE ATTAINED WITH YOUR PLAZA THEATRE, WE ARE REACHING:

Signed: R. L. HANSARD C. V. DANIELS

DeStafeno Still Smiling

Arthur DeStafeno, manager of National Theatre Supply Company in Memphis, who holds a mean sales record with the organization, reached Dallas Saturday for a few days’ visit with his mother here, and also to visit the Dallas branch and numerous friends of his in the old home town. Arthur is looking well and smiles as usual.

Miss Long to Universal

Miss Bonnie Long, former Film Board secretary in Albany, New York, and former assistant to Don C. Douglas in the Dallas Film Board office, has gone to San An- tonio to accept a place in the Uni- versal exchange, where L. C. Bax- ley presides as branch manager.

Blizzard Cools Best!

Y ALE THEATRE

S. Caporal, Mgr.

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

Mr. J. O. Ford,

Dallas, Texas.

Dear Sir:

I take great pleasure in writing to you in regard to our Blizzard Washed Air Cooling System. After two months of trying test on various con- ditions, I believe it has proved to my satisfaction that it has been of great use to me.

I have 2½ and 5 horse speed motor and up to now I have not used the 5 horse speed, as the 2½ h.p. gives all the cool air I can use. I have cut out my electric bill about $24.00 per month and I have received countless compliments from my patrons.

I remain with best wishes,

Respectfully yours,

Sam Caporal

BLIZZARD SALES CO.

Atlanta New Orleans Dallas

125 Walton St. 504 Howard Ave. 209 Jackson

2009 Jackson
"Action!" demanded the public and Columbia answered with action aplenty by Buck Jones and Tim McCoy who have literally galloped into the hearts of hundreds of thousands of film fans.

So impressed was Variety's reviewer with the type of product Columbia is turning out, that he suggests that "every producer of out-door pictures should see these actions in every inch of the film."

Buck Jones and Tim McCoy are proving lifesavers to exhibitors everywhere.

COLUMBIA LEADS IN FAST MOVING PRODUCTIONS

BUCK JONES
His personality box-office.
His stunts fresh and daring.
His stories smart and thrilling.
His productions powerful.

TIM MCCOY
His characterizations sterling.
His public favor far reaching.
His performance breath-taking.
His productions masterful.
DUAL FILM CONFAB
Chicago—All local Warner theaters are now double
featuring following the suc-
cessful policy at the smaller
Warner houses. A meeting
was held last week to de-
termine whether the policy
should be continued. No
agreement was reached after
a six-hour session.

STOP STAR SYSTEM
Dallas, Tex.—The use of stars in
rating pictures has been discon-
tinued by the “News” here as the
result of efforts on the part of
John J. Freidly, Publix de luxe di-
vision manager. Freidly’s conten-
tion was that, although two stars
are supposed to designate that a
picture is “good,” to the public
this is damnation with faint praise,
and unless a picture gets at least
three stars most folks stay away
from it.

BOMBING PREVENTED
Birmingham, Ala.—Efforts to
stamp out the Strand Theatre
here failed when an usher ob-
served two boys carrying a pack-
age which was leaking. It was
later learned that the boys had
been offered $2.50 each to do the
job. The Strand is a unit of the
Birmingham Theatrical Amuse-
ment Co. houses which recently
went non-union when operators
refused to take a cut in wages.

FUNERAL FOR LOWRYS
Cincinnati — Funeral services
were held September 27 for Mr.
and Mrs. Arnold Lowry, who were
recently drowned while sail boat-
ingen on Lake Erie. Both were
well known in the film industry. Mrs.
Lowry having been secretary of
the Cincinnati Film Board of
Trade, and her husband Columbia
auditor.

PLANT NEAR COMPLETION
Kingsport, Tenn.—The Tennes-
see Eastman Corp., subsidiary of
the Eastman Kodak, will be ready
soon to begin operations here at
its vast plant now nearing com-
pletion. Acetate yarn, a synthetic
textile related to “safety” film, will be manufac-
tured.

STARLING TO ALLIED
Dallas, Tex.—R. V. Starling,
well-known film salesman, is now
representing Allied Film Ex-
changes.

“FINAL” WOWS CLEVELAND
Cleveland—Fifteen minutes after the Lake Theatre non-
union opened with the initial performance of
Warner’s “Five Star Final” every
seat in the house was occupied.
The picture is being held a sec-
ond week, and although booked
for four days at the Variety and
Uptown playing simultaneously
with the Lake, the picture was
held a full week at each. This is
the equivalent of a four weeks’
first run.

MYERS TO SPEAK
Pittsburgh—Abram Myers, pres-
ident of Allied, is slated to speak
at the annual sessions of the
M. P. T. O. of Western Pennsyl-
vania and West Virginia here on
October 5.

FRANKLIN CONFIRMS
Los Angeles—Howard Franklin
last week confirmed the Hughes-
Franklin deal for the Paramount
and United Artists theatres here.
These houses recently were pur-
chased from Publix.

TELEVISE “STORK MARKET”
New York—Columbia Pictures’ Krazy Kat cartoon, “The
Stork Market,” produced by Charles Mintz, has the distinc-
tion of being the one motion picture to be used by Sanabria Tele-
vision in its demonstration, which is one of the features of
the Eighth Annual Electrical Radio World’s Fair, in New
York.

16 MM. BUYS PLANT
Palisades, N. J.—International
16 mm. Pictures, Inc., has acquir-
ed the Hudson Film Industries
Laboratories here. Present 1,500-
000 feet weekly capacity of the
plant will be increased to approxi-
mately 4,000,000 feet weekly.
Negotiations for a second labora-
tory for treatment of both 16 and
36 mm. film are understood to be
under way.

SPECIAL MISS. SESSION
Jackson, Miss.—Special session of the Mississippi Legis-
lature, called by Governor Bilbo to raise
needed state revenue, is being
watched with considerable inter-
est by exhibitors in this territory.

CHANGES IN OHIO
Cincinnati—Allen Moritz, for-
er Cleveland Tiffany manager,
has been appointed manager of
the Columbia exchange in Cinci-
nati. He succeeds Morris White.
William Rosenthal has succeeded
Clifford Almy as local United Ar-
tists manager.

UNION PROBE
Albany—Charges have been
made to Governor Roosevelt
against District Attorney Thomas
C. T. Crain of New York for fail-
ure to act in connection with al-
leged racketeering of officials in
conducting the affairs of the
M. P. Machine Operators’ Union
of Greater New York. The Court
of Appeals has handed down a
decision giving two operators a com-
plete victory against Sam Kaplan,
union president. The operators
have been fighting for two years
to get an accounting of union
funds spent over a period of three
years.

ASK ALLIED “REFORMS”
Mt. Clemens—The Detroit Ex-
hibitors Club is expected to pre-
sent a list of suggested “reforms”
to members of Allied T. O. of
Michigan in session here today.
If the club demands are met, it
is understood the organization
will return to its former policy of
a strictly social group. If not—
well, many reports are current.

H-F DIVISION OFFICE CLOSED
Kansas City—October 10 is the
date set by Hughes-Franklin for
the closing of its divisional offices
here. According to present plans,
Rick Ricketson, who has been in
charge, will be made manager of
the Southern California division.
R. S. Campbell remains as city
manager.

PUBLIX DROPS FOUR
Macon, Ga.—Latest step in the
disorganization of Publix in the
Southeast is the passing of four
Publix houses on the Lucas
chain of Atlanta. Publix now op-
erates only one house in Georgia,
that being the Georgia in Atlanta.
Rumors are rife concerning early
extension of this unit to other
hands.

BUYS WAR, F. N., VITA.
Jacksonville—Contracts have
been closed between E. J. Sparks
publish house operating a few 16
houses which has retired. The new
firm, whereby the entire Warner Bros., First Na-
tional and Vitaphone product for
1931-32 will be played over the
chain of state houses.

ASK FEDERAL RULE
Denver—A resolution passed by
the House of Deputies and Bishops at the convention of
Protestant Episcopal Churches here calls upon the government to
establish a Federal Commission to
govern motion pictures the same
page. Submission of the res-
olution was accompanied by a let-
ter from Canon William Sheafe
Chase, in which the Canon se-
verely criticized motion pictures
and Will H. Hays.

NAME CITY CHAIRMAN
Atlanta—The newly-formed dis-
trict committee on unemployment
relief met here last week and ap-
pointed chairman for each key
city in the Southeast. These
chairmen will assemble exhibitors
in their cities and bring about
the selection of city committees.

NO N. O. TRUCE
New Orleans—Failure of Asso-
ciated Theatre manage-
ers and the local musicians’
union to agree on contract
terms for the coming year
may necessitate turning the
matter over to Joseph N.
Weber, president of the
American Federation of
Musicians.
UNCLE CARL LAEMMLE is back in the film city after two months in Europe and one month in New York. "General conditions are not normal by any means," he said. "But America is fortunate in comparison to Europe and if we quit talking about depression and really practice prosperity we'll have it."

Pondering over the number of times Uncle Carl has made a trans-Atlantic voyage, we wouldn't be surprised to see a release coming from Universal titled "The 28th Crossing."... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

A supplemental contract form for use when players are engaged for roles on a stipulated sum and time guarantee basis, has been distributed to the studios by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. This becomes effective immediately. The contract supersedes the standard "minimum contract for artists" established by the Academy two years ago. ... ... ... ... ...

Emslie Emerson, El Brendel's wife (in the "Big Trail"), returns from Europe accompanied by a new picture—a water color portrait of her "Mona Lisa" features. ... ... ... ... ...

Heavy production schedule at Monogram studios marks the return to pictures of I. E. Chadwick, well known producer of silent days, according to announce- ment by Trem Carr, Monogram production head. Pictures allotted by Chadwick to Carr's decision are "The Western Limited," "The Law of the Sea," "Police Court" and "The Fatal Alarm." Trem Carr personally will produce remaining Monogram melodramas and westerns and seven Bob Steele westerns. ... ... ... ... ...

Will Rogers is contemplating a visit to England and possibly Rus- sia. Will is to be accompanied by Mrs. Rogers and their daughter, Mary. Young Bill will be attending Stanford University, and Jim, the youngest of the family, at military school in New Mexico. "It's best for the kids to be in school even when we're home," Bill says. "We can't learn 'em anything at home—especially manners."

Film companies and studio officials are named defendants in a suit on file in superior court for $5,000 over the asserted sale of the novel "Womens Like Men," written by Georgette Carneal under the name of Allen Leigh. The suit, filed in behalf of the Macaulay Company, publishers, names Pathe Studios, KRO Studios, E. B. Derr, Charles Sullivan and Andrew J. Culp as defendants. The Macaulay company charges the defendants agreed July 19, 1930, to purchase the screen rights to the novel, but later refused to make payments. ... ... ... ... ...

We hear on all sides that Harry Carey is planning to organize an independent company to produce westerns. Carey is signed for "Law and Order" with Walter Huston at Universal but present gossip is that he plans to make eight westerns with "Cavalier of the West" chosen as the first story and John McCarthy under consideration for the directorial assignment. ... ... ... ... ...

A picture without stars will be coming from Radio Pictures if present plans develop. The vehicle contemplated is said to be "High River," purchased several years ago. It is considered ideal for the development of the many young players now at this studio. ... ... ... ... ...

Laurel and Hardy will not hog the field as comedians of feature length films. News comes from the Universal lot that Slim Sum- merville and ZaSu Pitts are to be teamed in a full length comedy. Van Every and is titled "Pudge," Thornton Freeland is slated to direct. ... ... ... ... ...

A wag from the Fox lot tells us that James Dunn is lined up to play opposite Janet Gaynor in "Heart Free." Dunn made his screen debut with Sally Eilers in "Bad Girl," He will burst forth into song in this new opus. Words and music by Buddy DeSylva. ... ... ... ... ...

Roy D'Arcy is back from a tour behind the footlights. He returns to the screen as the menace in "The Gay Buckaroo" western spe- cial produced by M. H. Hoffman, Jr., starring Hoot Gibson. ... ... ... ... ...

David Howard is to direct his first feature length production in agam western, as been given the directorial assignment on George O'Brien's next starring vehicle for Fox, "The Rainbow Trail." How- ard was assistant director to King Victor before directing Spanish versions for Fox. ... ... ... ... ...

Beauty contest winners still crash into cinema land. The latest to secure a contract is Helen Robinson, winner of the "Miss Sweetness" contest held by the National Confectioners' Associa- tion. She has been signed by M-G-M. She will have six months' training and of course her name will be changed—we are speaking cinematographically. ... ... ... ... ...

Sheila Manners, Gibson Goward, James Marcus, Jack Rich- ardsen, Frank Lackteenth and Hank Bell will be in the supporting cast of "Land of Wanted Men," Monogram western, starring Bill Cody and 12-year-old Andy Shuford, ac- cording to an announcement by Trem Carr, Monogram production head, and selected by Harry Frazier, director. "Land of Wanted Men" is the fourth of the "Bill and Andy" western series. ... ... ... ... ...

Judith Wood goes from supporting parts to a leading role in one leap. She will have the femi- nine lead in Paramount's "Working Girls," with a supporting cast composed of Charles (Ruddy), Rogers, Stuart Erwin and Doro- thy Hall. Her name was changed from Helen Johnson to Judith Wood when she signed a term contract with Paramount. She came to the notice of Paramount execs through an excellent bit performance in "The Divorcee."

WE MEET

NOAH BEERY

We dropped in at Monogram studios to find that Noah Beery, doing the heavy lead in "In Line of Duty," had a real fan follow- ing. A sturdy stage hand was follow- ing him around with an electric fan to keep him looking cool enough for a Canadian trader. Another cooling influence, how- ever, was quite noticeable on the heretofore radiant features of Trem Carr, Monogram production head. As he closed the door of his private sanctum Noah let out a hearty laugh and exclaimed, "There goes my pal!" He continued to chuckle gleefully then added: "Yes, sir, and what a fish- man he turned out to be." It seems that Producer Carr had gotten Noah to appear in "In Line of Duty" by promising him some good fishing before on location and took him to a spot where there wasn't a trout within a hundred miles.

In order to show Carr that he held no grudge Noah assured him of some real fishing and a big catch by inviting him to his Para- dise Trout Camp over the weekend. Just before Trem Carr ar- rived, however, Noah gave his pedigreed trout the biggest meal they'd had in six months.

Carr spent the whole week-end dangling his hook in front of the noses of the biggest trout he'd ever seen without getting even a bit. Speaking of his role of the French Canadian trapper in Mon- ogram's "In Line of Duty," Noah expressed the belief that it would stand alongside of his Sergeant Lejune in "Beau Geste" and his title role in "The Sea Wolf."

He commented highly upon the work of James Murray and Fran- cis McDonald, said that he thor- oughly enjoyed playing with Sue Carol and thought she was a "great little trouper."

We have an open invitation to his Paradise Trout Camp and we shall avail ourselves of the opportun- ity at some future date, dropping in on short notice without giving him time to tip the trout off.
The Man From Death Valley
Monogram—60 Minutes

A pleasing action story with some thrilling gun play and fast riding. The story concerns a sheriff in league with a pair of bandits and his plan to hog a cattleman's bank. Tom Tyler, hiding his identity as a United States marshal sent out to break up the gang, furnishes the suspense. He overhears the plot to rob the bank at a certain hour and beats the robbers' time by making the haul himself. He is caught by the sheriff who also discovers the hiding place of the gold, going back for it later to double cross the bandits. Tyler is on the verge of being lynched when he makes his escape from the jail through the aid of his sweetheart and all ends well with the thieves falling out and killing themselves off.

SELLING SEATS: Play up Tom Tyler. Decorate your lobby in Western style, and don't forget a cactus or two. Dress a man to resemble a U. S. Marshal, minus the badge of course, and place a card on his back proclaiming "I'm looking for 'The Man From Death Valley.'" When last seen he was headed for the Blank Theatre.

Alexander Hamilton
Warner Bros.—73 Minutes

Screen adaptation of play written by Arliss and played on the stage by him about 14 years ago. This historic story of that part of Alexander Hamilton's life which most Americans have overlooked is an achievement of which he may be justly proud. Story opens with Washington's farewell to his army and goes into the story of Hamilton's efforts to establish the credit of the new nation by having a central government assume the indebtedness of the various states. Masterful strokes of diplomacy in outwitting his political enemies even in the face of a blackmail scheme to wreck his home life give Arliss a chance to display his superb ability and adds another to his triumphs on the talking screen. The supporting cast was well chosen and the direction of the best. Settings and costumes in keeping with grandeur of production. Entertainment of the highest standard.

SELLING SEATS: The star is best selling angle. Tie up with schools on historical story.

Wicked
Fox—55 Minutes

Miss Landi as the wife of a bank employee who has gone wrong. In attempting to aid him escape capture she accidentally shoots an officer and on circumstantial evidence is sent to jail. The husband is killed trying to get away. She is about to become a mother and when the child is born she gives it in care of a society who places it with a wealthy family for adoption. Victor McGlennon as a former suitor hears of her plight and fights for her freedom and the regaining of her child. This accomplished they sail back to Australia together. Too much cordial prison sentences and only for brightening up by Una Merkel as a helping friend the picture would be rather morbid. Women will like it from the mother-love angle. Rates only fair entertainment value.

A Burglar to the Rescue
Universal—22 Minutes
The first of the Shadow Detective series filled with plenty of thrills and creepy suspense by the use of a shadow projected throughout the reel, with the voice of the shadow forecasting the retribution that awaits the criminal. Mystery and suspense is dominant throughout, but the ending leaves the impression that the story is to be continued in the next reel. Numbers in this series are more than just program fillers. They should help draw regular patronage.

Beach Pyjamas
RKO-Pathe—20 Minutes
This number just rates fair. It is one of the Traveling Man comedy series, with Louis John Bartels in the title part. The hero gets a new job when he tries to flirt with the fiancée of the owner of a large department store, whom he intended to sell.

SELLING SEATS: Plenty of names to conjure with in this one. Title a bit misleading but can be used to arouse curiosity.

Penrod and Sam
First National—71 Minutes

Booth Tarkington story that never grows old. Made in silent form by First National in 1923 this picture will draw many who will want to see it again, especially with a new cast and since Leon Janney, the juvenile lead of "Father's Son," plays the part of Penrod. It is just the type of picture for family showing and it wouldn't hurt to see more of this kind made.

SELLING SEATS: Just advertise the name of the picture and word-of-mouth advertising will do the rest. Libraries and book shops will gladly cooperate. Get the schools interested in a special matinee performance.

Fast and Furious
Universal—19 Minutes
Featuring Daphne Pollard, this two-reeler is mostly crusty pie-throwing and the usual slapstick comedy in which Daphne has been seen time after time. In practically the whole show all she does is flop ungracefully on the sidewalk. There is nothing really funny. It is just a mess from start to finish.
MODERN EXPLOITATION
By TED TODDY
Columbia's Director of Publicity and Exploitation,
Southern Division, Atlanta.

(Chapter One)
"SENSATIONAL PRODUCTION"

BEFORE we thoroughly understand the methods of exploitation we must concentrate on the thought that exploitation employed in the past was not always foreseen, studied, and pure logic. With this in view we will therefore visualize that we are making an attempt to show not only or large the principles of exploitation are the same) and get to work. For the subject of sensational type of production we will exploit Columbia's ace production "Dirigible" as we consider the press book. The press book is written by experts in publicity and exploitation solely to help us get the date each of the activities is therefore logical to believe that these experts have sufficient advice and assistance of a benefit. We therefore follow the press book closely. We then call a meeting of the house staff which consists of every employee of the theatre. The reason for which will be explained later. At this meeting we consider the exploitation of "Dirigible" using the press book as our guide. Advanced reports have rated this production as a sure money producer. Therefore decide that a production of this type will warrant an extra expenditure.

Exploit Adventure-Love

The press book of "Dirigible" shows us sensational type of paper from 24 sheets to one sheet. We know that this production is a sensational air production. We know that it has a strong love theme. We know that it is made with the co-operation of the U. S. Navy. We know of its airplane and dirigible photography. We know of the national essay contest. We see 50 different star tieup stills, and read the special publicity and stories written by experts. We then definitely decide to exploit it as an air production emphasizing the powerful love triangle and remembering that "Dirigible is a family picture, not to exploit it as a war picture.

We base our campaign on truth, using pure logic in our methods of exploitation. The first consideration is our newspapers. Because of the timely interest in air movements our editor is interested in the placement of advanced stories and photos. We are of the opinion that one thousand words in newspapers are worth more than a thousand words and we endeavor to plant as many photos as possible. Our order for accessories being placed well in advance is now delivered. Nothing creates a sensation like a sensational theatre front. The artist designs a theatre front showing a huge dirigible cutout. We stick to this by the press book and advance assistance from the producers. Our complete campaign is tied up with local publicity and opportunities. A sound motion picture trailer is immediately shown on the screen. Special lobby and frame cards are used for the lobby. Herals are distributed in the theatre two weeks in advance. Here is the complete campaign and the methods applied in securing this publicity:

Newspaper Publicity—Two weeks in advance of showing 200 stories appear in all papers. The mayor was presented with a miniature dirigible by theatre manager. A photograph was taken and a three-column photo appeared in a newspaper. A six-satellite story on the romance and history of "Dirigible" was run in the newspaper. A story on the advancement of aviation was planted through the cooperation of the aviation editor. A "Dirigible" club was formed for young aviation enthusiasts. Prizes were awarded for the best dirigible built.

Advertising—Our theatre increased its advertising by 100 per cent. A teaser campaign using one column, one inch, was started 10 days in advance. Gradually built to large opening spread. Strong, forcible lines were used in each ad. The line "Not a War Picture" was carried in all ads.

U. S. Navy Tieup—Special one sheets with the theatre imprint were posted free on all U. S. Navy stands. The Navy recruiting officer furnished white uniforms to our ushers. Flags for decoration and a small navy recruiting office was installed in the lobby of the theatre.

Radio—The local radio broadcasting station allowed free time because we invited the president of the local radio club and members of the local flying field to speak on the subject of lighter-than-air craft and our experience with dirigibles.

Air Field Tieup—The local Curtiss flying field loaned us an exhibit of their~latest statioer~for lobby displays. In return of the Curtiss advertising card in the lobby.

Street Car Tieup—All street cars carried a half-sheet reading, “Ride the Street Cars to See Dirigible,” and only 50 tickets of the theatre was the cost of the cards.

Taxicab Tieup—The local taxicab company carried tieup covers bought from the exchange in return for passes.

Liberty Magazine Tieup—Because of the producer's arrangement with Liberty Magazine, 10,000 12x12 cards of "Dirigible" were purchased from the exchange and distributed free by the Liberty Magazine boys at various Liberty Boys. A free show was given the Liberty boys.

Merchant Tieup Ads—Through the medium tieup stills 200 windows showing the stills on tieup mounts were secured.

Children's Campaign—Special drive was made for the young folks and 2,000 dirigible games and 5,000 blotters purchased from the exchange were distributed at the local radio station.

Library Tieup—A one-sheet frame was placed in a library calling attention to special books on aeronautics.

Street Ballyhoo—This tieup was made with a local Ford dealer, and six cars furnished. Twelve banners, size 3x10, purchased from the exchange, were mounted. A sound truck, with amplifying apparatus playing march music, headed this parade. All cars were filled with delivery boys.

Newspaper Advertising Tieup—To increase the attendance of the tieup stills the manager of the display department of our newspaper sold a complete page to merchants that sold merchandise indorsed by the star and of the products shown in the stills.

Paper Bag Tieup—Arrangements were made with a large chain grocer to distribute paper bags with the picture and theatre imprint to all buyers of merchandise. Special tieups were made with Postal Telegram, Lux Soap, Old Gold Cigarettes, Majestic Radio, Mobile Oil, etc. These suggestions were outlined in the press book. On the opening night large landing air port lights were displayed. Members of the local recruiting station and the navy were invited in body to see the display. Radio tieup work was used in front of lobby plugging march music. A special midnight show was given night before the opening.

No lies were told, no misrepresentation. The city was simply told the facts about "Dirigible." The city was made to believe that "Dirigible" had arrived and he who shouts the loudest is always believed. The picture broke records at the theatre.

Next Week: Chapter Two, "Sex Exploitation".
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Race Track Tie-up Attracts Attention

A BOAST in gross of 25 per cent return from a smash campaign on "Street Scene" put over by Manager John McManus of Loew's Midland in Kansas City with the cooperation of Erle Wright, United Artists exploiter.

Several hundred firms cooperated in the publicity in the city and vicinity. The crowning achievement was a special "Street Scene Handicap" at the Riverside race track.

Estelle Taylor tie-ups with Lux toilet soap were placed in 150 windows, the star endorsing the product. Banter—saying "'Street Scene Is Complete Without Shell Gas!" were used at 150 filling stations. Cards were placed in pay envelopes given 2,700 employees. Other tie-ups included 100 street car cards, 50 Old Gold displays, 50 VanFeusen collar tie-ups, and a life-size cutout of a telephone boy in Postal Telegram windows, the boy holding a card with the copy: "On Every Street Scene Postal Telegram Stands Out."

Radio-Matinee Boost "Pardon Us"

W. V. TAYLOR, manager of the Loew's State Theatre, Houston, Texas, included a number of radio tie-ups in the exploitation campaign he used to help put over his showing of "Pardon Us."

Taylor arranged for three radio tie-ups. Free Station KTLC gave a half hour on their Uncle Sam's Grab Bag Hour. Station KRTH held a contest on their Uncle Jerry's Hour for children under 10. Por the best-colored cartoon of the day, the winner was awarded a pass to see "Pardon Us." Station KRTH also awarded a pass to each child who went in a picture of himself or his dog.

Another novel stunt used by Taylor was the extending of invitations to the Boy Builders of America to attend a matinee. Through the streets these boys carried a fifteen foot banner reading: "We thank the Loew's State, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Hal Roach for inviting us to see Laurel and Hardy in "Pardon Us." Their first full length feature picture at the Loew's State Now."
Large Campaign on Seth Parker Film

THE RKO-Radio "Seth Parker" exploitation campaign in behalf of "Other People's Business" has already entered its initial phases over the air with a nation-wide broadcast through the RKO home town of Joneport, Me. The broadcast took the form of an official welcome tendered the famous radio character and his "neighbors" on their return to the home town from Hollywood.

Plans are now being made for a "Seth Parker Christmas Party" over the RKO Theatre of the Air on the Friday nearest to the Christmas holidays. Seth will be master of ceremonies and the hour is designed to be one of the memorable broadcasting occasions achieved by this company.

These special events are in addition to Seth Parker's regular weekly period on Sunday nights, already rated as among the most popular on the air with Parker drawing from 5,000 to 6,000 fan letters a week.

Commencing during the first week of October, Seth Parker undertakes one of the most inclusive personal appearance tours ever attempted by a radio screen star. This tour will include 70 cities and towns, taking in many film key points and will be heralded by national broadcasting from Seth Parker, and newspaper publicity of national scope designed to tie up this tour with the Radio Picture. RKO-Exchange managers will be advised of the Seth Parker itinerary so that mutual collaboration of effort may result in greater enthusiasm for the entire Seth Parker picture set-up.

A large campaign of fan magazine, trade paper and newspaper advertising, as well as a multitude of nation-wide tieups will be launched on behalf of the Seth Parker attraction in addition to the above-mentioned efforts.

Col. Planning Buck Jones Ranger Clubs

THE Buck Jones Ranger Club will be the title of a new Columbia business-building organization, which will be nationwide in its scope.

The benefits to the exhibitor will be derived from Columbia's Buck Jones Ranger Clubs include an easily arranged and inexpensive method of getting and holding the patronage of boys and girls. It is also expected to fortify good will among parents and teacher associations. From the exhibitor angle, it is a method of increasing display advertising in the local newspapers. It also gives a theatre a word-of-mouth channel of advertising and is designed to fix securely in the minds of the young theatre-goers a desire to support and attend their local theatre.

Buck Jones' qualifications as a hero in the eyes of youth was proved by returns from a nation-wide popularity contest conducted by "The Open Road for Boys" Magazine.

This new movement is along the Campfire Girls of America, but lines of the Boy Scouts and the less complicated in detail. After once being started, the management of the Buck Jones' Ranger Clubs will not fall upon the shoulders of the theatre managers, but upon the youngsters themselves through their local chief Ranger, appointed by them.

Raggedy Ann Dolls!

P. Vollard Company of Joliet, Ill., manufacturers of the Raggedy Ann Dolls, one of which is carried by little Mary Morgan in "Ten Nights in a Bar Room," is arranging window displays in connection with the showing of the new all-talking version of the famous melodrama.

Keeping Interest in Kiddie Clubs

ONE thing discovered by managers is that while the formation of a Kiddie Club among the youthful patrons of their theatres is easy enough, keeping interest alive in it is something else. Leon Pickle, manager of Warner Bros. Kentucky Theatre in Louisville, aware of this, has been getting up a series of stunts which has served to strengthen the organization of youngsters having his house as their headquarters.

One of Pickle's stunts was the distribution of rabbits to the members of the Kiddie Club and he is now following this up through the cooperation of a manufacturer with the distribution of boxes of candy to those members holding the lucky six numbers.

As a result of his efforts the Warner Kiddie Club has grown to such proportions that it gives the Kentucky Theatre one overflowing audience every Saturday forenoon.

Did it Go Over? Did it Flop? Is it a Good Picture?

Join the ranks of the Better Pictures Club and send in your box office reports every week. Other exhibitors will want to know what to expect from pictures you have played and what they have yet to play.

Tear off—fill in—and mail to

Associated Publications
4704 East 9th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
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Missing Line for "Side Show"

In putting over Winnie Lightner's new picture, "Side Show," John J. Scanlon, manager of the new Warner Theatre in Torrington, Conn., hit upon an idea that won immediate reaction. Scanlon had his organist, Al Forrest, who has a flair for verse, write an acrostic built on the name of the exponent Winnie. The next thing was to get the local paper to print the verses with every second or third line omitted. The idea of this was to get people to furnish the missing lines, those writing the most appropriate ones winning seats for "Side Show".

YOUR IDEAS MAY HELP A BROTHER EXHIBITOR. WHY NOT SEND THEM IN?
21 Offices to Replace Fulton Retail Stores

Carl H. Fulton, president, has announced that the E. E. Fulton Company will abandon its present practice of selling theatre equipment through retail stores and universally adopt a system of merchandising from offices.

Immediate result of his plan will be the opening, within a few months, of 21 new branches of the Fulton Company, giving it complete coverage of the nation. Fulton states that under the old system complete representation would probably have required nearly five years.

Two important sales aids are a part of the plan. The first is the "model theatre." For the past two years, this has been a vital part of the merchandising at the home office of the company, 1018 Wabash Ave., Chicago. It is planned to duplicate this theatre in three other cities, still to be designated. One will be in the east, probably New York City. Another will be built in the west, and a third in the south.

The second aid is a portable projector and screen, through the use of which salesmen can tell their entire story visually to theatre owners. On 16mm film, various manufacturers marketing through the Fulton Company have prepared the story of their product. It is planned to provide this equipment to every branch.

“Our plan is going to prove more satisfactory for buyers and more effective for us than the system we are replacing and the reduction of overhead and operating costs will be reflected ultimately in lower equipment prices," Mr. Fulton said.

Reading Lamp

New Feature in Carroll Theatre Chairs

Among the many interesting features boasted by the renovated Earl Carroll New York Playhouse, one of the most unique is the reading lamp in the back of every seat.

A small receptacle is built into the back of each chair, into which is housed a small battery operated light, which burns as long as pressure is applied to a button. The light, which sheds a glow over but a six or eight-inch radius, is intended to enable the patron to scan his program during the performance.

Besides this feature, the chair has a spring upholstered back, full spring seat of the mattress comfort type, standards with hidden aisle-lights, covering of brilliant modernistic design material. The chairs were installed by the American Seating Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Westinghouse Dividend

The Westinghouse board has declared a dividend of 1 1/2 per cent, amounting to 62 1/2c per share, on both common and preferred shares (payable October 31, 1931, to stockholders of record, September 30, 1931), payment of which will make a total of 7 1/2% per cent paid this year on the par value of both classes of stock, which compares with 10 per cent paid in 1930.

Audiphone Installation

The Goetz Theatre, Monroe, Wis., has contracted for the installation of the Western Electric Audiphone for the hard-of-hearing, C. W. Bunn, general sales manager of Electrical Research Products, announces.

Burgess to ERPI

S. K. Wolf, director of the Acoustic Consulting Service of Electrical Research Products, has added G. V. T. Burgess to his staff. Burgess will specialize in the application of acoustic principles to construction work.

Volume

Makes These Unusual Values Possible

"Build a better film cabinet than our customers can buy elsewhere at an equal price and we'll get the business for you." The manufacturer accepted our challenge, designed and developed a product that could not be surpassed for value, began to produce it at a fair price that would place it within the means of every theatre owner and the volume of sales made it mutually profitable to all concerned. Many similar instances prove conclusively why

It Pays You to Trade Regularly at

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
306 S. Harwood St., Dallas, Texas 516 W. Grand, Oklahoma City, Okla.
400 S. Second St., Memphis, Tenn.
New Bell Portable for Standard Film

New portable sound equipment for 35-mm, film has been brought out by the Bell Equipment Corporation of New York. The complete projector and sound mechanism weighs 71 1/2 pounds, and two projectors in tandem, including all accessories, wire fibre cases, etc., weighs (depending on type) 215 or 290 pounds. The apparatus comes packed for easy portability, in cases aluminium-lined and made of ply-wood and asbestos.

This equipment operates on ordinary 110-volt a. c. current, no batteries, or motor generator set being necessary. Lighting is by Mazda lamps, 1,000 watts being standard, though 500-watt lamps can be supplied. Little motor permits of throws of from 50 to 100 feet.

Lubrication is by a full-automatic splash pump (and the apparatus comes with enough oil for three years of operation without further attention). The intermit-
tent movement is mounted on spe-
cial ball bearing. The oil sight on the front of the intermit-
tent is clear, without disassem-
bly of the projector.

A patented governor arrange-
ment has been designed to control the fire shutter and projector lamp. An automatic switch stops the motor and douses lamp when the film runs out or breaks. Drive is by means of a belt run-
ning directly to the intermit-
tent drive shaft, while the motor de-
velops 1 1/2 H. P., 3,500 r.p.m., and weighs nine pounds. An air-im-
peller is mounted on the motor-
shaft for cooling.

The exciter lamp, optical sys-
tem, and sound gate are mounted on the same casting, and the ex-
citer lamp supply is controlled from the main control panel, with switches on the projector. In the tandem layout, both projectors are controlled from the same panel, with the panel carrying an ammeter for each exciter lamp.

Amplification is five-stage, all- a. c. operated, with provision for filtered a. c. current to the photo-
cell at voltage varying from zero to 200. Visitron calcium cells are standard equipment. The face is automatic. Speakers are dy-
amic and come in pairs mounted on a 25-inch trolley (the packing case being the trolley when op-
ened).

NEW REAR SHUTTER

Device for Powers Said to Reduce Aperture Heat

A rear shutter especially de-
signed for use with Powers pro-
jectors, and which its makers claim will reduce the aperture heat by 75 per cent, has been placed on the market by the Art and Sound Re- 
Shutter Company of Los Angeles. Its makers claim this new device will mean a very great reduction of damage to film caused by the exces-
sive heat produced by mod-
ern light sources.

The company provides a new framing device to replace the lev-
er employed on the Powers mecha-

nism, having discovered that this old device could not be used if a rear shutter was installed. An-
other unique feature is claimed in the provision for advancing or re-
tarding of rear shutter speed while the projector is in operation.

REORGANIZE DEPTS.

Westinghouse Groups for Industry Classes

Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing Company has been re-
organized under the direction of O. F. Stroman, industrial sales manager. The reorganized de-
partment is composed of units

grouped according to the main classifications of industry.

Two assistant sales managers and 14 divisional managers have been appointed and the new or-
ganization also provides for the grouping of specialized engineers with every sales division.

Bernard Lester and C. B. Stain-
buck have been appointed assist-
ant sales managers, and will have general charge of directing from headquarters the develop-
ment of business with industrial users of electrical equipment. Stainback will have charge of ap-
paratus applying to these indus-
trial groupings.

CHRISTY TO G-M

Scientist Augments Company Laboratory Staff

G-M Laboratories, Inc., of Chi-
cago, manufacturers of the Visi-
tron Photoelectric Cell, announce the recent appointment of Dr. An-
drew Christy to its engineering re-
search staff. Dr. Christy received his degree in physics in 1928 from the University of California at Berkeley.

Dr. Christy's new duties will be in the field of photoelectric phe-
nomena, enlarging the theoretical and experimental studies that have been in progress during the past three years in the company lab-

oratories.

OPERADIO DEVICE

New Sound on Film for Smaller Theatres

A new sound apparatus de-
signed for use of sound-on-film in small theatres seating not more than 800 people has been placed on the market by the Operadio Manufacturing Company of St. Charles, Ill. It's price is quite low, and the manufacturer claims great excellence in results.

It is operated entirely by a. c. No batteries or motor generators are required. The photo-electric cell amplifier, the power ampli-
ifier and the complete power set are all contained in one compact unit. It may be used sound-on-disc and for microphone operation. It supplies a microphone current; button. A microphone is used with any head using the natural type photo-electric cell. The tubes are 24, and two 5's, all of them low-priced tubes.

The amplifier supplies the ex-
citer lamp, photo-electric cell and microphone button current. A line voltmeter and control make possible the power line voltage. There are an ammeter and control which permits of adjustment of exciter lamp current, and the voltage applied to the photo electric cell may be varied at the will of the projectionist. The volume control of the changeover switch is mounted upon the side of the apparatus im-
mediately above the two wires.

NEW VISITRON CELL

Smaller Photoelectric Cell Developed by G-M

A photoelectric cell of medium size with a globular bulb has been developed by the G-M Laboratories, Inc., of Chicago, as an addi-
tion to its line of Visitron cells.

This cell measures two and 13 sixteenths inches from the bottom of the bakelite base to the top of the bulb. The bulb itself is one and 15 sixteenths inches in diam-

eter.

Report from the G-M Labora-
tories is that the sales of Visitron cells, made through the National Theatre Supply Company, have increased 50 per cent.

Is your Screen a funny Mirror to side-seated Patrons?

Visionary distortion from the side seats and down close in rows is a serious fault. Grotesque, out-of-pro-
portion images on the screen are ex-
asperating to patrons and therefore damaging to your business. Why not correct this fault with a sound screen that makes every seat a good one? Visibestone, an optically perfect screen, eliminates sound 'pockets' and positively relieves the dangerous fire hazard, because it is made of asbestos—basically fire-
proof, easy to clean and will last for years.

VIBESTONE

THE PERFECT FIREPROOF SOUND SCREEN

Distributed by National Theatre Supply Company. For information apply to the National Branch or direct to the manufacturer—
KEASBEY & MATTISON COMPANY
Ambler, Penna.
Nine New Comedies From Educational

Hollywood — Educational Pictures has been having a more active season than ever before in its long career as specialists in short comedies.

Nine production units are at present at work on as many Educational subjects. William Goodrich is directing “Queenie of Hollywood,” a subject for Fantasm’s “Hollywood Girls” comedies, in which Virginia Brooks, Rita Flynn and Jeanne Flarrin essay the roles of three of the screen’s brightest and most attractive feminine stars.

Rush Relief Work (Continued from page 7)
to aid in the industry’s co-operation.

Dallas — Aside from individual efforts in behalf of jobless relief, Col. Cole and others plan a Texas “Prosperity Week” to aid in main...

San Francisco — Donation of a portion of their receipts, presentation of a series of “Needy Family Nights,” and general methods of co-operation will be undertaken here in the near future. City committees for this district will be named soon.

Detroit — Members of the district unemployment relief committee plan an early meeting for the purpose of appointing the various city committees.

Chicago — Concerted action on the part of theatre men is expected in relief of unemployed this winter. Facing unprecedented hardships, exhibitors are not unmindful of the responsibility for unemployment aid undertaken by the industry.

Boston — The Industrial Relief agencies are swinging into action here. It is generally believed this section will follow a program of co-operation with local and community agencies along lines suggested by the national committees.

Many meetings of the recently appointed district committees are planned throughout the country. City committees will be named and detailed work of co-operation will be taken over by them. The indu try presents a solid front in its program of unemployment relief.

Book 1,500 Rockne’s

New York — Fifteen hundred theatres booked RKO-Pathé’s Knute Rockne football series of shorts to start playing during the first five days of national release, late, September 26, reports A. H. Schneider, short-subjects sales manager, and E. Dekker’s staff. Rockne, himself is heard and seen throughout all of the six pictures in this series made at South Bend with the Notre Dame team.

“Pagan Lady” Held Over

New York — Columbia’s “Pagan Lady” was held over for a second week at the New Broadway Theatre, Broadway and 53rd Street.

THEATRES FOR SALE


ONE OF THE BEST paying theatres in western North Carolina; will stand investigation. Get in touch at once with T. K. Bowles, Commercial Business Exchange, Greensboro, N. C.

THEATRES WANTED


EQUIPMENT FOR SALE


TWO GUARANTEED positively reliable Simplex projectors, new or without reflector lamps. Also motor generators, rectifiers, sound screens. Astounding values. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 154 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn.

GIANT RACON speaker with rectifier; good as new; make offer. Liberty Theatre, Marshall, Mo.

REAL BARGAINS—Turntables, $15; pickups, $7.50; Wright-DeCoster speakers, $17.50; Pam 19 amplifiers, $50; voice controls, $7.50; monitors, $1.50; anything of the like. Square Deal Film Exchange, Film Exchange Bldg., Dallas, Texas.

Two Simplex machines, single-bearing; one Hertner generator, 20-40 amps, 220 volts; two Peerless reflector arc lamps; two Ross lenses; size 4½’. Everything in perfect condition ready to install. No dealers. Julius Mintz, 4 Winchester St., Boston, Mass.

THEATRE SEATS — 1800 ve...

UNIVERSAL sound-on-film equipment with two Powers 6B projector; complete projection and sound; first class condition and perfect results guaranteed. Send for immediate installation. C. W. Stehley, Simpson, Kas.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE—Con’d

FOUR SIMPLEX MACHINES for sale; in good condition; ready for sound. $475 pair; easy terms. Fox Theatre, 1411 Elm St., Dallas, Texas.

WEEBER disc equipment for sale; first class condition; good as new; $100 for entire outfit. F. E. Perryman, Elizabethtown, Tenn.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

AT LIBERTY—Special RCA and Western Electric projector; moderate salary. Wire H. Swatek, 401 Gilbert St., Peoria, Ill.

SOUND PROJECTIONIST—Four years’ experience with circuit, best references; reliable; will go anywhere. Henry Hanson, 217 Clark St., Alpena, Mich.

EXPERIENCED sound projectionist and sign painter wants job, Prefer south. Paul Hadley, Pigott, Ark.


GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100.

Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes’ easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $50—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance—Write now to...
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Motion Picture Projection
By JAMES R. CAMERON
Introduction by S. L. Rothafel ("Roxy")
Used since 1918 as the Standard Authority on the Subject.
Fourth Edition — 1,280 Pages 500 Illustrations
PRICE SIX DOLLARS

Motion Pictures with Sound
By JAMES R. CAMERON
Introduction by William Fox
(Fox Film Corp.)
Complete information on both the theoretical and practical sides of sound motion pictures, with information for the care and operation of all sound equipment in use today.
400 Pages — Fully Illustrated
PRICE FIVE DOLLARS

CAMERON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF SOUND MOTION PICTURES
Over 2,000 Terms, Words, Phrases, etc., defined and explained.
The First Encyclopedia of the Motion Picture Business
PUBLISHED AT THREE-FIFTY

Send Cash With Order—Your Books Will Be Shipped Promptly, Postage Prepaid
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, 4704 E. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.
MACK SENNETT brings Radio's latest great crooning sensation to the screen in a sensational short comedy

BING CROSBY in "I SURRENDER, DEAR"
They'll never forget the baron of baritones singing his favorite number.

"Torchy" is back!
RAY COOKE in "TORCHY"
First of the new talking comedies from the famous Sewell Ford stories. With Dorothy Dix, Edmund Breese, Franklin Pangborn.
Produced by C. C. Burr

And Lincoln might have added
You can't fool yourself any of the time

You may fool the public some of the time, but you can't fool yourself any of the time. Size up your show. Has it balance? variety? speed? spontaneity? sparkle? color? class? If not, you'll be the first to get hep. Then set about pleasing yourself. Remember that the balance of box-office power is in your short features. Use a comedy and two or three one-reel novelties. Vary the showings. Mix 'em up.

See that you have a trade-marked show, short features of the Educational Pictures brand. That means cumulative value in screen, fan and national advertising. Eleven years of specialization and concentration by Educational have pre-sold and made sure-fire the short feature part of your program.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc., E. W. HAMMONS, president
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President
KEY CITY COMMITTEES TO MAKE JOBS FOR JOBLESS

VAUDEVILLE RETURNS IN THE SOUTHWEST

DEPINET EMPHASIZES IMPORTANCE OF CLEAN FILMS
FLYING DOLLARS!

ALL WEALTH COMES FROM DOLLARS IN MOTION . . . ROLLING AROUND THE COUNTRY! DOLLARS FLY IN THE WAKE OF RKO-RADIO HIT ATTRACTIONS . . . AND PILE UP NEW HIGHS IN THE BATTLE FOR PROSPERITY GROSSES!...

RADIO SMASHES IN ACE B'WAY SPOTS


TUNE IN! “RKO Theatre of the Air” N. B. C. Coast to Coast Network Every Friday Night, 10:30 P. M., N. Y. Time
Keys Will Aid Jobless

Depinet Praises Clean Pictures

Vaude Returning

NO LENGTHY FACES

"Smile" Is Order for Allied Meeting

"Smile" is to be the order of the day when Allied Theatre Owners of Texas holds its "Prosperity Convention" here October 19-20.

"It is with no intention of making 'foolish claim' that prosperity is here that this name for the gathering has been chosen," Col. H. A. Cole, manager of the unit, explains, but rather to tell members that "we are holding the convention to bring back prosperity to instill the spirit that alone can bring it back, rather than making any claim that it is here now.

"At this convention we guarantee there will be no pessimistic talk," he declares. "We do not mind facing the situation, but we refuse to accept the fact that the amusement business, or the business of any of our members is on the rocks! The gavel will stop any pessimistic talk brought up at this time. It is our intention to infuse into every man who attends, a spirit of fight and enthusiasm."

TOPA Date Set

The first annual convention of the Theatre Owners Protective Association, will be held in Dallas the last part of November or the first of December, Judge Roy Walker, of Lampasas, president of the Texas organization, announced in Dallas last week while attending the district unemployment relief committee meeting. The TOPA on December 1, will be a year old.

State Industry Organizer; Twelve City Chairmen Named; Friedl to Head Dist. Committee.

Ready for any emergency that may arise in Texas due to unemployment and aiding the federal government in its plan to better conditions generally, the film industry in this state is organized to take quick action on any scheme that becomes adopted.

The district committee appointed by Will Hays, met in Dallas last week, elected John J. Friedl, Publix division manager, as chairman, appointed Don C. Douglas, secretary, and named key city men to organize committees in their respective metropolitan areas.

The district committee is the administrative body for Texas. This body is composed of Leroy Bickel, J. E. Dugger, C. E. Hilgers, Roy Walker, of Lampasas; Leaman Marshall, Terrell; L. C. Tidball, Ft. Worth; Col. H. A. Cole; Paul Scott, Dallas; J. A. Lenke, Waco; Friedl and Douglas. Col. Cole was absent from the meeting on account of an Allied national meeting in Detroit and Scott and Lenke did not appear.

Twelve Chairmen Named

In the 12 towns of Texas with 40,000 population or over, the following key men were named: Will Horwitz, Texan Theatre, Houston; P. J. Johnston, Publix Theatres, Dallas; J. E. Luckett, Empire, San Antonio; Harry (Continued on page 4)

Frels, Not Will

We'll blame it on the printer. In our last issue, naming the officers and directors of the Texas Allied, the name of Will Horwitz was given as president. The trade generally knows that Mr. Horwitz resigned some months ago. Rubin Frels, first vice-president, is acting president of the organization.

To Southwell, Forecast; Publix to Mark Time

Pending Experiment at Majestic Theatre.

The return of RKO vaudeville to the Majestic Theatre in Dallas and the resultant reinstatement of the Majestic orchestra was all scheduled to take place Thursday, October 15, according to official announcements. Dallas will get its weekly changes direct from Oklahoma City and the next stop has been designated in New Orleans.

Present plans are that Houston, San Antonio and Ft. Worth will be left out in the cold this winter as far as stage attractions are concerned. Trouble with the unions in San Antonio is given as the reason for sidetracking that city at the present time.

Publix, it is said, seems to be making no move to return its New York stage shows to southwestern deluxe houses. On the other hand the big circuit will mark time pending the results of RKO vaudeville in the Dallas Majestic.

Pathe Executive's Pronouncement a Strong Slap at Sex, Smutty, Gangster Themes.

"The basic value of popular entertainment depends on its cleanliness and decency," so declared Ned E. Depinet, vice-president and general sales manager of RKO-Pathe.

Mr. Depinet, a former Dallas film man, arose to new heights a few years ago as general sales manager of Universal, vice-president in charge of distribution for First National and during the past year went over with RKO-Pathe in the same capacity.

Comment of a number of exhibitors in Dallas Monday who read the statement was that "Depinet hit the nail on the head."

"If I had never believed this before, I would now know it to be a fact, since seeing the recent public reaction to certain clean pictures," Depinet said.

Mr. Depinet gets around the country a great deal. It was his keen insight into picture values that won assignments for him at the top of film distribution.

The overuse of sex, gangster themes and smut will have no place in films hereafter as is distributed under Depinet's direction, it is believed by some of his friends in Dallas.

The Strand at Gulf, Texas, recently destroyed by fire, will be rebuilt at an early date, it is reported.

Ned Depinet

To Film "Mrs. Wiggs"

Hollywood—"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," sentimental adult-juvenile classic, has been purchased by Paramount for picture production. Chief juvenile roles have been assigned by Junior Durkin.

Chic Sale's Fourth

Hollywood—"The Hurry Call" is the fourth of a series of rural comedies starring Sale under the direction of Mark Sandrich. The story is an original by Ben Holmes. The cast includes Aileen Caryle, Bud Jamieson, Holmes and others.
Funeral Services for Will Crowell

Funeral services for Will D. Crowell, 39, manager of the Parkway Theatre, who died Wednesday at his home, 423½ Cole avenue, were held at 2 o'clock Thursday afternoon at Weiland's Funeral Home, with the services conducted by the Rev. Wesley V. Hite, assisted by the Rev. R. F. Bryan, officiating. Burial was in Restland Memorial Park.

Pallbearers were J. O. Tulliam, L. Brooks, J. H. Hardin, Virgil Brandon, Cicero Floyd and Ernest Lutz.

Mr. Crowell is survived by his widow, two sons, W. D. Jr., and Bobbie Gene Crowell; a brother, E. E. Crowell, and four sisters, Mrs. S. M. Kerr, Mrs. J. M. Gormley, all of Dallas; Mrs. A. W. Sol Relle of Amarillo, and C. H. Cushman of Chicago.

"Billy" Crowell, as he was affectionately called by his friends, was a mighty hard-working theatre man. He got results through hard work no matter which end of the game he happened to be in. He was a booker, salesman, theatre manager, and recently part owner of the Parkway, a neighborhood house. He was called by death in the early years of his life as he began to get bigger results from his persistency.

Jobless Aid

(Continued from page 3)

Gould, Palace, Ft. Worth; John Paxton, El Paso; Sol Gordon, Jefferson Amusement Co., Beaumont; A. Martini, Galveston; J. P. Harrison, Waco Theatre, Waco; C. H. Stewart, Majestic, Wichita Falls; Erwin Waite, Paramount Theatre, Austin; Will Wench, Amarillo. Sol Gordon was asked to appoint a man for Port Arthur.

The key men were instructed to call a meeting of both affiliated and unaffiliated exhibitors in their respective areas, and to elect a chairman and form committees to hold themselves in readiness to carry out national plans, according to Don Douglas, secretary of the district committee. They were also instructed to co-operate fully with other properly-sponsored relief committees, either civic or from other lines of industry.

November Release

Hollywood - Joe E. Brown's latest starring vehicle, "Local Boy Makes Good," is now scheduled for national release in mid-November according to latest distribution plans of First National Pictures. This film is adapted from "The Poor Nut," the college comedy authored by J. C. and Elliott Nugent.

Fire Inspection

National Fire Prevention Week was celebrated a few days ago by Dallas by a very rigid inspection of film exchanges. A committee composed of Leroy Bickel, Don Douglas, R. C. McIlheran, D. S. McCloud of the M-G-M home office, and L. M. Funk, of the city fire marshall's office, visited all exchanges and found general conditions, as regards fire prevention, about 80 per cent perfect.

WANT TO BUY A THEATRE? LIST YOUR WANTS IN THE CLEARING HOUSE.

A MONOGRAM DEAL

Rubin Frels Buys 34 Monogram Pictures

A film deal of consequence between the Rubin Frels circuit of eight towns and Monogram Pictures Company for 34 productions, was completed on the tail-end of last week's business which boosted the Dallas office week's total to a pretty figure. The transaction took the last circuit of the territory into the Monogram fold, according to Harry Silverman, manager of the Dallas branch.

The Frels towns are Victoria, Bolivar, Columbus, Pt. Lavaca, Sealy, Yorktown, El Campo and Goliad.

Mr. Frels is first vice-president of the Allied Theatre Owners of Texas, and since the resignation of Will Horwitz, has acted as president.

15% Off on Parts for All Projectors

COMPLETE LINE STANDARD PROJECTION EQUIPMENT and Projection Accessories Efficient Repair Department Day or Night Service

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

JOHN HARDIN, Prop.

714 Hampton Rd. Tel. 6-2235

Dallas Texas

RED-BLOODED MONOGRAM MELODRAMAS

Produced Expressly for Exhibitors Suffering From an Overdose of Sex, Society, Gangster and Sophisticated Pictures.

"In Line of Duty"

Is Smashing Four-Star Entertainment

— with

★ SUE CAROL
★ NOAH BERRY
★ JAMES MURRAY
★ FRANCIS MACDONALD

Plus These

For Bigger Profits:

6
HOOT GIBSON
De Luxe Westerns

Produced by M. H. Hoffman, Jr.
8 BILL & ANDY WESTERNS
8 TOM TYLER WESTERNS

There are 11 other Mighty Monogram Melodramas

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.

302 S HARWOOD ST.
623 GRAND AVE.
108 SOUTH CROSS

302 S HARWOOD ST.
623 GRAND AVE.
108 SOUTH CROSS

Phone 7-4942
Phone LD 635
Phone 4-2431

DALLAS, TEXAS
OKLAHOMA CITY
LITTLE ROCK
times around the earth every week

110,000 miles travelled by ERPI Engineers so that the show can go on . . . . .

This amazing weekly mileage is just one indication of ERPI's constant efforts to maintain every Western Electric Sound System at peak performance. . . . Down have come the number of emergency calls every month. In one year they have been reduced 28 per cent because regular service calls have eliminated the emergencies—a preventive service. . . . When emergencies do arise, records show that ERPI Engineers are reducing the time to clear trouble. In August, 1930, average time to clear trouble was 131 minutes. In August, 1931, time to clear trouble had been reduced to 35 minutes. . . . "Peak Performance for the life of your contract"—the ERPI Service Engineer's guarantee.

Western Electric Sound System

Northern Electric in Canada
Distributed by
Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street, New York
A Plea for Harmony

In a number of cities there is conflict between operators and exhibitors. The former are inclined to insist on two men in a booth and the latter, having learned from experience of the last several years that they could not operate profitably under such a policy, are seeking the elimination of one man from the booth. It is, perhaps, well and proper that organized labor should insist upon use of union men in theatre work. But it is outrageous for them to insist that more men be used to do the work than is absolutely necessary for satisfactory results.

Prior to the coming of sound pictures one operator capably handled the operation of the projectors. And way back in the old days, when motors didn’t do the turning but it was done by hand, one operator to handle two projectors was also enough. And these men have always been well paid. They are, perhaps, the highest paid of any labor craft that has steady seven-day-a-week employment, in most instances receiving as much pay for four hours’ time as do managers of stores and businesses that require more learning and skill and that involve more responsibility. When only disc sound was in use it was necessary, perhaps, for good reproduction results to have two men (although we know of several specific instances where the extra man was more of a hindrance than he was a help). But now, with practically every wired house using sound-on-film, the operation of sound equipment is little different than the running of silent film.

But why should there be a controversy when the employer has found that he cannot afford to pay but one man and he is willing that that man be a member of the Union Local? Why should he be forced by men who have no direct interest in his business to operate it at a loss because of their dictates? It seems that, with the investment he has made in bricks and mortar and in equipment, he should know whether it takes one man or two men to do the work that will give satisfactory results and assure him of a profit.

In Kansas City the representative of the Operators’ Local has refused to submit the controversy to arbitration, while the exhibitors have shown a willingness to abide by an arbitration committee’s rulings and to arrive at an amicable settlement of the problem. The operators have simply taken the stand that each booth shall have two men in it regardless of the necessity and without regard for their employers’ problem.

It wasn’t very long ago when the powerful musicians’ union dictated to theatre men and told them how many musicians they should have in their orchestras. Today very few theatres have orchestras at all. Unless the operators give way to reason they may find themselves similarly shut out.

In our fifteen years in the motion picture business we have observed that the operator seems to be constantly carrying a chip on his shoulder; to be totally unsympathetic or even interested in his employer’s problems. There are exceptions, of course. Right now is a propitious time for employee to show employer that he is interested in a common problem—to keep the show shop on a profitable basis. Harmony is as essential in this branch of the business as it is in its other branches. But that harmony should be attained on a give-and-take basis. The exhibitors have been giving for a long time. Now it’s the operators’ turn.

Ben Shlyen, Editor-in-Chief

Wm. G. Formby, Managing Editor


The Associated Publications are: Film Trade Topics, San Francisco, Cal.; Motion Picture Times, Dallas, Texas; The Reel Journal, Kansas City, Mo.; Movie Age, Minneapolis; Minn.; Motion Picture Digest, Chicago, Ill.; Michigan Film Review, Detroit, Mich.; Exhibitors’ Forum, Pittsburgh, Pa.; The Ohio Showman, Cleveland, Ohio; New England Film News, Boston, Mass.; Weekly Film Review, Atlanta, Ga.
Swampscott, Mass.—Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, RCA-Photophone, was elected president of S. M. P. E. at the opening session of the organization's fall meeting.

New York—"The Galloping Ghost." Mascot serial produced by Nat Levine with Harold "Red" Grange in the leading role, has been booked for the New York and Brooklyn Paramount Theatres, starting October 9. This is the first serial to play the Paramount houses.

New York—Louis B. Mayer, M-G-M production head, is credited with advancing the basic idea in President Hoover's billion-dollar bank and pool plan announced recently. Mayer is known to be a close friend of Hoover. He went to Washington Friday to confer with the President.

Atlanta—Eddie Eichmann, identified with several major companies as sales manager, has been appointed southern division manager for the General Talking Pictures Corp., by Frank B. Rogers, vice-president in charge of distribution.

Philadelphia—Representatives of Warner Bros. theatres and M-G-M are meeting to work out product plans, with the companies generally in accord. S. Applegate is acting for M-G-M and Eddie Alperson for Warner Bros.

Swampscott, Mass.—Very slight improvement, if any, has been noted for General Talking Pictures Corp., as reports of reproduction sound in small theatres, says the report of the Progress Committee of S. M. P. E.

New York—"It's a matter for only Mr. Schenck to discuss," Louis B. Mayer replied in answer to a query concerning rumors of plans to repurchase controlling stock in M-G-M.

New York—Monogram will have half of its season's program of 26 features completed by November 1, according to W. Ray Johnston, president.

Hughes Dealing for Interest in U. A.?

Hollywood—Howard Hughes, youthful head of Caddo Productions, is reported negotiating for Samuel Goldwyn's interests in United Artists Corp., United Artists Studio and Art Cinema Corporation. He is understood also to be interested in dealing with Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks.

Consummation of the deal will leave Goldwyn as an independent producer, possibly releasing through some organization other than United Artists. He is now completing "Arrawsmith," the last of six features he is scheduled to produce for United Artists. He is one of the eight owner-members of the distribution company and one of the four stockholders in Art Cinema.

"LAUGH DAY" IS ADVOCATED

Hitch in Protection

Distributors Withdraw Negotiations Pending

Suit Attacking Legality of Uniform Plan.

New York—The national distributors of motion pictures will not participate in any joint negotiations or conferences with exhibitors and uniform zoning plans to limit the length or area of projection, until a suit now pending attacking the legality of the plan is determined. The decision reached by the national distributors, it is learned, was because of the action brought by W. R. Youngclaus of Madison, N. H., a member of the Nebraska Allied States Association, attacking the legality of the uniform protection and zoning plan recommended by the exhibitors in the Omaha territory; and because of the announced opposition of certain other state exhibitor associations to any protection between "runt" or localities.

This decision will leave each and every distribution territory without any uniform limitation upon projection; and in each instance private negotiations between the various distributors in each territory will be necessary to fix protection without restrictions or limitations of any kind upon its length or area. While there has been an urgent demand by exhibitors in most of the distribution territories for uniform zoning plans, to be agreed upon by open negotiation between the several interests concerned so (Continued on page 11)

BAN SENSATIONAL

Depinet Says Decency Determines Value

New York—Sensational pictures, particularly those of an off-color nature, are definitely dead, according to Ned E. Depinet, RKO-Pathé executive, who believes "the basic value of popular entertainment depends upon its cleanliness and decency".

"If I had never believed this before, I would now know it to be a fact, since the recent public reaction to certain clean pictures," said Depinet.
DENY MONOPOLY

Attorney Gives Status of Momand Case

Oklahoma City—Declaring that the state court's action last week in the monopoly charges sponsored by A. B. Momand was somewhat erroneously reported in the press, David L. Johnston, attorney representing the distributor interests, has issued the following statement to clarify the status of the case:

"Hearings on the applications of Momand for the appointment of a receiver and restraining order have been in progress on various dates since July 6 in the Oklahoma State Court.

"Upon the conclusion of the plaintiff's evidence, the defendant's demurrer was sustained and the appointment of a receiver refused. "The defendant's demurrer to the evidence on plaintiff's application for a restraining order was for the time being overruled, and the case continued for further hearing until October 12, on which date the defendant will introduce evidence in opposition to the plaintiff's application for a restraining order as prayed for in his petition."

Cooler weather prevailing and theatrical business along all lines picking up.

SIMPLIFY YOUR SOUND OPERATION!
With Standard Equipment Producing Quality Results

UNIVERSAL OPERADIO
SOUND-ON-FILM ALL A. C. AMPLIFIER
FULLY LICENSED and GUARANTEED

Universal has met every test of real showmanship. It is low in price, but high in quality reproduction.

Make your present equipment All A. C. for more economy in operation and less chance for mechanical troubles.

Write for Prices and Terms

Herber Bros. & Wolf

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.

313 S. Harwood St. B.G. HERBER, Mgr.

DALLAS, TEXAS
‘TEN-SHUN!'
Climb on to the Greatest Tie-Up the Picture Business has had in a Decade!

SEE
Your Local American Legion Post NOW!

You Are Doing a Public Service When You Play This Film, and You Play It With Pride.

The Legion is closely allied with every factor of community life!
The Legion Carries a Wallop in Publicity and Good Will!

THRILLING
Spectacle of the drama, color, highlights and highjinks of the Legion's National Convention at Detroit.

A PICTURE
of a lifetime—pulsing with the Spirit of the boys who fought and won.

BARRAGES
of Inspiring Scenes.
Broadsides of Fun!

Smash Box-Office Receipts!
FOR ALL-TIME

SWING BUSINESS YOUR WAY DEFINITELY AND PERMANENTLY
BOOK RIGHT NOW

THE MASTER OF ALL FILM TIE-UPS
— FROM —
SYNDICATE PICTURES CO.

308 S. Harwood St.
Phone 7-5673

DALLAS, TEX.

Sponsored by

E. O. HAGUE
THE AMERICAN LEGION
NATIONAL COMMITTEE

Produced for
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS OF THE AMERICAN LEGION

WINER & WILLIAMS

Presented by
TALKING PICTURE EPICS, INC.
FRANK R. WILSON, PIES

This cut is a black and white reproduction of the striking full-color poster. It is also available to theatres as a two column ad. It's a Big Bertha any way you use it!
Adolph Zukor Says —

"... We have faced periods of depression before. A similar situation prevailed in 1921.
... everyone put his shoulder to the wheel and out of it emerged a greater Paramount."

You're Right, Mr. Zukor!

If everyone in every company in this business will put his shoulder to the wheel, the ENTIRE Motion Picture Industry will emerge a GREATER INDUSTRY.

FORWARD !!

What a Marvelous Result Would Come From All of the Old Leadership, That Made This Billion Dollar Industry, Simultaneously Asserting Itself Anew!

BEN SHLYEN, Publisher Associated Publications, Inc.
Industry Aids in Trek to Normalcy

Culver City — The motion picture industry is making four vital contributions to the return of normalcy in these troubled times of depression, according to Charles R. Rogers, vice-president in charge of RKO-Pathe Production. First, it is producing pictures. Second, it is providing entertainment that takes the minds of millions away from their real or fancied troubles. Third, it is going ahead on normal schedule, providing work for many hundreds of thousands of artists, artisans and laborers, and last, it is putting its own house in order, establishing it upon a sound business basis.

"There is no denying that the evils of the present depression, bad as they really are, are magnified in the public mind," Rogers said.

"Motion pictures are doing much to debunk the depression by showing men and women following normal pursuits, working, loving, striving, traveling, playing, forging ahead to conquer difficulties as they have from the beginning of time. Film audiences see life on the screen unclouded by a gloom haze and the experience of their hearth-blazed perspective normal.

"As for the industry’s actual material contribution to prosperity, I cite the present production activity at the Hollywood studios. Every major plant is either producing at capacity now or preparing for the most extensive filming program in history. Within a few weeks from the time I write this, approximately 6,000 players will be employed at our own RKO Pathé studio in full production, and a number of short subjects. The greatest number of technicians, laborers and office workers in the history of the studio will be at work.

"Throughout the ordinarily slack summer recess period employment has been above the average for normal ‘good times’ in our studio. We are driving ahead and will continue to do so because we are convinced that the only way to end the depression is to keep people working. The slogan of the picture business is ‘carry on,’ and a lot of other industries could profitably follow its example.

"While refusing to become paralyzed with fear, the film industry has recognized the necessity of getting away from the inflated values of the war and post-war period. The picture business had its greatest development in its present form when workmen, wages high and cost of little account. Theatres sprang up like mushrooms, a free-spending public eager to pay big money to be amused, and money was poured like water into the entertainment which supplied that insatiable demand.

"Today, the world is emerging from its dizzy war-time orgy with a bad headache. True values are re-asserting themselves. The public is as eager to be entertained as it has ever been, but it has less money to spend on amusement. The picture business is meeting this situation by lowering the price on its commodity. It is finding itself able to do that by eliminating waste and working harder, rather than in cutting down quality.

"With competition keener than ever before and a picture-wise public shopping for entertainment values, it dares not cut quality. The only answer to the problem is intelligent work. The film industry is buckling down to that and results have been highly gratifying.”

Protection Hitch

(Continued from page 7)

that protection may be limited to what is fair and reasonable for all, the distributors feel they would not be justified in jointly going forward in the face of the pending and threatened litigation questioning the legality of limiting protection by agreement between all parties interested and attacking the right of distributors to grant any protection of any kind.

Peggy Shannon Re-Signs

Hollywood—Peggy Shannon, the red-haired and blue-eyed young Broadway actress, recently cast opposite Richard Arlen in “The Secret Call,” has signed a new contract with Paramount.

SPECIAL COMMITTEE

Another Jobless Relief Group Named

New York — Personnel of the “Special Committee on War Industry’s Co-operation With Relief Agencies” is announced as composed of the following industry leaders:


Hollywood—Paul Lukas will appear opposite Ruth Chatterton in Paramount’s film version of Philip Barry’s play, “Tomorrow and Tomorrow.”

RECORD COVERAGE

Book “Alexander Hamilton” in School Cities

Following the preview of “Alexander Hamilton” some weeks ago at the home office the various local managers connected with the W. W. W. First National were instructed to secure its showing in every city containing a high school and in every college town throughout the country. The result is that the picture, based on incidents in the life of the first treasurer of the republic, promises to exceed in the number of individual bookings any other picture produced by the Warners since the advent of sound.

Joe Hummel, head of Warners’ contract department, said that he believed enough bookings had already been received for “Alexander Hamilton” to constitute a record for any picture produced by any company.

“Laugh Day” (Continued from page 7)

they are using it as an excuse for curtailing effort and avoiding responsibility. The word ‘yellow’ comes unbidden to my mind as I listen to an unending succession of alibis all bottomed on the depression.

“Unless some of the old pioneering spirit can be revived, the country is done for. Theatre owners and I wish that they may have the honor of being the first to cast off despair and ‘buckle down’ to regain lost business.

“The commodity they sell is essential to the morale of the country. It is purified at a low price, and there is a genuine demand for it. By increasing their patronage the theatres not only will help themselves but will perform a public service. The public needs entertainment.

“So get busy, you exhibitors, help the public to get its mind off its troubles by getting them into your shows. If we could have a national laugh day at this time it would do a world of good. I am sure our forebears are having a hearty laugh over what we think are hard times.”

More “Sissy” Players

Hollywood — The addition of Helen Jerome Eddy, Enid Bennett, Gertrude Sutton, Harry Beresford and Gary O’Brian to the cast of “Sissy,” Percy Cooper’s companion story to “Skippy,” has been announced. Norman Taurog will direct “Sissy” in which the little role will be played by Robert Coogan and Jackie Cooper will repeat his characterization of “Skippy.” Willard Robertson, who played as the father in “Skippy,” will play the father role in the forthcoming production.

SPACE SHOT

Supersedes Fadeout in Paramount Film

Hollywood — The “space shot” technique is being used through the production of Paramount’s “24 Hours,” mystery picture adapted from the Louis Bromfield novel.

Because the entire action of the story takes place during two hours, it was necessary to give the audience the feeling of moving naturally, not jumping, from one scene and location to another, the new technique has been perfected.

The only fade-in is when the story opens and the only fade-out when it ends. Use of the “space shot” from start to finish aims to give the effect of continuous action.

According to Marion Gering, director of “24 Hours,” the new method allows the camera to pause and travel with the characters from one spot to another, before picking up the next location.

For the next scene, at a location perhaps miles away, the method is reversed and the cameras “space in,” giving the audience the feeling it has traveled from one end of New York to the other in the twinkling of an eye.

NEW RINTY SERIAL

New Mascot Film Will Start Soon

New York—Nat Levine, president of Mascot Pictures Corporation, serial specialist, announces that he soon will start production on “The Lightning Warrior,” a twelve-serial, starring Rin-Tin-Tin.

The story of “The Lightning Warrior” is being especially written for Rin-Tin-Tin by Wyndham Gittens and Ford Beebe of the Mascot staff, authors also of “The Lone Wanderer,” B. Reeves Eason, director of Mascot’s “The Vanishing Legion,” starring Harry Carey and Edwina Booth, and “The Galloping Ghost,” starring Harold (Stokey) Jackson, will direct “The Lightning Warrior.”

“Taxi” Selected

Hollywood — The Warners have decided on a title for the new James Cagney-Loretta Young picture which is now in production with Roy Del Ruth directing. The early tentative title of the picture was “The Blind Spot” which gave way to “Taxi, Please.” This has now been shortened to “Taxi”!

In the cast are Ralph Haroide, Geo. E. Stone and Geo. MacFarlane.
THIS WEEK IN HOLLYWOOD

By WARREN STOKES
Studio Representative, Associated Publications, Inc.

ACTORS, directors, writers, executives—all looked alike to vice squad members when they raided the exclusive Hollywood Club and arrested 117 persons, including Irving Archer, producer, and Robert Vignola, director. The raiders confiscated $20,000 worth of gambling equipment and 100 cases of liquors.

Jackie Coogan’s Minnie Golf Course has sounded its last gasp. A large sign has been placed on the lot where the course is laid, announcing that “all equipment, costing $30,000,” is to be sold piecemeal. Mary Pickford’s Tom Thumb course, which is nearby, is the only course in Hollywood doing any business.

We hear that Universal has bought the screen rights to “Bodies Are Dust,” a Vanguard Press publication written by P. J. Wolfson. Wolfson is en route from New York to work on the adaptation of his novel.

More rumors concerning Colleen Moore’s return to the screen. We have every reason to believe that negotiations are under way with Pathé and that a term contract with M-G-M is also being considered.

Betty Roberts, head of the story department at RKO-Pathe Pictures, has penned a climax to another romance. She became the wife of Charles A. Gault, local architect and building contractor. The ceremony took place at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hatton, with the Rev. John G. E. Fry officiating. The newlyweds will honeymoon in the Grand Canyon country.

Eric Linden, former Theatre Guild star who made his screen debut in “Are These Are Children?” has been assigned the juvenile lead of “The Lost Squadron.” The story, which is now running serially in Liberty Magazine, will go into production at RKO-Pathé Pictures studio the latter part of this month. Pat O’Brien and Joel McCrea have the leading roles.

Tests are now being made over M-G-M for the leading male role of “Tarzan of the Apes.” Indications are that Kane Richmond, recently starring in the “Leather Face” series, will be selected for the Tarzan part. W. S. Van Dyke is slated to direct.

Mrs. B. P. Schulberg, wife of B. P. Schulberg, general manager in charge of west coast production for Paramount-Publix Corporation, has left the film city for Russia where she will study sociological conditions. She will visit Berlin, Cracow, and Warsaw, Poland. She will then go to Lenigrad and Moscow. Mrs. Schulberg is carrying letters to high Soviet officials.

Plans for the motion picture industry’s part in the coming eighth annual appeal of the Community Chest have been launched by Winfield Sheehan, vice-president in charge of production of Fox Film Company, who has been named by the Association of Motion Picture Producers to be chairman of the Chest’s motion picture division.

Officials expressed hope that the film industry this year will raise upwards of $200,000. It is believed that the plan of relief will be on a studio basis as in previous years, with each studio selecting its own division colonel.

RKO-Pathé has purchased the screen rights to “Venetian,” a stage play by Hugh Stange. A number of the major studios were negotiating for this opus, but it went to the highest bidder. Charles Rogers is undecided in regard to making it a stellar vehicle for Helen Twelvetrees or Constance Bennett.

Elmer Clifton received a note from the Argus Production cameraman stating that the photo make-up of “Ghost of Our Home” was quite interesting but the food obtained in out-of-the-way places quite upsetting. “In one restaurant,” the note explained, “we told the waiter the food was so bad we would like to see the manager.” “It won’t do you any good,” he replied, “he won’t eat it either.”

“Forgotten Women,” a story of Hollywood extra girls, is the next Monogram melodrama slated for production, according to announcement by Trem Carr, Monogram production head. The story is by Wellyn Tolman, the adaptation by Adele Buffington, and Richard Thorpe will direct.

William Haines has left for a personal appearance tour of the east, doing a sketch written for him by Walter Woolf. When he returns he will start work on “Turn to the Right,” one time sensational stage play that M-G-M has purchased for him. Robert Montgomery is to have another featured part in “Turn to the Right.”

Boris Karloff, playing the monstrous monster of “Frankenstein” at Universal, is escorted to and from the set by a huge bodyguard. The guard is more for the purpose of hiding his grotesque make-up in preventing him from bodily harm. Though he weighs 200 pounds, director James Whale considered him too diminutive for the part and power of make-up and additional body structure was devised for his characterization.

While many of our foremost stars are re-signing at the expiration of their old contracts without additional salary, Robert Armstrong has something to crow about. He is the possessor of a new five-year contract at Pathé with the contract stipulating a raise in salary. According to present indications Armstrong will be starred before the year is out.

“Black Oxen,” the sensational Gertrude Atherton novel on rejuvenation, is reported en route to the talking screen. We are informed that M-G-M will do the talkie version and that Ernest Vajda has been assigned to do the script and dialogue.
Syndicate Secures Big Legion Tie-Up

Turn out the guard, the town’s movie fans and the stay-at-homes will be coming your way because those battle-scared buddies of the World War have gone Hollywood—so say some German general manager of Syndicate, who is handling this Talking Picture Epics release in several states.

"The Legion on Parade," is the title of the production which offers such unusual exploitation and tie-up possibilities.

Exhibitors from many points in the Southwest have written Syndicate within the past few days requesting booking information on this Legion picture which they recognize as having definite possibilities for alert showmen.

Not only the present Legion organizations will be vitally interested in the showing, but all previous war societies will get behind it. From the Civil War veterans, the Spanish-American War veterans, the D. A. R., the Gold Star Mothers, and countless other organizations are waiting to put their shoulders to the wheel for a several days’ showing anywhere.

"Wally" is Behind It

A. A. Wallgren, the famous "Wally" of the A. E. F., who wrote the history of the war in cartoons and comics, and who is known and beloved by millions of ex-service men, played a big part at the convention and wrote the advertising, made the illustrations, and otherwise pitched a big part in building "The Legion on Parade".

"Wally" was here, there and everywhere at Detroit and there was not a single buddy who didn’t know him by sight and fight through a crowd to shake his hand.

In February, 1918, they yanked "Wally" out the trenches and sent him to fight the battle of Paris from a chair in the offices of the Stars and Stripes. Since that time he has done some 50,000 drawings of doughboys, gobs, leathernecks, including second lieuts and dog robbers, for newspapers, magazines, books, menus, ads, etc., etc. Is it any wonder that "Wally" is famous, has been cited, decorated, and is known and beloved by some two or three million ex-service men?

Rating "The Legion on Parade" as the greatest exploitation "natural" in recent film history, and believing it means a clean-up for any theatre, Silverman added this additional comment, as follows: "Through the national headquarters of the Legion and Talking Picture Epics every post in the country has been notified of the importance of "The Legion on Parade" and thousands of commanders, adjutants, heads of bugle and drum corps and the rank and file have fired the first guns in the vast exploitation campaign. The road ahead has been paved for you. Every possible step has been taken to bring home to the Legions the importance of this success of this production as an asset to the post’s progress and plans for greater membership. When you contact the Legions you will already be familiar with plans for a whooping run.

"But in your exploitation set-up, remember that the Legion is closely allied with every factor in community life. The Legion is merely the keynote. Digress into other fields. Get lined up with the big shots and aim high. New house records will be established in hundreds of theatres."

Little Miss Frels!

A new baby girl, "Miss" Jo Anne, arrived in the household of Mr. and Mrs. Rubin Frels at Victoria a few days ago, and Papa Frels was telling them all about it during his visit last week. All members of the family are doing nicely, he said.

Purdue to Haskell

Barney Purdue, former operator and sound technician with the Oskar Korn Theatre, has accepted a similar position with the Texas Theatre at Haskell.

OKLAHOMA NEWS

Much activity in the Oklahoma City theatrical field during the current weeks.

Theatres falling all over one another trying to land Johnny "Pepper" Martin of the St. Louis Cardinals, a stage appearance by Warner Bros. reported to have inside track.

New master of ceremonies arrives for Warner RKO. He is John Moloney, recently of stock. Moloney replaces Annette Anderson, who was mistress of ceremonies last season.

"Five Star Final" crashes in a big way at the Midwest. Despite tremendous campaign by Advertising Manager George Y. Neuner, the classic "Waterloo Bridge" failed to appeal to the patrons.

Rumor that Publix is to build a new house on First and Robinson streets is discounted. City already far overspaced and none of the deluxes are breaking even.

Eight legitimate productions have been booked into the Shrine for the next two months. This is more than played Oklahoma City all last season.

Robert D. Hutchinson, the efficient zone manager for Warner Bros. Theatres in Oklahoma, has proved to be a worthy successor to Leto Hill, transferred to St. Louis, and has made alterations, remodeled and added new equipment to the Midwest, Warner, Liberty Folly and Empress Theatres, and has brought forth the look of contentment on the faces of his many patrons, and in addition, nothing but the best and first-pick of pictures are selected for screening in his theatres, and the RKO Big Time Vaudeville now ranks with the very best shown anywhere.

The Regal Theatres operated by Zone Manager Pat McGee, in Oklahoma City, rank with the very best, located anywhere, and nothing but outstanding and first-run pictures allowed to be shown in the Criterion and Capitol Theatres, and second runs in the Circle, Victorian and Ritz. Manager McGee is arranging for extensive remodeling, alterations and new equipment, to be installed before spring.

Fletcher Chisennhall who served as director of the Ardmore, Okla., Little Theatre for the past five years, leaves for Hollywood, Cal., to become dialogue director for Tiffany-Stahl pictures.

Wallace Walthall, genial manager, National Screen Service, with headquarters at Dallas, was a welcome visitor in Oklahoma City, Saturday, and while here, managed to find time to visit his Masonic Lodge, in addition to attending to business matters for his company.

Cooler weather prevailing and better theatre attendance in evidence.

The Oklahoma State Fair has come and gone, and with attendance of 212,000 as compared with 254,853 last year. The expenditures exceeded the receipts, but the amount not stated.

Momand is still after the "Trust," and court actions accumulating rapidly in both federal and state courts. Momand’s suit for damages in the federal court is for $2,500,000, alleging violation of the anti-trust laws, conspiracy and monopoly.

Bill Cody to Tulsa

Bill Cody, of the famous Bill and Andy team of western players, has left the west coast on a two week personal appearance tour, according to Joe Silverman, general manager of the Monogram Pictures Company, distributors of these westerns. Cody will appear within the next few days in Tulsa. His latest release now available is "Oklahoma Jim."

Another Story Buy

Hollywood—"Top o’ the Hill," Charles Kenyon’s Broadway stage success, has been purchased by Paramount to be filmed in Hollywood under the title, "Uncertain Women," with Claudette Colbert and William Boyd heading the cast.
"SEX EXPLOITATION"

The business of a theatre is not that of an educator or a moulder of opinion, but emphatically a business of selling entertainment through the medium of the screen to as many people as possible at every showing. We are in the same position as that of a prominent retail store. Whereas the retail store offers merchandise, the theatre offers entertainment and differs only in its methods, by submitting something new each week. With us that something new is a production. Bearing that in mind, we employ live-wire methods in calling our buyers' attention to new things to sell. Today we offer a sex production.

A production which lends itself to exploitation from a strong sex angle is too often distorted by managers in the theory that the box office will be enriched by this sordid, enticing appeal. This is entirely wrong. Just because a production pertains to the loves, lives and experiences of a woman, it does not necessarily classify it as a lurid sex production. The question of sex in most productions has always been a very tedi-ous and difficult subject to exploit. Many a theatre has ruined its reputation by misleading ballyhoo that 'so and so' was an exposure of sex. Remember, we are selling seats. In so doing, we are merely shouting what we actually have to sell, and in shouting about any sex picture, a campaign must be thoroughly thought out and carefully analyzed before it is put to work.

Local Condition Factor

The local condition of your town is a forceful factor in exploiting a sex production. Whereas, the strong sex angle may be highly and successfully exploited in one city, it will flop in another. The knowledge of your local public mind is very essential in the exploitation of a sex production. With all this in mind and the added precautions necessary to the well being of the theatre and for the good will of the box office, we shall now get to work and exploit the "Pagan Lady." As previously outlined in the last chapter, we assume that we are the manager of the same theatre, in the same city. Let's go.

Upon receipt of play date and because by experience we know the producer's press sheet is one of the most important helps to exhibitors, we immediately secure same, free of charge. Calling our staff together, we examine this press sheet.

In the press sheet of the "Pagan Lady," from the pictures of accessories and publicity stories, we see that the cast of the picture includes all the known stars. Also, we learn it is a sex type picture, adapted from a famous stage play, and contains many alluring scenes of Cuba. After a careful analysis, we decide the predominating exploitation angle will be the five well known stars, the decision being based on the drawing power of the stars in our community.

"Building Patronage!"

A most interesting brochure is National Screen Service's new book titled "Building Patronage." National has done a good job; the volume contains a list of all types of trailers gotten out by the company; further, instructs exhibitors in how to use them. Designed to aid the exhibitor realize the maximum of results from his trailers, the book is enjoying widespread distribution.

We, therefore, proceed to bill this picture as a five star production, featuring the main star, Evelyn Brent.

Arousing Public Curiosity

Our next step would be to consider the secondary exploitation features, namely, the thrilling story, with its possible sex appeal angles and alluring scenes which will arouse the curiosity of the public theatre to see this picture. A delightful and enjoyable audience likes clean entertainment. That's all. It is not interested in smutty or frank means of calling its attention. Therefore, we decide that the underlying gag line to be used in all our ads is, first the name of our stars; and second, the punch line "A drama of a Tempresa Tempted." We do not mislead our audience into believing that our picture is a biography of a prostitute. We carefully watch our theatre fronts and newspaper ads, exposing nothing but the truth and following the principles, our artist makes up cut-outs of the three-sheets, and twenty-four sheets, showing a re-claiming position of the main star and using the head cut-outs of the four male stars. These we place in the lobby and in available spaces in front and inside of the theatre.

Newspaper "peep"

Newspaper "peep"—every newspaper is interested in increasing business on its classified page and we contact the classified manager with the following stunt: For six days before the play date the theatre runs a classified contest stating that the reader who writes the best letter to the paper on any subject you found in the Want-Ad column, or "Why I read the Want-Ad column for Results" will receive two tickets to our theatre. This contest calls for a three column space given the theatre in displaying cuts and ads on the picture. In addition, the newspaper gives the theatre a large free space before the contest begins in calling attention to the contest. Another tie-up angle is the romantic scenes of Cuba, for which we prepare count cards and radio spot, placing in our lobby one or more players of the ukulele or guitar with their advertising card.

We approach our local radio broadcasting station and put on a short play illustrating the romance of Cuba with Pagan Lady, during which time ukulele music is offered. We read the radio continuity that is furnished by the exchange.

We plant the serialization of the story with our newspaper before the play date and in time we run a trailer in our theatre advising our audience that this great story is now running in the newspapers.

We are always on the lookout for suggestions in our press sheets and use them. Bear in mind that producers are watching our interests all the time and offer us the newest and most satisfactory methods of exploiting their product, because if their product draws for our box-office, it means their own coffers heap.

We capitalize on a star and a production that is "home product" or pertains to our city.

We use throwaways. A small envelope on which the following is written: "I dare you to read this," in which is inserted a small card "For a thrilling romance of life and love, meet me tonight at the Majestic Theatre," signed "Pagan Lady," is good.

Through the medium of the circulation department of the newspaper we arrange to give news-boys a free show if they, in turn, insert a Pagan Lady herald with play date imprinted in each newspaper the day of the opening.

Brochure on Light

A catalogue describing in text and photographs the company's line of lighting fixtures has been issued by the Voigt Co. It should be an aid to exhibitors because of its modernistic angles and applications to the theatre industry.

New Kiddie Deal

A new and novel kiddie deal for theaters covering 11 weeks and consisting of 10 clay miniature statues of the Hal Roach "Our Gang" kiddies, stage, complete as- semble, with a set of brushes, pastel palettes and instructions, is being offered by the Gem Clay Forming Co. of Sebring, Ohio.
Publix "Atmosphere" Exploitation Dept.

DEVISING of stunts and other publicity means for "atmosphere" or other unusual-angle pictures is the duty of a new Publix department headed by J. A. Koerpel, who was formerly managing director of Publix houses in the southeastern division and previously European director-general for Films F. E. National, is arranging these special aids principally for the Publix Class B and C houses.

To illustrate: in the case of a picture like "East of Borneo" Koerpel provides a lobby display with authentic spears and other native articles which fit in with the picture. Publix is said to be interested in booking pictures with angles that will fit into this arrangement.

Costume Ballyhoo Revives "Ben Hur" A NOVEL street ballyhoo was included by W. V. Taylor, manager of the Loew's State Theatre, Houston, Tex., in the extensive exploitation campaign he used in connection with his showing of a revival of the "Ben Hur," with sound.

Taylor arranged for a street ballyhoo of a chariot with horses, and the driver dressed in a Roman costume. This ballyhoo appeared from 11 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. for two days, one day preceding, and on the day of the opening. This stunt attracted a great deal of attention because horse-drawn vehicles are not allowed on the main streets. Taylor had to secure a permit from the mayor. The chariot was also parked in front of the theatre during the run of the picture.

The newspapers were very liberal with both art and stories and received excellent reviews from all. The largest review ever given a picture, was by Leeta Rider, critic of the Houston Chronicle.

Cream for Birthdays In Louisville

L EE G. GOLDBERG, manager of Warner Bros. theatre chain in the Kentucky district, has elaborated on his plan of mailing out birthday congratulations to the fans in Louisville. As a goodwill builder Goldberg has found the personal letters a great help, many of them receiving them acknowledging their receipt and giving thanks for the sentiments expressed. Now Goldberg has made arrangements through one of the most noted druggists in Louisville to present a pint of ice cream to all those receiving one of the Warner theatre chain's birthday letters of congratulation.

Cartoonist Plugs "Star Witness" A RATHER nifty stunt was that worked out by Frank B. Hill, manager of the Hughes-Franklin Liberty Theatre in Walla Walla, Washington, on the occasion of the advertising campaign in connection with the showing of "The Star Witness." Hill's stunt called for the services of a rapid fire cartoonist. The latter's job was to take up a position on a busy street corner and rapidly turn out cartoons based on scenes in "The Star Witness." Crowds collected to see the artist's work and he threw it in the air to be scrambled for by the crowd.

For two days Hill had the artist working in various portions of the business section of the city and during that time he made over a hundred and fifty cartoons. Hill personally checked up on the stunt and found it one of the best ever tried out in the town.

Ad Contest on "Pardon Us" S. FRIEDMAN, manager of the Capitol at Pottsville, Pa., arranged with the Pottsville Journal to run a Classified Ad contest on "Pardon Us." The paper ran special stories explaining the contest and thirty guest tickets were awarded to winners. Contestants were requested to solve the meaning of the letters L. R. O. (Laughing Room Only.) Another contest promoted by the theatre and newspaper, awarded an automobile which was given away at a later date. In announcing the details of the contest, "Pardon Us" was used at the top and bottom of the copy. The contest created a great deal of attention and was a great success.

In advertising "Pardon Us," Friedman exploited the fact that the new picture was Laurel and Hardy's first feature, and all copy in ads, and on the marquee, contained this line: "Their first full-length laugh riot." Special cuts of the two popular comedians were used both in the lobby of the theatre and on top of the marquee.

Air Tabloid Drama Aids "Final" Draw F RANK N. PHELPS, in charge of Cleveland Warner theatres, put over a great stunt in behalf of "Five Star Final" which opened to simultaneous first runs at the Lake, Uptown and Variety theatres.

PHELPS arranged a half hour dramatic tabloid version of "Five Star Final" to be broadcast over a local radio station the day before the opening of the picture. Members of the Playhouse played the parts. The high spots in the play were assembled to emphasize the big punch. The stunt was so well received that Phelps has prepared the campaign for use in other territories.

Did it Go Over? Did it Flop? Is it a Good Picture? Join the ranks of the Better Pictures Club and send in your box office reports every week. Other exhibitors will want to know what to expect from pictures you have played and what they have yet to play.

Tear off—fill in—and mail to Associated Publications 4704 East 9th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
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New Erpi Contracts
Over Hundred Mark

C. W. Bunn, general sales manager of Electrical Research Products, announces the following new theatre contracts for Western Electric installations:


DE LUXE PORTABLE
More Powerful RCA Unit for Non-Theatricals

In addition to its recently introduced new Portable sound reproduction equipment which was designed to meet the requirements of educational and industrial institutions and which is now being marketed through dealer distribution, RCA Photophone, Inc., has developed a new De Luxe Special Size equipment for the non-theatrical field. With the sound heads, amplifier and loudspeaker which comprise the reproducing unit, a twin turntable non-synchronous phonograph with power amplifier is included. By connecting the power amplifier for the phonograph to the output of the voltage amplifier, sound of sufficient volume for adequate distribution in an auditorium containing 150,000 cubic feet of space may be developed.

This volume of sound is approximately the same as that which the RCA Photophone Standard Size equipment is adapted. Too loud speakers may be used if deemed desirable, although but one speaker is supplied with each unit.

A SOUND CONTRACT

Film Records Goldwyn-Cantor Conversation

Having agreed to recognize the sound track of their names as transcribed upon a strip of film as legal signatures to a contract, Eddie Cantor, the noted comedian, and Samuel Goldwyn, the producer of Cantor’s pictures, were parties to what was perhaps the most unique contractual arrangement ever consummated when they participated in a discussion over long distance telephone from the Electrical Radio Show in New York City to Goldwyn’s office in Hollywood, California.

Through the medium of RCA Photophone Portable sound recording apparatus which had been set up in the RCA booth at Madison Square Garden, a sound and picture record was made of Cantor from the time he placed the long distance call to the Goldwyn Studios until the conversation had been completed.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THEATRE EQUIPMENT

X-CELL

Price Cut

Dallas Equipment Man Announces Reductions

A drastic cut in the sale price of X-Cell A. C. sound-on-film equipment has been announced by R. Z. Glass, former radio station KRLD engineer and owner of Public Address Service Company, 2024½ Commerce Street, Dallas, Texas. There are now over 20 X-Cell installations in Texas, Glass said.

Where disc equipment is installed the price is reduced to $590. For complete equipment the new price is $985. Public Address Service Company is also manufacturer of the “Paseo” portable all A. C. sound-on-film equipment which sells for less than $1,000. This equipment employs 2,000-foot reels and gives an uninterrupted 20 minutes’ show.

IMPROVED CUTAWL

Device Is Important Art Workshop Tool

The International Register Co. announces satisfaction with its improved Cutawl wherever it is used. In the art shop the machine is employed for drilling all kinds of cut outs and displays. There are several attachments which may be purchased for the machine that heighten its efficiency. Among these are the bevel attachment and an arrangement whereby perfect circles may be cut.

The machine and accessories work equally well on wall board, fiber board, felt, and light wood, and is practically foolproof.

MODEL

“C” \$50.00

EACH

Combined with the most perfect and noiseless change-over. All parts and tubes guaranteed 1 year.

N. A. N. FILM SAFETY CONTROL CO.
Johnstown, Penna.

LOOK! GOOD NEWS!

A.C. OPERATED SOUND-ON-FILM

New Available at Prices Within Reason.

Complete equipment includes Racen or New Wright-DeCoster speaker, Webster amplifier, fader, improved latest type sound heads and two X-Cells, the new photo-cell, vibration and noise proof, eliminating head amplifiers.


Sound Reproduction Guaranteed Satisfactory

Ask X-Cell Users. Installations Territory Wide.

CALL OR WRITE

PUBLIC ADDRESS SERVICE CO.
2024½ Commerce St. Dallas, Texas
AS IT LOOKS

United Artists—78 Minutes

Eddie Cantor in several characterizations which give him ample scope to display his comedy talent for the benefit of all. It is lively and tuneful with beautiful women galore in ensemble numbers that please the eye. Story not of much consequence concerns Cantor as an assistant to a crystal gazer who bumbles into a job as efficiency expert in a bakery. Charlotte Greenwood as the physical instructor in the plant books him into a matrimonial tie-up. Charlotte, by the way, nearly steals the picture in several spots. Just the right type of picture to click in any spot. Camera work commendable and the direction is flawless. Should prove sure fire box office in any spot.

SELLING SEATS: Sell Eddie Cantor first, last and always. Tie up with doughnut bakeries. Have a crystal gazer in the lobby or nearby store. Charlotte Greenwood should also get good billing.

The Road to Singapore
Warner Bros.—73 Minutes

William Powell in his first starring film for Warners gives a creditable performance as a suave lover, notorious for his many affairs. Although ably supported by Marlan Marsh and Doris Kenyon the picture depends mainly on Powell for its chief draw. The story is implausible, but nevertheless should please the fans who like a romantic comedy. The scenes are romantic, being laid in the town of Khota in Ceylon, where Powell prefers to spend his days far from civilization. Dedicated to that famous To this settlement comes Doris Kenyon to marry Dr. Marsh (Louis Calhern). After her marriage she finds herself neglected by her husband who is too busy to give her any attention. Seeking love she goes to Powell. To add to the complicated situation the doctor’s sister (Marlan Marsh) also makes a play for Powell. Doris, tired of it all, takes the boat for Singapore. Powell follows her.

SELLING SEATS: Capitalize on the title with tie-up tie-ups. Dress up your lobby in tropical style. A stunt that is sure to attract interest would be to have arrows painted on the street with the following: "This Arrow Leads to 'The Road to Singapore' at the Blank Theatre."

The Spirit of Notre Dame
Universal—80 Minutes

Here is a timely subject that should reap a harvest at any box office. Dedicated to the real coach Rockne and embodying the spirit of his efforts to produce results by team work and not individual playing this is football for its entire footage. The cast with exception of principals is made up of actual players on the Notre Dame team, including the famous "Four Horsemen." Lew Ayres as theconceived prep school player who develops into the star of the team is, for reasons of improving the lineup, shifted to a fullback position with his room-mate (Wm. Bakewell) getting the job of carrying the ball and the glory that goes with it. Lew gets sore and fails to support Bill in the rushes and is thrown off the team. Returns in the last moments of play in the game against the Army and redeems himself. Not much romance in this one but is fast moving and crammed with action. J. Farrell MacDonald as the coach does fine job and whole picture shows expert direction.

SELLING SEATS: Play up Rockne big. Also the "Four Horsemen." This one is all football so get tie-up with sporting goods stores and local school teams.

24 Hours
Paramount—66 Minutes

The screen version of Louis Bromfield's popular novel rates as first-class entertainment because of its absorbing story. The entire action takes place within 24 hours—continuous without time lapses. It is a mystery story of tangled lives, revealing how husbands, wives and lovers are abruptly brought to their senses, amid glamorous New York, Clive Brook gives an excellent performance as the one whom guilt is wrongfully attached to a mysterious murder. Kay Francis, who is cast as his wife, delivers a fine performance. Miriam Hopkins does convincingly as the night club entertainer who is murdered by her husband (Regis Toomey), dope flend who is responsible for another murder. There are some gangster sequences in the picture, but not enough to spoil the picture. Should appeal to all classes, particularly those who read the story or saw the play.

SELLING SEATS: Tie-ups with bookstores and libraries will help put this picture over to the reading public. Place a large cut-out of a clock in your lobby showing fascinating scenes from the picture. You might conduct a contest offering prizes or tickets for the best essay on the subject of "A Strange Experience During 24 Hours."

SHORT SUBJECTS

Speed
Educational—21 Minutes
This Mack Sennett comedy featuring Andy Clyde, Marjorie Bee-bee, Alberta Vaughn and Frank Eastman is a "wow." The two-reeler is photographed in natural colors. A race between an ancient auto and a transcontinental plane form the basis of the plot. Marjorie and Alberta ride to New York and marriage in the same plane with Andy, getting the thrill of his life. Sensational views of the scenic wonders of America's West are shown.

The Hot Spot
RKO-Pathe—18 Minutes
Frank McHugh as the star reporter of the city newspaper gets his pesky brother-in-law to pose as a murderer until he can locate the real murderer and scoop the other newspapers. As the innocent man is ready to be executed Frank arrives in the nick of time with the real murderer. The comedy rates as just fair entertainment. The plot is too uneven. However, there are some good situations and gags.

20,000 Legs Under the Sea
Paramount—8 Minutes
This Talkartoon reel is very cleverly done, as are all the others of this series. The animated fishes and sharks at the bottom of the sea have a delightful time dancing and making whoopee. The ending is very amusing, showing all of them make their way to the canning depot. The synchronizing is well done.
PREVIEW VITAL
Pictures Tested in Out-of-Way Places

Hollywood — No picture ever is released before it has been tested at a preview. Last Wednesday, B. P. Schulberg, managing director of West Coast production for Paramount, conducted a preview at which unadverted showings we test the audience's reaction to the picture, noting where it seems to lose interest, if it does so; where it laughs at serious scenes, and what dramatic sequences do not succeed. Cards are given out at the conclusion of the picture. On these, the theatregoers are asked to voice their opinions and complaints.

"Smaller theatres are chosen because of the fact that there the average audiences are found. So expert at the Hollywood previews, audiences become that their critical attempts to be professional and thereby lose their value."

The more costly productions are often seen at prominent city theatres, some of the selected places during the past year having been Glendale, Santa Monica, Burbank, Santa Barbara, San Bernardino and San Diego, five theatres recently previewed at San Francisco.

"Besides getting the benefit of preview cards, the picture-makers are unable to judge the audience's reaction to the picture in the presence of an audience. A production always plays better in a theatre than in a studio projection room. After the preview, studio officials send in their report, rating the box-office value of the film and expressing their opinion as to how it can be bettered. Other benefits derived from the studio preview are the checking of the number of laughs in a comedy and the judging of a star's popularity by the applause he receives in the first scene."

Immediately after the preview, while the picture is still fresh in their minds, the producer, director and cutters discuss the projection. Arguments are threshed out concerning the remedying of possible faults not only in the film under consideration but in others not yet released and the result is a continued betterment of studio product which would not be possible without the preview.

Rasch-Warner Short
New York — Albertina Rasch has signed a contract with Warner Bros for another short, which will be the third she will make for this company. Miss Rasch will reappear as one of a troupe of twelve women, Roy Mack will direct and projection is scheduled to begin this week.

Warner Oland's Next
Hollywood — Warner Oland has been signed to play a leading part in Marlene Dietrich's forthcoming starring film, "Shanghai Express."

ADD TO RKO CASTS
Additional Players for 5 Films Announced

Hollywood — Norman Foster has been signed by Radio Pictures to portray the role of Johnny Powell in Willard Mack's stage play, "The Dove." Stanley Fields will portray the heavy role of "Mrs. Will" in the picture. Wherein Dolores Del Rio is to be starred under the direction of Herbert Brenon.

Lawrence Olivier will play in "Marchetta." He is to be the film husband of Irene Dunne, who is to be co-starred with Richard Dix in this production to be directed by Victor Schertzinger.

Louis Witztkenzorn, author of "Five Star Final," has contributed a story to Radio Pictures to feature Mary Astor and Ricardo Cortez in "Kitty Kelly" and John Halliday has been engaged to direct the film will be directed by George Archainbaud.

The "Peach of Reno" cast which is to be headed by Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey with Dorothy Lee has been augmented by the addition of Zelma O'Neal, Cora Witherspoon and Sam Hardy. Joseph Cawthorn, Stanley Fields and Kitty Kelly are also cast.

Hugh Herbert has been assigned a character comedy role in the original story authored by John Hasse whose script for Hope Williams, Broadway star, and formerly titled "Penthouse."

FILM CITY BUSY
Lasky Says Hollywood a Working Town

Hollywood — Hollywood today is a hard-working Hollywood, a Hollywood awakened by a realization of the nation's condition to a full sense of the motion picture industry's responsibility and problems. Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president in charge of production for Paramount, declared upon returning to New York after a two-months' stay in the West Coast studios of his company.

"Never before have I found such awakening to keen showmanship, such close study of conditions on the public's part, as an attempt to reach the complete realization of the country's own peculiar problems," he said. "The industry is on its toes."

RKO Author Assigned

Hollywood — Jane Murfin, playwright and scenarist under contract to RKO-Radio Pictures, has been assigned to write the adaptation and dialogue of "The Other Passport," according to an announcement by William LeBaron, president in charge of production. The story is by Harold McGrath and will star Irene Dunne.

THEATRES FOR SALE

GOOD PAYING theatre equipped with sound-on-film in most exclusive sub-division Texas town 55,000; 8,000 population directly around theatre; second run product available. $5,000 cash; balance terms. Address Rex Theatre, B-282, Associated Publications.

FOR SALE CHEAP—No opposition; other business. Iris Theatre, Kerens, Tex.

BEAUTIFUL little theatre; prosperous town 2,000. Great chance for live showing with small capital. $5,000 cash will handle. Ideal Theatre, Fremont, Mich.

FOR LEASE on percentage basis—beautiful theatre building in best location. Wire E. A. Hatton, Del Rio, Texas.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
GIANT RACON speaker with rectifier; good as new; make offer. Liberty Theatre, Malden, Mo.

WEBER disc equipment for sale; first class condition; good as new; $100 for entire outfit. F. E. Frrymann, Elizabethton, Tenn.

BARGAINS in new and used equipment. Simplex, Powers and Mograph machines, lathes, etc. Rent or sale. A. C. Bick, B. 280, Chicago, Ill.

LIKE NEW—First class sound equipment, four Photophone sound-on-disc heads, $150 pair; six Racon horn and Giant unit $60.50 each; two ten-tube rack and panel amplifiers, cost $500, only $95; Wright-DeCoste horn $15 each; 4 Wright-DeCoste dynamic speakers, $25 each; 12 synchronous turntables, best make, like new, $20 each; two Vitadisc turntables; demonstrators on loan; two Powers 6-B machines like new, $185 each; two Powers 6-B on 6-A stands, $195 pair. All this A-1 guaranteed equipment. Hausten Distributing Co., 1801 N. Clark St., Dallas.

THEATRE CHAIRS — Veneer backs and seat excellent condition; recently doped. Castavnae Theatre, Shelby, Ohio.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
TICKEX Machines Wanted — Will pay cash for all sizes automatic Gold Seal or Simplex Tickex registers. State particulars, size, current, age, etc. Midwest Tickex and Supply Co., 154 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn.

SOUND PROJECTIONIST — Four years' experience with circuit, best references; reliable; will go anywhere, anytime. Henry Hanson, 217 Clark St., Alpena, Mich.

GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100
Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes' easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. A skilled workman gives it life long. Price only $50—$100 less than you would otherwise pay. Transaction this economical way of improving your performance. Write now to

GER-BAR
THEATER EQUIPMENT
GUERCIO AND BARTELH
1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Telephone Webster 2190 or 2002

CLASSIFIED ADS 10c Per Word
P payable in Advance. Minimum $1.00. Display Rates on Request.
Here is Genuine Good Will and Business Producing Publicity
~ an added service that both men and women will appreciate

At a Cost Less Than Throwaways

Book Matches will carry your advertisement at a cost less than a card or dodger and will never be thrown away until the last match is used.

An Ideal Plan for Your Theatre

You can contract for a quantity of these matches and have your imprint changed each week so that you can feature the coming attraction a week in advance. Many theatres are using this plan very successfully.

Orders are filled within 1 week after receipt, so by giving us your schedule of bookings for feature pictures, you will receive shipments regularly and on time. Let us tell you more about this Business Building Plan.

20 Matches in Each Book. 2,500 Books per Case with Your Imprint for $10.00.
You can effect a saving by buying a larger quantity. Here are the prices:
2,500 Books $4.00 Per Thousand
5,000 Books 3.50 Per Thousand
10,000 Books 3.75 Per Thousand
25,000 Books 3.50 Per Thousand
50,000 or over 3.25 Per Thousand
All shipments F. O. B. St. Louis, Mo.

And Every "LIGHT" Is An "AD" For You!

Here’s HOW to Distribute These Wonderful Business Builders

We all know that many ladies and men desire to smoke before, during or after the show. Place a bowl of matches in the rest rooms where your patrons can help themselves to a book. You can also have the ushers pass them out when your patrons are leaving. Invariably the first thing a man does when leaving the theatre is to "light" up. He will assuredly appreciate receiving these handy safety matches.

Many theatres also distribute their matches at hotel cigar stands, cafes, drug stores and cigar stores. These firms will be pleased to pass out your matches regularly, thereby giving you wider and better distribution for your publicity.

Arrange with leading hotels, drug stores, etc., in your drawing area, to distribute these book matches for you. They'll gladly cooperate.

Mail Your Order Today

Associated Publications, Inc.,
4704 East 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed is our check for _______________________
covering _________________________ De Luxe
"Box Office" Book Matches, each book to be in 4 colors (red, black, yellow and gold), with our ad imprinted as shown at right above.
All shipments F. O. B. factory, St. Louis, Mo.

Name _________________________

Theatre _________________________

Town _________________________ State _________________________

THIS ORDER IS NOT CANCELLABLE
(Minimum order required: 2,500 Books)

Use Space Below for Name of Theatre, Etc.

(Back)

As Illustrated on Design Above

(Back)
Brand New Kind of Star!

She’s always on time at the set, isn’t a bit upstage, never misbehaves off the screen, can sing, dance, play, ride and swim, and combines the simplicity of Mary Brian, the subtlety of Norma Shearer, the fire of Garbo, the sweetness of Joan Bennett and the allure of Dietrich. You’ll never guess who! It’s Betty, new leading lady for Bimbo in the Fleischer Talkartoons!

—Screenland Magazine

Miss Betty Boop. Popular leading lady in Max Fleischer’s Paramount Talkartoons elevated to stardom by public demand. She’s the hit of every show!

Just another big seat-seller in Paramount’s 1931-32 line-up of quality shorts, which includes PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS, 104 issues. 32 TWO-REEL COMEDIES. 52 ONE-REEL PRODUCTIONS, INCLUDING SCREEN SOUVENIRS. 18 SCREEN SONGS. 18 TALKARTOONS (here’s where Betty shines). 12 PARAMOUNT PICTORIALS.

PARAMOUNT SHORTS
UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF WORK BUZZES IN TEXAS

WALKER'S T.O.P.A. BULLETIN PRAISED BY EXHIBITOR

ALL'S QUIET ON THE ZONING FRONT
MURDER SENT A NORTHWEST “MOUNTY” DEEP INTO THE HEART OF THE WILDERNESS AND INTO THE HEART OF A GIRL!

"IN LINE OF DUTY" with SUE CAROL and NOAH BEERY

The Corporal got his man—and that man was the father of Felice Duchene, the girl who won his love. Throbbing drama against the background of nature's mighty force and grandeur.

Men who do or die on the trail of duty and daring. Gripping action that will make the fans' teeth grit. An appealing love story amid the pictorial beauty of the rugged wilderness.

"IN LINE OF DUTY" means box-office lines! It has the cast—Sue Carol, Noah Beery, Francis McDonald, James Murray—the story, the action, the drama, the stirring, inspiring setting of the Canadian Northwest.

AVAILABLE AT 33 MONOGRAM EXCHANGES
MONOGRAM PICTURES CORPORATION
723 SEVENTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS
RITCHEY EXPORT CORPORATION

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.
Dallas, Texas  Oklahoma City, Okla.
"Go After Business" Is Keynote Allied Meet

ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION SURPASSES ALL PREVIOUS CONVENTIONS AND STIRS SHOWMEN TO ACTION

Cole Again Takes the Chair

A go-after-business campaign that starts with the paint brush, colorful ideas in stunt, and plans for all sorts of tie-ups, together with an election of officers and directors, were highlighted in the two days' Allied of Texas convention which closed in Dallas Tuesday afternoon.

Col. H. A. Cole was elected president after having relinquished the office last year in favor of Will Horwitz, whose administration proved to be unsuccessful. Mr. Cole has held the presidency for several years continuously up to the past year.

Roy Frey of Victoria, was elected first vice-president; E. J. Callahan, of Crockett; A. V. Wade, of Gainesville; H. T. Hodge, of Abilene; Henry Sparks, Cooper; and A. W. Lilly, Greenville; second vice-presidents.

W. H. Powers, of Henderson; Will Dorbandt, Athens; John Lilly, Sulphur Springs; Mart Cole, Rosenberg; Leaman Marshall, Terrell; Paul Scott, Dallas; Sam Heffley, Cameron; H. G. Stein, Luling; H. H. Starcke, Seguin; H. Boynton, Hamilton; P. V. Williams, Munday; and Homer Mulkey, Clarendon, were elected directors.

Mart Cole succeeded J. L. Santos, of Wharton; Leaman Marshall succeeded John Stewart, of Kaufman; and Paul Scott succeeded C. M. Cooper, of Alvarado on the directorial staff, while the others were re-elected.

New Convention Slant

Col. Cole worked out a convention program designed to bring the public's reaction four-square before his exhibitor followers in a movement to instill new faith in this business and a light that would show the way to profitable operation during lean busines season.

A series of addresses by prominent Dallasites and Texans took most of the first day's session and part of Tuesday. John Erhart, noted attorney, swayed the convention noticeably through his delivery of "The Motion Picture Industry and Prosperity," pointing out the valuable place theatres hold in the economic equation.

A. J. Folsom presented the business man's view of the industry. He applied the same business methods to the theatre as he applies to his own business, considering all lines of endeavor fundamental in many respects. Mr. eight, he said, Get down and exhibitors are working four hours when they ought to be working eight. Get out and sell, was the message he brought the convention.

Mrs. Mamie Folsom Wynne, club woman and writer, brought the woman's angle and the possibility for contracts with clubs, etc.

The Rev. Barcus of Roanoke, who was brought to the convention by Mart Cole, presented the religious angle with which it is possible for exhibitors to gain much good will and friendly cooperation.

Copyright Discussed

Harold H. Young, a member of the firm of Leake, Henry, Wozen- craft and Frank, outlined plans by which he believed the film copyright, recently practiced by the distributors, could be side-track ed. Mr. Young's firm is retained as attorneys for Allied.

Round Table Discussion

Adds Big Punch

Col. Cole led a round table discussion that threw new enthusiasm to all corners of the convention floor, and contrary to previous conventions, every exhibitor rose to his feet and expressed himself thoroughly, and practically every minute brought forth a valuable idea for a higher standard of the art of management.

The discussion was orderly, divided into three subjects:
1. Contracts.  
2. Stunts.  
3. Atmosphere.

Every sort of possible contact was minutely thrashed out, showing the possibilities offered in good will appeals from various clubs, parent-teacher organizations, etc. How to approach these bodies and pointers in necessary diplomacy were brought out.

Walker Calls TOPA Meeting at Lampasas

Judge Roy Walker, president of the Theatre Owners Protective Association, has issued from Lampasas a call to attend a national convention in Dallas at an early date and also a bulletin stressing the work already accomplished by the organization and an outline for future work.

Judge Walker's call for the convention is as follows:

ANNUAL MEETING NOV. 30

Dear Sir:

On December 1, one year will have passed since the Theatre Owners Protective Association was organized. We should have a meeting and try to secure the attendance of each member and friend of our Association. I have not called a meeting earlier because most of us have been in a protracted business slump and have had very little pep for a state meeting. This meeting is called strictly for business and I hope that each member will attend, prepared to give his ideas on the various questions that will be brought up before the Association.

Our Association has, in the short time we have been operating, helped the Independent Theatre Owners in ways too numerous to mention. I did not feel called upon to get out a bulletin as to what we were doing, because during the summer months very little of importance was taking place. Being out of this month, I expect to put out a bulletin that will deal strictly with problems of the small independent Theatre Owners, and if you will as list me, we can make these monthly bulletins a real benefit to each one of us.

Taxes

You are familiar with the success we had in the past Legislative in keeping the tax burden off our industry. It is generally understood that the Legislature will be called into special session by the first of next year for a special tax program, and you can rest assured every industry will come in for taxes in some form.

(Continued on page 4)
Cameron Lands Kids With Exploitation of Serial

Makes Movie For Serial's Twelve Weeks' Run; Draws 1,200 Kids.

To start with, Cameron ran the special trailer prepared on the serial well in advance of starting date. The trailer itself, furnished by the exchange, contains action and punch to make anybody want to see the real thing. Along with the trailer, Cameron announced that a motion picture would be made in front of the Melrose on starting date and every kid attending would be in the cast.

It worked to a nicety, according to the accompanying photograph showing twelve hundred kids by actual count. At the extreme left of the picture is seen P. G. Cameron, himself. At the extreme right is Lloyd B. Rust, sales manager of the Allied office in Dallas.

"Vanishing Legion" stars Harry Carey and Edwina Booth, remains famous through their "Trader Horn" roles; Rex, king of wild horses, and Frankie Darrow, star kid performer, in addition to a score of other established serial players.

P. G. CAMERON

gonzales; H. H. Starcke, Seguin; A. V. Wade, Gainesville; G. A. Doering, Mineola; Homer Mulkey, Clarendon; Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Brown, Dallas; Rubin Frels, Victoria; C. W. Frels, Yorktown; H. A. Cole, Dallas; Sam Heffley, Dallas; Henry Sparks, Cooper; P. V. Williams, Munday; A. W. Lilly, Greenville; Leaman Marshall, Terrell; Miss Norma Frels, El Campo; Mrs. Alusta Frels, R. C. Garbade, Yoakum; Thos. Donnell, Stephenville; G. W. Belcher, Eastland; J. M. Tobola, West; M. C. Cole, Rosenberg; Mrs. S. P. Smith and G. M. Smith, Center; and Paul Scott, Dallas. There were at least 15 other exhibitors attending the convention who had not signed the register up to this time.

SELLING SEATS FOR "VANISHING LEGION"

Above is a photograph of the kiddies who attended the Melrose Theatre in response to P. G. Cameron's attention-compelling campaign on "The Vanishing Legion."

T. O. P. A. OFFICERS
Who Will Attend Meeting at Lampasas

The following are officers and directors of the State Theatre Owners Protective Association:

Roy L. Walker, president, Lampasas; O. A. Englebrecht, vice-president, Georgetown; Arthur A. Keys, vice-president, Quanah; Sam Heffley, vice-president, Cameron; Irving S. Melcher, secretary-treasurer, Dallas; Henry Reeve, Menard; O. B. Bridges, Houston; M. H. Gwynn, Terrell; W. G. Underwood, Dallas; C. H. DeWolfe, San Saba; W. J. Wooten, Canyon; W. A. Stuckert, Brenham; E. H. Patton, Kerrville; J. A. Lempe, Waco; L. C. Tidball, Fort Worth, directors.

T.O.P.A. Meet
(Continued from page 3)

form. Unless we keep our organization in working condition, we will catch the heavy end of the load. Make it a point to keep in close touch with the Senator and Representative from your district. If not personally acquaint ed with him, see that you meet him. Invite him to your show and explain in detail the financial condition of the Independent Theatre Owner. Get busy now to educate the members of the Legislature on the small amount of profit (if any) the little theatre owner is making. Write me if you can attend the meeting.

Very truly yours,

ROY L. WALKER.

Complete Satisfaction
Good Results
Assured Performance
and no worry go with
every Buffalo installation.

Buffalo Air Washers
and Distributing Units

BUFFALO ENGINEERING CO., INC.
315 S. Harwood St. George W. Thornton, Gen. Mgr. Dallas, Texas
PICTURES MAY COME AND GO—but, MONOGRAM—has come forward with 34 productions that meet the public demand for out-door action, clean amusement and legitimate entertainment.

( THE MONOGRAM PRODUCT IS ONE OF THE BIGGEST SELLERS BOTH TO THE EXHIBITORS — TO THE PUBLIC — AND TO FAMILIES )

Every Circuit in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas is Playing these Pictures:

6 Hoot Gibson DELUXE WESTERNs
Produced by M. H. Hoffman, Jr. Distributed by Monogram
1. “Clearing the Range”
2. “Wild Horse”
3. “Hard Hombre”
5. “He Rides Alone”
6. To be Selected by Exhibitors.

8 Tom Tyler WESTERNs
1. “Partners of the Trail”
2. “Man From Death Valley”
3. “Two Fisted Justice”
4. “Galloping Thru”
5. “Vanishing Men”
6. “Honor of the Mounted”
7. “Man from New Mexico”
8. “Single Handed Sanders”

8 Bill Cody Andy Shuford WESTERNs
1. “Dugan of the Bad Lands”
2. “The Montana Kid”
3. “Oklahoma Jim”
4. “Land of Wanted Men”
5. “So This Is Texas”
6. “Law of the North”
7. “Mason of the Mounted”
8. “The Ghost City”

12 MIGHTY MELODRAMAS
1. “Ships of Hate”
2. “Mother and Son”
3. “In Line of Duty”
4. “Isle of Hunted Men”
5. “Klondike”
6. “Arm of the Law”
7. “Western Limited”
8. “Law of the Sea”
9. “Midnight Patrol”
10. “Police Court”
11. “Fatal Alarm”
12. “Forgotten Women”

4 Gibsons are Ready - 4 Tylers are Ready - 4 Bill & Andys are Ready - 3 Melodramas are Ready.

* 34 Productions  15 Now Booking

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.
302 S HARWOOD ST. Phone 7-4942
623 GRAND AVE. Phone LD 635
108 SOUTH CROSS Phone 4-2431
DALLAS, TEXAS
OKLAHOMA CITY
LITTLE ROCK
ACTION—the Business Stimulator

After talking pictures scored their first big hit with the public, interest in them began to lag because they lacked action; they were inanimate; they were punchless because of too much dialogue and too little of the quality that made motion pictures initially successful—ACTION. Today we find a condition in this business that is comparable. The aggressiveness that has always been this industry's chief characteristic has very markedly given way to passiveness. What action is noticeable seems to be lag- gard. Just as it was necessary to put ACTION into talking pictures so is it necessary to put ACTION behind the selling of the product that is being made and exhibited by this industry today. There has been entirely too much talk about bad business and too little action to improve it.

No picture, no matter how good, puts itself over. It has to be SOLD and sold properly. In fact, the bigger the picture and the greater its entertainment value the more sales push it deserves. The showman, who has been following through on the old principles of selling the show or the angle in the feature that had the biggest public appeal, doesn't know that such a thing as red ink exists. While his brother exhibitor, who has been expecting the picture to sell itself on the merits a film salesman sold him on, is buying red ink by the pint bottle.

A visit with the editor of a theatre circuit house organ revealed many inexpensive showmanship ideas that are being executed by men with initiative and bringing in good returns at the box office. This editor declared to us, "The ideas aren't all new, they're old ideas redressed to fit the occasion. It doesn't matter if an idea for putting over a show is old or new, just so long as it gets results. But it is important to know how and when to adapt the old ideas to present day needs." He showed us quite a number of instances where just a little extra effort proved more than worth while.

Empty seats in theatres indicates a too-much occupied swivel chair in the manager's office. The boys, who stir their stumps and divert thumb-twiddling and bad times talking into ACTION, are doing good business with only fair product and great business with good product.
New York—Approximately 12,000 wired theatres are in active operation in the United States, according to a checkup by RKO through its country-wide exchanges. A similar survey in Canada shows 490 sound houses now open.

Kansas City—Inte patrons of the Oak Park Theatre mobbed two union pickets on duty Sunday evening following explosion of a sulphur bomb in the auditorium. A riot call was turned in and the pickets rescued by the quick action of a dozen policemen.

Cleveland—J. J. Harwood, veteran exhibitor leader and president of the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors Association for the past five years, died Thursday afternoon of a heart attack, while undergoing treatment at a local health club.

Chicago—“Shoot to kill” orders were issued by the police department following the dynamiting of the Easterly, north side house. The bomb, which wrecked the theatre, was the fourteenth such missile hurled in the Theatre-Union Labor war.

New York—ERPI and RCA have refused, in any way, to lower the costs of sound for producers and exhibitors.

BIG WAR-F. N. YEAR

Seventy Pictures For New Season

New York—Fourteen pictures are to be started at the West Coast studios of Warner Bros. and First National Pictures during the next two months, says J. L. Warner, vice-president in charge of production for the affiliated companies.

Four of these pictures are now under way, four are to start within a few weeks, and by December 1 twenty-one pictures of the seventy to be produced during the year will be completed and ready for release, Warner states.

Exhibitors Everywhere Indicate Desire to Co-operate in Move for Jobless Relief.

Theatres in all parts of the nation are united in a co-ordinated movement in all branches of the industry to put over Motion Picture Week, November 18-25, announced last week by Owen D. Young, chairman of President Hoover's Committee on Mobilization of Relief Resources.

Motion Picture Week was offered to Mr. Young, on behalf of the industry, by Will H. Hays, M. A. Lightman and Abram F. Myers, all in according to Mr. Young paid high tribute to the industry and thanked it for the prompt and inspiring co-operation.

A desire on the part of theatre owners to put over the organiza- tion everywhere to co-operate is revealed. The National Committee, 32 district committees, the more than 400 city committees and special groups are representing all branches of the industry stand ready to further the plans of National Motion Picture Week for the relief of the unemployed.

Under this plan theatres everywhere will co-operate with local agencies. Theatres will be used in non-performance hours for meetings, etc. Each theatre in the United States is asked to give at least one special extra performance. The proceeds from these performances will be sent over to local relief agencies for local use. The extra performance day will be designated by established District Committees as Motion Picture Day.

BOSTON TO AID

All Committees Meet to Map Plans

Boston—The third meeting of the Boston District Committee of the Motion Picture organization for unemployment relief, with Martin J. Mullin, chairman, and Secretary J. J. McGuiness in charge, was held at the headquar- ters of the Allied Theatres of Massachusetts on Friday afternoon, October 16.

Awaiting further instructions from the central committee, several ideas were talked over regarding the handling of the situation in Boston.

G. Ralph Branton has been chosen chairman of the Boston city committee and has appointed the following as members of that body: W. L. Miller, J. J. Mc- Guiness, Maurice Wolf, Stanley Sumner, Al Somerry, and Harry (Continued on page 15)
Hoffman Visits Here: Discusses Westerns

Having practically fulfilled his promise to the trade to deliver six extraordinary westerns with Root Gibson this year, M. H. Hoffman, Sr., arrived in Dallas last week end for a conference with Joe Silverman, Bob Clemmons and Harry Silverman, Monogram executives in the southwest, bringing with him at this early date a well-advanced plan for a new series of Gibsons and also a series with another outstanding outdoor star which the Hoffman's also have under contract.

Mr. Hoffman made a special trip through Dallas on his way to the coast. He is the head of the company with his son, M. H., Jr., being the active producer. Mr. Hoffman was one of the original organizers of Tiffany. During this year the Hoffmans have made a release each for Universal, Tiffany and Paramount, same being "Mother's Millions," "Ex-Flame" and "Mad Parade."

The progress in production made by the Monogram offices in Dallas, Oklahoma City and Little Rock, was pleasing to the visiting producer, especially when he was informed by Joe Silverman that the Monogram product, including the Gibsons, has been sold to every circuit in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.

TRIBUTE TO BRAY

Patron Likes Show in Gladewater House

Gladewater—Austin C. Bray, of the Ritz Theatre in this oil town is evidently filling the bill as a dispenser of good entertainment in his community. A woman patron wrote this tribute to the Ritz, which was printed as follows in the Gladewater newspaper:

"We sat, one evening recently, in the cool, modern domain of our new Ritz Theatre, and enjoyed a really good picture, losing ourselves to the idea that we were in Dallas in one of the big theatres. We are proud of your enterprise and public spirit, Austin—one of our boys—you're doing you bit toward making city—supplying clean, wholesome amusement is as important as any other branch of human enterprise. 'All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.'"

Ford Taylor, of the western oil fields at Big Lake, made one of his regular trips to Dallas first of the week.

Carl Allday, of Calvert, made a day of it Monday visiting the exchanges booking films and firing dates right back at the bookers.

INSTALL NOW!

Labor and Materials Were Never Lower in History.
OFF SEASON PRICES EXPIRE SOON!

Low Factory Prices—Terms.
No Humidity — No Noise — Even Distribution
J. O. FORD, Factory Representative.

BLIZZARD SALES CO.
Atlanta New Orleans Dallas
125 Walton St. 504 Howard Ave. 2009 Jackson

UNIVERSAL Climb Higher in Exhibitor Favor!

It is Our Pleasure to Announce

L. M. THREET
TEXAN THEATRE AT LUFKIN
and

GRIFFITH AMUSEMENT CO.
PALACE THEATRE AT CLEBURNE
are installing

Universal Sound-on-Film
with the Operadio A. C. Amplifier

BETTER SOUND — SIMPLIFIED OPERATION
FULL PROTECTION FROM PATENT INFRINGEMENTS

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.
313 S. Harwood St.
B.G. HERBER, Mgr.
DALLAS, TEXAS
T. O. P. A. ISSUES BULLETIN

POSTER EXCHANGE

Lowman Runs White Poster Company

Having purchased outright recently the stock, good will, assets, etc., of the M. S. White Poster Exchange, 1801½; Commerce St., Dallas, Ralph Lowman has changed the name of the establishment to Dallas Poster Exchange. Since taking over the business he reports quite an increased list of new and satisfied customers.

Lowman is now forming a new exchange booker, knows the ins and outs of the distributing game. He is a citizen of Dallas, is married, owns his own home and has a big car. He is a citizen of Dallas, is married, has a family, owns his own home and has a big car.

Dallas Poster Exchange is filling orders complete except from one leading company. This restriction, however, put in force through the reason that this company has copyrighted all of its advertising, has caused no inconvenience either to the exhibitors or to the poster exchanges, Lowman said. Exhibitors send in their orders on this brand of pictures direct to this film exchange and send the balance of the order on other pictures to the poster exchange, effecting a substantial saving on advertising from month to month.

UNIVERSAL "JOBS"

Among the latest installations of Universal sound on film combined with the Operadio A.C. amplifier, has been announced by B. G. Herber of the Photo-Talker Company, as going into the Texas Theatre at Lufkin, operated by L. M. Threet. Both Herber and Ed Rather, technician, left Dallas Tuesday to make the installation in time for Threet to open within the next few days. The Texan was closed down a few days ago in a brawl with exchanges and a circuit over a division of product. It is said now that Threet has secured pictures and that his house will reopen soon with new sound.

A Universal all A.C. system is also being installed in the Palace at Cleburne by Griffith Amusement Company, it is announced.

Judge Walker Presents Data of Value to Industry, Showman Believes; Annual Meeting in Lampasas November 30

The following bulletin issued by Judge Walker was characterized by a Dallas showman Saturday morning as being the most constructive document ever issued from the headquarters of a theatre owners' organization. The exhibitor's comment was that Judge Walker already has a commitment from light and power companies that rates for theatres will be reduced in a number of cases. The bulletin contains not only information on what the T. O. P. A. has already accomplished but also on what the organization is now doing and what it proposed to do in the coming months. The new department created to keep an accurate check on outstanding box office pictures, and those that don't stand out well, was another commendable step taken by the organization, as pointed out Saturday.

The bulletin is reproduced in full as follows:

Subjects

Power Rates
In the past few weeks, I have been checking up on the question of power rates charged theatres, and I find quite a number of us are paying from 5 to 8 per cent of our gross receipts for power alone. I have been discussing the question with the Texas Power and Light authorities, and have secured an agreement that will enable us to materially reduce our power bill, especially during the winter months. I wish each theatre owner would immediately give me the following information: The amount of power you are now using, and how your rate is applied; especially setting out the amount you are paying and the number of horsepower or amount of load you are pulling; also what ordinance is prepared that will stand in the courts, will send each member of our Association a copy for use in his town.

Current Pictures
It seems to me that a monthly bulletin should be furnished our members, giving to them the views of various members of our Association on pictures as they are played by each, so that we may know exactly what Texas patrons think of pictures we are showing. We base our judgment of pictures mostly on information received from paper reviews, or advertising furnished by the Distributor, and it is of very little use to the small-town Independent theatre owner, as we know numbers of pictures that are boosted high do not go over in our shows. This service will be of little benefit unless the members take an active part and furnish this office the needed information. If you will write me here at Lampasas each week as to what the people think of the picture played by you, I will be glad to get this information to all of our members in bulletin form. The following pictures have been represented to me as outstanding pictures:


The following pictures have been classed as satisfactory:


(Continued on page 12)
AN ANSWER to Ben

Boston, Mass., October 10, 1931

Dear Mr. Shlyen:

Have just finished reading your article "Forward!!" IT'S GREAT! A few more similar articles may dispel this unnecessary pessimism and bring some of the "Powers That Be" to their senses.

With your permission I shall endeavor to answer the picture individual's indictment "and altogether without cause." His indictment may have been justified if he used the phrase "and altogether with cause."

The majority of the courageous fighters of yesteryear, the majority of the men who beat the Patents Trust, the majority of showmen who transformed nickelodeons into palaces are not in the business anymore and if they are they are very still—not because they want to be still—but—because they are not given the opportunity to yell.

I will agree with you that the men of yesteryear who are still in the business are too damned still for the industry's good—maybe they don't want to yell—maybe they fear the same fate of those who in the past "yelled and were heard."

And now you may ask—where are these men of yesteryear and why aren't they in the business any longer or if they are why aren't they amongst the leaders? They either are not amongst the leaders or they weren't wanted for the following reasons:

1. They weren't relatives or friends of the "Boss" or
2. They didn't belong to a certain clique, or
3. It wasn't a question of how much you knew but the question of whom you knew and how well you knew them, or
4. They wouldn't be "Yes Men" or
5. They really knew more than the man higher up and of course that would never do.

Many a man either in or out of the business to-day knows more about production-distribution and real showmanship than a lot of the present so-called "Executives."

These men cannot do the things which would be beneficial to the industry, because those on the outside are not allowed in—they know too much—and those on the inside either are not permitted to voice their opinion or are afraid to.

That is one of the reasons why this industry which at one time was the fifth largest in the world—is licked.

Do you mean to tell me that the motion picture business can be operated along the same lines as a chain grocery or drug store system? IT CANNOT!

Do you mean to tell me that a new man just entering the business either because his services are cheap or because he is a friend or relative of "so and so" can benefit the industry as much as a man who has been in the business since its inception or thereabouts? HE CANNOT!

*NOTE: The Capitals and underscoring are Mr. Segal's*
Shlyen’s Editorial, “Forward!!”

I’m quite sure you will agree with me that a real showman is either born or has made show business his life’s work. In order to be a showman the man must have that indefinable something which intuitively leads him to greater attainments, just like a great artist no matter whether that artist be a painter, musician or actor, etc.

Do you remember when one of the courageous fighters of yesteryear would start out bright and early in the morning with his hopes all gingered up expecting to land a nice, juicy order for a good starter—only to have the first prospect on his list drop a 200 lb. chunk of ice on his order? Of course you do.

That was one of the misfortunes of the brave.

Some of the big leaguers with highest batting averages walk up to bat with three men on bases, no outs, and eights innings to go; fully expecting to line out a “circuit”—then fan the first one that comes over the plate and have to stand for the joshing of 10,000 rooters.

Do these professionals lay down the bat and sidle off to the bench with their hopes all shattered when that crash comes—do they get sore at the pitcher and sling the bat on his bean just because he puts one over on them?

No. They close their ears to the howling masses, quickly forget the foczle, step right up to the plate with renewed determination and the bright and hopeful thought that “it only takes one to hit it”.

Otherwise they would have remained in the class of bush-whackers and semi-pros.

The chilly mitt in the early dawn of a business day did not possibly change the selling value of the yesteryears’ fighter’s proposition—ncr did it change him without his own consent.

When the day happened to start off with one of those cool receptions he just held a quick communion with himself and made up his mind that the fellow who rules his own spirit and refuses to take the count because of an unpleasant incident will eventually prove invincible in his purpose.

The biggest game that was ever pulled off has as a part of its record a lot of “fouls,” “fans” and “fozzles.”

There always was and will be, plenty of stalling, slipping, and skidding to keep us in the dumps but there is also enough faith, hope and optimism to supply the Universe—it only depends on the slant you get on life and business.

The point is, that your mental attitude is in your own keeping and that attitude determines largely the quality of your success and the success of the enterprise with which you are associated.

What a marvelous result would come from the old leadership if all or part of that old leadership was again conscripted for duty in the industry and permitted to lead the way.

I’ve been given to understand that you are one of the few fearless publishers we have in this industry to-day. Publish this letter. It might do some good.

Cordially Yours,
(Signed) HARRY SEGAL
President
BOX OFFICE ATTRACTIONS, INC.
ALONG FILM ROW

The Monogram Mighty Melodramas are coming through, according to the Dallas Monogram office with the announcement that the fourth release of twelve, "Gone Women," will soon be coming through. Marion Shilling was borrowed from the Pathé studios to complete the cast, which includes Virginia Lee Corbin, Edna Murphy, Carmelita Geraghty, Edward Earle and Rex Bell. Marion Shilling is regarded as one of the most successful stars in the business, having recently performed with both William Powell and Richard Dix. Richard Thorpe is director.

Al Wolf, owner and manager of the Texas Film Exchange, was successful in placing first run at the Old Mill in Dallas, the first new Richard Talmadge action picture, "Dancing Dynamite." The theatre billed the attraction heavily, the newspapers gave it extensive publicity as a new type of attraction, and resultant business was more than satisfactory, it is said.

Will Horwitz, prominent Houston exhibitor, who, in the lime-light recently in his battle with Publix, et al., is now in the midst of a skirmish in the radio arena in Mexico. A news dispatch from McAllen says that a move was under way to prevent the removal of radio station XED from Reynosa to Monterey, further to the interior, as planned by Horwitz, head of the International Broadcasting Company, operators of the station. A lottery is said to be conducted by this station under rights from the Mexican government.

A brand new, sparkling Neon gas sign has been installed at the Film Exchange Cafe, by "Pete the Sap," proprietor. Every day Pete is becoming a bigger and better showman.

L. C. Baxley, Universal manager in San Antonio, was in town Monday mingling with exhibitors attending the Allied convention and getting more dope from headquarters on "The Spirit of Notre Dame," which Universal seems to have tied up in the bag as a surefire.

Morris Schumman, of Bryan, one of last week's visitors, still isn't bragging about all the money he is making at the Greater Palace, but insists that A. M. College has a crack football team.

The Empire in San Antonio, first run independent house, has gotten off to a flying start, according to trade reports, under the able management of the well-known J. E. (Uncle Joe) Luckett, former exchange manager, and his conferences. This big house is well fortified with a strong line of first runs, enough to last for many months to come, it is said.

The M-G-M selling force is due in town for the week-end to meet with T. J. Connors, general sales manager, and C. E. Kessich, district manager. Policies regarding the present selling will be thoroughly discussed, it is said.

Spanish dialogue pictures will soon be inaugurated by Hall Industries in their second string of houses in Kingsville and Beeville as an experiment. Their first buy took in the M-G-M Spanish dialogue film.

Steve Stein, former film salesman, but now very much an exhibitor in his own right at La Lerva, Texas, has changed the name of his handsome little theatre from LaFeria to the Bijou.

S. R. O'Keiff, well-known screen advertising man, has arrived in Dallas to establish district headquarters for the Theatre Service Corporation. His home address is 4652 Hawthorne Street. An office may be opened later, he said.

Frederick Assigned
Hollywood—Pauline Frederick has been signed by Paramount for an important role in "Wild Beauty," Nancy Carroll's forthcoming starring picture which will be filmed at the New York studio of the company.

T.O.P.A. Bulletin
(Continued from page 9)


I expect to get out next week a bulletin outlining various means of stimulating business by special sales of pictures and various stunts put on to awaken interest that we have been using in our theatre, and that other members of our Association have told me about. If you have been navigating any special stunt that has resulted, write me.

In my study of the theatre conditions during the past few months, at a time when we must fight for existence, it is my opinion that we are not so much in need of clever pictures, as we are in need of better pictures. I will welcome any suggestion from any member of our Association along these lines.

Look out for the next bulletin, as it will give an outline of various things we expect to discuss at our annual meeting.

Write me whether you can attend, as soon as you make up your mind. Yours very truly,

ROY L. WALKER, Pres.

(P. S.) Address all mail to me at Lampasas.

After Bombers
Chicago—Orders to "shoot to kill" were issued by the police department last week following the bombing of the Easterly, Northside house, which was wrecked by a powerful dynamite bomb. This was the thirteenth bomb in the movie war. Unless violence ceases, drastic police powers will be invoked, according to Mayor Cermak.

NEW GIBSON FILM
"He Rides Alone" Now in Production

Harry Silverman, of Monogram, received word from the coast Monday that the fifth Hoot Gibson special is now in production, titled, "He Rides Alone," the story of course being by no other than Peter B. Kyne, the narrative having recently been run in Cosmopolitan Magazine.

Monogram officials in Dallas are highly elated over the steady delivery from M. H. Hoffman, Jr., on the six Gibson de luxe westerns. The first was "Clearing the Ranche," the second, "Wild Horse," and then followed "Hard Hombre" and "Gay Buckaroo" even ahead of schedule. Now, the fifth will soon be here.
This is News!

So much agitation has been caused by "substitution" that it ceases to be new when exhibitors complain that producers substitute qualities lower than the outline of the product in their contracts. But when exhibitors commn a producer for substituting better quality in story, stars and production, giving super box-office product in place of lower quality previously sold and making no increase rental demands, that is news.

The case in point is that of Warner Bros. They have been using the slogan, "More than your contract calls for," and a check up of the facts seems to back up this claim. Here is the evidence: For "Night Nurse," they secured the starring services of Miss Swayne; for Clark Gable, making this a strong attraction; for "Bad Women" they substituted "The Maltese Falcon" with Bebe Daniels; "The Idol" was replaced with "The Women." Ann Sothern and James Cagney; George Arliss in "The Millionaire" replaced "The Matrimonial Bed"; "The Public Enemy," which gave the trade a new star in James Cagney, was substituted for "A Husband's Privileges"; and Constance Bennett in "Bought" replaced "Both Were Young." All of these substitutions have proven themselves to be exceptional box-office attractions.

Judging from the exhibitor endorsements of this Warner Bros. policy this company has earned a great deal of goodwill.

—BEN SHLYEN.

Motion Picture Week (Continued from page 7)

MacDonald. They are to meet on October 26 in the Boston situation and methods to be used to produce the greatest cash return, subject to the approval of the Motion Picture Week plan.

The following city chairs have been temporarily selected for the cities named with instructions to send them by the secretary of the district committee to appoint and select committee members in their territory, which in return will function in their territory and report back to the district committee: Boston, G. M. Hester; Worcester, Thomas Meighan; Providence, E. C. Faye; Springfield, E. A. Cooney; Fall River, Nathan Yanine; New Bedford, Maurice Simms; Lynn, Myron Shelley; Lowell, Mark Gates; Lawrence, Max Melnichoff; Quincy, Fred Murphy; Portland, Al Moreau; Malden, George Ramsdell; Holyoke, C. W. Rackelfield; Pittsfield, Clara Fetterick; Woonsocket, J. Borenstein; Everett, W. J. Kelley; Lewiston, Me., George Fredendall; Stanley Summer; Keene, N. H., F. Latchie; Burlington, Vt., Larry Carroll; Newburyport, Paul W. Wenzel; Portsmouth, N. H., Frank Hollis; Concord, N. H., Frank Eldridge; Bangor, Me., James Russell; Augusta, Me., William Williamson; Newport, R. L., William Dungan; Nashua, N. H., Mort Sheah; Haverhill, F. E. Charny; Taunton, J. Jolson; Rutland, Vt., Tom McKay; St. Johnsbury, Vt., E. Cross; Bellows Falls, Cumberland, Vt., E. Croiz; Fitchburg, E. Hurley; Brockton, Joseph Cahill. Members of the committee are enthusiastic over the plan to aid the unemployment situation and are giving freely of their time to the Motion Picture Week plan, which is planned to be one of the biggest drives for a worthy cause that has ever put over in this territory.

McLaglen Cast

Hollywood — Victor McLaglen has been assigned to a leading role in "Circumstances," Linda Watkins has the feminine lead.

NO CLEVELAND PLAN

Industry to Follow District Committee Plans

Cleveland — Cleveland theatre owners have not yet been officially informed of the National Motion Picture Week plan, November 18-25, as announced by the Hays organization as a move to co-operate in the national relief plan as outlined by Owen D. Young of the Hoover Committee.

Whatever plans for National Motion Week are made will be executed through the local committee of which Fred Desberg, general manager of Loew's, Inc., is chairman.

TExAS IN ACTION

Exhibitors Back at Motion Picture Week

Dallas—Co-operating with Hoover's unemployment program now prevailing in Texas, a general committee meeting was held in Austin, Friday, when many lines of industry, including films, were represented. The Texas district film relief committee, following Owen D. Young's announcement that the Hoover national committee had accepted the Will Hays National Motion Picture Week plan for unemployment relief, was quickly formed for the Austin meeting and delegated Jeff Strickland, of San Antonio, to extend the appeal and speak for and represent the picture business in this state.

Some 200 prominent Texas industrialists gathered around the call of Governor Sterling and Capt. J. F. Lucey, Hoover's relief man in that territory.

A definite plan for general unemployment, in which the film business will take an important and very active part, was expected to be the chief result of the meeting.

As previously reported, the film business in Texas has been thoroughly organized through various committees, forming an action plan and effectively aiding the general emergency unemployment situation, and to steadily work for a general stabilization of business conditions throughout the southwestern area.

NORTHWEST READY

Minneapolis Territory Relief Plans Formulated

Minneapolis — The Northwest district committee for national unemployment relief will be in accord with the Hays' National Motion Picture Week plan for unemployment relief, and is confident that there will be an enthusiastic response to the proposal by exhibitors throughout the territory.

At a meeting of the committee, held in Minneapolis Saturday, plans were formulated to co-operate with the national group in the fullest possible extent. Details of the program to be followed will be worked out during the next few weeks. Exhibitors then will be notified of the steps to be taken.

Committee members predict that Northwest exhibitors will fall in line 100 per cent to do their bit to aid the needy unemployed. The same conditions at the same time, stave off a sales or admission tax.

A huge drive to sell tickets for the admission of the employes will be launched by the Northwest committee and the sales' drive will be co-ordinated with the territory, according to present plans.

"The Hays plan sounds good to me," said Morgan Ames, RKO Pictures district manager and member of the committee. "I am certain it will meet the approval of the dealers, as it is like nothing else and all will do their share to make it a success. The necessary co-operation is sure to be forthcoming because the Northwest is ready to do its part. This plan gives everybody a chance to participate. The exhibitors, as a whole, will receive due credit for it. It seems the only way to do our bit. I anticipate enthusiastic adoption of the plan."

Mrs. Mable L. Dietz, secretary of the Minneapolis Film Board, expressed enthusiasm over the plan. Immediately upon notification of its acceptance by the Hoover committee, she called a meeting of the Northwest area's district organizations.

In addition to Mr. Ames, the committee includes W. A. Steffes, Theodore Hays, Hans Peterson, Bennie Berger, Otto Raths, Benny Ruben, C. A. Roeder, Charles Lee Hyde, H. B. Johnson and Jack Loretta. Mr. Ames represents the RKO chain and Mr. Hays the Publicis. Exhibitors are represented by Neiers, Peterson, Berenberg, Desberg; distributors by Messers. Roeder, Johnson and Lorentz.

PLANS FOR DENVER

Several Benefits Held; Others Scheduled

Denver—Local theatre men and exchange managers are going to co-operate to the fullest extent with the Hays' National Motion Picture Week plan for unemployment relief. It has been decided that in most cities in the Denver (Continued on page 15)

Films Foretell World Conditions—Brandt

Motion pictures serve as a barometer to world conditions, is the opinion of Joe Brandt, general manager of Columbia Pictures. Basing his conclusions upon an observation of the trend of films over a decade, Brandt predicts that the depression is nearing its end, and that a bright future is in store.

"Many persons feel that pictures tend to incite conditions," Brandt stated. "From careful observation and experience I believe that forecast coming events. When a group of men make a business of entertaining and amusing the great public, and invest large sums of money in their enterprises, they are pretty sure to safeguard themselves by foreseeing what will hold public interest in six months or a year to come."

Industry Foresees Events

"As president of a producing organization, I have analyzed the industry and in every instance have discovered that the films have indicated general conditions several months in advance. The much-discussed gang and crime pictures preceded a wave of lawless acts performed, not by amateurs who might have got their ideas from the films; but by clever, organized crooks, who must have been planning their raids upon society for months before the acts were committed.

"It is but natural that the film industry, with its broad and tentacle organization reaching into the highways and byways through the thousands of motion picture theatres should sense events and intuitively grasp the facts that will be holding public attention weeks in advance."

Trend Toward Cheerfulness

"At the present time the trend of films is in a lighter vein. A cheerful note is being struck, a tone of optimism that is contagious. This indicates happiness and cheer, the buoyancy that comes through contentment and prosperity."
MODERN EXPLOITATION
By TED TODDY
Columbia's Director of Publicity and Exploitation,
Southern Division, Atlanta.

(Chapter Three)

"DRAMA"

Drama, the unfolding of a cross section of a character's life, may be called the backbone of motion picture entertainment. Not only is every other type a branch of it, but in those types it stands as their foundation. Consider the comedy which, in popular conception, has come to stand for the opposite of drama. The purest comedy production embodies a story which leads to a crisis, termed by the public a "dramatic moment," in that it depicts the emotions of a person in a decisive situation; although the situation may bring laughs to the audience, prejudice and conspiracy. We, therefore, decide to follow them. We publish this story in the same way that we publish the greatest espionage case; second, the love theme, and third, the crime story.

We do not overlook the fact that the picture's historical facts will interest school children and make it an ideal or training picture for casual audiences; likewise its legal angle will whet the interest of any fan of legal story. With these thoughts in mind and sticking closely to the authenticity angle of the story, we begin billing the picture as "The Dreyfus Case," in which Georges Clemenceau and Zola participated. At the press call before play date our newspaper cooperates with us by having the leading scholar or professor of literature of our High School write an essay on the Dreyfus Case. Stories are planted daily by leading attorneys and leading journalists on this famous case. Photographs of Dreyfus are used. We strive to give as much publicity to the whole Dreyfus Case and arouse the curiosity and interest of the public through the idea that the picture presents the facts of the famous case. Photographs of Dreyfus are used. We strive to give as much publicity to the whole Dreyfus Case and arouse the curiosity and interest of the public through the idea that the picture presents the facts of the famous case.

Let's now get to work and exploit Columbia's "The Dreyfus Case."

Upon receipt of play date, we prepare the news of the press book. Here's where the press book is one of the greatest gifts to the exhibitor and here's where the publisher assists the exhibitor in a way that money cannot buy. In a dramatic production it is absolutely necessary that we inform the public that the press book contains the facts of the famous case, we appreciate the amount of effort on the part of the producers. We realize that every word is an actual fact, and with that knowledge, we are carefully guided by what the press book says. Our conclusions are as follows:

The feature highlight in this production is the Dreyfus case itself. Here we have a story based on the internationally-historical story that startled the world. Because of the importance of the story and its name, so well known to every man, woman and child, we must interpret the story. It also contains a strong love theme, for woman appeal, and it further contains an answer to injustice, school and college tieup. We also do a little extra work for those we receive from our screen, particularly of the enlarged newspaper and magazine reviews. We try to use a dash of the Devil's Island atmosphere and Dreyfus looking through the prison bars. We have large cutouts of the title and "The Real Facts of the Trial that Shook the World" with a large cutout "The Last—Dreyfus Case." We arrange special one-sheets using the punch lines "A love story that creeps into your heart." We arrange special one-sheets using the punch lines "A love story that creeps into your heart." "Drama that sets every fibre a-twing with passion and emotions of the human race," etc. We use the line "It's a heart-breaking Drama and magnificent Love story."

We will approach the dramatic production with the popular view that it is a production containing many tense moments; one depicting the life of a character and unfolding the trials and joys of that character through emotional situations in which decisions relating to our character's destiny must be made.

Make 'em laugh or make 'em cry and your audience will like your picture because you as well known fact. The comedy will make them laugh and the drama will make them cry. So, a properly exploit-dramatic production will react the same way as a comedy sensation.

The public does not like to be told in brutal phrases or brutal punch lines that it is a heavy dramatic production. Too often such announcements savour of a gloomy and too serious vein and lends an atmosphere which creates the thought in a patron's mind—"I have enough sadness and stark reality every day. When I go to a picture, I want to be amused and want to laugh." Avoid this by all means. Amusing folks is our stock and trade.

The majority of our public will respect a production of a dramatic nature more than any other type of picture. For that reason mis-representation will not be tolerated. Do not use a bunch of hokum your patrons will not find on the screen. Drama is as much in demand as comedy and there are as many followers of drama as of any other type of production. Don't for a few extra dollars you might gain at the box office, run the chance of forgetting your clientele interest by misrepresenting the type of your production in your advertising and publicity.
PROTECTION, ZONING O.K.

NOT WORRIED

Pittsburgh Indians Frown on Zoning, Anyway

Pittsburgh — Exhibitors and M. P. T. O. organization officials here are not worrying about the refusal of distributors to sit in on negotiations for a uniform protection and zoning plan, they declare.

Independent operators of theaters refused to negotiate with representatives of the Warner circuit when the question was before them over a year ago. Many efforts were made to get together, meetings were scheduled and committees were appointed. After several sessions which actually time the independents ignored the joint conferences, an exhibitor conference was met with Warner and Loew officials at the office of the Pittsburgh chapter of the Motion Picture officials. Negotiations didn't last long, however, as the indies walked out in disgust.

National distributors withdrew from joint conferences last week pending a suit attacking the legality of the plan.

Motion Picture Week (Continued from page 13)

territory it will be a Saturday midnight preview with receipts to be turned over to the local unemployment relief committee. Meetings have been held locally, but the date has not been set.

Harry Huffman is the chairman and Duke W. Dunbar, secretary of the Denver Film Board of Trade, is secretary. Committees have been appointed in every town and city in this territory that has a theater. Several theaters have already held benefits and will hold others.

LITTLE N. O. RELIEF

City Cares for Jobless by Unique Methods

New Orleans—Film interests in this city are willing to co-operate in any way that can be thought of to meet the need that is expressed. None exists in New Orleans—at present, in the past or as far as can be remembered in the immediate future. New Orleans is not a manufacturing center; the only industry taken care of by the Welfare Committee, the Community Chest and the city of New Orleans itself. A fund has been raised—a 10 per cent of all city and parish (county) public officials' salaries, which cut will in all probability continue indefinitely. Consequently New Orleans has not suffered as much as the mining winter, and the assistance of the various film theaters will not be required.

(Continued on page 18)

Distributors Refusal to Sit In on Negotiations Will Have Little Effect on Existing Arrangements, Checkup Reveals

Refusal of distributors to sit in on negotiations for the setting up of uniform protection and zoning plans pending the outcome of suits attacking the legality of the uniform plans will have little or no effect on zoning and protection arrangements now in existence insofar as Independents are concerned, according to a survey of widely-separated territories by Associated Publications correspondents:

PROTECTION HURTS

Cleveland Showmen Confer With M.P.P.D.A.

Cleveland—The zoning committee of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association is in New York at the invitation of the N. A. M. P. S. To discuss the local protection situation which, subsequent-run exhibitors claim, is seriously injuring their business. Cleveland exhibitors are in favor of an equitable zoning plan. While in New York recently, J. J. Harwood, president of the Cleveland Exhibitors Association, conferred with Gabriel Hess on this matter, with the result that Dave Palfreyman, Affiliated Theatres representative, came to Cleveland to find out just what was needed to clear the local atmosphere. When Palfreyman returned to New York, he took with him two plans which had been drafted by the zoning and protection committee.

The submission of these plans resulted in calling the members of the committee to New York for further conferences, which are now in progress. The members of the zoning and protection committee who left Wednesday for New York are Myers Fishman; M. B. Horwitz, and P. E. Essick.

Zoning has been out in Cleveland for the past two years. Since then each distributing company has negotiated its protection plan on an individual basis. Exhibitors now want a uniform protection plan based on admission prices.

DALLAS SATISFIED

No New, Unreasonable Protection Demands

Dallas — Refusal of the distributors in the Dallas territory, through their mouthpiece, the Dallas Film Board of Trade, to sit in on any sort of negotiations for uniform protection or zoning plans, has had little or no effect on present setup for allowing play-dates, it is gathered from an investigation of the situation in this marked area.

Last year, an effort on the part of the Film Board to put through a definite zoning plan, met with severe opposition from Will Horwitz, of Houston, and was treated with indifference by Colonel Cole and his Allied exhibitors. It followed, however, that an agreement was adopted between distributors and a scanty representation among the exhibitors. Nevertheless the effort was put to work, over the terrific howl of Horwitz, and at the present time the plan is still working and now at the satisfaction of Horwitz, having recently been reported to have buried the hatchet with Publix.

ORAL PROTECTION

Denver in Gentlemen's Agreement

Denver — The zoning arrangement in the Denver territory consists of only a sort of gentlemen's agreement that is lived up to in most cases, but not always. It gives first-run houses from 45 to 180 days' protection. There has been no move made to enforce any particular protection arrangement and very little trouble has resulted from the present plan. The subsequent-run houses realize that the first-run theaters are entitled to some sort of protection, so the plan is working fairly smoothly.

NORTHWEST WAR

Zoning and Protection to State Commission

Minneapolis — The Northwest unit of Allied States is more determined than ever to carry its fight against zoning and protection arrangements to the state railroad and warehouse commission and, if necessary, to the state legislature now that distributors have refused to sit in on negotiations for uniform protection and zoning plans.

At Minneapolis convention the body, representing independent exhibitors, decided to appeal to the state commission to take action against zoning outside the Twin Cities. There has been no formal move yet, but it is expected that the latest development will stimulate the committee in charge to action.

If the state railroad and warehouse commission decides that it cannot act or refuse to issue any order to the distributors to desist from zoning and protection in cases where it is particularly unobjectionable, Allied officials intend that they will bring the matter before the state legislature at the next session.

The plan they will seek enactment of a bill which will, in effect, place independent exhibitors in an equally advantageous position as the chains in the matter of release dates and bookings.

At the Minneapolis Allied States' meeting, several Wisconsin exhibitors presented explained how, in the Badger State, they have lined up the state railroad and warehouse commission on their side and put a halt to unfair zoning.

N. O. SETUP OKEH

Few Complaints Against Existing System

New Orleans — It is pretty well understood that the distributors and various managers, both affiliated and independents, are in accord with the present protection plan in this city, though it may look unjust to a degree.

Up to a considerable strife existed between these two classes and several meetings were called to organize the independent, railroads, etc., but the territory as a whole, has faced the situation. Nothing came of it, as the new organization "did not stick," and the "independent" organization of exhibitors is but a memory and a shadow, though meetings are held occasionally.

OMAHA IS PLEASED

Indications Point to Continuing System

Omaha — As uniform protection and zoning has been established in the Omaha territory since August, the latest indications are that the distributors will refuse to sit in for further negotiations according to the statement of several exchange men.

It is conceded that if the distributors had not been willing to sit down with the theater owners and work out a plan and zoning and protection arrangement, it would have resulted eventually in disputes and litigations.
Further Service Fee Reduction is Sought

Further reductions of service charges of ERPI and RCA-Photophone are sought from the scale agreed to last spring by the two companies at the insistence of representatives from M.P.T.O.A. and Allied States Association. Report is current that further attacks upon these service charges are being contemplated.

Units of both national organizations are asking for new cuts on service charges, contending that the constant repairing and emergency calls necessary when sound first came into vogue are things of the past, so that maintenance cost has been greatly reduced.

The recent convention of the Northwest Allied exhibitor unit at Minneapolis devoted considerable time to a discussion of lowered service charges. The Mount Clemens convention of the Michigan Allied group, held simultaneously with a national meeting of the Allied directorate, demanded lower service charges as did the meeting at St. Louis of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois. Service charges also were discussed at the Pittsburgh meeting of the M. P. T. O. of Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, an Allied affiliate.

Weather at Cost-Per-Seat

Installation of air conditioning equipment designed to provide comfortable weather throughout the year, regardless of the size of the house, is offered on a cost-per-seat basis by the Tiltz Engineering Company of New York.

35 MM. PORTABLE

Universal Claims It Has Many Advantages

A portable sound-on-film machine for the projection of 35 mm. film is being offered by the Universal Sound System, Inc., of Philadelphia and New York.

Among the attributes of the machine the company lists low cost, easy operation, no installing sound-on-film, full A.C. Amplification, no batteries, dynamic speaker, total weight of 82 pounds, cost of $995 f.o.b. Philadelphia and a 9 x 12 ft. picture at 60-75 ft. throw.

ALL-METAL SCREEN

Makers Claim Absolutely Fireproof

A new all-metal screen has been installed in the Metropolitan, Boston. This screen is the product of the Whiting & Davis Co. of Plainville, nationally-known makers of ladies' mesh bags. The screen is made up the same way that these mesh bags are fabricated, with millions of little aluminum squares linked together so that the whole fabric is flexible.

This is claimed to be one of the first absolutely fireproof sound screens to be put on the market.

Re-seat comfortably, economically

... buy NOW

Far exceeding the quota in volume of sales on Steel Furniture Theatre Chairs, during the past year, National now leads the industry in seating installations. By reason of large production and full-time factory operation, the manufacturer is now able to cooperate with us in offering unparalleled value. This, with our most liberal time payment plan should interest you in comfortably reseating your theatre NOW. Latest samples are on display at all National Stores. Come in and see what your "chair dollar" will buy today.
Fanny Foley Herself
RKo-Radio—72 Minutes
Production in 100 per cent Technicolor and enhanced by a good story, splendid cast and excellent direction, this film should spell box office in a big way. The picture has everything to make it a really worthwhile production and there is no reason why it shouldn't send everyone out of the theatre with a happy smile. Edna May Oliver as "Fanny Foley Herself" gives the topnotch performance. Hobart Bosworth fits his part perfectly as the wealthy grandfather who wants to make Fanny's fatherless daughters his heiresses if the mother will leave the stage. The love interest is furnished by Rochelle Hudson (what a beauty!) and John Dar- row, who has good looks, too! Helen Chandler plays the part of the other daughter who is snobish.

SELLING SEATS: Sell Edna May Oliver, who was such a scream in "Cimarron" as Mrs. Wyatt, the town gos-sip. Play up the mother love interest and feature the fact that the production is all new Technicolor.

Skyline
Fox—58 Minutes
Human interest story of youth brought up on a barge on the East River who got an inspiration to build skyscrapers from his daily observation of their erection from his river home. Hardie Albright as the boy fits into the part nicely and Thomas Meighan as the architect who makes a protege of him and afterwards discovers he is the boy's father does exceptionally fine work.

M-G-M—94 Minutes
New Adventures of Wallington
George Randolph Chester's famous characters brought to the talking screen with all the fervor and pep contained in his stories and a cast of well chosen performers to bring this characters out. The secret of success in the case of William Haines as Wallington who dabbles in country real estate getting the natives to subscribe to his project and when he falls in love with the daughter of one of his shareholders he decides to go straight and return the money he has taken from them when sud-denly the land assumes real value and a happy climax is the result. Ernest Torrence as "Blackie" Daw is perfect in the part and James Durante as Schnozzle furnishes most of the comedy as only one of his capabilities can. When all is said you can chalk this one up as another winner for M-G-M and if you don't play it you're passing up one of the better bet. In this season.

SELLING SEATS: Tie up with the look story on Chester's plays. Play up the main characters and don't miss the name of Jimmy Durante. Get out a real estate prospectus with the request at the end to call the telephone number for further particulars.

Shanghai Love
Columbia—67 Minutes

Fast Poison
RKo-Pathé—20 Minutes
Here is a real amusing comedy for the Jimmy Gleason and Harry Gribbon fans. Gleason is especially good as the manager of Ham Hand, the dumb fighter of Rufftown, played by Gribbon. Stale Annie stands in the way of Ham's success, so the mayor and Jimmy try a kidnapping stunt before the big fight. Annie comes back in time to see her "boy" knocked out and does a bit of knocking on her own account. This one should please the majority.

Up Pops the Duke
Educational—20 Minutes
This one features George Chan- dler who disguises himself as a duke in order to take the place of the Grand Duke who is unable to attend a dinner at his sweetheart's place. A case of mistaken identity. When Joe, a slick crook, has the same idea. He pulls off George's whiskers and then the real Grand Duke arrives. Your audience will go wild at the finish of this. Such hilarious laughter you never heard before when some laughing gas is let loose.

More Gas
Paramount—9 Minutes
This one is a scream. Solly, accompanied by his wife, visits the dentist. Wife and the dentist find they are old friends, so while Solly is under gas the wife and the dentist do some love-making. Meanwhile, Solly, under the influence of gas finds himself in a pleasant situation with the nurse. When he wakes up and realizes it was all a dream he reaches for the gas in order to dream again. Good number that should be enjoyed anywhere.

The Hunter
Universal—3 Minutes
Very clever Oswald animated reel that will bring many laughs from the audience. Oswald is shown going through a series of adventures after big game.
EDUCATIONAL BUSY

Studies Complete New Short Subjects

Hollywood—At the Educational Studios production is being completed on “Once a Hero,” a new Mermaid, in which Frances Dean plays opposite Jack Shutta. William Goodrich, who directed, is now turning his efforts to a new Ideal Comedy which features Tom Patricola. “Moonlight and Cactus” is his third for Educational, Charles Judelles, stage performer, is cast in an important role, with Charles Doretty and Louise Lorraine.

Two comedies, as yet untitled, have been started in production at the Mack Sennett studios. Andy Clyde is being starred in one. “Torchy Passes the Buck,” a new Torchy, in which Ray Cooke and Dorothy Dix again essay the two principal roles, is being cut and edited. Morley Drury, all-American quarterback, is cast.

The third in the new Vanity Series which Al Christie is producing for Educational at the Metropolitan Studios, went into production October 12.

Motion Picture Week (Continued from page 15)

All theatre executives interviewed are willing to donate their houses should the occasion become acute.

OMAHA IN ACCORD

All Branches to Aid Motion Picture Week

Omaha, A checkup on local reaction to Owen D. Young’s announcement of the Hoover Committee acceptance of Hays’ National Motion Picture Week plan for unemployment relief, shows that the Film Board of Trade in conjunction with exchange men and theatre owners have made plans for unemployment relief.

The extent to which the local interests are willing to co-operate is indicated by the action thus far taken by a District Committee. This committee consists of Roy Pierce, RKO Orpheum, chairman; E. R. Cummings, Publix division manager, vice-chairman; Lee Durham, Columbia; Bob Ballentine, Sherman Fitch are the other members of the committee, and Regina Molseed, secretary of the Film Board of Trade, secretary.

The Motion Picture Distributors will cooperate with the committee by providing the films for exhibition on National Unemployment Relief Day, according to a statement by Miss Molseed.

Release Date

New York—First National has completed plans for the general release of “The Honor of the Family” on October 17. Bebe Daniels has the chief role.

PITTSBURGH READY

Committee to Discuss Motion Picture Week

Pittsburgh—Although the local district committee named by Will H. Hays as Pittsburgh’s leaders in the motion picture industry’s relief for the unemployed has not been called together for its initial meeting, theatre owners throughout the territory can be depended upon to support the National Motion Picture Week plan which proposes that each theatre co-operate with local agencies in staging benefit shows.

The District Committee will likely meet this week to formulate plans for co-operation in accordance with the film industry’s efforts to aid in the relief work.

“WAY BACK HOME”

“Other People’s Business” Title Changed

Hollywood—“Way Back Home” is to be the title of the rural drama wherein Phillips Lord, “Seth Parker,” is to make his talking-screen debut for Radio Pictures. Lihtherto it was called “Other People’s Business.” “Seth” is now making a tour of the country, covering 70 cities and towns, with his broadcasting company.

EDUCATIONAL TIPS

LITTLE TIPS

TO BIG THINGS

CLASSTFED ADS 10c Per Word Minimum $1.00. Display Rates on Request.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE—Con’t’d

FOR LEASE on percentage basis—beautiful theatre building in best location. Wire E. A. Hatton, Del Rio, Texas. x10-43.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

TICKEX Machines Wanted—Will pay cash for all sizes automatic Gold Seal or Simplex Tickex registers. State particulars, size, current, age, etc. Midwest Ticket and Supply Co., One North LaSalle St., Chicago. 10-20.


POSITION WANTED

PROJECTIONIST—Years of experience; handle any equipment; go anywhere. Tommy Rausin, Palestine, Texas. 10-20.

AUDITOR—ACCOUNTANT—THEATRE MANAGER, years of theatrical experience with larger companies, desires connection with reputable theatre company, highest references. Address S. D. Rickman, 826 Grove Street, Danville, Va. 10-20.

HELP WANTED

SALESMEN WANTED—Fast selling equipment, Alabama, Mississippi, Kentucky, Arkansas. C. P. Washman, Trenton, Tenn. 10-20.

GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100

Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes’ easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $50—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance. Write now to:

GER-BAR THEATER EQUIPMENT

GUERCIO AND BARTHEL

1018 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago, Ill.
Telephone Webster 2190 or 002
Here is Genuine Good Will and Business Producing Publicity

—an added service that both men and women will appreciate

At a Cost Less Than Throwaways

Book Matches will carry your advertisement at a cost less than a card or dodger and will never be thrown away until the last match is used.

An Ideal Plan for Your Theatre

You can contract for a quantity of these matches and have your imprint changed each week so that you can feature the coming attraction a week in advance. Many theatres are using this plan very successfully.

Orders are filled within 1 week after receipt, so by giving us your schedule of bookings for feature pictures, you will receive shipments regularly and on time. Let us tell you more about this Business Building Plan.

| 20 Matches in Each Book, 2,500 Books per Case with Your Imprint for $10.00. |
|------------------------|-----------------------------|
| You can effect a saving by buying a larger quantity. |
| Here are the prices: |
| 2,500 Books | $4.00 Per Thousand |
| 5,000 Books | 3.80 Per Thousand |
| 10,000 Books | 3.75 Per Thousand |
| 25,000 Books | 3.50 Per Thousand |
| 50,000 or over | 3.25 Per Thousand |
| All shipments F. O. B. St. Louis, Mo. |

And Every "LIGHT" Is An "AD" For You!

Here's HOW

to Distribute These Wonderful Business Builders

We all know that many ladies and men desire to smoke before, during or after the show. Place a bowl of matches in the rest rooms where your patrons can help themselves to a book. You can also have the ushers pass them out when your patrons are leaving. Invariably the first thing a man does when leaving the theatre is to "light" up. He will assuredly appreciate receiving these handy safety matches.

Many theatres also distribute their matches at hotel cigar stands, cafes, drug stores and cigar stores. These firms will be pleased to pass out your matches regularly, thereby giving you wider and better distribution for your publicity.

Arrange with leading hotels, drug stores, etc., in your drawing area, to distribute these book matches for you. They'll gladly cooperate.

Mail Your Order

Today ▲▲▲▲▲

Associated Publications, Inc.,
4704 East 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Gentlemen:

Enclosed is our check for ____________ De Luxe

"Box Office" Book Matches, each book to be in 4 colors (red, black, yellow and gold), with our ad imprinted as shown at right above.

All shipments F. O. B. factory, St. Louis, Mo.

Name ____________________________

Theatre ____________________________

Town ____________________________ State ____________________________

Use Space Below for Name of Theatre, Etc. (Front)

YOUR PLEASURE IS OUR DELIGHT

As Illustrated on Design Above

THIS ORDER IS NOT CANCELLABLE
(Minimum order required: 2,500 Books)
They come in assorted sizes and shapes, with various likes and dislikes. What’s a passion for one is a poison for another.

You can’t please the infinite variety with a type of entertainment based on a singular appeal. Load your box-office guns for a broadside. Shoot at the masses. Back your feature with comedies and novelties that balance your program.

It takes all kinds of people to make a world and several types of pictures to please them.

You need Educational’s program for the big brother and the weak sister. Short subjects for every show, and a whole show in every one of them.
P. WEEK FOR JOBLESS
SOUTHWEST ENTERS M.

THE ALLIED
RESOLUTIONS

PRODUCERS PLAN DEFENSE AS
GRIFFITH-MOMAND CASE
PROGRESSES
THE OLD FIGHTIN' COCK HAS THE funniest COMEDIES

6
MASQUERS COMEDIES
Presented by Masquers Club of Hollywood

6
RUFTOWN COMEDIES
starring JIMMY GLEASON

6
BENNY RUBIN COMEDIES

6
FRANK McHUGH COMEDIES

MR. 6
AVERAGE MAN COMEDIES
starring ED. KENNEDY

6
TRAVELING MAN COMEDIES
starring LOUIS JOHN BARTELS

BOOKED BY THESE BIG TIME CIRCUITS

WARNER BROS. RKO SCHINE MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE BUTTERFIELD HUGHES-FRANKLIN GORTATOWSKY

FOX LOEW SPARKS FIEBER & SHEA COOPERATIVE M. A. LIGHTMAN MOMAND LEFKOWITZ

And Thousands of Independents!

RKO PATHÉ

6
GAY GIRLS COMEDIES
starring JUNE MacCLOY

6
MANHATTAN COMEDIES

26 RKO VAN BEUREN AESOPS' FABLES
Support for M. P. Week

Defense Is Planned by Producers

Tariff Suspended

BERNBAUM-LAMBERT
Elaborate Ceremony for Dallas Couple

A wedding event of high social calibre was solemnized in Dallas recently when Miss Gladys Bernbaum, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. Bernbaum, 2617 Forest avenue, became the bride of Irving Lambert. The ceremony was performed at the Bernbaum home with the Rabbi H. Raphael Gold officiating. Palm and ferns banked against a mantel served as an altar for the service as the bridal party stood beneath a canopy festooned with flowers.

The bride was given in marriage by her father. She wore the same ceremonial ring as did her mother and grandmother.

An evening reception prevailed from 7 until 11:30 p.m., when many guests were entertained by parents of both the bride and groom.

Bernbaum was very active on Film Row a week preceding the wedding carrying out his plans for the notable family event. Since disposing of his interests in R. & R. Theatres, he has been occupying offices at 2009½ Jackson street.

Crim Burns at Arp
The Crim Theatre at Arp, Texas, oil town, 18 miles from Tyler, went up in flames Sunday night as an entire block was razed. A film explosion added speed to the destruction.

"GIVE HIM A HAND" MOTION PICTURE WEEK
November 12-25

Mail Coupon Today

Mr. J. J. Friedl, Chairman District Committee,
Care Dallas Film Board of Trade,
2009½ Jackson Street, Dallas, Texas.

I am willing to co-operate in the film unemployment relief plan and am willing to run ONE FREE SHOW, the proceeds of which I will turn over to an authorized local committee in my town.

Signed: ____________________________

Exhibitor

Theatre

Town

Tremendous Campaign of Co-operation for Relief of Unemployed Is Planned by Southwest.

With the dates from November 18 to 25 having been designated by Will Hays as Motion Picture Week in the industry's plan to help the federal government bring relief to the unemployed in all callings, the District Committee in Dallas, headed by J. J. Friedl, has set forth to further the movement immediately with a meeting called last Tuesday to discuss the proposition.

During the week, the public will be bombarded with literature, newspaper advertising, broadcasting, etc., to create reaction to the cause. It is planned that one day of the week will be set aside in each town as Texas Day, and at this time exhibitors will be asked to donate one performance to the unemployed, the funds to be turned over to a local committee formed solely to handle local jobless problems. The performance may be either a regular show, a special show or matinee. All manner of special accessories, buttons, tickets, etc., will be available for these special shows.

In towns where Sunday shows are prohibited, it is suggested that exhibitors seek permission to give their show at this time.

Further details on the free show plan will be forthcoming within the next few days, it is said.

Exhibitors who are willing to donate free shows to the unemployment cause are asked to fill in and mail the coupon printed at left.

Monogram Head Arrives
Hollywood—W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram Pictures Corporation, arrived here Saturday from a trip to New York and eastern points to start work on the second half of Monogram's year's program. He was accompanied by Herman Rifken, Boston franchise holder.
Resolutions Adopted
At Allied Convention

ALTHOUGH the recent Allied of Texas convention lacked the usual fireworks of previous meetings, as far as discussions of trade practices were concerned, the association, however, did pass several resolutions of importance, one of which denounced the Copyright Bureau, and another flaying certain companies for their attempted selling policies. The convention also passed a resolution denying that Allied had anything to do with the Horwitz censorship campaign several months ago. The several resolutions are as follows:

Censorship
WHEREAS: The exhibitor censorship campaign of Will Horwitz of Houston, President of the Allied Theatre Owners of Texas at the time, was his personal campaign and not the action of the association or its board of directors, and was voted down in the resolution at the time;

BE IT RESOLVED: That the Association endorses the action of its Board in not allowing the Association to be dictated to and its actions ordered from the opposition camp under the guise of J. J. Strickland, Publix, the Hay's office, and the producer group, as was implied in the decision that the directors require the resignation of Will Horwitz as president.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That this activity be directed to itself free from the destructive influence of agencies whose interests are contrary to the interests of our independent membership.

Copyright Bureau
WHEREAS: The exhibitors have been the victims of actions equal to legal blackmail through the operation and claims of the Copyright Bureau;

BE IT RESOLVED: That the Association be committed to the policy of combating this form of outlawry both through the courts and the national congress.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That this Association declare itself free from the destructive influence of agencies whose interests are contrary to the interests of our independent membership.

Standard Contract
WHEREAS: A standard contract is essential to safe and harmonious trading in this industry; and

WHEREAS: The Allied States Association, acting for its various units, spent great labor, time and its own money in the preparation of its officer can bringing was agreed to and accepted by all branches of the trade;

BE IT RESOLVED: That this Association declare itself free from the destructive influence of agencies whose interests are contrary to the interests of our independent membership.

Unemployment
WHEREAS: The entire Motion Picture Industry is sensible of its social obligations; and

WHEREAS: The theatre owners reflect the industry to their communities and their communities to the industry;

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the unemployment emergency now facing the industry challenges the civic sense of the exhibitors, and we pledge in the fullest co-operation to alleviate human distress.

Marsh to Star
Hollywood — On New Year's Day, 1932, Marion Marsh will be raised to full stardom by Warner Bros. coincidently with the nationwide release of her newest picture, "Under Eighteen." Her dispatcher was due to John Barrymore, who, while seeking for an actress to Play Trilby opposite him in "Svengali," saw a screen test of Marion Marsh and chose her for the part.

Hollywood—Tom Patricola has finished another comedy for Educational Pictures, titled "Moonlight and Cactus."

Marie's Next
Culver City—Preparations are being made for the filming of "Emma," Marie Dressler's next starring vehicle for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. "Emma" is an original story, for which Frances Marion and will be directed by Clarence Brown, who has completed Joan Crawford's new film, "The Mirage."

Maynard Recovered
Hollywood—Ken Maynard has recovered from an injury suffered while landing his airplane at the United Airport in Burbank. The western star was flying from location where Tiffany Productions' "Fighting Mad," was being made. Maynard's forehead was severely cut, and his plane badly cracked up.

Start Press Film
Hollywood — Tiffany Productions' newspaper drama, "X Marks the Spot!" is under way with Erle Kenton directing. Lew Cody is featured, Wallace Ford, Sally Blake, Fred Kohler and Mary Nolan appear in the principal supporting parts.

Violet Heming Signed
Hollywood — Violet Heming, stage actress, has signed a contract with Fox. She has arrived to make her first screen appearance in "Circumstances," adaptation of Andrew Soutar's novel, "The Devil's Triangle."

Gleason Starts Another
Culver City—"High Hats and Low Browns," one of the Rufftown series of RKO-Pathé comedies which are starring James Gleason, has gone into production here.

Culver City—Filming of the latest Zaou Pitts-Thelma Todd comedy, "Hot Dogs," has been completed by Hal Roach.

The standard result-getting Cooling Equipment that satisfactorily meets all requirements of theatres today.

BUFFALO ENGINEERING CO., INC.
Buffalo Air Washers and Distributing Units
315 S. Harwood St.
George W. Thornton, Gen. Mgr.
Dallas, Texas
Tom Tyler

It Just As Reliable As The Town Clock

Showmen Everywhere Play Him Week After Week to the Same Steady and Consistent Profits.

TYLER has a great following among the kids and the adults who like the great outdoors. That get's them all. They like his own style of fast action because TYLER is a GREAT WESTERN STAR.

Book TYLER'S 8 New Westerns Now!

You Will Find Them to be Sure-Fire Money-Getters

1. "Partners of the Trail"
2. "Man From Death Valley."
3. "Two-Fisted Justice"
4. "Galloping Thru"
5. "Vanishing Men"
6. "Honor of the Mounted"
7. "Man From New Mexico"
8. "Single Handed Sanders"

Western Electric Noiseless Recording

6 Hoot Gibson
DE LUXE WESTERNs
1. "Clearing the Range"
2. "Wild Horse"
3. "Hard Hombre"
4. "The Gay Buckaroo"
5. "He Rides Alone"
6. To be selected by Exhibitors.

Produced by M. H. Hoffman, Jr. Distributed by Monogram.

12 MIGHTY ACTION
MELODRAMAS
1. "Ships of Hate"
2. "Mother and Son"
3. "In Line of Duty"
4. "Isle of Hunted Men"
5. "Klondike"
6. "Arm of the Law"
7. "Western Limited"
8. "Law of the Sea"
9. "Midnight Patrol"
10. "Police Court"
11. "Fatal Alarm"
12. "Forgotten Women"

8 Bill & Andy
ACTION WESTERNs
1. "Dugan of the Bad Lands"
2. "The Montana Kid"
3. "Oklahoma Jim"
4. "Land of Wanted Men"
5. "So This Is Texas"
6. "Law of the North"
7. "Mason of the Mounted"
8. "The Ghost City"

Join Monogram's Band of Satisfied Exhibitors

* 34 Productions

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.

302 S HARWOOD ST. Phone 7-4942
623 GRAND AVE. Phone LD 635
108 SOUTH CROSS Phone 4-2431

DALLAS, TEXAS
OKLAHOMA CITY
LITTLE ROCK
Second Call—FORWARD!!

ELSEWHERE in this issue is reprinted verbatim Mr. Carl Laemmle's reply to the editorial that three weeks ago appeared on this page. I am glad to have Mr. Laemmle's reply, for he is unquestionably one of the gamiest fighters this industry has known since its inception. However, I cannot agree with everything that Mr. Laemmle says in his letter.

It is quite true that "when courage and resource and fighting ability are needed to pull a business through the doldrums they always pop up and do their stuff." But that truth existed several years ago. It has not shown itself in recent months; not even in recent years in this industry. And one of the big troubles with this business today is that men are sitting around waiting for something to "pop up" that will pull them out of the rut rather than thinking and planning and making things pop. Too many have been contented with the talk that "prosperity is just around the corner." But too few have seemed willing to walk around that corner to meet it.

I have seen some of the selling campaigns executed by theatres of which Mr. Laemmle speaks. Some of them have been quite good. In the main they have been campaigns that cost far more than the average theatre could spend to put the pictures over and, almost in every instance, they have been directed to the large first run metropolitan theatres that have their own advertising staffs. My mention of lack of inspired selling was not directed so much at the retail end of this business, while that is inadequate. But, since Mr. Laemmle brings this question up the "inspiration" that is given the theatres by producers is not carried far enough to help Mr. Small Theatreman, who doesn't have a staff of exploitation experts. Some companies are commencing now to give such a service, which is proof of its need. The profit-payers in this industry seem to have been forgotten in the mad rush for big-time play dates that came with the first success of sound. However, my several weeks' stay in New York has brought out to me that sales departments are commencing to realize the importance of the theatres in the hinterland; they are commencing to see that 10,000 bookings that pay an average of ten dollars or more per day for film will gladly pay more if the intake at the box-office rates it.

It is WITHIN that the industry seems to be understimating its stock in trade. And that lack of selling within the industry has held back the real effort to sell OUTSIDE to the public, great as may be the spotted blasts that are hurled in a few centers through metropolitan houses.

I CANNOT agree with Mr. Laemmle that the whole industry is giving of its best right now. But I will say that it is "commencing to begin." I have a lot of faith in this industry and in its leaders and its legion of showmen. And, because of that confidence and feeling that it will come through with flying colors, we are cheering for the leaders to marshal their manpower and to GO OUT AND DO BATTLE IN A FIGHTING WAY. While in New York I have observed that the parade seems to be forming. But the crowd is growing impatient. WE WANT TO SEE SOMEONE STRIKE UP THE BAND AND SEE THE WHOLE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY MARCH FORWARD AS ONE GREAT ARMY! OUT TO MAKE VICTORY! OUT TO GET BUSINESS! AND TO GET IT!

BEN SHLYEN, Editor-in-Chief

WM. G. FORMBY, Managing Editor

Associated Publications, Inc., General Offices:

The Associated Publications are: FILM TRADE TOPICS, San Francisco, Cal.; MOTION PICTURE TIMES, Dallas, Texas; THE EBEL JOURNAL, Kansas City, Mo.; MOVIE AGE, Minneapolis, Minn.; MOTION PICTURE DIGEST, Chicago, Ill.; MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW, Detroit, Mich.; EXHIBITORS' FORUM, Pittsburgh, Pa.; THE OHIO SHOWMAN, Cleveland, Ohio; NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS, Boston, Mass.; WEEKLY FILM REVIEW, Atlanta, Ga.
New Arbitration April 1

Films Do Not Harm Child

Rush Jobless Relief

"Give Him a Lift" Is Slogan Adopted by Industry; Move Wins the Praise of Nation's Press.

New York — With generous praise from Walter S. Gifford and Owen D. Young, representing the President's Organization on Unemployment Relief, and with editorial reaction from the whole country applauding National Motion Picture Week, plans for the nation-wide benefit performances to be given during the week of November 18-25 are proceeding in a way to indicate a united and impressive effort throughout the industry.

The advertising committee charged with the preparation of a press book and exploitation campaign to aid the local theatres claim to be the first committee in the industry's history with a secret chairman. All announcements will be made in the name (Continued on page 15)

Hays in Tribute to Memory of Edison

As the industry paid tribute to the memory of its father, Thomas Alva Edison, Will H. Hays expressed the sentiment of Filmdom in the following statement:

"To the men and women of the motion picture industry the death of Thomas Alva Edison means much more than the passing of a great inventive genius. He was the father of the motion picture. He was the genius that liberated the early motion picture from its prison in a cabinet, where it might be seen through a peep hole by one person at a time, and threw it upon a screen to the view of hundreds of thousands of people.

"To the very time of his passing Thomas Alva Edison remained a staunch friend and champion of the art that was founded upon his own great achievements. Even in the lowly nickelodeon he saw the beginnings of a vast popular entertainment service. He saw in the first situted entertainment pictures the struggle of a new art to rise to higher levels. When the crude, unsteady flickerings of a generation back had been transformed into clear, moving images, when electrical and photographic science had brought the beauty of music, the magic of speech and the warmth of color to the screen, none was more zealous than he in urging an open road for the further progress of the art.

"The world owes much to Thomas Alva Edison. And no debt of gratitude to his memory will be more deeply felt than by the host of men and women in the motion picture industry whose careers, whose progress and whose service were made possible by the greatness of his vision."

32 Key City Boards to Be Under Charge of Pettijohn; Reaction Is Spotted.

New York — Return of arbitration to the industry virtually is assured. New national arbitration system goes into operation April 1, when the standard exhibition contract, drafted by the 5-5 conference last year, will be called into use.

Thirty-two boards will be established in key cities under the guidance of C. C. Pettijohn.

Reaction of exhibitors to the announcement, though most territories knew it was coming, was spotted. Prominent theatrical officials of the Southwest, among them Love B. Harrell, secretary of the Southeastern Theatre Owners' Association, announced that a return of arbitration would be welcomed into the territory. Harrell said that the Southeastern exhibitors, never having howled very loudly for the extinction of arbitration, prefer to settle controversies in an amicable fashion, rather

(Continued on page 15)

Peace in Chicago

Exhibitors and Union Operators Agree to Pact

Chicago — Complete settlement of the Chicago operator squabble was finally wrought on Friday, October 23, when the union and the exhibitors ratified the new pact, which goes into immediate effect, superseding all previous agreements, and remains in force until January 1, 1933.

The new agreement specifies the following conditions:

1. — All theatres in the jurisdiction of Local No. 110 will employ only union men, members of the Local.

2. — The exact number of houses has not as yet been definitely decided, but a certain group of approximately 50 theatres will have one union man in the booth, with the owner or manager, to be licensed as the second operator.

3. — The salary of the one man in these houses will be the regular scale, plus a 15 per cent increase.

4. — All other theatres in the entire city and suburbs, where Local No. 110 holds sway, will employ two union men at the regular scale, less a 20 per cent cut in salary.

5. — Any concession made in the past is considered ended, and operators' salaries are uniformly as per the above schedule.

Slogan for National Motion Picture Week

New York — "Give Him a Hand" has been adopted as the industry's slogan in its co-operation with the government to relieve unemployment suffering throughout the nation. One hand outstretched and two hands grasping for aid, the symbol of the slogan, will be printed on 30,000 posters for distribution all over the country for use in theatre lobbies.

One corner of the design will refer to National Motion Picture Week, set for November 18-25, during which theatres are expected to give benefit performances for the needy. The slogan will also appear on all tickets sold during the week.

Screens throughout the country were darkened Wednesday night, October 21, in tribute to the memory of Thomas A. Edison. Cameras in Hollywood and eastern studios stopped clicking and microphones remained silent for three minutes on the afternoon of the same day.

Hollywood — Lewis Milestone, director, has withdrawn from the Selznick-Milestone Prod. Hereafter he will free lance.

New York — Paramount's 1931-32 short subject program at the New York studio will be completed about November 15. Work on the 1932-33 schedule will begin about April.

New York — High film executives who witnessed the television demonstration at the B. S. Moss Broadway last week were impressed with the possibilities of television.

New York — Al Wilson, former studio manager, has been appointed production manager of the Audio Cinema studios.

A recent survey places the approximate number of dime houses in the United States at 400.
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Franklin Pays Flying Visit to Elm Street

Plenty of business is now to be had in show business if you've got a good show, work hard, and have the necessary guts, Harold B. Franklin commented to local theatre men as he spent 24 hours Sunday and Monday in Dallas, accompanied by two of his lieutenants.

Franklin visited the Old Mill, Ritz and Palace theatres Sunday night. While on Elm Street he chatted with L. B. Remy, an old acquaintance, and with Wallace Walthall, of National Screen Service, and Marclene K. Moore, manager of the Palace. Moore has been in the Publix organization from the time Franklin was head of that circuit.

On his way to the coast, Franklin said that he would make one stop, but did not say where. His sudden visit to Dallas is believed to have had important significance, the nature of which could not be learned.

When visiting the Dallas theatres Franklin and his men walked right in on displaying gold passes that were issued to them from the Publix home office.

“VIKING” CHOSEN

A Publix First Run Books Monogram Release

Booking in an attraction that is decidedly different from the regular run of problem pictures, the Old Mill in Dallas, one of the Publix first runs, chose “The Viking” to bolster up the current week’s business. This production is one of Monogram’s specials for this year and deals faithfully with the recent death-dealing seal hunt in which the great explorer, Varick Frissel, and his men, went down beneath the ice.

The Old Mill run precedes a number of other key city first runs on “The Viking,” which will be concluded within the next few weeks.

WEEKS IN WESTERN

Wampas Star Teamed With Tom Tyler

The third Tom Tyler western on the Monogram schedule for this year, recently completed and now available, has been given additional importance on account of Tyler’s leading lady in the release, according to Harry Silverman, Paramount’s westerns chief. Eddie Cantor in “Palmy Days,” was selected to ride with Tyler in his latest film.

Hefley Takes Parkway

Following the recent death in Dallas of W. D. Crowell, manager and part owner of the Parkway, announcement has been made that Sam Hefley, prominent exhibitor and former owner of the house, has again taken over the property. Mr. Hefley arrived in Dallas recently to handle the house.

BACK FROM MEXICO

Calderon Discusses Films With Mexican Leaders

A. Calderon, head of the International Amusement Company, with large theatre holdings in Chihuahua, has returned to El Paso from a visit to Mexico City where he conferred with associates regarding the owners’ taxation and importation burden the Mexican government has placed on American talking pictures, and also regarding the fate of his 5 El Paso theatres. Calderon failed to comment on the possible effect the new superimposed Spanish titles will have on future business.

Instead of regular Spanish dialogue throughout, Mexican theatres are offered films with straight English dialogue, but with Spanish titles and subtitles flashed on the screen to guide Mexican patrons in the story.

Defense Planned

(Continued from page 3)

matter from Sidney R. Kent in the office of Will Hays on one day last week.

Other depositions were also taken from Austin C. Keough, Publix attorney, and from a Universal executive, same being taken in the offices of Gabriel Hess. Universal is interested in the Griffith chain, it has been brought out.

D. I. Johnson, Oklahoma City, an attorney representing Paramount; Malcolm McKinzie, representing Regal Theatres in Oklahoma, a subsidiary of Paramount; and B. B. Blakeney, attorney for Momand, have been in New York in connection with the depositions.

GETS BUILDING CONTRACT

Arkadelphia, Ark.—The firm of Nelson & Woodson, Russellville, Ark., has been awarded the general contract for rebuilding the theatre here operated by Cecil Culp, which was destroyed by fire some time ago.

The new building will be two-story, 52x92 feet and of concrete, brick, stone and tile construction. It will cost about $50,000. It will seat about 900 persons and will be equipped for sound pictures.

Marlin Exhib. Visits

J. C. Chatmas, of the Palace and Strand at Marlin, was in Dallas Monday to set in a few dates. He operates the big house three times a week, and the Strand on Friday and Saturday.

New Division Manager

Edward Eschmann, prominent film man of several seasons ago, has arrived in Dallas as southwestern divisional sales manager for DeForest equipment. Eschmann, formerly a New York sales executive for First National and recently was connected with Western Electric, it is reported.

B E S T O N E

SOUND ON FILM

MOTOR GENERATOR

Eliminates all chance of A.C. hum.

GREATER SURPLUS OF VOLUME

FEW EQUALS — NONE BETTER

PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE

LIBERAL TRADE-IN

FOR YOUR OLD DISC EQUIPMENT

J. O. FORD, Factory Repr.

BESTONE SALES CO.

Atlanta
New Orleans
Dallas
125 Walton St.
504 Howard Ave.
2009 Jackson

I N S T A L L N O W !
Labor and Materials Were Never Lower in History.
OFF SEASON PRICES EXPIRE SOON!

Low Factory Prices—Terms.
No Humidity — No Noise — Even Distribution

BLIZZARD SALES CO.

Atlanta
New Orleans
Dallas
125 Walton St.
504 Howard Ave.
2009 Jackson
In Which “A Business Man Looks at the Movies” and Has Many Valuable Suggestions.

THE Allied Convention in Dallas last week, as already reported, was a congress where the keynote was “go after business.” To more visibly present this idea before the meetings, Allied directors hit upon the plan to have outstanding people of other callings address the exhibitors, thereby gaining accurate comparisons and thoughts which were believed to have thoroughly impressed theatre men who heard these addresses. MOTION PICTURE TIMES will print these speeches as they are made available to us for the benefit of the exhibitors who did not attend the convention. Hereewith is the address of Mr. A. I. Folsom, of Dallas, whose subject was:

“A BUSINESS MAN LOOKS AT THE MOVIES”

Address of A. I. Folsom, prominent Dallas business man, before the Allied Theatre Owners of Texas Convention in Dallas last week.

If, of course, I am not telling you how motion picture men run your business, I know nothing of the business men’s motion picture industry, but certain principles run through all business. We have one common business, and we have learned something of current business lists in our own field; perhaps those things apply equally to your situation. Certainly organized effort, thought, and the study of problems we meet can help us all.

We are all meeting competition, rotten policies and loss of money, I sometimes wonder; yet coming up, a fine young fellow of sixteen, and wonder if this sort of things is to continue, until he is grown, whether he will not be robbed of that finest opportunity in the world—the chance of establishing business for himself.

Hard Work Necessary

“Well, there are six brothers of us, all in the same business. When this depression struck us, I found we had forgotten a lot of things that had not been important to us when we first started in. One of those things we had forgotten was how much work it was necessary to do to have a business. It was working our four or five hours a day at our job of selling. Now we couldn’t increase our territory or the lines we were carrying, so we began to take inventory of ourselves, and we were struck with the idea of doing the job as we were ashamed. We were working four or five hours a day, more than 32 1-2 cents of our time lost every day. We were getting to work at nine in the morning, taking an extra hour or two for lunch and a game of pool—where also I dropped three or four dollars of my money—and quitting early for baseball. Then one day I decided to start right in and get the business I got to work at 7 in the morning. Now we’re working six hours a day, again, and man! the kick we are getting out of it. I’m making the acquaintance of my porters for the first time.

“Then we’re sorry for ourselves. I’ve been through three of these depressions, and believe me, this is the lightest of the three by far. Why, I remember when we had buscuits just once a week, and once a month and once a year. In 1914 I walked the streets, my feet actually through my shoes, to sell my money to pay my rent, then the huge sum of $15 a month. We have a lot of adjusting to do to fit these new conditions. State Press, the wisest philosopher we have here, says maybe this is not a depression, but a new level. That’s something to think of. If this is a new level of things, we’ve got to get down to business. I don’t want to put up a better picture than was my standard of living, and I don’t want it lowered for my wife and children, but I’m going to have to do three or four times the work I have been accustomed to doing, if I expect to keep that standard up.

Personal Salesmanship

“I can’t offer any schedule for your business, but believe me, before this trouble is over, you’ll be making one for yourself. I haven’t an idea whether we’re around the corner yet, unless we adopt Freddie Cantor’s wisecrack and ask ‘Which corner?’ But I can tell you this: I’ve never in my life been solicited for my business as a movie fan. If some theatre owner should show up at my office at eight o’clock some morning, with the program he was going to offer for the next two or three weeks, tell me that he owns the business, had first class equipment and a well ventilated house, and would like to have my family attend that theatre, I would drive three or four miles to take him up. I would probably drive clear to Oak Cliff—where I know there is a fine theatre—though I live out here. I don’t want much change, but the owner would have to come himself. Because you are in a business, you could not, or course, ask every man to attend your theatre, but you could put in some time at every day, and it would pay you big dividends. There seems to be so many ways of making a living. Attendance—prices, special bargains, tie-ups with local dealers, etc. These things are worth our consideration, and I believe you would pay your competitive. Your programs don’t vary a great deal from ours. We are selling service through six Southwestern states. You are also selling a service, and a more necessary one than anyone else. You are the greatest mould of thought in the world today—greater than the newspapers. It puts a big responsibility on you. For you will have to sell the sort of service that my wife and youngsters ought to see. You are close enough to your patrons to make that service a very real one. That’s where the chains in your business are, but they are losing you. They are losing out, too, from the fact that the public is financing those great business and I don’t like their job. I bought some stock once—it was Fox stock. I paid $30 a share for the price of wallpaper. Other folks did the same thing, and they realize now that the pictures built up those huge structures are not so good. Independent business is coming out of this valley of depression, and will be better as a result. You went in. But independent business is wiser than it was. We are learning that what affects our neighbors’ business will some day hurt ours. And we are learning to put up a better picture than was our standard of living, and I don’t want it lowered for my wife and children, but I’m going to have to do three or four times the work I have been accustomed to doing, if I expect to keep that standard up.

Never Give Up

“Then there’s such a kick in vigorous effort. You have heard all your life about getting ready for the rainy day. Wouldn’t it be much better to do everything we can to do as good a job as it is possible to do— if we can consecrate ourselves to doing a little more, a little better than we have been doing, then I have given you the very finest remedy for bad conditions that the world ever saw.

Exploitation!

This week marks the conclusion of a series of Selling Seats articles by Ted Todd.

Next Week

“Exploiting The Chapter Play”

By Chas. Reed Jones, Director of Adv and Publicity, Mascot Pictures Corp.
Carl Laemmle Says:

"There Are More Courageous Fighters in Business Now Than Ever Before"

Mr. Ben Shlyen,
Associated Publications, Inc.,
551 Fifth Avenue,
New York City.

Dear Mr. Shlyen:

Answering your suggestion that I give my views on your editorial regarding the so-called lack of leadership in this industry, let me say first of all that I totally disagree with the man who says the industry seems to have its tail between its legs and that "it is licked and has lost its guts." In fact I think the man who said such a thing is licked and, like the fox who lost his tail, he seeks to drag all the rest of us down with him.

You ask "Where are the courageous fighters of yesteryear?" My answer is that I firmly believe there are more courageous fighters in the business now than there ever were — more in courage and more in numbers. We all need more courage nowadays and I have never known it to fail that when courage and resource and fighting ability are needed to pull a business through the doldrums they always pop up and do their stuff.

Thank heaven, Mr. Shlyen, we don't have to live on the yesteryears. I personally thank heaven that I am still young enough to live in the present and the future and not in the past. Reminiscences are great stuff, but they don't get us anywhere in the hurry and scurry of working hours. I have lots of fun thinking over the fights of the past and how I had to hurdle obstacles, but if the time ever comes when I rest on my
There Ever Were laurels — if they are laurels — then it will be time for me to step out of this fast moving business and spend the rest of my days in a wheel chair.

You speak of such sterling pictures as STREET SCENE, FIVE STAR FINAL, AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY, THE MIRACLE WOMAN, THE SPIRIT OF NOTRE DAME, BAD GIRL and SPORTING BLOOD. You suggest that they have not been sold right or that they need inspired selling. Well, sir, again I am forced to disagree with you. I think these pictures and others I could name have been sold infinitely better than the pictures of former days. Possibly you have not seen the remarkable selling campaigns which have been sent to theatres on these pictures. I tell you they are masterpieces of advertising skill and selling science. Inspired! Nothing short of inspired!

Let's not worry about any lack of the old fighting courage. There is no such lack. At least not in my opinion.

Never have I seen producers do better thinking than they are today. Never have I seen exhibitors exercise finer ingenuity than now. I am sold one hundred per cent on the belief that the whole industry is giving of its best right now, and nothing can make me believe such consecration to the job can fail to bring magnificent results.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) CARL LAEMMLE
President, Universal Pictures Corporation
COPYRIGHT FORBIDS REPRODUCTION ONLY, REPORT

Referring to a story in last issue about Ralph Lowman, of the Dallas Poster Exchange, it has been called to our attention that Lowman made no statement he could not buy copyrighted paper, one sheets, etc.

When exhibitors give the right kind of authority the Poster Exchange can buy this sort of paper in any quantity needed, it is said.

The copyright law has to do with the reproduction of posters and there is no violation of the law where paper is bought and sold second hand, we are told.

PHOTO-TALKER INSTALLED

The Palace at Lonoke, Texas, operated by Mr. Erwin, has installed complete Photo-Talker disc equipment. Installation was made by the Photo-Talker company of Dallas last week.

LOWENSTEIN VISITS

Harry Lowenstein, of Oklahoma City, president of the Consolidated Amusement Company, a subsidiary of Griffith Amusement Company, was an important visitor on the Dallas market Monday.

MONOGRAM AHEAD

Speeds Last Half of This Year's Program

With the Monogram line-up of 34 productions already about half completed, Joe Silverman, district manager, has received word from W. Ray Johnston, president of the company, that the latter is spending three weeks on the coast speeding up the last half of this year's Monogram product.

Because there is a strong demand for the Monograms this year, which is evident in the Southwest, as well as other regions, the company has set out on a plan to turn out the last picture well in advance of its schedule, Silverman declared.

WALTHALL MANUAL TALK

Although Wallace Walthall is generally a pretty good source for trade news, he explained Monday that a little shop talk would be his best bet for the moment. Walthall is mighty proud of the fact that since National Screen Service issued its brochure, or manual, on its special service trailers, that business in this phase of the service has been doubled.

The new national manual indicates the many types of trailers the company makes outside of the regular trailers on coming screen attractions.

NEW SALES AGENTS

Smith, Harding Join Blizzard Bets Tone

Len Smith, formerly owner of a theatre supply house in Dallas, handling a standard line of projection equipment, and M. Harding, formerly of Lloyds in London and more recently of the Allied Theatre Owners of Texas, are now representing the Blizzard Sales Company and the Bets Tone Sales Company.

They are working in Oklahoma and Texas under the direction of J. O. Ford, factory representative.

ANTICENSORSHIP TOUR

Hollywood — Stars and other prominent film personalities will be sent to censor-ridden states prior to election time to give the public a view of the censorship situation, if the plan advocated by Conrad Nagel is adopted by the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences.

"U" MAY FINISH IN FEB.

Universal City — Completion of eleven features thus far by Universal indicates this company will have its 1931-32 product completed by early February.

"Give Him a Hand"

National Motion Picture Week
November 18-25

The Industry Needs Your Co-operation.
Your Committee Will Advise.

LOWER DOWN PAYMENTS
ON ALL A. C.
UNIVERSAL SOUND ON-FILM

OPERADIO
PRECISION AMPLIFIERS
all A. C. Designed for Sound on Film

An inexpensive, compact unit which takes the place of all the apparatus and accessories that are used for the reproduction of sound, from the output of the telephone to the input of the stage speakers. Install OPERADIO now on your present sound on film for better results.

Distributed by
HERBER BROS. & WOLF
313 S. Harwood
Dallas, Texas

TRADE IN YOUR OLD DISC NOW
While it Still Has a Value.
A little later on your disc equipment will be totally obsolete and of no value, just like the used theatre organ today.

ACT NOW! — DON'T DELAY
—for tomorrow may be too late.

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.
B.G. HERBER, Mgr.
DALLAS, TEXAS
AS IT LOOKS
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Susan Lenox
M-G-M—75 Minutes

Story built up with explanatory titles furnishes poor vehicle for Garbo, who rises above the story and by her performance makes a highly interesting feature. This should pack them in any house with the Garbo fan who could not have been better selected. Clark Gable shows eminent ability as the young engineer who befriends Garbo after she has run away from a loveless marriage planned by her uncle. While he is away on business her uncle locates her and she again runs away and takes refuge with a carnival troupe. She is compelled to accept the advances of the manager and when the young engineer returns and learns this he leaves her. Hardened to the world she goes from love to love gathering what she can. Finally she realizes her love for the engineer and locates him in a dive in New Orleans. This stage success of 11 years ago has lost a lot in its adaptation to the screen and even the good work of Garbo and Gable fail to make it rise above a program melodrama.

SELLING SEATS: A campaign on the star is about the only angle to use on this one.

Smart Women
Radio—67 Minutes

Screen adaptation of Myron C. Fagan's play, "Nancy's Private Affair," rising on a concept that is not convincing and makes it not only plausible but genuine entertainment in an amusing manner. Cast keeps this one above average entertainment value by adopting initiative at places when needed the most. With Mary Astor as the wife who is the simpleton who returns from a European tour to find her husband has become interested in a blonde during her absence and she pretends to be interested in a British nobleman to win him back. Her performance is too convincing and though she does as prepared it does not click with the audience.

The Beloved Bachelor
Paramount—68 Minutes

Highly sentimental romantic type of story on the order of "Daddy Long Legs." This one should please generally. Lukas plays the title role which he fills as if made-to-order for him. Although the last half of the picture seems to become too childish the picture teems with entertainment value and should be thoroughly enjoyed by any audience, especially because of Charlie Ruggles in a typical role as a winebibber.

At the beginning of the picture Lukas, cast as a San Francisco sculptor, falls in love with a beautiful artist (Vivienne Osborne). Leni, his model, is killed in an accident. Lukas adopts her little girl to prevent her going to an orphanage. Vivienne believes he is the girl's father and immediately leaves to marry someone else. Years pass and the girl reaches young womanhood and begins to develop a love for him. Then Paul finds himself loving her, although Vivienne returns to renew their long-lapsed love and promises Paul a divorce. But Paul is too badly in love with his attractive ward and greatly relieved when Vivienne decides to return to her husband.

SELLING SEATS: Feature the stars and secure cooperation from your local newspaper in conducting a contest for the city's oldest bachelor, or hold a special matinee for all bachelors.

Who expect something different. However, this one should get over with the average audience. Splendid direction which is somewhat hindered by the lack of material puts it over as highly interesting entertainment. After summing it all up it is only a story of an erring wife and a forgiving husband.

SELLING SEATS: Star and direction seem to form all that is valuable of exploitation in this somewhat unsophisticated drama with a bit of comedy that saves it.

Honor of the Family
First National—66 Minutes

As a family trade picture this one will not click. The picture lacks real entertainment and is too broad and sophisticated. Based on a French play founded on one of the Balzac stories the photo-play contains romance of the intriguing type to appeal to lovers of risque stories. Briefly, the plot is centered around the mixed loves of an adventurer (Bebe Daniels), who is companion and "nurse" to an aged and wealthy French nobleman who succumbs to her charms.

SELLING SEATS: Besides featuring the two stars of the picture, let the movie fans know that Balzac is famed for his so-called torrid stories, wrote this one. Inaugurate a Balzac Week at the local library and bookstore. Plug Warren William as a new type of dashing hero to overpower the hearts of women.

Border Law
Columbia—54 Minutes

For those fans who like rough-riding western romances teeming with plenty of love and adventure here is one rip-smarting western they should go for in a big way. The Buck Jones fan won't be disappointed as the hero makes the picture move in his usual fashion with a thrill-a-second by his whirlwind riding, fisty battles and flashing gun-play. Buck is a ranger posing as the Pecos Kid, a notorious bandit, in order to cross the border to capture Shag Smith and his bandit gang who have murdered his young brother. He finds Shag and his gang at the cantina and joins them in a big robbery as a ruse to lead them to their doom. Like an old-fashioned romance everything ends well with the bandits captured and Buck winning the hand of the beautiful Tonita, played by Lupita Tovar.

SELLING SEATS: Play up the star as the screen's daredevil cowboy in a breathing western.

SHORT SUBJECTS

The Gland Parade
Radio—19 Minutes
Stuttering Roscoe Ates is seen in another of his short series, this time as a window washer who changes places with a man in order to escape the wrath of his feminine boss. Then Ates finds himself in a worse predicament, being chased by doctors for the removal of his pituitary gland as they believe he is the other fellow. Eventually practically the whole cast becomes involved in the roundabout. Ates furnishes much of the laughs when he doubles a woman to elude his pursuers and hops into a beauty parlor chair for a permanent. There are a number of amusing moments, but the laughs are quite far apart.

To Barke's Brothers
M-G-M—17 Minutes
Another of the popular Dogville series which is interesting enough and has plenty of laughs. It is about a dog running for political office on the prohibition ticket. One of the villains changes his glass of water to strong gin just before he is to deliver his main campaign speech. The effect is indeed laughable. The culprit turns out to be his long lost brother.

The Great Pie Mystery
Educational—22 Minutes
Mostly slapstick comedy burlesque mystery movies. Instead of gangsters fighting with machine guns they substitute pies to be hurled at their enemies. Harry Gribbon is featured as the bucolic hero who experiences some strange adventures. A mysterious appearance of a diamond garter causes a merry mix-up. Here is a short that will keep them constantly howling with laughter.
Proper Control of Volume Important

R. H. McCULLOUGH in Fox’s “The Last Word”

Before the advent of sound, motion pictures lacked popularity. Producers were seeking something different. The modern sound picture success saved producers and exhibitors, and since recording has been somewhat improved, theatre audiences have received many thrills.

I recently witnessed a sound picture performance, in one of our theatres, which caused the audience to be overwhelmed with enthusiasm. The success of this performance was due to proper volume control, in the auditorium, and the projectionists’ efforts in handling and maintaining the projection room equipment.

It is great to hear an audience applaud a sound picture performance. Many accompanying effects with sound pictures are not anything over-marvelous, but they can be greatly improved by proper handling. Modern times have taught us that efficiency brings forth good results.

Sound picture presentation is something more than mere projection. It is something that requires the exercises of judgment and application of high-grade knowledge and skill. It is imperative that every projectionist and manager take great pride in modern sound picture presentation.

Every theatre with sound equipment has experienced the replacement of the 555-W Receiver, and there has always been a question as to just what was the nature of the trouble and why the unit ceased to function.

Gun shots, cannon shots, bombs, blasting and other effects produced with increased volume have been the cause of replacing many receiver units. Audio current circulates through the actuating coil, interacted with a steady magnetic field, forcing the diaphragm in and out. This coil is mounted rigidly on the diaphragm, and the diaphragm is corrugated between the coil and the clamped edge to prevent resonance.

However, I have found that the internal connections, connected to L No. 1 and L No. 2 of the speech circuit, break off at the terminal. It is advisable, when a receiver unit ceases to function, to remove the cover plate and inspect the internal connections. Oftentimes it is possible to reconnect the speech circuit connection, which is broken off at the terminal, thus resuming operation of the unit.

Every day before the theatre opens, test the horns individually and at the same time check the operation of the projector and projection molding. Regular daily testing is of great value and importance for the reason that a large proportion of failures and screen defects do not appear, but develop gradually and hence can be detected and remedied before they become serious.

Many projectionists are neglecting the take-up assembly in the lower magazine. The take-up should be inspected every week for proper operation. Most projection room fires emanate from the take-up falling to function. Dust and dirt collect on the friction surfaces, which causes rapid wear. Occasionally disassemble the take-up and wipe the friction surfaces with a cloth and fresh oil. Adjust the film take-up tension enough to wrap the film evenly and firmly around the reel.

The tension should be the same with 100 feet of film as with 2,000 feet. If excessive tension is used, it will cause serious damage to sprocket perforations.

FIREPROOF SCREEN

Visibestone Tests Termed Highly Satisfactory

Highly satisfactory is the result of tests made by Electrical Research Products on Visibestone sound screen, a product of Keasbey-Mattison Company of Amherst, Pa.

Visibestone, the latest development of fireproof motion picture screen by Keasbey-Mattison, is an asbestos cloth especially woven and treated for use as a sound screen.

Audiphones Installed

Western Electric Audiphones for the hard-of-hearing have been installed in the Manor Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa., and also in the Warners’ Wilshire and Western Theatres, Los Angeles, Cal.

POWERSFULL BULB!

Maude Adams’ Light to 30,000 Watts

Invention of a bulb said to be 30 times more powerful than the spotlight in average use in the theatre and which permits change of color without the usual use of gelatin slides is claimed by Maude Adams, 58-year-old actress, who now is preparing to return to the stage. The device is operated by remote control.

An operator, seated at a control board, will regulate all qualities of light from that of morning to midnight, in the changing color of the intense heat generated by the bulb, which will have a power of 30,000 watts, an air-cooling device is provided.

The bulb is manufactured especially by General Electric, while the Century Lighting Equipment Co., New York, is to manufacture the control apparatus.

Kliegl Catalogue

A completely revised catalogue covering floodlights, border lights, spotlights, footlights and numerous other forms of lighting equipment, including new devices for theatrical decoration and spectacular lighting, has been issued by Kliegl Bros. of New York.

New Arcturus Offices

 Offices of the Western division of Arcturus Radio Tube Company have been moved to the first floor of their new building at 1855 Industrial street, Los Angeles. This is a direct factory branch, under the personal direction of L. P. Naylor, who was previously sales manager of the company at Newark, N. J.

WANT TO SELL YOUR THEATRE? THE CLEARING HOUSE WILL PUT YOUR PROPOSITION BEFORE 20,000 PROSPECTS.
Schenck Frowns Upon Hughes-Goldwyn Gab

New York—Denying as "utterly ridiculous" reports that Howard Hughes was dickering for Samuel Goldwyn's interests in United Artists, Joseph M. Schenck has issued the following statement:

"Such report is ridiculous. On the contrary, I hope to be able to make arrangements with Mr. Goldwyn to head production activities of United Artists for 1932-33 as soon as he arrives here November 15.

"Production activities at United Artists will be resumed January 15 when shooting will start on 'Sons o' Guns,' an Al Jolson starring picture on which a lot of money had been spent this year just before Jolson left the coast to star in 'Wunder-Bar'.

"While the Jolson picture is being shot, preparations will be made for filming Eddie Cantor's next one, an adaptation of his own story, 'The Kid From Spain.' There will be three or four Caddo pictures and one from Ronald West.

"In addition to this," concluded Schenck, "we are advised that Charlie Chaplin is working on a story in Europe and may make a picture over there for us. Mary Pickford is looking for the right kind of a story and if she finds it we will have at least one from her. Plans are being made to release a film featuring Douglas Fairbanks' South American air jaunt, so it looks as if Mr. Goldwyn will be a busy man in the two years following January 15, provided I can make the deal, and I believe I can."

Speed Relief Plans
(Continued from page 7)
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of the committee, it was decided at the second enthusiastic working meeting, "The Committee," it may be revealed, is fifteen of the industry's crack advertising men.

In addition to formal adaption of the slogan and of the slogan "Give Him a Lift," the advertising committee has designated committees of one to prepare various phases of the exploitation. This will be free to exhibitors.

In New York City the city committee of motion picture exhibitors has been in active contact with representatives of the New York City Emergency Unemployment Relief Committee, headed by Harvey D. Gibson, Mr. Charles O'Reilly, chairman of the motion picture industry's New York City committee, has secured consent of all circuit theatre heads and independent exhibitors to display the Gibson Committee poster, bearing the slogan, "I will Share," in New York motion picture theatre lobbies. Theatre programs will carry slug lines aiding the Gibson committee. These and other forms of cooperation are in addition to elaborate plans for exploitation of National Motion Picture Week and the special benefit performances that New York picture houses will give on some day between November 18 and November 25.

More than 300 city committees of motion picture exhibitors are now organized and at work.

Simmons Scenario Sold
New York—"The Collins Mystery," authored by Mike Simmons, has been purchased by George W. Weeks, president of Sono-Art Productions. This latest Simmons scenario concerns a topic which has been occupying columns of newspaper space all over America. The story revolves around a fabulous crime committed on a cabin cruiser in Long Island sound.

Arbitration's Return
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than subject the disputants to civil court proceedings.

In many territories it is believed the system—and in some instances even the announcement—will have a decided effect on existing or proposed litigation.

Pathe Edison Special
New York—Motion pictures of Thomas Edison in various phases of his career were shown by Pathe News in theatres throughout the country on Sunday morning, a few hours after the great inventor's death. David Sarnoff, president of Radio Corporation of America, opens this special supplement to the current issues of Pathe News with a fine tribute to the genius of the eminent scientist.

"Well, So Long! too bad you boys didn't buy the Dreyfus Case"

"There's a lot of wise guys like you birds. You sit down in a projection room and try to pick pictures for the people according to your likes and dislikes. Brothers, it can't be done that way! Give 'em what they want—and you'll get what you want!"

The Dreyfus Case

The Dreyfus Case

The Dreyfus Case

Surprise Smash of 1931!
"COMEDY PRODUCTION"

LAUGH and the world laughs with you. Trite but true.
Yet, because a laugh scores with each of us, a laughing screen brings laughs to your audience and a pure comedy farce, properly exploited, draws a box office receipt which makes the grumpiest of managers smile. Especially in these so-called times of depression (if there is such an animal) a laugh in time will very often turn an empty theatre into a jammed house and turn the tide to increase the flow of good-will of your theatre.

Be cautious and make sure your production is a comedy. Even the most plausible one produced for that purpose, rather than a romantic or other type feature, possessing comedy situations to make comedy, shall be truthfully classified as the pure comedy farce type if ad vertised as such, will not only be a misrepresentation, but will suffer the collapse which usually befalls a production misrepresented by the exhibitor under his advertising and exploitation.

We must first recognize the fact that all productions are not comedy productions. Comedy relief is necessary in the most dramatic of play pictures appearing throughout many romantic features, yet the productions may not be of the comedy type. Comedy farces type down to work and exploit simple comedy throughout. There are no half-way comedy productions that should be exploited as comedy farces. Dramatic sequences may heighten the comedy, but either the story of the star must have one aim in comedy farce and that is to make the audience laugh.

With this in mind, our next step is to follow the successfully tried rule—"shoot the work" on the pure comedy farce, tuning our advertising to a merry-making pitch, all the while watching carefully that no one can show proof of our statements. A certain amount of privileges and liberties may be taken with selling our comedy production, as the main thing we are selling is the obvious fact—laughs, and the popular conception of what signifies laughs spreads over a wide range of subjects, movements, words, actions, etc.

For a comedy farce production, we will get down to work and exploit Columbia's "Rain or Shine," starring the comedian, Joe Cook.

Having called our staff together, we carefully discuss the press book and find a world of successful ideas.

Special Week—We inaugurate a Joe Cook Week and make a strong t翎 the circus angle as a background. We order twice our usual amount of accessories well in advance.

Newspapers—A contest on the best jokes of the day is run under the heading, "Cakes as Joe Cook Would Tell Them". We also plant photographs and biographical sketches of Joe Cook, as well as reviews telling of the success of "Rain or Shine" on Broadway. We offer an idea to the classified manager of the newspaper, or one up with us on the classified page and use "Rain or Shine Humor" or an item contained in the press book.

We next plant our newspaper advertising campaign and we hang away, letting the large head of Joe Cook dominate the copy. We follow the teaser campaign from the press book and use all the punch lines recommended.

Advance Trailer—We flash an advance trailer on the screen and in addition, a special made up trailer announcing the coming of our Laugh and Carnival Week a week before the opening.

Decorations—Our artist plans a comedy front. We take 24-sheets, on which Joe Cook's head predominates and make large cutouts of it. We decorate the front as a carnival affair. We place pennants and balloons throughout the theatre. We build the complete front as a comedy cutouts of this star. The error and interior of the theatre is full of comedy life, pep and joy. Color and lights are used in abundance.

Outdoor Advertising—Because of the striking laugh paper, we secure as many good 24-sheet locations as possible to cover. A good order of three's and singles are placed in choice locations. We are firm believers in billboard advertising if properly located.

Street Bally—For a laugh sensational street bally, we buy an old junk Ford and paint all sorts of funny gags and on top of it we place a large banner reading "One of Joe Cook's Inventions—See the Laugh of All Time 'Rain or Shine' at the Blank Theatre". We also attach an amplifier in front of the theatre and play the laughing record. Likewise we have a parade of six boys wearing raincoats carrying umbrellas with copy "We Are Ready For Rain or Shine at Blank Theatre!" We also attach an amplifier in front of the theatre and play the laughing record.

Merchants—Newspaper Tipeup. We see the manager of display at the newspaper and submit tipeup stills and he is successful in getting a full page tipeup with us and local merchants, each ad being headed with "Joe Cook Comes to Blank Theatre—For the Best (Product) Do So and So". He also runs a contest with the radio dealers in town, in which offers a "Rain or Shine" and the public is asked to give the highest temperature and how many inches of rain will fall on blank day at blank time.

The dealers participate for the reproducibility of contest, which are given them to use as a mailing list.

Aeroplane—An aeroplane flies over town with banners on the "Rain or Shine" doing a "Rain or Shine" or "Use a Curtiss Wright Aeroplane". The planes is furnished gratis because of the tipeup.

Milk Bottle Tipeup—We arrange with a dairy house to put a small sign on the window with the "Rain or Shine" or "Rain or Shine Humor".

Phone Tipeup—We give a five-cent phone call to insert around the bottle neck a dodge reading "For the Health of the Jumbo telegram reproduced from the miniature telegram is presented to the mayor of the town, inviting him to laugh with Joe Cook. This also received special publicity in the paper.

"Rain or Shine" Telephones—A Telephone company installs miniature wirechoad in a downtown window location, where four girls are seen telephoning people of the town. Large cards read "Rain or Shine, Use the Eastern Telephone Company's Line and See Joe Cook in 'Rain or Shine'". Other cards read "These Girls Are Notifying Your Town of Joe Cook's in 'Rain or Shine'—For the Best Product, Do So and No". The result of our work was gratifying, both to the box office received from capacity houses and untold goodwill the theatre gained. We had simply told the town Joe Cook was here to make them laugh—and he did.

Hurdy Gurdy for "Sidewalks" Film

A exploitation gag that created much word-of-mouth comment in connection with "Sidewalks of New York" at the State Theatre, Minneapolis, was the utilization of an old-time hurdy-gurdy which ground out music on the busy loop corners.

The mechanical contraption was mounted on a platform and wheeled about town by a typical Italian character. The piece, "Sidewalks of New York," was played frequently.

Plan Ads Carefully
"Remember your advertising reflects your theatre. Plan your ads carefully. Have the pictorial sections of your layout sell. Infuse life and selling lines in your copy—have your ads stand out on the page just as you want your theatre to stand out in your community. Spend plenty of time in the preparation of your ads. Do not be discouraged if your budget is small and you cannot afford to splash. Remember that the carefully thought out small ad draws more surely than a large ad care less constructed."—Publix Opinion.
**MOTION PICTURE TIMES**

**Page 17**
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**PICK OF THE PRESS SHEET**

Christy Walsh

**“U” Sport Reels**

A RANGE with the local paper to sponsor a questionaire contest, offering prizes for the first ten correct answers to the following questions. The local sports editor can judge the correctness of the answers and also provide additional questions in the event the contest is continued for additional days. Here are the questions:

1. Who was the outstanding football quarterback for the 1929 and 1930 seasons?
2. Who were the famous “Four Horsemen” and on what team did they play?
3. Can you describe three of the famous plays of the 1930 season?
4. What famous coach succeeded the late Knute Rockne at Notre Dame?
5. What University team uses the “Military Shift” in its football games?
6. What represented the East and the West in the Intersectional games last year?
7. Can you name five men on the All-American football team of 1930?
8. Who are the “Big Three” in football?

---

**Skyline Shots For “Skyline”**

WHEN exploiting Fox’s “Skyline” an idea is to have local photographers take snapshots of your skyline, with the best photo or best two winning a suitable award.

The awards might very well be kodak cameras, supplied by your local camera shop, which also gets a break on the publicity. Its windows could be appropriately dressed with pictures of New York’s famous skyline, with the prizes cameras in the center, together with a card pertaining to the contest and your showing. You could also allot a part of your lobby to the same type display as well as flash the contest on your screen. The contestants might be asked to send in extra prints for a lobby blow-up.

---

**Homerest Dog Contest a Wow**

O F course, there is a dog in First National’s “Penrod and Sam”. Offer a prize to the boy who owns the homeliest “good-looking dog” in your city. No dog is barred, be he big or little, thoroughbred or just plain dog. Appoint a time to have the dogs judged at your theatre. Get some public official to help in the judging. When the crowd with all the boys holding on to their dogs has assembled under your marquee have a photo taken of it. One crowd collects another.

---

**Snake Stunt for “Snakes Alive”**

ONE of the suggested exploitation stunts for the first of the Booth Tarkington Vitaphone shorts series will cause many adults who see it to smile in recollection of their kid days. The opening number of this series is entitled “Snakes Alive!” Quite naturally the exploitation stunt deals with snakes, or at least, with the average small boy’s ideas regarding them. The stunt was really suggested by Penrod in the picture.

---

**24-Hour Service for “24 Hours”**

IN selling Paramount’s “24 Hours” remember that every community has a taxi company, a restaurant, a garage or service station, a valeteria, a druggist, an ambulance branch, or other establishment proud of the fact that it gives heed to calls, “24 hours out of every day”.

Likely you’ll find any of them amenable to circulating an advance salvo for your show, if you print your message on one side of a little business card, the other side of which carries a plug for the co-operating firm.

Connection: “24 Hours, at the Rivoli, is perfect drama; while Mobee’s give perfect service to stranded autoists, 24 Hours out of every 24.”

---

**Invisible Goldfish**

A N advance of the showing of the four Marx Brothers’ “Monkey Business” at the Stanley Theatre, Pittsburgh, John H. Harris, zone manager, had one of the “nuttiest” lobby attractions in captivity. It was a large fish bowl with this sign: “Invisible Goldfish, favorite pets of the 4 Marx Bros.”

Of course there were no fish in the pond, but in regular intervals attendants would approach the bowl, point out the “invisible” fish and then “feed” ‘em. One skeptical woman was seen to roll up her sleeve and put her hand in the water to feel for the little “pets.” This stunt, at a very small cost, was one of the most laughable gags of the season.

---

**Clipper Ship Model Contest**

COLUMBIA’S “Shanghaied Love” is a story of clipper ship days. An excellent exploitation stunt is a ship model contest. Rewards should be offered for the best models of an old sailing ship such as is used in the picture. In order to tell just what the boat is like the boys will have to attend your showing. Have each boy register as competing when he sees the show and give him an entrant’s ticket.

---

**TREMENDOUS CAMPAIGN ON “THE DREYFUS CASE”**

A DVERTISING heavily in advance, Columbia’s “The Dreyfus Case” was doing good business in its eighth week at the Warner Theatre on Broadway. Above photographs show the great advertising campaign that accompanies the run.

---

**REGINA CREWE**

**NEW YORK AMERICAN MOVIE EXHIBITERS’ COOPERATIVE**

**THE DREYFUS CASE**

**ENTHRALLING, THRILLING!**

TAKE THE WORD OF AN EXHIBITOR WHO SAW THE PICTURES!

**YOU’RE RIGHT, SAYS CREWE! OTHERS SAY COMING!**

---

**DREYFUS CASE**

**DREYFUS CASE**

**DREYFUS CASE**

---

**October 27, 1931.**
Lesser to Produce on Royalty Basis

The outline of an ambitious plan to produce motion pictures under the royalty system long in vogue in theatrical production has been announced by Sol Lesser, for many years prominently identified with the motion picture industry in the production, distribution and exhibition fields.

At the same time Lesser announced the plan he has held for the last six months with Universal as assistant to its president and vice-president respectively, Carl Laemmle, Sr., and his son, Carl Laemmle, Jr.

Lesser has organized and is incorporating under the laws of Delaware a new producing and distributing company to be known as The Motion Picture Guild of America, Inc. Lesser is president; Nathan Burkan, who drew up the incorporation charter, is acting as attorney for the new concern.

A change in the manner of compensating authors and directors, as applied to motion picture production, will be made. The immediate result to be effected will be the participation of authors in the profits accruing from pictures made from the stories which they have written; and a concomitant freeing the producer from the necessity of tying up huge sums of money in the complete payment in advance for stories which may or may not be produced, and in salaries to expensive staffs of writers engaged in the preparation of stories and scripts.

Lesser, explaining his plan, said:

"In the first place, we are fully financed, and are not looking for further capital. It is one of the advantages of the new method which I intend to follow that the capital investment of the producer is not tied up over long periods to anything like the same extent that it is under the method the studios are now following. "The details are too long to permit our going into them fully but I may state that our plan generally embraces the following features:

First: The advance payment outright to the author of an adequate sum of money as an option on a story under favorable consideration.

Second: The full participation of the author in the preparation and actual filming of his story. This will be done under an agreement whereby a stated sum for copyright and living expenses will be paid the author during the production period.

Third: The participation of the author in the products of production. This will be under a sliding scale based on the gross receipts of the picture's sale or rental."

Levee Heads Academy

Hollywood—M. C. Levee is the new president of the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences. Conrad Nagel was elected vice-president. Other officials named are: Fred Niblo, secretary; Frank Lloyd, treasurer; Frank Capra, Max Ree, Benjamin Glazer, Levee and Nagel, board of directors; Clinton Wunder, executive vice-president, and Lester Cowan, executive secretary.

McConnell to Produce

Hollywood—Production and distribution of serials in partnership with an unnamed West Coast producer is planned by Fred McConnell, who recently resigned as short subject sales manager of Universal. McConnell has specialized in sale of serials, at one time being in charge of serial production for the Loew's organization.

Menjou Cast

Hollywood—Columbia has signed Adolphe Menjou for an important role in Barbara Stanwyck's "Forbidden. It will be directed by Frank Capra.

Hughes Cast

Hollywood—Lloyd Hughes has been signed for the featured juvenile role in Columbia's "Unwanted," adapted from the legitimate drama by the same title. Louis King is directing.

Block Asso. Producer

Hollywood—Ralph Block has been named an associate producer at the Columbia studios.

LITTLE TIPS TO BIG THINGS

EQUIPMENT OR SALE

GIANT RACON speaker with rectifier; good as new; make offer. Liberty Theatre, Malden, Mo. 10-27

WE OFFER SUBJECT to prior sale the following: 10 Samon Constant Impedance Faders for dummy, list at $225 each, special $25 each; 25 Wright DeCoster No. 107 Dynamic Speakers, list at $72.50, special at $22.50 each. Many other sound equipment bargains. Above prices cash with order. Northern Theatre Supply Company, 19 Glenwood Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 11-3

BARGAINS in new and used equipment. Simplex, Powers and Motograph machines—Reflector Arcs, Rectifiers, Sound Screens. Get our prices before you buy. Queen Feature Service, Inc., Birmingham, Ala. 11-4

THE WANT-ADS appearing on this page appear simultaneously in each of the TEN Regional Motion Picture trade papers forming the Associated Group, and reach more than 20,000 readers connected with the motion picture industry in the United States. At our exceptionally low rate of 10 CENTS PER WORD, they constitute the greatest advertising bargain ever offered. If you wish to reach the theatre trade, and those connected with it, use this page.

Bushell Signed

Burbank—Anthony Bushell, at present to be seen on the screen of the Winter Garden in First National's picturization of "Five Star Final," has just been signed to a new long term contract by executives of that producing company. According to latest word from Hollywood, on the strength of his performance in the newspaper film, as well as in certain other pictures, Bushell will be a regularly featured player in both Warner Bros. and First National productions, with the prospect of becoming a leading man. Of his most recent appearances have been in support of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in "Chances" for First National and with Dolores Costello in "Expensive Women" for Warner Bros. The last-named film has not yet been released.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE—Cont'd

5,000 BRAND NEW spring opera chairs at the greatest savings in prices ever offered. Fully 50 per cent below present prevailing prices while they last. A great opportunity. C. G. Demel, 845 South State St., Chicago. c11-17(4)

SPECIAL FALL BARGAIN—Six rebuilt Simplex projectors less lamphouses. Only while they last $225 each. Monarch Theatre Supply Co., 154 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn. tf

THEATRES FOR SALE


BEAUTIFUL little theatre; prosperous town 2,000. Great chance for live showman with small capital. $5,000 cash will handle. Ideal Theatre, Fremont, Mich. 11-3

THEATRE—Town 5,000; extraordinary bargain for quick disposal. B-384, Associated Publications. 11-10

FOR LEASE—In Norwich, Conn., theatre, six hundred seat capacity. Reasonable rent, length of terms to suit lessee. J. A. Curningham, Thayer Building, Norwich, Conn. 10-27

GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100

Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes' easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $50—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance. Write now to

GUERRIO AND BARTHET
1018 S. Wahash Ave., Chicago, Ill. Telephone Webster 2190 or 2002

GER-BAR THEATER EQUIPMENT
Here is Genuine Good Will and Business Producing Publicity
~an added service that both men and women will appreciate
At a Cost Less Than Throwaways

Book Matches will carry your advertisement at a cost less than a card or dodger and will never be thrown away until the last match is used.

An Ideal Plan for Your Theatre

You can contract for a quantity of these matches and have your imprint changed each week so that you can feature the coming attraction a week in advance. Many theatres are using this plan very successfully.

Orders are filled within 1 week after receipt, so by giving us your schedule of bookings for feature pictures, you will receive shipments regularly and on time. Let us tell you more about this Business Building Plan.

20 Matches in Each Book. 2,500 Books per Case with Your Imprint for $10.00.
You can effect a saving by buying a larger quantity. Here are the prices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price/1,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>$3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>$3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000 or over</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All shipments F. O. B. St. Louis, Mo.

2,500 Books

And Every “LIGHT” Is An “AD” For You!

Here’s HOW to Distribute These Wonderful Business Builders

We all know that many ladies and men desire to smoke before, during or after the show. Place a bowl of matches in the rest rooms where your patrons can help themselves to a book. You can also have the ushers pass them out when your patrons are leaving. Invariably the first thing a man does when leaving the theatre is to “light” up. He will assuredly appreciate receiving these handy safety matches.

Many theatres also distribute their matches at hotel cigar stands, cafes, drug stores and cigar stores. These firms will be pleased to pass out your matches regularly, thereby giving you wider and better distribution for your publicity.

Arrange with leading hotels, drug stores, etc., in your drawing area, to distribute these book matches for you. They’ll gladly cooperate.

Mail Your Order Today

Associated Publications, Inc.,
4704 East 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Gentlemen:

Enclosed is our check for

covering

De Luxe “Box Office” Book Matches, each book to be in 4 colors (red, black, yellow and gold), with our ad imprinted as shown at right above.

All shipments F. O. B. factory, St. Louis, Mo.

Name

Theatre

Town

State

Use Space Below for Name of Theatre, Etc.

YOUR PLEASURE IS OUR DELIGHT

As Illustrated on Design Above

THIS ORDER IS NOT CANCELLABLE
(Minimum order required: 2,500 Books)
HARMONY
(Through Understanding)
is the Keynote to
PROGRESS and
PROSPERITY
for ALL in this
industry.

THAT’S
OUR
AIM!

Associated Publications, Inc.

Fox West Coast Theatres
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

October 16, 1931.

Mr. Ben Shlyen, Editor-in-Chief,
Associated Publications, Inc.,
4704 East 9th Street,
Kansas City, Missouri.

My dear Mr. Shlyen:

I just finished reading the Publisher’s Page in the Oc-
tober 13th issue of The Reel Journal, titled “A Plea For
Harmony.” Your page was timely, true, and covers a
serious question and problem of theatre owners and
managers today.

Mr. Shlyen, you have given facts that should open the
eyes and minds of all and today of all times, harmony-
cooperation and understanding of the theatre man’s
problem should be the combined thought of all employ-
ers, union and house staff.

To understand and not profess ignorance (correctly
used in this instance of ig-norance) of the fact that two
men are not required in the booths should be the attitude
of the operators. The problem is theirs as much as the
theatre man’s, his progress and success is the operator’s.

Again I say to you, your page was splendid! More
articles of this kind will bring results and let the light
penetrate where darkness now curbs progress.

Very truly yours,

FOX WEST COAST THEATRES
(Signed) W. H. Lollier
Home Office Representative.

WHL:M.
UNIVERSAL CLOSES SAN ANTONIO BRANCH; DISTRICT BOOKING PLAN.

THE MOMAND - GRIFFITH TRIAL IN SHAWNEE.

RKO AND RKO-PATHE ADOPT THE TWO-IN-ONE POLICY
As One Voice
The Motion Picture Industry Cries —

WE WILL SHARE!

And the greatest cooperative move since war days sweeps every unit in this vast industry into line to answer the appeal of the needy. National Motion Picture Week, with its benefit performances in every community for the assistance of local unemployed, will reveal the heart of Motion Pictures.

Are YOU Doing YOUR Share?

If you have not yet started plans for your benefit performances, get in touch with your local relief committee NOW.

Following are Chairmen of District Motion Picture Committees.
For information, address Chairman of your District.

L. H. Kane, Fox Theatre, ATLANTA..., Metrol J. Miller, 60 South Sq., BOSTON..., J. H. Michael, 80 Pearl St., BUFFALO..., H. B. Forrest, 105 W. 46th St., CHARLOTTE..., Felix Mendelssohn, 1125 South Wabash Ave., CHICAGO...

Fred A. Smith, 1214 Central Parkway, CINCINNATI..., Fred Herzberg, Lorre's Bear Theatre, CLEVELAND..., J. J. Fried, Melba Theatre Building, DALLAS..., Harry L. Rothman, Ashland Theatre, DENVER..., Lester T. Martin, Results, Lorre (for DES MOINES, district), H. M. Richer, 605 Fox Theatre Building, DETROIT..., Charles K. Mertz, 115 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., INDIANAPOLIS..., Arthur H. Cole, 1100 Wabash St., KANSAS CITY...

Mike Rosenfield, Washington at Vermont Ave., LOS ANGELES..., M. A. Lipton, 409 South Second St., MEMPHIS..., Sam Sherman, 712 W. Second St., MILWAUKEE..., W. A. Stakel, Ponce Building, MINNEAPOLIS..., Arthur Horn, 114 Meadow St., NEW HAVEN..., H. F. Walker, 235 Liberty St., NEW ORLEANS..., Charles L. O'Reilly, Times Building, NEW YORK CITY..., Pat Magee, Criterion Theatre, OKLAHOMA CITY..., L. R. Quirt, RKO-Orpheum Theatre, OMAHA..., Joseph Nebbia, 1225 Vine St., PHILADELPHIA..., J. A. Bell (Treasury Chairman) 209 Clark Bldg., PITTSBURGH..., Floyd Maxwel, Pimment Theatre, PORTLAND..., Fred Weyenberg, 27th Cherry St., ST. LOUIS..., W. E. Goshin, 212 E. 1st St., SOUTH LAKE CITY..., Thomas D. Van Giese, 25 Taylor St., SAN FRANCISCO..., John Dix, 205 Empress Building, SEATTLE..., John J. Payette, Earl Theatre Building, WASHINGTON.

A press sheet with full details on how to put over local benefit campaigns is on the way. Posters and other accessories that will sell your benefit tickets to your public are coming. Every item necessary to put over National Motion Picture Week is provided free.

The following contributed in the presentation of this advertisement:
Lyle & Phillips, Inc., Temperance O'Harey Advertising Company
Allis & Ware
City Press & Engraving Company

(Stamp reads: To members of this publication)
Radio - Pathe to Merge

Momand-Griffith Case Dismissed

TOPA to Dallas

M. P. AIDS EN ROUTE
Relief Accessories to Arrive Next Week

Advertising accessories covering Motion Picture Week, Nov. 18 to 25, to be used in connection with free shows to be given in Texas November 21 for the benefit of unemployed, will be received in Dallas next week, according to Don C. Douglas, secretary of the District Committee in Dallas, which body is in charge of relief work in co-operation with the Hays office.

A three minute talk by Eddie Cantor will be the trailer for the week. A sixteen page press book will be furnished. Ones, threes and four sheets will be included. All orders for accessories should be sent to the District Committee, care Dallas Film Board of Trade, 2009½ Jackson St., Dallas.

Twelve first-run theatres in twelve key cities of Texas are all set to run special benefit performances on Nov. 21. A number of smaller town theatres are completing plans for a similar program.

National Theatre Supply Company is handling the tickets for the special unemployment performances in co-operation with the ticket manufacturers.

Brown Visits

L. B. Brown, of the Regal and Ritz at Gatesville, who says he goes fishing three times a week and would go more if he could get off, was in Dallas Monday with his booking chart, an invention of his own which he has carried about the Row since he started coming to Dallas. He was also figuring on all A. C. sound equipment.

One-Day Convention Is Set for Baker Hotel in Dallas, November 30, Walker Announces.

After a committee meeting in Dallas Monday, Judge Roy L. Walker, of Lampasas, president, announced that the Theatre Owners Protective Association, Texas exhibitor body, would stage a one-day convention at the Baker Hotel in Dallas on Monday, November 30.

The Monday session was not a directors' meeting, but a special committee meeting called to plan the coming convention program, Judge Walker said.

Following the meeting there will be a banquet at night for which no cover charge will be made. All exhibitors attending and their invited friends are privileged to attend the banquet.

(Continued on page 12)

Depinet, Callaway and Harrington on Top As Local Offices Combine;
Blumenthal Quits.

On the heels of a report that RKO and RKO-Pathe would consolidate their studios, the Dallas market has learned the definite news that the two companies will merge into one immediately. In Dallas the shift is

Ed Blumenthal Quits

After ten and one-half years with RKO as eastern representative, Blumenthal, south Texas veteran of RKO, threw up his job Saturday, as details of the merger reached Dallas and as re-assignments of territories were made. Blumenthal's first job in the film business was with Triangle with P. K. Johnston under A. E. Fair. He worked next for Robertson-Cole, the original company from which RKO developed. He went on with Robertson-Cole through the FBO deal and on to RKO.

Blumenthal held an enviable sales record with his company and won several trips and trophies as well as prize money for high national standing.

He plans to visit the home folks in San Francisco for a few weeks and then take an extended trip, returning to Dallas in the spring, where he owns several pieces of property.

Three San Antonio Houses to Underwood

The Uptown, Highland Park and Harlandale, neighborhood theatres in San Antonio, operated by Community Theatres, Inc., have passed into the hands of W. G. Underwood, of Dallas, and associates, it became known the end of last week. The Community theatres were owned by John T. Wilson. They are practically new theatre plants, built about three years ago, and are modern.

Fred R. Hansen, an associate of Underwood for many years, left Dallas last week for San Antonio in connection with audition work on the deal.

Several months ago Underwood bought controlling interest in the Palace at San Antonio, first run downtown house, and the venture is reported to be successful under the management of Uncle Joe Luckett.

The Community deal is looked on as a fore-runner of other substantial pursuits in the theatre field by Underwood and associates since he disposed of his heavy interests in R. & R.

(Continued on page 4)
Universal Closes Its San Antonio Branch

Uncle Carl's San Antonio branch was closed down last Saturday in San Antonio as a sales office for Universal films covering the south Texas territory, but a shipping depot will be maintained there for the quick dispatching of prints.

Universal for many years has maintained two Texas exchanges. One operated in El Paso about five years ago when the branch was moved to San Antonio. L. C. Baxley, just recently a Benedict, and manager of the S. A. branch, is back in Dallas after the closing, and is smiling as if nothing had happened.

In the Dallas exchange a minor change has been put into effect in that the central booking department has been discontinued after a trial of several months. The plan as it worked in this territory is said to have proved unprofitable, the reason probably being that Texas covers too much ground for the switching of prints from one territory to another and from one branch to another in order to give a speedier service on playdates. In other territories, however, the central booking plan is said to have worked with success.

Roach Signs Comedian

Culver City—Billy Gilbert, former stage character comedian, has been signed to a long-term contract by Hal Roach.

Wellman Signs

Hollywood—William A. Wellman has signed a new long-term contract as a director for Warner Bros. and First National.

Radio-Pathe (Continued from page 3)

his territories as southern division manager of the two companies. L. E. Harrington is the branch manager in Dallas.

A. M. Avery, manager of the RKO-Pathe branch, becomes salesman in the south Texas field along with W. B. Wesley.

In Oklahoma City, Ralph B. Williams, also a former Dallas film man, and the RKO-Pathe manager there, becomes manager of both companies. Sam Benjamin, RKO manager, is reported to have resigned.

In Memphis, P. M. Baker is the manager, and Sol Sachs, RKO-Pathe manager, will take a selling territory.

Dismiss Momand Suit (Continued from page 3)

commerce between the several states.

Momand sued under the Oklahoma anti-trust laws, the district court of Shawnee on October 1 upholding the state against the film and theatre trust defendants for special violation of the anti-trust laws. At that time District Judge Hal Johnson overruled the defendants' demurrer in the evidence and set hearing for October 12. On that date the case was continued to November 8.

Jack Pickens, who is building a new theatre in Corpus Christi, was in town this week in connection with the venture. Pickens appeared in fairly good spirits after being caught in a San Antonio bank failure. Friends claimed the reason was that he didn’t have all of his money in one bank but had distributed it in several.

The theatre owner who operates a comfortably cool house is almost always more successful than some of his fellow exhibitors who treat the matter of cooling lightly.

Buffalo Air Washers & Distributing Units

Theatre Air Washers & Distributing Units

BUFFALO ENGINEERING CO., INC.
315 S. Harwood St. George W. Thornton, Gen. Mgr. Dallas, Texas

Ranking High in the Replacement of Other Equipments

UNIVERSAL SOUND ON-FILM

WITH ALL A. C. OPERADIO AMPLIFICATION

WILL IMMEDIATELY BE INSTALLED IN

THE CRISS THEATRE

ARP, TEXAS

Owned by Mrs. G. W. Hubbard, Managed by J. Featherstone.

Join the "Universal All A.C. Club" of Sound Satisfied Theatre Owners Now.

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.
313 S. Harwood St. B.G. HERBER, Mgr.

DALLAS, TEXAS

OPERADIO All A. C. Amplification makes UNIVERSAL Equipment a still greater success in hundreds of theatres. OPERADIO can be added to any sound-on-film for better results.

HERBER BROS. & WOLF DALLAS

Distributors
With ERPl service you avoid this “UP and DOWN”

Unless sound equipment receives regular service, expenses shoot UP — for repairs and replacements — receipts slide DOWN along with the quality of sound you will be giving your patrons. ... ERPl Service Engineers protect you against this Up and Down of improperly serviced sound equipment — a protection that is a real economy. ... These engineers are trained in the Bell System practice of preventing breakdowns that come with the wear and tear of time. ... ERPl’s constant watchfulness saves money and produces profits. It enables your Western Electric equipment to deliver uniformly good sound for the life of your contract.

Western Electric
SOUND SYSTEM
Northern Electric in Canada
Distributed by
Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street, New York
That “Old Dabil” Protection

The protection problem, that dates back almost to the very beginning of this far-flung industry, is still a problem in many sections of the country. In some zones it has been settled satisfactorily, as near as such settlement is possible, while in others it is an even greater bone of contention than it was a few years back. Perhaps one definite system cannot be applied successfully to the entire country. But it does seem feasible that a basic plan, subject to local conditions, can be devised that will for all time settle this perpetual controversy between first run and subsequent run houses.

First run houses are blaming the drop in business to short protection time. They claim that they suffer a big loss in patronage when people decide to wait three or four weeks or longer and see the same films for from 40 to 50 per cent less admission. It may affect their attendance some, but we’ll wager that it is slight. Those people who make it a habit to go downtown for their motion picture entertainment don’t let price figure into the matter. They like to see their films first and usually make it a practice to take in a downtown show once or twice a week. The younger set and transients, of course, figure heavily among first run patronage. And here the attraction and not the protection determines the attendance.

First run houses by virtue of the rentals they pay for the privilege of having the first showings of pictures deserve a fair amount of protection over subsequent runs. First run showings, because of the advertising the large houses generally give them, have a value to subsequent runs. But that advertising loses its value when the subsequent run houses are forced to wait too long for play dates.

The majority of the circuit houses that seek longer protection are producer-controlled. Granting that too little protection would cut into the receipts of these circuit houses, the admitted shorter life of the talking production as compared to the silent film makes it expedient that all bookings be completed at a faster rate. In other words, it is to the producers’ advantage to not permit excessive protection.

Too, it would seem that the percentage booking system would dictate in favor of shorter protection time. With subsequent run houses gaining from a closer follow-up to the first run advertising that is done the producers will gain proportionately in their share of the increased grosses.
The Football Picture that DARES to be Different!

"TOUCHDOWN!"

Richard ARLEN — Peggy SHANNON — Jack OAKIE — Regis TOOMEY — Charles STARRETT

Here IS football! All the super-thrills of the big game. All the problems, hopes, disappointments, dangers and triumphs that make football what it really is. Together with uproarious comedy. And the most unusual and entertaining love story ever. Preview audiences actually cheered wildly! It's big money for you all right! Directed by Norman McLeod. From Francis Wallace's novel "Stadium".

PARAMOUNT
Radio And Pathe Merger

NEW YORK—Willard C. Patterson has been assigned by Dan Michalove, head of Warner Theatres, to take charge of the deluxe stage shows and vaudeville programs for the circuit's big houses.

New York — Paramount Publix consolidated net earnings for the first nine months of this year were $8,500,000, the largest for the three months ending October 3. This equals $2.32 a share for the nine months.

Hollywood — Alfred E. Brandt, controller at the Columbia studios and brother of President Joe Brandt, died here November 3 after a lingering illness. Joe Brandt has been with his brother for the past month.

New York — Establishment of an office in Europe by the Hays organization to aid American distributors in marketing their wares abroad, has been suggested to Will Hays by Curtis Meibitz, producer. Hays has taken the matter under advisement.

New York — Pathe Exchanges, Inc., and subsidiaries, report loss of $82,000 during the quarter which ended October 3.

Washington — Vice-president Charles Curtis has accepted an invitation to attend the annual awards banquet of the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences to be held in Hollywood, November 10.

Tiffany Shorts Deals

Hollywood — A deal has been closed by Educational Film Exchange, Inc., with the Fox West Coast Theatres, whereby Tiffany's entire Football for the Fan Series will play in approximately 200 of the circuit's houses. The TransLux Theatres in New York have also closed for each of the six subjects in this gridiron series. In addition, the Publix deluxe theatres in both Rochester and Syracuse are showing the six subjects in the series in six consecutive weeks.

Statistics Predicts Increased Earnings

Realization of a gradual increase in earning power will be possible for the motion picture industry, the October survey of the amusement business for Standard Statistic Corp., informs its readers.

Outstanding Films Hit Regardless of Type, Checkup Shows; Stars Important.

Quality and variety of pictures are of more importance than type, a nation-wide survey by ASSOCIATED PUBLICATION reveals:

“Names” Important In New England

Boston — From inquiries among exchanges, it would not be unexpected that the various exchanges there seem to be a decided choice of lighter comedy dramas. However, most of the exhibitors questioned said that any type of picture that had names worth anything at the box office were what they wanted most of all.

Levy to Adapt

Universal City — Benn Levy, author of “Mrs. Moonlight” and adopter of “Waterloo Bridge,” is to adapt one of four stories which Universal intends to make as specials. They are H. G. Wells’ “The Invisible Man,” Oliver La Forge’s “Laughing Boy,” Erich Maria Remarque’s “The Road Back” and “Once in a Lifetime.”

Comedy, Action, Northwest’s Dish

Minneapolis — Comedy and action pictures still are most in demand among Northwest exhibitors because that's the sort of screen fare their patrons want, according to the latest Motion Age survey. The survey reveals that:

(Continued on page 13)
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RKO BRANCH MGRS. Officials Selected to Head Combination

The following have been selected as branch managers of the RKO Radio and RKO Pathe combination:

Albany, C. R. Halligan; Atlantic, C. W. Allen; Boston, R. C. Copper; Buffalo, R. Mochrie; Charlotte, R. C. Price; Chicago, W. E. Branson; Cincinnati, S. C. Jacques; Cleveland, A. Mertz; Dallas, L. E. Harrington; Denver, H. J. Ashby; Des Moines, B. J. McCarthy; Detroit, Nat Levy; Indianapolis, R. E. Churchill; Kansas City, H. M Lyons; Kansas City, T. H. Thompson; Los Angeles, J. H. McIntyre; Memphis, F. M. Baker; Milwaukee, A. N. Schmitz; Minneapolis, M. J. Fish; New Haven, Nat Furst; New Orleans, G. C. Brown; New York, R. S. Wolff; Oklahoma City, R. B. Williams; Omaha, Lou Elman; Philadelphia, Sam Rosen; Pittsburgh, Cleve Adams; Portland, H. L. Percy; St. Louis, R. V. Nolan; Salt Lake City, T. J. Walsh; San Francisco, G. William Wolf; Seattle, E. A. Lamb; Sioux Falls, S. W. Pitch; Washington F. L. McNamee.

The actual physical moving of the various exchange centers will be accomplished in the very near future.
Select A Title For

Hoot Gibson

Win $50.00
plus a FREE Gibson booking
No Strings Attached!

Monogram in Dallas, Oklahoma and Little Rock has told you right along that exhibitors would be asked to select a title for the last of SIX De Luxe Westerns that Hoot Gibson is making this season for M. H. Hoffman, Jr., with distribution coming through the Monogram exchange.

Gibson went right to work. He made "Clearing the Range," directed by Otto Brower. That was a good western if there ever was one. Then he made "Wild Horse," story by Peter B. Kyne, which was acclaimed to be even better. "The Hard Hombre" was the third Gibson special, followed by "Gay Buckaroo," and instead of the quality waning—the quality went higher. Now Gibson is working on another Peter B. Kyne story as the fifth of the series. He's ready for a title for the sixth. Give it to him. Send in the kind of a title you think is best and one that will pull more business into your theatre.

ANY EXHIBITOR WHO HAS CONTRACTED FOR THE NEW GIBSONS AND THOSE WHO WILL BOOK THEM BEFORE THE CONTEST IS OVER ARE ELIGIBLE TO WIN $50 PLUS A FREE BOOKING ON THE EXHIBITOR-TITLED PICTURE.

THINK OF A GOOD GIBSON TITLE AND SEND IT IN NOW TO THE MONOGRAM EXCHANGE IN DALLAS, OKLAHOMA CITY OR LITTLE ROCK.

Monogram Offers the Greatest Independent Products in Many Years. Get the Monogram Habit Now. It's a Good One.

6 Hoot Gibson
De Luxe Westerns
8 TOM TYLER
Action Westerns
12 Mighty Action
Melodramas
8 BILL & ANDY
Bill Cody-Andy Shuford
WESTERNS

34 Productions

15 Now Booking

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.

302 S HARWOOD ST. Phone 7-4942 DALLAS, TEXAS
623 GRAND AVE. Phone LD 635 OKLAHOMA CITY
108 SOUTH CROSS Phone 4-2431 LITTLE ROCK
ITS STINGING THEME CATCHES AMERICA WIDE OPEN!... Dates Cleared

Over-Night as the Good Word Spreads... Big Houses Everywhere on the Line for mid-November Day-and-Date Opening... Nation's Newspaper Tied Up to Hit Day in Advance on Same Scale as "Cimarron"

TUNE IN! "RKO Theatre of the Air" N.B.C. Coast to Coast Network Every Friday Night, 10:30 P.M. New York Time
They turned creation upside down to make possible the sweetest story of kid devotion ever told . . . Here is artist Frederic Madan's conception of what Ruggles has sent swirling across the screen—the vortex of a mad world with today's bewildered babes struggling valiantly to find a way out!

A CAST IN ITS 'TEENS . . .
PLAYING LIKE BLAZES . . .

ERIC LINDEN, Boy Sensation of the Theatre Guild, ROCHELLE HUDSON, MARY KORNMAN, Pick of the Wampas Babes, BEN ALEXANDER, The Kid of "All Quiet", ARLINE JUDGE . . . Brilliantly aided by Beryl Mercer, Ralf Harold, Wm. Orlamond . . . Adaptation and Dialogue by Howard Estabrook, Ruggles' co-Worker of "Cimarron"
Exhibs Title Sixth Hoot Gibson Film

As a test for their judgment in picking titles for pictures the Monogram exchanges in Little Rock, Oklahoma City and Dallas are ready to receive titles from exhibitors for the sixth and last Hoot Gibson de lux western, according to Joe Silverman, district manager of Monogram, distributors of the Gibsons for H. M. Hoffman, Jr.

Several months ago it was announced that a title for the sixth Gibson would be selected by exhibitors, and the time has come for the selection, Silverman said.

There's no red tape or strings attached to the proposition. Exhibitors are free to select any title they please. But the Gibsons and those who will exhibitors who have contracted for book them before the contest closes, are eligible to submit a title to their Monogram exchange.

A $50 cash prize will be given by M. H. Hoffman, Jr., to the exhibitor submitting the lucky title. On top of that Monogram will supply the exhibitor with a gratis booking of the sixth picture.

Therefore, the winning title brings a neat little return, worth any exhibitor's time to sit down and figure out a box office title for Hoot Gibson in the last picture of his current series.

Johnston to Speed Monogram Program

W. Ray Johnston, president of Monogram, and first to set up the unit system of production on the west coast, is now in Hollywood conferring with Trem Carr, I. E. Chadwick and C. C. Burr, on the remaining pictures under the Monogram banner, production on which will be speeded to a high pitch, according to news received Monday by Monogram executives in Dallas.

Trem Carr is chief of all Monogram production, and recently he was joined by I. E. Chadwick and C. C. Burr, both noted independent producers, constituting a board to function according to the unit system of picture making.

In the report received from the coast it was announced that Otto Brower will direct the fifth Monogram melodrama, "Law of the Sea," starring Ralph Ince, Rex Bell, Sally Blane, William Farnum and Eve Southern. Brower, who directed specials for Paramount, also directed the first, third and fifth Hoot Gibsons, "Clearing the Range," "The Hard Hombre" and "He Rides Alone."

Prints on "Two Fisted Justice," a third Tom Tyler Monogram western, have been received at exchanges. It is said to be the fastest Tyler production to date. Barbara Weeks and Yakima Canutt support Tyler in this one. Tyler is now at work on his fourth titled "Galloping Thru."

From the M. H. Hoffman studio it was learned that Hoot Gibson is now working on the fifth of his series of de lux westerns, the story being by Peter B. Kyne and the title "He Rides Alone."

The fourth Gibson, "The Gay Buckaroo," has been completed and the release date is set for November 16.

TOPA Meet

(Continued from page 3) There will be no collections or assessments of any kind made during the convention, Judge Walker said. Nobody will be "touched" for anything, he declared, emphasizing that the purpose of the convention was business only.

Attending the committee meeting were O. A. Englebrecht, of Temple; S. H. Swift, of Cameron; H. H. Cluck, Belton; H. Jorgensen, Dallas, and Judge Walker.

L. G. Tidball, of Ft. Worth, and J. A. Lemke, of Waco, others on the committee, were unable to attend but sent their recommendations to the meeting.

Details of the program will be forthcoming in a later issue.

Buys Universal

The Criss Theatre, owned by Mrs. G. W. Hubbard, at Arp, Tex., one of the East Texas oil field hubs, has purchased Universal all A. C. sound equipment, with Opera-}

dio amplification for early installation. The theatre was completely destroyed by fire about two weeks ago and a new building of oil field construction is about ready. J. Featherstone is house manager of the new Criss, which is scheduled to open November 17. E. P. Herber, of the Phototalker Company, Universal distributors, made the equipment sale.

BESTONE
SOUND ON FILM
MOTOR GENERATOR
Eliminates All Chance of A.C. hum.

GREATER SURPLUS OF VOLUME
FEW EQUALS — NONE BETTER
PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE
LIBERAL TRADE-IN
FOR YOUR OLD DISC EQUIPMENT
J. O. FORD, Factory Repr.

The New Blizzard Washer
INSTALL NOW!
Labor and Materials Were Never Lower in History. OFF SEASON PRICES EXPIRE SOON!

BLIZZARD SALES CO.
ATLANTA OFFICE: 125 WALTON STREET
NEW ORLEANS
504 Howard Ave.
DALLAS
2009 Jackson
MOPEFUR SHIPMENTS

Jobless Relief Accessories Under Way

New York—Shipments of the material for the exploitation of Motion Picture Week, November 18 to 25, began last week, according to an announcement from the national headquarters of the Motion Picture Organization for Unemployment Relief.

All material, except tickets, will be sent to branch exchanges of Universal, Columbia and United Artists and can be secured by application to the district committees which have been organized in each distribution center. Supplies will then be forwarded to the city committee for further distribution. Exhibitors may requisition their tickets for the benefit shows directly from their regular ticket company.

Quality, Not Type
(Continued from page 8)

Good Westerns seem to have an eager public, particularly in the smaller towns.

An occasional tear-jerker is relished by the feminine fans, but no steady diet of lachrymose drama is wanted because many people have too many troubles of their own and go to the movies to help forget their woes.

Other exchange managers, almost to a man, inform Movie Age similarly. Some state, however, that it's the quality of a picture, not its story, which counts most. A good picture is relished and in demand, regardless of its type, nearly everywhere, some of the exchange managers assert.

Quality, Not Type,
Counts in Ohio

Cleveland—There's one and only one type of picture that picture fans in northern Ohio want—and that's a box office attraction.

They want a good story with plenty of human interest. They don't care whether they are entertained with tears or guffaws, so long as they are entertained. A good comedy story or a good drama story are equally in demand, theatre owners report.

Variety, Names,
Wanted in K. C.

Kansas City—Theatre audiences in the Kansas City territory prefer variety in screen entertainment. It is evinced from talks with various exhibitors. Movie fans want all kinds of programs from light comedies to heavy dramas, as long as one type is not overdone. A checkup reveals that movie fans are fed upon the gangster stories and want anything that is different. Outstanding names particularly have the drawing power.

Radio-Pathe Merger
(Continued from page 8)

Radio Pictures, will be stationed on the West Coast in charge of the business departments of the combined companies.

The Pathe lot at Culver City is to be closed and all production activities concentrated at the Radio Pictures plant in Hollywood, where David O. Selznick will be in charge of all Radio production and Charles R. Rogers will have full charge of the Pathe producing activities. William LeBaron is remaining with Radio, as announced, and probably will head the musical productions.

Under his appointment as a vice-president of Radio Pictures, Chas. R. Rogers will serve on an advisory board for the Radio pictures in addition to being production chief of all Pathe pictures, and Selznick will be on a similar advisory board for Pathe pictures. Rogers is not to supervise any of the Radio pictures and Selznick is not to supervise any Pathe product.

Between $4,000,000 and $5,000,000 in new capital is understood to have been placed in RKO within the last few days by General Electric interests, which are reported to have increased their preferred stock holdings in RKO. Another report had it that there might be some public financing as well as for refunding of short-term obligations.

Less Gab, More Action,
Clean Comedies, Need

Dallas—There's a crying need for more wholesome comedies and less sophisticated dialogue in current releases, according to a check-up of exhibitor opinions throughout four corners of the southwest just completed by MOTION PICTURE TIMES.

Next in importance to comedies is the demand for more action in present talkers and less fast, sophisticated dialogue. Pictures are too gabby, too talky, according to the criticisms.

Dual Bills Increase
Chicago Film Needs

Chicago—When asked the question, "What type of pictures do you prefer to play in your theatre?" the almost universal answer from Chicago exhibitors is, "Any kind that will make money."

In Chicago proper, the situation is somewhat different from what exists in the rest of the country. With nearly every house except the first-run loop theatres playing double features, the demand is for everything.

If any preference may be said to be shown, it is probably in favor of the comedy drama, which acts as a balance for action, mystery, and gangster films in the dual bills.

"Family" for Territory

Out in the territory the demand is for family types.

(Continued on page 15)
Academy Advocating Standard Apertures

Theatre screens will be a standard shape for the first time since talking pictures if a proposal favored by many Hollywood studios is adopted. Improved photographic effects and more efficient use of the image space on the film are expected to result.

The height of all screen will be three-fourths the width, a proportion first established by Edison in 1889 and used until three years ago when the sound track was put at the side of the film and the picture consequently became more nearly square.

A majority of the studies have ratified standardizing specifications drawn up by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. Theatrical practices are now being surveyed and if the change is found to be practical for a majority of theatres, pictures photographed according to the new dimension will probably be ready for release by the first of the year. In the meantime all theatres will be given detailed data from which to make the comparatively slight and inexpensive changes in projector apertures and screen masks which will be necessary to bring about uniformity.

Studios which have notified the Academy to date that they are in favor of making the proposed change include: Educational, Fox, Hal Roach, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount, Pablix, RKO-Pathé, RKO-Radio, United Artists, Universal, and Warner Bros.-First National.

The establishment of uniform three-by-four proportions for theatre screens is expected to settle a production difficulty which has vexed studios and theatres since the sound track method of recording was introduced. The studios have had to photograph actors and scenery so that the picture could be shown on an oblong screen in some theatres and a virtually square screen in others, depending on the method of sound recording used and other mechanical factors. This has frequently resulted in part of the top, bottom or sides of the picture image being cut off the screen.

The new standard is expected to do away with framing difficulties and to permit the studios to use four per cent more area on the film for dramatic action than was possible while variation in the shape of screen had to be provided for by an Academy committee of studio and theatre technicians was necessary to determine the exact specifications as allowances had to be made for progressive shrinkage in the film stock and accuracy of registration in cameras, printers, and projectors. The most common condition of is .651 inch by .868 inch, allowing for a theatre projector aperture of .615 inch by .820 inch.

ALUMINUM HORN

Fox Company Announces a New Series

The first of a series of all-metal trumpet horns is offered the sound projection trade by the Fox Engineering Company, Toledo, O., manufacturer of horns and high-powered electro-dynamic units. The makers claim these horns to be free from rapping and vibration noises.

These horns, six feet long, with a bell diameter of 32 inches, are of spun aluminum and free from lateral joints or seams. Their construction is designed to make possible a definite uniformity.

Among other advantages, the makers list the following: Aluminium, which makes for light weight (12 pounds, each horn), enables manufacturers of horns and high-powered electro-dynamic units. The makers claim these horns to be free from rapping and vibration noises.

The horn is available in the standard, straight style and can be furnished with a special curved adapter with an integral bracket for installing on wood or steel poles.

W. E. Replacements

Western Electric replacements of other equipments now total 2,060 in theatres throughout the world. Of this number 1,619 are in the United States and 441 in the foreign field.

NEW SPEED CONTROL

Vallen Markets Improved Curtain Device

The following advantages, among others, are claimed by the makers of the new Vallen Afro Speed Control:

Fast, can be provided for certain speed of 225 feet per minute; two purpose, can be furnished to "fly" with Vallen noiseless, all-steel safety track; compactness, smallest curtain control in length, width and height; no coating, noises, interchangeability, change of two parts converts it from high speed to low speed or to any intermediate speed—suitable for vertical lift as for horizontal movement.

Sound for Stage

Another innovation for legitimate stage production was contributed by Electrical Research Projects, Inc., with the opening in New York of Norman Bel Geddes "Hamlet" at the Broadhurst Theatre, Thursday night, November 5. Shakespeare's century-old lines were enhanced by modern science in the form of music and sound effects coming from the loudspeakers of a Western Electric music reproduction system.

always in time, timing governor is integral with the drum, one button controls forward, stop and reverse.

Hundreds of Theatres are Profiting by Operadio Sound-On-Film Reproduction

Theatre owners everywhere have found the new Operadio Theatre Sound Amplifier provides better reproduction and more dependable operation than any other equipment priced within the reach of the small theatre owner.

At a surprisingly low cost, the Operadio Sound System can bring realistic, pleasing sound reproduction to your theatre.

Write for complete information about the Operadio Model 408 D. T. Amplifier designed for small theatres.

Mail This Coupon Today!

Operadio Manufacturing Co.,
213 13th St., St. Charles, Ill.
We are certainly interested in learning about your Sound-On-Film Amplifier. Mail descriptive literature.

Name _______________________
Address ______________________
City ________________________ State ________________________
HESS VS. HARRISON

Former Asks $150,000
From Publisher

New York—Claiming that an article printed in the October 31, 1931, issue of "Harrison's Reports" contained false, malicious, and defamatory matter, Gabriel L. Hess has filed a libel suit for $150,000 against Pete Harrison, publisher.

The article in question was in reference to the purchase and supply of films in Ontario, Canada. The action by Hess is personal. He is attorney for the Hays organization. Attorneys for Hess are Louis Nizer and Louis Phillips.

Quality, Not Type

(Continued from page 13)

Milwaukee—Although pictures of the "Palmy Days" and "The Smiling Lieutenant" type have been rather scarce, nevertheless these productions have been good for fair sized grosses at local boxoffices. Opinion among a number of the local exhibitors is that there is an increasing demand for pictures of this type.

Actions, Comedies

For St. Louis

St. Louis—The St. Louis territory prefers good comedies and action pictures and features that are not too heavy or sexy. Family nights are very popular here and pictures must fit in to such programs.

Stars Get New Orleans Business

New Orleans—Tastes vary considerably, names carrying the business whether comedy or heavy.

Denver Wants Films

In Lighter Vein

Denver—Exhibitors in this section want pictures in the lighter vein—especially outstanding comedies. This is the opinion of the managers of the first run houses in Denver and according to exchange managers other exhibitors show a like preference.

Increased Earnings

(Continued from page 9)

movie companies to accomplish any alignment found necessary to maintain their present outstanding position the general amuse-

ment world."

The outstanding adverse possibility of the next year and a half is that of federal taxation.

Variety for First Runs;
Action for Suburbs

San Francisco—with business conditions generally way below par, exhibitors in this territory have found it an ideal time to check on the types of pictures appealing mostly to their respective audiences, a survey shows.

Reports from key cities indicate that while outstanding productions are playing to good business such pictures are few and far between and that there is considerable falling off of business due to type production. Variety in production is reported to be the most necessary factor for the stimulation of business in metropolitan areas.

Action Dramas, Shorts,
Are Pittsburgh's Demand

Pittsburgh—Action pictures and comedies are demands of exhibitors throughout the territory, according to a survey over the past two weeks.

Many theatres are now presenting more "special added attractions" in the form of short comedies than ever before.

Sex dramas and triangle love plays which are record breakers in the city don't get to first base out in the sticks, according to exhibitors interviewed.

Short Features That Sell Seats!

(Walt Disney's)

MICKEY MOUSE
SILLY SYMPHONIES

FOOTBALL THRILLS

Walter Futter's
CURiosITIES
TRAVELAUGHS
With John P. Medbury

SCREEN SNAPS Hopkins

Charles Mintz
SCRAPPY
KRAZY KAT

Eddie Buzzell's
BEDTIME STORIES

Bryan Foy's
MONKEYSHINES

No program is complete without one or more
of Columbia's Smash Short Features!

( Today's True Story )

"Save your breath boys. Here's the man I want... because he's got what all my audiences want!"

Short Features That Sell Seats!

(Motion Picture Times)
Extensive Campaign on Universal Film

Never in the history of Universal has a more complete, far-reaching or effective exploitation and publicity campaign preceded a picture than the one which ushered in "The Spirit of Notre Dame." The various angles which were invoked by Joe Weil and by Paul Gulick from the moment the picture went into production until it opened at the Mayfair have created an undercurrent of interest which has been translated to the box-office in each of its first-run showings.

There was nation-wide publicity attached to the securing of Frank Capra, the Four Horsemen, John Law, Moon Mullins, Marty Brill, Art McMammon, Adam Walsh, “Bucky” O’Connor, Al Howard, John O'Brien, to play in this picture as part of their memorial to Knute Rockne.

Separate stories were sent to every paper in every town where any of these fourteen men were known and honored. Newspaper stories were planted in every college paper throughout the United States. There are seven hundred and forty-seven of them. Three syndicate stories were sent to papers which were interested in the success of the University of Notre Dame. Three sets of stories were sent also to sports editors throughout the United States.

Among other tie-ups arranged by Joe Weil, exploitation manager of Universal, were book store tie-ups with the volume, "Knute Rockne, Idol of American Football," published by A. L. Burt Company, a tie-up with news stands and theatre lobbies with "Knute Rockne on Football," published by MacFadden Publications, a tie-up with Tavannes Watches, displaying Carideo and the Four Horsemen; a tie-up through the Knute Rockne Football Game through Radio Sports, Inc.; a tie-up with sporting goods stores, health foods, etc.; a tie-up with he Reach Football Helmet through Young and Rubican Advertising Agency. Victor records issued a double record with the Notre Dame official football songs on one side and a Knute Rockne talk on the other. Thousands of haberdashery windows will display a tie-up with Lew Ayres in a Lion Brand shirt, through M. Nirenberg & Sons, in addition to a number of minor tie-ups.

"The Spirit of Notre Dame" lent itself particularly well to radio exploitation. Two RKO Radio hours featured the picture; Frederick James Smith over the Columbia net-work on the Liberty Hour, praised it the day after he saw it at the special showing at the Little Carnegie Playhouse; much information in Ben Hecht, in the Ad's week Liberty Hour, in his talk on football, spoke at length on "The Spirit of Notre Dame." Mrs. McGoldrick on Station WLW gave three broadcasts on the picture. Station WIBO and WLS in Chicago had special "Spirit of Notre Dame" hours.

A series of lessons on How to Play Football was especially written by Frank Capra for "The Spirit of Notre Dame," and for the Knute Rockne Shorts, together with twelve three-column mat illustrations for newspapers.

Hollywood—"The Dove," Radio picture starring Dolores Del Rio and directed by Herbert Brenon, has finished shooting.

Radio Announcement at Football Game

PAUL SHORT, manager of the Auditorium Theatre, Chicago, arranged with radio station WRR to have a special announcement at the football game between Oklahoma and Texas on October 17. This announcer broadcasted from the 50-yard line between halves, all data concerning the showing of M-G-M’s "Susan Lenox".

There were also 50-word announcements over the air daily from that station. Another 50-word announcement was placed in the Dallas Greeters’ Guide and a 100-word announcement in the Dallas Hospitality Magazine.

Photographs of Greta Garbo and Clark Gable were given free to each of the first 1,000 ladies who attended the theatre the first day.

For two weeks prior to the play-date, the entire space over the main entrance of the theatre was filled by supplies background of Garbo and Gable. Effective coloring from spotlights caused much comment from patrons.

Popular Classics Draw at Peekskill House

AFTER doing $175 business on the first night with a dual bill consisting of First National’s "The Bargain" and a Tiffany race-track picture, the Peekskill Theatre, Peekskill, N. Y., took in $339 the second night (Thursday) of the same bill with the added attraction of one volume in Edward Golden’s Popular Classics series handed out free to each woman patron. As opposition the Peekskill had "Spirit of Notre Dame" at the Paramount. A total of 375 books were given out, says Joseph R. Singer, manager of the house. This is six more than the previous Thursday, when the new stimulating feature was introduced.

Blonde Contest for "Platinum Blonde"

AS one of the highlights of an extensive exploitation campaign on Columbia’s "Platinum Blonde," Manager George Steele, of the Ritz, Birmingham, Ala., staged a contest to find "Miss Platinum Blonde of Birmingham" which proved a sensational drawing card.

Tied up with the Birmingham Post, the contest swung into full speed four days prior to the opening with pictures of Jean Harlow, entrants and stories. Miss Platinum Blonde of Birmingham was chosen by a group of judges and presented with ten dollars, her close runner-up receiving five and two-fifty respectively, on the opening evening.

Other campaign features included an attractive ballyhoo, that of a motorcycle hearing radio and carrying a platinum blonde girl, which drove through the city broadcasting. Another type of broadcasting was done over the local radio broadcasting station, during which the latest platinum blonde fad was explained to radio audiences as to its whys, hows and wheres.

Special cards, tied up with Coca-Cola, Lucky Strike and other merchandise concerns, were placed in prominent windows and on street cars, as well as were given away distributed liberally.

Free matinees were also given to all platinum blondes of Birmingham who attended the first matinee performance on Saturday and to the news boys of the Post on Monday.

Adjective Contest

In exploiting M-G-M’s "Susan Lenox" offer free tickets in program or newspaper contest to persons compiling the greatest and most descriptive number of adjectives applicable to Garbo, beginning with "G".

TAGS PLANE FOR UNLAWFUL PARKING

One of the reasons why "The Last Flight" did a really good business at the Warner’s Stanley in Utica, N. Y. Ed Hart, the manager, rigged up the airplane shown at the right. A traffic cop tagged it for unlawful parking, the local papers used a special story, with this picture, commenting upon the unusual event. And there you are.
The Road to Reno
Paramount—73 Minutes

Comedy drama that proves an amusing satire on the divorce question with Lilian Tashman playing the role of the much married and divorced wife whose latest trip to Reno finds her children running up on her many changes of husbands. Her daughter (Peggy Shannon) goes to Reno with her and becomes acquainted with a young engineer ("Buddy" Rogers). The gay life at Reno is shown in many sequences while waiting the divorce and the mother and daughter are both made love to by a notorious bounder whose wife is also divorcing him. The mother announces her intentions to marry the man and the daughter knowing his type voice her objections and sends a wire to the father for the brother. When the kid brother arrives and learns the situation he shoots the bounder and kills himself. The finish kind of sober up this fast paced film which is well directed throughout.

SELLING SEATS: Miss Tashman's wardrobe should attract the feminine patrons if played up well. "Buddy" Rogers also has exploitation value. Title can be used to good advantage.

Heartbreak
Fox—60 Minutes

Good romantic drama with the war as a background should please Farrell fans. As an exchange officer the American embassy in Vienna before America enters the war he is much in love with a young countess (Madge Evans). Her brother is a pilot and the pilot is a flyer on the Italian front. When America declares war Farrell is assigned to the aviation branch and eventually transferred to the same Italian front. Here he kills her brother in combat who is flying a plane belonging to a noted ace. He goes A. W. O. L. with plane to Italy learning all the explaining things to the countess who will not listen and sends him away. In time she learns the truth of

The Platinum Blonde
Columbia—82 Minutes
Cast: Loretta Young, Robert Williams, Jean Harlow, Louise Claxter Hale, Donald Dillaway, Reginald Owen, Roland Craig, Claude Bessie, Halliwell Hobbs, Claude Allister. Directed by Frank Capra.

Delightful and exhilarating screen fare that is only innocuously spicy with general appeal. A downtown first-run audience in Kansas City where we saw this cinema seemed to get quite a kick out of the wise-cracking especially those emanating from Robert Williams. Too bad he is dead now. And he was right in line for a big future in stardom, too! To quote a brother reviewer: "Williams looks and talks like Walter Winchell." Having been a recruit of the stage he certainly could act and in this picture steals all stellar honors, even from Jean Harlow. His part is made to order for his vivacious personality. He cast as a newspaper reporter who marries a snobbish society girl the (platinum blonde) only to discover later that he can't go on living like a cinderella man and returns to the girl he really loves. We were particularly impressed to see Williams cast as a newspaper reporter refusing a bribe and after his diplomatic manner in covering an assignment for his paper phones the story in front of all those who tried to suppress the truth. Loretta Young gives a creditable performance as the sob sister whom Williams discovers would be a better wife than the platinum blonde. Walter Catlett is comical as a reporter on the competitive newspaper.

SELLING SEATS: The stars and title lend themselves readily to innumerable exploitation stunts. And then there's the newspaper angle. Use cut-outs of Jean Harlow all over your canopy as she is the one most likely to draw.

Way Back Home
Radio—80 Minutes

Radio has brought to the screen an outstanding production that is one of the sweetest and most wholesome pieces of entertainment we have seen for some time. Members of the local preview panel were all in accord with our opinion. Philips Lord, the nationally famous "Seth Parker" of the radio, is featured. The picture should click anywhere, principally in the small towns, but any audience will like it because it is just good screen entertainment with interest sustained from start to finish. With the national reputation that Seth Parker and his likeable New England folkies have created over the ether waves this picture can't miss. It has everything requisite in a good photo-play—the cast, story, direction and photography. There are laughs, romance, thrills and even a villain to hiss, all combined to make this picture plenty interesting. There is a "slave-bang" climax like the old meller thrillers shoving old Seth trying to beat the villain to the 9:30 local at the Junction to rescue his boy who had been kidnapped. Stanley Fields looks and acts like a real villain. Frankie Darro, who is one of the best child actors on the screen, plays the part of the kidnapped boy from Seth Parker's home. Romantic interest is furnished by Frank Albertson and Bette Davis. Work by the other players is splendid, but space doesn't permit us to commend everybody, as all did fine characterizations that can be enjoyed only when seen on the screen.

SELLING SEATS: If your radio station broadcasts the Seth Parker programs have the announcer publicize the fact that Seth Parker can be seen and heard at your theatre. You should get plenty of co-operation from the churches. There are many ways to work up the small-town angle.

SHORT SUBJECTS

Bars and Stripes
Columbia—6 Minutes
Krazy Kat cartoon which is fairly amusing. It is based on a combination musical and military idea, synchronized with lively music. Krazy trots out a company of musical instruments which go on parade, and then the footling horns begin to spout cannon balls at a supposed enemy.

The Girl Rush
Educational—21 Minutes
Here is a red-hot campus comedy filled with laughter from beginning to end. Helen Mann is the beautiful co-ed whom two college boys rush. Vernon Dent as the school janitor provides a lot of fun. Jack Duffy is a scream as the college dean.

Pearls and Devilfish
M-G-M—9 Minutes
Very interesting subject showing pearl divers at work and the risks they take to obtain those precious stones. The battles with the devilfish are the most exciting scenes in the reel.

The Song of the Voodoo
RKO-Pathé—9 Minutes
Another of the popular Vagabond Adventure series. This one is always interesting. The plot involves picturesque scenes along the Caribbean and in the island of Haiti. Other interesting shots are of natives at the market place, the smoking of green gourds, silver-smiths at work and a visit to the studios of Charles Normil the sculptor. The description of the voodoo ceremony by Tom Terris is vividly told in his usual accomplished manner.

Thrills of Yesterday
Vitaphone—10 Minutes
Old-time shots from films of yesterday are interestingly presented, featuring such celebrities as Norma Talmadge, William Dun-can, Harry Houdini, and Larry Semon. The comedy comments by the narrator are especially good. It is good material for those who get a kick out of the bygones days.
Cagney's Next
Hollywood — James Cagney's next picture for Warner Bros. will be "The Roar of the Crowd," a story of auto racing by Howard Hawks and adapted for the screen by Sexton I. Miller. Dorothy Mackaill and Joan Blondell will have principal parts.

in New York
it's

THE NEW FORREST HOTEL
West 49th St., just off Broadway
300 large, outside rooms, each with private bath, shower, circulating ice water and RADIO.
$2.50 Single $3.50 Double
Suites for Parties of 2 or more $6.00 and up
New York's Best Hotel Value in the Heart of the Film and Theatre District.
Before attending the theatre, dine in the MIRROR ROOM.
Club Breakfast 25c up; Luncheon 65c up; Full Course Dinner $1.00.
All meals served in room without extra charge.
James A. Flood — Manager

HOTEL NORMANDIE
N. A. N. AUTOMATIC LIGHT CONTROL CO.
Johnstown, Penna.

The maximum of comfort at reasonable cost. Located just outside the congested district of Los Angeles, yet close to the best shops, theaters and churches, the NORMANDIE offers every advantage you desire in your selection of a temporary or permanent home.

Rates
Room with Bath, single, $2.50 a day
Room with Bath, double, $4.50 a day
Monthly Rates on Application

The cuisine, excellent service and reasonable rates in the COFFEE SHOP AND CAFE combine to make your stay a pleasant one.

Los Angeles
CORNER SIXTH & NORMANDIE

LITTLE TIPS
TO BIG THINGS

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
ALL KINDS of theatre equipment and supplies. Write for prices. Queen Feature Service, Inc., Birmingham, Ala. (In business 18 years.)

FOUR EXIDE low gravity 6-volt batteries, two G. E. Tungar chargers and tubes, $150 f. o. b. St. Louis; almost new; used 60 days. Exhibitors’ Supply Co., 3238 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. c11-10

5,000 BRAND NEW spring opera chairs at the greatest savings in prices ever offered. Fully 50 per cent below present prevailing prices while they last. A great opportunity. C. G. Demel, 845 South State St., Chicago.
c11-17(4)

Franklin to Direct
Hollywood — Chester M. Franklin, recently with M-G-M, has been signed by M. H. Hoffman to direct "File 113," drama by Emile Gaborianu, for Allied Pictures Corporation, Ltd.

GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100
Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes' easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $50—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance. Write now to

Here is your Handy "Ad Order" Blank
Associated Publications, Inc.
4704 East Ninth St.

Kindly insert the following ad — times in your "CLEARING HOUSE" Section, running through ALL TEN of the ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS.

(Don't forget to count words in name and address that is to appear in the ad)
Mr. Sales Manager:

You Market your product nationally, but—you sell it locally.

FOR GREATER RESULTS—Advertise Locally on a National basis.

Associated Publications cover important local needs in trade news and service.

Dealing with local as well as national problems of the motion picture industry gives Associated Publications the advantage of year around preference.

Exhibitor interest for each publication in the A. P. Group of ten regional trade papers is maintained by well balanced editorial material valuable and welcome because it applies to local conditions.

Advertising in the A. P. Group gets the benefit of this friendly exhibitor reception. You get intensive coverage and intensive reader interest. And for convenience—one order, one plate, one billing.

FOR ASSURED RESULTS

TELL 'EM WHERE YOU SELL 'EM!

ON THEIR HOME GROUND THROUGH THEIR HOME TRADE PAPER

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

BEN SHLYEN, President and Publisher

NEW YORK OFFICE: 551 Fifth Ave.—Phone: MUrray Hill 2-1019

PUBLISHING OFFICE: 4704 East 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.
You couldn’t do it for $1,000 a day, but it costs less than 1¢

Suppose, in the conduct of your business, you wanted to assemble a complete release chart and series of reviews of all important product; a report on what other aggressive showmen were doing the world over with the pictures you are playing; a weekly wired report of box office receipts in key cities; ringside reports from the Hollywood studios; the inside news of Broadway and New York’s home offices; regional reports from a hundred correspondents on the news; a continuously up-to-date service on theatrical equipment and housekeeping; a weekly discussion of projection technique for your operators; a constant service aimed at keeping selected pictures, many of them coming to your screen, before the educators and the parents; an eternal watchfulness in all the capitals of the world for all that’s news or of interest to a showman.

If you did that you would be doing just a part of the job of producing Motion Picture Herald. You would have a floor of offices, an army of employees, and you would need twenty-five years of heritage in the field of motion picture business publication plus a lot of “know how.”

Motion Picture Herald offers, alone and exclusively in its weekly Release Chart, Box Office Reports, Surveys of New Product, School and Screen and Managers’ Round Table, features which no exhibitor can afford to be without.

It is not our salesmanship that puts Motion Picture Herald dominant in the trade press with 12,843 paid up exhibitor subscribers in its total of approximately 18,000 circulation. It’s the buymanship of good showmen.

Motion Picture Herald, 1790 Broadway, New York City

Enclosed find the sum of $ for which send Motion Picture Herald each week for years, beginning with issue of

| 1 year | 3.00 |
| 2 years | 5.00 |
| 3 years | 6.00 |

NAME
THEATRE
CITY, STATE

Mention your trade connection
OPPOSITION DEVELOPING FOR HUGHES-FRANKLIN IN SOUTHWEST.

THE GRAND AT ELECTRA RUNS ITS OWN NEWSPAPER.

As One Voice
The Motion Picture Industry
Cries —

WE WILL SHARE!

And the greatest cooperative move since war days sweeps every unit in this vast industry into line to answer the appeal of the needy. National Motion Picture Week, with its benefit performances in every community for the assistance of local unemployed, will reveal the heart of Motion Pictures.

Are YOU Doing YOUR Share?

If you have not yet started plans for your benefit performances, get in touch with your local relief committee NOW.

Following are Chairman of District Motion Picture Committees.

For information, address Chairman of your District.

L. H. Krete, Fox Theatre, ATLANTA... Martin J. Mullin, 60 Bolden St., BOSTON... J. H. Michael, 501 Pearl St., BUFFALO... H. Everett, 505 W. 4th St., CHARLOTTE... Felix Mendelsohn, 3125 South Wabash Ave., CHICAGO... George A. Smith, 1214 Central Parkway, CINCINNATI... Fred Bberg, Lane's State Theatre, CLEVELAND... J. J. Friel, Mellin Theatre Building, DALLAS... Harry E. Hoffman, Alhambra Theatre, DENVER... Lester F. Martin, Nevada, Iowa 2 Fig-(MINN) DES MOINES... H. M. Riches, 608 Fox Theatre Building, DETROIT... Charles R. Motz, 115 Chamber of Commerce Bldg., INDIANAPOLIS... Arthur H. Cole, 1800 Washington St., KANSAS CITY... Mike Roentgen, Washington at Vermont Ave., LOS ANGELES... M. A. Lifton, 409 South Second St., MEMPHIS... Jim Herman, 712 W. Second St., MILWAUKEE... W. A. Berens, Ponce Building, MINNEAPOLIS... Arthur Hums, 114 Madison St., NEW HAVEN... H. F. Wilkes, 221 S. Liberty St., NEW ORLEANS... Charles L. O'Reilly, Times Building, NEW YORK CITY... Pat Magee, Criterion Theatre, OKLAHOMA CITY... L. B. Piero, KDKO-Theatre, OMAHA... Joseph Herter, 1225 Vine St., PHILADELPHIA... E. A. Bell (Temple Chairman) 209 Clark St., PITTSBURGH... Floyd Maxwell, Paramount Theatre, PORTLAND... Fred Weicker, 2065 Clay St., ST. LOUIS... W. F. Gordon, 212 E. 14th St., SALT LAKE CITY... Thomas D. Van Orten, 25 Taylor St., SAN FRANCISCO... John Dana, 205 Empress Building, SEATTLE... John J. Payne, Earle Theatre Building, WASHINGTON.

A press sheet with full details on how to put over local benefit campaigns is on the way. Posters and other accessories that will sell your benefit tickets to your public are coming. Every item necessary to put over National Motion Picture Week is provided free.

The following contributed in the presentation of this advertisement

Lil & Phillips, Inc., Typographers
O'Flaherty Advertising Company
The Readers, John
Can Flora Engineering Corporation
Space is enough of this publication
Big TOPA Attendance

Southwest Moves to Aid Jobless

H.-F. Opposition

A NEW "TATTLER"
Electric Theatre Secures Smash Publicity

"Your Good Will" is the subscription price to "The Town Tattler," miniature newspaper published by the General Theatre at Tattlet, Texas, operated by Mrs. Martha McSpadden. The Tattler is an example of what a theatre might accomplish in advertising and all within the bounds of the theatre's budget.

Space from merchants makes up about 40 per cent of the folio while the front page carries publicity on coming Grand attractions and a box announcing the current week's program. Little public interest stories about golf, the high school glee club, and a few personalities are sprinkled between the film stories in a typical issue. A column by the Bogey Man, "Town Talk," hints at a little local scandal. The writer is unknown which makes for a free hand in spreading the low-down from various sectors of Electa.

Comments on the Row are that Mrs. McSpadden has set a valuable example in theatre publicity highly adaptable in the smaller towns. The Tattler is mailed under permit to potential patrons.

Rockne Memorial Show
New Orleans -- To avoid conflicting with the Community Chest campaign, the drive for funds to help build a Rockne Memorial stadium will be confined to a benefit showing of the motion picture "Touchdown," at the Saenger Theatre at midnight November 19. B. S. D'Antoni, chairman of the committee in charge of the drive, announced.

Develops in Southwest; Four Spots Now Have Competition; 20 Indies in Past Few Months.

In four fertile spots of Texas independent opposition has sprung up for Hughes-Franklin. The new houses said to be now in full operation.

H. S. Leon has moved his equipment from Rule to the Ritz at Sweetwater, one of the abandoned circuit houses there. Incidentally Leon ordered his address on MOTION PICTURE TIMES changed to Sweetwater. Several months ago Hughes-Franklin announced that a new theatre would go up in Sweetwater.

In Del Rio, Malone & Dollison have opened a new theatre in their own right. Dollison formerly worked for Griffiths at Wink. He was in Dallas recently to purchase needed equipment.

In Corpus Christi, Jack Pickens opened the Rio, a subsequent-run, this week, and in San Angelo, D. F. Luckie is operating the Angelus.

Within the past few months about 20 independent showmen have opened up in circuit strongholds since the chains closed one or two of their houses in a town due to business conditions. Previously circuits as a general thing had all the product sewed up with operating several houses full time. As circuit houses closed, however, product automatically became available for the independents.

"GIVE HIM A HAND"
MOTION PICTURE WEEK
NOVEMBER 18-25

Area Responds to Call; Oklahoma City Extends Itself to Make M. P. Week Success.

More than 30 towns in Texas will have staged their special performances for the past benefit of unemployed as this issue reaches readers over the southwest. Circuit towns, mainly Publix, make up the majority of the number, however, some circuits have been cooperating with the district committee and also their local committees in order to make Motion Picture Week successful.

A national broadcast Sunday night paved the way for the special shows on November 21.

Oklahoma City Splurges

Entering into the campaign as the thing should be done, Publix and Warner theatres in Oklahoma City got together and really let the people know that Motion Picture Week meant something. There were front page headlines in the newspapers, the movement was on, and results were naturally anticipated that would please the exhibitor in its plan to aid the president in bringing back prosperity the nation over. More details as to the results of Motion Picture Week in the southwest will be available for the next issue.

NEW STATE MGR.
Van Norman to Important Warner Job

Milwaukee -- E. V. Van Norman, for the past several years manager of the Venetian Theatre here, Warner neighborhood house, has been named general manager of the Warner theatres in Wisconsin, succeeding Frank Fischer, who is to be transferred. No successor to Van Norman at the Venetian has yet been announced.

Indicated for Annual Convention at Baker Hotel, Dallas; November 30 Is Date.

At 10 a.m., Monday, November 30, members of the Theatre Owners Protective Association, a Texas body, will convene at the Baker hotel, Dallas, to check up on the past year's progress of the organization and to jointly map out the way for another 12 months of co-operative operation.

A complete program for the one-day session has been placed in the hands of the printer by Judge Roy L. Walker, of Lompoc, president of the association. It is stressed therein that the convention will not cost the exhibitors one penny. There will be no assessments, no charge for the banquet. Transportation and personal expenses will be the budget for those attending, and according to several men who have been out in the territory the past week a record attendance is strongly anticipated.

Moot Subjects Slated

"Everyone interested in the industry will be welcomed at the meeting, according to an advance bulletin sent out to the trade. General conditions and ways and means for the advancement of the business will be discussed at the morning session.

Some of the important subjects to be treated will be the Brookhart bill which will be thoroughly handled in all of its phases so that showmen will know just exactly how this measure will affect their own operations.

Analysis of business costs and legal deductions that should be made will be explained in detail, clearing up the problem of income taxes, etc., and also drawing the profit and loss line in its rightful place.

Small-town exploitation will be treated, and of equal importance, there will be a thorough exposition of the standard exhibition contract.

Arbitration, which is destined (Continued on page 12)
NEW AMUSEMENT CO.
Prominent Figures Said to Be Interested

The Duel Amusement Company is the adopted name of the latest theatre organization in the Southwest. The company office is located in the Empire Theatre building at San Antonio. This is the enterprise in which W. G. Underwood has been given credit for engineering or controlling since his abdication from R. & R. theatre operations.

However, Underwood declared Monday that he does not control a single theatre in Texas, but that he does own stock in several.

Several very prominent theatre men are connected with the Duel company, two of them said to be in New York, but lacking confirmation their names are not mentioned.

Pathé Exec. Here
J. E. Breeheen, Pathé executive of Oklahoma City, formerly of Dallas, is back in town doing special work in connection with the RKO-Pathé merger, the Dallas transfer of which was made Monday. Joe has lots of friends in Dallas who will welcome him back home in the event he is reassigned to this territory.

Parkway, Minus “Way”
M. S. White, well known and successful Dallas exhibitor, has taken over the Parkway from Sam Hefley, and has dropped “way” from the name. White plans extensive improvements for this 700 or better seat house. He also owns the Dai-Sec.

Harry Taylor, Columbia district manager, made headquarters in the Dallas branch Monday for a session with J. B. Underwood.

The Ro-Nile, de luxe neighborhood theatre in Dallas, operated by C. A. Rehm, went through a film fire about ten o’clock Sunday night, but the damage was confined to the booth. Slight injury to the equipment was said to have been covered by insurance.

BESTONE
SOUND ON FILM
MOTOR GENERATOR
Eliminates all chance of A.C. hum.

GREATER SURPLUS OF VOLUME
J. O. FORD, Factory Repr.

BESTONE SALES CO.
Atlanta New Orleans Dallas
125 Walton St. 504 Howard Ave. 2009 Jackson

BUFFALO AIR WASHERS
and Distributing Units
BUFFALO ENGINEERING CO., INC.
315 S. Harwood St. George W. Thornton, Gen. Mgr. Dallas, Texas

More Installations in the Southwest in Sixty Days Than All Other Makes Combined

UNIVERSAL - SOUND ON FILM
WITH ALL A. C.
OPERADIO
AMPLIFICATION

Here is the Operadio Amplifier that has revolutionized the sound industry—making for simplicity and uninterrupted performance in quality, sound-on-film reproduction.

The Amplifier is compact and fits neatly between the projectors, easily accessible to the operator. The Operadio all A.C. Amplifier can be installed with any make sound-on-film for better results.

Write today for Further UNIVERSAL or OPERADIO Information

HERBER BROS. & WOLF
“Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always”

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.
313 S. Harwood St. B.G. HERBER, Mgr. DALLAS, TEXAS

November 17, 1931.
The Best Western Ever Made!
(Produced by M. H. Hoffman, Jr.)

Hoot Gibson in
"The Gay Buckaroo"

You can tell that to your patrons—and, you bet, you can get away with it. Roy D'Arcy and Myrna Kennedy in the cast.

Here Are Some of the Highlights:

Different from other Westerns which only strive to please the kiddies; this picture has something for every member of the family. It is brim full of action with an exciting climax in every one of the seven reels.
1. A RIP ROARING FIGHT between Hoot and a heavy weight.
2. Hard riding horse thieves round up and STAMPEDE a BIG HERD of galloping horses at night.
3. The clever, thrilling cliff sequence when Hoot descends a two hundred foot cliff, captures D'Arcy in the midst of his men and has his horse pull him and his prisoner up the cliff at the end of his rope.
4. The horse race between Hoot and D'Arcy.
5. Hoot bull-dogs D'Arcy from his horse.
6. Hoot's thrilling ride for life when he escapes from the sheriff's posse by GALLOPING HIS HORSE OFF A HIGH CLIFF INTO A MOUNTAIN LAKE. This is the most thrilling episode that any of you have seen in many a day, if ever.
7. The surprise finish for D'Arcy, when he bets his life on the right horse and loses.
8. Comedy such as you have never seen from Hoot's Chinese philosopher servant—a roar of laughter whenever he speaks. This Chinsaman in one of his witty sayings explains that "As long as the world is round, nothing can be on the level."

The Six DeLuxe Hoot Gibson Westerns
—every one a guaranteed box-office bet—are:
2. "Wild Horse" by Peter B. Kyne.
5. "He Rides Alone," by Peter B. Kyne.
6. Title to be selected by exhibitors.

EXHIBITORS! — Send in a Title for the Sixth Hoot Gibson Production—Win $50 and a Gratis Gibson Booking.

34 Productions 15 Now Booking

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.

302 S HARWOOD ST. Phone 7-4942 DALLAS, TEXAS
623 GRAND AVE. Phone LD 635 OKLAHOMA CITY
108 SOUTH CROSS Phone 4-2431 LITTLE ROCK
HELD-OVER HOUSTON AN
SHOW WORLD'S BEST ST
DES MOINES..OMAHA.. BC
RECORD GATE! ...YEAR'S SUPREME NOVELTY
FEATURE ATTRACTION! CRITICS RAVE! OLD FOLK AND YOUNG
FLOCK TO SEE THE NEW COLOSSUS OF RADIO..."20th CEN
TURY MIRACLE MAN IN A WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN"
WATCH FOR EXHIBITION AND PROMOTION PLANS
ARKER IN SIX POTS...

WASHINGTON!...TOPS
ANDARD ATTRACTIONS IN
STON..PROVIDENCE..WITH

RKO PICTURES

SETH PARKER
AND HIS JONESPORT NEIGHBORS IN THE
SMASH MELODRAMA "WAY BACK HOME"

NAIL IT AND LUBRICATE THOSE TURNSTILES!
Where Are We Headed?

The changes that have taken place in this business the past several weeks have undoubtedly caused such a query as the caption of this article to rise in the minds of many in this business. Doubtless there is a good deal of consternation in many quarters. However gloomy the situation may for the moment seem, even a casual analysis of the circumstances will result in a summing up that is entirely cheerful.

Somebody once said that necessity was the mother of invention. Adversity, the parent of necessity, has many times proven a boon to individuals and industries that were riding along with the tidal wave of prosperity that halted creative effort and ambition. The general business depression that has finally hit this business and brought about the changes that have been and are continuing to be made is, perhaps, a blessing in disguise despite the temporary hardships that are being felt. In an industry that was doing everything on an inflated scale and which, in many instances, succeeded in spite of itself, its being brought down to earth is unquestionably good for its character.

The waste that had been going on in production, in distribution and in exhibition had to be halted. And, now that this business has come down from its dizzy heights, it can view its situation more sanely and work more practicably for its future good. That's a foregone conclusion. Some of the indicators are: Return of independent exhibition and production; elimination of deadwood from studios, branch offices and home offices; institution of the unit production system, which a few years back was responsible for one of the industry's greatest producing organizations and for many of its greatest box office hits; better pictures among current releases already being delivered as a result of some of these new conditions; greater quality in production, the prime need for the success of all in this industry.

Where are we headed? This writer is entirely optimistic—the motion picture industry has reached a turning point that heads it straight for the greatest number of box office productions that it has ever been known to produce. This will not be a single-season flurry, but will continue steadily for several years to come. The adjustments that are being made all around will result in happier inter-trade relations. The better pictures with the lesson learned of the need for better selling, in the trade and without, will result in replacement of red ink with black. We see ahead for this business the greatest general prosperity it has ever known—perhaps not such great profits for a few, companies and individuals, with near starvation for many others, but a greater distribution of profits for everybody in this business. We're headed in the right direction. You can make up your mind to that!

BEN SHLYEN, Editor-in-Chief
WM. G. FORMBY, Managing Editor

Associated Publications, Inc., General Offices:
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Unit Production for Fox

DRESSLER-BARRYMORE WIN

Three RKO, Para., M-G-M Prizes Awarded by Academy of Motion Picture A. and S.

Hollywood—Marie Dressler and Lionel Barrymore joined the "Royal Family of Filmdom" here last Wednesday at 1:00 a.m., when members of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences selected them "best performance" winners of 1931 before the most brilliant assemblage ever to grace the annual event. Marie's award came as the result of her performance in "Min and Bill," while Lionel won his laurels with his portrayal of the father in "A Free Soul," both M-G-M productions.


Principal honor guest at the awards banquet was the Hon. Charles Curtis, Vice-President of the United States. Among other notable awardees were Will H. Hays, Governor James Ralph, Jr., of California, and some 150 members of the American Newspaper Association. Approximately two hundred were in attendance at the event, held in the Sala de Oro of the Biltmore Hotel.

PRODUCTION HEAD

Milestone Will Head U. A. Coast Production

New York—Lewis Milestone is to assume charge of all United Artists coast production, if authentic reports do not lead the newsstands astray. Milestone is understood to be in conference here with U. A. executives on the matter.

When asked for a statement, Joseph M. Schenck pointed out that Milestone was with United Artists, but neither confirmed nor denied the story. This probability is said to return Samuel Goldwyn to the status of an independent producer, making product for distribution by U. A.

Sheehan and Wurtzel Produce; Four Associate Producers Named; Big Saving Expected.

Hollywood—Winfield Sheehan and Sol Wurtzel will produce under the new unit system to be started by Fox. Eddie Granger, William Sistrom, William Goetz and Al Rockett will be associate producers.

Sheehan believes the new system will save approximately $20,000 on each of the 50 pictures planned by the company for the coming year, or a total approaching $1,000,000 for the year's production.

Richard Carroll is in charge of the story department, Al Lewis being manager of the new story department.

COMING BACK!

Producers Planning Big "Author" Westerns

New York—With plans to include more westerns in their production schedule for next season the major companies have learned by checking up that stories by popular writers as Harold Bell Wright, Rex Beach, Peter B. Kyne, Zane Grey, Wallace Smith and others are preferred.

A query to all executives of the Fox organization is understood to have been sent out by H. L. Clark, president. According to a number of those queried, more westerns with big star names will go over. Other companies not going in for the outdoor "he-man" dramas are understood to be surveying the country on the future of the western.

Wunder to New Post

Hollywood—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences members, Dr. Clinton Wunder resigned as executive vice-president. He announced he had accepted the invitation of the Institute of Religious Science and Philosophy of Los Angeles, to share the leadership of the Institute with Ernest Holmes, its founder, and to become editor of the magazine, "The Science of Mind," beginning his new duties December 1, 1931.

Hornbeck Returns

Hollywood—Billy Hornbeck, Mack Sennett's chief editor and cutter, has just returned from a tour of Europe in which he visited the principal film centers of the Continent.
A story brimming with love of sweethearts, of home and family, of mother ... Pathos digging deep in the heart blended with boisterous rollicking comedy and hard-fisted drama ... A theme that appeals to every age, race, creed ... because it throbs with emotions felt by every human heart!

BE AMONG THE FIRST TO PLAY IT!
YEAR'S GREAT HITS!

THE HILL

JAMES DUNN  SALLY EILERS
Sweethearts of "Bad Girl" together again

with MAE MARSH
...in a triumphant return...

Directed by HENRY KING
Exhibitors Vie in Selection of Title

Interest in the contest to select a title for the sixth Hoot Gibson deluxe western started waging high in the Monogram offices Monday. It was interesting to look over the names of exhibitors who are competing to be the champion title-selecting showman in this part of the country. There’s a considerable amount of sport connected with the idea and to make it more sportsmanlike the Monogram home office will give $50 to the winning exhibitor and to top it, Joe Silverman, district manager, will donate a gratis booking on the sixth picture to the winning exhibitor. “Let’s go,” he says.

For convenience, the exhibitor is asked to sign and mail the blank herewith, simply writing in the best title they can think of for a smashing Hoot Gibson western, and signing their name, theatre name and town, and mail in to the nearest Monogram exchange, or the one with which the signer does business. As pointed out, all exhibitors who have bought the Gibson or will start playing them by the close of the contest, are eligible, and there are no strings whatever attached.

Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Payne, of Kilgore, were Dallas visitors Monday. The Paynes formerly operated in Glen Rose, but were attracted to Kilgore when East Texas became a victim of the oil flood.

Ray Elkins and R. H. Janes, Hughes-Franklin auditors, are working temporarily for R. & R. Theatres Inc. The H-F accounting department in Dallas was abolished last week. Both had been with R. & R. several years.

Big T.O.P.A. Attendance
(Continued from page 3)

to be returned in this business before trade regulations are properly smoothed out, zoning, power and light, taxation, ordinances, trailer service and other subjects, will come before the meeting, it is announced.

At eight o’clock in the evening a free banquet will be staged for members and their invited guests. Two of Texas outstanding after-dinner speakers and short talks from some of the members will be heard. Vaudeville acts have been billed for the occasion and after the banquet there will be a show.

Prominent Visitors Coming
George Sheppard, state commissioner, and a proven friend of the industry, has been invited to speak.

M. A. Lightman, of Memphis, president of the M. P. T. O. A.; Senator George Purl, of Dallas, and the Hon. T. H. McGregor, of Austin, will be on hand to address the assembly of Texas showmen.

Exhibitors are requested to write Judge Walker at Lampasas saying they will be in Dallas for the convention in order that accommodations may be properly made.

It is pointed out in pre-anouncements that the T. O. P. A. has the largest independent theatre owner membership of any exhibitor body in the nation. During recent legislative fights hundreds of exhibitors pledged their financial and moral support. Organization officials are counting on the presence of all these exhibitors who are interested in an exhibitor organization and an organization that has already demonstrated its ability to do things in Texas, the statement said.

A PROUD FATHER!
U. A. Salesman’s Son Is Winner of Honors
H. A. Daniels, United Artists’ representative, is proud of his son, Henry, and justly so. Henry is taking off a big part of the honors at Peacock Military Academy, a select preparatory college in Dallas.

School officials have written the dad that Henry is an unusually fine student and that the school needs a hundred more of his type. The son has been promoted to the rank of lieutenant and he has made the honor roll of the school, an admitted distinction. H. A. is to be congratulated.

Cody Wings to Coast
 Amarillo, Tex.—Bill Cody, Monogram western star, left here by airplane, November 6, for Hollywood. He concluded more than a month of personal appearances throughout Texas and Oklahoma here on that date. Cody will start shortly on “The Ghost City,” fifth of his Monogram series of eight westerns.

Cut Your Operating Costs
Save On Sound Upkeep

X-CELL
SOUND ON FILM

Is Guaranteed to Give You Absolute Satisfactory Sound.

The New All A.C. Electric System enables a reduction of complete X-Cell sound-on-film equipment to a price well in line with the small town exhibitor’s pocketbook.

B. Batteries
Storage Batteries
Head Amplifiers

COST YOU MONEY!

And yet don’t give you the satisfaction or security of continuous operation without worry.

Tests have proven that charging batteries and replacement costs are far more than the average exhibitor realizes.

THE NEW WEBSTER ALL A.C. AMPLIFIER IS A REVELATION IN COMPLETE A.C. OPERATION

Can be added to any Sound-On-Film Installation, Eliminating All Batteries and Head Amplifiers.

Write for Complete Information and Prices.

Public Address Service Co.
2024½ Commerce St.
Dallas, Texas

MONOGRAM PICTURES

Gentlemen:
I believe the following title would best suit Hoot Gibson in the sixth and last of his present series:

Exhibitor
Theatre

WE BUY
AND SELL USED
SIMPLEX
PROJECTORS

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
714 Hampton Rd.
Dallas, Texas

COMPLETE LINE
STANDARD PROJECTION
EQUIPMENT
and Projection Accessories
Efficient Repair Department
Day or Night Service

PUBLIC ADDRESS SERVICE CO.
2024½ Commerce St.
Dallas, Texas

November 17, 1931.

GRAND GOES FILM
Sparks Purchases X-Cell Sound Equipment

Henry Sparks, of the Grand at Cooper, Texas, one of the state’s best-known showmen, has switched over from disc to film operation. R. Z. Glass, of the Public Address Service Company at Dallas, has made installation of X-Cell equipment together with Webster A. C. amplification, the change having been made last Friday.

Glass also reports the sale of an all-electric Webster amplifier to Oskar Korn for the Granada Theatre in Alpine.

KOEBRICK TO M-G-M
Connors and Kessich Tour Southwest

Arthur Koebbrick, an old-time M-G-M man, has been re-added to the sales force by Messrs. T. J. Connors, general sales manager, and C. E. Kessich, district manager, who were in Dallas a few days ago talking over the widely-discussed M-G-M sales policy.

The officials left Dallas via auto piloted by Leroy Buckel, branch manager, for a session with Joe Clemons, chief of East Texas and Jefferson Amusement Company Theatres.
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The New All A.C. Electric System enables a reduction of complete X-Cell sound-on-film equipment to a price well in line with the small town exhibitor’s pocketbook.

Write for Complete Information and Prices.

PUBLIC ADDRESS SERVICE CO.
2024½ Commerce St.
Dallas, Texas
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Henry Sparks, of the Grand at Cooper, Texas, one of the state’s best-known showmen, has switched over from disc to film operation. R. Z. Glass, of the Public Address Service Company at Dallas, has made installation of X-Cell equipment together with Webster A. C. amplification, the change having been made last Friday.

Glass also reports the sale of an all-electric Webster amplifier to Oskar Korn for the Granada Theatre in Alpine.

KOEBRICK TO M-G-M
Connors and Kessich Tour Southwest

Arthur Koebbrick, an old-time M-G-M man, has been re-added to the sales force by Messrs. T. J. Connors, general sales manager, and C. E. Kessich, district manager, who were in Dallas a few days ago talking over the widely-discussed M-G-M sales policy.

The officials left Dallas via auto piloted by Leroy Buckel, branch manager, for a session with Joe Clemons, chief of East Texas and Jefferson Amusement Company Theatres.
One Dimer’s Adventure

(Editor’s Note:—The following is a true story. It actually happened within the last three weeks. If you want the exhibitor’s name, we will be glad to furnish it with his permission. We are not trying to prove that the same thing would happen in every case. We give you the story only for what it is worth.)

For the benefit of any exhibitors to whom the agreement with reference to release schedule and admission prices is distasteful, and who, in a reactionary mood, might be filled with the futile desire to continue showing pictures—probably double or even triple features—for a dime on an advantageous release week, it might be well to recount an experience which recently occurred to one exhibitor in the set.

This exhibitor had been running at a dime, and showing pictures comparatively new. His business was rotten, which is nothing out of the ordinary, and as time went on, it got rottener, which is also nothing new. Not only were his box office receipts very meagre, on account of the low admission price, but the actual number of people coming to the theatre was growing less.

One day recently, after an all night conference with himself, he came to the decision that he might as well close up as worry along with extremely few dimes eked out by his ailing box office, and he decided to make or break in one move.

At the opening of his theatre that night, when his few loyal customers who arrived on time to see the beginning of the performance came up to his box office, they discovered a new sign which bore the legend: ADMISSION 25c.

Most of them paid it, probably because they had made up their minds to see the show, and after all 25c is only 15c more than a dime, and 15c is not a great amount of money in 1931, which, by the way, is the very point this story is intended to emphasize.

As a few more customers struggled in the same process was repeated, and very few of them left to see cheaper entertainment.

The wind-up of the evening showed total box office receipts of over two and one-half times an average Night’s business at a dime. In other words, the 25c admission brought in a few extra customers who probably figured that the show was unusually good and worth the difference in price.

Our exhibitor friend, however, while more or less elated over the results of his “experiment,” was not to be fooled by any temporary success of his ruse and figured that the next night would see an immediate and disastrous dropping off of patronage as the word got around the neighborhood that the theatre was now charging 25c for a show which was no better than previous ones offered for 10c. But he stuck with his plan of action.

The 25c sign remained in place on succeeding nights, and Lo and Behold, the same process was repeated, and there was money to count in the box-office.

Since then, he has made an effort to improve his programs by adding interesting screen fare, and has found that he is not only doing two and one-half times the former business, but is increasing this percentage almost daily until now the theatre is actually running at a profit instead of the very unhealthy deficit formerly shown.

New Monogram First Run

“In Line of Duty,” one of the 12 Monogram action melodramas, starring Noah Beery and Sue Carol, was set in for a first-run on Elm street, at the Old Mill, Dallas, a Publix house. It’s a story of the Northwest Mounted Police and is said to be a knockout for that type of production. Reviews the country over have handed it to Monogram for the showmanship jammed into “In Line of Duty.”

News Notes

The Warner Bros.-First National accessory department under the management of Howard Ba’kin, is right at the top in ad sales for the nation, according to a recent company check-up. Bashkin has been with the company several years.

Moore & Sullivan have opened the Star for colored in Greenville.
Kine-Equipment

Kendell Plans Huge Acoustical System

Establishment of 40 district offices with approximately 2,000 engineers located in the United States, Mexico and Canada, is planned as a result of a tie-up between Kendell & Dasserville, Inc., and National Sound Service Bureau, Inc.

This mammoth acoustical engineering institution is said to be the largest organization of its kind in the world. Engineers will be stationed in some 400 cities to carry on the work necessary in connection with the Kendell Acoustical System. The corporation is headed by President Robert Lothar Kendell.

The following district managers have been appointed: Reginald S. Teezel, Seattle; Fred A. Rice, Warsaw, N. Y.; Harry J. Kuhn, Dallas; Frank Mugford, Houston; J. W. Galbreath, Jacksonville; Leo Liddie, Salt Lake City; H. E. Peterson, Oakland; John Shaheen, New Brunswick; A. E. Schultz, Chicago; R. H. Hessenflow, Kansas City; Arthur L. Emerick, Cincinnati; Eli S. Dies and Joseph Kline, Philadelphia.

Plans are being made for inauguration of a home office engineering and correspondence staff.

Screen Lighting Formula

A preparation for giving porous screens the same effectiveness regarding light as that possessed by the old silver screen has been perfected in the sound department of the Warner Theatre circuit.

RCA REPLACEMENTS

Installs 94 Equipments in 30 Days

Out of a total of 94 installations of reproducing equipment made in the United States by Photophone, Inc., within 30 days, 58 were replacements.

During the period 38 theatres changed from silent equipment to sound apparatus. Eleven theatres that had been operating with other sound-on-film apparatus, 50 that had disc devices and five with combinations of film and disc attachments, discarded these types of equipment and installed RCA Photophone special or standard size AC operated apparatus, according to company announcement.

Although there still are about 5,000 theatres in the country operating with disc attachments, the number is gradually decreasing.

SOUND FOR POLICE

Boston Installs RCA Recording Device

For the purpose of demonstrating the possibilities of sound motion pictures in recording confessions and other evidence of importance in police department activities and upon the invitation of Police Commissioner Eugene C. Hallman of Boston, an experiment was conducted in the hearing room of police headquarters in that city through the medium of RCA, Photophone portable recording equipment.

New Lamp

A new 300-watt, 16 mm. T-10 size, which does not require any form of lamp resistance for use in all model 3 and 5 Victor projectors and Animatophones, is announced by the Victor Animatograph Corporation.

YOU DON'T GUESS AT VALUE WHEN NATIONAL SERVES YOU!

Utmost value in equipment and supplies is a definite certainty at National. Your satisfaction is of prime importance. Complete stocks of supplies and accessories are carried for your convenience and personal examination. You'll never buy "a pig in a poke" when you trade regularly at National.

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

516 W. Grand, Oklahoma City, Okla. 306 S. Harwood St., Dallas, Texas
400 S. Second St., Memphis, Tenn.
Two $2.00 Openings: They’re Both Big Hits

NEW YORK—Monday night saw the opening at the Astor Theatre of “The Champ,” Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer release, starring Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper and directed by King Vidor. “The Champ” is just that among current feature pictures. It packs a wallop that will knock out box-office records everywhere. Beery is superb as the ex-champ, who can’t let booze and gambling alone, and Jackie Cooper delivers a performance that stamps this juvenile as a genius. The story matter is thin but it is well put over through the deft direction of Vidor. It is a tale of a tremendous love between father and son. It packs some heart-rending punches and will elicit much word of mouth praise. It delivers many good laughs also. It’s fine entertainment for the masses.

TUESDAY night witnessed the opening at the Criterion Theatre of “Strictly Dishonorable,” Universal release. Mark up another big hit for Universal. Here is delightful entertainment. Slightly spicy but cleverly handled and finely produced throughout. Paul Lukas, Lewis Stone and Sidney Fox are perfectly cast. The work of each of these players is excellent. The fine direction of John M. Stahl transferred this stage success to the screen without the loss of a thing that made it a great stage hit and motivated it in a manner that made its ninety minutes of running time seem much less. Perhaps this one can’t be classed as strictly family entertainment—it’s not a kid picture—but the family will get a kick out of it. It’s strictly a hit!

Myers in Plea for Relief Co-Operation

New York—In calling upon all branches of the industry to cooperate in putting over National Motion Picture Week for the relief of distress among the unemployed, Abram F. Myers, president of Allied States, issued the following plea:

Let us all put our shoulders to the wheel. The unemployment committees meeting in New York should be recommended by all branches of the motion picture industry as an opportunity to make a contribution to the public welfare that will be of incalculable and lasting value. To make the most of this opportunity requires that all branches and factions of the industry shall cooperate fully, vying only in accomplishment and not in self-gloration or claims or recognition or credit.

Not only must there be teamwork but the burden must be evenly distributed and any indication of selfishness or holding back by any branch or faction, no matter how prominent or important, will merit and receive public rebuke. While there may be room for difference of opinion as to some details of the plan, these can be readily adjusted by the local committees if they can be made to share the spirit of service which animated the groups that outlined the general plan.

The public has been taught to expect big things of this industry and if in view of advance publicity the results of this undertaking do not meet with the public’s expectation the industry will suffer a loss in prestige and good will. Let us, therefore, put our shoulders to the wheel for the relief of the destitute, the credit of the industry and the good of our souls.
Give A Thought to Your Ads

( Editor’s Note )—The following from Warner Theatres house organ, “Carry On,” is worth your careful consideration:

EVERY once in a while some manager who ought to know better says, “my advertising is the least of my worries. I can lay out my copy in ten minutes.”

That’s a lot of bunk. The experts with years of experience behind them and a record of accomplishments to point to, can’t do it that fast. And the chances are a hundred to one that copy that’s drawn up in ten minutes is “just that kind of copy.”

Advertising is the manager’s voice to the public. Through that medium he speaks to the thousands in his community. Whether it’s newspapers, heralds, billboards, window tie-ups, lobby displays, etc., it is advertising, and by its effectiveness it is his theatre judged.

No manager in his right mind would think of addressing his patrons in a shabby shirt, suit, unshaven and unkempt. Then why should he expect slovenly copy, slapped out in an off-hand way, to attract customers to his theatre?

The duties of a manager are varied and arduous, but no duty is more important or is worthy of more concentration and effort than his advertising. If he has a publicity man who knows his business to whom he can delegate his work, that’s another story. But if he must do the work himself, he should give it the utmost care and thought. He should study the press books carefully, decide on his sales angle and approach his advertising with the idea in mind that it is all-important.

Sometimes a manager will find that the ads as laid out in the press book do not meet his particular requirements. In that case he should study them carefully and by rearrangement of copy and cuts make up ads that have punch and selling power. It is not necessary that an ad be used exactly as it is shown in the press book and oftentimes a combination of several ads will produce one ad that clicks right.

Advertising space costs money and the manager who does not make the best of it might just as well save that money and not do any advertising at all.

Take A Chance for ‘Chances’

So the wheel at the right in front of the Bickingham, a Warner Chicago house; advised passersby. We have it on good authority that two people out of every five took the chance. At any rate, the stunt drew plenty of interest and some real coin for the First National picture starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. The flannel-trousered chap along side the device is Al Kopulos, assistant manager.

Street Scene Idea for “Street Scene”

For the showing of Samuel Goldwyn’s “Street Scene,” Harry Shaw, manager of the Loew’s State, Syracuse, put over a nifty exploitation campaign.

The lobby of the theatre was decorated with a large assortment of 11x14’s and had three old-time lamp-posts stationed on the sidewalk in front of the house. They were draped with banners on both sides with theatre billing, playing up the stars, Estelle Taylor and Sylvia Sidney.

Other angles in the campaign were the distribution of 2,000 “telephone message slips” in all local hotels; distribution of 3,000 doorknob hangers and the pasting of 1,000 window streamers reading: “Try a Sylvia Sidney Sunday; it’s delicious. Then See Her in ‘Street Scene’ Now at Loew’s State.”

The theatre’s mailing list was used for mailing 10,000 Edie Cantor letters praising the picture.

In order to gain more attention for his attraction, Shaw had a small merry-go-round drawn by two ponies, visit the local schools and offered free rides to the children. This ballyhoo was decorated with banners, all containing the theatre imprint and date.

Newspaper Vernacular Contest for “Final”

The Rivoli Theatre in LaCrosse, Wis., staged a clever stunt in connection with the showing of “Five Star Final”. In connection with an advertisement of the picture, 25 terms characteristic of newspaperdom were listed. Scattered throughout the Want Ads of the same edition of the newspaper were lines explaining these terms. The object of the contest was to identify the lines corresponding to the terms to be defined. The fifteen most nearly correct entries were awarded a pair of tickets to see the picture. The contest aroused a considerable amount of attention and received much favorable publicity.

Essay Contest Aids “Squaw Man” Date

G. W. Robertson, manager of the Paramount Theatre, Kankakee, Ill., arranged with the Evening News for an essay contest which was run for three days in advance of the showing of “The Squaw Man” at the theatre. A prize of $5 was offered for the best essay. Other prizes consisted of 20 pairs of tickets for “The Squaw Man”. The topic was: “Should a Man Marry Out of His Race?”

A questionnaire contest was also arranged for the Republican. Five questions pertaining to the picture were asked each day. Answers were to be found among the classified “ads.” Ten tickets were awarded each day to the winners.

Two Indians, formerly part of a stage unit, were used as lobby ballyhoo. They also paraded the streets on the day before the picture opened. The Indians attracted much attention.
THIS WEEK
in
HOLLYWOOD

By WARREN STOKES
Studio Representative,
Associated Publications, Inc.

CREATIVE forces of Holly-
wood are all agog over the
much-heralded "Wall Street In-
vasion." It is generally conceded
by those prominent in production
circles that the subsequent dicta-
torial and clock-punching policy
in an effort to curtail production
costs can result in nothing less
than a turn of the tide from the
now quality product back to an
era of mediocre entertainment
and an exodus of acting and cre-
ative talent from the major units
in the independent field and its
opportunities by process through
unharnessed creative effort.

There is no denying the fact
that many well known names of
filmdom can already be found on
the independent roster. Monog-
gram Pictures boasts the names of
Noah Beery, Sue Carol, Patsy
Ruth Miller and Rex Bell, Sally
Blane and many others. The lat-
est addition is Priscilla Dean, a
big favorite of the silent days,
who has been assigned an im-
portant part in "The Law of the Sea." When we think of Priscilla we
imagine silent film days coupled
with her speaking stage experience we can't quite understand why she wasn't
grabbled for the talkers by the big
boys long ago. Another well-
known name in major film circles
is that of Douglas Doty, writer,
who has been assigned to prepare
Monogram's "Police Court," to be
directed by none other than How-
ard Bretherton.

Another indication that the
independents are reaching a higher
level comes with the announce-
ment that M. H. Hoffman has
signed Chester M. Franklin, re-
cently with M-G-M, to direct the
first of his Six Stage Classics,
"File 113," and that the leading
part of "Le Coq," the French
Sherlock Holmes, has been assign-
ated to Lew Cody. Yes, verily, the
Indies are sure on their way.

Showmanship of yesteryear re-
turns to Hollywood Boulevard
with Grauman's Chinese Theatre
reverting to a policy of kleig-
lighted first nights and elaborate
stage productions, inaugurating
the policy with the premiere of
M-G-M's "The Champ," and Grau-
man's Egyptian Theatre return-
ing to a reserved seat policy du-
plicating its erstwhile colorful and
brilliant Egyptian openings and all
the fancy trimmings with Will
Rogers in "Ambassador Bill" as its
premiere attraction. Big Business
—certainly—Big Showmanship!

After seeing the early rushes
of "Ladies of the Jury," William Le-
Baron, vice-president in charge of
production, RKO-Radio Pictures,
presented Suzanne Fleming, for-
mer Follies beauty, with a new
contract. This is Miss Fleming's
third featured film role.

Paramount has abandoned plans
for the production of "Mrs. Wiggs
of the Cabbage Patch." Outdated
film fare and lack of modern ap-
pel is Paramount's decision.

Flames raging through the ex-
clusive Malibu Beach film colony
from a fire which started in the
home of Nash Canton, banker,
burned his residence to the
ground, swept to the home of
Barbara Stanwyck and Frank Fay,
reducing it to ruins and complete-
ly demolished the residence of
directors Ned Marin and Joseph
Sanley. The fire, which for a
time threatened the whole com-

munity, resulted in damage esti-

mated approximately at $100,000.

Eight hundred feet of "Mickey
Mouse" celluloid was stolen from
the Larry Damour Studios while
Dwight Caldwell, cutter, was at
lunch. The theft is attributed to
mischievous kiddies suspected of
pulling the film through an open
window. The negative, in lengths
of 75 to 100 feet, is valued at
$300.

Warren Newcombe, set director
for M-G-M, and the inventor of
a process for eliminating the build-
ing of sets, known as the "New-
combe Shots," will open an exhibi-
tion of his California landscape
paintings at the new Sundahl Gal-
leries. He has painted landscapes
and portraits continuously since
1910.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., who sought
the signature of Clara Bow for the
star part in "Impatient Maid-
en," prior to her signature on the
dotted line with Sam Rork, inde-
dependent producer, has reopened
negotiations with her to star in
another Universal production.

Strange as it might seem, Noah
Beery is said to be considering
the financing of a series of west-
ers starring Noah, Jr. And we
get this on pretty good authority.
Young Noah has made quite a rep-
utation in local theatricals as a
drawling comedian.

First National has purchased
"Cabin in the Cotton" for Rich-
ard Barthelmess. The novel is by
Harry Kroll and as it will not be
published until this winter the cel-
uloid version will be on its way
by the time the story is off the
press.

Now that Irene Rich has settled
her matrimonial difficulties she is
free to journey to her beloved
New York. We hear that she is
going to the Great White Way to
appear in a stage play.

Dorothy Mackaill surprised the
Hollywoodites by taking an air-
plane to Yuma with Neil Albert
Miller, Honolulu sugar plantation
manager, for the purpose of be-
ing married by Justice of the
Peace Earl Freeman.

Olga Baclanova comes to the
talking screen through a contract
signed with M-G-M. She will
play one of the femme leads in
"Freaks." Basing their opinions
upon her audience appeal in the
silents and more recently upon the
legitimate, Hollywoodites expect
her to offer the other foreign im-
ports some "real" competition.

The country-wide search by
Paramount for the right artist to
play the role Thomas Meighan
created in the silent version of
"The Miracle Man," has ended
right in Hollywood. Negotiations
are under way for the signing of
Chester Morris.

JACK NATTEFORD

While accepted in Hollywood as
a knight of the pen, Jack Natte-
ford is inherently a son of the sad-
dle. He can be justly classified as
one of cinema land's few screen
writers who actually know the dif-
fERENCE between the real West
and the hokum concocted for the
pulp magazine market.

He was born in Nebraska and
gratified early in life to the wid-
er spaces of the West. His father
was a rancher and Jack naturally
learned about all there was to
know about the hard-riding life
of the plains. Raised in Oklahoma
and Texas, spending most of his
youth in the Panhandle, he was
educated in an even dozen schools,
catch-as-catch-can, and in a wide
variety of saddles.

He got into the Mexican revolu-
tion of 1911, emerged with a 30-
30 in the left leg and while recup-
erating drifted into newspaper
work.

The New York Tribune and a
dozen other eastern papers gave
him enough of journalism. His first
and best story never was published.
It was filed in the safe to remind
commissioners of a certain
county what their jail was like.
Natteford, on assignment, spent
days in jail to get the story.

He has produced scores of suc-
cessful originals and scripts. One
of his many short stories, "A Glimpse of the Heights," won the
O. Henry Prize Memorial Com-
mittee's award.

Natteford is at present with Al-
ladd Pictures Corporation and is
responsible for script and dia-
logue as well as a number of orig-
inals making up the Hoot Gibson
specials released by that company.

His work on "Clearing the Range,"
"Wild Horse," "The Hard
Hombre" and "Gay Buckaroo," is
particularly commendable and
his excellent treatment of these
stories undoubtedly gave the pop-
ular Hoot distinctive vehicles re-
sulting in his still greater popu-
laritv.
Check the Checkers Move Being Planned

New York—Two companies are considering a “checkup on the checkers” because of collusion alleged between checkers and exhibitors. It is difficult for distributors to get a square deal under present checking conditions, according to one executive.

With many of the checkers getting only a few days’ work a week, and being paid about $4 or $5 a day out of the $7.50 which the agency charges the distributor, the tendency on the part of these employees to proposition theatre managers is said to be strong.

In one instance it has been determined that, out of an average of $250 only $100 was reported to the exchange, the other $150 being split by the exhibitor and distributor.

Operators to Help

New York—In order to help relieve the unemployed all members of the I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. O. have been instructed by William F. Canavan, president, to donate their services at the benefit performances planned during National Motion Picture Week.

Hertz to Head

New Director May Become Chairman

New York—John Hertz of Yellow Taxi renown who last week replaced William H. English as a director on the Paramount board, is slated to head the board. English went off the finance committee to become chairman of the board of directors, a newly-created post filled until now by Adolph Zukor without title.

Contrary to report the Paramount board remains in status quo numerically with Albert Lasker and William Wrigley, Jr., replacing Al Kaufman and Daniel Frohman, resigned.

The directors also declared a two and one-half per cent dividend, payable in stock on December 31 to stockholders of record as of December 4. It was stated that this is equivalent to one-fourth of a share for each share outstanding.

in New York
it’s —

THE NEW FORREST HOTEL
West 49th St., just off Broadway

300 large, outside rooms, each with private bath, shower, circulating ice water and RADIO.

$2.50 Single  $3.50 Double

Suites for Parties of 2 or more $6.00 and up

New York’s Best Hotel Value in the Heart of the Film and Theatre District.

Before attending the theatre, dine in the MIRROR ROOM.

Club Breakfast 25¢ up; Luncheon 65¢ up; Full Course Dinner $1.00.

All meals served in room without extra charge.

James A. Flood  —  —  Manager

LITTLE TIPS
TO BIG THINGS

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

ALL KINDS of theatre equipment and supplies. Write for prices. Queen Feature Service, Inc., Birmingham, Ala. (In business 15 years.)

5,000 BRAND NEW spring opera chairs at the greatest savings in prices ever offered. Fully 50 per cent below present prevailing prices while they last. A great opportunity. C. G. Demel, 845 South State St., Chicago.

c11-17(4)

GIANT RACON HORN and exenter, $125; filmrewinder, $35. R. F. K., Exhibitors’ Forum, 1701 Blvd. Allies, Pittsburgh, Pa. 11-17


11-17

EXCELLENT sound-on-disc equipment; Moviewphone, two turntables, two Utah, one Wright DeCoste, horns, fader, six tube, all in A-1 condition. Reason for sale: Property bought out over our head. C. O. Littlefield, Bryantville, Mass.

11-17

BARGAINS in new and used theatre equipment of all kinds, sound on film and disc. Tubes, new, 20 per cent off list; X-Cell photo cells unconditionally guaranteed for one year, $25 each. Motors, blowers, projection machines and seats. Independent Theatre Supply Co., 116 West 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

c12-8(4)

THEATRES FOR SALE


11-17

THE FORUM THEATRE COMPANY, 1432 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

THE HOTEL FORBIDDEN

East 49th St., just off Broadway

300 large, outside rooms, each with private bath, shower, circulating ice water and RADIO.

$2.50 Single  $3.50 Double

Suites for Parties of 2 or more $6.00 and up

New York’s Best Hotel Value in the Heart of the Film and Theatre District.

Before attending the theatre, dine in the MIRROR ROOM.

Club Breakfast 25¢ up; Luncheon 65¢ up; Full Course Dinner $1.00.

All meals served in room without extra charge.

James A. Flood  —  —  Manager

THE WOODFORD HOTEL

East 39th St., just off Broadway

300 large, outside rooms, each with private bath, shower, circulating ice water and RADIO.

$2.50 Single  $3.50 Double

Suites for Parties of 2 or more $6.00 and up

New York’s Best Hotel Value in the Heart of the Film and Theatre District.

Before attending the theatre, dine in the MIRROR ROOM.

Club Breakfast 25¢ up; Luncheon 65¢ up; Full Course Dinner $1.00.

All meals served in room without extra charge.

James A. Flood  —  —  Manager

THE WOODFORD HOTEL

East 39th St., just off Broadway

300 large, outside rooms, each with private bath, shower, circulating ice water and RADIO.

$2.50 Single  $3.50 Double

Suites for Parties of 2 or more $6.00 and up

New York’s Best Hotel Value in the Heart of the Film and Theatre District.

Before attending the theatre, dine in the MIRROR ROOM.

Club Breakfast 25¢ up; Luncheon 65¢ up; Full Course Dinner $1.00.

All meals served in room without extra charge.

James A. Flood  —  —  Manager

THE WOODFORD HOTEL
You’ve heard about “An apple a day—etc.”

But less than a penny a day spent on buying MOTION PICTURE HERALD is even better for you. 12,843 paid up exhibitor subscribers at $3 a year testify. When that many showmen agree on one thing there’s no possible argument about merit or value.

You agree, too—so sign the coupon now, and that’ll be your smart buy, for today.
STARTING six months ago, we’ve been repeatedly inviting you to “Keep your eyes on Tiffany Pictures.” Because Tiffany Pictures are going somewhere. We knew it then. Now you have the evidence by which you, too, may know it.

It has often been said that it is in the burning test of depressions that successful enterprises are made. Certainly the steady forward march of Tiffany Pictures in face of this year’s trying conditions is an outstanding example of what careful thinking, careful planning, proper man-power, hard work and courage can do.

Dependability in delivery; consistency in box-office quality! They tell the story. Such pictures as “Hell Bound,” “Women Go On Forever,” “Murder at Midnight,” “Leftover Ladies” and, coming soon, the greatest of them all, “X Marks the Spot” . . . . . these are the answer!

There’s box-office power in Tiffany Pictures’ Quality Group of features. That’s why they’re playing first run in every big key center in the country. That’s why they’re playing with increasing regularity such great circuits as Publix, Warner Bros., RKO, B. & K. Midwest, Universal, Loew’s, Fox, Fox-Skouras, Hughes-Franklin. And there’s steady business building strength in the KEN MAYNARD and BOB STEELE Westerns.

Tiffany Pictures are an outstanding value for showmen. Their performance of the last few months is your insurance. It is good business to sign that contract today.

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Distributed by Sono Art—World Wide
BENEFIT SHOWS RAISE THOUSANDS FOR UNEMPLOYED

MORAN AND ISLEY TAKE OVER CUSHING FROM HIRAM DUNCAN

EXHIBITORS WARNED NOT TO TRANSPORT THEATRE RECEIPTS
Mr. Sales Manager:

You Market your product nationally, but— you sell it locally.

FOR GREATER RESULTS—Advertise Locally on a National basis.

Associated Publications cover important local needs in trade news and service.
Dealing with local as well as national problems of the motion picture industry gives Associated Publications the advantage of year around preference.
Exhibitor interest for each publication in the A.P. Group of ten regional trade papers is maintained by well balanced editorial material valuable and welcome because it applies to local conditions.
Advertising in the A.P. Group gets the benefit of this friendly exhibitor reception. You get intensive coverage and intensive reader interest. And for convenience—one order, one plate, one billing.

FOR ASSURED RESULTS

TELL 'EM WHERE YOU SELL 'EM!
ON THEIR HOME GROUND THROUGH THEIR HOME TRADE PAPER

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

BEN SHLYEN, President and Publisher
NEW YORK OFFICE: 551 Fifth Ave.—Phone: MUrrey Hill 2-10191
PUBLISHING OFFICE: 4704 East 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.
Thousands for Jobless

Moran-Isley Buy Cushing Houses

Warns Showmen

LOSES TWO PRINTS

Fire in Texas Film Exchange Room

Creating the most excitement that has been seen on Harwood street many a day, two new prints in the Texas Film Exchange inspection room flashed up into space as fire of undetermined origin caused a loss for Al Wolf, the boss, of about $300. It was the quickest transaction ever made by the company. The prints had just been received from the express company and were in the process of inspection when the celuloid mysteriously caught fire.

Several hundred people milled the street below as firemen entered the building and prevented further possible damage. All other prints were in the vaults, however, Wolf said.

PRODUCERS VISIT

Goldstone-Horner Confer with Jack Adams

Henry Goldstone, Hollywood producer and sales manager of Metropolitan Pictures, was in Dallas last week calling on Jack Adams of the Allied Exchanges. Metropolitan is putting out four serials this year. Henry Goldstone is a brother of Phil Goldstone, former Tiffany and States Rights producer.

Robert L. Horner was the other producer in town last week for a conference with Adams. Horner makes westerns. He drives an especially-equipped Lincoln which he handles with ease despite his handicap of having both legs missing.

Not to Carry Theatre Receipts on Person;
H. C. Houston, Rush, Held Up and Beaten.

There's no law against a theatre man toting his week-end theatre receipts, or nightly receipts for that matter, but it's a dangerous practice this season. In fact, it is even dangerous for an exhibitor to walk home after closing his show whether he is carrying the swag or not, judging from what happened to H. C. Houston, of the Astor at Rusk, Tex., a few nights ago.

H. T. Covington, projectionist at the Astor, sent in the following account of the hijacking assault on the Rusk exhibitor:

"H. C. Houston, owner and operator of the Astor at Rusk, was seriously beaten over the head with guns by two masked men attempting to hijack him about 1 a.m., Saturday night, November 14.

"Mr. and Mrs. Houston had left the theatre after the midnight pre-view for their home. As Houston was preparing to enter his home after putting his car in the garage, he met the men who commanded him to 'stick 'em up,' but before he had time to do so, the men began to hit him over the head with their guns. After knocking Houston to the ground they attempted to choke him, but fled when Mrs. Houston, who had heard the noise, ran out of the house and screamed for help.

"Houston's only loss was his bill-folder containing personal papers and cards, and though confused to his bed for a few days seems well on the road to recovery."

Neal Houston, Fox salesman and (Continued on page 4)

Midwest's Purchase of Two Duncan Theatres Boosts Company's Oklahoma's Units to Eight.

A theatre deal of some magnitude was completed in Oklahoma last week with William Moran and Phil Isley, of the Midwest Theatre Operating Company at Oklahoma City taking over the Duncan and American Theatres in Cushing from Hiram Duncan. The deal boosts the Midwest chain up to eight with four in Tulsa, one in Oklahoma City, one in Frederick and two in Cushing.

Griffith Amusement Company is sharing in the Cushing possibilities in their operation of the Paramount there.

At one time Midwest operated some 15 houses, several of which were turned over to the Griffith chain which later closed them.

Phil Isley is a well-known equipment and theatre man in Oklahoma City, and Moran was former manager of Universal. Offices of Midwest are located at 623 West Grand avenue.

HOST TO YEGGSMEN

Cash Prizes Attract Eyes of Cracksmen

The Strand Theatre at Uvalde, Texas, in which Don Douglas of Dallas, is interested, was host to a group of yeggmen Sunday night, when a miniature safe was taken out of the theatre, holding weekend receipts. Douglas informed friends on the Row Monday.

The Strand has been putting on a stunt of giving away $15 in gold weekly, and the advertising turned out to be too great a temptation for the bandits, it is believed, and the safe movers evidently visualizing that the Strand had stored up prizes to last a year in the small safe.

Huge Grosses Realized by Southwest from Benefit Shows; Dallas, Oklahoma City Lead.

The night of November 21 and the dawn of 22 was a memorable one in this region when theatres of key towns and smaller cities rolled up creditable grosses to be turned over in toto to local relief organizations.

Elm Street theatres in Dallas took in several thousand dollars, the Majestic said to have turned in the highest figure possibly due to vaudeville pulling harder for the midnighters' money.

Fifteen theatres in Dallas ran special midnight performances, business, however, being off in the suburbs, as was expected.

P. K. Johnston, chairman of the Dallas committee, and a Publix executive, said late Monday afternoon that complete returns on the shows were not yet available as in many cases lay committees had sold tickets which delayed immediate tabulations.

However, it is estimated that the amount raised in Dallas was creditable to the cause.

Oklahoma City Goes Over

A special dispatch to MOTION PICTURE TIMES indicates that Oklahoma City may have topped relief grosses for any city its size:

"Co-operating with President Hoover's emergency committee for local unemployed relief, every theatre in Oklahoma City held special preview shows Saturday night, November 21, and the Publix Criterion and Warner Bros. Midwest put on giant stage shows for four hours' entertainment with dancers, singers, comedians, radio stars, bands, soloists, wisecrackers, and specialists; every actor in the city taking a part.

"While rainy weather prevailed, all of the theatres were well filled and a huge sum of money raised to be turned over to the unemployed.

"All theatre employees and every one taking part in the performances donated their services."
FROM ONE EXHIBITOR TO ANOTHER
Washington's STRAND Theatre

Mr. P. C. Rossee, Dixie Theatre, Eatonton, Ga.

Dear Mr. Rossee:

Replying to your inquiry as to BesTone Sound On Film equipment, I have operated this equipment about two weeks now and I am delighted with it. The tone is beautiful and the voices very natural than on Western Electric, and I don't believe the music could be any more beautiful over ANY equipment. We showed "City Lights" Monday and Tuesday and with the musical score to this picture, had a chance to test out the production of music—and the result was a joy and delight.

The equipment seems to be fool-proof and simple to operate and I can't see where it could give any trouble that could not be adjusted by an ordinary small-town operator. This of course, is very important, as most small-town exhibitors can not afford the service charges being asked by so many companies. As I see it, this equipment seems to be an answer to our prayer.

Should you find an opportunity to come to Washington, I would certainly take pleasure in demonstrating the whole thing to you.

I did not use any of my old equipment as none of it was up to date enough and I think I was very lucky to trade it in. This is the only company I know of that will make an allowance for disc. In most cases it is junked.

I hope that I have given you the information which you want, but if there is anything else I can tell you about it, will be only too glad to do so.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) (MRS. WILLINGHAM WOOD.)

BESTONE is equipped with Motor Generator which eliminates all A. C. Hum
BESTONE Has a Greater Surplus of Volume

J. O. FORD, Factory Representative

BESTONE SALES COMPANY
Dallas 2009 Jackson St.
Atlanta 125 Walton St.
New Orleans 504 Howard Ave.

Praise Seth Parker Film

It is a rare occasion when a newspaper goes out of its way to say good things about motion pictures or the motion picture industry. The following article on RKO's "Way Back Home," which appeared as an editorial in the "Boston Traveler" will, therefore, be of interest to the trade:

SETH PARKER

If it is smart to be immune from sentiment, we are not smart.

If it is a sign of soft-heartedness to be moved by touching, homely scenes, we are soft-hearted.

Daily we of the newspaper world are almost engulfed by stories that pour off our vires, stories of crime and disaster and intrigue the world over.

As a relief from it all, for a few moments, at least, yesterday we slipped out of the office and into the RKO Keith Theatre to get a glimpse of the Seth Parker talkie.

Before our eyes there unrolled a picture of New England life, simple life that at times became quite complicated with its human problems. We defy anybody not to laugh as Seth Parker discusses his income tax with an expert. And when Lizzie invited David to bring his ma, to her party, we, who think we are case-hardened to acting, found our eyes wet.

Perhaps it is plain melodrama. Perhaps, fundamentally, we are small-towners with a lack of art appreciation. In any event, we came out of Keith's with the feeling that everything will be all right if folks will only act right.
MONOGRAM
MIGHTY — ACTION
MELODRAMAS

—are making independent box-office history under the successful
unit production plan governed by
W. RAY JOHNSTON, TREM CARR, I. E. CHADWICK, C. C. BURLR

HERE ARE 12 BOX OFFICE BETS
for any Exhibitor

1. "FORGOTTEN WOMEN"
An inside story of Movieland.
A great, human, dramatic docu-
ment of Hollywood. With seven
big Stars, MARION SHILLING,
EDNA MURPHY, BERYL MER-
CER, VIRGINIA LEE CORBIN,
CARMELITA GEREIGHTY, REX
BELL, EDWARD EARLE.

2. "IN LINE OF DUTY"
A northwest mounted epic story of
Canada’s last frontier. Action,
thrills, and suspense in a drama of
law and love. Starring NOAH
BEERY and SUE CAROL.

3. "SHIPS OF HATE"
Mutiny on the China seas. A lone
white girl in perils more terrible
than those of the storm-to-sad
ocean. With LLOYD HUGHES
and DOROTHY SEBASTIAN.

4. "MOTHER AND SON"
A story of Reno and divorce and
one of the greatest mother-love
stories in picture history, and
a box-office natural. Starring
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.

5. "POLICE COURT"
Beauty, the voice of the law. A
woman district attorney prosecut-
ing the man she loved. A throbb-
ing drama that is different.

6. "LAW OF THE SEA"
With five stars including RALPH
INCE, SALLY BLANE, EVE
SOUTHERN, REX BELL and
WILLIAM FARNUM. Directed
by Otto Brower.

7. "WESTERN LIMITED"
Action story of a thundering iron
steed behind schedule with "Bull-
Dog" Jones at the throttle. Un-
limited in its exploitation values.

8. "THE FATAL ALARM"
A mystery your patrons can’t
solve. A clever drama in tribute
to the boys in blue. Every fire
company will support this picture.

9. "ARM OF THE LAW"
Amazing story of brave men who
answer the call of organized crime
with their lives. Here’s a picture
that every local police or sheriff’s
department would lead in a parade
of tie-ups.

10. "DARLING of the GOBS"
A picture that will crowd ’em
around the box office like sailors
crowding ashore across a gang
plank. The sky is your limit in
ballyhooing this one.

11. "ISLE of HUNTED MEN"
Gripping picture of the South
Seas, passion, fear and hatred in
the hearts of missing men.

12. "KLONDIKE"
The frozen north with its precious
gold. Money-making tie-ups can
be made on this one with banks
and jewelers.

BUY MONOGRAM NOW!

6 Hoot Gibson
De Luxe Westerns
8 TOM TYLER
Action Westerns
12 Mighty Action
Melodramas
8 BILL & ANDY
Bill Cody-Andy Shuford
WESTERNS

34 Productions
15 Now Booking

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.

302 S HARWOOD ST. Phone 7-4942 DALLAS, TEXAS
623 GRAND AVE. Phone LD 635 OKLAHOMA CITY
108 SOUTH CROSS Phone 4-2431 LITTLE ROCK
What Is Wanted in Pictures?

A SURVEY conducted by the ten units of Associated Publications revealed interesting information as to what the public wants in the way of motion picture entertainment. The preference was for no special type of pictures; quality, regardless of type, was the demand. And with that stars and players—established names—signified pulling power. That's quite a different story from the belief that one type or another must come in cycles to hit the popular fancy that may be momentarily in swing because of the success of a single picture of a certain type.

IT has been said before and it will bear repeating that if anything has hurt the box offices throughout the country it is the cycle trend; the grooving and simultaneous releasing of pictures of a type; and the excessive copy-catting by all producers with too little originality in evidence. Because a "kid" picture makes a hit due to a new twist to a plot or because of good characterization by its players or simply because it is something broken out of the groove of sex, gangster or newspaper story, the market almost immediately becomes flooded with "kid" pictures. And they are all so much alike that it is little wonder that the shopping public is failing to patronize picture theatres like it is expected to—or, if you please, like it wants to.

VAUDEVILLE wasn't killed because talking pictures came in and took away vaudeville's patronage. It killed itself because it became monotonous. Some of the vaudeville bookers showed the poor judgment of booking acts for ten years that never changed a line of their dialogue; and one black-face comedian even sang the same songs for ten years. The legitimate stage wasn't murdered by the talking picture. It sounded its own death knell when it commenced to give the public too much of one type of production—the sex plot. There again monotony drove away patronage.

IN recent news reports producers expressed conflicting opinions as to what the public wants in the way of picture entertainment. One declares that it wants comedy and does not want hokum; another declares that it wants hokum; good old-fashioned romance with a little melodrama thrown in, etc. The truth of the matter is that the public wants everything that is good entertainment—the type makes no difference—but it must be good. And, further, it wants its entertainment diversified. Even the man who eats eggs for breakfast every morning wants the style varied every now and then.

BEN SHLYEN, Editor-in-Chief

W. G. FORMBY, Managing Editor


The Associated Publications are: FILM TRADE TOPICS, San Francisco, Cal.; MOTION PICTURE TIMES, Dallas, Texas; THE REEL JOURNAL, Kansas City, Mo.; MOVIE AGE, Minneapolis, Minn.; MOTION PICTURE DIGEST, Chicago, Ill.; MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW, Detroit, Mich.; EXHIBITORS' FORUM, Pittsburgh, Pa.; THE OHIO SHOWMAN, Cleveland, Ohio; NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS, Boston, Mass.; WEEKLY FILM REVIEW, Atlanta, Ga.
Tinker New Fox President

KID TRADE IN A NOSE DIVE

Federal Tax Planned

Hoover's Message May Request Tax Legislation to Reduce Tremendous Deficit of Nation.

Washington — That Congress must do something to reduce the anticipated two billion dollar deficit expected by the end of the present fiscal year is generally conceded. That an admission tax measure will be introduced as one means of revenue also is quite generally accepted. And congress will tackle the deficit reduction job next month. Proposals for the return to the war-time luxury taxes are expected.

President Hoover is in the midst of drafting his message to congress. A recommendation for enactment of taxation to reduce the burden upon the treasury is expected. The following figures give some idea of the return from war-time and post-war admission taxes:

In the fiscal year of 1921 the government secured a little less than $90,000,000 from the tax on admissions and dues. In the same year it secured $230,000,000 from taxes on transportation and insurance $230,000,000 from miscellaneous excise taxes and $92,000,000 from special taxes.

The admission form of tax is considered as one of the easiest ways of raising revenue.

Throughout the Country, Survey Reveals;
Ratio Ranges from Two per Cent to Fifteen.

A need for more pictures appealing to the children, or necessity for more thoughtful attention by showmen to the undeveloped territory of juvenile patronage is indicated by a checkup last week by ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS on the percentage of children among theatre audiences of today. The survey, appearing in localized detail in separate ASSOCIATED regions, is the most comprehensive check on juvenile patronage since the beginning of sound.

Kiddies Lose Interest

In Boston and the surrounding New England territory, percentage of children in theatre audiences is less than four per cent of the total attendance. In some New England towns this drops to less than two per cent. One-half of this attendance is on Saturday. "Sophsiticated dialogue and lack of action speed that characterized the silent films, along with the general economic condition, are factors held responsible.

The percentage rises when we enter the Pittsburgh area. Here the rating is slightly above ten per cent, with the bulk of patronage on Friday afternoons and evenings and Saturday matinees. Many children are accompanied by their parents on these days. Seating, with actions or westerns on the program are the main attractions.

(Continued on page 9)

Lightman Advocates Family Night Plan

Memphis — Designation of one evening each week as "Family Night," when travelogues, musicals, clean comedies and newsreels will be presented is advocated by M. A. Lightman, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.

This type of show will go far toward re-establishing family ties which have been broken up during the past few years, Lightman believes. In addition he thinks it will prove highly profitable as a revenue-producer.

Lightman's plan proposes that a representative board of local mothers appoint a committee to select subjects to be shown at these performances.

First Merger Steps

Hollywood — First steps in the merger of physical properties of the RKO-Pathé and RKO-Radio studios is now under way with the transfer of portions of the Pathe property department to the RKO-Radio Pictures studio.

Lightman, who is president of the RKO-Radio and the Pathé chains, announced that the merger has been completed.

Interstate Head Succeeds Harley L. Clarke, Who Becomes Chairman of the Fox Board.

New York — Edward R. Tinker, president of Interstate Equities Corp. and holding a long list of directorships in many important corporations, was elected president of Fox Film Corp., November 17. Tinker succeeds Harley L. Clarke who becomes chairman of the board.

Observers construe the appointment as a victory for the Chase banking interests, which is understood to have indicated a desire to take the lead in administrative affairs of the company. The banking company has approximately $110,000,000 invested in Fox.

In addition to Tinker and Clarke, the Fox board includes Albert H. Wiggin, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Philip E. Clarke, Frank C. Watts, George W. Moffett, Matthew C. Brush, C. W. Higley, Winfield Sheehan, David K. E. Bruce and Samuel W. Fordyce, with Sheehan the only film man in the group. Certain members of the directorate are considered likely.

In announcing the appointment, Clarke issued the following statement:

"I have been hoping for some time that Mr. Tinker would undertake this responsibility and am delighted he has now accepted it. He comes to the corporation with a long experience in banking and business management. His election is a part of the consistent effort of the board of directors to strengthen management personnel and has the approval of the company's bankers. In accepting the presidency, Mr. Tinker continues his connection with the Interstate Equities Corp. which has participated in all the recent financing of Fox Film."

Tinker issued a statement reading:

"I have been interested in the affairs of Fox Film for some time. Mr. Clarke and I have been friends for many years and my relations with the bankers for the company have been equally cordial. I am looking forward to the renewal of pleasant relationships with old friends and associates."

Josephine Dunn Returns

Hollywood — Returning to the screen after nearly a year's absence, Miss Dunn has been signed for a role in Paramount's "Two Kinds of Women."
Monogram’s Actions Offer Big Tie-Ups

Famed for his money-making pictures of former years through tie-ups his films made possible with firemen, police, department stores, etc., W. Ray Johnston, guiding hand of Monogram, has come through this year with just such possible tie-ups visioned in the series of 12 action melodramas which that company is distributing in connection with many other releases of variety appeal.

Under the Monogram system of unit production which takes in the past production experiences of Johnston, Trem Carr, C. C. Burr and I. E. Chadwick, practically all of the 12 melodramas afford sure-shot tie-up values.

In looking over the titles tie-up possibilities are found to be great in “The Western Limited.” Railroads and all railroad employees will lead the procession for this one.

“The Fatal Alarm” is one that all fire companies will get behind, because the picture is in tribute to the heroism of the boys in blue.

“The Arm of the Law,” is one that all police organizations will support. “Klondike” offers a great tie-up with banks and jewelry stores.

Outside of the tie-up possibilities of the 12 melodramas, some of the list will be found to have unusual appeal that do not need this sort of exploitation. A story of Beno and divorce needs no special tie-up. In fact this theme is already tied up in nearly all families. Noah Beery needs no special tie-up to put him over in a northwest mounted role. That’s what made both he and Wallace famous.

“Forbidden Women” is an inside story of Hollywood and there are seven stars in the cast, including Rex Bell and Beryl Mercer.

“A Darling of the Gobs,” girl mascot of the sailors, made by C. C. Burr of Torchy Comedy fame and producer of the Johnny Hines’ series, is a romantic comedy that will likely stand on its own merits.

The Monogram plan of plugging in unusual and specialized appeal in some of their melodramas, and working in sure-shot tie-up possibilities in others, is looked upon as a smart scheme to aid showmen, all of which is proving out in the first four melodramas already released.

Another “Quiet” Honor
Universal City—“All Quiet on the Western Front” has been awarded the Photoplay Magazine Gold Medal as the best picture of 1930. With the winning of this medal, which is announced by James Quirk, editor of the magazine, this Universal production has received every award that could possibly be received by a picture made in 1930. Furthermore, it has received more awards than were ever accorded to any motion picture ever made. When Carl Laemmle received from Quirk the Photoplay Magazine Medal, it marked the fourth symbol of the preeminence of “All Quiet” which has been given to him.

Start Ates Short
Hollywood—Rosco Ates’ next two-reel comedy for RKO-Radio Pictures has gone into production with Lloyd French directing.
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Juvenile Patronage Off, Reports Show

(Continued from page 7)

And here is a significant fact, one that censors are using; three of several dozen exhibitors interviewed do not permit their own children to view many of the films they exhibit.

Profits are cut into most Saturday matinees due to the fact that at many houses a double feature and short subjects are used in addition to novelty prizes and premiums.

Children are not satisfied with talking pictures, most of which they cannot understand. "They cannot make the noises they used to in showing their appreciation and excitement," stated one theatre man. "The kids like their bad men bad, so that they can spot him from the time he enters the pictures. In the average picture today, they don't know which is the bad man, and are so confused that they fail to take interest. The kid patronage is very poor. They like slapstick comedy and "stunt" pictures best. Many children are forbidden to attend the ordinary run of today's productions; others don't have the cash."

Northwest Makes Bid
In the Northwest a strong bid is being made for juvenile trade, particularly in the Milwaukee division. Fox has its Mickey Mouse Club, attracting some 20,000 kiddies. Warner theatres also have organized kids clubs and feature special Saturday programs. Indies are striving to bring the children in. Condition in Minneapolis sector is similar to that in Milwaukee, with less attention to special features.

Detroit and Chicago report percentages ranging from five to around fifteen, special programs and clubs largely responsible for the higher ratings. Double features are knocking Chicago's child patronage into a cocked hat, according to reports.

Need for Actions
A survey of representative theatres in the Cleveland territory reveals an average kid attendance of about ten per cent. In some spots the take rises to 50 per cent on special days, only to be brought down by many barren sections.

Asked whether there is a shortage of feature films suitable for exhibition for children, all Cleveland exhibitors agreed that such a shortage does exist, at the same time stating they have no way of determining just what type of picture children want to see.

Birthday and Mickey Mouse clubs, opportunity or local talent nights and special programs boost the Kansas City and St. Louis territories to around fifteen per cent. The Better Films Council in St. Louis pays particular attention to selection of pictures suitable for children. A similar organization is being formed in Kansas City for that purpose.

Exploitation Draws Them
Atlanta reports attendance in southeastern downtown first runs as less than five per cent, with higher averages in all suburbs.

New Orleans in this area draws in the children by continuous exploitation and special attractions. Juvenile patronage has steadily declined throughout the South, reports from Dallas and Oklahoma City substantiating the Atlanta checkup.

A comprehensive investigation of the West Coast reveals a most decided decline. In many points, particularly around San Francisco, kiddie trade drops to nearly three per cent. Surplus of dialogue and sophisticated film fare is said to be chiefly responsible.

Small town exhibitors and those operating in suburban sections declare there exists a need for kid pictures to bring back both the young and old to the theatres. Concerted efforts on the part of men's and women's clubs are being made to increase the low percentage of juvenile trade in this section.

BLUE TO HOFFMAN

Series of Eight for Next Season

Hollywood — After a national survey of public demand, conducted through exhibitors and independent exchanges, M. H. Hoffman has signed Monte Blue to a long-term contract.

Eight specials starring Blue will be offered by the producer for next season. Variety will be stressed in the choice of stories, to give Blue an ample opportunity to show the versatility that made him one of the biggest box-office stars in the history of motion pictures, Hoffman states.

Production and release will be through Allied Pictures Corporation, whose second year's product will also include eight Hoot Gibson Western specials and the Stage Classics series, beginning with "File 113" now in production under the direction of Chester M. Franklin.
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THE FILM DAILY

—Complete, concise news of the industry day by day.

WEEKLY FILM DIGEST

—Every Sunday—A standard 12-page issue departmentized. The reviews of features and shorts, in this issue, are unsurpassed.

THE FILM DAILY is recognized as a leader in the field of motion picture publications. Fourteen years of serving an industry with daily news has put this publication in a class by itself. Exhibitors the world over have been using THE FILM DAILY reviews of features and short subjects to help them in their bookings for years, realizing that they are of exceptional value to them. THE FILM DAILY presents news of the industry in such a manner that he who runs may read. In this business where time is so valuable, short snappy news items which give the reader the news, without a lot of superfluous text matter to wade through, make a publication of added value to the reader. THE FILM DAILY news is accurate. There are correspondents of THE FILM DAILY in every important city in the world. When people subscribe to THE FILM DAILY they get news when it is news and in this ever changing industry one cannot afford to wait. Subscribers who have been subscribers for years and years find that this publication is indispensable to them.

SHORT SUBJECT QUARTERLY

—What's what in the field of short subjects.

THE SHORT SUBJECT QUARTERLY, an issue devoted to the short subject field giving exhibitors all the news about shorts, has long been recognized by our readers as one of the finest editions obtainable. Every three months the Sunday issue of THE FILM DAILY contains from 24 to 64 pages and covers the short subject field from beginning to end. Schedules of company releases, pages of shorts reviews, production activities in this field, together with countless ideas on how to sell short subjects to the public, are all included in this issue. All of these ideas are tried and proved. This is an exceptionally valuable issue to the theatre operator who plays shorts of any description.

An All Year Service,
By far, THE BEST BUY OF THE
HERE is a volume which has no equal. Everything pertaining to the motion picture industry can be found within its covers. This important volume which runs well over 1,000 pages each year contains a showman's manual of 32 pages of ideas which are practical. The ideas are not just theory, they are ideas which have been used to satisfaction. They are so grouped and arranged so that no matter what type of picture an exhibitor is playing, he can find stunts which will help him sell his picture to the public. The Year Book contains a complete list of theatres throughout the country, circuit or individually owned. A list of more than twelve thousand features released since 1915 together with review dates and distributors' names. A complete list of all features released during the year with all data, such as players' names, directors, etc. A buying guide that is unsurpassed, giving names and addresses of all important equipment vendors listed under products handled by them. Personnel of all major producing and distributing companies. Addresses and officers of important societies. A summary of arguments against censorship. Censor boards and their personnel. The ten best pictures of the year. A financial section showing the financial structure of the major companies. A foreign section which gives you a survey of the foreign field. These are only a few of the many subjects of interest found within its covers.

THE FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK is also given free with a year's subscription to THE FILM DAILY.
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ALONG FILM ROW

Claude C. Ezell, former Warner Bros. sales manager, was scheduled to arrive in Dallas Tuesday, his former home, where he will establish permanent headquarters. It is said that the executive still has three years to go on his present contract, for which he will continue to rake in the do-ra-me for that period.

B. G. Herber returned Tuesday from Brownwood, Texas, where he supervised a Universal all-A. C. sound-on-film installation in the Queen Theatre for L. D. Brown.

R. Z. Glass, of Public Address Service Company at Dallas, has announced the sale of X-Cell equipment with Webster A. C. amplification to E. H. Rowley for the Palace at Whitewright. Mr. Rowley, a former partner in Robb & Rowley, and now division manager for Hughes-Franklin, has owned the little Whitewright Theatre for several years, having purchased the showhouse for his mother, Tommy Woods will open the house for Rowley within the next few days, it is said.

Joe Brecheen, former Dallasite, who has been stationed in Okinawa City the past year as office manager for Pathe, will be permanently located in Dallas as office manager and head booker for the combined RKO-Radio and RKO-Pathé offices, he said Monday. Joe was succeeded in Okinawa City by Mat Dowling, RKO booker.

J. G. Tomlin, well-known exchange and equipment man, is announcing a new sound-on-film equipment. The device is known as the Monarch Talk-A-Film equipment and is all-A. C. operated. Tomlin has operated the Square Deal Film Exchange a number of years, dealing in silent westerns.

Business Still Here
Business isn't as stagnant as some would have you believe, according to a well-known and informative executive on the Dallas market in a statement Monday. "If I were at liberty to talk I could point out some very interesting projects which are going to take place within the next few weeks in this business," he said. "But I was pledged to secrecy as these plans were unfolded to me," he declared. The executive was talking about theatre operations, we learned.

ANOTHER "FIRST"
Second Talmadge Film Into Old Mill

Al Wolf, of the Texas Film Exchange, was successful in placing the second Richard Talmadge action picture, "Scareheads," in the Old Mill for a first run Dallas showing. As with "Dancing Dynamite," the Old Mill boosted the picture heavily as an action picture and made special effort to bring in the kids by using the radio and other media. "Scareheads" is a newspaper story, and Talmadge puts into it a number of his hair-raising stunts for which he was noted in former pictures.

Bob Paulsen is reported as purchaser of the Idle Hour at Hemstead, Texas.

CUTS TO FOUR DAYS
Policies Changed in Two Coleman Houses

Roy Howell, operating the Howell and Dixie Theatres at Coleman, Texas, has cut down show time to four days a week, it is reported, and consuming three films between the two.

The Howell shows one on Sunday and Monday and another Friday and Saturday. The Dixie, specializing in westerns, uses only one on Friday and Saturday. The Howell is a deluxe establishment, similar to the Ritz at Big Springs.

Medbury Starts Another Hollywood—John P. Medbury, wise-cracking monologist and writer, has started work on his latest Columbia-Futter "Travel-taugh," entitled "The Road to Mandalay."

TO WRITE HAYS
Dallas, Houston Groups to Offer Ideas

A campaign has been started at the meeting of the better films committee of the Dallas Council of Parents and Teachers to secure better films by each member sending a personal letter to Will H. Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers and Directors’ Association, demanding that better films be made.

Houston will be asked to take the same action. Mrs. Clarence Echols, chairman, expressed the hope that all associations in Texas would follow and that the campaign would become national.

"When over 10,000 letters leave Dallas within the next few weeks, each demanding better films, there should be some response," Mrs. Echols said. "At least producers will know that Dallas wishes to have good pictures."
Kahane Discusses Problems of RKO

New York—B. B. Kahane discussed the present Radio-Keith-Orpheum financial problems at a round table meeting with daily newspaper, business and trade press reporters Wednesday. He charged the company's existing financial problems to Hollywood acquisition of Pathe and the decline of foreign business and the fall of British sterling. He stated that these factors caused a decrease in foreign earnings which are forcing plans for new financing and revision of the budget.

Speaking of the Hollywood responsibility in the present condition, Kahane referred to RKO. He cited economies at these studios where Selznick recently took charge.

As to acquisition of Pathe, Kahane stated that RKO put $7,000- 000 into that company and that there was no income while the consolidation was being worked out. The decline of the pound reduced foreign income from one-third to one-fourth of the total gross, thereby affecting the amortization schedule, he asserted.

Offer From RCA

Kahane struck out at factors he said were creating the impression that RCA was "trying to steal the company." RCA "reluctantly" agreed to underwrite the new financing out of a sense of obligation as RKO's largest stockholder and because it had furnished the management for this company, he declared. If no substitute plan is forthcoming, if opposition develops, RCA will withdraw its offer, he said. In that event Kahane believes receivership is practically inevitable.

Three Courses Open

The new plan of financing, to be voted on at a special meeting December 10, calls for reduction of Class A stock to one-fourth the amount now outstanding, the Class B stock, which is held by RCA, being recalled and reclassified as common. Stockholders are called upon to purchase an issue of $1,600,000 in debentures under penalty of sacrificing 75 per cent of their stock interest. RCA is to receive 125,000 shares of the new stock in exchange for its 500,000 shares of Class B; will participate in the subscription through its holdings of Class A and will purchase any debentures remaining unsubscribed, together with the accompanying stock.

Ratification of the plan and purchase of the debentures, retention of 25 per cent of their stock in the hope that it someday may be worth more than the present 100 per cent, or a receivership, which Kahane says chances are slim of averting, are the three courses open to the stockholders.

John Boles Assigned
Hollywood—John Boles, a recent acquisition of Fox Films, has been assigned to the leading male role in that company's forthcoming production of "Scotch Valley," from the novel by Mildred Cram. One of the newly-formed teams of do-directors, Harold Schuster and Samuel Godfrey will direct, with Al Rockett as associate producer. This is Boles' second role for Fox, his first having been opposite Linda Watkins in "Good Sport," soon to be released.

Miriam Goldina Cast
Hollywood—Miriam Goldina, star of the Haabah Theatre in Moscow, has been signed by Paramount to enact her first screen role in "Ladies of the Big House." The Russian star will make her debut in support of Sylvia Sidney, Gene Raymond and Wynne Gibson.

Farrell's Next
Hollywood—Charles Farrell will play the leading role in the recently purchased John Golden play by Hugh Stange, "After Tomorrow." Three members of the original cast have been signed by Fox for the same roles they played on Broadway. They are Donald Meek, Barbara Robbins and Josephine Hull. Miss Robbins is a new "discovery."

Augment Jones Cast
Hollywood—Shirley Grey, as the feminine lead, and Murdock McQuarrie, in the role of "Grim," have been added to the cast of Columbia's next Buck Jones special, entitled "Justice Rides Again," Lambert Hillyer is directing. The players already signed are Harry Todd, Robert Ellis, Richard Alexander and Henry Sedley.

Release "Suicide Fleet"
Culver City—"Suicide Fleet," RKO Pathe's naval special, was nationally released on November 20. "Suicide Fleet" will have fifty-one day and date key city opening during Thanksgiving week.

A Columbia Premiere
New York—Columbia Pictures' "The Guilty Generation" with Leo Carrillo and Constance Cummings in the leading roles, had its premiere at the New York Strand, Thursday, November 19.
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Bringing In The Kids

THE shoving of kid pictures in New Orleans has been reduced to a science by the management of the Saenger Theatre.

Eighteen months ago this theatre organized the Kiddie Club, which now has a membership of approximately 15,000, with dues of five cents a year, which includes a Saenger theatre and a membership card. Members are admitted to the Saenger Theatre each Saturday for ten cents, while the regular admission to non-members is 25 cents.

A special program is presented in addition to the current film feature and musical acts followed by a serial, so dear to the hearts of the youngsters. "The Galloping Goose," a tap show this week, and "I Don't Know Why" and "I Don't Know Why!" as the late President Roosevelt was wont to remark. In intermissions between these, hundreds of lively young voices swell various choruses from the "Million Dollar Baby," "Guilty," "I Don't Know Why" and others that have made fortunes for the song writers. As the "patrons" file out, candy is distributed to each, varied occasionally by popcorn and peanuts.

Adult attendance is not encouraged at these Saturday performances. There is a method in the madness of the Saenger management in the organization of the Kiddie Club. Naturally these boys and girls will grow up. As their first amusement thrill was in the Saenger Theatre, naturally when they reach the age of discretion, the Saenger for them and so on till the final curtain is rung down on their lives.

Another thing—the kiddies advertise the theatre not only in their own households, but the entire neighborhood as well.

Not only is the activities of the club restricted to the film productions of the Saenger Theatre, but on each Fourth of July the management treats the members to a picnic at one of the city's breathing spots, in which refreshments—all they can gorge, are furnished free, preceded by a parade. Last year 22 blocks were acquired to accommodate the marchers. In addition to the Saturday morning activities, youthful talent is featured twice a year in a revue staged especially for the adult clientage. These kiddie revues have been profitable to the theatre's box-office, especially during the Christmas week, when a magnet is necessary to draw adults from the shopping district.

Loew's State also caters to the youngsters each Saturday in what is termed a "Birthday Club" and have enrolled about 10,000 members, who are also admitted for ten cents and the presentation of a membership card. Special films are projected and the entire vaudeville bill change their acts for the benefit of the juvenile attendance. The Birthday Club is a new venture, not as old as the Saenger Boosters, but it serves its purpose just as well. Adults are not encouraged to attend during this special entertainment.

Big Tieups Feature "Palmy Days" Run

IN ushering in the premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's "Palmy Days" at the Denver Theatre, Denver, Manager Holmes Swiger built his entire exploitation campaign around the tie-ups offered in the press book on this Cantor comedy. And in every case his stunts resulted in securing generous window space and flooding the city with literature which brought the crowds to the theatre.

A tie-up with a baking company resulted in securing special banners with picture of Eddie Cantor dinking a piece of bread. These banners were draped on both sides of 60 delivery trucks which paraded the city in advance and three days during the run of the picture. More than 50,000 envelopes were distributed through a tie-up with a pastry shop. A grocery company made mention of the picture in a three-column ad used in all Denver dailies. The ad tie-up offered free tickets to persons whose names were mentioned in the ad. Reproductions of the ad were pasted on the windows of 15,000 movie houses throughout the city. Free coffee and cake was served in the lobby of the theatre. Besides the above tie-ups all Denver music and book stores arranged displays in their windows publicizing the engagement.

The lobby of the theatre was decorated with special displays consisting of Eddie Cantor with large gilt-tinsel letters on a velvet background, making a striking display seen for blocks away. Swiger also secured great breaks in all the local dailies with cut and feature stories on Eddie Cantor.

Short Is One-Half of "Double Bill"

A DEPARTURE from the conventional double feature program was innovated recently by the Liberty Theatre in Seattle. In a one-half page newspaper ad in the Seattle Star, the Liberty Theatre advertised a "Big Double Feature Program," with the Mack Sennett-Bing Crosby two-reel comedy, "I Surrender Dear," offered as one-half of the "double feature" program. The two-reel program billed over the feature picture, was given two-thirds of the half-page advertising space in the newspaper.

Rural Bill New Colk Radio Feature

THE Thompson Cove Folks, a new feature of Columbia Pictures' radio service, presents two rural characters discussing the company's current product in their quaint New England style with cut-ins of scenes from the production. They go on the air every Saturday night from 10 to 10:30 p.m., over Station WFOX, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The series opened with a presentation of "Pagan Lady" in which Evelyn Brent was featured on the screen, and was followed by "Shanghai Love," the photo-drama featuring Richard Cromwell and Sally Blane. This week the subject under discussion by these entertaining country "folks" will be "A Dangerous Affair," in which the buddies, Jack Holt and Ralph Graves, are featured as a team. A stock company composed of professional players and radio stars enact "The Thompson Cove Folks" series.
Photophone Wiring

Studios for Royal

Believed to indicate an increase this winter in production activity in the East, especially among independent producers, RCA Photophone recording equipment is being installed at the Royal Studio, Omniwood, N. J., activity will get under way with this system early in December.

Photophone's recently developed ground noise reduction recording equipment and ribbon microphone transmitters will be included in the in Royal Studio installation, and the plant also has acquired one of the Photophone trucks and complete equipment for location work. The studio has a main stage 96 feet long by 65 feet wide and 26 feet high, a small stage 64 feet wide and 36 feet high a completely equipped carpenter shop, commodious dressing rooms, cutting rooms, projection rooms, two large scoring rooms and a television stage.

Andrew J. Brislin, president of Royal Studios, Inc., was for many years identified in an executive capacity with the Westinghouse Air Brake Co. He is secretary and trustee of the East New York Savings Bank and treasurer of the Empire Title & Guaranty Company, both of Brooklyn. Leo Beck, chief engineer of Claude Neon Lights, is vice-president. Cornelius A. Brislin, trustee of the Richmond Hill Savings Bank, treasurer, and John Brislin, Jr., vice-president of the Brislin Lumber Co., Inc., is secretary.

RECENT ERP JOBS

Trend Reveals Increase in Sound Sales

C. W. Bunn, general sales manager of Electrical Research Prod., has announced the following Western Electric System installations:

Wanaque, Wallace, N. C.; Victoria, Haysburg, Pa.; Paramount, Greensboro, N. C.; Grand, Rochester, N. Y.; Empire, Sellersburg, Ind.; Majestic, Jetmore, Kas.; Rialto, Bedford, Ia.; Odeon, Mason, Texas; Doris, Detroit; Ohio, Loudonville; Pearl, West Devere, Wis.; Bobbie, Brooklyn; Band Box, Philadelphia; Court St., Buffalo; Pastime, Conway, S. C.; Embassy, Cumberland, Md.; Opera House, Fillmore, N. Y.; Palace, Mt. Jewett, Pa.; Burrett Opera House, Weeds Port, N. Y.; Dixie, Tipton, Okla.; Loveland, Loveland, Colo.; New Weed, Shastina, Calif.; Camo, Keansburg, N. J.; Broadmoor, Bloomfield, N. J.; Strand, Steelton, Pa.; Pictureland, Metropolis, Ill.; Ohio, Dayton; Ritz, Caldwell, Kas.; Fox, Billings, Mont.; Wyalusing, Wyalusing, Pa.; Lotus, Allentown, Pa.; Central, Carthage, Miss.; Lyric, Geneva, Ill.; Hillcrest, San Diego, Calif.; Liberty, San Diego, Calif.; Wade, Moorhead City, N. C.; New Miramar, Milwaukee, Wis.; Star, Clinton, Ill.; Dixie, Atlanta, Ga.; City, Wooster, S. C.; Mary Lou, Kansas City, Mo.; Dreamland, Hewley, Pa.; Community, Watertown, Conn.; State, Springdale, Conn.; Temple, Yates Center, Kas.; Grand, Sparta, Ill.; Embassy, Keese, Wash.; Old Court, Quanah, Tex.; Park, Ashley, Pa.; National, McRae, Ga.; Best, Hazelhurst, Mass.; Patio, St. Petersburg, Fla.; Scout, Oakland, La.; Carlson, Mayville, N. Y.; Vie, Chicago; Earle, New Philadelphia; Elm, Philadelphia; Spruce, Philadelphia; Bay, Brooklyn; Park, Lackawannas, N. Y.; Avenue U, Brooklyn; Cress, Dallas, Texas; Arlington, Arlington Hts., Ill.; German House, St. Louis, Mo.; Carolinas, Mullins, S. C.; Opera House, Skowhegan, Me.; Colonial, Orange, N. Y.; Roxy, Mt. Union, Pa.; Laverne, Laverne, Okla.; State, So. San Francisco, Calif.; Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.; Lyric, Billings, Mont.; Capital, Cunningham, Md.; Wayne Palace, Philadelphia; Astor, Allentown, Pa.; Ritz, Madison, Fla.; Matawan, Matawan, N. J.; Newkirk Brooklyn, N. Y.; Columbia, Providence, R. I.; Pelham, Philadelpiah; Uptown, St. Louis, Mo.; Granada, Mandan, N. D.; State, Newark, Del.; Crescent, Mahoningtown, Pa.; Gable, Sharon, Pa.; and the Rialto, New Britain, Conn.


Paramount, Oakland, Calif.; Crescent, Shawsano, Wisc.; Avalon, Wilmington, Calif.; Happy Hour, Buffalo; Garden, Cumberland, Md.; Windsor Opera House, Windsor, Mo.; Eureka, Baltimore, Md.; Ensign, Ensign, Ala.; Frontier.
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HOLLYWOOD

By WARREN STOKES

Studio Representative,
Associated Publications, Inc.

VICE-PRESIDENT CURTIS and his sister, Mrs. Dolly Gunn, got a real Hollywood reception and a glimpse of another side of the flicker industry that left them dazed to the nth degree. Attending the premiere of Marie Doro’s “Champ,” at Grauman’s Chinese, left the distinguished visitors nothing but stunned.

The flicker industry had arranged the usual fanfare for the occasion and the presence of a vice-president and his sister gave an added touch that drew a crowd stretching several blocks. The noted brother and sister arrived at the theatre with Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Mayer, escorted by a motorcycle squad.

“Final Edition,” Columbia’s newspaper yarn, will bring Mae Clark to the silver sheet in the role of a sob sister. She has been borrowed from Universal to play opposite Pat O’Brien who will be seen as the city editor. “Final Edition” was written by Dudley Nichols, former World employee, and is to be produced by Ralph Block, also a former gentleman of the press. There’s a chance for the daily rags to get a fair break yet.

“Hollywood Voice and Screen Test Studio”—that was the elaborate cognomen under which Marvin Hart and Jack Zukor, Hollywood bootleggers, operated under until John Law discovered the harried biters irsants unkind to their adam’s apple. And speaking of stills—the law claims these boys owned one of the largest stills in local prohibition history.

Stage shows return to Warner Brothers Hollywood Theatre with Jess Staff and his orchestra, supplemented by a revue.

Myles Connolly, associate producer of RKO-Radio Pictures, tendered his resignation which was accepted by David O. Selznick. Connolly, who has been under the Radio banner for the past three years, said his future plans were not ready for announcement.

The fourth “Torchy” comedy is well under way at the Educational Studios under the direction of C. C. Burr. Ray Cooke again playing Torchy” with Dorothy Dix as “Vee Ellins.” Edmund Breese, Edmund Roland, Edward M. Wade and Charles Giblin are the supporting members of the cast. Lewis Physic is in charge of the camera.

Over at the M-G-M lot Clarence Brown is making good headway with “Emma.” This is not a love affair, “Emma” is the title of an original written for Marie Dressler by Frances Marion. Jean Harlow, Richard Cromwell, Myrna Loy, Barbara Kent and Dale Fuller complete the cast.

Norman Foster, hubby of Claudette Colbert, moves his make-up kit from Universal to Warners-First National for one of the featured roles in support of Dick Barthelmess in “Alias the Doctor.” Others slated for parts in this picture are Marion Marsh, Lucille La Verne and Arnold Koroff. Michael Curtiz will direct.

Administrators of the Stevenson estate have sold the rights to Robert Lewis Stevenson’s “Suicide Club” to Carl Laemle, Jr., who plans to make the production on a big scale. An all star cast will be used.

A distinguished visitor here was Father O’Donnell of Notre Dame. In visiting the various studios he expressed great amusement at the technical strides made in the industry. He takes back to the Fathers and students of Notre Dame a comprehensive idea of the celluloid city.

Hoot Gibson is due to buy a new airplane. Not for Sally Eilers, but to replace his own sky demon which he cracked up when landing into a soft muddy hill. Although the plane was wrecked, Hoot escaped with a few minor injuries and the same old wholesome good natured smile.

James Cruse, according to the latest info, is on the verge of making a Mormon epic which will be dubbed “Hell and Hallelujah.” In addition to a Mormon theme, it is nosed around that Mormon capital will “play a large part.

Alec B. Francis, beloved character actor of the celluloid city is reported recovering from an attack of amnesia and nervous breakdown. He had a hard season of tough breaks prior to his chance to play the French attorney in “Mata Hari” opposite Greta Garbo and Ramon Novarro. Anxiety over the result of his test and subsequent worry is said to be the cause of his temporarily lost memory.

Herman Mankiewicz, author and scenarist, under contract to Paramount, has been borrowed from that organization to write dialogue for “Girl Crazy,” the RKO-Radio production starring Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey. Mankiewicz was signed by David O. Selznick, executive vice-president of RKO-Radio, for his special duty.

Theatre screens will be standard shape for the first time since the advent of talking pictures if a proposal favored by Hollywood studios is adopted. Improved photographic effects and more efficient use of the image space on the film are expected to result. Scenes that have heretofore been photographed to conform with an oblong screen in some theatres and a virtually square screen in others, resulting in part of the picture image being cut off, no longer worry cameramen. The new standard is expected to permit the studios to use four per cent more area on the film than was formerly possible.

Harry Warner comes to Hollywood on business and Ruth Chatterton leaves for Lake Arrowhead with a bag full of scripts with the thought in mind of aiding the Warner Brothers in picking out a winner for her first vehicle.

Whatever the first vehicle is, Darryl Zanuck hopes to make it a box office bell ringer.

SALLY BLANE

Our interview with Sally Blane within the portals of the Monogram studios marked the addition of another major studio player to the Monogram roster and the signing of Sally for the melodrama, “The Law of the Sea.”

Sally is different than the last. She professes an aversion to athletics and confessed a weakness for dancing. She prefers to dance at the Ambassador and likes to eat at Victor Hugo’s—in spite of the Brown Derby.

One thing we are quite sure of, Sally enjoys going to a fire better than anything else. She became so excited over a fire truck passing the studio that she nearly jumped out of the window. “Gosh, I just love to go to a fire,” she said, “especially when it’s a large building.”

We arrived at the conclusion that Sally has the makings of a first class fire bug and advised Producer Trem Carr to keep a close watch on her.

Sally became a Wampas Baby Star in 1929 and her entry into the land of Flickerdom dates back six years, embracing sixty leading parts. Her principal hobby is saving fan mail, “Vagabond Lover,” “Dangerous Affair” and “Ten Cents a Dance” netting her the heaviest response to date.

Sally reminded us of two other sisters also in the flicker biz. Lorretta Young and Polly Ann, Lorretta being elected a Baby Star at the same time as Sally. In regard to marriage she advised us that she liked her men weak and nocturnal and of rather medium height and we suspected her of having a great sense of humor.
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Strictly Dishonorable
Universal—94 Minutes

Unusually long-anticipated version of the play by Preston Sturges. Director John M. Stahl has turned out a picture that teems with chaff and a subtle undercurrent of humor. Sophisticated, yet not beyond the reach of a large portion of the film-viewing public. The story concerns a handsome, last-killing opera singer who leaves a trail of broken hearts until he meets his equal in beautiful Sidney Fox. Lewis Stone turns in a splendid performance as a retired judge, thereby adding laurels to his already heavy crown. Daring in spots the picture manages to never become offensive or step on the toes of the non-judgemental folk. Unreeling of the story provokes constant laughter — few belly-laughs, but the quieter kind that indicate the picture is too good to spoil by guffaws. Universal has turned out a winner in this one. The record young Laemmle has set during these past few months is going to be mighty tough to beat. If there still remains any doubt in your mind about the appeal of this charming picture, see it yourself at your first convenience. We feel you will have a good time even if you do present a doubtful face to the salesman.

SELLING SEATS: Lukas, Fox, Stone are the selling points. A new discovery. The play had a good run on Broadway, if that means anything in your town. If not, then tell your patrons about John M. Stahl's masterful direction. Offer opportunities for "Strictly Dishonorable" contests.

Compromised
First National—55 Minutes

Another of those stories about the rich young man who marries a girl below his station. This one, however, inures the displeasure of his parents, defies parental authority, follows the girl his father has driven from him and true love wins in a nip and tuck race with the fadeout. Despite this time-worn formula the picture manages to please. It contains several touches of unexpected human interest and a goodly footage of humorous situations. Should go over better in the small towns than in more palatial first runs. As usual the heroine wins the admiration of the audience because of her love for the hero as evidenced by her willingness to give him up to save him from social disgrace.

SELLING SEATS: Play up the cast, particularly Ben Lyon and Claude Gillingwater. Exploit it as a "human story, acted as people might live it."

The Champ
M-G-M—87 Minutes

The love of a father for his son, and vice versa, is no new theme for a motile picture by Jackie Cooper. The Champ must be bracketed near the top. Poignantly human, pathetically real, this appealing story of the love between son and father, the latter a boast-soaked and gamble fever-ridden ex-champion prizefighter, has received sympathetic handling by King Vidor. Beery, as the father, who cannot control John Barleycorn, who essays a comeback along the trail of stumbles, palokas and broken hearts to a former glory in the squared circle, wins the fans despite his unworthiness. Jackie, the loyal son, is idolized by his father. Your patrons have never seen a finer performance by a juvenile as a motile picture by Jackie Cooper. The father gives his son up to his former wife when he realizes the atmosphere in which he is rearing the boy might destroy his life. Beery is as convincing as to superlative heights in the renunciation scene. The boy's supreme height is reached when he falls across the dying body of his father who has attempted a comeback to settle the faith of his son A picture for all classes. How and why should they go for it?

SELLING SEATS: Plug the names. Exploit the "different" sort of love story. Publicize the director. Chance for prizefight tie-ups.

Touchdown
Paramount—80 Minutes

Francis Waller, the author of "Stadium," the original story from which the screen version is taken, deserves a debt of gratitude by having telling the truthful and human-interest side of football. He has injected a new twist in the climax by having the hero's side lose instead of winning the big game.

The story, briefly, concerns an all-American football player (Richard Arlen) who, after his graduation from college, becomes a coach at a small college with ambition to train a big-time team. His code is winning games at any cost until his star-killer is seriously hurt and to play again might mean that Arlen puts Arlen in a bad light and on the day of the big game when everyone one is clamoring for the star-kicker, unaware of his injured leg, Arlen does the one decent thing and loses the game, but wins the good will of his friends and the heart of his sweetheart.

The picture is crammed with action and plenty of good comedy. Arlen is better than we expected and is okay as the youthful coach. Jack Oakie did much to liven up the picture. We never saw Peggy Shannon so good. Regis Toomey was splendid. J. Farrell MacDonald as Pop Stewart, Arlen's old coach seemed like Knute Rockne himself.

We can't praise the picture enough. It's sure fire in any box-office.

SELLING SEATS: Appeal to the football fans. Play up the strong cast and the name of the author. Secure co-operation from schools and colleges. Offer footballs as prizes to the persons writing the best essays on some selected topic concerning football.

Short Subjects

Where East Meets Vest
Paramount—20 Minutes

Smith and Dale, the funny Jewish comedians, are at it again to give the movie patrons plenty of laughs for their money and love! As two companions they are a riot. For one day they have plenty of excitement and that's enough! Coming toward a stadium they peddled looked like it was taken from Paramount's photoplay "Thundering Herd." Of course, making such a scene would have been too exorbitant for a two-reel comedy. Anyway, it was blended in perfectly and didn't look a bit out of place.

Hotter Than Haiti
Universal—21 Minutes

Slim Summerville and Eddie Gribbon as the bugler and sergeant are down in Central America this time. The antics they go through are good for a number of laughs. Slim sits down to write a letter to his sweetheart on what he believes to be a typewriter, but is a detective. As each key is struck a dynamite cap goes off until finally the shack itself is blown up. The ending is a scream.

Who's Who in the Zoo
Educational—10 Minutes

Done in natural color and with plenty of laugh situations this one should easily satisfy any audience. The old-timers, Billy Bevan and Rosemary Thelby show that they still have plenty of life yet. They take their two sons to the zoo and the situations they get into are a scream.

Selling Shorts
RKO-Pathé—17 Minutes

Another of the Traveling Man seres featuring Louis Bartels, but not so hot as the preceding ones. There are a few laughs that will satisfy. The hilarious situation comes when Bartels runs into two mountainaineer families who are engaged in a feud. Both parties are anxious to marry off their sisters to the first respectable man that comes along and Bartels looks like the answer to a maiden's prayer. He has a time getting out of it.

Skimpy
Tiffany—18 Minutes

Obviously a take-off on "Skippy." This one somehow fails to click and is not of the quality of the preceding Chimp comedies. Perhaps it is due to the fact that the novelty has worn off by now.
THE NEW FORREST HOTEL
West 49th St., just off Broadway
300 large, outside rooms, each
with private bath, shower, circu-
lating ice water and RADIO.

$2.50 Single    $3.50 Double

Suites for Parties of 2 or more
$6.00 and up

New York's Best Hotel Value in
the Heart of the Film and Theatre
District.

Before attending the theatre, dine
in the MIRROR ROOM.

Club Breakfast 25c up; Luncheon
65c up; Full Course Dinner $1.00.

All meals served in room without
extra charge.

James A. Flood - - - Manager

Sound Pictures
By CAMERON & RIDER
1,100 Pages - 500 Illustrations

Explains in detail the construction,
operation and care of sound record-
ing and reproducing equipment.

EVERY KNOWN TROUBLE TO
SOUND RECORDING AND REPRO-
DUCING EQUIPMENT IS LISTED IN
THIS BOOK — WITH FULL EXPLA-
RATION AS TO ITS CAUSE AND
REMEDY.

PRICE $7.50

Cinematograph Annual
Prepared by Forty (40) of the Country's
Greatest Motion Picture Sound Experts.
675 Pages—Over 300 Diagrams and Photographs
48 PAGE PICTORIAL SECTION OF
ART PHOTOGRAPHS

$5.00

SEND CASH WITH ORDER
Your Books Will Be Shipped Promptly, Postage Prepaid
Associated Publications
4704 East 9th St.
Kansas City, Mo.
Here is Genuine Good Will and Business Producing Publicity

An added service that both men and women will appreciate

At a Cost Less Than Throwaways

Book Matches will carry your advertisement at a cost less than a card or dodger and will never be thrown away until the last match is used.

An Ideal Plan for Your Theatre

You can contract for a quantity of these matches and have your imprint changed each week so that you can feature the coming attraction a week in advance. Many theatres are using this plan very successfully.

Orders are filled within 1 week after receipt, so by giving us your schedule of bookings for feature pictures, you will receive shipments regularly and on time. Let us tell you more about this Business Building Plan.

20 Matches in Each Book. 2,500 Books per Case with Your Imprint for $10.00.

You can effect a saving by buying a larger quantity. Here are the prices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Books</th>
<th>Price/Thousand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>$3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>$3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000 or over</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All shipments F. O. B. St. Louis, Mo.

And Every “LIGHT” Is An “AD” For You!

Here’s HOW to Distribute These Wonderful Business Builders

We all know that many ladies and men desire to smoke before, during or after the show. Place a bowl of matches in the rest rooms where your patrons can help themselves to a book. You can also have the ushers pass them out when your patrons are leaving. Invariably the first thing a man does when leaving the theatre is to “light” up. He will assuredly appreciate receiving these handy safety matches.

Many theatres also distribute their matches at hotel cigar stands, cafes, drug stores and cigar stores. These firms will be pleased to pass out your matches regularly, thereby giving you wider and better distribution for your publicity.

Arrange with leading hotels, drug stores, etc., in your drawing area, to distribute these book matches for you. They’ll gladly cooperate.

Mail Your Order Today ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲
THE SIGN ABOVE THE BOX OFFICE THAT
BRINGS PATRONS TO THE THEATRE!

Quality sound reproduction is the theatre's most important asset... The best recorded pictures are doomed to dismal failure if the sound reproduction is not efficient... Today more than ever before, the public is demanding "sound satisfaction"... Every wise exhibitor is conscious of these facts... That is why so many are installing RCA Photophone equipment.

RCA Photophone Standard Size apparatus for theatres up to 1,200 seats and Special Size apparatus for theatres up to 500 seats, both AC operated, are conceded to be superior to any other types of equipment in their respective fields.

STANDARD SIZE EQUIPMENT

$2500.00
Cash or terms

SPECIAL SIZE EQUIPMENT

$1600.00
Cash or terms

Servicing of equipment following installation an assurance of complete sound satisfaction

RCA PHOTOPHONE, INC.

(A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary)

411 FIFTH AVENUE  NEW YORK CITY
Branches in Principal Cities
THEATRE OWNERS' PROTECTIVE ASSN. STAGES FIRST CONVENTION IN DALLAS MONDAY.

MICKEY MOUSE CLUBS FORMING RAPIDLY AS UNIQUE TIE-UP FOR SHOWMEN.

RECAPITULATION ON BENEFIT SHOWS IN SOUTHWEST FOR UNEMPLOYED
CHRISTMAS is the time to express good will to your friends in the industry

- Use the Blank Space for Your Card

- ALL THE SAME SIZE ALL THE SAME PRICE $2.00

- Fill In Your Card Today and Mail!

Assistant Editor,
Motion Picture Times,
Associated Publications, Inc.,
4704 East 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

You may run this card once in the Christmas Greeting Card Section, out December 22, 1931. Enclosed find the sum of $2.00.

(Signed)______________________________
Unemployed Benefit Shows Recap

Mickey Mousers

**MORE TAXES LIKELY**

Exhibitors Warned to Keep Eye on Austin

The Texas legislature is sure to investigate all avenues for additional revenue because the State is now on a deficiency basis, said M. H. Gwynn, of Terrell, in a convention address on taxation. More taxes are coming and box offices are going to suffer unless the exhibitor organization can conduct a proper campaign against them, he said.

Exhibitors were advised to keep in close touch with their representatives and to keep the law-makers posted on the inability of theatres to meet any amount of additional taxes at this time.

Gwynn further recommended that exhibitors send their legislators a season pass for themselves and families.

As the address ended, the speaker was highly complimented for his efficient work at Austin this year sidetracking tax laws that seemed imminent.

---

**CLARA YOUNG SUED**

Hersfield Declares No Commission Paid

Hollywood—Ben C. Hersfield, theatrical agent, is suing Clara Kimball Young for his 10 per cent commission on a picture engagement.

Hersfield alleges that on July 25, 1930, he and Miss Young entered into an agreement whereby he was to be paid 10 per cent of all money received by her from film parts he obtained. She was paid $2,000 for her part in one film and the agent received no share, according to the complaint.

---

**Evening Banquet Big TOPA Show**

Following a program of highly acceptable cuisine, singing and dancing vaudeville numbers, distributors, film peddlers, exhibitors and a few equipment men, some with their ladies, gathered around the festive board for two and a half hours of thrills and fun never yet been made into motion pictures.

Distinguished Texans in public life were on the same program with exchange managers, and each in his own line did credit to subjects assigned them by the to-master, Judge Walker.

The Hon. T. H. McGregor, of Austin, friend of the films, came through with his talents as an after-dinner speaker. He characterized pictures as an evolution of the comedy and drama of ancient times. He drew out a culturalERT applicable to films never before pointed out at previous exhibitor gatherings. Films, he said, are the greatest force for worldwide culture, and the exhibitor labors in a calling of the highest type, he declared.

Senator George Purif, of Dallas, kept the audience in a roar with one witticism after another. He praised Judge Strickland as a man who accomplishes much down at Austin. The senator expressed his willingness to cooperate with the industry at all times.

Film Men Steal the Show

“The Champ” was to be screened at the Ritz by 11, so judge (Continued on page 16)

---

**TOPA in Harmony Plea**

Ten Thousand Dollars to Jobless Fund Coffers Already Reported and More Later.

Approximately ten thousand dollars is going into the coffers of the unemployment cause from the theatres of Texas in cooperation with the Hays office in working with the President’s committee in the movement.

This money comes from 32 towns that have already given special benefit performances on November 21. Ft. Worth held out for more time and will stage its shows December 12, working for a greater total than its sister cities.

Dallas raised practically $1,000; Houston turned in $1,200; San Antonio, while complete reports are not in, will go over $1,600.

(Continued on page 13)

---

**More Agreeable Trade Relations Sought; M. A. Lichtman Visions New National Organization.**

Unfurling its banner slogan, "Harmony in the industry if we have to fight for it," the Theatre Owners’ Protective Association, under the guiding hand of Judge Roy L. Walker, president, and sixteen directors, broke loose for a ninety yard run that carried with it protection plans for the independent exhibitor and a bid to distributors to come in on a set of more agreeable trade relations and friendly understanding.

Two business sessions of the day were brisk and to the point, highlighted all the way, and dramatized with an evening banquet that eclipsed all past trade functions.

Following the president’s report, disclosing a financial statement and bank balance (the report appearing elsewhere in this issue), the Texas women were treated to the screen viewpoints of a prominent layman, the Hon. Wm. McCraw, colorful district attor- ney of Dallas, and a figure in political circles of the southwest.

Lauds Gang Films

On the wane of a gangster reign in this business, with a majority of showmen believing that such themes have run the gauntlet, McCraw defended such material as important in building character and good citizenship.

Racket films picture the public futility of breaking the laws and create a higher standard of public morals, McCraw said.

"I am a strong churchman," he said, "but I believe that next to the churches, the motion picture is the second strongest influence for good citizenship. Take the movies away on Sundays, for example, and there would be perhaps 100,000 people in Dallas looking for something to do. There would be many times more violations of so-called moral statutes than there are today."

McCraw pointed out that be- (Continued on page 12)
TOPA Resolutions Adopted at Meet

WHEREAS, at this our first annual meeting, we feel that we should by proper resolution bring before the Independent Theatre Owners of Texas, as well as the Industry as a whole, our views upon various questions now confronting the Industry.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Independent Theatre Owners of Texas that we stand for and indorse the following ideals and principles:

1. We firmly believe the differences within the Industry should be eliminated by building up a confidence between the Distributor and Exhibitor so that our problems may be worked out without interference from outside hired organizers, Federal or State regulation, believing that no private business can thrive when placed under regulation of Federal or State Boards.

2. We are opposed to Local or State Censorship, and believe that the public is the best censor of our pictures.

3. We are opposed to Music Seat Tax and will use our efforts to secure repeal of same.

4. We are opposed to the Copyright Law as to films and the use thereof and will use our efforts to secure the repeal of that law, but in this connection again warn the Exhibitor as to the danger of signing or accepting contracts without the promises and agreement made by the Exchange managers or salesmen are written in the body of the contract.

5. We are in favor of a general uniform contract properly drawn to safeguard the interest of all parties concerned in said contract.

6. We are in favor of arbitration in the plain terms and meaning of that word.

7. We are opposed to any form of tax on admissions or gross receipts, believing that every citizen or industry should pay its proportionate part of all governmental expenses through taxation, but believe it should be done through

(Continued on page 13)

Interest Soars in Gibson Title Tilt

Answering the offer of M. H. Hoffman to award a prize of $50 to the exhibitor submitting the best title for the sixth Hoot Gibson Western, and the additional offer of Joe Silverman, of Monogram Pictures Company, to give the winning exhibitor a Free booking on the sixth picture, exhibitors of Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas are turning in their titles to the Oklahoma, Little Rock and Oklahoma City offices in gratifying numbers, Silverman indicated Monday after a check-up of the mails.

Every exhibitor playing the Gibsons and those who have booked them by the time the contest closes within the next few weeks, is eligible to send in their title. There are no strings attached, its simply a matter of sending in a title and see if you win. Its a cinch the exhibitor can't lose on this one, it was pointed out.

When the six Gibsons were first announced, it was stated at the time that exhibitors would select the title of the sixth picture. Four have been delivered and Gibson is now working on the fifth in a story by Peter B. Kyne. It is now time to get a title for the sixth, and for exhibitors who want to try their luck the coupon herewith is printed for their convenience. Tear it out, fill it in and mail to nearest Monogram exchange:

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.

Gentlemen:

I believe the following title would best suit Hoot Gibson in the sixth and last of his present series:

Exhibitor

Town

State

What An OK—

Yale Theatre

Oklahoma City

S. Caporal, Manager

Mr. J. O. Ford
2009 Jackson St.
Dallas, Texas

Dear Mr. Ford:

I wish to write a few lines in regard to the Bestone Equipment which you sold me about two months ago.

I wish to state that we have been getting wonderful results. We have not needed a service man, and it looks as if we are not going to need one. We have replaced only one exciter lamp.

With best wishes for your success, I remain,

Yours truly,

Signed: S. Caporal.

BESTONE SALES CO.

J. O. FORD, Factory Repr.

Dallas Office: 2009 Jackson St.

New Orleans Office

504 Howard Ave.

Atlanta Office

125 Walton Street

IN TIME OF PEACE PREPARE FOR WAR!

In Winter Prepare for the Following Summer Slump.

Install BLIZZARDAIRE Now

Labor and Materials Never Lower in History.

Low Factory Prices—Terms.

No Humidity — No Noise — Even Distribution
Washes, Filters and Dries the Air.

J. O. FORD, Factory Representative.

BLIZZARDAIRE SALES CO.

DALLAS OFFICE: 2009 Jackson St.

NEW ORLEANS

504 Howard Ave.

ATLANTA

125 Walton St.
MONOGRAM

Announces Its Christmas Gift Now to Showmen of Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas

GET READY FOR

8

HARRY CAREY

--GREATER--

--WESTERNS--

--and the first one is ready and will be released on Christmas Day--

1. "Cavalier of the West"
2. "Roped"
3. "The Hurricane Rider"
4. "Across the Line"
5. "Horsehoofs"
6. "Border Devils"
7. "Double Sixes"
8. "Trusty Triggers"

BUY MONOGRAM NOW!

GET THE MONEY-MAKERS!

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.

302 S HARWOOD ST. Phone 7-4942 DALLAS, TEXAS
623 GRAND AVE. Phone LD 635 OKLAHOMA CITY
108 SOUTH CROSS Phone 4-2431 LITTLE ROCK
A New Tax Threat

A SALES tax is being proposed by certain interests and heavily sponsored by a large newspaper organization. This organization recently paid the expenses of one hundred congressmen and senators to go to Canada and make a study of the sales tax plan that is operated in that country. There is no doubt but that the sales tax proposition will come up for action in the sessions of Congress this winter. And, too, there is a likelihood that similar plans will be introduced into state legislatures for a state sales tax, whether the Federal plan is adopted or not. The newspapers have already carried reports that admissions to motion picture theatres will be included in the sales tax plan. So theatre owners and their state and national organizations have an additional problem to contemplate for this winter.

A S we are writing this we have before us a report that one national theatre chain shows a loss of nearly three and one half millions of dollars for its last fiscal year. A few days ago we read the report of heavy losses by another theatre circuit. Reports on the thousands of independent exhibitors are not available. But, while the actual figures are not known, it is known quite generally that few among them have black figures to show in the profit column. Because business generally has been off some exhibitors, panic-stricken, cut their admission prices. In most instances this did not improve the situation; it only tended to increase the losses. To force admissions back up through a tax will certainly not improve matters.

I F a sales tax or any other kind of tax is assessed on theatre admissions, the motion picture industry will be most seriously affected. If price has lowered theatre grosses, adding a tax, which certainly cannot be borne by the exhibitors, will only push them further into the red. Perhaps the public will pay the sales tax on commodities, but we recall only too well the reluctance with which they paid the war tax on theatre admissions to believe that a reinstatement of any such tax will be accepted without injury to this business.

MOTION pictures cannot be termed strictly a commodity. They are a public utility as much as electric light and the telephone. They should be exempt from any special tax that is placed on the sale of commodities. Exhibitors should begin now, individually and collectively through their organizations, to urge their state representatives and their congressmen to exempt theatre admissions from any further tax burden. Producers should co-operate. An united front is necessary in a strong defensive movement against ruinous taxation.

BEN SHLYEN, Editor-in-Chief
WM. G. FORMBY, Managing Editor
The Associated Publications are: FILM TRADE TOPICS, San Francisco, Cal.; MOTION PICTURE TIMES, Dallas, Texas; THE REEL JOURNAL, Kansas City, Mo.; MOVIE AGE, Minneapolis, Minn.; MOTION PICTURE DIGEST, Chicago, Ill.; MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW, Detroit, Mich.; EXHIBITORS' FORUM, Pittsburgh, Pa.; THE OHIO SHOWMAN, Cleveland, Ohio; NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS, Boston, Mass.; WEEKLY FILM REVIEW, Atlanta, Ga.
Union Wage Cut Proposed

INDUSTRY FACES FOX SUITS

Paramount Unit Plan is Adopted; Schulberg Heads New Production System; 10 Associates Assigned to Units.

New York—The seven following directors have been assigned to units in Paramount's shift to the unit plan of production:

Percy Heath, Lewis Lighton, Robert Harris, Ned Marin, Mel Shauer, Lloyd Sheldon and Felix Young. The other three of the ten will be announced immediately.

The new studio arrangement is under the supervision of B. P. Schulberg.

SCORE CHARGE WAR—Continuing Committee in Strong Campaign

Philadelphia—A strong campaign for elimination or a drastic reduction of the score charge will be launched in the near future by the continuing committee of the National Protest Meeting.

Decision came as the result of a meeting here last Tuesday. An early statement by Walter Vincent, chairman, is expected.

New Fox Writer Hollywood—Edwin Justus Mayer, prominent playwright, has been added to the Fox writing staff.

Griffith to Conduct Washington Pageant

Washington—D. W. Griffith will supervise the mammoth four-day pageant based upon the life of George Washington which will be the keynote of the Washington bi-centennial celebration to be held in the National Capital from February 22 to November 24.

The famed director has formally accepted the invitation of the George Washington Bicentennial Commission appointed by Congress.

The pageant, which will be staged at the foot of the Washington Monument on the evenings of June 22 to 25, inclusive, is confidently expected to be the greatest event of its kind ever conceived.

These plans call for the participation of scores of the leading artists of the stage and screen, assisted by more than 5,000 amateur actors and a chorus of 2,500 trained voices; for the massed bands of the army, navy and marine corps of more than 500 in a

Canavan Says Rebate Will Result in $1,000,-000 Saving; 700 Locals Notified.

New York—Proposal of a voluntary reduction of wages by operators' and stagehands' unions throughout the country has been made by William F. Canavan, I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. O. president. Canavan's recommendation calls for a rebate of 10 per cent on salaries from $45 to $75 weekly and 15 per cent above that amount. Salaries of less than $45 weekly are exempt. Reductions would go into effect December 14 and continue to the first payday after August 20, next.

Canavan estimates that the rebates would represent an economy to exhibitors of more than $1,000,000. New York locals and members throughout the United States are to be notified of the recommendation.

RADIO-PATHE PROBE

Justice Officials Seeking Merger Data

Washington—Following receipt of alleged complaints from small stockholders in Pathé, agents of the Department of Justice are said to be investigating physical acquisition of RKO-Pathe by RKO.

Operators working on the case have interviewed various persons identified with the film industry, including officials of the Allied States Associations.

TWO BIG MAYNARDS

Tiffany Starts First of Western Specials

Hollywood—Tiffany will make two big western specials starring Ken Maynard, according to Sam Bischoff, in charge of production at the Tiffany studios.

"The Texas Gunfighter," an original story by Ben Cohn, is the first of these two Maynard westerns to go in production under the direction of Phil Rosen.

"U." Drops Gang Films

Universal City—Decision has been reached by Universal executives to drop the two gangster pictures on the present schedule, "Bullet Proof," and "A Lady of Resource." Seven hundred players have been selected to replace the deleted films, though conferences indicate an early choice.
Monogram Takes on Eight Harry Careys

Line-up Increased to 59 as Shortage From National Companies Visioned.

Foresight on the part of Monogram executives in the Southwest, visioning a shortage of features from national distributors due to mergers and other causes, brings the important announcement in this issue that eight Harry Carey greater westerns have been taken on for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas and offered as a Christmas present to the theatre trade.

The first Carey is titled "Cavaller of the West." It is complet-
ed and prints are expected to arrive within the next few days with a definite release date having already been set for Christmas Day.

Both Joe Silverman and Bob Clemmons, Monogram officials, declared Tuesday that it is in the cards for the national production schedule of all companies to be lessened by at least 100 pictures, due to various well defined reasons.

Acting on this probability, Monogram immediately took on the Carey series of eight after screening the first production. The titles of the eight are: "Cavaller of the West," "Reped," "The Hurricane Rider," "Across the Line," "Horsehoofs," "Border Devils," "Double Sixes," and "Trusty Triggers."

Artclass Features Taken On

In addition to the eight Careys Monogram the same week took over distribution of twelve Artclass features, including a group of stories by popular authors. They are: "Convicted," "Night Life in Reno," "Pleasure," the first three already completed and "Foolish Girls," "Where are Your Children," "Auctioned Off," "Humanity," "Cross Examination," "Bridesmaid," "I Accuse," "Loneliness" and "Confidential."

This swells the total of attractions distributed by Monogram this year to 59, including 12 action melodramas, 8 Tom Tyler westerns, 8 Bill Cody and Andy Shuford westerns, 6 Hoot Gibson de luxe westerns, 5 all star special attractions, 8 Carey westerns and 12 Artclass feature productions.

Complete Satisfaction
Good Results
Assured Performance
and no worry go with
every Buffalo installation.

Buffalo Air Washers
and Distributing Units

BUFFALO ENGINEERING CO., INC.
315 S. Harwood St. George W. Thornton, Gen. Mgr. Dallas, Texas

UNIVERSAL - SOUND ON FILM

ALL A C OPERATED
STANDS ON ITS OWN MERITS IN THESE THEATRES WHERE INSTALLATIONS WERE MADE THE PAST 90 DAYS.

Be Convinced—Hear One or More of These Installations.

Theatre Town Theatre Town
Angus San Augustine Queen Brownwood
Grand Tulia Dixie Rockdale
Lantex Llano Grand Corsicana
Lone Star Jasper Hippodrome Dallas
Palace Paducah Palace Grandview
Texan Lufkin Star Teague
Chris Arp State Normal Natchitoches, La.
New Willow Spgs. Strand Ruston

(All but Llano, Jasper, Paducah and Grandview Installations Are All A. C.)

UNIVERSAL has nearly fifty installations in Texas and approximately that number in Oklahoma.

Hear Universal in a Theatre Near You — Be Convinced!

Write Today for Further UNIVERSAL or OPERADIO Information

HERBER BROS. & WOLF
"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"

THE PHOTO-TALKER CO.
313 S. Harwood St. B.G. HERBER, Mgr.

DALLAS, TEXAS
LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD

First 3 days, $1,837 ahead of previous week at Earle, Washington. Opened to 700 per cent better business at Strand, Syracuse.

LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD

In 4 days 22 per cent over corresponding period in previous week at Stanley, Pittsburgh. 640 per cent over average opening at Warner, Atlantic City.

LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD

Tripled average gross at Capitol, Steubenville, Ohio, and $5,300 over previous opening day at Earle, Philadelphia.

LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD

Ten inches of snow and a blizzard couldn’t stop it in Denver $3,000 more than previous week at Paramount, and 500 per cent better than former opening at Strand, Albany.

LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD

Biggest opening since “Little Caesar” at N. Y. Strand. Headed for hold-over week!

LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD

And there are 10,000 more Local Boys who will Make Good with

JOE E. BROWN and FIRST NATIONAL

With
Dorothy
Lee
Ruth
Hall

Directed by
Mervyn
Leroy
THE OLD FIGHTIN' COCK'S
SENSATIONAL SMASH

THE NAVY'S
BIG PARADE!

with BILL BOYD
ROBERT ARMSTRONG
JAMES GLEASON
GINGER ROGERS
HARRY BANNISTER

Directed by Albert Rogell
Story by
Commander Herbert A. Jones
Scenario by Lew Lipton
A CHARLES R. ROGERS PRODUCTION
Harry Joe Brown, Associate Producer
52 key cities torpedoed all their past records! 28 keys held it over 15 keys request return date!

THRILLS - LAUGHS - PROFITS!
ANNUAL REPORT OF T. O. P. A. PRESIDENT
FINANCIAL STATEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dues</td>
<td>$3,893.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>1,900.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Receipts</strong></td>
<td><strong>$5,793.83</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traveling Expenses</td>
<td>$1,584.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone and Telegraph</td>
<td>200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary</td>
<td>1,380.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rent</td>
<td>450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationery</td>
<td>303.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage</td>
<td>203.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>103.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses to Aug. 1</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,185.43</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses Since Aug. 1:</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,185.43</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traveling Expenses</td>
<td>$162.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone and Telegraph</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationery</td>
<td>23.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$256.89</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses for Year</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,442.32</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance cash on hand Nov. 13, 1931</td>
<td><strong>$1,351.51</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MEMBERSHIP

Independent theatres, 174 shows representing 82 towns. Affiliated theatres, 94 shows representing 30 towns. Moral supporters, 70 shows representing 53 towns, which makes a total of 338 shows representing 165 towns.

The Theatre Owners Protective Association was organized December 1, 1930. The cause or reason for its organization is known to all of us, but to keep the record straight, it might be well to state that in November, 1930, a campaign was started by the Allied Theatre Owners of Texas, or its president and manager, to secure political censorship of pictures and foster the business of exhibitors. Now it was un-called for legislation effecting the industry as a whole. At this meeting, called in December by a few independent exhibitors, some 75 to 100 exhibitors were present and this organization started. Whether or not Allied Theatre Owners, its president or its managers did it, propaganda was sent out over the state at the signature of the president of the organization, starting this fight. The next day after our organization had started its fight against censorship, unjust taxation and adverse legislation, Allied, over signature of its president, our organization and general manager virtually indorsed the campaign of their president, as is shown by a copy of said resolution in MOTION PICTURE TIMES on December 9.

In a letter not dated following this meeting, Allied Theatre Owners stated that it was not in favor of state political censorship, at the time saying it will not fight a bill to that effect, thereby lending its indorsement to the bill. In a bulletin dated February 9, it upholds the censorship bill offered in the Legislature and argues in favor of censorship. There is also a copy of letter in this bulletin dated February 5 from John Manheimer, indorsing censorship.

The foregoing is merely cited to keep the records straight, and only because of a recent resolution in the trades paper by Allied. We have refrained from answering charges and insinuations against our organization, and especially the president, because no good can result from continual bickering within the industry, and our actions have been taken for what we believe to be the best interest of the exhibitor, believing it wise past should bury its dead.

Our service of killing censorship, adverse legislation and prophylactic measures is well-known and needs no comment or boost from us. We also desire to keep us out for the passage of the Sunday bill.

We are the biggest exhibitor's organization ever had in a town and have a wonderful opportunity for service—real service to ourselves and the industry.

It would be big enough to forget the past and work with renewed energy to establish a real business base on which to set our differences.

Respectfully,

(Signed) ROY L. WALKER, President, T. O. P. A.

Harmony Plea (Continued from page 3)

cause all types of people must be entertained, certain types of shows proper for the stage would be impossible for movies.

Lightman Talks of New Body

As a successful theatre man controlling some 16 houses and as national president of the M. P. T. O. A., M. A. Lightman, of Memphis, suggested his plan for a new national organization which would be entirely controlled by independents, but in which affiliated theatres would have a minor voice. In defending the present set up, Lightman said the organization would continue to take money from producer owned theatres because they derived benefits from a national front on equal terms with the majors. A board of directors would be selected from each state unit, and an executive committee would be drawn that would diminish the voting power to a minority. Whereas the organization would continue to take money from producer owned theatres because they derived benefits from a national front on equal terms with the majors. A board of directors would be selected from each state unit, and an executive committee would be drawn that would diminish the voting power to a minority. Such an organization, he said, would carry the industry through any conceivable adversity, whether it be legislative or producer interference.

Public Best Censor

The patron who puts his money down at the box office window gauges the type and quality of product from the studios, Lightman declared. Any form of state censorship will never be desirable in regulating the yearly production program, he said. As long as the public lets the highest type of pictures, like "Alexander Hamilton," turn out to be box office flops, there is nothing else the producer can do but to plan his production according to language spoken by the box office in terms of gross receipts.

After Judge Walker discussed the Brookhart bill, expressing his opposition to the measure, the convention later denounced the proposed law as written by parties unfamiliar with film buying and operation, Don C. Douglas, executive secretary of the Dallas Film Board, spoke briefly on zoning and protection.

Benefit Results

(Continued from page 3)

Oklahoma City turned in approximately $2,000. Due to the swiftness of the campaign owing to the urgency of the relief measure, those in charge of the work feel Texas came to the front in a satisfactory fashion. Theatres in the 34 towns were complimented by the Dallas District Committee for their willingness and their special effort in staging these special performances.

TRAILER SERV. HIT

National Screen Service Termed "Monopoly"

O. A. Englebrecht, of Georgetown, and a vice-president of T. O. P. A. led the convention discussion of trailer service. National Screen Service was severely criticized as being a monopoly through which it charges excessive fees for the rental of talking trailers, although the company offers several cheaper types of service both silent and talking. In many cases the exhibitor pays almost as much for a trailer as he does film rental on the picture, Englebrecht declared.

It was brought out that practically all exhibitors are sold on the idea of using trailers, but that a cheaper service is wanted. In this connection, Don Alexander, president of the Alexander Film Company, of Colorado, took the floor, announcing that his organization was seriously considering entering the trailer field in competition to National. He asked the convention for a commitment of an idea as to what would be a fair price for trailers. The exhibitors, however, playing for time, strategically avoided Alexander's query, but agreed to take up the matter later by correspondence between the organization office and the Colorado company.
TOPA Resolutions Hit Industry “ills”

(Continued from page 4)

a uniform tax against all indus-
tries and not by means of admis-
sion taxes or gross receipt taxes.
8. We are opposed to the pres-
et plan of release date booking
instituted by the distributor for
the reason that it is impossible to
coordinate these releases with the
release date booking and secure the
pictures on the play dates desired by
exhibitors.
9. We are opposed to protection
in any form in the buying or
release of pictures as to one town
over another, and pledge our sup-
port to fight any demand or re-
quest for protection.
10. We are opposed to the pas-
 sage of what is known as the
Brookhart Bill, attempting to reg-
ulate the selling and buying of
pictures for the reason that the
bill on its face shows it was drawn
by someone not familiar with the
present buying and booking con-
ditions of the independent theatre
owners, and a strict application of
said law would make the buying of
films by a small independent theatre
owner impossible. It pro-
vides in Section 1 that no com-
pany can lease or offer for lease
two or more pictures in a block
for a lump sum or permit them to
lease none, and requires that a
distributor cannot offer two or
more pictures at a block sum and
separate prices for separate films
at a less price for the block than
for separate films. Under the
terms of it an exhibitor would
have to pay, if he needed ten pic-
tures, as much for each of the ten
as another under like conditions
would have to pay for a picture
if he only purchased one. Under
Section 2 of the bill, no film
could be purchased by an exhibi-
tor until the film had been
completed and was available for
immediate release and then not un-
til the exhibitor had an oppor-
tunity to view the picture, if he
desired. Such conditions make it
impossible for the theatre exhibi-
tor to buy pictures until they are
ready for release, which would be
impossible. Section 4 prohibits
arbitration in any form other than
that provided by state law.
Section 5 places the adminis-
tration in the hands of a Federal
Trade Commission which would
make it impossible for any small
independent theatre owner ever to
receive a refund of any money.
Section 6 makes it a fine of not
more than $5,000 and imprisonment
for not more than one year for
any person knowingly and will-
ingly violating provisions of this
act, and under the terms of the
act if any part of the law is vio-
lated the exhibitor is just as
guilty as the distributor, and we
have already had too much deal-
ing with Federal courts and regu-
lations. It is a further known fact
that any claim made before the
Federal Trade Commission
may be acted upon in twelve
months or longer, which would be
of very little good to the small
independent theatre owners.

We believe when the govern-
ment assumes the role of manage-
ment of any business, the small
independent man in that business
will be eliminated. We believe a
combination of two or more dis-
tributors to place a price on their
product or to withhold their prod-
uct from any exhibitor or number
of exhibitors, is legally wrong and
the anti-trust laws of our state
are sufficient to protect the exhib-
itor if brought before the proper
officials.

E. H. Kyser of the Majestic
Theatre, Allen, Oklahoma, has
purchased Good-All Junior equip-
ment for his new Ritz Theatre, lo-
cated in Tallihina, Oklahoma.

Mickey Mousers
(Continued from page 8)
which takes in merchants tie-ups
as well as a direct bid for juvenile
business.

All Hughes-Franklin theatres
have gone in, Oak Lawn, Dallas;
Texas at Lufkin; Arcadia and Old
Mill, Dallas; Crystal at Gilmer;
Griffiths at Lubbock; Musselman
at Corsicana and Paris; Palace at
San Antonio; New Liberty at Fort
Worth and many others.

A typical promotion announce-
m ent is taken from the Palestine
Herald where J. F. Jones, H-F
manager, is successfully organi-
z ing a club. This story printed
here, should be clipped for use
by other exhibitors starting the
club.

Mickey Mouse Club Will Be
Formed Here
A Mickey Mouse Club, having
as its members all boys and girls
of Palestine and Anderson county
who are not above the sixth grade,
will be organized at once by the
Hughes-Franklin Theatres, it was
decided at a meeting of local busi-
ness men at the Texas Theatre
this morning. Sec.

Harry E. Nichols, organizer of
Mickey Mouse clubs throughout
the United States, presented plans
for the organization, and the first
meeting of the club was set for
January 8.

The plan of the organization is
to bring the boys and girls of the
community together in the interest
of Americanism and the power of
suffrage, Mr. Nichols explained.
The members of the club will meet
at the Texas Theatre every Satu-
day morning for a program, con-
sisting of novelty entertainment
numbers on the stage and a pic-
ture program.

Officers will be elected every
four weeks, and buttons will be
issued to all members. Applica-
tion blanks for membership must
(Continued on page 17)
Selling Seats

Advertise Your Short Subjects
Dan Michalove in Warner's "Carry On."

Short product means more to successful theatre operation than the majority of managers seem to realize. This statement is proven by a checkup on advertising as against short product bookings which shows that generally managers have failed to mention short product of known pulling power.

Under these conditions we are losing money, losing it where there is no excuse for such loss, and you are thereby instructed that more attention must be paid in future both to the booking of short product and in the advertising and exploitation thereof.

We expend thousands of dollars every week for our own and for other producers' short product and it seems that much more quality and value go into their make-up than is extracted at the box office.

Short product can and must produce revenue on its own merit but it will only do so if given the chance. It is this opportunity which you managers must develop by giving your short product the same care and considerable as goes to the feature. First, build your program by properly surrounding the feature with appropriate shorts and then . . . SELL THE PROGRAM.

Miniature Gridiron for "Touchdown"

A MINIATURE gridiron painted on the sidewalk in front of the Palby-Dubinsky Newman Theatre in Kansas City during the run of "Touchdown" created no end of comment. This unusual but effective stunt, engineered with no expense except a little paint, did more good than thousands of throwaways, says the management, as it was seen daily by thousands of passers-by. The gridiron, extending the length of the theatre front and the width of the sidewalk, was painted in white and marked off like a regular football field. On either side, at the goalposts, "Touchdown" was painted in large red letters. The grid was repainted during the week, the paint being worn off by the passing feet.

Racial Exploitation on "Dreyfus Case"

ONE of the most recent outstanding exploitation campaigns was that staged by the Tudor Theatre on the southern premiere showing of Columbia's "Dreyfus Case," in New Orleans.

Supervised by Manager Horace Houghland and Miss Margaret Lee, publicity director of the Tudor, with the co-operation of Ted Doddy, Columbia exploiter, this successful campaign covered the city like a blanket, ushering in "Dreyfus Case" to extraordinary business.

The production, with its strong appeal to the French and Jewish races, lent itself superbly to this exploitation angle in New Orleans. Through French interests, five windows were given for display. cards space in numerous important French restaurants, which courtesy was offered by Jewish restaurants. Special cards were printed in the French and Jewish languages, while advertising space was taken in the Jewish weekly magazine. Another special appeal was made to these two nationalities by 5,000 postcards.

Relatives of Dreyfus were located in the city and afforded material for extra feature publicity, which broke on the front pages of the local papers. Because of the historical and discovered local interest in the production, newspapers gave splendid support; giving, besides publicity stories, added publicity through a classified ad contest of first-rate calibre.

A forty-minutes' broadcast over WSNB of Columbia's radio adaptation of the picture proved an advertising highlight.

The Public Library and bookstores co-operated in tieups with the writings of Zola.

Life size art cutouts in the theatre lobby and a complete front set, with special electric lights, shared in the success of the campaign.

Increased orders of accessories, a 12x20 street banner and additional advertising space in all newspapers rounded out the Tudor's campaign to a result worthy of repeating—"It's Wise to Advertise."

EXPLOITATION IDEAS WANTED

A Smashing Lobby Display

THIS lobby display at the Strand in New Britain, Conn., well might be titled "The Difference Between an Exhibitor and a Showman." Is it not a "Wow?" Photograph by courtesy of Warner Theatres house organ, "Carry On."
Circuits May Adopt Standard Apertures

Leading national circuits are now ready to approve the new standard aperture developed by the National Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, which organization is advocating a nation-wide adoption of the device, as reported in November 10 issue of this publication. Lester Cowan is now in New York to take the matter up with executives of major theatre circuits.

A number of west coast studios have indicated their willingness to adopt the standard aperture if theatres will make the necessary alterations in projection machines.

Exhibitors and producers have been experiencing since the advent of sound because of the absence of a standardized aperture. Studios, for instance, have been compelled to photograph actors and sets so that the picture could be shown on an oblong screen in some theatres and a virtually square screen in others, depending on the method of sound recording used and other mechanical factors. This has frequently resulted in part of the top, bottom or sides of the picture image being cut off.

Cowan expects the new standard to do away with framing difficulties and to permit studios to use four per cent more area on the film for action than was possible while variation in the shape of screens had to be provided for.

The camera aperture proposed is .651 inch by .868 inch, allowing for a theatre projector aperture of .615 inch by .820 inch.

NEW GOODALL HEAD
Small Sound Device Easy to Install

Following a year of research and experiment, the Goodall Electric Manufacturing Company of Ogallala, Neb., has placed on the market a junior model sound head designed without moving parts, springs or gears.

By a special arrangement the film is pulled past the sound aperture at a constant speed. Standard exciter lamps of any size are used. A special optical system throwing a beam of .0007 inches is used. The P. E. cell is entirely shielded, both electrically and from stray lights, by a hollow aluminum cell house.

Another feature is the adjustable aperture plate and guide roller making it possible to adjust either the film or the aperture plate while the equipment is in operation.

Garver Sales Good

Sales of the Garver Kurrent Changer, a product of the Garver Electric Company, Union City, Ind., have been excellent during the past few months, according to company officials. The Kurrent Changer, designed to operate with a minimum of maintenance cost includes a rectifier that produces from 15 to 30 D. C. amperes for permanent installations, or as emergency units. The device is said to provide an unfailing supply of current.

ONE COMPLETE TRANSACTION

versus

Scattered Buying...

Consider the many advantages — the economy — of remodeling or re-equipping your theatre with one time and money-saving transaction instead of a dozen deals or more.
You can buy everything you require at National . . . see it before you buy it . . . on most liberal payment terms. A single contract, with a definite blanket guarantee of maximum value and service performance. Come in and let’s talk it over.

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY

306 S. Harwood St., Dallas, Texas 516 W. Grand, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Banquet Highlights

Initial Convention

(Continued from page 3) Walker called on Leroy Bickel to exploit the picture in advance and to urge all exhibitors to see the screening as this would probably be their only chance to see it due to M-G-M's selling policy. The chair rubed this idea in several times, and it would seem that Bickel was put in a "nine hole." But, readers, he took the floor, all in favor with his assigned subject, "Why It Does Not Hurt to Cut an Exhibitor's Throat," and the show was thereby neatly stolen.

Rated as a pretty smooth type of fellow and a slick selling artist, Bickel came from behind his own goal line and immediately scored a touchdown. He said Leo was a good surgeon and at this point Bickel stole Eddie Cantor's thunder and offered to show his operation. He took off his coat, and a full surgeon's regalia rolled down, a white cap perched on his head and how he did go to it. Can't tell you all he said, but he said plenty.

Without a doubt Bickel did more in this few minutes to sell M-G-M to a group of exhibitors than he ever did on the road in actual combat. As he became winded, the speaker turned to serious thought when he'd dictated the exhibitors on their organization, their purpose, and extended another invitation to see the greatest picture in five years. "The Champ."

Dugger and Hilger Register

Two other branch managers registered nicely as after dinner speakers, namely, J. B. Dugger, of Paramount, and C. E. Hilgers, of Fox. They were assigned the same subject, "Why I Love An Exhibitor's Office."

Dugger said he was glad to see another exhibitor organization in Texas, and lost no time in pointing out a series of traits most "admirable" in Texas exhibitors. He got by easily with a joke that probably couldn't be printed, if you take it the wrong way, indicating that an exchange manager's job in dealing with exhibitors is not altogether pleasure.

Hilgers particularly loved that type of exhibitor who drops a letter into the post office and then wires his exchange raising hell because they haven't answered his letter.

C. DeWolfe, of San Saba, answered Hilgers and Dugger on the subject, "Why I Love An Exchange Manager," and displayed a peculiar gift of extemporaneous speaking for an exhibitor.

Tried for the first time at a trade social gathering, the fun subjects were handled by speakers who knew how the thing should be done.

The Ritz Next

After refreshments at various quarters, the crowd braved icy wet weather through three blocks to the Ritz where Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper interpreted "The Champ," on behalf of Leo Bickel was said to be a good judge of picture values when he made strong claims for the film an hour before. It's sob stuff that gets 'em in. It's a wonderful picture.

As a different type of attraction, First National came on with a screening of "Her Majesty, Love," with Marilyn Miller and Ben Lyon, which shared praise in box office merit with the previous attraction.

Tryon's Latest

Hollywood — Glenn Tryon has finished the lead in the Educational Vaniity Comedy, "For the Love of Fanny," which was directed by Al Christie.

Oklahoma City News

Billy Burke in "The Vinegar Tree" at the Shrine Auditorium Monday night was a decided success, and a complete full house present to greet her.

The new Erie Theatre opened at Antlers, Okla., November 19.

Starrett Brothers will erect a new $1,000,000 theatre building in Oklahoma City some time in 1932, and Publix is said to have the option.

Art Laman is publishing a four-page house sheet devoted principally to Publix Theatres. First number was excellent.

Manager Russell Taylor had excellent Thanksgiving business at his Warner Theatre, the Warner Players presenting "Under Cover" and both Helen Louise Lewis, Judy Johnson and Grandon Rhodes, leading man, and the entire company putting forth their very best efforts to make Thanksgiving matinee a decided success.

Change in Warner Bros. managers as follows: Irving Mirisch, manager Liberty at Oklahoma City, transferred to Grand Florissant, St. Louis; succeeded by Paul Townsend, former manager of Empress, Oklahoma City, D. L. Johnston succeeding Townsend as manager of the Empress.

Thanksgiving business in Oklahoma City excellent, Criterion presenting "Rich Man's Folly," Capitol showing "Possessed," Warner Players at the Warner presented "Under Cover"; Midwest had "Local Boy Makes Good" and the attraction at the Liberty was "The Pagan Lady."

New Find

Hollywood — Mac Sennett reports he has a real find in Geneva Mitchell, ex-Follies girl, whom the comedy producer has placed under contract.

TENT SHOWS REVIVE

Strickland Also Points to Tax Menace

Known as a friend of the independent exhibitor and public relations director for Publix, the Hon. J. J. Strickland, of San Antonio, told T. O. P. A. delegates that his organization was bothered more now with tent shows and medicine shows than ever in its history.

An exhibitor in good standing in his town can cause these shows to pay an occupation tax, now specified in the statutes, and in this way prevent a great deal of this migratory competition, he said.

Strickland recommended that Judge Walker was highly experienced on the tent show question and that complaining exhibitors should refer their troubles along this line to their organization president.

Explaining the new Sunday law, Strickland says that every sizeable town in Texas is now open for Sunday shows. It is no longer a concern of the state, state officials, county officials, or the grand jury as to whether or not a show is run on Sunday in Texas. City officials only have a say in the matter, and it is entirely up to them whether shows are run on Sunday or not, when the show opens and when it closes, he declared.

Fear that new tax measures affecting the theatres will be considered at Austin in January or February was expressed by the speaker, who warned that the organization should again plan its attacks to defeat these measures.

Following this address, Judge Walker highly praised Mr. Strickland for his legislative work in behalf of independent theatres, and to Strickland he gave almost full credit for passage of the present Sunday law, and the defeat of additional tax measures.
Suit Rings in the
King Vs. Colonists

Lowest, Ida. — Back of the
"Octopus Shows Its Teeth" days;
far beyond the Patent Trust fight;
completely past the period of the
Civil War rumbled an attack here
on the standard form of film con-
tract. For back to the time of the
Boston Tea Party went E. A. Cox,
defense attorney for the Tri-
State Theatres in an action on
appeal of the Fox Film case
against the theatre firm.

He painted a picture of a so-
called arrogant movie trust (King
George II of England) and the
struggle of the colonists for inde-
pendence, the colonists being the
theatre firm.

The distributing firm brought
suit against the theatre company
for refusing to complete its con-
tact, but the case was dismissed
by Judge Miles S. Johnson in Nez
Percé County on the ground that
the contract was a violation of the
Sherman anti-trust law and con-
trary to the anti-trust laws of
Idaho.

Leo McCarthy, of counsel for
Fox, contended that the only part
of the standard contract held un-
lawful by the courts is the arbitra-
tion clause and that the balance
of the contract is enforce-
able. The United States Supreme
Court, he said, held the arbitration
clause null and void but not the
rest of the contract.

The defense brief contended
that it was a fair inference from
cases heretofore brought by mem-
bers of the alleged trust that "the
trust" is "going to the sticks" to
build up a body of precedents be-
fore it attempted to put the large
exhibitors in the city on the spot.

Cox said in his argument that
since the distributor bound him-
self to nothing by the contract,
the agreement is void as to both
parties. He said the alleged ille-
gality of the contract was so in-
terwoven with the whole contract
that the entire form of agreement
is void.

"In this twentieth century it is
interesting and a trifle ludicrous
to discover this fu tian movie trust
arrogating to itself the same arbi-
trary power which our fathers de-
nied to King George 150 years ago," Cox's brief said.

BOOKKEEPING VITAL

Underwood Emphasizes
Need of Accuracy

W. G. Underwood, a prominent
theatre magnate of the southwest,
brought exhibitors at the T. O.
P. A. confab an important busi-
ness message on the essentials of
an accurate set of books in the-
tre operating. An exhibitor who
takes it in cash, pays it out cash,
and then takes what is left as his
profit, is operating on a very de-
ceiving program, he said.

Depreciation is one of the most
important items in the conduct of
a house, he declared. It is a mis-
take to believe because a theatre
is bought for $10,000 that it is
always worth it. Depreciation
should be charged off at the rate
of 20 per cent a year and the ex-
hibitor should have this capital
investment back in five years.

Underwood said. This holds for
all furnishings and equipment but
sound and because no one can
foresee what radical changes may
come in reproduction, the exhibi-
tor should charge off in deprecia-
tion his sound investment in two
years' time, he declared.

Theatre buildings become ob-
solote over a comparatively short
period of years, and for this rea-
on the building investment should
be charged off in fifteen years.

Depreciation, according to the
above schedule, is practiced by all
the leading circuits and is allow-
able by the government, Under-
wood said.

With an accurate set of books
an exhibitor can intelligently sign
new film contracts at the price he
can afford to pay, he concluded.

Mickey Mousers

(Continued from page 13)

be secured from nine sponsoring
merchants, who are to pay $11
each for the promotion of the
club, it was stated.

Organization of Mickey Mouse
clubs throughout the country is
in answer to direct appeal from the
national P.-P. A. organization. Mr.
Nichols explained. A Chief MICK-
ey Mouse and Chief Minnie Mouse
are included in the officers to be
elected.

J. F. Jones, manager of the lo-
cal Hughes-Franklin Theatres, will
take over the work of promoting
the club. He will secure the co-
operation of the local merchants.
Mr. Nichols estimated Palestine
should have a membership of
about 1500 children.

The weekly programs will con-
sist of a variety of numbers, in-
cluding specialty dance numbers.

Attention Exhibitors!

You Can Now Buy Junior Goodall Sound on Film Complete All A. C.
Operated Equipment For

$850.00

WHY PAY MORE!
SOLD ON TERMS!

Good-All Electric Company, Inc.
OGALLALA, NEBRASKA

SOUND HEADS ONLY $295.00 PER PAIR. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

GEO. W. SUMNER, Representative
State of Texas
Weatherford, Texas

SOL. J. DAVIDSON, Representative
State of Oklahoma
704 West Grand, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Pageant Leader

(Continued from page 7)

In accepting the invitation to Griffith, Arnold Kruckman, director appointed by Congress to conduct the celebration, wrote: "In this celebration we are striving to achieve ideal and that ideal is to emphasize the great qualities of the American character symbolized by Washington, which has left its immortal effect upon the history of the world and in the unfolding of the American idea that has had such a profound reaction upon all modern history. I expect this great pageant play will be immensely effective in kindling a new conception of the ideals for which the nation stands. This is why we are asking the most gifted and the most distinguished Americans to help us be they artists of the stage or screen, or in literature and painting, or in the arts of science and industry.

Several of the directors for these vast efforts was not an easy one. But in choosing Griffith, Kruckman wrote: "In the handling of mass effects, sweeping movement, colors, contrasts and delicate detail, no one in the world has equalled your achievements." Kruckman explained that he had a particular reference to the great sweep of the Griffith picture, "In Toleration," and the material displayed in "The Birth of a Nation," "Abraham Lincoln," and other masterpieces. As it happened, Griffith was deep in the production of "The Struggle," his newest picture, when the invitation arrived some weeks ago, and his acceptance was therefore deferred until he completed the picture.

Almost every name of importance upon the stage and screen and upon the operatic and concert stage will be included in the pageant roster. The following have already accepted: Margaret Anglin, John Barrymore, Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink, Walter Hampden, Mary Brian, May Buckley, Constance Collier, Henrietta Crosman, Margaret Dale, Robert Downing, William S. Hart, Gus Edwards, Taylor Holmes, Doris Keane, Myrna Loy, Fredric March, Tully Marshall, Burr McIntosh, Antonio Moreno, Carmel Myers, Mme. Ellen Beach Yaw, Sarah Padden Colles Palmer, Ruth Roland, Effie Shannon, Fred Tempton, Tom Terriss, Bryant Washburn, Jane Winston, Anna May Wong, Fay Wray, Hobart Bosworth, Jean Harlow, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coburn, and William Paversham.

Sign Wales-Mong

Hollywood — Ethel Wales has been signed to play the part of "Aunt Martha," and William V. Mong the role of "Fletcher."


"Flywheel" Patent


THEATRES FOR SALE

Paying THEATRES for sale in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Oklahoma, Wisconsin. Inquire Albert Goldman, 1402 Mollers Blvd, Chicago, Ill.

THEATRE BUILDING with balcony for rent in Ashland, Tex., after January 1. Good location, reasonable rent. Communicate with Levy Bros., Sweetwater, Tex.

TICKETS

TICKETS—$1.15 per thousand; regular new stock; pads or rolls; different admission prices; going fast so get yours. Also special bargains in rebuilt Simplex machines, low intensity lamps, other equipment. Western Feature equipment. Western Feature Film Films, 1024 South Wabash, Chicago, Ill.

GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100

Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $50—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance. Write now to:

GUERCIO AND BARTHEL
1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Telephone Webster 2190 or 2002
Mr. Sales Manager:

You Market your product nationally, but---you sell it locally.

FOR GREATER RESULTS—Advertise Locally on a National basis.

Associated Publications cover important local needs in trade news and service. Dealing with local as well as national problems of the motion picture industry gives Associated Publications the advantage of year around preference.

Exhibitor interest for each publication in the A.P. Group of ten regional trade papers is maintained by well balanced editorial material valuable and welcome because it applies to local conditions.

Advertising in the A. P. Group gets the benefit of this friendly exhibitor reception. You get intensive coverage and intensive reader interest. And for convenience—one order, one plate, one billing.

FOR ASSURED RESULTS

TELL 'EM WHERE YOU SELL 'EM!
ON THEIR HOME GROUND THROUGH THEIR HOME TRADE PAPER

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

BEN SHLYEN, President and Publisher

NEW YORK OFFICE: 551 Fifth Ave.—Phone: MUrray Hill 2-10191

PUBLISHING OFFICE: 4704 East 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.
ASK YOUR CUSTOMERS

What they want in their screen entertainment

You give them ALL in these SHORT SHORT SUBJECTS

Like the short short stories in the magazines, they are packed with action and entertainment—these Educational Pictures tabloid films. They make any program a better show.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
E. W. HAMMONS, President

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc. W. R. Hayes, President
"FRANKENSTEIN" DRAGS IN MOST OF THE BUSINESS ON ELM STREET.

CLAUDE EZELL, BIG SHOT, BACK HOME IN DALLAS TAKING ON THEATRE INTERESTS.

GOLD NIGHT PLAN BECOMES POPULAR IN OVERCOMING THEATRES' NUT.
Increase Attendance
With the Tried and Proven
Scooter-Nite

EACH boy and girl in your drawing radius will bring you 24 paid adult admissions in exchange for one of these 3-Wheel Safety Scooters.

In the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN you get these identical scooters to offer every kid in your drawing radius—and you get them at factory price of $1.12 each. This offer is open to all chains and independent theatres in the U. S. We do not sell these Scooters to retail trade, but only through our premium plans. The SCOOTER-NITE PLAN will only cost you a fraction of what you can and often do spend on exploitation stunts that have nothing like the possibilities of permanently built up business, which the SCOOTER-NITE PLAN provides. You make friends with SCOOTER-NITE.

Most exhibitors work “SCOOTER-NITE” two or more days a week. For example, if the exhibitor finds Mondays and Thursdays are his dull nights, he works SCOOTER-NITE for those days; or if he should run the same picture two days in succession, he makes Mondays and Tuesdays, or Thursdays and Fridays, his SCOOTER-NITE. The quicker he gives away these Free Scooters the more advertising he gets through the children using them and showing them to their friends, relatives and neighbors. As long as the Scooters last—and they are of steel construction so will last indefinitely—you will be getting advertising value from them; children are proud to mention that they EARNED the Scooter at your theatre.

Children won't let their parents, relatives or friends alone until they have helped fill the Record Card. The Record Card is a card bearing the name of your theatre and with twenty-four printed squares on one side, in which your cashier or doorman stamps—with rubber stamp which we furnish—a square for each adult admission brought by the child. For example, if the child brought in four adults, the child would get four of the squares stamped.

When all twenty-four of the squares are filled the child turns in his Record Card and receives one of the 3-Wheel Safety Scooters. No strings—no contest. Every child has equal opportunity. You run no risk of disappointing anyone. You issue Scooters only for completely filled cards.

Costs You Less Than 4 and 2/3 Cents per Admission

To illustrate: The Scooters cost the exhibitor $1.12 each. There are 24 stamps on Record Card. 4 and 2/3c times 24 equals $1.12. Therefore cost to exhibitor is 4 and 2/3c per admission.

How to Order for Scooter-Nite Plan

Required starting order is 24 Scooters. You can best estimate the number you may require, but your first order must be at least for 24. Four Cards are furnished free, imprinted with your theatre name, for each Scooter ordered; thus on minimum order you would receive free 96 Record Cards. Heralds imprinted with theatre name, are furnished for $5.00 per thousand. A 120-ft. Trailer is loaned for two weeks only, and a deposit of $5.50 is required if Trailer is desired. This deposit is returned to theatre on return of Trailer.

The Steel Stamping Company
Factory, Lorain, Ohio

CLIP OUT THIS ORDER-FORM AND MAIL TODAY

MINIMUM ORDER ACCEPTED TWENTY-FOUR SCOOTERS

The Steel Stamping Co.,
Scooter-Nite Sales Dept.,
3553 Broadway, Lorain, Ohio.

Gentlemen: Enter my order for ____________________ 3-Wheel Safety Scooters, at $1.12 each, F. O. B. Lorain, Ohio. I enclose my check (or money-order) for (one-half of total cost of scooters ordered) ____________________, balance, plus shipping charges from Lorain, O., to be C. O. D. Undersigned to receive free with this original order 4 Record Cards for each Scooter ordered, free rubber stamp, and free sample herald.

Theatre ____________________ by ____________________ Mgr.

Town ____________________ State ____________________

If member of chain of theatres give name and address of main office below: ____________________

Attention, Mr.__________________________

□ Check here, if trailer is desired, and send $3.00 deposit which will be refunded on return of trailer.
Ezell Returns to Texas

Gold Night Plan Becomes Popular

"U" Film a Wow

"Frankenstein" Drags in Most of the Business on Elm Street; Great Exploitation.

"Kneeling their ears down" is a favorite expression on Film Row and Elm street, concerning what "Frankenstein," Universal's evident box office attraction, was doing at the Majestic during the past week.

Saturday midnight a week ago the RKO maintenance division was put to work overtine repairing damage the crowds did to physical property. The theatre doors were broken off, the hinges, mirrors smashed, and it was also brought to light that the Majestic was not equipped with the shatterless process of plate glass. Police reserves were called out to handle the crowds, an event that has been unknown to towns of the southwest in many months.

A half hour before regular running time Thursday, a line was formed several doors down the street to the friendly competition (Continued on page 5)

THANKS, MR. WALKER!
Mr. V. W. Crisp, 313 S. Harwood St., Dallas, Texas.
Dear Sir:
I certainly thank you for the space given our Association meeting in the Motion Picture Times, and feel that your assistance in the past has helped materially in making our Association what it is. It just goes to show what can be done when all sides of the industry work together.
If I incline you list of those who registered at the convention, In giving the names of director, you failed to include the name of W. A. Stuckert, of Brenham. Yours very truly.
ROY L. WALKER Prez.,
Theatre Owners Protective Assn.

Note: Mr. Stuckert was re-elected a director during the recent convention. His name was unintentionally omitted from the electorate.

Former Warner Executive Interested in San Antonio Chain; Happy to be Back Home.

With his smile that still covers the marks of a mental anatomy and with the usual glad hand that never failed to go out to everyone in all ranks of this business, Claude C. Ezell, who rose to the pinnacle in distribution, is back in Dallas where he has invested some of his earnings in theatre ventures with intimate friends.

Ezell is said to be the "c" in the Dual Company, operating about five theatres in San Antonio, W. G. Underwood and J. E. Luckett represent the "u" and the "i" respectively. The "d" in the set-up has been taken by a well known man high up in the film business, but his name has not yet been definitively linked into the chain of four.

Many friends of Ezell in Dallas have verified the fact that the former Warner Bros.-First National sales manager is very happy because of the circumstances allowing him to return to Texas and Dallas, his former home, where he laid the foundation in sales that took him into control of national company policies.

Negro Matinee

Livingston, Texas—What was perhaps the greatest event for the negro population of Livingston since the last Emancipation day celebration took place last Friday when a matinee was held exclusively for negroes. Many of the audience had never before seen a moving picture, and not more than a dozen of those present had ever heard a "talkie." The theatre was donated by the management to the congregation of the negro Baptist church which was burned a week ago, and all admissions went to the church fund.
THE PASS SYSTEM
It's Cost to the Industry

Motion Picture Times,
Dallas, Texas.

Gentlemen: Writing as I feel and feeling as I write, here with hand you a copy of my sentiments for you to use as you wish:

The big trouble with the picture industry today is that there are too many cheap managers operating theatres. Unlike other merchandising businesses, they cannot operate their theatres without giving their business to the public free. Why should a theatre business be so different to other merchandising businesses?

Some managers I know keep the town flooded with passes through so many methods that it is absolutely disgraceful to the public, and for no other purpose than to make a showing with the public, which cheapens the product and causes the legitimate exhibitor much concern in delivering the best to the public at a fair admission price.

If the exhibitor is in a business that he has to give two-thirds of his business GRATIS in order that he might exist, he had better get OUT for the GOOD of the BUSINESS.

The public has gotten the notion that there is no expense to operating a theatre, caused by the methods pursued by so many managers in conducting their theatres, and right they are in so believing. The theatre has become a last thought when seeking amusement, —in fact, the industry thereby is fast losing its dignity. The value of the industry is industry losing its place on account of these GRATES to the business.

So many managers have abused the pass system that the public has come to think that it is useless to waste their money for theatre amusements when they can get free passes with so little effort.

Some managers have cheapened the value of theatre admissions through the FREE SYSTEM method, as by placing no limit of time to their advertising passes, thereby causing thousands to accumulate during the year, only to rush the theatres when better productions are shown.

Free passes to all the school teachers, at this time, one class of salary with absolute safety, and that is able to contribute to the prosperity through the spending of same, free passes to all the hotels, telephones, hotels, birthday passes of everyone from three years up to one hundred years of age, class passes once each month for the schools, monthly wedding passes, selfish, ignorant of it or, with an air of five hundred to a thousand free admissions on circulars put out on each picture.

If there is any method of distributing passes that you managers have failed to think of, you might keep in mind some of the above to help complete your list, because the public has begun to expect it at the expense of the industry.

What other merchandising business gives away three-fourths of its business in order that it might make a petty showing with its competition? Do you have the guts to go into a grocery store and ask the manager to give you a sack of flour or even a piece of bread? I’ll say you do not, it is above your dignity. Can you say that for the picture industry? I say you can’t! And who is the cause of it? No one but ourselves.

It is safe to say that no day passes but some bird approaches you with a request for a pass or several passes and why? You have until they expect it, and now when they go to the show they either have a pass or they must see something extraordinary unusual and the industry is suffering more and more every day. There are entirely too many managers that crave publicity at too costly a method, either too costly a method, either too costly a method, either too costly a method, either too costly a method, either too costly a method, either too costly a method, either too costly a method, either too costly a method, either too costly a method, either too costly a method, either too costly a method, either too costly a method, either too costly a method, either too costly a method, either two managers with the title of "Cavalier of the West"; the details completed on distribution of twelve Artclass features which will swell the Monogram line-up to 59 features; and the Hoot Gibson contest in which exhibitors are asked to write a title for the sixth Gibson de luxe western, the winning title to award the exhibitor with $50 from M. H. Hoffman and also a free booking on the sixth picture coming from Monogram exchanges of the southwest.

The first Carey western runs about 62 minutes and is acclaimed by numerous reviewers to be fast moving, a good western filled with romance. It will be ready for showing Christmas Day, according to F. W. Willard, Monogram district manager.

The Artclass features have already been announced in detail by the company.

Hoot Gibson is now working on his fifth picture "He Rides Alone," by Peter B. Kyne, and Hoffman wants the title for the sixth picture selected by exhibitors before working is begun on the last of the series.

Any exhibitor can win, Silverman declared. It costs nothing and there are no strings attached. Just fill in the blank lines on the coupon below and shoot it in to the nearest Monogram office:

MONOGRAM PICTURES CO.

Gentlemen:

I believe the following title would best suit Hoot Gibson in the sixth and last of his present series:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibitor</th>
<th>Town</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theatre</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RADIO STARS TOUR
Dallas Team Appearing in Territory

Al Jaffee, well known on the Dallas market, is managing personal appearances in theatres and schools of Honey Boy and Sandy, radio artists. A number of theatres have already been played and a greater number of school performances have been given under the auspices of parent-teacher associations.

The theatre is always given first chance at the vaudeville team, Jaffee said.

C. J. Musselman, operating the Lamar at Paris and the Grand at Corsicana, while in the Times office Monday, said the black face artists made him some good money in both towns.

Gold Night Plan
(Continued from page 3)

money than all the radios, furni-

*tures, dishes, etc., than a theatre
can give away. This exhibitor has been giving away $15 in gold
every week. It costs him about $50 a week to put the plan on. The
first week made a few dollars, the
second broke even and the third
lost. Last week, on a two-day pic-
ture with gold night, this house
took in only half as much money as it did the following two nights
with a good picture and giving
nothing away.

Title Change
Hollywood—"Almost Married" has supplanted "Circumstances" as the title for the Fox picture. Featured with Violet Heming are Ralph Bellamy and Alexander Kirkland.

industry be the gest? Let's up-

hold this wonderful business.—

MANAGER PUBILCITY EXPERT
7 years — thorough knowledge of business—must locate at once—consider anything. Write or wire for information.

DON W. DAVISON
715 Humboldt, Manhattan, Kan.

WE BUY AND SELL USED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS

STANDARD PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
and Projection Accessories
Efficient Repair Department
Day or Night Service

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
JOHN HARDIN, Prop.
Tel. 6-2235
Dallas Texas

December 8, 1931.
“Frankenstein”  
(Continued from page 3)  

The Majestic exploitation department comes in for great credit in the way the film went over. First they got in a row with Bob McIlheran as to whether or not the print should be cut. McIlheran threatened to go to court to recover the full length print, claiming that it contained a scene too horrible to exhibit. The Majestic won out, however, and showed the unadulterated production. Next, the Majestic exploiters stood trained nurses in the lobby administering smelling salts to patrons overcome by looking at the picture.

The public was sold on the idea that “Frankenstein” was the most horrible thing that ever flashed on a theater’s screen.

Len Brown, general manager of RKO’s theaters in the southwest, commenting on “Frankenstein,” is quoted as saying “It’s the answer to depressed theatre business, demonstrating that if you give em what they want they’ll come in.”

Theatre men from nearby towns rushed into Dallas during the week, and mail has flooded the Universal office requesting dates. Many of them were told their runs would be some time off. Bob McIlheran said Tuesday that the exchanges had plenty of prints and that all bookings would be taken care of as quickly as possible.

City Buys Photo-Talker  
The City of Dallas has adopted Photo-Talker amplification in its system of broadcasting police reports and instructions to detectives for speeding apprehension of criminals and hijackers on the spot. Police cars are equipped with receiving sets which pick up short wave broadcasts from the central office. Photo-Talker amplifier has been selected for this phase of modern sleuthing.

The standard result-getting Cooling Equipment that satisfactorily meets all requirements of theaters today.

Buffalo Air Washers  
and Distributing Units

BUFFALO ENGINEERING CO., INC.  
315 S. Harwood St.  
George W. Thornton, Gen. Mgr.  
Dallas, Texas

The Comfort Community  
Theatre, Inc.  
COMFORT, TEXAS

A corporation with 300 stockholders and seven directors—unanimously agree in their recent purchase—after thoroughly considering other equipment propositions—of

UNIVERSAL - SOUND ON FILM

Operadio A. C. Amplification is the unanimous choice the country over, for theatres wishing to convert their battery sound on film equipment to all A. C. operation. Operadio is as standard as the industry itself.

UNIVERSAL continues its march into southwestern theatres because of its economy in price, fine reproduction performance, and because it is fully protected by many patents. Universal users are satisfied with their sound.

HERBER BROS. & WOLF

“The Photo-Talker Co.”

313 S. Harwood St.  
B.G. HERBER, Mgr.  
DALLAS, TEXAS

Youth Sentenced  
Beaumont — H. D. Chapman, Port Arthur youth, whom officers testified to capturing as he tried to break open the Strand Theatre safe, Port Arthur, on October 19, was given a five-year suspended sentence on a charge of burglary.

Big Four Solid  
Oklahoma City — H. K. Buchanan of the Allied Film Exchanges, Inc., has taken contracts for all Big 4 product from the Drumright Midwest Theatre Company at Drumright, Okla.

Heavy Program  
Hollywood—Burton King, Big 4 production supervisor, plans a heavy program for December with a western each for Bob Custer and Buzz Barton and a melodrama as well.
A Plan That Beats Double Featuring

There is a wide difference between calling something an evil and displacing that evil with something better that takes away the taint and at the same time proves a worthwhile substitution from the dollar angle. Double feature programs have been acknowledged evil from their inception. To get a number of opinions in agreement on this does not overcome the problem. While this publication has opposed double-featuring as a system that could accomplish but temporary good and one that could do considerable harm to picture business as a whole, exhibitors in some sections of the country have found this system necessary to meet certain competition and to keep up their grosses. They know themselves that it is not the best business-getting plan for them to use. But, lacking a better plan, they do not discontinue double-featuring.

Producers have indicated their objections to double-featuring. On the other hand producers, who operate theatres, are, with one eye closed, doing what they don’t like to see their independent competitors do. The whole thing started with someone trying out the two-feature plan as a bargain idea and, because it clicked the first few times, it spread like wildfire. The low quality of feature releases fanned the flames of giving quantity instead of quality into a flagrant situation of menacing proportions. It has become a problem.

No doubt, with the quality of features increasing and with the supply of product for twin-billing decreasing, the evil will gradually disappear. Meanwhile a substitute idea that will click at the box office is wanted. We have pointed out before that an idea doesn’t have to be new to be good. An old idea, that hasn’t had usage for a long while, may serve adequately.

Frank Gordon, manager of the Wicker Park Theatre, Chicago, took a real wallop at double-featuring by reviving an old idea and selling it. He simply surrounded the feature with suitable short subjects and sold the whole show as a “Review Program.” In all of his advertising he sold each unit of the program. He played it in opposition to double-featuring houses and reports stand-out business despite rainy weather. To quote Mr. Gordon: “If these Reviews continue to go over like the first one, good-bye double features and good riddance.” There you have a clicking idea, which, though it may spread into extensive usage, will prove a boon rather than a menace.
as the smart aleck who flirted with the Gods of Chance—and a pretty girl. A rollicking tale full of laughs, action and romance woven around the exciting events at a race track. With Vera Reynolds, Step'n Fetchit and Carroll Nye. Directed by Richard Thorpe.
The Ritz, on Elm street in Dallas, has closed forever, according to an announcement from its operators, the Hughes-Franklin circuit. The house will reopen, however, in time for Christmas week as The Mirror, the announcement also states. W. B. King, of King Studios, in Dallas, is now doing the work of transforming the old Ritz into what will make Dallasites gasp. The new Mirror will be operated as a subsequent run house.

The Capitol, RKO's second house on Elm street, has closed now for reopening December 24.

Burt King, RCA representative, is proud of his latest deal with the State of Texas, wherein 12 RCA equipments will be installed in that many eleemosynary institutions. The state hospitals at Austin, Abilene, San Antonio, Wichita Falls, Sanatorium, Rusk, Terrell and schools at Austin, Gatesville, Gainesville, Waco, Corsicana were involved in the deal.

Ben Serkowich, connected with RKO's theatre department in New York, was in Dallas last week conferring with Len Brown, general manager of RKO's theatres in the southwest.

John H. Stahl, formerly of Fredericksburg, is reported operating the Winter Garden Theatre at Carrizo Springs which he took over from Diz Callahan.

Fleming & Foster have purchased the Texas Theatre at Dayton, Texas.

Mart Cole has sold his interest in the Arcadia at Floresville to his partner, C. S. McLean.

The Palace at Granbury is now being operated by R. D. Duval.

Mrs. W. H. Matthews is managing the Fain Theatre at Livingston.

Mart Cole, of Rosenberg, has annexed the Star at Smithville to his chain of houses.

The LaVista Theatre at Sonora is now operated by the Adwell Elliott Company.

Quite some few Dallas neighborhood exhibitors and visitors attended the Texas Theatre in Oak Cliff last week to witness the first performance staged for a Mickey Mouse Club. More than 500 kids were in the theatre.

D. L. Luckie, operating the Angelus in San Angelo, makes his trips to Dallas via air. Several weeks ago he flew in to pick up a print, and last week he was pilot to this market to buy seats. Luckie used to be in the cattle business. Since the theatre game is much faster he keeps abreast by taking the air.

Miss Florence Lemburg was appointed manager of the Alexander Film Company's Dallas office during the recent visit of Don Alexander, company president. She succeeds J. W. Aubrey who will be transferred to another region. B. Donahue, a company representative, will act in an advisory capacity in conducting the district office. Miss Lemburg is a Dallas girl and has been with Alexander several seasons. Many friends have congratulated her on the promotion.

H. Ford Taylor has sold half interest in the Palace at Big Lake to a local rancher and has bought the Palace at Hamlin which he will get going within the next few days. This is the second ranch deal Taylor has made within recent months.

R. Z. Glass, of Public Address Service Company, reports the sale of X-Cell sound on film equipment with Webster A. C. amplification to S. G. Fry for the Victor Theatre at Van, Texas.

Abe Silverberg, former Houston exhibitor, who has since made money in the grocery business, was again hustling about Film Row last week before opening the Cleveland Theatre at Cleveland, Texas, on Sunday. Abe has taken the house over on a long time lease and believes he is going to make a profit in the town. He wrote Motion Picture Times ordering a year's subscription pronto.

J. Otto Rohde, W. B. F. N. manager in Oklahoma City, was a Dallas visitor Tuesday attending a sales conference in the Dallas exchange.

J. B. Underwood, manager of Columbia, is announcing a Laugh Month which his company will stage soon, defying the idea that a depression has been hanging over this business.

Morris to Paramount
Hollywood—Chester Morris has been signed to a Paramount film contract for a series of features and will begin work under his new agreement in the leading male role of "The Miracle Man."

A Wise Exhibitor

Does not spend extra dollars for sound equipment that gives no better reproduction, service or guarantee than can be obtained from reasonably priced—

X-CELL A. C. EQUIPMENT

Neither does he waste extra dollars in charging, caring for, and replacing batteries.

THE NEW WEBSTER

All Electric

Sound on Film System

eliminates all batteries, head amplifiers, faders, main amplifiers and other equipment heretofore necessary.

NOW! A total of 25 Installations of

X-CELL Sound on Film Equipment.

S. G. FRY purchases X-CELL sound on film equipment for the Victor Theatre at Van, Texas, because of its recommendation from other exhibitors and its guarantee of absolutely satisfaction or money back.

NOT A JUNIOR MODEL, but a standard full size equipment built for hard and constant use.

Reasonable Terms or Cash Discount

Call, Wire or Write

Public Address Service Co.
2024½ Commerce St. Phone: 7-1047
Dallas, Texas.
Proxy Speed Need-Brown

TELEVISION STILL FAR OFF

Axe for Film Cycles

Studio Executives Are Seeking to Prevent Imitations of Successful Films Next Season.

Hollywood — Film cycles, those prevalent if not vicious, conditions that come about with exasperating regularity in the motion picture business, are slated for a nice ride if plans of studio executives materialize. Conferences are being held with a view to operating the idea in the 1932-33 production schedules.

Executives are generally agreed that the rush to imitate successful pictures has proved a boomerang in most instances. Careful checkups of the territories by these men reveal that such imitation produces a cycle-sated public that looks with jaundiced eyes upon “another black film,” etc.

BIG CHRISTMAS ISSUE
Out December 22
MAIL AD COPY NOW!

Zukor, Hertz Issue Statement for Para.

Adolph Zukor, president, and John Hertz, chairman of the finance committee of Paramount Publix Corporation, have issued the following statement in reply to inquiries from stockholders:

“The total liability which this company has remaining for the repurchase of its stock amounts to $6,500,000. Two million, five hundred thousand dollars becomes due on January 2, 1932, and is for the repurchase of stock issued for the Great States Theatres, Inc., operating theatres throughout the state of Illinois. The remaining $4,000,000 is for the balance of a total payment of $5,500,000 paid for a half interest in Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. The above assets are not only fine earning properties, but are highly liquid and have an immediate market at a wholly satisfactory cash price. During the next several months a substantial amount of the foregoing obligations will be taken care by the excess of current receipts over current disbursements.

“Present bank loans of the company amount to $8,200,000, and our bank balances at the present time are in excess of $5,500,000. The company has more than adequate confirmed bank credits to take care of all of its current obligations. Earnings of the company for the first three-quarters of this year are approximately $7,500,000, and our business is running profitably in the fourth quarter.

“The company has made no changes in its well-known conservative accounting policies which have, within recent months, been highly commended by both Price Waterhouse & Co., and Haskins and Sells, certified public accountants.

“In our opinion no new financing for the company is necessary, nor is any contemplated.”

Application for receivership was filed in Baltimore Circuit Court by J. Cookman Boyd. Judge Albert S. J. Owens signed an order requiring the company to submit reasons why the application should not be granted. Boyd charged excessive expenditures, payment of too high salaries and mismanagement.

Clear Title Mixup

Hollywood — “Desert Dawn,” and not “Desert Sun,” as previously announced, has been substituted by “Human Targets,” Buzz Barton’s starring vehicle. J. P. McGowan will direct.
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THIS WEEK
in HOLLYWOOD

By WARREN STOKES
Studio Representative,
Associated Publications, Inc.

WITH the last call sounded for a general and complete house cleaning, the proverbial axe is due for much swinging in this celluloid city. The big and little fellow alike has no idea just when and where the axe will fall, but that it will fall with a succession of heavy blows is a certainty.

The vital necessity of slashing production costs is looked upon in most quarters as the one and only grand moment for the removal of "relativity" and the non-producers from the studios' rosters. It is believed that people warming chairs through political pull and the acquaintance of a few thirty-second cousins can now be given their walking papers without any hard feelings, fully realizing that everyone connected with the industry must produce in order to avoid a calamity. The good ship Cinema is in a rough sea and orders are going out from the bridge to throw the excess weight overboard and the excess includes high priced directors, writers and stars, now looked upon as liabilities rather than assets.

Creative talent heretofore barred from the studios gates is being sought to conform with the new budgets. The old guard is about to be relieved and a transfiguration of new and younger blood injected into the cinema field looked upon as the industry's only salvation.

There is a lot of talk here in regard to Wallace Reid, Jr., emulating his famous father. Young Wallace, who looks very much like his father, is undergoing a series of tests at Universal. If the tests meet with the Laemmle approval, they will go into a huddle with Mrs. Dorothy Davenport Reid for contractual arrangements.

We hear that Kenneth Harlan, operating "The Jade Room," a night club in Reno, plans a return to Hollywood and sound pictures. We hear from the inside that he has signed a contract with Universal. It is understood that he will continue to operate the night club and divide his time between Hollywood and Reno.

Roy Del Ruth, Warner Bros. director, and Joseph Jackson, Warner Bros. scenarist, have deserted the celluloid city for New York. While there they will witness current Broadway productions with an eye to screen values.

Bumped into George A. Hickey, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's western division manager, doing a little advance Christmas shopping along the Boulevard. George rode up to the L.A. exchange where we took a peek at a new picture—picture of his new home to be erected at Calle De Barro near Malibu.

What a picture! and what a home! Need we say more than mention the name of the architect, S. Charles Lee, responsible for the designing of the magnificent Los Angeles Theatre? The Hickey home is being built at an approximate cost of $50,000. The grand opening is scheduled early in April. Yes, we're invited.

Director Edmund Goulding was married to Marjorie Moss of the New York stage dancing team of Moss and Fontana at the home of Laura Hope Crews with John Gilbert as best man.

Jean Harlow, under contract to Howard Hughes, has been loaned to M-G-M. She will play the feminine lead in "City Sentinels," opposite Walter Huston.

Death ended the career of Theodore Wharton, first director of motion picture serials. He had been ill for several weeks. Wharton directed Pearl White's first picture and was responsible for bringing the late Milton Sills to the screen. Wharton also established the first independent studio at Ithaca, N. Y. Irene Castle was one of his stars.

"Under Eighteen," introducing Marian Marsh as a star, was previewed at the Forum Theatre where the picture was received with considerable enthusiasm. Local critics heaped much praise on Miss Marsh for the portrayal of a role that is a combination of "Bought" and "Bad Girl."

"The House of Glass," a stage play of many years ago, which also served as a vehicle for Clara Kimball Young as a silent drama, is under consideration for Ann Harding by Charles Rogers. "The House of Glass" promises to be the first Pathe pic to be made on the Radio lot following the exodus of Pathe stars, directors and executives.

Hollywood learns that there is no truth to the rumor about L. A. Young taking his cash out of the Tiffany coffers. Young has arranged to furnish the cash for the coming year. E. W. Hammons, president of Educational is due here to see about an extension of the Tiffany arrangement for releases. From present available figures we learn that Educational is to make 138 short subjects next year.

Bernard Schubert, KRO-Radio pictures scribe is strutting around the lot with considerable chest expansion. The reason is that Mrs. Schubert presented him with a baby girl, nine pounds and nine ounces. Mother and baby are doing well and papa's cigar bill goes up and up.

We met Josephine Dunn at the Hollywood Playhouse paying her respects to Laura La Plante. Josephine returns to the screen after a year's absence due to illness. She has a prominent part in Paramount's "Two Kinds of Women."

All the gag men are not on the lots. A Hollywood cowboy entered a restaurant while we were getting the morning coffee and asked the proprietor if he would cash a check, to which the proprietor replied: "Hell no, I'm running a restaurant, not a gambling joint."

Norman Taurog, who recently was selected as the best director of the year by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for his handling of "Skippy," has been assigned by Paramount to the direction of a forthcoming modernized version of "The Miracle Man."

C. C. BURR

We met C. C. Burr out at the Educational studios right in the middle of production on the fifth Torchy Comedy for Educational release.

He entered the flicker business via Vitagraph in the summer of 1912 by way of the laboratory, exercising his hobby for photography and at the same time moving into the business from scratch.

He later went with Paramount in the advertising department to exploit a series of South American travel pictures. He rose to the position of advertising manager and then to assistant general manager of distribution.

An opportunity to secure the "Torchy" series appearing in the Saturday evening Post presented itself and with these stories he launched upon his career as a producer. He secured the services of Johnny Hines, a native boy, and together they proceeded to the Arizona, for this series and built him to a point of stardom. In this same series many of the later day stars appeared, some of them for the first time in pictures. Among them were Jacqueline Logan, Norma Shearer, Billie Dove, Dorothy Mackaill, Dolores Costello and Clara Bow.

Several years of successful production and distribution followed, resulting in a three-year contract as a producer for First National. At the conclusion of this contract, Burr organized a unit to produce additional two-reelers. His 1931-32 program includes a new series of Torchy comedies with Ray Cooney, placed under a long term contract. Four feature pictures with Johnny Hines are also scheduled, and he has been assigned the production of four melodramas for Monogram Pictures, the first of which is slated for early shooting.

Burr's motto is "believe it can be accomplished" and "it will be accomplished," a motto which has become a fact in his own particular case.
Organization Charges

Philadelphia Body Asks U. A. Retire as Distributing Organization: An Open Letter Follows:

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE UNITED ARTISTS CORP.

Geiman: Once again you have shown your complete indifference to, and cold contempt for, the business ethics and fair trade practices dominating the relations between exhibitor and distributor.

A specific complaint this time is that your company accepted a number of contracts and dates given to you by exhibitors and that, instead of approving or rejecting these contracts, you held them while you negotiated new deals with competitive theatres. At this writing there are exhibitors whose contracts, you say, you have been holding for months or weeks or more without approval or rejection notice.

This action on your part is a practice strongly condemned by the entire industry. Its prohibition is incorporated in every film contract but your own and is a part of the code of selling ethics promulgated a couple of years ago by the William Morris Agency.

More particularly, however, it is a violation of Rule Nine (Distributor's Resolution No. 11) adopted at the Motion Picture Conference sponsored by the Federal Trade Commission in New York, October 10th to 15th, 1927, which is binding on the industry as a whole. We have accordingly filed a formal complaint with the Federal Trade Commission with a demand that this practice be investigated by the Department of Justice.

Your course of conduct in this respect is in line with the policies and practices pursued by your company over the past ten years, which have worked incalculable damage to the industry and the relations between distributor and exhibitor. As a result of these policies and practices, you, as a distributing company, stand convicted before the bar of exhibitor opinion of being a distinct liability to the industry of which you are a part. Repeated attempts to induce you to alter these policies to conform to those of the rest of the industry have failed, and where they have not failed, we call upon you, for the good of the industry, voluntarily to retire as a distributing organization and to relieve the trade of the burden of your continued existence. We base our demand on the following indictment of your methods over the past number of years:

1. You, more than any other film company, are responsible for the prevailing high film rentals. Your policy in the past, of "raiding" the original contracts for stars with offers of greater returns brought about the stagnation in the picture business now ruin ing the industry.

2. Just as you spread unrestrainedly the seeds of discord in the distributing branch of the industry by your refusal to adjust oversold spots and your complete indifference to the legitimate complaints of the theatremen.

3. There is no economic justification for maintaining a national distributing system for the marketing of a dozen pictures. The distributors must pay more for having an added burden which the exhibitor must pay in higher flat rentals or increased percentages.

4. Your pretensions to artistic superiority upon which all your "high hat" pictures are based have been proved time and again to be a delusion and a sham. Your reputation, we feel, is a hangover from the early days.

5. The heritage of hatred which your treatment of the exhibitors has won for you is a constant reminder of the atmosphere of the industry, retarding the attempts to promote harmony and good will between exhibitor and distributor.

Our complaint is against United Artists Corporation as a distributing body and not against the individual producing units which members of which believe we have no knowledge of many of the conditions existing in your sales office. We feel that the welfare of the industry as a whole as well as these individual units will be served thereby in utilizing the United Artists Corporation.

Lichtman Denial

Lichtman Terms Attack "Ridiculous and Ill-tempered"; Outlines U. A. Position.

Lichtman makes a blanket denial of charges. His statement follows:

"If the ridiculous and ill-tempered statement issued by some of the moving pictures of the M. P. T. O. and the People's M. P. T. O. of Delaware is an example of the harmonious and ethical basis on which those gentlemen would conduct the affairs of an industry then we are content to rest our case.

The contents of the open letter issued by this organization is hardly worth the attention of intelligent exhibitors. But lest a small minority mistake our silence for indifference we wish to go on record emphatically in denying the charges listed.

As a matter of fact I have been so horrified by the affair as to apprise you since the writing of the open letter a number of exhibitors who attended the meeting have openly expressed their total lack of sympathy with the action taken.

To the first charge—that we have been the recipients of high-priced stars—all I can say is that United Artists Corporation is a distributing organization, and therefore has no contact with studios. We are merely agents of a number of producers and at no time have we interfered with any studio other than those of the producers we represent.

This also answers charge No. 2, to the effect that we have caused unrest in Hollywood studios.

"Although we market a comparatively small number of pictures, United Artists is operating at a lower percentage cost than any other distributor in the world. With no exhibitor has the cost of distribution ever been set. Every exhibitor knows that the only basis of film rentals is the quality and drawing power of a picture, and if any one company has been a champion of this system it is United Artists, for we have repeated over and over again that we do business upon the 'Look Before You Book' policy. Furthermore we have openly announced ever since we have been established in business that we want every penny that the traffic can bear for our pictures, not one penny less and not one penny more. The only quarrel one can have with that policy is, values being as intangible as they are, it has been difficult to find an exact figure, either upon a percentage basis or on an outright sale.

In the charges we deny absolutely—that our artistic superiority is a pretense. We maintain that it is an actuality. We have delivered, in proportion to the number of pictures released in 12 years, a greater number of box-office and artistic successes than could have been selected from a like number of pictures obtainable elsewhere.

We are proud of our past record, and we deny that it is a delusion and a sham. Who would not be proud of such pictures as 'The Gold Rush,' 'The Mark of Zorro,' 'Robin Hood,' 'Sorrell and Son,' 'Stella Dallas, Son of the Sheik,' 'Way Down East,' 'The Thief of Bagdad,' 'The Three Musketeers,' 'My Best Girl,' and 'Little Annie Rooney.'

We are equally proud that our producers have mastered the highest art of the talking picture. We would like to see the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, and other similar organizations, take their appreciation of such pictures as 'Coquette,' 'Alibi,' 'City Lights,' 'Hell's Angels,' 'Boulevard Drummond,' 'The Front Page,' 'Palmy Days,' 'Street Scene,' 'Whoopee' and 'Abraham Lincoln.'

We deny that there is any hatred between exhibitors of the country and United Artists. We admit, of course, that there is a great deal of activity on the part of exhibitors as to values, due to the lack of a standardization system of computing values of pictures. This system will obtain until someone smart enough finds one to regulate film rentals, that will work equally as a machine as our system does.

'I am afraid that the gentleman responsible for the statement issued by the M. P. T. O. will find it difficult to separate their complaint against United Artists as against the producers, because the producers receiving through United Artists own the corporation and the sales policy and every other phase of its business has been set by them. Actually owning the business, they perhaps are best qualified to judge whether they should subcontract their business at the request of a few disgruntled gentlemen.'

And we are so bold as to say that it makes our point when we request the disbanding of a political organization which caused this open letter, an organization which can be of no value whatever if it continues to devote its time to such empty vapors. We wish to have such exhibitors as care to buy our product under the very fair policy which has efficiently served the interests of the industry for 12 years.'

Barton Cast Complete
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Frankenstein
Universal—67 Minutes

Once in a great while a truly remarkable screen production comes along that leaves its stamp of impression on our memory. Universal in producing 'Frankenstein' has such a picture. From the standpoint of story, cast, direction and photography the picture is sure to rate with the greatest in picturdom. It is one of those weird and gruesome stories that engulfs shock and executions from the feminine fans and sends a cold shiver up the spines of the sterner sex. It is familiar tale about a young scientist who creates a monster which overpowers him and despite his desperate efforts to tame it, the horrible creature escapes and becomes the terror of the countryside, attacking and killing any human who comes its way. Only by fire is it finally destroyed. Colin Clive as Frankenstein, the young scientist, and Boris Karloff as the monster are the chief characters audiences won't forget so easily because of their remarkable performances. Karloff evinces the possibilities of becoming a successor to Lon Chaney.

SELLING SEATS: Advertise this as a thrill shocker. Every star is a bet. Use large cutout picture of 'The Monster' in your lobby. Arouse public curiosity by stating: "To have seen 'Frankenstein' is to wear a badge of courage."

Over the Hill
Fox—92 Minutes

Fox has done an excellent job in reviving this old story which was so popular in the silent days when Pathé produced it in 1917 and Fox made it again in 1920. It still remains the powerful drama it was then. The theme never grows old—being the story of a mother's sacrifices for her children. It is so humbly portrayed with such heart-rending scenes that anyone who sits in the audience with a frozen face and doesn't shed a tear isn't human. Especially heart-rending are the scenes showing the mother remaki

The False Madonna
Paramount—70 Minutes

Taken from a recent Collier story, "The Heart Is Young," by May Edington, the screen version is intensely absorbing and offers plenty of dramatic opportunities for the stars. Kay Francis in the title role employs all of her sincerest capabilities. As a moll in a quartet of crooks Kay is persuaded by the leader, William Boyd, to take a dead woman's place as a mother who was on the way to visit a son she had not seen for 14 years. This being rich, Boyd sees a big chance to fleece him of some of his wealth. Kay finds the son blind, so naive and fine that she at once develops a maternal instinct and simply can't go through with any crooked deal. Conway Tearle as the boy's business manager, is aware of the situation, but has learned to love her. After a week the boy dies happy believing his real mother has come back to him. This draws Tearle and Kay closer together.

SELLING SEATS: Have your copy appeal to mothers. Utilize the "Lady Raffles" angle by hiring someone to dress as a woman wearing a dark veil.

X Marks the Spot
Tiffany—70 Minutes

In our candid opinion "X Marks the Spot" is one of the best newspaper stories we have had the good fortune to see enacted on the screen. The picture is not only a box-office attraction but portrays newspaper life more realistically than other newspaper dramas we have seen. It has an enigmatic plot situation that will keep the audience intensely interested. Lew Cody, Fred Kohler and Wallace Ford arise above a cast of more than competent players.

The story is plenty fast-moving, being about a young columnist of the Walter Winchell type who faces great odds when he is accused of a murder of a chorus girl the day after she had threatened to stab his newspaper for libel. The murderer happens to be the crook who had loaned him $5,000 years before to save his sister from being a cripple for life. The managing editor has a hunch that he is shielding someone and with the aid of the police traps the murderer. But the picture doesn't end right there. The story is given a new twist when the murderer draws out a gun in the court-room, fires, killing an innocent juryman and shoots it out in the next room with the columnist whom he believes turns "squeal-er."

Talk about plenty of melo-drama. No climax of this picture is filled with it. You can put a big X on this picture as one you want to be sure to play.

SELLING SEATS: The title offers plenty of exploitation possibilities and tie-ups with newspapers.

Taxi Troubles
Educational—19 Minutes

Mostly hokum comedy but will get the laughs. Andy Clyde as a taxi-driver just cannot keep those funny whiskers of his out of trouble. First he has a collision with a police car and by coming home late his mother-in-law throws the dishes and anything she can lay her hands on, at him. Every time when he is trying to be courteous to a sweet young lady along comes his wife and "old battle-axe herself." A notorious gunman tries to take Andy for a ride when he finds him with his wife. Then the police and his family give chase. And what they can't do in the midst of traffic! The scenes are plenty breath-taking.

Hollywood Halfbacks
Universal—19 Minutes

This one should go over anywhere. It has a cast of 30 well-known players headed by Johnny Harrold. Others in the cast are popular screen favorites including Francesca Dean, Mary Brian, Marjorie White, Bryant Washburn, Johnny Mack Brown and Franklyn Pangborn. The football scenes are thrilling and at times even get hilarious when the actors form a team and challenge the local firemen to a game.
Fox Licensed to Employ Meyer Tube

License for the use of the E. M. Meyer ultra violet ray light source and system has been let to Fox Film Corp., according to P. A. Powers, who controls Meyer Tube, Inc., which in turn holds the patent rights.

Powers said that license on the tube also is being considered by the Continental Television Company. The tube is adaptable to television recording.

Under the terms of the license Fox has the right to use the tube for all production work. It will be used for Hearst Metrotone News as soon as it is adaptable to portable equipment, the announcement states.

RELATIONS AWARD

Westinghouse Wins B. C. Forbes Prize

The Industrial Relations Program evolved in more than 40 years' corporate existence of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, was designated one of the nation's best and presented a capital award in a contest recently conducted by B. C. Forbes.

A prize of $200 was included in the award and presented to W. G. Marshall, in charge of Employee Relations. Marshall immediately gave the check to the Westinghouse cooperative committee for emergency relief.

The Forbes contest, conducted to determine the best Industrial Relations Plans, was entered by 320 companies in the United States. Judges of the contest were Dr. Magnus W. Alexander, president, National Industrial Conference Board; Henry Brueer, president, Bowery Savings Bank of New York; Dr. Julius Klein, assistant secretary of commerce; Sam A. Lewison, chairman of the board, American Management Association; and B. C. Forbes, editor of Forbes Magazine.

Racon Improvements

Improvements, designed to give more powerful and better response as well as increasing efficiency, are announced by Racon Electric Company of New York. A reduction in process on the company's complete line has been announced.
“Star Appearances”
Via ’Phone is Wow

A NOVEL stunt was put over at the Publix-Dubinsky Newman Theatre in Kansas City when “personal appearances” of the stars in “Over the Hill” were made via the telephone wires.

A hook up between Hollywood and the projection booth was arranged, the sound being amplified over the Western Electric system and broadcast into the auditorium by the public address system behind the screen.

Seated at a desk on the stage, John C. Moffitt, film critic of the Kansas City Star, opened the conversation, and interviewed Sally Eilers, Mae Marsh and James Dunn, the stars of the Fox picture. Warner Baxter was telephonic “master of ceremonies” and introduced the players.

While the stunt was chiefly an experiment and the voices from the West Coast not very distinct, the audience seemed to enjoy the performance hugely, and it showed what can be done with tie-ups of this sort when the voice reproduction and amplification is carefully worked out beforehand.

The “personal appearances” were advertised in advance and helped draw a capacity audience. Ed Dubinsky, president of Publix-Dubinsky Bros. Theatres, introduced the stunt, calling it an “experiment.”

Cleveland Library Tie-up a Corker

FRANK PHELPS reports the Cleveland Public Library ready and willing to cooperate on publicizing the coming of “Alexander Hamilton.”

These four photos show how the library spread displays all over. In the circle is one of the bulletin boards at the main branch.

Below, left, one of the still displays in the reading room, to the right another bulletin board and bottom left, one of the windows on the street right at the main entrance.

The library also gave out to all comers an “Alexander Hamilton” book mark. This carried copy of the picture on one side and, on the other, was listed a selection of works based on Hamilton and his times.
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ART, LAYOUT AND COPY
A staff of artists who are specialists in motion picture illustration assure you of A-1 work. Complete campaigns, roughs for posters, or any phase of layout or finished design will be handled to your satisfaction. Advertising copy is part of our service. Often art and copy are so closely allied in their creative aspects that they are inseparable.

TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING
You've got to tell 'em to sell 'em. A thorough knowledge of distribution enables us to present your product to the nation's exhibitors effectively and forcefully through the vital medium of the trade press advertising pages.

PRESSBOOKS?
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The right sales angle often determines the full measure of success of a picture at the boxoffice. We'll be glad to sit in at your conference or screening.

GENERAL PUBLICITY
Written—Mailed
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No Alternate Plans for RKO, Says Brown

Despite the talk of alternative plans being offered, none have been submitted where there is a definite indication that one will come forth, according to a statement by Hiram S. Brown, president of RKO. Meanwhile, many stockholders are voicing their interests by holding back on proxies, he stated.

Brown's statement follows:

"RCA's offer to assist the company by underwriting the proposed new debentures and stock is conditioned upon the approval of the plan by stockholders, and if such approval is not obtained the only source from which the company can expect the financial assistance needed to preserve its existence will be lost.

"It has been called to my attention that more than one-half the total shares of the outstanding stock is standing in the names of brokerage houses which, on account of the requirement of New York Stock Exchange rules, that they procure the consent of the owner before giving a proxy, are unable to give a proxy because of their inability to communicate with the actual owner of the stock.

"Regarding production, Brown said: "We have had bad pictures. For that we can be seriously criticized. If we have had better productions, our grosses would have been higher. Now we have taken all the safeguards possible to bring about satisfactory results. We have brought the two studios together and have reduced production to an artistic production under the same time. It hasn't been the purchase of theatres that has hurt us down. Proctor, Interstate, Libson and Pantages circuits have contributed to our theatre expansion program which has shown earnings in operation.

"My total income from RKO for the past three years has averaged less than $90,000 a year, including a bonus of 8,000 shares.

Television Afar

(Continued from page 9)

teenth the reliable service area covered. There is no feasible way of sending television programs of the sort that are likely to hold public interest over existing television networks. It may be done in national radio broadcasting through affiliated network stations. Until some practical way to use wire transmission is put into operation, television area will not be covered through broadcasting any program from one studio is considerably reduced and the number of receiving sets reached, which is the economic factor for consideration by advertisers and others who produce and pay for the programs, is minimized."

Our treasurer receives less than $20,000 a year including bonus.

"Radio will not make as many pictures in the future as have been made by RKO and Pathe combined. David O. Selznick, who is in charge of studio administration, will have all productions made at the Radio lot, using the Pathe studio for several departments and the making of sets.

"I do not claim to be a showman. It was my job to put showmen in charge. Maybe I didn't select carefully or wisely. David Selznick and William Le Baron, both of whom receive larger salaries than I, will turn out a fine grade of pictures under the new arrangement. We also have Charles R. Rogers. RKO's theatre department will show a profit this year, but this net will be wiped out by the picture division, Brown said. Combined RKO and Pathe records at this time is considered unwise, he added.

Allied Convention

(Continued from page 9)

launched on protection from so many angles that we may expect judicial determination on many important phases of this subject before the lapse of the year. The propositions sought to be vindicated are:

"(a) That protection agreed to and put in effect by competing companies, like a price agreement, is illegal per se, regardless of whether such protection is reasonable.

"(b) That inter-city protection never can be legal for the reason that it does not have for its purpose the 'protection' of the theatre in whose favor it is given, but is designed to enable that theatre to draw unfairly from the theatre on which it is imposed.

"(c) That intra-city protection is unreasonable when it extends beyond the close of the preceding run.

"It is confidently predicted that protection imposed by the distributors in the interest of the chains, and without consulting or respecting the rights of the independent exhibitors, will be outlawed as completely as the former system of compulsory arbitration."

Senators Brookhart, King, Dill and Trammell are commended for their work in preventing the passage of the so-called "Dill bill" without amendments that would protect the theatre owners in the matter of the music tax and unfair tactics of the Copyright Protection Bureau.
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LITTLE LIPS TO BIG THINGS
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

ALL KINDS of theatre equipment and supplies. Write for prices. Queen Feature Service, Inc., Birmingham, Ala. (in business 18 years.)

— BARGAINS in new and used theatre equipment of all kinds, sound on film and disc. Tubes, new, 20 per cent off list; X-Cell photo cells unconditionally guaranteed for one year, $25 each. Motors, blowers, projection machines and seats. Cash must accompany order. Independent Theatre Supply Co., 118 West 15th St., Kansas City, Mo. x12-8 (4)

MELLAPHONE sound-on-disc; in operation now; guarantees complete $100. Majestic Theatre, Fostoria, Ohio.

— TWO SIMPLEX heads and Peerless lamps, excellent condition. P. O. Box 212, Nashville, Tenn.

POSITIONS WANTED

OPERATOR-MANAGER thoroughly experienced in all phases of theatre work and can operate any sound equipment; non-union, family man; will go anywhere where application to job and good work count; references. Address Perry J. Sherman, 1112 Mesquite St., Corpus Christi, Texas. tf

PROJECTIONIST—Non-union; experienced sound-on-film; A-1 local citations; requires position S. F. Bay Region. 2315 Greenwich St., San Francisco, Cal. Fillmore 7747.

OPERATOR-SOUND ELECTRICIAN 12 years wants job. Walter Inglis, New Hampton, Iowa. 12-8

TECHNICOLOR MOVES

Production to be Centered in Hollywood

Technicolor has transferred all activities from Boston to its Hollywood laboratories, according to Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president and general manager. Hereafter most of the Technicolor release prints have been manufactured at Hollywood.

This move, which consolidates all Technicolor work—photography, printing of rushes and release prints, as well as research—in the capital of the motion picture industry means an economy of time in production that is important to the industry, Dr. Kalmus pointed out.

THEATRES WANTED

THEATRE LEASE for sale — Location Valdosta, Ga.; 1100 seats; 1500 population; Western Electric equipment. Now operating at a profit, same average B.O. receipts five months period. Will net $500 annually as is with excellent chances for increase with local town. I must dispose of this lease by January 1. $2500 cash payment will handle. Ben Stein, 1409 Lynch Blvd., Jackson- ville, Fla. 12-8

TEATRES WANTED

CAN SELL your theatre quickly. Send particulars. Albert Gold man, 5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. 12-15

THEATRE BUILDING with balcony for rent in Abilene, Tex., after January 1. Good location, reasonable rent. Communicate with Levy Bros., Sweetwater, Tex., 12-15

THEATRES WANTED

PAYING THEATRES for sale in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Oklahoma, Wisconsin. Inquire Albert Goldman, 1402 Mallers Blvd., Chicago. 12-8

ONLY SHOW building in good small oilfield town. Rent cheap. M. D. Butler, Oiltown, Okla. x12-1

TEATRE MOVES

GER-BAR DOUBLE BEARING MOVEMENT SAVES $100

Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes easy work of putting a GER-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Simplex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $50—$100 less than you would otherwise pay. Write us for a practical way of improving your performance. Write now to

GUERCIOS AND BARTHEL

1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. Telephone Webster 2190 or 2002
CHRISTMAS

ISSUE ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS
OUT DECEMBER 22
FORMS CLOSE DECEMBER 18

Deliver A Christmas Message That Exhibitors WILL KNOW YOU MEAN

FOR ASSURED RESULTS TELL 'EM WHERE YOU SELL 'EM!
ON THEIR HOME GROUND THROUGH THEIR HOME TRADE PAPER

Mail Copy Now For Christmas Issue
(Kansas City Dead Line Dec. 18)

ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

BEN SHLYEN, President and Publisher

NEW YORK OFFICE: 551 Fifth Ave.—Phone: Murray Hill 2-10191
PUBLISHING OFFICE: 4704 East 9th St., Kansas City, Mo.
Great laughs from good old Charlie.

Good story; good cast; drama charged with suspense and emotion.

Can a vacation from matrimony restore a wrecked marriage?

Husbands' Holiday
Clive Brook

Charlie Ruggles
Vivienne Osborne
Juliette Compton
Harry Bannister

Aware of another woman in her husband's life, should a wife give him a matrimonial vacation? Here's the answer; so real it might happen in your own home! A drama that packs a vital, heart-warming appeal for all audiences. From a play by Ernest Pascal.

Paramount
NEW YEAR BRINGS STAGE SHOWS BACK TO PUBLIX.

E. V. RICHARDS REPORTED NEGOTIATING FOR CIRCUIT TOWNS IN TEXAS

R. E. GRIFFITH BUILDING CIRCUIT IN NEW MEXICO
Names enough to sell four pictures!

[Be sure to sell them to your customers]

JANET GAYNOR for all who love young love—which lets the whole world in

CHARLES FARRELL whoever likes Gaynor likes Gaynor and Farrell twice as much

GEORGE Gershwin America’s greatest living composer... sure-fire name for class trade

EL Brendel everybody likes to laugh...and how he makes them do it

RAUL Roulien not a name yet... but wait till this picture has run its course!

DAVID Butler gave you “Sunny Side Up”, “Connecticut Yankee”... what a guarantee!

Story by Guy Bolton... Lyrics by Ira Gershwin

DELICIOUS is the only word for it!
H-F Disbanding, Rumor

Reports Contend Publix Official May Take Back Dent & Saenger Houses From Publix.

Although no one in Dallas is prepared to confirm or deny the rumor, report is that this division of Publix will free itself of some or all of the Dent theatres and some or all of the Saenger chain which only a few months ago was bottled up into one booking combination under the partnership of Sam Katz. Soon after he became national director of the Publix chain.

Richards, a high Publix official, will either take over a number of towns in his own right or in behalf of the original Saenger Amusement Company, of which he also was head man.

(Continued on page 9)

Superlatives

By G. LESTER SOUTHWELL in New England Film News

WHILE riding in town the other night on a street car a mixed group of young folks were sitting near us discussing what picture they were going to attend and using a daily paper as a guide to what was currently playing at the local houses.

Suddenly one young lady excitedly spoke up and said, "Gee, this one sound great," and read off a highly enthusiastic description of the picture as exploited by the newspaper advertisement.

She had no more than finished when one of the group spoke up and said, "Don't pay any attention to that bunk. If the picture was any good they would not have to use all those adjectives to describe it," and continued with, "If you would only notice it is only the poor pictures that they boost by heavy advertising, the good pictures advertise themselves by people talking about them to one another." As further proof she mentioned a current picture that a friend had advised her to see. And so they unanimously decided to go to that theatre.

We were much interested in the discussion and made

(Continued on page 8)
More Mud in Philly Unit—U. A. Battle

Editor's Note—The "moving spirit" of the M.P.T.O. of Eastern Penn. So. N. J., and Delaware have replied to Al Lichtman's statement in answer to a request by the Philadelphia body that United Artists retire from business. While MOTION PICTURE TIMES believes that the trade press is no place for the slinging of mud, it reprints the following letter as a matter of record:

Mr. Al Lichtman, Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr., United Artists Corporation, New York City.

Dear Sir:

It is not the practice of this organization to engage in verbal tilts in the trade press. Your reply to our open letter of protest against your company's sales policies, however, is shot through with inaccuracies and mis-statements, probably obtained by you second-hand, that we feel sure that, in the interest of accuracy and truth, you, as an executive of considerable reputation in the trade, will want these corrected.

There were present at the November 27 meeting of the board of managers of this organization sixteen of its nineteen members. Among these you will find the names of some of the most representative and most conservative exhibitors in the territory—men whom you know personally to enjoy the highest reputation of honesty and fairness. The vote to issue the protest letter calling upon United Artists Corporation to quit the distribution field was UNANIMOUS—without a single dissenting voice and followed one of the bitterest denunciations of any distributing company ever heard upon the floor of an exhibitor meeting. So much for that.

The frantic attempts of your local representative to "reach" several members of our organization, both prior to and after the meeting, with tempting bait in the form of ridiculous rentals as a price for their silence, we are happy to say proved futile, the fish taking the bait but leaving the hook. One member of our organization received an approved contract for "Palmy Days" for a rental equivalent to approximately one-fourth of the price for which his contract had been previously rejected. If some of these prices are ever revealed, they will make those exhibitors who are paying 40 per cent and 50 per cent for (Continued on page 9)

The theatre owner who operates a comfortably cool house is almost always more successful than some of his fellow exhibitors who treat the matter of cooling lightly.

Buffalo Air Washers and Distributing Units

BUFFALO ENGINEERING CO., INC.
315 S. Harwood St. George W. Thornton, Gen. Mgr. Dallas, Texas

Ranking High in the Replacement of Other Equipments

UNIVERSAL SOUND ON-FILM

UNIVERSAL Sound Heads have been put to the acid test by some of the best operated and most successful theatres in the Southwest.

UNIVERSAL is meeting every requirement in big towns where competitive theatres are using the high-priced equipment.

With All A. C. OPERADIO Amplification makes UNIVERSAL Equipment a still greater success in hundreds of theatres.

OPERADIO can be added to any sound-on-film for better results.

HERBER BROS. & WOLF
Distributors DALLAS

"Fair Treatment and Adequate Service Always"
15 reasons why 9002 users are completely satisfied with Western Electric Sound

Design . . . . . . Advanced
Specifications . . . . . Rigid
Patents . . . . . . Protective
Manufacture . . . . Precise
Price . . . . . . Reasonable
Terms . . . . . . Liberal
Distribution . . . . World-wide
Installation . . . . Engineered
Reproduction . . . . Faithful
Performance . . . Dependable
Inspection . . . . . Exacting
Service . . . . . . Expert
Advice . . . . . . Specialized
Prestige . . . . . . Unparalleled
Permanence . . . . Assured

You’ll find Western Electric a profitable investment

Western \noy Electric Sound System

Northern Electric in Canada
Distributed by
Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street, New York
Again Taxation

Two weeks ago we warned of the strong possibility of a Federal tax on theatre admissions. Today the proposal of such a tax to be voted upon by the Congress is a reality. And, as we also warned, further taxation by the various states of the Union, will likely follow. During the last legislative sessions in assemblies throughout the country there were many state tax measures aimed against the motion picture industry—nuisance admission taxes. Fortunately most of them were defeated but they will be proposed again this year. For example, witness the 20 per cent admission tax proposal that, as this is being written, is being brought before the legislature of the State of Tennessee.

With the Federal tax plan made by Secretary of the Treasury Mellon and recommended by President Hoover defeat of the proposal is not going to be so easy. Assessment of a tax on admissions as low as ten cents is taking in all of the motion picture theatres, the small ones as well as the big ones. Even during the war admissions of ten cents were exempt from the war tax as were child admission tickets. But that's not the point. The point is that the vast majority of theatres, particularly many of the smaller situations are in no condition to absorb any additional burdens or be forced to pass a tax on to their patrons in the face of a cycle of lower price demands.

Within this industry there are several trade journals that make a strong feature of dollar figures, giving weekly receipts (largely computed by guess) of some 200 or more theatres. This information, if gotten into the hands of legislators, can be wrongfully used as was the case several months ago when a legislator in the State of Georgia boldly displayed a copy of a trade publication that published box-office figures and used it as proof that this industry was very prosperous and could afford the taxation he was endeavoring to put through against it. That should have been a lesson that the dollar publicity that has been rife in this industry can have a very harmful result.

No doubt a concerted effort will be made by the Hays organization together with leaders of the national exhibitor associations to defend the industry from the Mellon admission tax proposal. They will need the co-operation of every exhibitor all the way down the line. For their own interests exhibitors should be ready and not delay to carry forward any effort they are called upon to make. Just remember—if the Federal tax bill is enacted it will not only put many small theatres out of business but it will remain as a heavy drain on the industry for several years. It's a most serious matter for thorough consideration and for a strong defensive action.

BEN SHLYEN, Editor-in-Chief
WM. G. FORMBY, Managing Editor

Associated Publications, Inc., General Offices:
The Associated Publications are: FILM TRADE TOPICS, San Francisco, Cal.; MOTION PICTURE TIMES, Dallas, Texas; THE REEL JOURNAL, Kansas City, Mo.; MOVIE AGE, Minneapolis, Minn.; MOTION PICTURE DIGEST, Chicago, Ill.; MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW, Detroit, Mich.; EXHIBITORS' FORUM, Pittsburgh, Pa.; THE OHIO SHOWMAN, Cleveland, Ohio; NEW ENGLAND FILM NEWS, Boston, Massa; WEEKLY FILM REVIEW, Atlanta, Ga.
Monopoly Charges Filed

OPPOSITION TO FEDERAL TAX

Revise Express Rates

Railway Express Agency Joins Southeastern in Downward Revision for Ten Southern Points.

Atlanta—Following almost two years of ceaseless campaigning by J. H. Butner, local educational manager, the Hays organization, Southeastern Theatre Owners’ Association and other film industry groups, substantial reductions in return shipments of films to exchanges have been secured.

Railway Express Agency, Inc., has joined the Southeastern Express Company in reducing express rates to film exchanges in Atlanta, Baltimore, Charlotte, Cincinnati, Jacksonville, Louisville, Memphis, New Orleans, St. Louis and Washington. The reduction is 50 per cent of the former rate, provided the film is shipped both ways on one company’s lines, and is effective January 5.

(Continued on page 18)

Elliott Succeeds Canavan as Head

New York—William C. Elliott, formerly vice-president of the I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. O., has been elected president, succeeding William F. Canavan, resigned. Canavan’s resignation was offered following failure of unions throughout the country to approve his 36-week salary reduction plan.

Elliott was elected by the executive board of the union. John P. Nick of St. Paul, third vice-president, succeeds him as first vice-president. Status of William P. Covert of Toronto, second vice-president, remains unchanged. William J. Harrer of Philadelphia, who has been fourth vice-president, advances to the post of third vice-president. Joseph C. Campbell of Oklahoma City, fifth vice-president, becomes fourth vice-president, and William T. Madigan of Minneapolis moves from the sixth to fifth vice-presidency.

Floyd M. Billingsley of San Francisco, seventh vice-president is made sixth vice-president. A new seventh vice-president will be elected by the executive board at a later date.

Develops in Congress As Democrats Prepare to Submit Own Program; Hit Dimers.

Washington—Secretary Mellon’s recommendation that a tax on theatre admissions of more than ten cents be levied is understood to be encountering increasing opposition in congressional circles here. The democratic majority in the House of Representatives, from which all revenue-producing proposals must originate, is said to be planning its own legislative program. Meetings are to be held this week to discuss the situation and develop new ideas.

Opposition to any form of “nuisance” tax is foreseen. Also criticized is the proposal to tax admissions from ten cents up. General opinion holds that the cheaper types of amusement cannot now bear such taxes.

BIG CHRISTMAS ISSUE
Out December 22

Cleveland Exhibitors Seek to Smash MPPDA “Combine”; Charge Conspiracy.

(Special to Associated Pub.) By ELsie LOEB
Cleveland—Charging that the Motion Picture Producers of America, under the leadership of Will Hays, have formed a combine and monopoly in violation of the Sherman anti-trust law, Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors’ Association has filed an injunction suit in Federal Court to smash the alleged combine.

The association comprises 46 independent Cleveland exhibitors owning and operating about 80 Cleveland motion picture houses. Exhibitors charging they are being forced out of business.

Suit was filed by Attorney Samuel Horwitz of the firm of Stanley, Horwitz and Kiefer. Associated defendants are Joe B. Keifer and Paul R. Harmel.

Suit asks that the “monopoly and conspiracy in restraint of trade be declared illegal and that the combination or trust be dissolved.”

Violation of the Sherman act is punishable by fine or imprisonment.

The petition contends that defendants control 98 per cent of production and distribution in the United States and by reason of concerted and discriminatory practices are enabled to suppress competition and injure independent exhibitors not affiliated with defendants.

The suit charges exhibitors are compelled to sign uniform contracts, terms of which work to their disadvantage, and that since these contracts are uniformly employed by all the defendants, exhibitors are denied a “free, untrammeled and open market.”

Because of their almost absolute control of the motion picture production, it is charged defendant producers are in position to

(Continued on page 18)

Publix Buys Vitas.

New York—Arrangements have been made for the showing of Vitaphone Short Subjects in all Publix theatres. The number of Publix theatres involved in the deal covering Vitaphone Shorts, approximates 1,000 and takes in the following territories: Boston, New Haven, New York, New Jersey, Charlotte, Atlanta, New Orleans, Memphis, Dallas, Los Angeles, St. Louis, Omaha, Minneapolis, Des Moines, Indianapolis, Chicago, Cleveland Buffalo.
These holiday subjects of real cheer and good will with exquisite music, unsurpassed beauty, atmospherically and artistically prepared, with perfect background of inspirational choral singing, make a superb Christmas Greeting to the theatregoers, and also a happy New Year's greeting of real sincerity—says Walthal.

R. M. Clark of Oklahoma City, director of theatre operations in the Griffith circuit, and Fred Jackson, manager of the Yale Theatre at Cleburne, Texas, also Jack Pickens of the Rio Theatre, Corpus Christi, Texas, were the guests of Wallace Walthal during the Theatre Owners Protective Association convention recently.

Messrs. H. H. Cluck and O. A. Engelbrecht were also pleasant visitors to National Screen Service office, submitting bookings for trailer service.

Herman Robbins, president, and W. P. Gary, general executive of National Screen Service, were visitors to the Dallas branch for two days last week.

R. P. O'Donnell, division director of theatres for Publix, and Gaston Dureau, head of the booking department for Publix, are in Dallas this week conferring with the executive heads of Publix theatres with general offices in the Melba Bldg.

Stage Shows (Continued from page 3)

took in most of the business for the last ten-day period, was responsible for the sudden Publix announcement to return stage shows.

However, an orchestra and stage attractions are set for the Palace in Dallas. Publix is negotiating for more satisfactory arrangements between the Texas in San Antonio and the stage hands' union but this "obstacle," it is believed, will be worked out as more general plans call for the return of the stage performances.

Fanchon & Marco units will first reach the south in Atlanta, coming straight from the west coast. New Orleans will be the next stop, followed at the Worth at Ft. Worth; then coming to Dallas for a week's stand. San Antonio follows Dallas with details at Houston not having been completely worked out.

The return to stage shows on the part of Publix anticipates a long term contract with unions and the Fanchon & Marco booking offices, it is said.

H. A. Daniels has purchased the Texas Theatre at Seguin, Texas, and Buck Weaver has been appointed manager.

Gradwell Sears, division manager for Warner Brothers, and Ed L. Alperton, general sales manager of Warner Brothers, were in Dallas the first part of this week making a tour of their exchanges.

John Davis, formerly of Memphis, Tenn., where he represented National Screen Service, is visiting in Dallas this week.

Wallace Walthal has just returned from a successful business trip into East Texas and New Orleans.

Series on One Bill

Hollywood — The entire Vitaphone series of 12 one-reelers showing Bobby Jones in "How I Play Golf" were shown on one program by the Warners at the premiere of Dolores Costello in "Expensive Women" at the Hollywood Theatre here. Grouping the series on one bill was suggested by the Los Angeles Junior Chamber of Commerce and it brought together many of the golf enthusiasts in and around Los Angeles.

Hiram Parks, former salesman for Warner Brothers in Memphis, has been appointed branch manager of their exchange in New Orleans, succeeding Fred Goodrow.

Superlatives (Continued from page 3)

a point to check up on both pictures. And they were both a little better than average in entertainment value, but at the end of the run, according to reports from the manager, the one that used the most adjectives in its advertising fell way behind the receipts of the one that modestly used the stars' names and name of the feature.

This may not prove anything, but it is our contention that if you use up all the superlatives on ordinary pictures, what have you left for the big ones?
Philly Unit Stabs at Lichtman Reply

Continued from page 4)

"Palmy Days" anything but happy. Your statement that United Artists with a dozen pictures to distribute is operating at a lower percentage cost than any other distributor in the world proves that the age of miracles is not past. It does not, however, square with the recent attempt of your company to merge its distributing facilities with those of another well-known producer-distributor for reasons of economy. Nor does your statement sound reasonable in the light of the reported heavy losses chalked up by your organization over the past two years.

Again quoting your statement: "...we have repeated over and over again that we do business on a 'Look Before You Book' policy."

How can the exhibitors 'Look Before They Book' when you sell them pictures before the pictures are completed, before they are shown and before they are tested out at public showing to determine their box-office value?

Every other film company takes this factor into consideration and when a clear case of overselling is shown, the film company invariably adjusts the one-sided arrangement. Not so with United Artists, however, which has consistently pursued a policy of "The Buyer be Damned."

You will recall, Mr. Lichtman, that two years ago this organization had composed a similar protest to the trade but was prevented from issuing it by your definite assurance at a three-hour conference in Philadelphia that $100,000 had been set aside by your company to adjust the complaints of exhibitors with legitimate grievances.

We regret that you have seen fit in your statement to ignore entirely our complaint charging specific violation of Rule 11 of the Fair Trade Practice Code, which prohibits a film company with an exhibitor's application for contract from negotiating with his competitor before the first contract has been either accepted or rejected. We are willing, however, to rest our case with the Federal Trade Commission.

As for the general contents of your statement—if the United Artists' policies are right, then those of every other film company must be wrong. Here again we are willing to rest our case with the thousands of exhibitors throughout the nation whose dealings with United Artists over the past ten years have left them disillusioned, embittered and hopeful that your methods and policies will be brought to an early termination.

We would welcome an investigation of our charges by Mr. Howard Hughes and the other producing members of your company in whose fairness we have implicit faith.

Yours truly,

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern Pa., Southern New Jersey and Delaware, Inc.
Per Geo. F. Aarons, Secretary and Counsel.

Richard's Rumor

(Continued from page 3)

Speculation as to whether or not L. L. Dent would return to this business has been settled by close friends who declare that Dent has received at least $1,500,000 for his theatres, paid in full, and that he cares no further for the worries in connection with operating theatres.

Bob O'Donnell, high Publix official, and Gaston Dureau, Publix division booker, were in Dallas last week on a special mission, either in connection with a turn-back of certain Publix theatres, or the return of stage shows to Publix stages.

Information that leads out of the rumor stages was gained from a certain Dallas tradesman well informed on the subject, that something is in the air with Publix over the take-back of a flock of theatres only a short time under the national wing of Paramount.
WARNER BROS.
and FIRST NATIONAL
will release

6 STAR HITS
for JANUARY
PLAY DATES
Here they are:–

DEC. 26th (FN)
MARIYN MILLER
in HER MAJESTY LOVE
with Ben Lyon and the 4 funniest comedians on
the screen: W. C. FIELDS, LEON ERROL,
Chester Conklin, Ford Sterling.
Directed by William Dieterle

JAN. 2nd (WB)
MARIAN MARSH
in UNDER EIGHTEEN
First star of the new year in a sure-fire
human story. With Warren William, Anita
Page, Regis Toomey, Norman Foster.
Directed by Archie (Bought) Mayo

JAN. 9th (FN)
LIL DAGOVER
in THE WOMAN FROM MONTE CARLO
The Continental Darling reaches American au-
diences at last. With Walter Huston, Warren
William, John Wray, George E. Stone, Robert
Warwick.
Directed by Michael Curtiz

JAN. 16th (WB)
MANHATTAN PARADE
with SMITH and DALE
of the Avon Comedy 4.
Winnie Lightner, Chas. Butterworth, Bobby
Watson, Dickie Moore.
Directed by Lloyd (Gold Diggers) Bacon.
1932's big leg and laugh show! All in technicolor!

JAN. 23rd (FN)
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.
in UNION DEPOT
with JOAN BLONDELL
The year's novelty sensation! Guy Kibbee,
Lilian Bond and 5000 players.
Directed by Alfred (Smart Money) Green.

JAN. 30th (WB)
WILLIAM POWELL
in HIGH PRESSURE
Fast! Modern! Life!...The kind of role that
made him famous. With Evelyn Brent, Evelyn
Knapp, Guy Kibbee, George Sidney, John
Wray, Polly Walters.
Directed by Mervyn (Five Star Final) LeRoy.

BACKBONE PRODUCT!
and 6 more big ones for FEBRUARY PLAY DATES

FEB. 6th (FN)
EDWARD G. ROBINSON in THE HONORABLE MR. WONG
Follow-up hit to "Five Star Final". With LOR-ETTA YOUNG, Dudley Digges, Leslie Fenton Directed by Wm. (Night Nurse) Wellman.

FEB. 20th (FN)
RICHARD BARTHELMESS in ALIAS THE DOCTOR
Barthelmess' greatest role since "Weary River". With Marian Marsh, Norman Foster, Boris Karloff.
Directed by Michael Curtiz.

FEB. 6th (WB)
JAMES CAGNEY in "TAXI!"
Warner's Red-Headed Wonder crashes through to stardom! With Loretta Young, Geo. E. Stone Guy Kibbee. By Kubec Glasmon and John Bright, the "Smart Money" boys.
Directed by Roy Del Ruth.

FEB. 20th (FN)
JOE E. BROWN in FIREMAN, SAVE MY CHILD
A four-alarm comedy riot! With Evalyn Knapp Lilian Bond, Guy Kibbee.
Directed by Lloyd Bacon.

FEB. 13th (WB)
EDNA FERBER'S "OLD MAN MINICK"
One of Edna Ferber's finest masterpieces. With "Chic" Sale Dickie Moore Directed by Arch (Bought) Mayo.

FEB. 27th (WB)
GEORGE ARLISS in THE MAN WHO PLAYED GOD
Another great story as modern and as human as "The Millionaire". With Violet Hem- ming, Donald Cook, Louise Closer Hale, Hedda Hopper.
Directed by John Adolfi who made 'The Millionaire'

Book Early And Avoid The Rush At WARNER BROS. and FIRST NATIONAL
DESPITE the walls from the previous column some rumors regarding the sad outcome of the industry Hollywood’s famous Boulevard has again been transformed into Santa Claus Lane and King Optimism reigns supreme. While strolling along this beautifully decorated and brilliantly lighted thoroughfare one cannot help but feel that their will be as good for well. Hollywood in general has plenty to be happy about. With a million dollars worth of contracts sold Universal is happy to know that Tom Mix has won a valiant fight for his life, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has signed Marie Dressler to a new long term contract, David Selznick has picked Helena Twelvetrees to play opposite John Barrymore in RKO’s “State’s Attorney,” and a host of other players at the various studios are said to have realized the necessity and reduction in their contract renewals for the coming year, all of which gives the industry a brighter look and a speedy return to a more profitable basis.

Edgar Wallace, celebrated British author, has arrived in the United States to fulfill a writing contract with RKO-Radio Pictures.

In regard to 1931 being a banner year for the independent first positive proof comes in a disclosure by Trem Carr, Monogram Pictures production head, that Monogram exchanges throughout the United States are at this date from seven to 33 per cent over-sold on the quota they were not expected to reach until April 1, 1932. “While a portion of this success might be laid to fear on the part of exhibitors that major companies will not complete their schedules, the greater measure of this sales triumph through the 33 Monogram exchanges can be credited to the great superiority of the Monogram product as evidenced in recent releases,” Carr states.

As a result of the extremely favorable reception accorded the Monogram company, a 1932-33 program of 44 pictures has been launched, and two associate producers have been added to the Monogram staff. The new producers are E. E. Chadwick and C. C. Burrchadwick's first picture, “The Law of the Sea,” has a stellar cast, including William Parnell, Sally Blane, Ralph Ince, Rex Bell, Priscilla Dean and Eve Southern.

The new program, an increase of 16 pictures over this year’s schedule, tentatively will include 24 Westerns with Tom Tyler, Bill Cody and Andy Shuford, and 20 all-star melodramas. The program arranges by W. R. Thomas, Monogram president, during his recent Hollywood visit. There is plenty of activity at the Monogram studios with from one to three new features scheduled to hit the screen every month. In addition to the studio activity one or two companies can always be found shooting exteriors at Monogram’s ranch and Western street at North Hollywood.

A new indie producing unit makes its bow to Hollywood with the arrival of John Cline, head of John Cline Production, who makes his return to film production after an absence of 10 years, during which he won a reputation on Broadway as a successful legitimate producer. The feature was photographed through Hollywood Pictures, making eight society melodramas splitting the Hollywood Pictures schedule of sixteen with Al Herman. “Straight and Narrow,” an original by Ed Joseph, will be Cline’s first offering, and Dick Thorpe will direct. Cline will produce the entire series at Monogram Studios, 6048 Sunset Boulevard, using Trem Carr equipment.

“Adventure Lady,” a play by Dale Collin, has been purchased by Carl Laemmle for Rose Hobart. Ernest Frank will direct it for Universal.

James Dunn will play opposite Janet Gaynor in “Have a Heart,” Buddy de Sylva’s musical romance to be released under the Fox banner. David Butler will direct and production is scheduled to start on Janet’s return from Europe shortly after the first of the year.

Kay Francis has been cast opposite George Bancroft in his next Paramount starring vehicle tentatively titled “Through the Window,” an original by Martin Flavin and Joe Sherman. The yarn combines mystery with the dramatic story of an aggressive state’s attorney.

Two more newspaper yarns are on the way. “Ambition” coming from Columbia, directed by Russell Mack, and one from First National called “Circulation” based on an original by Courtney Pertett.

Harold Lloyd’s Hollywood story is held up pending changes in the script. Change calls for a more sophisticated heroine and a search for a new actress to play the part. The changes are being made by Vincent Lawrence, playwright, who has been called in to help dialogue the picture.

Sidney Franklin, who directed Norma Talmadge in “S.nlmin Thru,” will direct Norma Shearer in the talking version of the same story. In this picture Miss Shearer departs from her usual smart sophisticated roles to one of sweet sentimentality.

Following a series of hurried conferences, the threatened strike of union theatrical and stage employees in the Warner Brothers-First National studios, has been averted.

Lew Bix, president of the Hollywood local of the International Alliance of Theatrical and Stage Employees, announces thatcreate wage cuts of from 25 to 40 per cent have been rescinded pending further negotiations.

Bebe Daniels’ “Hollywood” friends found out that she is all set for a future as a stage star should she prefer the feet to the knees. Bebe opened at the Alcazar in San Francisco with “The Last of Mrs. Cheney” to the biggest crowd in the history of the theater. She took fourteen curtain calls after her last act.

SYLVIA SIDNEY

Sylvia Sidney, it will be remembered, made her screen debut early this year in “City Streets” next she was placed in “An American Tragedy” and her latest opus is “House of the Big House.”

Hollywood sees certain stardom for Miss Sidney and predicts great success as a dramatic actress in parts within her reach. She’s just a little girl, 5 feet three or four inches tall, weighing about one hundred pounds. Her face is small, oval shaped and suggestive of Oriental mystery, and her hair is jet black.

She has been thinking in terms of the stage and acting since she was twelve years old. At that age her parents finally broke down under her force of argument and retained for her a private instructor in the art of drama.

A few months later she appeared in a series of dramatic re- citals before the New York Little Theatre group and at fifteen she entered the Theatre Guild School. After important parts in some film melodramas she starred in “Bad Girl” and her work in this particular play led to her present contract with Paramount.

Plus her work in Broadway shows, Sylvia Sidney has played long stock engagements in Denver and Rochester, netting considerable experience for a young girl barely in her twenties.

This is her second start in pictures. She came to Hollywood a year ago, under contract to Fox, and played in one picture, “Thru Different Eyes.” She was not satisfied with the finished product.

“The break was to sudden, from the stage to the screen,” she explained. “I felt uncomfortable. I couldn’t give the director what he wanted. But this time, I feel, I’m off on the right foot.”

Her work in “Street Scene,” a picture we almost forgot to mention, leads us to believe that Sylvia Sidney quite correctly alludes to the right foot.
New York—The industry will regain its forward stride as soon as the motion picture producers realize the days of the "Moron" audiences are over, Whitman Bennetts, president of Famous Players, Bennett, has independently identified with the industry, believes.

In an open letter to Jesse L. Lasky, with whom he was connected at the earliest days of Famous Players, Bennett, who has in later years made a fortune in the book publishing business, gives his views on what will aid the motion picture industry. His letter follows:

Since then I have been observing and reflecting, from what I conceive to be a just perspective — a public due to me and others — not by choice but by expul- sion. No other film executive with anything approaching the same (for of course there must be a similarity) ability to digest the lessons of both prosperity and adversity, and put into practice, speaking utterly without fear or favor. I believe, in this crisis, I am qualified to advise.

You have already taken a step in the right direction by re-establishing the unit system. You would be going much further along the road to successful re-adjustment if you cut the Paramount producing in halves and picked the other half from at least semi-independent, non-reliant companies.

Units are only a studio name so long as there is one overlord on the lot. Take the tact and profundity of the American theater. You are largely responsible for the selection of unit managers. Units can be effective only when the auto- crat (of course there must be an organization) is only a business; when the unit managers are men of integrity and artistic vision, and in supreme charge under no other authority than your own. But the best unit system, under the most enlightened control, is a bad substitute for properly financed independent producing of pictures in small yearly groups. You know this as well as I do. You know that no four or five men can, without relief, over a period of years, supply the artistic knowledge, taste, judgment and inspiration for the entire Paramount program.

But the real trouble is deeper than production. This trouble applies no more to Paramount than to the industry at large — with one possible, conspicuous exception. The real trouble with the film industry is its bitter determination to underrate public intelligence, and the result is that we regard the public as morons for so long that the public is returning the compliment with interest and seeking other less puerile amusements. The reading of good literature is increasing as rapidly as picture-going decreases.

Better music draws continually larger and more appreciative audiences. The average man and woman have wearied of public obscenity and the few outstanding dominant romantic themes. The art exhibits and galleries are crowded as never before.

The number of college students interested in reading books is enormously each year. Printed works of history, biography, economics and philosophy attain extraordinary circulation. We are reading, analyzing, if not appreciating, the work of the world's top minds. This activity is not only extending the reading public, but giving a better understanding and basis of criticism of art and the artist. A vast and interested public is waiting to see and hear what you have to give. It is an opportunity for the public and a new situation for the producer.

There are two points which I have urged in a previous letter to you for the professional, or artificial, art is not the only, nor even the most important, source of artistic inspiration. There are these two points.

The day of the cinema moron audience is over — and was over long ago. The world clamors for good, vital, educated mental standards — for a self-respecting level of artistic and intellectual judgment.

The man who bars the way to this world-movement of the masses reaching upwards is going down to defeat.

**BIG INTEREST**

In "Movie Gossip," Thru A. P. Advertising

The reception accorded the initial issue of "Movie Gossip," the fan magazine recently launched as a special advertising medium for theatres, has been most gratifying, according to its sponsors, the Galmond Publishing Co., 32-34 West 20th street, New York.

In a letter to Ben Shlyen, president and publisher of Associated Publications, J. Henry Galmond, business manager of Galmond, states that the idea embodied in "Movie Gossip!" seems to have appealed to live-wire showmen all over the country, with the result that the publication run of the second number will be approximately ten times that of the first issue. Mr. Galmond also states, "The results from the two-page advertisement which appeared in a recent issue of Associated Publications were far beyond my most optimistic expectations, and definite evidence of the widespread coverage of this group of trade publications."

The Galmond company is adhering to its policy of only one franchise in each town or community, priority being the deciding factor where two or more theatres in one section make application for the service, and this applies especially in protecting houses in localities included in chains which have blanket contracts for the magazine. These towns are specifically excepted, however, where the remaining exclusive was the individual application antedates that of the chain.

**New National Vice-Pres.**

J. I. Roberts, formerly sales manager at the National Theatre Supply Company general office in New York, has succeeded George D. Kraul, recently resigned, as vice-president.

**HOLIDAY TRAILERS**

**DE LUXE MERRY CHRISTMAS GREETING**

An elaborate subject of matchless beauty. Artistically prepared with a perfect background of inspiring music and choral singing.

Length, 208 Feet

**DE LUXE HAPPY NEW YEAR'S GREETING**

An exceptional message of joy and happiness, embodying in strong, moving musical phrases, the atmosphere of this gala holiday.

Length, 140 Feet

**FOR THE PAIR—$12.50**

Rental price Singly, $7.00 each
Sound Reproduction Improvement Advice

The mere fact that music sounds pleasing to the ear is no proof that the sound reproducing equipment is faithfully reproducing every frequency. The human voice is much more difficult to reproduce properly than music. The human voice affords a much harder test of a loud speaker than does music—probably because the human ear is trained to know when the voice sounds natural. If the reproduction of the human voice is resonant without being hollow or throaty and the sibilants come through clearly, without distortion, the reproduction is said to be excellent. We should not be satisfied with mere traces of the “S” and “TH” sounds. They should be heard almost as clearly as in normal speech. After hearing the human voice, listen to a musical selection containing drums and make sure that the drums retain their full resonant boom.

It is advisable to retain the volume in the auditorium at a normal level. Do not permit speech or music to be reproduced with excessive volume. Musical accompaniments with feature presentations or other subjects should be reproduced at a very low level. When the newsreel is being presented, see that more volume is used for the voice of a close-up speaker than for a person some distance in the background. It is very important to bring up the volume where it is appropriate for special effects—such as the shouting of a crowd, the whistle of a locomotive, a brass band passing nearby, etc.

Replacement Parts

Upon receiving any replacement parts it is imperative that you immediately check same for defects and return such part or piece of equipment which shows any perceptible defects. Sound equipment and replacement parts must be absolutely perfect to insure a good performance and besides we are paying for good equipment and you are responsible if you are operating sound equipment with defective vacuum tubes and other working parts.

High-voltage filter condensers are capable of holding a charge for a considerable length of time. It is possible, while checking over the amplifier and component parts, that you will receive a severe shock from one of the condensers. A simple method of avoiding such shocks is to make it a practice always to discharge such condensers before handling them. To eliminate the possibility of shocks, take a screw-driver, or any other metal conductor, and short both terminals, which will discharge the condenser.

Excessive Friction

If the observer’s equipment does not function, and if not loud enough to enable the observer and projectionist to hear each other, or if the buzzer is weak or inoperative, make sure that the batteries are in good condition.

If the reading on the synchronous motor control box meter does not stay within specified limits, check the projector mechanism immediately and also the working parts of the driving attachment. Excessive friction at some point in the mechanism will cause the meter reading to read high on AC, or too low on DC. See that the projector working parts are lubricated at regular intervals.

Natural Tone Quality

The photo-electric cell amplifier cradle should always swing freely. The rubber base has a tendency to

(Continued on page 15)
Tri-Ergon Pushes Plans for Suits

The American Tri-Ergon Co., headed by William Fox, is preparing to sue all sound film producers for alleged infringement on its photo-electric cell following order of the court to grant patent. Actions will be filed throughout the country as soon as the Patent Office issues the patent. This governmental branch has no appeal from the Washington District Court decision.

Attorneys for William Fox last week described the decision as "sweeping." Electrical Research Products and RCA Photophone declined to comment on the matter.

VERTICAL CUT

SMPE Views Recording Demonstration

An advance in sound recording and reproducing was demonstrated recently to members of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers and the Institute of Radio Engineers at the Engineering Societies' auditorium, New York, by Halsey A. Frederick, transmission instruments director of RCA Telephone. Using disc records cut by the vertical method, a new high power amplifier and latest types of loud speakers, Frederick demonstrated reproduction of organ, orchestral and vocal music, which his audience could scarcely distinguish from the original in either quality or volume.

Speaking before the meeting, Leopold Stokowski, director of the Philadelphia orchestra, explained the problems connected with recording music from the standpoint of the musician. The vertical method of recording on wax discs differs from the so-called lateral method which is standard practice in the phonograph and sound picture industries in that the groove instead of waving back and forth along an otherwise spiral path is a true spiral whose depth varies in a pattern of the sound waves which have been recorded.

U. S. BUYS STRONG INSTALL PROJECTOR LAMPS IN ARMY-NAVY POSTS

In line with the "better projection" tendency of the motion picture theatres, such non-theatrical enterprises as the Panama Canal Zone government, the U. S. Army post at Fort Benning, Ga., West Point, the U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis and the Canadian Pacific Steamship Lines, are all installing strong projector lamps.

Sound Advice (Continued from page 14)

swell, pushing the amplifier upward and causing the amplifier to touch the housing; if such is the case, the rubber plug should be replaced and avoid mechanical noise in the pick-up. Inspect the cradle springs supports and see that they are of proper length.

It is imperative that the Movietone light gate be cleaned before threading the projector for Movie-tone presentation. All the projector bases should be permanently grounded. Do not allow any outlet to be out of contact with the photo-electric cell compartment during the time the film attachment is in operation, other than that of light supply which comes from the reproducing lamp. Avoid placing microphone tubes in the first rocket of the photo-electric cell amplifier.

A haze will be perceptible if the sprocket perforations project over in the sound aperture. Keep the sprockets and idlers clean at all times. Before starting the projector, observe the meter indicators and set at normal operating values. The projectionist is entirely responsible for the operation of the sound equipment.

To win and hold theatre patronage, it is necessary to present the sound motion picture in a realistic manner with good definition and natural tone quality. The unnaturalness in voice, the shrillness in notes and the unpleasant echo of sounds will cause loss of steady clientele. Your audience will be grateful for any improvement you can make, which will lead to the perfection of performance. Your specific problems must be remedied. Experience and science have gone far to take the gamble out of the perfect sound picture presentation.

Projection Problems

Common projection problems are swaying pictures, poor definition, distortion and poor screen illumination. A wavering picture is caused by a bent intermittent shaft or sprocket—or worn intermittent parts, insufficient tension on tension shoes which hold film against projector mechanism aperture, wax or dirt on intermittent sprocket, film shrinkage and film perforations not being standard. Poor definition is caused by a distorted objective lens, using a poor grade lens which provides spherical aberration, incorrect lens system, loose tension against tension shoes, which permits focus to buckle, thus causing an in and out of focus effect and warped film.

Poor screen illumination may be caused by dirty condenser lenses if the high intensity or standard arc is used—a dirty mirror if the lamp arc is used—negligence on part of the projectionist to maintain a proper arc—incorrect relative distance between the aperture and the light source—in correct condenser lens system, or insufficient current for the type of projector arc which is being used.—R. H. McCullough in Fox's "The Last Word."

NEW SOUND SHIP

"Monarch of Bermuda" Installs ERP!

C. W. Bunn, general sales manager of Electrical Research Products, announces the installation of a Western Electric sound system on the Furness liner "Monarch of Bermuda" which is now making its maiden voyage.

RESEARCH COST HITS

Pomeroy Seeks Abolition of Duplications

Abolition of duplication of film research is proposed by Roy E. Pomeroy, whose recently-formed Pomeroy Company is doing special photographic and sound work. Pomeroy believes his plan will solve the collective technical problems of the industry and mainly avoid wasteful duplication of effort along the same principles as the National Research Council formed by leading American industries.

Pomeroy's company, formed to handle photographic, recording and projection problems for national and independent companies, has spent $75,000 in precision machine equipment, special chemical laboratory and an optical department.

Select Proven Equipment for Sound-On-Film

Operadio was the first to provide for small theatres an all A. C. operated, completely self-contained Sound-On-Film Amplifier.

Now hundreds of theatres are receiving remarkable performance from the Operadio Model 408 D. T. Sound-On-Film Amplifier.

When you select Sound-On-Film equipment, look for the Operadio name plate on the amplifier—it is your guarantee of proven dependability.

Select Proven Equipment—equipment that has been produced in large quantities and has been in actual theatre operation long enough to establish its dependability.

Mail This Coupon Today!

Operadio Manufacturing Co.,
213 15th Street, St. Charles, Ill.

Please send me complete information about the Operadio Model 408 D. T. Amplifier.

Name:

Address:

City__________________________ State______
Exploitation "Missing Link" to Increased Receipts

JOHN R. FREULER, president of Big 4, who has just returned to New York from a trip to the Middle West, comes back to town with the vehement conviction that the smaller houses can, and often are, pulling themselves out of the red by the bootstraps of exploitation.

"Exploitation is the 'missing link' to increased receipts, and those exhibitors who are waking up and putting merchandising ideas into effect are finding their business improving. 'Depression nothing,' as one exhibitor expressed himself, 'poor showmanship always finds alibi, and present conditions offer such opportunity to the poor exhibitionist.'"

"On the other hand," says Freuler, "exhibitors are realizing that showing a picture cold is fatal. There is too much competition, even in the out-of-the-way places today, with quick transportation facilities, just to put a show on. The public is buying-wise. They are willing to pay—but you've got to show 'em it's worth it. Therefore, in this age of specialization, with each production independently produced, it's the canny exhibitor who puts showmanship and a new slant behind every picture, and who doesn't ever trust to haphazard luck."

Nifty Tie-Up

A different idea in film merchandising was incorporated by the Uptown, first run house, in Kansas City, Mo., in its newspaper advertising last week. A space four inches square was headed: "1932 Chevrolets for $4.98 Couldn't Create the Sensation in Kansas City That This Joy-Jammed Production Will." The top line was asterisked, with a corresponding line at the bottom reading: "Unusual, Isn't It? But So Is A Picture Like This." The ad was timed as the new Chevys had just been announced. The picture was "Sidewalks of New York" with Buster Keaton.

Race Tie-ups Draw in Allentown

A unusually smart exploitation tie-up is credited to T. C. Charack, manager of Warner Bros. Theatre in Allentown, Pa. The picture was Joe E. Brown in "Local Boy Makes Good" and the stunt was nothing less than tying up with the senior and junior championships cross-country runs held in Allentown on Thanksgiving Day. Charack in bringing about this affair secured the aid of the Morning Call and then with the Lehigh Valley A. A., the governing amateur athletic body in the territory, sponsored the two championship races. Over 100 athletes took part in the runs, which began and ended in front of the Earle Theatre.

Vet Interviews For "Big Parade"

WHEN it was learned that a local member of the Veterans of Foreign Wars had a colorful war record, Managers Ralph Allan and Les Patterson of the Fox Mission Theatre, San Jose, California, arranged for an interview with him in the Mercury Herald. This was in connection with the showing of "The Big Parade" with sound at that theatre.

At noon of the opening day, the band from the San Jose high school paraded along the main street, halted in front of the theatre, and gave a musical demonstration. The band had a motorcycle escort.

On opening night, red flares illuminated the entire front of the theatre as a gesture towards the National Guardsmen, who were favored with guest privileges.

Harold Rhee, organizer of the California Theatre, played a medley of his reminiscent of the war. Atmospheric slides were employed.

A "Big Parade" memory contest was publicized by the Evening News. All winners were presented with pairs of tickets for the picture.

runners who are eligible to take part in the coming Olympics participated in the senior championship race. A Manhattan College man of New York turned out to be the winner of the senior race, breaking the course record in doing so.

Charack promoted all the prizes from local jewelers and the races attracted crowds along the course. The course was patrolled with cars bearing signs announcing the picture, "Local Boy Makes Good," and loud speakers at various points announced the progress of the runners. The tie-up was a natural for "Local Boy Makes Good."

Copy Emphasizes "Happiness" Angle

THE "happiness" angle is emphasized in advertising of Publix-Dubinsky theatres in Kansas City. In these times of gloom that's good psychology. The angle is brought out in the theatre's slogan, run at the bottom of all newspaper ads, which reads: "For Happiness — A Publix-Dubinsky Theatre."

"Scrappy" to Appear in Book Form

A n extensive sales promotion campaign with an entirely new angle is being presented by Columbia in connection with "Scrappy," the animated cartoon featuring a human character and produced by Charles B. Mintz.

Soon there will be on sale at 5-and-10-cent stores and elsewhere throughout the country several series of booklets featuring "Scrappy."

With this accessory being distributed independently of the theatre, the sponsors claim the exhibitor is receiving a potential audience-building asset upon which he may immediately capitalize.

There will be over 100 different stories available shortly and the series will continue indefinitely.

BIG CHRISTMAS ISSUE

Out December 22

MAIL AD COPY NOW!
AS IT LOOKS TO US

MOTION PICTURE TIMES

December 15, 1931.

REVIEWS OF CURRENT PICTURES

FEATURES AND SHORTS

SHORT SUBJECTS

Helpmates
M-G-M—20 Minutes

Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy are a scream in this slapstick comedy which is a laugh from start to finish. Hardy invites Laurel over to his house to help him straighten out the place which had been left in a terrible condition following a wild party while the wife is away. Both have to work fast as Hardy's wife has wired that she will be there immediately. Before they are through the house looks worse than before.

Half Holiday
Educational—21 Minutes

Andy Clyde in another of his characteristic roles of a hen-pecked husband. He is persuaded by one of his co-workers to take Saturday afternoon off for a gay time. Of course, all sorts of things happen so the affair doesn't pan out so well because of Andy's dominating wife.

The Corsair
United Artists—73 Minutes

Cast: Chester Morris, Alison Lloyd (Thelma Todd), William Austin, Frank McHugh, Emmett Corrigan, Fred Kohler, Frank Rice, Ned Sparks, Mayo Methot. Directed by Roland West.

After all that has been said about too many gangster pictures, United Artists comes forward with another caper opera which is just too much for decent people to enjoy. The picture is full of marine jargon, bootlegging, and all sorts of shady dealings. The characters are unsympathetic and the moral is bad that money can be made easily illegally. Chester Morris is the college grad hero who turns hi-jacker to prove to the girl and her Wall Street father that he can make money regardless of ethics. Fred Kohler plays a typical role as a hard-boiled legger leader whom Morris puts out of the way. Until this point the picture lacks any real action. Some of the happenings seem implausible and rather trite. William Austin repeats his foppish Englishman role and Frank McHugh as usual is a half-stewed playboy.

SELLING SEATS: To sell this avoid all references to the gangster element. Herald Morris and Alison Lloyd all you can. Morris will need plenty of publicity after a somewhat lengthy absence from the screen. Stress the thrills.

The Cuban Love Song
M-G-M—86 Minutes


The story has to do with the action of a wealthy family, etc. Selon joins the marines, goes to Cuba where he falls in love with, of all things, a peanut vendor. They live happily, he this native gal, until the war. Our hero is wounded. His fiancé from back home—you's there one in this story, Oscar—arrives as a nurse, saves his life at the risk of hers, etc. They marry. Years pass. Selon returns for his little peanut peddler. Wife and he visit a cabaret; enter the song "Peanut Vendor," Cuba calls. Our hero dashes off a note to his wife, begging forgiveness. He then dashes into the night, goes to Cuba. The goober seller is dead. A young—

A House Divided
Universal—72 Minutes


An unusual story of father and son battling for love of the same girl on the bleak Northwest coast is brilliantly portrayed in this powerful dramatic story. The preview audience was held tensely interested. Walter Huston is seen in another virile characterization, this time as a brutal, tyrannical fisherman. After his wife's death he finds he needs another woman to look after the house and his son (Douglas) answers one of the advertisements in a matrimonial magazine for him. This brings Helen Chandler all the way from Montana to the grim, weather-battered coast. The girl, being young and pretty, it is only natural that she and the boy fall in love with each other. The father marries her and on the night of the wedding the father and son engage in a fight on the flags which leaves the father crippled and paralyzed. During a howling storm the girl flies and father and son battle with the raging sea to bring her back. But as fate must have it old man is drowned, leaving the two youths free for their life's happiness. The climax is the most thrilling part of the picture and shows definite in photography and direction.

SELLING SEATS: Play up the three stars. Go after the unusual angle of father and son in love with the same girl. Profit by the many angles that can be worked out on matrimonial by mail.

Good Sport
Fox—66 Minutes


We can still hear the uproar of laughter of the preview audience. It is the type of picture that should appeal to the sophisticates. In this modern age of magazines burlesquing everything and even magazines burlesquing the burlesque magazines it seems that a picture of this sort should click. Although there isn't much to the plot the dialogue is plenty spacy. And some of it so spacy that the censors might use their scissors. It isn't the kind of picture we would recommend for children to see, but we can say it is good entertainment for those who like this type of screen fare. It is about a hubby who goes philandering off to Europe with another woman. Wife takes over the apartmen of the other woman and learns quite a bit about her husband. Along comes John Boles with his bankroll, proposing marriage to her when he finds her different from the other woman he knows. When hubby returns from his supposed business trip with all his money gone, his wife sticks by him with the hope that she can hold him like the other woman. When she learns she cannot she divorces him and is free to marry Boles. The entire cast is satisfactory. Boles is in a new role and doesn't sing. Louise Beavers as the colored maid, in our opinion, steals the picture with her clever lines. And what more could one wish for in one picture than seven blondes?

SELLING SEATS: Feature the seven blondes in one picture. John Boles needs only to mention to draw fans. Many angles can be worked out with the title to good advantage.

FOR THE BOOK!
PICTURES REVIEWED BY ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS FOR 1931, WITH DATE OF REVIEW, WILL APPEAR DECEMBER 29.

WANT IT FOR IT!

Reports on the following pictures, popular burlesque radio bedtime stories. This one doesn't rate with the excellency of some of his others and is poorly made. Here's a sample of the wit: Indian chief orders his tribesmen to take bow and arrow and each seizes stanch collars with a bow tie in them. Much of the punning is of that type and only fairly funny.

In Your Sombrero
Vitaphone—7 Minutes

This one is a rather amusing short of an American reporter who is jailed by Central American rebels. He is released by his girl friend who hires a truck containing explosives in cans of vegetables to the cell door. As they escape together in the truck they are pursued by rebels, but have a great time throwing the exploding vegetables at them.
Hollywood Pattern
Necessary--Freuler

New York—"The hue and cry being raised from the four corners of movieland herald a crisis which has been forewarned and fore-shadowed for more than a year," says John R. Freuler, Big 4 presi-dent. "Production overhead has been a persistent bugaboo which has become more real with each succeeding production and the sooner Hollywood effects a new pattern, cut to the far-from-imaginary budget, the sooner picture-making and picture-distributing will become a paying busi-ness.

"Since sound the cost of picture-making has been excessively increased, while the volume of product has been considerably cur-tailed. At the inception of sound its novelty increased attendance, and 'when' the 'craze' wore off, at the same time as money conditions tightened, the public found they could 'easily do without seeing poor pictures at high prices. The producers, in turn, have been faced with the practical impossi-ibility of raising film rentals in ratio to costs, with admission prices commonly in the descend-ancy.

"No picture that is consci-entiously produced from a selection of well-weighted material, from carefully balanced casts, from overhead that begins when production begins, and ceases when the camera ceases, that carries not too many thousands of feet of unusable negative and no high-salaried stars' contracts, should fail to make money for its sponsors.

Rate Reduction
(Continued from page 7)

The reduction in these points is in the form of an experiment, ac- cording to Railway Express Agenc-ey officials. If successful, it likely will be put into effect throughout the country. The rates have been made to meet motor truck com-petition.

Quota Oversold
New York—Much talk has been heard about 1931 proving a bonanza year for the independent motion pic-ture industry, but first posi-tive proof comes in a dis-closure by W. Ray Johnston, Monogram head, that the 33 Monogram Exchanges throughout the United States are from seven to fifty-three per cent oversold on the quotas which were not expected to reach until April 1, 1932.

"Studios used interchangeably between major companies, just as interchangeable casts are used, would do much to offset ponder-ance deficits, and the further co-operation of majors with inde-pendents will offer real savings to the larger companies and put the smaller ones on a freely com-petitive basis.

There is little need for a dozen mammoth sound stages in Hollywood with never more than a half dozen in use.

Monopoly Charged
(Continued from page 7)

insist that theatres under their control be granted first run of all their preferred films, with result that plaintiffs, the independent exhibitors, are not permitted to show these films until long after films are shown at affiliated thea-tres.

Defendants named in Horwits' action, in addition to the two re-ferred to, are Columbia, Educa-tional, First National, Fox, Loew's Ohio Theatres, Inc., M-G-M, Para-mount, Pathé, RKO Distributing Corpora-tion, RKO Pathé Distributing Corp., Sono Art-Selected Pictures, Tiffany, United Artists, Universal, Vitagraph, Vitaphone Distributing Corp. In addition, principal terms of contract att-acked are block booking, blind booking, price allocation, admission prices. Uniform contract, the suit charges, provides that pro-ducers may regulate admission prices, though this is claimed il-legal. Producer may also control use of the exhibitor's advertising accessories.

Among other provisions of the uniform contract attacked in suit are those which compel the indi-cator to pay in advance, enabling producer to withdraw from con-tracted list a film which becomes popular and resell it at enhanced price, which forces the exhibitor to pay film transportation charges, which permits producers to control dates of exhibition regardless of wishes, facilities or capacity of exhibitor.

In view of condition imposed by uniform contract, independent exhibitors contend they are at a disadvantage in the industry and are unable to compete with ex-hibitors favored, owned or oper-at-ed by members of the combine. As a result, the public is at the mercy of producers, for without competition no incentive exists for producing better pictures and also there is no means of keeping admission prices down to scale which should be normal if inde-pendents were permitted fair com-petition.
Here's How

You are Offered

A fan magazine which will be asked for, and READ, by every lover of motion pictures.

Contains sixteen pages of intimate Hollywood news and gossip, beautifully illustrated.

Printed on fine paper stock with engravings reproduced from attractive art layouts.

Carries no advertising except your own, for which the back page is reserved.

A sure-fire box office stimulator which is available to you at a price which enables you to give it away.

Will be eagerly watched for each month.

YOUR EXCLUSIVE HOUSE ORGAN

Increase Patronage

Distribute This Snappy Fan Magazine in Your Town

Write for details using this coupon —

MOVIE GOSSIP,
32-34 West 20th St.,
New York, N. Y.

Without obligation please send me copy of the current issue of MOVIE GOSSIP.

Name_________________________________________
Street address_____________________________________
City___________________________________State__________
Theatre__________________________________________
"X MARKS THE SPOT' SWIFT AND DEVASTATING DRAMA

"The play has a reeling, crashing, headlong plunge that expresses its scene and story with power and truth... a swift revealing picture of tabloid newspaper making... photography excellent."

—Hollywood Herald

N.Y.WORLD-TELEGRAM —... Plenty of entertainment... Clirax packs a powerful punch."

N.Y.EVENING JOURNAL —"It’s good melodrama by virtue of an interesting idea well developed."

N.Y.TIMES—"Much of it is vivid and all of it is interesting... It rises to a breath-taking climax."

N.Y.DAILY NEWS —"There is a decidedly different story angle, and a lot of fast snappy dialogue."

N.Y.AMERICAN—"Lots of laughs... thrills aplenty... lots of fun."

FILM DAILY —"There is plenty of box-office cheer in this newspaper drama."

"Box-Office Cheer"

Read the Critics Raves about

X marks the spot

with

LEW CODY
Sally Blane—Wallace Ford
Fred Kohler—Mary Nolan

Directed by ERLE C. KENTON
Produced by SAM BISCHOFF

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS, INC
Distributed by Sono Art-World Wide
ALL PUBLIX SOUTHERN THEATRES GOING TO E. V. RICHARDS CONTROL IS INSIDE RUMOR.

NO INDEPENDENT EXHIBITOR CAN LIVE AND PAY 10% ADMISSION TAX—WALKER

COLE WORKING ON SURVEY TO DEFEAT PROPOSED STATE AND FEDERAL TAXES
ANTA CLAUS as EDITOR

Is as puzzled as we would be in the role of Santa Claus

So to save Us Both Embarrassment

We’ll Just Wish You One and All A

Merry Christmas And A Happy New Year
Publix Going Richards?

“No Indie Can Pay Tax” -- Walker

“No Mousers” Grow

EXPRESS REDUCTION
Exhib. Would Benefit by Revision of Rates

From $200 to $300 a year will be saved the average small-town theatre if reductions now being considered by the Allied company go into effect it was announced Monday by Col. H. A. Cole in Dallas. The Allied office has been working on this move for some time and has negotiated considerably for the rate increase.

Express officials said that fifty per cent of their business has disappeared and have set out to remedy the situation. Col. Cole on Tuesday had a final talk with the rate man and was informed that the decrease has been recommended to higher officials, all of whom would be the same reduction as now in effect in the southeast.

It would amount to a 25 per cent saving in express charges by the exhibitors. Film shipments going to theatres will take the present rate, but shipments returned by exhibitor will be cut 50 per cent, which would amount to the 25 per cent saving.

Merry Xmas

New Universal Job
E. P. Herber of the Photo-Talker Company has returned from Comfort, Tex., with one of his installation engineers where a complete Universal A. C. sound-on-film equipment was set in operation at the Community Theatre.

Merry Xmas

Serial Deal
Harry Webb, serial producer, was on the market last week and is reported to have made a deal with Jack Adams, of Allied Film Exchanges, for distribution throughout this region.

Twenty - Seven Southwest Theatres Organized Under Direction of Harry Nichols.

Twenty-five theatres in Texas and two in Oklahoma during the past two months have organized Mickey Mouse Clubs under the direction of Harry E. Nichols, southern division representative of the Walt Disney Productions, makers of the famous cartoons.

Nichols, a former trade paper man, returned to the Texas territory recently for a sweeping campaign with which he has already accomplished fine results. He is (Continued on page 5)

“Wash Hands First”
The following editorial appeared recently in the Dallas Dispatch, playing the producers for their characterizations of the newspaper fraternity:

It seems a favorite diversion of the movies lately to paint certain classes of newspapers as operated by “friends in human form,” without any sense of decency.

It seems unnecessary for newspapers to attempt to defend themselves against this filter. If they are guilty, they will be ruined by public opinion; if they are innocent the filter won’t stick.

It seems, however, just to point out that if any newspaper printed, for one day only, the suggestive and downright vile lines spoken in the average movie it would not last a week.

Newspapers doubtless need betterment, and that betterment is being striven for, day by day, by the thousands of honest, hard-working, sober men and women.

If the movies want to play the roll of muckraker, they might at least start the job with clean hands. They might start first on themselves; then on the vaudeville stage; and after that, on some of the magazines.

Important, this. Such straws as these plainly indicate in which direction the wind is blowing. Think it over.

L. L. Dent Also May Figure, Inside Track Rumors Notify the Southwest.

Every theatre operated by Publix throughout the entire South, will soon pass into the control of E. V. Richards, of New Orleans, according to certain well-founded information, which during the past few days is proving up as being more and more likely.

A number of men interested in the landslide have been in New York for a week where an important meeting Monday was to have been held in connection with the deal.

E. V. Richards was there with four of his right-hand men—R. J. O’Donnell, Publix division director; Jenkins, division manager at Dallas; Gaston Dureau, of the Publix home office, and McCoy, of New Orleans.

L. L. Dent, of Dallas, who sold his large circuit to Publix several years ago, and who is reported to have been paid off for his former (Continued on page 8)

CHAIN VS. INDIE

Griffith Bucking Wade in Gainesville

Bucking A. V. Wade, independent operating the Majestic at Gainesville, the Texas, under Griffith Amusement Company protection, is playing the biggest pictures at the lowest prices, according to an advertisement which ran recently in the Gainesville newspaper.

“Silence,” one of Paramount’s best pictures, was played for 10 and 5 cents, coming under the Wednesday and Thursday bargain days.

Bargain Days continue at the Texas the balance of the week as the ad reads “Two for One” on Fridays and Saturdays.

Wade, at the Majestic, has not been meeting these prices, it is said.
Cole on Survey to Defeat Theatre Tax

Realizing that a ten per cent gross admissions tax on tickets over ten cents is a matter of life and death at this time for fifty per cent of the theatres of Texas, Col. H. A. Cole, president of Allied of Texas, has set to work on a survey of theatre receipts and disbursements, calculated to prove to tax investigation committees that theatres are no place to impose any sort of admission tax, which, it can be proved, is paid by theatre men themselves and not the public.

If the theatre men will just do what they are asked to do, he said, the job of completing the survey will be made easier, and ample data will be ready to answer these committee investigations. "We must have the cooperation of exhibitors, and if they will just answer letters, the job can be accomplished," he declared.

"There are no exhibitor politics to be played in the tax question. It is just a question of fighting for all we're worth and exhibitors had just as well recognize this fact." Taxes have to be defeated at home, Mr. Cole believes, and for this reason the survey has been started in Texas by Allied.

Legislators believe that the public pays the tax and not the exhibitor, and that is the thing that must be answered.

The survey will include a trend of admissions today to show that if the exhibitor has had to put admissions down to 30 cents from 40 cents that it will be impossible for him later to raise back to 40 cents to take care of the tax. The fact is that the exhibitor will only get about 25 cents should a tax be inflicted.

"About a year ago I sent out a bulletin saying that admissions would have to come down, and was criticized for it," Mr. Cole said.

Admission prices have come down the region over and this trend must be impressed on tax committees.

"It's going to be the hardest fight this industry has ever seen. Legislative tax committees are asking about profits, and if we don't show them the actual conditions they will say we are making (Continued on page 9)
New Owl Show
As H. A. Daniels was driving south on the road near Italy, Texas, a big swamp owl broke through the windshield of Daniels' car. It did not molest the driver, but did some heavy scratching on the face of Al Jaffe and scattered the broken glass over "Dad" Shaw, the two other occupants of the vehicle.

Daniels, United Artists' representative, was going into southern territory and was taking Shaw, chinaware man, and Al Jaffe, representing Honey Boy & Sasafras, a part of the way with him.

The trio was stunned and it was several seconds before the owl was found in the car, revealing to the awed film men just what had taken place.

Walker on Tax
(Continued from page 3)

aside until this matter is settled," the letter read.

As a further effort to arouse the trade as to the imminent tax danger, Judge Walker also has issued the following communication:

"DO YOU WANT YOUR THEATRE CLOSED?"

"Do you know that if the 10 per cent admission is placed on the Industry by the Government, 75 per cent of the little theatres in Texas will have to close. There is no business in the industry that can exist on 10 per cent direct tax on its gross receipts unless it has some way of increasing its receipts to take care of the tax.

"The government is demanding of congress that it place a 10 per cent admission tax on all theatres.

Stop and figure what this means to you! If you do $20,000 gross business, you must pay the government $2,000.

"There is no other business, big or little, upon which such a tax will be asked. The proposition of the bill expects the theatre owner to add this 10 per cent to his admission. You know and I know this cannot be done. Every exhibitor in Texas today is trying to reduce admissions. It is a direct tax upon the poor people because a big percentage of our customers are of the working class and people who are not able to pay this increase or bear the burden of this tax. The people who once filled your theatre are now out on account of admission price. Do you want the rest out?

"Secretary Mellon evidently feels that he will get this from the class of people that cannot fight back, but if we expect to stay in business, we must fight back.

"Start running slides, trailers and other propaganda against admission tax. Get your patrons to write letters to your congressmen, or furnish them with a letter or postcard addressed to the congressmen, asking them to sign and mail it. Do this at once.

"Go to your banker, merchants and professional men and ask them to write the congressmen. Now is the time to begin work and keep it up. Get up a petition protesting against this tax—keep it in your lobby, secure as many signers as possible and mail to your congressmen, however, personal letters will get better results.

"We can stop this tax if everybody will work. SO GET BUSY!

"Yours very truly,
ROY L. WALKER,
Pres. Theatre Owners' Protective Association."

NEW KING JOB
Mirror Theatre Furnished on Lavish Scale

W. B. King, theatre decorator, remodeler and acoustical expert, who has several hundred jobs to his credit over the region, is just finishing up one of the best jobs in his career, the old Ritz, transformed into the New Mirror for Hughes-Franklin. The Mirror will open Christmas Day.

A silver and black motif on a scale that properly fits a much scarred interior, is done on a very lavish scale and is a high example of theatre decorative art.

The house gets its name from thousands of small pieces of mirrors inset in panels throughout the entire lobby and foyer.

Another big job recently completed by King was the former Palace in Little Rock which re-opened as the Palaski in honor of the owner of the building. New cushioned seats were installed on this job which opened Saturday of last week.

A high-school auditorium in McKinney, Tex., was also recently decorated by W. B. King.

Mousers Spread
(Continued from page 3)

now on the west coast for the holidays but will return in January to take up the work where he left off.

In a letter to J. B. Underwood, Dallas branch manager of Columbia, distributors of the one-reelers, Nichols said he will call on all theatres on the highway between El Paso and Dallas.

The theatres already handling the Mickey Mouse Clubs include: Oak Lawn, Arcadia; Texas and Old Mill, Dallas; Texan, Lufkin; Texas, Kilgore; Crystal, Gilmer; Lamar, Paris; Texas, Sherman; Ritz, McKinney; Palace, San Antonio; Dixie, Waxahachie; Grand, Ennis; Texas, Palestine; Grand, Corsicana; Palace, Seguin; Princess, Luling; Royal, Laredo; Rio, San Benito; Place, Corpus Christi; Rialto, Cuero, Princess, Del Rio; Texas, San Angelo; Palace, Sweetwater; Plaza, El Paso; and the Ritz, Muskogee; and Liberty, Durant, Okla.

— Merry Xmas —

NEW YEAR ISSUE
December 29

Wishing You a Very Merry Christmas plus
A Happy and Prosperous New Year
Sincerely
WALLACE WALTHALL
District Manager
NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
DALLAS

Wishing Our Many Friends and Customers

The Season's Greetings and a Prosperous New Year

BUFFALO ENGINEERING CO.

315 S. Harwood
Geo. W. Thornton, Gen'l Mgr.
Dallas, Texas
Confidence and Courage

With the year drawing to a close and, with the somewhat jumbled perspective that may have been given to people as a result of general conditions that have forced all industry to have a dismal outlook, it is but natural to reflect upon brighter days—the history-making days—of the motion picture industry. If there is any one thing that alone can be labeled as responsible for the growth of this industry to its tremendous size, it is CONFIDENCE, aided and abetted by courage.

Confidence is the spur to ambition; it is the executor of ideas; it is the silent voice that says, “Yes, stick to it!” when others berate; confidence is the guiding hand that opens closed doors to fame and fortune; it is a fighting force that creates, that explores and that achieves success; confidence is a builder of business and industry.

When we look back upon the earlier days—the pioneering days—of the motion picture industry, when the flickering shadows were considered but a passing fancy, it was confidence that kept alive this new form of entertainment. Confidence in themselves and in their ideas enabled men like Zukor, Lasky, Laemmle and Fox to build their poverty-born enterprises into world-wide institutions. Confidence made the store-room nickelodeon become a palatial edifice. Confidence spurred the Warner Brothers to blaze the trail with talking pictures and to lead this industry to greater achievement when unbelievers shook their heads.

Today this industry is in the midst of a crisis as are many other industries. An economic situation has been reached that seems to be an impasse in the road to further progress. Certain of the industry giants seem to be tottering. And once again we see the unbelievers going about, shaking their heads.

Confidence in itself is what this industry needs today; confidence of its people in their leaders; confidence of its leaders in their people. And with this is needed courage—courage to look facts squarely in the face; courage to come out of the clouds and down to earth; courage to roll up the sleeves and start in to work—harder than ever; to rebuild where necessary; to build anew. And to go about it all with a confidence of winning.

Confidence and courage—they're an unbeatable team!
Here's Another Great Universal Serial For You To Clean Up With!

DETETIVE LLOYD

With the first actual scenes ever made in Scotland Yard

The kind of story that is greeted with a riot at the announcement of each new episode...featuring Jack Lloyd...directed by Henry MacRae

who also directed those money serials, "The Indians are Coming" and "Battling with Buffalo Bill".

Presented by Carl Laemmle in conjunction with Mutual Pictures, Ltd., Distributed by

Universal—The Hit of the Industry!
MOTION PICTURE TIMES

DECEMBER 22, 1931

ALONG FILM ROW

A new theatre for colored has been opened in Longview, east Texas oil town, by the C. K. C. Amusement Company. The show-
house is called "The Ritz," and is managed by J. Clyde King, one of the owners.

Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Roberts and baby daughter, of New York, arrived in Dallas Monday to spend Christmas holidays with relatives
and friends. J. I. is now manager of the New York branch of National Theatre Supply Company after serving some months as sales
manager and assistant to the president, handling country-wide business. The Roberts will remain in Dallas until January 1.

Walter Young is the party's name who purchased half interest from H. Ford Taylor in the Palace at Big Island. Young has
already relocated in Hamlin where he is now operating the town's one theatre under the name of Ritz.

J. T. Hughes, of the Texas at Rusk, was a recent visitor to the Dallas market and at the TIMES office.

Publix-Richards (Continued from page 3) holdings, is also said to have been in New York and interested in the huge transaction. His right-hand
man, W. E. Paschall, now directing the Dent houses for Publix, is also one of the executives in Gotham.
After many predictions that Dent would never re-enter the show game, reliable informants say that he is to be a very
important figure with Richards in taking over all the Publix southern houses. For many years Richards and Dent have been close
business associates and both have been free from theatre activities for some time. Richards, it is reported, refused an enormous
salary from Publix to handle the South at the time Publix took over Saenger.

Whether or not the Publix houses will be taken back into the Saenger Amusement Company, or whether or not a new company
will be formed, is considered uncertain. It is believed a fact, however, that Richards will be the ring-leader and that Dent will be
second in the set-up.

Close at hand obligations of Publix is said to be the turning point for the huge deal believed in the wake which will involve not
only the smaller Publix towns, but also every key city house under the Publix banner.

P. E. Wilson, owner of the colored Circle on Deep Ellum, has been heralding the arrival of the third youngster in the Wilson
household, a fine boy. This family of five plans a great time this Christmas with three kids to be the center of attraction for two
proud parents.

H. W. Little, operating the Strand and Ritz in Uvalde, was in Dallas last week for a visit with Don Douglas, an associate in the
enterprises. Douglas buys and books for the two houses and Little handles the local management problem.

A certain film salesman making south Texas advises all his contemporaries and exhibitor friends not to have liquor in their
cars when passing through the country near Falfurrias. They are really shaking down the cars in that locality, he said.

Alex Hughes, former Publix manager, who has taken over the old Majestic at Hillsboro, was buying on the Row Friday.

Jesse Oakes is reworking a location for a theatre which he will soon open in Cameron and is also preparing to open a house in
Valley Mills at an early date.

Hollywood—Kay Francis has been assigned the leading role in "The Black Robe," soon to be filmed at Paramount's Hollywood
studios under direction of Lothar Mendes.

WE BUY AND SELL USED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS

* COMPLETE LINE
* STANDARD PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
* and Projection Accessories
* Efficient Repair Department
* Day or Night Service

HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
JOHN HARDIN, Prop.
714 Hampton Rd.
Tel. 6-2235
Dallas Texas

MERRY CHRISTMAS EVERYBODY

CHosen AGAIN!
X-CELL---MELLAPHONE
ALL A. C. SOUND-ON-FILM

For Merit and Reasonable Price.

[MR. A. W. LILLY, of Greenville, Texas, Buys]
[X-CELL-MELLAPHONE for his Commerce, Texas]

Mr. Lilly knows a good investment when he sees and hears it.

Any sound on film equipment can be made entirely A. C. operated with
WEBSTER V-81 All Electric Amplifier

The price is usually The price is unusually reasonable. Write for full
description, price, and details of our guarantee to improve your sound and save
upkeep expense.

MELLAPHONE-X-CELL

Equipment is guaranteed to give satisfactory sound and to be equal o equipments
costing several times its price. Your money back if you are not a booster after hearing
Mellaphone - X-Cell in your own theatre.

NOT A JUNIOR MODEL

BUT A FULL-SIZE STANDARD EQUIPMENT BUILT FOR HARD AND
CONSTANT USE.

Terms or Cash Discount
Call, Wire or Write

Public Address Service Co.
2024½ Commerce St. Phone: 7-1047
Dallas, Texas.
Calderon Plans Film Production

Raphael Calderon, prominent and substantial exhibitor, of El Paso, operating the International Amusement Company, leaves for Mexico City as soon as possible, he says, to head a production company there for the making of Spanish pictures, planning later to come out with English-speaking versions, it is said.

During Calderon's absence from his El Paso offices, Alberto Salas Porras will look after the business of International.

In a letter to J. B. Underwood, manager of the Columbia office, Calderon says he will always remember his friends in this business no matter how far away he happens to be.

— Merry Xmas —

PLAN ROADSHOWS

Mapping Plans for "Ten Nights in a Barroom"

K. Lee Williams, well-known roadshow man in the Oklahoma territory, and L. C. McHenry, hot-shot film campaigner, were in Dallas last week making arrangements to invade this section with "Ten Nights in a Barroom." The opening gun will be at the Texas in Oak Cliff, according to a tentative announcement.

While in Dallas McHenry quoted one of the Griffiths in Oklahoma City as saying that "Ten Nights" is the biggest money-maker on the market today.

McHenry has a big campaign mapped out and trucks, lights, etc., go with each show unit. Tie-ups are effected with dry organizations, and the sky is the limit on plans to exploit and advertise the picture in each town.

Both Williams and McHenry will return to Dallas soon when they will make further definite announcements.

— Merry Xmas —

DURANT CHANGES

Terry Opens Metro; David Opens Queen

C. D. Jackson was in town from Durant where he is managing the Liberty for Hughes-Francillon. He informs us that John Terry has recently opened the Metro there. Terry owns houses at Wewoka, Clinton and one other town.

Miller, Davidge, former H-F manager, opened the old Queen in his own right, which name he has changed to Ritz. Davidge boasts the only home-owned theatre in the town.

Cole on Tax

Continued from page 4

money. The independent theatre is the only source for this information as the courts usually decline to uncover their records for any purpose."

Mr. Cole has already filled in information with a tax committee in the gross intake and disbursements of his own theatres in Greenville and Bonham.

He is now asking that every theatre tell him what they were charging a year ago as compared to what they are charging now. If he can get 200 theatres to do that and another 20 theatres to give him a simple financial statement for the past year it won't be hard to show congressmen and state legislators that the theatres can not pay. Such information only will be a satisfactory answer, he believes.

— Merry Xmas —

Columbia Expands

H. C. Kaufman, assistant manager of the exchange operations' department, is in Dallas supervising an enlargement of the Columbia branch including new vaults and increased shipping space. Columbia has had a great increase in volume this year over recent seasons.

SALES MAN ROBBED

National Screen Man Severely Beaten

Lester Gibbs, travelling salesman for National Screen Service, was held up as he was traveling in his car between Muskogee and Wagoner, Okla., and robbed of his money and overcoat. He was beaten over the head with a revolver and severely injured.

The robbers escaped in their car, after first throwing the injured man's keys away.

He was brought to a hospital in Oklahoma City by Wallace Walthall, district manager, and given treatment and is now progressing as rapidly as could be expected.

— Merry Xmas —

Oklahoma City Notes

With many rumors in the air, stock may be replaced by vaudeville in Oklahoma City in the near future.

Preview at Midwest Saturday night was "Yellow Ticket," and "Private Lives" at the Criterion.

Wallace Walthall, district manager for National Screen Service, Dallas, visited Oklahoma City Monday and secured some nice business from Griffith Bros. and Mid-West Theatre Operating Co. While in the city, Walthall visited Bethlehem Commandery No. 45 Knights Templar, and helped in "LITTLE EVA" BACK

Effie Shannon Cast for "The Wiser Sex"


Making her first appearance on the stage in 1937 as Little Eva in "Uncle Tom's Cabin," Effie Shannon has been a prominent figure in the theatre for the last half-century. In recent years, Miss Shannon has played in the all-star revival of "Trelawney of the Wells," "L'Aiglon," "Her Unborn Child," "Good Boy" and "Merry Andrew."

— Merry Xmas —

Start Buck's Next

Hollywood — Production has started on "High Speed," Columbia's next starring vehicle for Buck Jones. This will be the seventeenth feature in the series of eight outdoor dramas the star is making for the company.

At the annual election of officers, and of course, after the meet, all Sir Knights present, were the guests of Sir Knight Walthall for light refreshments.

GOODALL SOUND ON FILM COMPLETE ALL A.C. OPERATED FOR POWERS NOW

SMALL DOWN $850.00
P AYMENT

2 Sound Heads with Special Cabinet complete including Pre-amplifier All A. C. System.

$595.00

Sound Heads only $295.00 per pair.

WRITE FACTORY FOR OUR NEW 1932 CATALOGUE

Good-All Electric Mfg. Company, Inc.

OGALLALA, NEBRASKA

GEO. W. SUMNER, Representative

SOL. J. DAVIDSON, Representative

State of Texas

State of Oklahoma

Weatherford, Texas

704 West Grand. Oklahoma City, Okla.
Plea for Tax Fight Aid

WARNER CONFIDENCE VOTE

HI-LITES
IN THE WEEK'S NEWS

New York—Milton Silver for the past three years advertising manager of Universal, has resigned to accept another advertising position. Universal has not yet announced his successor.

Hollywood—Fox West Coast Theatres have been forced to adopt the dual feature policy because of practice by independents, executives of the circuit announce. Although they regret the move is necessary, officials state that such a policy is required to meet competition.

Hollywood—Warner-First National will have 32 features on the present schedule completed or in work by March 1, according to an announcement by Jack L. Warner. It is understood that comedy will get the break.

Washington—Another bill aimed at block booking has been introduced in the House by Rep. Emanuel Celler of New York. It would be effective six months after enactment. Violation would make the offender liable to a fine not to exceed $10,000 or more than one year in prison, or both.

Los Angeles—No successor to Harold F. Franklin, who recently resigned as president of the H-F theatre interests, has been named. Howard Hughes has called a meeting of the circuit division managers to discuss future plans.

A worthy cause, that Film Daily relief fund. Mail your check to Film Daily today.

Lankford Would Put Gov't. in Film Biz.

Washington—The government will go into the film production business on a scale to cost not more than $1,000,000,000, if a bill introduced in the House by Representative Lankford of Georgia is adopted.

The measure was referred to the Committee on Expenditures where it is expected to die the horrible death of the well-known race dog. Under its provisions a department of general welfare will be administered by the Federal Trade Commission, produce pictures which would be given free to schools, universities, patriotic, civic and other organizations. In some respects it is similar to the old Hudson bill.

RKO to File Answer

New York—Answers to J. Cookman Boyd's receivership petition filed in Baltimore and to Boyd's injunction proceedings last week in which he attempts to restrain RKO from carrying out its refinancing plan will be filed this week in Baltimore, according to B. B. Kahan, attorney. RKO officials state that the company is now financially sound and that the suit can be tried only on the mismanagement charge. Final hearings on both actions will not be scheduled until after the new year.


National President M. A. Lightman, of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America has issued the following stirring declaration against the proposed ten per cent tax on the gross receipts of theatres:

"Direct taxation on motion picture theatre admissions is most unfair as it places the burden upon the man of average circumstances and in many instances upon the theatre proprietor, as the motion picture theatre caters to the masses.

"Obviously taxation should be so designed as to be derived from the nature of the business and not to its distribution. If for no other reason this tax is manifestly unfair.

"Secondly, the motion picture institution is essential to a community. The educational value and the general benefits derived from it are of such significance that anything designed to cripple them is unpatriotic and tends to handicap civic advancement. Then, too, why should not the welfare of the motion picture industry be considered? Is it reasonable to single out certain industries and burden us in a crisis like this when the load is so heavy now that it is only with difficulty that we can keep going?

"If it is fair to tax admissions to a theatre why is it not fair to tax every commodity of any kind for which an exchange of money is necessary?

"Exhibitors of the nation should rise up in arms against this drastic proposal. The power of the screen should be utilized to its utmost to combat this thing.

"The citizens of your community should virtually be commanded to the defense of the cause which is repeatedly resisting is under protest. Exhibitors you must respond. Have thousands of your customers write, wire or telephone your congressmen protesting against this unfair proposal. If you depend upon the other fellow we are sunk. Get busy!"

—Merry Xmas—

Start Custer's Third

Hollywood—The third Bob Custer Western for Big 4 started December 11. The tentative title of "Wanted—a Riding Boss," will probably be changed when the film is further in production.
The Picture Guide

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS OF CURRENT RELEASES

December 22, 1931.

ALEXANDER HAMILTON—Warner (73). Historical drama which gives Alistair a chance to display his superb ability. Entertainment of the highest standard. (Oct. 6)

ARE THESE OUR CHILDREN?—Radio (84). Another masterful production by Wesley Ruggles, the director of "Cimarron." Picture has a powerful message. (Nov. 17)

BAD COMPANY—RKO-Pathe (78). Gangster picture which is different from the ordinary type with topnotch performance by Ricardo Cortez. (Sept. 29)

BELoved BACHELor—Paramount (68). Highly sentimental romantic type of story which should please generally. Paul Lukas and Dorothy Jordan co-starred. (Oct. 27)

BIG Gamble—RKO-Pathe (83). Octavus Roy Cohen story with plenty of action and punch that should satisfy. Bill Boyd and Dorothy Sebastian co-starred. (Sept. 15)

Border Law—Columbia (54). Typical Buck Jones western with a thrill-second that shouldn't disappoint the lovers of the old-fashioned horse opera. (Oct. 27)

Brat—Fox (65). Good entertainment for the majority. Excellent cast, including Sally O'Neill, Allan Dinehart, Frank Albertson, Virginia Cherrill and June Collyer. (Oct. 27)

Champ, The—M-G-M (87). Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper rise to superb heights in this picture filled with human interest and action. (Nov. 24)

Comrade X—National (55). Good comedy-drama for the small town audiences. Rose Hobart and Ben Lyon head the cast. (Nov. 24)

Convicted—Artclass (63). Good murder mystery that is entirely plausible from beginning to end. Excellent cast headed by Aileen Pringle. (Oct. 20)

DANGEROus AffAIR—Columbia (71). Jack Holt and Ralph Graves together again as bullies who have a series of exciting adventures in a haunted house. Excellent comedy mystery drama. (Oct. 6)

East of Borneo—Universal (74). Smash melodrama with all the mystery of the Orient and a jungle background to keep the audience gasping with suspense. (Sept. 8)

Fancy a Girl for Herself?—Radio (72). Edna May Oliver in the title role makes this picture really worthwhile. It is 100 per cent Technicolor. (Oct. 20)

FIVE Star Final—First National (89). A powerful dramatic story that will get over big with any audience. Excellent cast starring Edward G. Robinson. (Sept. 22)

Girls About Town—Paramount (78). Lilian Safety and Frank Craven keep this moving at a fast pace with amusing repartee. (No. 3)

Heartbreak—Fox (80). Romantic drama with the war as a background; good cast headed by Charles Farrell. (Nov. 10)

Honor of the Family—First National (66). Broad and sophisticated screen fare not for general family trade; Bebe Daniels starred does excellently. (Oct. 27)

LeFtover Ladies—Tiffany (87). Comedy-drama which makes excellent screen entertainment. Claudia Dell and Walter Byron excellent as the leads. (Nov. 17)


Mad Genius—Warner (81). John Barrymore in a brilliant character role as a deformed ballet dancer. (Nov. 3)

Man From Death Valley—Monogram (80). Tom Tyler in a pleasing action story with some thrilling gun play. (Oct. 6)


Nightlife in Reno—Artclass (60). Mrs. Charles Farrell (Virginia Valli) in a society drama with the famous divorce city as a background. (Sept. 8)

Pagan Lady—Columbia (77). Picture smacks of "Rain" in its motif of religious repression and Evelyn Brent is somewhat of the Sadie Thompson type. (Sept. 29)

Palmy Days—U.A. (78). Lively and tuneful song and dance production featuring Eddie Cantor; sure fire box office in any spot. (Oct. 13)

Penrod and Sam—First National (71). Booth Tarkington story that never grows old. Just the type of picture for fam- 

Personal Maid—Paramount (74). Nancy Carroll in a story that fails to convince; good entertainment nevertheless. (Sept. 22)

Platinum Blonde—Columbia (82). Delightful screen fare with general appeal. Robert Williams steals stellar honors. (Nov. 10)

Rides of the Purple Sage—Fox (58). The popular Zane Grey story brought to the screen again. Will please western fans in the smaller houses. (Oct. 13)

Road to Reno—Paramount (73). Amusing satire on the divorce question starring Lilian Tashman as the much married and divorced wife. (Nov. 3)

Road to Singapore—Warner (73). Tropical romance with implausible story which depends mainly on William Powell for its chief draw. (Oct. 13)

Secret Service—Radio (70). Splendidly mounted opus of the Civil War days which provides Richard Dix with a suit- 

Shanghaied Love—Columbia (67). Thrilling romance and adventure sea story of clipper ship days with a strong cast headed by Richard Cromwell, Noah Beery and Joan Marsh. (Oct. 20)

Side Show—Warner Bros. (69). Story of circus life which should appeal to the pop crowds. Winnie Lightner is most of the show. (Sept. 29)

Sidewalks of New York—M-G-M (73). A Buster Keaton picture that can't miss for laugh purposes; able support by Cliff Edwards, Anita Page and Norman Phillips, Jr. (Sept. 22)

Silence—Paramount (69). Interesting film fare for any audience. Clive Brook does masterful work with his part. (Sept. 15)

Skyline—Fox (68). Popular entertainment that should get over anywhere. Thomas Meighan and Hardie Albright as father and son do exceptionally fine work. (Oct. 20)

Smart Woman—Radio (67). Cast keeps this one above average entertainment value; Mary Astor is convincing. (Oct. 27)

Sob Sister—Fox (69). Excellent work of James Dunn and Linda Watkins holds this exaggerated tabloid newspaper drama above average entertainment. (Nov. 5)

Spider—Fox (58). Mystery and murder worked out on a different angle with Edmund Lowe cast as a magician. (Sept. 22)

Spirit of Notre Dame—Universal (80). Excellent football subject, fast moving and crammed with action. Jack Farrell McDonald as Knute Rockne does a fine job. (Oct. 13)

Star Witness—Warner Bros. (68). Should prove a sure fire despite the gangster angle. Good cast with Walter Huston and Charles (Chic) Sale. (Sept. 22)

Street Scene—United Artists (90). From the Elmer Rice stage success which won the Pulitzer prize; direction and cam- 

Strictly Dishonorable—Universal (94). A picture that teems with charm and a subtle undercurrent of humor. Lucas, Fox and Stone do excellently. (Nov. 24)

Sundown Trail—RKO Pathe (58). Good cliff hanger for family trade showing Tom Keene in its first effort for RKO-Pathe. (Nov. 3)

Susan Lenox—M-G-M (75). Poor vehicle for Greta Garbo who rises above the story by her performance as makes a highly interesting feature. (Oct. 27)

Touchdown—Paramount (80). A football picture that is sure fire in any box office because it dares to be different. Cast of big names headed by Richard Arlen. (Nov. 24)

Twenty-four Hours—Paramount (66). From Louis Bromfield's popular novel of gruesome happenings that occur during 24 hours; Clive Brook heads the cast. (Oct. 13)

Unholy Garden—United Artists (75). A Ronald Colman picture that can't help but click anywhere. Good action and well directed. (Sept. 22)

Way Back Home—Radio (80). One of the sweetest and wholesome pieces of entertainment for some time, starring "Seth Parker" of radio fame. (Nov. 10)

Wicked Woman—Fox (55). Too much sordid prison sequences and only for the brightening up by Una Merkel the picture would be rather morbid. (Oct. 6)

Yellow Ticket—Fox (83). Excellent melodrama with the Czarist regime in Russia as the background. Landi, Lionel Barry- more and Laurence Olivier are superb. (Nov. 17)
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Warners Push Kiddie Clubs

HAM HAMRICK, operator of theatres in Seattle, Wash., and in Oregon, has changed his advertising policy. If not the first, he is among the first to see a great light and profit accordingly.

Throughout this section of the country it has been the custom of exhibitors to splurge on the features making up their programs. Instead of sticking to the well-worn plan of devoting all the newspaper space taken by his theatres to the features they are showing Hamrick is seeing to it that his lieutenants are advertising the whole show.

The first evidence of the new policy was given recently when, in announcing "The Ruling Voice" at the Blue House, Hamrick played up two Vitaphone shorts, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth in "The Nagger's Anniversary" and Ted Husing in "Sportslants." The reaction was so strong that Hamrick is now a thorough believer in advertising the whole show, every unit being given display space.

Merry Xmas

Sells School Tots on "Alexander Hamilton"

In seeking effective means of calling attention to the Warners product, Blue House, Hamrick played up two Vitaphone shorts on "The Nagger's Anniversary" and Ted Husing in "Sportslants." The reaction was so strong that Hamrick is now a thorough believer in advertising the whole show, every unit being given display space.

Merry Xmas

Gridiron Newsreel Scoop Packs 'Em In

When it first became known that Berni Bierman, Minnesotan alumnus and present coach at Tulane University, was to be signed as football coach at the University of Minnesota, Martin P. Kelly, write-livre Public exploitation manager, betook himself of sending to New Orleans to obtain newsreel shots showing Bierman in action on the football field and with members of his family.

These pictures were shown on the Minnesota Theatre screen the day when formal announcement was made in the newspapers regarding the Bierman acquisition. It was a great scoop for the showhouse and made a considerable hit with patrons. The pictures, of course, were advertised to the limit.

Music One-Sheets Draw in Minny

Popularly of overtures at the Minneapolis Theatre, Minneapolis, has resulted in a local music publisher requesting the showhouse to make one-sheets of any number handled by him, whenever the numbers are played at the Minnesota.

These cards are spotted in excellent locations in loop store windows.
Heaven on Earth
Universal—75 Minutes

An engaging story of "poor white trash," as that class of people lives along the shores of the Mississippi. Engrossing not so much because of story value, as because it presents a side of life new to most people. The tale, taken from Ben Lucien Burman's book, "Mississippi," deals with the feud between the "steam boaters" and the "shanty boaters." The tangled progress of the love of one clan member for a representative of the other group furnishes the plot. All ends well, however, and that of the shipwrecked is pretty good, and there's comedy in spots. Universal has achieved a scenic success in this one.


Merry Xmas—
Husband's Holiday
Paramount—76 Minutes

What happens when a husband decides to roam is interestingly revealed in the film adaptation of Ernest Pascal's novel, "The Marriage Bed." The picture gives an intimate view of American life in a realistic manner. Clive Brook is the romantic-minded husband who leaves his wife (Vivienne Osborne) and two children for a temporary spree with another woman (Juliette Compton). His wife merely regards the affair as a passing fancy, and tells him that he may expect no divorce-cooperation from her. Finally the trivial affair is terminated when both come to the realization that they could not make a success of a second marriage. Brook ends happily for the family that had been so close to moral disaster. Brook's performance is convincing. Vivienne Osborne is sympathetic in her role. Ruggles brings plenty of chuckles as a hen-pecked husband. Juliette Compton acts her part in a splendid manner. Dickie Moore and Marilyn Knowlden are the youngsters everyone will love.

SELLING SEATS: Play up the strong cast of names and appeal to husbands and wives and girls who contemplate marriage. Tie-up with bookstores on the popular selling novel.

FOR THE BOOK!
PICTURES REVIEWED BY ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS FOR 1931, WITH DATE OF REVIEW, WILL APPEAR DECEMBER 29. WATCH FOR IT!

Surrender
Fox—69 Minutes

This picture, with a war background, is based on the novel, "Axelle," by Pierre Benoit. It could have attained a great screen success had its possibilities been more developed. As it is, the picture is slow, druggy and devoid of action. The point it tries to bring out is lost, for the picture is not compelling nor forceful enough to impress the audience. If it were not for the fine acting of Warner Baxter and Alexander Kirkland, this picture would have been a complete flop. Leila Hyams displays her dramatic ability in only one part of the picture—when she pleads for the life of Warner Baxter. The unusual architecture of the ancient castle also serves somewhat to attract the interest of the audience.

Briefly, the story concerns Warner Baxter, who is a French prisoner in the castle of a Prussian, Count Reichendorf (C. Aubrey Smith). While there he meets and falls in love with the beautiful Leila Hyams, a Prussian girl, and fiancée of Alex Kirkland, the Count's son. Leila fights against her love for Warner Baxter, but when the Armistice is signed and the war is over, she "surrenders."

This picture holds little interest for children because of its lack of action, although they may get a kick out of some of the "wise-cracks" in the prison camp. "Surrender" is rather disappointing and a decided contrast to some of the really fine pictures Fox has produced in the past.

SELLING SEATS: Sell Warner Baxter and Leila Hyams on their past performances, not to overlook Tom Ricketts Bellamy and Kirkland, new Fox "finds." Don't play up the war angle as the fans are fed up on war stories. Stress the excellent photography.

Short Subjects

Torchy Passes the Buck
Educational—17 Minutes
This one is a real rib-ticker, presenting further adventures of Sewell Ford's red-headed office boy. "Torchy," as usual, getting in bad at the office, tries to help out the son of his employer by picking up a deer, which has been shot out of season from the express office. The big laugh comes when "Torchy" runs with the buck and the persistent warden chases right behind him.

Merry Xmas—
Stung
Radio—10 Minutes
Here's an interesting dramatic sketch with the punch in the climax. It is the first of Van Beuren's sketches based on the Liberty Magazine short stories, presenting a murder trial. Raymond Hatton is the dumb juryman and Maurice Black plays the accused.

Merry Xmas—
The Unemployed Ghost
Paramount—20 Minutes
Another of the clever Tom Howard comedy skits. This one is very amusing along the same lines as the other Howard skits. Tom engages in some witty dialogue with a ghost who says he belongs to the unemployed. There is also a lot of mysterious clutching claw business to give the audience a creepy sensation.

Merry Xmas—
Relativity and Relatives
Vitaphone—18 Minutes
Dr. Rockwell is shown as a relativity nut who escapes from an asylum and invades a college, where he has a great time with a professor and the students. The rapid-fire stage comedian delivers plenty of laughable gags and engages in some antics which are a scream.

Merry Xmas—
Nanny
M-G-M—8 Minutes
Harry Lauder reel which is pretty good entertainment, carrying some good Scotch humor. Lauder again is seen on a stage appearing before a typical Lauder audience that laughs at whatever he does. He sings his famous "Nanny" song and breaks the verses with a monologue, peculiar to his talents.
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Monogram offic-

cial and New York exchange head, visited the studios for a short sur-


With his vandu tour of the War-

ner deluxe theatres completed, James Cagney is back in Holly-

wood all set to start work on his auto racing picture at the Bur-

bank studios. The picture is tenta-

tively titled “The Roar of the Crowd.”

The following title changes have been made at Universal: The Slim Summerville-Zasu Pitts comedy-drama previously known as “Pudge” is to be released under the title of “Papa Loves Mamma.” “Heart and Hand” with Walter Huston will reach the market as “A House Divided.”

Marion Davies has started work on “The Rich Are Always With Us. Miss Chatterton has read the script and given it her ap-

proval. The story was supplied by E. Pettit. The star is to take an active part in selecting the players.

While Portland, Ore., is elated over the idea of filming drunken drivers for police evidence, Roy Pomeroy, technician wizard of Hollywood, says the idea is all wet. Pomeroy, who once made the Red Sea out of a couple of crates of gelatine, declares that a slight wobbling of the camera through inefficient operation could make a monkey out of the soberest man who ever walked a straight line.

M. H. Hoffman, Jr., George (Banalton) Hoffman, and Mount Lapidus, Chryslers to San Fran-

cisco on a secret mission. No-

body knew the object of Hoff-

man, Jr.’s visit except Peter B.

Kyne and therein lies the secret. M. H. conferred with the popular author on future stories. The re-

sult was five more Peter B. Kyne stories for production under the Allied banner.

Carl Laemmle, Jr. adds more youthful players to the Universal roster with the signing of Tom Brown, Arletta Duncan, Nedra Gillette and Gretchen Simpson. Tom Brown, the eldest of the group, is 18, and Arletta Duncan, the youngest, is 16. Brown played on the legitimate opposite Syl-

via Sidney in “Many a Slip,” Gretchen Simpson played stock in Massachusetts, Arletta Duncan is a New Orleans beauty contest winner, and Nedra Gillette a college girl whose tests won her the lead opposite Slim Summerville in his next comedy.

The father of Marion Davies was admitted to the practice of law in California. He is Bernard J. Douras, former Brooklyn, N. Y., judge.

RKO - Radio Pictures’ “Girl Crazy,” first big musical extravaganza to be filmed in over a year, was further strengthened with the addition of Mitzi Green to an all-star cast. Already assigned roles are Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey, Dorothy Lee, Eddie Quillian, Ivan Lobenhoff, Ken Murray and Aline Judge.

Loretta Young still has hopes of seeing New York. She has been planning a trip to the big city for many months but owing to demands of the studio produc-

tion schedule has been forced to postpone it once more. The trip is postponed this time due to her co-starring with Winnie Lightner in a new comedy, which goes into immediate pro-

duction.

Notwithstanding rumors to the contrary, H. H. Hoffman, Jr., of Allied Pictures Corp., wishes it clearly understood that Security Pictures, Inc., of Chicago, I. W. Mandel, president, and no other company has the distribution of the Hoot Gibson specials and the Stage Classics for the Chicago, Indianapolis, and Milwaukee terri-

tories.

“No contracts for that territory have been negotiated for nor entered into with any distributor for the Allied product of the season 1932-33. This product will not be offered to franchise holders in any territory until January at the earliest,” Hoffman advises.

Trem Carr, Monogram vice-

president and production head, Mrs. Carr and their daughter, Car-


den, have left the celluloid city for St. Louis to spend the holidays with relatives there. The Carr family is making the trip by mo-

tor and will return January 1. Production Manager Paul Malvern is in charge of production at Monogram studios during Carr’s ab-

ence.

The latest Laurel and Hardy comedy now in production at the Hal Roach studios, originally titled “Top Heavy,” has been changed to “Words and Music.” James Parrott is directing.

Sidney Franklin has been as-

signed the direction of “Smilin’ Thru” starring Norma Shearer. The assignment was awarded Franklin after M-G-M executives viewed the completed version of “Private Lives,” in which Frank-

lin directed the star.

WE MEET

REX BELL

With the press announcing to the world at large that Rex Bell is now a beneficent, I am satisfied that I gathered the right meaning of his cautious attitude during our interview at the Monogram studios just a few days previous to the big event. No sooner had Rex finished a romantic lead in “The Law of the Sea,” than he launch-

ed upon the sea of matrimony changing the name of the famous “it” girl from Clara Bow to Mrs. Rex Bell. Hollywood got a big surprise—we got a post card!

Following a period of five years under the Fox banner to become known as a western star prior to the exit of westerns with the com-

ing of talkies, Rex decided to free-

lance. I am inclined to believe that he wrote his own destiny and had no idea of a career in the Westerns, which he did not enjoy. His departure from the western field comes about through Trem Carr giving him the lead in “For-


gotten Women,” Monogram melo-

drama. Since in this young man’s abil-

ity resulted in Monogram tak-

ing him away from a line of slow-

moving parts to feature him as a wise-cracking newspaper reporter. He acquitted himself so well that Monogram signed him up again for their next melodrama, “Law of the Sea,” giving him a romantic lead with Sally Blane, supporting William Farnum. Monogram’s faith has been justified by the practically unanimous verdict of reviewers.

Congratulations, Mr. and Mrs. Rex Bell! May the bells of Yule-

tide ring in harmony for your happy and prosperous journey throughout the years to come.

Ramon Novarro gets a Christmas present in the way of a long-term contract with M-G-M. Under the terms of the contract, Novarro be-

comes both a star and director.
ILLUMINATION'S PRIZE AWARD
What It Is—How It May Be Won

With the announcement by the Beaux Arts Institute of Design, the American Institute of Architects, and the Illuminating Engineering Society of the founding of the Illuminating Engineering Society Prize, a comprehensive educational plan for study and research in the art of illumination has been set in motion.

While illumination has been an important consideration in the erection of modern buildings, the Illuminating Engineering Society Prize marks the beginning of a new era for illumination wherein it is recognized as an integral part of the architecture of our present-day structures and, as such, becomes the architect's newest medium with which to work.

The prize has been founded by the Illuminating Engineering Society and provides for annual prizes totalling $1,500. The fund is to be administered for the Society by the American Institute of Architects. The educational work and the competitions which will be held annually, and for which the $1,500 prize has been provided, will be under the direction of the Beaux Arts Institute of Design.

The Beaux Arts Institute of Design was organized a quarter of a century ago by the Society of Beaux Arts Architects for the advancement of architectural education in America. The members of the Beaux Arts Society are selected from those men who have obtained their architectural education, at least in part, at the Ecole des Beaux Arts, in Paris, and its members include many of the foremost architects in America. The Beaux Arts Insti-

PORTABLE ARC LAMP
Strong Electric Corp. Announces New Unit

A new type portable reflector arc lamp, designed for projection of 34 or 16 mm. film, has been announced by the Strong Electric Corp., of Toledo, Ohio.

The lamp operating current from 8 to 16 amps, weighs less than 25 pounds, is 18 x 12 x 10 inches in size and is said to be especially adapted to use with sound equipment.

As a result of this, architectural students have not had the opportunity to learn much about the science of illumination which has developed in the last twenty years; and by the same token, the Illuminating Engineers of the country, who have played such an important part in the development of this science, have had little opportunity to develop the application of this new science at the inception of the art of design.

Problem Includes Theatres

Under the Illuminating Engineering Society Prize a committee of four members of the Illuminating Engineering Society will be selected to work jointly with the educational committee of the Beaux Arts Institute of Design. The Illuminating Engineer.

The Society will receive a membership on this committee men whose achievement in the field of illumination have been conspicuous. The joint committee of architects and Illuminating Engineers will select a problem each year which, in their opinion, will provide the greatest educational value in the use of light as an element in architectural design. These problems may be the lighting of an exposition, theatre, railway station, an exclusive retail store, or perhaps a simple problem of lighting a home.

The specific problem that is finally selected will be referred to the committee of Illuminating Engineers to determine what they consider as adequate illumination. These requirements will be definitely stipulated in the program that is sent out when the competition begins. When the final rough sketches are completed, the Joint committee will review them and select a limited number which indicate the most meritorious solution. This selected group will then enter into final competition and their rendering will be judged at the Beaux Arts Institute of Design, in New York by a jury of prominent architects and the committee from the Illuminating Engineering Society.

The prize will be awarded each year at the annual convention of the Illuminating Engineering Society. The recipient of the prize will report to the committee on the results obtained by his subsequent studies and travel. The Illuminating Engineering Society will make available, through its members throughout the United States, such data on illuminating engineering as may be helpful to architectural students.

“MULTI” IN BLACK
Hughes Company After Big Business

Hollywood — Under the new management, headed by Frank E. Garbutt, Howard Hughes' Multi-color Company, is making a serious bid for the laboratory business of the industry.

As a result of rigid operating economies inaugurated by Garbutt, and new business already obtained, Multicolor has weathered its financial crisis and is now operating at a profit. Net earnings for October, according to company officials, were $1,379.61. The November statement is expected to show profits which will equal or better this figure.

These statements were made by Howard Hughes, together with the announcement that a deal had been closed with Joseph M. Schenck for Multicolor to make the “dailies” and all release prints of all United Artists pictures.

The entire competition will be conducted in a manner which will provide a great opportunity for architects to educate themselves in the science of illumination, and will also enable the illuminating engineer to study the art of illumination from the architectural viewpoint.

— Merry Xmas —

CANADA SOUND JOBS
Most Dominion Houses Are Now Wired

More than three-fourths of the 899 regularly-operated theatres in the Dominion of Canada, are now wired for sound, according to a Film Year Book survey.

The situation, by provinces, is now as follows: Alberta, 96 out of 110 wired; British Columbia, 81 out of 103; Manitoba, 105 out of 129; Maritime Provinces, 62 out of 90; Ontario, 258 out of 300; Quebec, 125 out of 157.

— Merry Xmas —

NEW AMPLIFIER
Radiant Corp. Markets All-Electric Unit

A new all-electric amplifier, adaptable to sound-on-film or disc or microphone, and designed especially for use in connection with theatre sound systems, has been placed on the market by Radiant Corp. of Cleveland.
Bernhard New Head of Warner Circuit

New York — Joseph Bernhard, formerly a vice-president of Warner Bros. Theatres, has been appointed general manager of the circuit and its subsidiary, Stanley Company of America, Harry M. Warner announced here last Wednesday.

Bernhard, who has been closely associated with Warner for the past year, succeeds Dan Michalove, Michalove will continue with the organization in an executive capacity.

Bernhard was formerly president of the Albert Greenfield Company, dealers in theatrical and other real estate, in Philadelphia.

— Merry Xmas —

CLEVELAND SUIT

An Outgrowth of Schiller-Exhibit. Confab—Hess

New York — Gabriel L. Hess, general counsel for the Hays organization, stated last week that the Cleveland suit—reported in this publication last Tuesday—appeared to be an outgrowth of deliberations between subsequent-run Cleveland exhibitors and E. A. Schiller, Inc., concerning zoning and protection plans. Hess said that all points asked by the independents were granted.

"Colonel Schiller even went so far as to inform distributors of changes in contracts, made necessary by the concessions granted the subsequent-run exhibitors, who agreed on the plan, left for Cleveland," failed to acknowledge the agreement, as drawn, and were not heard from until the action was filed in their city," Hess declared.

— Merry Xmas —

Sylvia Sidney Re-Signs

Hollywood—Sylvia Sidney, who made her screen debut only six months ago, has signed a new Paramount contract which will continue her services with the company for a long period. Miss Sidney is preparing to start work with Chester Morris as the leading players in Paramount's talking production of "The Miracle Man."

A "Parade" Flop

Baltimore.—M-G-M's second revived silent, "The Big Parade," silent with synchronized accompaniment, did such little business at the Stanley that it will go into the small continued-run houses, Valencia and Parkway, instead of the deluxer.

Warner Vote (Continued from page 10)

The company is not molested by individuals who are not serious in their intentions, our business is so arranged that barring an act of the Lord it will succeed against all competition.

Officers of the company said that approval of the proposal would place the firm in a better position to meet future emergencies.

— Merry Xmas —

SCORES FED. TAX

Theatres Couldn't Survive Says Pettijohn

New York—The theatre industry cannot afford to pay a gross sales tax of 10 per cent. So stated C. C. Pettijohn of the Hays office last week. "There is not a theatre in America making a profit of five per cent on its gross intake," he declared.

"The majority of theatre owners in the United States would be ticked to death," he said. "If the State or Federal Government take over their theatres, pay the exhibitor a fair salary for running his theatre and give him two or three per cent of the gross intake for his investment," Pettijohn said.

GAR-BAR DOUBLE BEARING

MOVEMENT SAVES $100

Steadier pictures and smoother running are the result of the few minutes' easy work of putting a GAR-BAR Double Bearing Movement on your single-bearing Stipa-plex. Fine materials and highly skilled workmanship give it long life. Price only $50—$100 LESS than you would otherwise pay. Investigate this economical way of improving your performance.

Write now to

GAR-BAR THEATER EQUIPMENT

GUERCIO AND BARTHIEL

1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Telephone Webster 2190 or 2002

There is your Handy "Ad Order" Blank

Associated Publications, Inc.
4704 East Ninth St.
(Send Cash) (With Order)
10c a word; at price of 3

Kindly insert the following ad times in your "CLEARING HOUSE" Section, running through ALL TEN of the ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS.

(Do not forget to count words in name and address that is to appear in the ad)
I AM THE MOTION PICTURE

I AM the Haven of Refuge. . . I am the Lethe of Everyman. . . I am Warmth and Color and the Richness of Living. . . I am Dreams and Humanity. . . I am Laughter. . . I am Surcease for Sorrow and Antidote for Pain. . . I am the Giver of Rest and Peace and the Keeper of Happiness. . . I am a Teacher decrying Sin and Folly and lamenting Treachery. . . I am a Preacher with sermons to broaden the Vision of Everyday. . . I am Magic whispering Glory and painting worlds of Splendor. . . I am Ambition stirring the hearts of the Downcast. . . I am Imagination opening exotic new vistas of loveliness. . . I am Radiance, glorifying the commonplace. . . I am Education telling of foreign lands and strange peoples. . . I am Democracy reaching out to give generously and alike to Rich and Poor, Courageous and Weak. . . I am the Mirror in which all of life is reflected. . . I am a Universal Language speaking in a tongue understandable to the old man and the child. . . I am Beauty putting meanness in the shadows and shedding new light on mankind. . . I am Arcady where men may reclaim the fresh wonder of Youth and Ideals. . . I am Utopia where one may live Life as he Will. . . I am an Oasis of Respite where one may drink deep of new founts of succor—where one may leave to return to Reality with Hope rejuvenated and Courage strengthened.

'Dedicated to the Motion Picture by
ASSOCIATED PUBLICATIONS, Inc.'
A good picture for anyone to see!

JACKIE COOPER SHOWS HIGH TALENT IN ‘SOOKY’
Robert Coogan Shares Laurels in Sequel to “Skippy,” Taurog’s Sparkling
Realism Wins Praise

JACKIE COOPER comes to the screen with another amazing performance in “Sooky,” and Robert Coogan plays so well that he must be mentioned immediately, that no injustice may be done to any of the stars of this picture. The principals of “Sooky” are just the same as those of “Skippy,” but they cannot be just the same again. These people were made of these happy playmates, and Sooky’s mamma dies in this picture. Sooky goes to live with Skippy and Sooky goes to live with Skippy. All these capable persons—Jackie Searl, Willard Robertson, Enid Bennett, Helen Jerome, Eddy—support the child stars with sympathy and understanding. Harry Beresford, as an aged indigent who is carried away, is a remarkable contribution to the picture. “Sooky” is a good picture for children to see. It’s a good picture for anyone to see! See “Sooky”!

PARAMOUNT

NEW SEASON MONEY MAKER
DON DOUGLAS ISSUES VALUABLE STATISTICS FOR THE INDUSTRY

THE NEW MIRROR, BY HUGHES - FRANKLIN, CHANGES ASPECT ON ELM ST.

MORE DATA ON THE INTENTIONS OF THE CHAINS—RUMORS AND OTHERWISE
BUILD Good Will and BETTER BUSINESS

HERE'S HOW

MOVIE GOSSIP

costs you only $25 per thousand copies ... and there are many ways to get back this money ... Ask us!

Will you spend 2½ cents per month to get a new patron ... and bring her back again and again?

Increase Patronage

Distribute This Snappy Fan Magazine in Your Town

WRITE FOR DETAILS USING THIS COUPON

MOVIE GOSSIP,
32-34 West 20th St.,
New York, N. Y.

Without obligation please send me copy of the current issue of MOVIE GOSSIP.

Name___________________________
Street address____________________
City________________________State
Theatre_________________________
Valuable Show Biz Data

Data on Intentions of Circuits

Transformation

Oklahoma City Notes
Christmas theatrical business did excellent.

One of the outstanding pictures and at the Criterion was Gloria Swanson in "Tonight or Never" and Gloria appeared at her very best. The Capitol presented "Coral," with Chester Morris, Alison Loyd and Thelma Todd, to you.

Warner Bros. Liberty presented "Sherlock Holmes in Speckled Band" and at the Midwest was seen Marilyn Miller in "Her Majesty Love."

Public's Criterion and Victoria, and Warner Bros. Midwest and Liberty Theatres will have special New Year Previews, with special stage attractions and special music, and all who will, can enter and have a splendid time.

Happy New Year

Hollywood — Bertha Mann has been assigned the character of "Mrs. Conroy" and R. Emmett O'Connor that of "Diancie" in Columbia's "The Final Edition," for which Pat O'Brien, Mae Clarke, Mary Doran, James Donlon, Morgan Wallace, Phil Tadl, Hal Price and Bradley Page have already been signed. Howard Higgin is directing.

Saves Receipts
Dallas — Gamely fighting off two armed youths who attempted to rob her, Mrs. J. I. Case, red-haired theatre cashier, saved $207 she was transferring from one downtown theatre to another. Mrs. Case was robbed of her own purse, containing $1.90, and lost her hat in the fight.

Compiled by Don Douglas, of the Dallas Film Board; Lists Changes for Eight Years.

[Note: MOTION PICTURE TIMES devotes this issue to a resume of data contained in the Eighth Annual Edition of Texas Theatre Almanac compiled and published by Don C. Douglas, executive secretary of the Dallas Film Board of Trade. It is the most elaborate and complete edition of the work ever issued. It is the only record of its sort compiled in the entire country.]

It gives an account of the number of operating theatres since 1925. It gives a history of the sound invasion—how sound came in and how installations grew.

The number of employees in distribution are accounted for since 1920, showing that during the past year there were 48 less employees than during any preceding year.

The Almanac shows that there are less operating theatres today than during the flu epidemic of 1919.

Seating capacities of sound and silent theatres and the number of opened and closed theatres of each kind, is indicated, including the fact that there are now five silent theatres operating in Texas.

MOTION PICTURE TIMES believes this data of great value to its readers as we approach a new year, and urges that this issue be filed for steady future reference.

We also urge all those desiring a complete check-up of this business during the past year and for the past eight years, to place their order for a Texas Theatre Almanac now with Don C. Douglas, 2009½ Jackson St., Dallas.

A complete list of theatres is given in the Almanac showing size of town, seating capacity, theatre owner, etc.
Analysis of Texas Theatre Situation

1932 TEXAS THEATRE ALMANAC
Eighth Annual Edition
(Correct to January 1, 1932)

Compiled and edited by Don C. Douglas, Secretary of the Dallas Film Board of Trade, 2011½ Jackson Street, Dallas, Texas, for its members and associates.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
ABANDONED OR DISMANTLED THEATRES DURING 1931
AFFILIATED THEATRES, NUMBER OF.
ANALYSIS, COMPLETE, SILENT & SOUND THEATRES, AFFILIATED AND INDEPENDENT, ETC.
AUDITORIUMS, LEGITIMATE THEATRES.
CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS, RECOGNIZED LIST.
CIRCUITS, PRINCIPAL AFFILIATED AND INDEPENDENT.
CLOSED THEATRES: SILENT AND SOUND (with analysis).
DALLAS TRADE TERRITORY DEFINED.
EMPLOYEES, NUMBER ENGAGED IN FILM EXCHANGES.
OVERLAPPING TERRITORY, DEFINED.
Possibilities (Analysis of) SOUND.
SOUND EQUIPMENTS USING DISC, FILM OR DUAL.
SOUND, HISTORY OF INCEPTION.
SEATING CAPACITIES, TOTAL SILENT & SOUND, ETC
THEATRES, TEXAS, NAME, TOWN, POPULATION, CAPACITY AND SOUND.
THEATRES IN TEXAS, HISTORY OVER 7 YEAR PERIOD.
TEXAS, RELATIVE SIZE (map) Front Inside Cover.
UNITED STATES ARMY CAMPS (last page).

NOTE: Sound possibilities, State of Texas, separate list indicating all sound equipped theatre, arranged according to population importance. Available April 1, 1932.

PART A
AUDITORIUMS AND LEGITIMATE THEATRES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Town</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>M. P. Booth; no</th>
<th>City Aud.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>Dallas City Aud.</td>
<td>4,400</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on page 8)
Cinemaphone Now Offers!

To Theatres of 500 Seats or Less

An Outstanding Value

IN LOW PRICED SOUND EQUIPMENT

THESE FEATURES

FAMILIAR TO HUNDREDS OF CINEMAPHONE USERS:

- PRESTIGE
- QUALITY REPRODUCTION
- CONSISTENT PERFORMANCE
- EFFICIENT SERVICE
- RIGID INSPECTION
- ENGINEERED INSTALLATIONS
- LATEST DESIGN
- PRECISION MANUFACTURE
- EXACTING SPECIFICATIONS
- PATENT PROTECTION
- LOW PRICE
- LIBERAL TERMS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE TO SMALL THEATRES IN THIS NEW EQUIPMENT

Special Limited Offer on Immediate Sales.

Write at once for Details

Cinemaphone Insures Complete Satisfaction. Truly a Profitable Investment.

SOUND Cinemaphone SYSTEM

"Quality Has No Substitute"

ELECTRICAL REPRODUCTION CO.
1706 Foster Ave., Chicago

Western Sales Division: 512 Exchange Bldg., 1207 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
Enter 1932

WHAT is 1932 going to bring? No one can say definitely. But one thing is certain—better pictures are bound to come from the sad lessons taught in 1931 to producers who have seen their own theatres dip deep into red ink from the showing of poor pictures. Nineteen thirty—one has seen false values become deflated. It has taught bitter lessons to the boys who could ride with the tidal wave of prosperity, for which they did not have to work, but who could not think when hard thinking and hard work were necessary. It has brought back the importance of personalities, of individuals, not committees, in the management of production affairs, distribution and theatre operation. It has implanted full knowledge of the value of showmanship in a business that has little else to sell. It has been a bitter pill, but the patient is better off by having taken it.

THOSE exhibitors who have been able to keep their theatres in operation in the face of existing economic conditions, made worse by a long run of poor pictures and by an over-feeding of a long run of two particular cycles, are bound to prosper in the new year in which better pictures and a better releasing schedule seem assured. Despite the calamity howlers we still have a great deal of faith in the motion picture industry and its leaders. This business was the last to feel the depression and, coming on the tail end of the deflation of all businesses, it is going to be the first to recover. It is not on its last legs as some would have us believe—it is firmly on its feet, with its head up, and with its mind clear as to what it needs to do to enjoy complete health and prosperity.

GOOD pictures will restore the public’s confidence in motion pictures as the popular entertainment, which in turn will make for theatre prosperity and for the prosperity of every component branch of this industry. Briefly, good pictures are the cure for the industry’s financial ills. We are not saying anything new, only reiterating a well-known fact, having said above that producers realize the need for their making better pictures upon which their success entirely depends.

THE year just closing had us all on the defensive; we were simply trying to hold our ground. Nineteen thirty-two will be a year for fighters. It will reward men with courage and new ideas; it will reward exhibitors who go out after business; it will reward all of the people of this industry who take their jobs—not themselves—seriously and fight for earned recognition by sheer merit of their work.

Welcome, 1932!
Chicago has acclaimed this mighty drama as one of the best pictures ever released. It is impossible to imagine that the judgment of capacity audiences can be wrong. And why shouldn't such a daring and distinctive story always pack 'em? Young love fighting for respectability—struggling to leave behind the sin labels of their parents—defying the world to tear them from the embrace of lasting happiness.

Duplicate Chicago's sell-out business in your own territory!
### Texas Almanac Data On Theatre Status

(Continued from page 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theatre</th>
<th>Seats</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dallas Show House</td>
<td>1,035</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston City Aud</td>
<td>4,436</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston Palace</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio City Aud.</td>
<td>6,045</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waco Palace Aud.</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wichita Falls City Aud.</td>
<td>3,400</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PART B

**ANALYSIS OF THEATRES IN TEXAS**

**Important Note:** No theatres located in other states are served from Dallas. The “Dallas Trade Territory” comprises the State of Texas only with 914 theatres. In addition to these there are 31 theatres (named in this part) located in the State of Texas and designated as being in “Overlapping Territory” served by Oklahoma City, Denver and New Orleans.

| Theatres in Dallas Territory | 914 | Capacity | 423,210 |
| Theatres in Overlapping Territory | 31 | 14,825 |
| **Totals** | **945** | **438,035** |

| Affiliated Theatres, Dallas Territory | 102 | 101,845 |
| Affiliated Theatres, Overlapping Territory | 4 | 3,723 |
| **Totals** | **106** | **105,568** |

| Independent Theatres in Dallas Territory | 812 | 321,365 |
| Independent Theatres in Overlapping Territory | 27 | 11,102 |
| **Totals** | **839** | **332,467** |

### DIVISION OF SILENT AND SOUND SEATING CAPACITIES, OPEN, CLOSED, ETC.

#### SILENT THEATRES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dallas Ter.</th>
<th>Overlapping Ter.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seats</td>
<td>Theatres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seats</td>
<td>Theatres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity of closed</td>
<td>75,032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity of Open</td>
<td>1,934</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SOUND THEATRES:

| Capacity of Closed | 31,032 | 83 | 850 | 2 |
| Capacity of Open   | 315,212 | 508 | 10,728 | 20 |

*(See part 'II' for names of "sound theatres" closed.)*

Total seating capacity of silent theatres closed | 78,279 |
Total seating capacity of sound theatres closed | 31,882 |

Total seating capacity of all closed theatres | 110,161 |

The “closed theatre seats” represent 25% of all seats in Texas. 352 theatres are closed or 37 1/4% of all theatres in Texas.

### OVERLAPPING TERRITORY DEFINED:

There are 945 theatres in the State of Texas. The Dallas Trade Territory includes 914 theatres and there are 31 theatres in the so-called Overlapping Territory. Overlapping towns are designated in the theatre list following and are not counted as Dallas Territory possibilities. The Overlapping Territory is not the same for all exchanges but as hereinafter designated is most universally recognized by the majority of the exchanges.

SERVED BY OKLAHOMA CITY: Borger, Dalhart, Dunaw, Follett, Friona, Groom, Higgin, Lefors, Miami, Mobetee, Pampa, Panhandle, Perryton, Shamrock, Spurman, Stratford, Wellington, Wheeler, White Deer. (Dalhart also served by Denen.)

SERVED BY NEW ORLEANS: Texarkana.

(Note: See part C for analysis of “Overlapping Territory” sound possibilities and sound equipments.)

---

### PART C

**SOUND EQUIPMENTS USING DISC, FILM, OR DUAL**

| Dallas Trade Territory | 651 “sound equipped” theatres in the Dallas Trade Territory. |
| Equipped to play sound on disc only: 196 (of which 61 are closed) |
| Equipped to play sound on film only: 282 |
| Equipped to play dual: 170 |

**Overlapping Territory:**

| Equipped to play sound on disc only: | 9 |
| Equipped to play sound on film only: | 4 |
| Equipped to play dual: | 9 |

**SOUND POSSIBILITIES**

| Dallas Trade Territory | Maximum number first run possibilities | 398 |
| Maximum number subsequent run possibilities | 58 |
| Maximum number suburban run possibilities | 38 |

| Overlapping Territory: | Maximum number first run possibilities | 16 |
| Maximum number subsequent run possibilities | 2 |
| Maximum number suburban run possibilities | 0 |

Total possibilities, including those closed (see part H) | 492 |

**Explanation:** First run possibilities represent the maximum number of runs or sales possible for any individual picture. Subsequent runs include color or Mexican theatres. Suburban runs are neighborhood runs. Certain houses have a mixed policy, part first run and part subsequent—the predominating policy is county in this analysis. U. S. Army Camp theatres and non-theatricals are NOT counted in this analysis. See part H for list and analysis of sound possibilities closed this date.

### PART D

**SOUND — HISTORY OF ITS INCEPTION**

Note: The Circle Theatre (Dallas), E. H. Hulsey, was the first theatre in Texas to install “Vitaphone.” This was on Feb. 12, 1927.

The following table gives the history of sound installations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>Texas Theatre</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>F. R.</th>
<th>Subsq. R. Suburban</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 27, 1929</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1, 1929</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 1, 1929</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1, 1930</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1, 1931</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1, 1932</td>
<td>673</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table covers the State of Texas representing both the Dallas Trade Territory and the Overlapping Territory.

(Continued on page 12)

---

### WARNING EXHIBITORS!

You Must Not Book or Play the Picture

**“NO MORE CHILDREN”**

Without consent of producer and owner.

DR. L. LEE KRAUSS, 673 So. Clarence St., Los Angeles
Picture Playing Entire Golden State and T. & D. Circuits in California.

### WE BUY

**AND SELL USED SIMPLEX PROJECTORS**

**STANDARD PROJECTION EQUIPMENT**

**HARDIN THEATRE SUPPLY CO.**

714 Hampton Rd. — JOHN HARDIN, Prop.
Tel. 6-2235 — Dallas Texas

DESKTOP LINE

**COMPLETE LINE**

**EFFICIENT REPAIR DEPARTMENT**

**BUSINESS HOURS**

Dallas, Texas

---

**Buffalo Air Washers and Distributing Units**

BUFFALO ENGINEERING CO., INC.

Year in and year out—Buffalo Cooling Equipment is a monument to the success and progress of the motion picture theatre.
Industry Tax Challenge

INDIE COMEBACK PLANNED

New York — An extension of time to subscribe for the RKO debentures and common stock has been granted at the request of a large number of stockholders. Hiram S. Brown, president, asked BCA officials on December 26 to grant the extension. The new date is January 9.

New York — Warner Bros. Theatres will be divided into two groups under the management of Joseph Bernhard. Dan Michalove will take charge of theatres in one-half of the country; David Wessner, former advertising and publicity director, will take the other half.

New York — Net loss of $2,551,993 in the first 39 weeks of 1931, compared with a net profit of $8,280,551.84 in the corresponding period of last year, has been reported by Fox Film Corp. Gross income dropped from $767,724,609.86 in 1930 to $679,111,340.08 in 1931.

New York — Checkup on RKO Theatres' income for the fiscal year which ended December 26 is expected to reveal a profit of at least $2,000,000 for the period.

Hollywood — RKO-Pathe will deliver the 27 pictures announced for 1931-32, studio officials declare. Nineteen features already have been completed.

New York — A ten-year franchise plan, calling for 28 features for the first year, is the initial step in a new plan for the nationalization of independent exchanges by Louis Weiss, of Weiss Bros.-Art class. Important feature of the plan provides for simultaneous release of all productions throughout the country.

Happy New Year
Col. Title Change
Hollywood — The Columbia production, which carried the working title, "The Feathered Serpent," has been permanently named "The Menace." This is the first of two Edgar Wallace productions to be made by the company this season.

Admission Tax Measures, Selective Percentages, Block Booking, Labor Moot Subjects.

Washington — Allied is busily mapping plans for 1932. The major activities of the organization for the new year will center around the admission tax proposal, protection, block booking, labor, score and service charges and selective percentage.

Association officials state that reports from exhibitors indicate an increase in open selling. Abram F. Myers, however, says block booking continues to be the policy in the business.

The Allied association will battle Secretary Mellon's proposal for a theatre admission tax relentlessly. Labor demands regarded as unjust, service and score charges are other issues Allied will fight.

Tax Discount Rumor Gets Industry Goat

New York — The theatrical pot is aboil here over a statement carried by Sunday papers, related to Standard Statistics, saying that leaders of the film industry discount the proposed federal tax of 10 per cent on tickets. Statistics is quoted as saying the leaders believe a few cents more would not hurt theatre attendance, inasmuch as the average admission is 35 cents.

This assertion was branded as false by more than a dozen film industry leaders, according to Film Daily, which paper received a wire from Abram F. Myers, Allied president in Washington, in which the exhibitor leaders denied the statement as misleading and injurious.

Happy New Year
Pitts-Littlefield
Hollywood — Zasu Pitts and Lucien Littlefield have been signed for roles in Columbia's "Shopworn," in which Barbara Stanwyck is starred. Nick Grinde directs.

Coast Producers Start Schedule for 1932-33 Season; Phil Goldstone Prominent Figure.

Hollywood — Independent production will be resumed on a large scale during the 1932-33 season, according to a survey of studio activities by Motion Picture Daily. The article continues:

A leader in the movement is Phil Goldstone, who is reported putting his brother, Henry Goldstone, into production. The latter is producing a series of Jack Hoxie westerns under a two-year contract.

Olympic Pictures has been formed by Sam Katzman and J. W. Unger.

Status of Olympic Pictures at this time is in some doubt. Pollock of Peerless, operating through Hollywood Pictures, an exchange unit, came to the Coast some time ago and issued contracts right and left, among these being the contracts with Katzman and Unger.

Peerless releases on a states rights basis.

12 IN JANUARY

Educational Lists Dozen for Release

New York — Educational will release 12 subjects in January, including:


Is Lightman's Description of Government Proposed Admission Levy;
Urges Concerted Action.

"A challenge has been hurled at the power of the screen, and an immediate response on our part can defeat this challenge," states M. A. Lightman, M. P. T. O. A. president, in a statement to all of the affiliated state and regional organizations of the association on the proposed ten per cent tax on theatre admissions. The statement is based on the community service of theatres to the public and other lines of advantage conveyed by stage and screen. Text of the statement follows:

"This is a call to arms! A challenge has been hurled at the power of the screen, and an immediate response on our part can defeat this challenge. Secretary Mellon has seen fit to propose a discriminatory tax. Why should we be singled out when we already have more responsibilities now than we can carry? The public has always been asked to support literacy. It is a place of education, of culture, of advancement of civilization. It affords the working people one place where they can enjoy any of the fine things in life at a very nominal cost. Every exhibitor of the United States should resent this proposed tax with all of the force that he can muster.

Power of Screen

'We have always yelled about the power of the screen. If ever an occasion presented itself to test this power out, that occasion is right now. We should start running slides, trailers and other propaganda on the screen. We should employ four-minute speakers to get up on stage and point out just how unjust this tax is to our patrons. We should have stamped stationery addressed to our congressmen in our district, available at our box office, and appeal to our patrons to sign a letter or postal card of protest as they go out of the theatre. We should storm the Capitol with thousands of such letters from all over the United States. You can believe me, if anything will impress these fellows, it is a tremendous mass of correspondence from their home folks.

"So I am writing this letter appealing to you to write a strong letter to every exhibitor in your organization urging them to start this mail campaign to the capital. This is a serious business. Tax-
January

ALLIED votes against affiliation with M. P. T. O. A., raises $80,000 to carry on *** Harold Franklin and Howard Hughes start formation of circuit *** Allied announces date for national meet *** Warners sign prominent stars *** Musical comedy sent by television *** Suit planned to test legality of zoning.

February

PATENT Committee hears complaints on music tax *** Lee Marcus named head of re-organized Pathe company *** Tiffany announces product for B and C houses *** Block booking attacked at Allied meet in Washington *** Industry honors Carl Laemmle on Silver Jubilee.

March

NED DEPINET becomes vice-president of Pathe *** Validity of Ries sound patents upheld *** Senator Dill howls for investigation of film industry *** Vestal copyright bill dies as Congress adjourns *** M. P. T. O. A. announces ERPI score charges will be cut *** Allied and M. P. T. O. A. favor 5-5-5 contract *** Kinograms and Allied plan newsreel hook-up *** Monogram completes new organization.

April

LOEW, Fox, RKO circuits ban ad films *** Joseph Schnitzer and Joe Brandt named Hays' board members *** Hays sees new era of entertainment progress *** Copyright Protection Bureau plans drive against bicycling *** John Drinkwater's biography of Carl Laemmle published *** Committee of 10 named to handle Columbia distribution *** Educational-Tiffany merger details completed *** Supreme Court upholds music tax *** Court rules exchange may enforce agreements without first resorting to arbitration *** Comeback of independent producers seen *** Two of three "cease and desist" charges against Paramount dropped.

May

"POLICE JOURNAL" defends crime pictures *** Companies plan "substitutions permissible" contracts *** Major circuits ask greater protection *** Trade practices studied by Government *** Sponsored shorts die the death *** Rumor of admission tax proposals rife *** Allied advocates passage of Brookhart bill.

June

EDUCATIONAL reported ready to live up to Tiffany-Allied agreement *** Average admission estimated at 30 cents *** M. P. T. O. A. asks fairer zoning arrangements *** Fox re-organized, new directors elected *** M. P. T. O. A. urges exhibitors to "buy now" *** Advertisers continue plans for sponsored shorts *** Allied condemns "buy now" campaign as "hysterical" *** Nine film boards discontinued *** Copyright Protection Bureau appeals adverse decision.

July

INDIES to insist on check of distribution "practices*** Warner-F. N. to drop gangster pictures *** 323 features released up to June 30 *** Film salesmen warned on "side agreements" *** Fox-Loew combine ordered out *** Return of musicals forecast *** Department of Justice refuses 5-5-5 contract advice *** Pettijohn announces films riding out of storm *** Allied to launch Kinograms newsreel in August *** Hope for modification of credit ruling seen *** Western Electric wins Pacent patent tilt *** M. J. O'Toole warns against Hudson and Brookhart measures.

August

EACH distributor to adopt own credit system *** Plans completed for organization of Independent Association of Theatre Supply Dealers *** Attorney general's office says standard agreement okeh if use by ex-
hibitors is optional * * * Theatre officials prophesy the passage of new copyright bill * * * Film Daily says Wall Street favors return of many houses to independents * * * Sam Katz prophesies better theatre business in next month * * * Vitaphone celebrates fifth birthday * * * Film Daily prophesies return to flat-rental system * * * Allied says new contracts ignore 5-5-5 agreements * * * M. P. T. O. A. of E. Penn and S. Del. call protest meeting against M-G-M sales' policies and contract * * * Harry Arthur says Fox to drop chain theatre method of operation * * * "National protest meeting" set for September 1 in New York * * * Distributors approve 5-5-5 contract * * * Allied hits at distributors who refuse to service dimers.

September

N EW arbitration calls for 2-2 system * * * Industry plans unemployment relief campaign, Hays selects committees * * * Protest committee named * * * Kent scores change of 5-5-5 contract-rumor * * * M. P. T. O. A. plans more ambitious setup * * * Kansas City protection muddle echoes in Washington * * * Film cycles myth, says Charles R. Rogers * * * National, central and sub-committee named in unemployment relief drive * * * Feist says M-G-M ready to give exhibitors "fair deal" * * * Barbara Stanwyck stops pouting and goes back to work on Columbia lot * * * Walter Vincent excoriates score charges and "sky-high" percentage demands * * * Pete Woodhull named executive of United Theatre Advertisers * * * M. A. Lightman urges equalization of theatre employees' wages.

October

N EW YORK judge rules "bootleg films" illegal * * * Re-purchase of Loew rumor dies * * * Hays orders three gangster films back to cleaners * * * November 18-25 named National Motion Picture Week in jobless relief campaign * * * Abram Myers advocates National Laugh Day * * * Distributors withdraw from zoning, protection negotiations * * * Depinet announces Pathe can on sensational pictures * * * Industry gets behind M. P. Week idea * * * New arbitration agreement announced for April 1 * * * Industry mourns death of Thomas Alva Edison.

November

R ADIO-RKO and Pathe physical merger announced Wrigley, Hertz, Lasker join Paramount board * * * David O. Selznick appointed production manager of Radio-Pathe * * * Columbia goes to unit plan of production * * * Associated Publications survey shows protection and zoning status unchanged * * * Standard Statistics predicts increased earnings for film industry * * * A. P. survey verifies fact that quality pictures, regardless of type, are crying need * * * Marie Dressler, Lionel Barrymore win Academy annual award for year's best performances * * * Fox goes to unit production plan * * * Virginia judge rules one man in booth sufficient * * * Edward R. Tinker named president of Fox * * * Rumors afloat regarding federal admission tax plans * * * A. P. survey finds juvenile trade in nose-dive * * * Lightman advocates family night plan as aid.

December

W ILLIAM F. CANAVAN, I. A. T. S. E. and M. P. O. proxy proposes union wage cut to aid exhibitors * * * Tri-Ergon files patent suits against several companies, 140 additional companies served with "notices of infringement" * * * Paramount adopts unit production plan * * * David Wark Griffith named to supervise pageant at Washington bi-centennial celebration * * * Petition for RKO receivership filed, stockholders vote refinancing plan * * * Zukor, Hertz say Paramount needs no refinancing * * * Cleveland exhibitors file "monopoly charges" against Hays organization * * * Opposition develops in Congress to federal admission tax * * * Express rates on return film shipments reduced in ten southern points constituting victory for J. H. Butner, Atlanta Educational manager * * * Unions turn thumbs down on wage rebate plan, Canavan resigns, succeeded by William C. Elliott * * * Lightman pleads for exhibitor aid in federal tax fight * * * Warner stockholders provide additional surplus * * * Georgia's Lankford advocates billion-dollar government film business.
Texas Almanac Data
On Theatre Status
(Continued from page 8)

PART E
THEATRES IN TEXAS
HISTORY OVER SEVEN YEAR PERIOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar 20, 1925</td>
<td>871</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 29, 1926</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 12, 1927</td>
<td>1046</td>
<td>931</td>
<td>972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 27, 1928</td>
<td>1109</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 31, 1929</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 1, 1930</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 1, 1931</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>972</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Table includes Dallas and entirely at this date.

Overlapping Territory. 37.4% of the theatres in Texas are closed.

PART F
PRINCIPAL AFFILIATED AND INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS OPERATING IN TEXAS

Affiliated and Independent Theatres: Of the 945 theatres in the State of Texas, 839 are independently owned and operated. The following affiliated Circuits operate 106 theatres: Publix (95), RKO (9), Loew (1), and Sanger at Texarkana (4) — Publix affiliate. Principal Circuits Operating in Texas:


Publix Towns: Austin, Dallas, Ft. Worth, Galveston, Houston, San Antonio.


Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, San Antonio. (Total 107).

Hughes-Franklin, 314 So. Harwood St. (12 houses).

Big Springs, Corpus Christi, Dal-

las, Del Rio, Ennis, Laredo, Pal-
estine, San Angelo, San Benito, Sherman, Sweetwater, and Waco-

hachie. (Total 32).

Dallas, O. K. Theatres, Oskar Korn, 1801% Commerce Street. (6 houses).

Alpine, Crane, Ft. Stockton, Mc. Camey, Marfa, Pecos, Plainview, Post, Pote, Slaton. (Total 14).

Dallas, Federated Theatres, Inc., H. A. Cole, Pres., 313% So. Har-
wood St., buying agent. (5 houses).

Bonham, Greenville, Hamilton, San Marcos, Seguin. (Total 11).

Belton, Texas, H. H. Cluck (in conjunc-

tion with O. A. Engle-

acht on Georgetown), buying agents. (7 houses).

Belton, Brady, Clarksville, Kerr-
ville, Georgetown, Lampasas, Cuero. (Total 15).

Beeville, Texas, Hall Industries, Henry Hall. (10 houses).

Beeville, Beeville, Texas, Cassius Pass, Cuero, Kennedy, Ingleside, Kings-
ville, Refugio, Sinton, Taft. (Total 14).

Houston, Texas. Loew’s State, Home Office and Buyer: Loew’s, 1500 Broadway, N. Y. (1 house in Houston).

New Orleans, La. Saenger The-


Oklahoma City, Okla. Griffith Amuse. Co., L. C. Griffith, 700 1/2
W. Grand Ave. (Following towns served out of Oklahoma City).

Borger, Panhandle, Wellington. (9 houses).

Borger, Cleburne, Gainesville, Lubbock, Midland, Pampa, Pan-
handle, Wellington, Wink. (Total 17).


Daisetta, Eagle Lake, Halletts-
ville, Liberty, Needville, Rich-
mond, Rosenberg, Smithville, Yoakum. (Total 10).

Victoria, Texas. Ruben Freies. (8 houses).

Bellevue, Columbus, El Campo, Gollad, Port Lavaca, Sealy, Victoria, Yorktown. (Total 9).

PART G
ABANDONED OR DISMANTLED THEATRES (54 theatres)
*Designates theatres destroyed by fire.

Town and Theatre

Note: Houbis and Lovington, New Mexico, transferred to Den-

ver.

PART H
CLOSED THEATRES (Sound)
AS OF JAN. 1, 1932.

Important Note: Theatres designated with an (*) represents the only first run sound possibility in that town or zone; (***) represents a distinct sub-bazaar run possibility, the only one in that particular zone. (D) represents disc only. This list covers both Dallas territory and overlapping territory. See bottom of list for names of overlapping towns included. Analysis at end.


A handy reference list of motion pictures reviewed by Associated Publications from January 6 to December 22, inclusive. Title, distributor, minutes of running time and date of review appear in the order named.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Distributor</th>
<th>Running Time</th>
<th>Date Reviewed</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Distributor</th>
<th>Running Time</th>
<th>Date Reviewed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affairs of Annabelle</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>June 23</td>
<td>Hell Bound</td>
<td>Tiffany</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>March 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Police</td>
<td>W.B.</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>March 3</td>
<td>His Woman</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Dec. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Hamilton</td>
<td>W.B.</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Oct. 6</td>
<td>Homeymoon Lane</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Aug. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aloha</td>
<td>W.B.</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>April 28</td>
<td>Honor Among Lovers</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Mar. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always Goodbye</td>
<td>W.B.</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>June 23</td>
<td>Hunger of the Family</td>
<td>First National</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Oct. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An American Tragedy</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>Nov. 17</td>
<td>Hot Heiress</td>
<td>First National</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>April 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are These Our Children?</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Dec. 23</td>
<td>Hungry to Divided</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Dec. 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>June 9</td>
<td>Husband's Holiday</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>July 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad Company</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Sept. 29</td>
<td>Illicit</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Jan. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad Girl</td>
<td>Warner Brothers</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Sept. 1</td>
<td>Indifferent</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>May 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beloved Bachelor</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Oct. 27</td>
<td>Inspiration</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>April 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyond Victory</td>
<td>W.B.</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Sept. 15</td>
<td>Iron Man</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Mar. 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Business Girl</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Jan. 6</td>
<td>Just a Gigolo</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>July 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Gamble</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Dec. 1</td>
<td>Kept Husbands</td>
<td>RKO-Radio</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Feb. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth of a Nation</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Jan. 13</td>
<td>Kiki</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>Mar. 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blonde Crazy</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Mar. 17</td>
<td>Ladies' Man</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>May 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Angel</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Oct. 27</td>
<td>Lack The</td>
<td>First National</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Feb. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body and Soul</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>May 12</td>
<td>Last Parade</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Feb. 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border Law</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Sept. 15</td>
<td>Laughing Sinners</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>June 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born to Love</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>June 25</td>
<td>Lawyer's Secret</td>
<td>Tiffany</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Nov. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bought</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Aug. 25</td>
<td>Little Caesar</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>April 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beast</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Sept. 1</td>
<td>Local Boy Makes Good</td>
<td>First National</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Nov. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caught</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Nov. 24</td>
<td>Lonely Wives</td>
<td>RKO-Radio</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Feb. 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caught Plastered</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Jan. 13</td>
<td>Mad Genius</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Nov. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champ</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Mar. 3</td>
<td>Magnificent Lie</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Aug. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camaroon</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>April 28</td>
<td>Man From Death Valley</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Oct. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command Performance</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>June 18</td>
<td>Man of the World</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>July 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromised</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>July 28</td>
<td>Maltese Falcon</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>June 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confessions of a Co-ed</td>
<td>Artclass</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Oct. 20</td>
<td>Man to Man</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Jan. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convicted</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Dec. 15</td>
<td>Man Who Came Back</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Aug. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corsair</td>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>April 21</td>
<td>Men in Her Life</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Dec. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crooked Nuts</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Jan. 6</td>
<td>Merely Mary Ann</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Code</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Dec. 15</td>
<td>Millionaire</td>
<td>RKO-Radio</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Feb. 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Code</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>May 26</td>
<td>Miracle Woman</td>
<td>Warner Bros.</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>May 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dandy Long Legs</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Feb. 24</td>
<td>Mother and Son</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Aug. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dance, Fools, Dance</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Oct. 6</td>
<td>Mystery of Life</td>
<td>Monogram</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Aug. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dangerous Affair</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Jan. 13</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Aug. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn of a Woman</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>May 26</td>
<td>Never the Twain Shall Meet</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>July 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defenders of the Law</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>May 5</td>
<td>New Adventures of Wallingford</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Oct. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirigible</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>May 31</td>
<td>Night Angel</td>
<td>Artclass</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dishonored</td>
<td>W.B.</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Mar. 31</td>
<td>Night Art</td>
<td>Artists</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Mar. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor's Wives</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Jan. 20</td>
<td>Night Nurse</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Aug. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't Bet on Women</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Mar. 24</td>
<td>Not Exactly Gentlemen</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Mar. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drums of Jeopardy</td>
<td>Tiffany</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Feb. 19</td>
<td>Once a Sinner</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Jan. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dude Ranch</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>May 19</td>
<td>Over the Hill</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Jan. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dugan of the Badlands</td>
<td>Monogram</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>July 21</td>
<td>Pagan Lady</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Dec. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easiest Way</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Feb. 24</td>
<td>Paint</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Sept. 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Lynne</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Sept. 7</td>
<td>Paid</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Jan. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East of Borneo</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Aug. 4</td>
<td>Painted Desert</td>
<td>RKO-Pathe</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Jan. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex-Bad Boy</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Dec. 8</td>
<td>Palmy Days</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Sept. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Madonna</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>May 12</td>
<td>Pardon Us</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Aug. 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanny Foley Herself</td>
<td>RKO-Radio</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Mar. 31</td>
<td>Peaceful Bedroom and Bath</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Feb. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father's Son</td>
<td>First National</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Mar. 31</td>
<td>Penrod and Sam</td>
<td>First National</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Oct. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifty Million Frenchmen</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Feb. 17</td>
<td>Personal Maid</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Sept. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finn and Hatie</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Feb. 10</td>
<td>Platinum Blonde</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Nov. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five Star Final</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>June 23</td>
<td>Politics</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Aug. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow the Leader</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Dec. 8</td>
<td>Possessed</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Dec. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forbidden Adventure</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>June 2</td>
<td>Prodigal</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Jan. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankenstein</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>April 7</td>
<td>Public Defender</td>
<td>RKO-Radio</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Aug. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Soul</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>April 14</td>
<td>Public Enemy</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>May 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Page</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>April 14</td>
<td>Quick Millions</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>April 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentlemen's Fate</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>July 14</td>
<td>Rango</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Feb. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girl Habit</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Nov. 23</td>
<td>Rebouled</td>
<td>RKO-Pathe</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>Sept. 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls About Town</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>June 2</td>
<td>Red Fork Range</td>
<td>Big</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Mar. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>God's Gift to Women</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Feb. 10</td>
<td>Riders of the Purple Sage</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Oct. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Going Wild</td>
<td>First National</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>June 2</td>
<td>Road to Reno</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Nov. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Dust Gertie</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>June 2</td>
<td>Road to Singapore</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Oct. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Bad Girl</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Dec. 15</td>
<td>Royal Bed</td>
<td>RKO-Radio</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Feb. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good Sport</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Dec. 15</td>
<td>Ruling Voice</td>
<td>First National</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Dec. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Lover</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Aug. 18</td>
<td>Sea Beneath</td>
<td>Continental</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Jan. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilty Hands</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>June 16</td>
<td>Second Honeymoon</td>
<td>Continental</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Jan. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gun Smoke</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Sept. 1</td>
<td>Secret Call</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>July 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Hombre</td>
<td>Allied</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Nov. 19</td>
<td>Secret Service</td>
<td>RKO-Radio</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Nov. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heartbreak</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Dec. 22</td>
<td>(Continued on page 18)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Future of Illumination

Few, if any, radical improvements can be expected in today’s incandescent lamp, even though it has a light-producing efficiency of less than ten per cent; other light sources, such as sodium-vapor lamps, must be developed if decidedy increased efficiencies are to be obtained in illuminants of the future. Sodium-vapor lamps now being studied by research engineers are the most efficient artificial light sources yet produced, but much work remains to be done before an adequate commercial sodium-vapor lamp is to be had.

L. A. Hawkins, engineer of the General Electric research laboratory, told the members of the Illuminating Engineering Society, gathered at their silver anniversary meeting in Pittsburgh recently. Hawkins, delivering the key address of the anniversary meeting of the convention, spoke on “Lighting—In Perspective and Prospective,” reviewing highlights of lighting progress through the first quarter century of the life of the Illuminating Engineering Society, and pointing to the present trend of research investigations in the field of light.

“We believe that the incandescent lamp as it now exists is not capable of radical improvement. Edison thought the same of the carbon-filament lamp thirty years ago, and was promptly proved wrong. So time may prove us also wrong, but we have a firmer basis for our belief today. All known elements in the periodic table which could possibly make good lamp filaments have been tried. No other element can compete with tungsten. Of that we are reasonably sure. Some alloy of tungsten or some other compound might conceivably have advantages over the pure metal, but all likely alloys and compounds have been tried out and, although a few were found which gave slightly higher efficiencies than tungsten, they possessed inherent disadvantages which outweighed their merits. Krypton gas would be better than argon in our lamps, and xenon would be better yet, but both occur in the atmosphere in such minute quantities compared with argon that their extraction would be relatively very expensive and their use would make our lamps very costly, too costly for the relatively small increase in efficiency which they would give.

Other Sources Necessary

“Surely, however, we should not be forever content with the low efficiency, less than ten per cent of the theoretical possible efficiency of a light source, which is the best we can obtain from our best incandescent lamps today. Of course we shall not remain satisfied, but, for materially higher efficiencies we must look to other light sources than an incandescent body.”

The sodium-vapor lamp is the most efficient artificial light source, approaching a practical device, which has yet been produced, but sodium has a habit of . . . (Continued on page 15)
Devises Recording Lens for Pictures

Development of a microscopic lens for the recording and reproducing of talking movies has been announced by Victor C. Ernst, Cleveland inventor, who for many years was head of a commercial photography company.

At the same time, Ernst gave his announce-ment increased interest by adding that he has perfected a new set-up for the reproduction of the talking movie in which the crystal loudspeaker, developed in Cleveland by the Brush Laboratories, is used.

Ernst claims that his system of recording gives a faithfulness and naturalness of sound that is missing in present systems. He says further that in reproducing films, he was unable to get a loudspeaker with sufficient sensitivity to match his film until he tried the Brush loudspeaker.

He says, as a result of his system, the volume of sound in the theatre can be decreased. At present, it is claimed, volume must be restored in order to offset lack of the sound waves in the higher frequencies.

His recording system and the crystal loudspeaker give these higher frequencies, he says.

In the making of talking pictures, the sounds are picked up by a radio microphone which converts the sound into fluctuations of a glow lamp. These are recorded on one edge of the movie film, through a slit one-thousandth of an inch in width.

In his system, Ernst uses a microscopic lens in place of this slit. This lens is 16-thousandth of an inch in diameter. A projecting system of lenses used in connection with this first lens reduces the light it picks up to a line which is one-half of one-thousandth of inch wide. As a result Ernst claims, he gets sharper and more accurate recording of the higher frequencies.

His reproducing system uses a similar microscopic lens between the film and the photo-electric cell which operates the loud-speaker.

Ernst combines a dynamic loud-speaker with the crystal speaker. The dynamic speaker reproduces the low tones and the crystal speaker the over-tones. He uses only two amplifying tubes and one stage of push-pull amplification.

— Happy New Year —

TELEVISION, AGAIN

New Rumor Hints of Developments

Startling developments in the field of television will be announced early in January by a large electric company in the east, according to word received this past week by a man prominently identified with the film industry. The company's identity and that of the informant cannot, of course, be revealed at this time.

It is understood the announcement will concern visual transmission and reception in homes and public auditoriums, indicating that television is just about perfected. The disclosures, it is said, will be of utmost importance to the motion picture business.

Illumination

(Continued from page 14)

Taking ordinary glass. Good progress has been made in the production of sodium halide glass, and some day the sodium lamp, because of its high efficiency, several times that of the Manda lamp, and in spite of its rather unpleasant characteristic color (yellow) is likely to be used, alone or in combination with other lamps for color correction, where high luminous efficiency is the main desideratum.

Reviews Progress

Reviewing the progress of the past twenty-five years in illumination, Hawkins pointed out that in 1906 the income from lighting of the electric light and power industry was approximately $115,000,000.

In 1920 the revenue has increased to approximately ten times that figure. At the same time average lamp efficiencies had more than quadrupled and lighting rates had fallen, so that the amount of electric light used increased sixty to eighty fold. Simultaneously, the color of the light was improved and brought nearer to the quality of daylight.

Lighting engineers, who in the past concentrated their efforts on improving the incandescent lamp, are now turning to such activities as ultraviolet light for maintaining health special illuminants for television, photoelectric and other vacuum-tube controls of lighting circuits, mobile color lighting, and numerous other uses of illuminants removed from the field of general lighting. In connection with his talk before the illuminating engineers, Hawkins showed several historic exhibits and demonstrated many of the newest products of research such as the vapor-lamp stroboscope, automatic light control, and mercury, neon, helium, krypton and sodium vapor lamps in contrast with today's gas-filled tungsten-filament incandescent lamp.
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Theatre Analysis
(Continued from page 12)

Nixon (D), *Grand.
Northeim (D), *Cozy.
Orange, *Cozy.
Orange Grove (D), *Cozy.
Palaqu (D), *Happy Hour.
Plainview (D), Plainview.
Poins (D), *Princess.
Poyste, *Palace.
Quanah, Texas.
Roaring Spgs, (D), *Texas.
Rockport, *Peoples.
Rock Springs (D), *O & S.
Saint Jo (D), *Majestic.
San Angustine, *Augus.
San Antonio (D), **San Ho.
Sierra Blanca (D), *Peak.
Silbbee (D), *Palace.
Silverton (D), *Legion.
Sinton, *Bitte.
Stanton (D), *Crystal.
Van Alstyne, Van.
Vega (D), *Vega.
Vaco, *Strand.
Waskon (D), *Rex.
Wichita Falls, *Strand.
Weinert (D), *Rex.
Yoakum (D), *Ritz.
Note: 61 of these 85 closed theatres have disc only equipment.

ANALYSIS OF CLOSED THEATRE SITUATION.
(Sound Only)

Dallas Trade Territory Only:
No. sound equipped theatres in Dallas Trade Territory: 651.
No. sound equipped theatres in Dallas Territory closed: 83.
No. first run possibilities, open, 346; closed, 50.
No. subsequent run possibilities, open, 54; closed, 4.
No. suburban run possibilities, open, 36; closed, 2.
Total seating capacity of 651 sound theatres is 346,244 seats.
Seating capacity of the 83 sound theatres closed is 31,032 seats.
568 sound houses operating with 315,212 seats.

Overlapping Territory:
Rig, Bozor and Rialto, Lefors, are the only theatres closed. There are 22 theatres in the Overlapping Territory, of which two are closed, representing one first run possibility.
Seating capacity of 22 sound theatres = 11,578 seats.
Seating capacity of 2 sound theatres closed = 10,728 seats.
SILENT THEATRES
(Closed - Open)
There are 263 silent or "unwired houses" in the Dallas Trade Territory and 2 in the Overlapping Territory, making a total of 272 silent houses. There are no "silent houses" operating at this date in Overlapping Territory.

Rather than list all the silent theatres closed in the Dallas territory, consider that they are all closed except the five following theatres, which were open and using silent films on January 1, 1932:

Town Theatre (Brazos, San Antonio, 10)
El Paso Iris 884
Mission Concordia 500
Lipan A.L.Watson 100
Sherman Crockett 200
Whiteboro Princess 250
Note: Juarez (Mexican Theatre), San Benito, which is sound equipped, uses an occasional silent version. These theatres contemplate using silents but are not being served at this date: Rex, El Paso.

and the Cozy, Pettus, Texas.

PART I

Employees connected with the film industry in Texas: 11 Film Exchanges in Dallas, 1 in San Antonio, as of December 26, 1931.

Note: Universal maintains a shipping depot in San Antonio, Texas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total No.</th>
<th>Employees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allied</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramount, Dallas</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramount, San Antonio</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RKO Distr. Corp</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

United Artists 12
Universal, Dallas 21
Universal, San Antonio 4
Warner, F. N. 31

The total number of employees of all the exchanges were: Dec. 26, 1931, 257; Jan. 3, 1931, 305; June 1, 1930, 349; Jan. 1, 1929, 330; Jan. 1, 1928, 340; Jan. 1, 1927, 348; Jan. 1, 1926, 361.
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Tonight or Never
United Artists—80 Minutes

Gloria Swanson is the main draw in this light romantic comedy which gives the star ample opportunity to display her gorgeous gowns and that's about all. Outside of Swanson's name the others in the cast are not so well known to the average moviegoer. The leading man, Melvyn Douglas, who played the same role in the Belasco stage version, is seen in his first movie role and audience type the women fans will rave about. Ferdinand Gottschall does notably as another player of the Belasco stage cast. The story concerns a famous oper singer who has everything for success except a soul. Realizing what she lacks she sets out to find an adventure in love and has an illuminating experience with a man she believes is a gigolo, but much to her astonishment he turns out to be the great impresario from the Metropolitan Opera who engages her.

SELLING SEATS: Selling Stills
Swanson. Plenty of stills of Swanson and tie-ups with goodwill will help in the star. Here's a clever catch-line: "See Gloria Swanson Tonight or Never."

"Hell Divers" Is A Sensation
New York—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer scores a smashing hit with "Hell Divers," which opened at a $2 top at the Astor Theatre last Tuesday night. "Hell Divers" is the "Big Parade" of the current season and will undoubtedly register in a great big way at box-offices throughout the country. Exhibitors can put this down as a definite hit and one that will sell Wallace Beery's star into further ascendancy.

The story concerns the rivalry between Beery and Clark Gable in the naval aviation service. There is a touch of romance—just enough to attract the woman fans—and, while Gable will also draw them in, they'll idolize Beery for his exceptional and natural performance. He walks right away with the honors. There is photography that we think outtranks anything else of the date. The audience broke into applause for sequences that were purely photographic values. The picture is gripping and action. The dialogue is exceptionally good and natural and the air maneuvers remarkably well done and most expertly "shot." The picture contains a-plenty of thrills. It is he-man stuff and audiences of every type will like it. There's a sad ending—Beery dies as the result of a plane crash—and is buried at sea—but it is a logical ending and we don't think audiences will find fault with it.

George Hill deserves credit for a fine directorial effort. And the supporting cast, including Conrad Nagel, Marjorie Rambeau, Dorothy Jordan and Cliff Edwards gave fine performances. It's a fine production from every angle.

—BEN SHILVIN.

Sooky
Paramount—80 Minutes

Jackie Cooper, who played the famous "Sooky" role in the picture of the same title, again plays the same role in "Sooky." Robert Coogan, who co-starred in the film, has been replaced by Jackie Searl. Here is another great kid picture and the answer to the hue and cry of exhibitors for more child patronage. Adapted from the book, "Dear Sooky," by Percy Crosby, this picture promises to equal the success of "Sooky," and should prove a sure-fire increase in box-office receipts. Its clean, wholesome atmosphere is indeed refreshing after all the overplay just as the ship is about to leave. Both the direction and photography are good. There are also several musical numbers which should delight any audience.

SELLING SEATS: Feature the popular love team of Gaynor and Farrell. Don't overlook El Brendel as a selling bet. Tie-up with music stores on the tuneful melodies by George Gershwin.

SHORT SUBJECTS

All-American Kickback
Educational—20 Minutes
Harry Gribbon furnishes gales of laughter in this gridiron fun-film who plays football as we've never seen him played before. To win the love of his pretty botany teacher he runs 90 yards for a touchdown through all kinds of opposition, including an automobile. It's mostly slapstick, but it had us holding our sides.

—Happy New Year—

Roaming
Paramount—10 Minutes
Dandy musical skit featuring Ethel Merman as the daughter of a medicine show owner. She does well in a few song numbers and has a likeable personality. A clever romantic story is interwoven as part of the reel.

—Happy New Year—

The Riding Master
Vitaphone—7 Minutes
Poodles Hanneford, the famous riding clown, is seen here doing ed "sex-ridden" picture-fad that seems to have struck the movie industry. The intense realism, the pathos that tugs at one's heartstrings, the sparkling humor, the marvelous acting of these two child-stars—all these combined make this picture deserve the highest merits of praise.

Skippy, whose father is candidate for mayor and Sooky, who lives alone with his poor mother, are inseparable cronies. Skippy runs up a large account to keep the authorities from sending Sooky and his ill mother to the poorhouse. Skippy tries to get the Bowery Boys' aided outfit from the wealthy end of town, to let Sooky join them. The fights that ensue, with the result that after Sooky joins them, Skippy finds himself befriending the candidacy of Jackie Searl's father over that of his own dad. Everything is righted, however. Sooky is taken to Skippy's home, ignorant of his mother's whereabouts. Find them at the end still in arm-in-arm comradeship.

SELLING SEATS: Feature the famous kid team together again in new adventures written by Percy Crosby and directed by the same director of "Sooky." Innumerable kid angles are offered in the press sheet.

The House Dick
Radio—18 Minutes
Very excellent comedy sketch, featuring Jimmy Savo of vaudeville and musical comedy fame, as the house detective who is commissioned to track down a series of hotel robberies. Good number for an arm-stander.

—Happy New Year—

Trader Hound
M.G.M—21 Minutes
Clever take-off on the company's "Trader Horn." It is a Dogville comedy in which the canine artists perform some funny antics by going through a series of the familiar adventures of the famous African trader. The subject is very unique and sure to win much favorable comment from the audiences.

some fancy riding for which he is noted in the circus and vaudeville.
Pictures Reviewed in 1931

(Continued from page 13)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Distributor</th>
<th>Running Time</th>
<th>Date Reviewed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secret Six</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>April 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secrets of a Secretary</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Sept. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>May 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghaied Love</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Oct. 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ships of Hate</td>
<td>Monogram</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>June 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Show</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Sept. 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidewalks of New York</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Sept. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silence</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Sept. 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipmates</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>May 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skippy</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>April 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyline</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Oct. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Money</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>July 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Woman</td>
<td>RKO-Radio</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Oct. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son of India</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Aug. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sob Sister</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Nov. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Sept. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirit of Notre Dame</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Oct. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sporting Blood</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>May 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Witness</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Sept. 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepping Out</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>July 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street Scene</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Sept. 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strictly Dishonorable</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Nov. 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subway Express</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>April 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide Fleet</td>
<td>RKO-Pathé</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>Dec. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunbath Trail</td>
<td>RKO-Pathé</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Nov. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrender</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>Dec. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Lenox</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Oct. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svengali</td>
<td>Warners</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Mar. 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi Driver</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>May 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarnished Lady</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>April 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ten Cents a Dance</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Mar. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Their Mad Moment</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>July 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This Modern Age</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Sept. 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Girls Lost</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>May 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Who Loved</td>
<td>RKO-Pathé</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>July 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too Many Cooks</td>
<td>RKO-Pathé</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Aug. 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touchdown</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Nov. 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trader Horn</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Feb. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transatlantic</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Aug. 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travelling Husband</td>
<td>RKO-Radio</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Aug. 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twenty-Four Hours</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Oct. 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unholy Garden</td>
<td>United Artists</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Sept. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up For Murder</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>June 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up Pops the Devil</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>May 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Squad</td>
<td>Paramount</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>June 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viking</td>
<td>J. D. Williams</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>June 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterloo Bridge</td>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Aug. 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Way Out of Town</td>
<td>RKO-Radio</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Nov. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Shoulders</td>
<td>M-G-M</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>July 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wicked</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Oct. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild Horse</td>
<td>Allied</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>July 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild West Whoopie</td>
<td>Columbia</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Mar. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman Between</td>
<td>RKO-Pathé</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Aug. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman Hungry</td>
<td>First National</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>April 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women of All Nations</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>June 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X Marks the Spot</td>
<td>Tiffany</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Dec. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Ticket</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Nov. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young As You Feel</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Aug. 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Donovan's Kid</td>
<td>RKO-Radio</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>May 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Sinners</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>May 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tax Challenge

(Continued from page 9)

ation on admissions right now would spell disaster. A pitiful spectacle would result if such a law is passed.

Aid Necessary

If ever an exhibitor organization could do a job, it can do one right now, and the slightest bit of delay may mean disaster and de-

"There is no question in my mind that if enough of the right kind of propaganda is presented to motion picture audiences, that hundreds of them in each vicinity would be more than glad to register protest in the manner indicated. The manager of the thea-

lre should make his personal business to stand in the lobby and solicit such aid from his patrons, because in the last analysis, his patrons must carry the burden.

As leader of your exhibitor organization you are charged with this responsibility. The effective-

ness with which this work can be done will depend greatly upon the manner in which you go about it. If you have a better plan, please wire me at once, as cer-

tainly I want to help in this work in the most effective manner.

At least at the present moment this is the very best plan that suggest itself to me.

Don't delay. Start this work immediately. Time is our most important consideration right now."
Here is Genuine Good Will and Business Producing Publicity

—an added service that both men and women will appreciate

At a Cost Less Than Throwaways

Book Matches will carry your advertisement at a cost less than a card or dodger and will never be thrown away until the last match is used.

An Ideal Plan for Your Theatre

You can contract for a quantity of these matches and have your imprint changed each week so that you can feature the coming attraction a week in advance. Many theatres are using this plan very successfully.

Orders are filled within 1 week after receipt, so by giving us your schedule of bookings for feature pictures, you will receive shipments regularly and on time. Let us tell you more about this Business Building Plan.

20 Matches in Each Book. 2,500 Books per Case with Your Imprint for $10.00.
You can effect a saving by buying a larger quantity. Here are the prices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price Per Thousand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,500 Books</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000 Books</td>
<td>$3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000 Books</td>
<td>$3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000 Books</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000 or over</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All shipments F. O. B. St. Louis, Mo.

And Every "LIGHT" Is An "AD" For You!

Here’s HOW to Distribute These Wonderful Business Builders

We all know that many ladies and men desire to smoke before, during or after the show. Place a bowl of matches in the rest rooms where your patrons can help themselves to a book. You can also have the ushers pass them out when your patrons are leaving. Invariably the first thing a man does when leaving the theatre is to “light” up. He will assuredly appreciate receiving these handy safety matches.

Many theatres also distribute their matches at hotel cigar stands, cafés, drug stores and cigar stores. These firms will be pleased to pass out your matches regularly, thereby giving you wider and better distribution for your publicity.

Arrange with leading hotels, drug stores, etc., in your drawing area, to distribute these book matches for you. They'll gladly cooperate.

Mail Your Order Today

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use Space Below for Name of Theatre, Etc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Front)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUR PLEASURE IS OUR DELIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As Illustrated on Design Above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Associated Publications, Inc.,
4704 East 9th St.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Gentlemen:

Enclosed is our check for

covering

De Luxe

“Box Office” Book Matches, each book to be in 4 colors (red, black, yellow and gold), with our ad imprinted as shown at right above.

All shipments F. O. B. factory, St. Louis, Mo.

Name

Theatre

Town State

THIS ORDER IS NOT CANCELABLE
(Minimum order required: 2,500 Books)
SHOWMAN STANDS 'EM IN RAIN AGAINST DOUBLE FEATURE OPPOSITION

Here's the answer to double feature competition! It's nothing mysterious... just a return to showmanship fundamentals... giving them a good balanced show of diversified entertainment and telling them all about it.

Frank Gordon, manager of the Wicker Park Theatre, Chicago, worried about it for awhile; then he tried the Educational Pictures "revue program" plan. He picked one feature. Then he surrounded it with six carefully selected short subjects, five from Educational. Then he shouted the news. And now his patrons are thanking him!

"Big!" writes Mr. Gordon to Max Stahl, Educational's Chicago Exchange Manager:

"Your first review program played Tuesday and Wednesday went over big—holding them out in the rain Tuesday night and just as big Wednesday. "Not only BIG at the box-office, but BIG with the audience, who certainly enjoyed it. Many of them stopped and told me it was the best show they had seen since talking pictures started, and it sure was gratifying, as the only thing I hear when we run double features is, 'Oh, hum! What time is it?'

"From now on Tuesday and Wednesday will be established as special 'Wicker Park Review' nights. "Thanks for the idea and for the cooperation in putting it over, though to be frank I didn't think much of it when you sold it to me, in the face of being surrounded with five other houses all using double and triple features. If these reviews continue to go over like the first one, good-bye double features and good riddance."

It's THE idea for this new era. And EDUCATIONAL PICTURES assure you the variety and class of short subjects you need for such a program.